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Foreword

Improved Career Decision Making in a Changing World (ICDM) is designed to help career
thsvelopment facilitators and their clients make wise decisions as participants in a labor market that
is characterized by economic, demographic and technological change. As the United States
approaches the year 2000, an older and more socially diverse work force must produce, trade and
prosper in a global economy that is technologically advancing at a rapid pace. People of all colors,
ages and cultures are seeking roles in tin changing work of work-- where and how do they fit into
this modern mosaic of production and distribution?

The purpme of the Improved Career Decision Making in a Changitig World Program is to help people
rind answers to career-related questions through the use of labor market information (LMI). The
need for the answersinformationis greater today than ever before as more preparation is needed
and competition becomes keener for the better jobs. We also move around more within the labor
market. Most workers can expect to change jobs more than half a dozen times during their lives. We
need information more than ever, but there is so much labor market information in today's
Information Age* that it is difficult for the average person to locate, sift through and interpret it to
make intelligent career decisions.

The professionals to whom we often turn, career development facilitators, play a key role in career
decision m king and specifically, in the information-seeking process. They need to know how t3 leip
their clients find information, process it and use it effectively. The goal of the ICDM Program is to
train career development facilitators to help their clients use labor market information to make
thoughtful, responsible and enlightened decisions about occupations and careers.

Is helping clients in their career development and decision makiag important work? We certainly
think so. Choosing one's career is no longer an isolated incidence that can be left to chance
circumstances. Our work is too important; it is central to our lives; we are often identified by what
we do. If we are happy, satisfied, and fulfilled in our work roles, these elements spill into our
Personal lives.

To provide our citizens with this important occupational and career information, the National
Occupational Informational Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and the State Occupational Information
Coordinating Committees (SOICCs) have accepted the mission to train career development facilitators
to help their clients use labor market information. NOICC has sponsored the Improved Career
Decision Making (ICDM) Program through cooperating SOICCs since 1981 and to date has trained
over 30,000 career dev.elopment facilitators. The training is provided through ICDM curriculum
materials and workshops organized by the SOICCs with funding assistance from NOICC.

The ICDM Trainer's Guide and Participant Resource Guide are revisions of the original training
materials, Using Labor Market Information in Career Exploration and Decision Making, published in
1986. This newer version is competency-based, using the counselor/staff competencies listed in the
National Career Development Guidelines, also a NOICC Project. This ICDM curriculum is designed
to be user-friendly. It can serve all population groups and it can be delivered in a variety of training
modes and circumstances. It truly represents what is needed for Improved Career Decision Making
in a CI. =ging World.

In closing, I want to acknowledge the contributions of Roger Lambert and Judith Ettinger from the
Vocational Studies Center at the University of Wisconsin, Maile Pa'aisni, the Wisconsin SOICC
Director, Walton Webb and Valerie Lloyd from the NOICC Office rnd the reviewers who took the
time to contribute their expertise to the development of this publication.

Juliette Lester
Executive Director
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National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for
reaching goals.

1

Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job market.

Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and
career sources.



Introduction
Module 1

Introduction

"Hi, I'm Jane Cruz."
"Well, it's nice to meet you, Jane, I'm Tom Chen."
"You look familiar, Tom. I know rue seen you before. Do you work in
this area?"

In many first time meetings such as this, the work we do is often our
most descriptive label. How do we choose our work roles? Did she
aspire to be in sales? Did he choose to become a nurse? How are these
choices made? Are they the result of long-term planning or do we more
frequently just stumble into the first job available upon graduation?

The decisions we make about our careers throughout our lives are
crucial to our well-being. Yet, despite the importance of a career, the
1989 Gallup Survey found that less than half of today's adults made a
conscious and informed career choice. Instead, chance and environment
played an important role.

Career Influences
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Career decision making is a complex process. During this process,
clients typically analyze their personal traits, backgrounds and
interests. One step in this process is to relate self-knowledge to the
available opportunities in the world of work. Yet, because we are faced

ICDM 1-1
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with a broad, rapidly changing spectrum of careers, we cannot assume
a client or student will have the skills to locate, use and evaluate the
most up-to-date and valid information allktively. Most people need
"handles" to bring some order to the resources that help tIv3m. Some
clients are capable of researching and using the available information
to make good decisions; others may need help in locating and evaluating
information to answer their quadions. The Improved Career Decision
Making training program will teach you about available resources that
contain answers to many of these questions. This inservice program is
designed to help you And, interpret and use career and labor market
information with your clients.

The goals I the program are:

Goals of the
ICDM Program

Train career development facilitators to help
students and clients:

1. Understand labor market information,

2. Use information to make career decisions,

3.1mFove decision making skills, and

4. Develop an action plan to make more
effective we of information in career
decision snaking.

Figure 1.2

Career Decision Making and the Role of Information

What can a career development facilitator do to enable clients and
students to make effective decisions? The National Career Development
Guidelines, developed by the National Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee, define competencies for staff who deliver
career guidance and counseling programs.

ICDM 1.2



Counseling

triformadon

National Career
Development Guidelines

Knowkdge of e al issues individuals 'dikes throughout dm life span.
Knowledim of and career development theories sad techniques.
Knowledge of decision-meld:4 and transition models.

of Me reladondihm to facilitate personal, family, and career

Knowledge of (Efferent cnkures to intend eiketively with aB population&
Skils to bnild producdve reletionships with counselor&
Skills to use appreFiats individual and h coguseling techniques to assist

intfividuals wids career decisions cum development concern&
Skills to assist ineviduals in idemitfialtaintanaciing factors in career decision

and finances,making, suck as , friends,
Skills to assist indivithials changing hissed that stem:gyp others by

ruder, race, age, and =km&
Skills to assist individuals in understancfmg the relmionship between interpersonal

skills and succeu in the workplace.
Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategks for reaching

Boa&
Skills to assist individuals in combine* reassessing their pals, values, interests, and

career decisions.
Skills to assist intilviduals in preparing for multiple roles throughout their lives.

Knowle* of changes e in the economy, society, and job market.
Knowledge of educatimi, , employment trends, labor market, and career

11301111:CS.
Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counselieg such as career

development, career progression, and arm patterns.
Knowledge of the changing gender roles and how these impact on work, family, and

leisure.
Knowledge of employment information and career &n materials.
Knowkdge of employment-related requirements such as labor laws, licensing,

crethmtialing and certification.
Knowledge of state mg local referral services or agencies for job, financial, social,

and personal servio&
Knowledge of federal and state legislation that may influence career development

Programs-
Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for specific

groups.
Skills to use computer-based career information systems.

Individual and Grogo Knowledge of assessment techniques and measures of skills, abilities, aptitudes,
Assessment interests, values, and personalities.

Skills to identify assessment resouri sappropriate fu specific situations and
populations.

Skills to evaluate assessment resources and techniques misted so that their validity,
reliability, and relatimiships to race, gender, age, and ethnicity can be
determined.

Skills to administer, interpret, and personalize assessment data in relation to the
career development needs of the individual.

ICDM
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National Career Development Guidelines =tinned

Management and Knowledge ri program designs that can be used in orpnizing career
Administration development programs.

Knowledp of needs assessment techniques and practices.
Knowkdge of management cmicepts, leadership styles, and techniques to implement

change-
Skills to assess the effectiveness of career development programs.
Skins to idendfy staff competencies for effective censer eat programs.
Skills to prepare proposals, budgets, and timelines far career ent

programs.
Skill: to identify, develop, and use record keeping methods.
Skills to desip, conduct, analyze, and report the assessment of individual and

program outcomes.

ImplemeMation Knowledge of program adoption and planned change strategies.
Knowledge of barriers affecting the implementation of career development

programs.
Skills to implement individual and group programs in a variety of areas such as

assessment decision making, job seeking, career information and career
counsel*.

Sic& to implement pubric relations efforts whith promote career development
activities and services.

Skills to establish linkaget with community-based organizations.

Consultation Knowledge of consulting strategies and consulting models.
Skills to assist staff in understanding how to incorporate career development

concepts into their offerings to program participants.
Skills to =suit with influential parties such as employers, community groups and

the general public.
Skills to convey program goals and achievements to legislators, professional groups,

and other key leaders.

Specific Populations Knowledge of differing cultural values and their relationship to work values.
Knowledp oi unique career planning needs of minorities, women, the handicapped,

and older persons.
Knowleckge of alternative approaches to careei planning needs for individuals with

specific needs.
Skills to identify community resources and establish linkages to assist adults with

specific needs.
Skills to find appropriate methods or resources to communicate with limited English

prqficient individuals.

ICDM
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The Guidelines also include student competencies.
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Figure 1.4

To master these competencies, a variety of self-awareness activities are
completed. The next step is to relate self-knowledge to the many
available careers.

According to Meyer (1988), the glut of information prohibits us from
stopping once we locate the information. Information only has meaning
if it is evaluated in light of what individuals know about themselves.
Ensuring that it is collected in a manner that best serves the individual
is the critical step. First, it is important for those seeking career
information to sort out th relevant from the irrelevant. Second, as
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facilitators, we need to monitor the process of collection. Third, the
information needs to be processed as it is collected so it becomes part of
the decision about to be made. Fourth, the results of this processing
need to be understood and integrated by the individual.

To illustrate, a student may be considering a career as a tobacco grower.
The student wants to know what the job will entail. What will I do on
the job? What will my income be? What kind of training do I need?
The ICDM training program will teach you about available resources
that contain answers to many of these question&

Sample Questions to
Ask of Information:

1. How will cesserner behavior affect eppenunkim?

2. What pubtic policies will levier on this cause

3. How many meta, are &beady In this Geld?

4. How many new workers will be needed In tbe AMOS?

5. Wham week! lbws to live to work in this occutution?

6. What will toy wort environment to like?

7. How will techisokgy change dm industry?

Figure 1.5

What Is Career and Labor Market Information?

It is information about jobs, workers, the work place and the
preparation needed to work. It is readily available to the public through
career information delivery systems (CIDS), printed materials,
computer-based systems, videotapes, microfiche, current periodicals.
newspapers and books.

A Changing Work Place

It is important for career development facilitators not only tts
understand the information about occupations but also to have
knowledge about the broader issues that result in fluctuations in our
social, political and economic systems, as well as changes in the
occupational structures. For example, the composition of today's labor
market, has continued to change as the population shifts and our
economy changes.
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The Middle Aging of the Workforce

0 16-94 13544 Z55.

Percent Change in Population: 1990 - 2000

411.0%

Figure 1.6

Another way to illustrate the importance of decision making is by
examining our national priority for informed and skilled workers. They
need basic skills, career education, and an understanding of the
changing world of work.

Conclusion

The wealth of information may seem intimidating and the process for
incorporating this information into career decision making may seem
overwhelming. This inservice program, Improved Career &cision
Making in a Changing World, will help you understand where to find
information, how to make effective use of information and how to
continually update your skills and knowledge through readily available
resources.
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The Action Plan

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Skills to implement individual and group programs in a variety of areas
such as assessment, decision making, job seeking, career information
and career counseling.

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for
reaching goals.



The Action Plan
Nothing is more terrible than activity without insight."

Thomas Carlyle, 1795-31.

Change: A Personal Challenge

Most of us have heard the familiar saying, "There are people who make
things happen, people who watch things happen, and people who wonder
what happened." From personal experience, we admire people who
"make things happen." Through our own efforts, however, we realize
how hard it is to take action and make changes in our lives. We
recwnize what it takes to accomplish our goalsmotivation, hard work,
determination, tenacity, support from others, and sometimes, just plain
luck

Despite the personal sacrifices that may be required, many of us do
want to change or improve certain aspects of our personal lives or work
situations. We are motivathd to make changes when we are exposed to
new concepts and ideas that can improve or enrich our lives. As a result
of these influences, we are charged with a mental and physical energy
to change our behavior in some wayto quit smoking, to lose weight, to
take a course in speed reading, or to develop a new program to better
meet the needs of our students. Unfortunately, our motivation to act
often withers, wanes and gradually subsides, due to factors such as the
time needed to achieve change, the people who may be standing in the
way, the money to implement our plans, the personal discipline that is
necessary, or simply the pressures of daily life.

Needed: A Road Map

What is often missing is a "road map" to reach our destination. By
studying persons who have achieved, psychologists have discovered that
they have two common characteristics:

1. they set goals for themselves; and
2. they write them down.

In other words, they have plans of action, which serve as detailed road
maps to their goals. The purpose of this section is to help you develop
your own road maps, or Acton Plans, of professional growth as a career
developnient facilitator.
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Some Barriers To Change

What prevents us from applying whatwe have learned? There are three
distinct types of barriers that prevent the transfer of skills from an
inservice program to the work site:

The participant. Because of personal standards and ideas about
how career facilitating should be accomplished, the participant
may reject the values and concepts in the training course. Or,
the participant may lack the confidence to use or apply the new
skills developed during the training.
The participant's supervisor. The supervisor may not
encourage the participant to use the new skills or may not
support the participant who applies what has been learned.
The organization. The participant's new skills may not be
accepted in the work environment due to time constraints, pay
structures, incompatible office policies and procedures, or the lack
of authority to act.

Overcoming Barriers: A Miaining Approach

To prevent these barriers from occurring, a comprehensive plan of action
should be initiated before the training begins. We suggest the following
approach:

Step 1.
The participant and supervisor develop mutual training
ohjectives.

Your supervisor can work cooperatively with you by communicating
histher needs. The supervisor who has a voice in defining the skills
that are needed will take a greater interest in the outcome of the
training.

An example of a mutual objective might be:

To develop stronger ties between the school and the business
community in order to place more students in work experience or
internship programs.
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Step 2.
Participant lists pre-iraining objectives.

Your first task in the training session is to outline what you wish ta
gain from the inservice. This enables the trainer to better meet your
needs. Your objectives will be translated into an Action Plan at the
conclusion of the training session. This Action Plan will contain
activities and tasks to be completed back at vow work gite. A form
for this purpose, "Program Hopes and Personal Change," is included
in your guide.

An example of a participant objective might be:

To become skilled in how to access local labor market information
to better advise students who wish to work in the community.

Step 3.
The training instills confidence in the participant.

In order to instill confidence, most modules will incorporate hands-
on, work-related activities to de elop your skills in the use of labor
market information. A written form, the "Daily Planner" can be
found in the guide. It is important that you take at least five minutes
to fill in the "Daily Planner" at the conclusion of each training
module.

An example of a practical training activity might be:

Role playing a career counseling session during which the
counselor is showing the client how to scan and evaluate the belp
wanted ads in a newspaper to gain a broader understanding of
the local labor market.

Step 4.
The training enables the participant to deit ( op a supportive
network.

Your work site may need to be modified in order to accomplish
training goals. These modifications become components of your
Action Plan.

An example of a training activity to enable the participant to develop
a peer network would be:
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A brainstorming session on how to develop lies between the
school and the business community that results in the formation
of interest or support groups among the participants that would
continue beyond the training session.

Step 5.
An Action Plan is completed at the conclusion of training.

Your concluding activity will be the formulation of your plan of
action. A two page worksheet, "My Action Plan," *ill help you
create a specific outline with details, such as the resources needed
and time frames required. When writing the plan, it is important
that you consider the factors that will enable you to reach the Action
Plan goals, as well as the obstacles that must be overcome. By doing
so, you can develop realistic strategies to reach your objectives.

After the Action Plan has been completed, you will have time to
discuss the plan with fellow trainees. Research has shown that
group discussion is very valuable; the "talking it over" process
creates a bond between you and your plan of action.

As a result of this training in Improved Career Decision Making
(ICDM), you will be better informed about how the labor market
works. You will develop skills in maintaining up-to-date information
about its fluctuations and changes. You can utilize these skills by
integrating information resourtxts into your career counseling. It is
critical that the skills developed during your training be transferred
to the work place. By applying what you have learned, you can help
your clients make the best possible career choice&

Your Action Plan is the culmination of the training session.
Once you have achieved your training objectives, an Action
Plan needs to be developed as a mechanism to assist you in
making the important transfer of skills from the training
session to your work environment.

It's Easy!

The creation of an Action Plan should not be intimidating, because the
framework for your plan already exists. You have been formulating
your plans from the very beginning of your training when you listed
your hopes for the program and possibilities for change on "Program
Hopes and Personal Change." During training, you have gradually
added pieces to your plan. A review of your notes from each training
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Esamp le Of An Action Plan

As a result of my training I plan to:

set up a resoura3 center called "Jobs in River City," with
information gm local employmmt opportunities;
become active in the Chamber of Commerce in order to establish
ties with community businesspersons; and
work with other facilitators to establish a work study partnership
between my organization or school and a local business or
industry.

To illustrate the complete Action Plan process that is outlined on the
participant's worksheet, we will use the first goal, setting up a
resource center on local employment opportunities, as an
example. Some of the services this center might provide would be:

a Career Information Iktlivery System (CIDS) for career
exploration and information;
Federal, state, and local labor market information publications,
such as the Dictionaq of Occupational Titles (DOT), Standard
Occumtional Classifiaition (SOC), Occupational Outlook
IlandboM (00}1), Occupational Outlode Quarterly (00Q),
Standard Industrial Classification iSIC), local newsletters, etc.;
a list of the nudor employers in the community, with descriptions
of their businesses or industrial and the principal occupations
found within them;
telephone numbers of personal contacts that may be helpful, e.g.,
job telephone lines, human resource departments of governmental
agencies and large employers, Job Service and JTPA contacts,
private employment agencies, etc.;
a chart showing tho major occupational classifications within the
local labor market, with information on qualifications, wages,
hours and conditions of employment;
cost of living information for River City: food, utilities, housing,
etc.;
information on tax deductions taken from paychecks, employee
benefits and legal rights;
a map showing where mikior employers are located, along with
local public transportation services and schedules;
video/audio tapes of local employers deseribing the qualifications
they are seeking in prospective employees;
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a listing of postsecondary educational and training institutions,
with catalogs of their offerings;
a job bulletin board taken from the listings in the local newspaper
or Job Service Office;
a file ofjob postings from public institutions and any other large
employers within the city;
instructions for resume and cover letter writing; files of sample
resumes and introduction letters;
samples of common job application forms used by mAjor
employers in the area with instructions to Mow; and
a sign-up sheet for personal counseling services.

With this goal in mind, a Jobs in River City Resource Center, "My

Action Plan" could be outlined in the follcwing way on the worksheet:

L Defining my concern

A. I have carefully reviewed my professional environment; the area
that I would like to see improved relates to the lack of
information our students have about job opportunities in River
City.

B. I am concerned about this situation because:

1. many of our students wish to remain in River City and will be
seeking work in this area;

2. national and state labor market information does not always
apply to conditions in River City, and

3. our students lack job search skills.

C. The major facts that relate to this situation are:

1. sixty percent of our high school graduates remain in River
City;

2. fifty percent have completed their education; they will not go
on to a postsecondary program; they will be looking for work
in River City;

3. students need information about where they can find work
and how to get it;

4. "Education for Employment" is a goal of our school district;
and

5. my principal supports school-wide efforts to educate for
employment.
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IL Seeking a solution

A. The elements of my situation most amenable to change are:

1. having the cooperation of mot teachers and the school
administration in setting up a Jobs Resource Center;

2. learning about the labor market in River City, thereby
improving my career counseling skills; and

3. the frustratkm expressed by students looking for work; they
have a need for a Jobs Resource Center.

B. The elements of my situation least amenable to change are:

1. the limited availability of time to set up the Center: finding
materials, interviewing employers, developing handouts, etc.;

2. finding money in our budget to purchase some of the
publications and computer software that would enhance the
Resource Center;

3. convincing all staff members to support and contribute to the
Resource Center; and

4. assuring that all students have access to the Resource Center.

C. I would use these indicators to =Bider my concerns to be
satisfactorily resolved:

1. the completion of a Resoutce Center within three months;
2. the Resource Center will be used by at least 60% of the

student body before the end of the school year as determined
by a record keeping procedure;

3. students, staff members and administrators who use the
Center will complete written evaluations of its effectiveness;
and

4. the Center will establish working relationships with private
and public employment agencies, such Job Service and JTPA;

5. the evaluations of the Center will be used to
improve its future content and operation.

D. The forces that I see as unfavorable to (or blocking) the hoped-for
change are:

1. coworkers who may not approve of the time that I will be
spending to set up the Center;

2. teachers who may be unwilling to allow their students class
time to use the Jobs Resource Center;
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3. local businesses and industsies that may be uncooperative;
ami

4. a 1.sck of student awareness as to how the Center can help
them.

E. The forces I see as favoring (supporting) the change are:

1. students looking for work;
2. the school district administration;
3. the library director;
4. special education teachers;
5. parents; Pad
6. local employers who envision the value of the Center.

F. The solution I see to my concern is:

1. to wo. 1r closely with those persons who will support my efforts
to establish the Center,

2. to communicate frequently with persons who may oppose or
resent my efforts in order to addrus their concerns and enlist
their support and cooperation;

3. to involve local busineu people in the planning of the Center;

and
4. to ask my principal to appoint an ad hoc advisory committee

composed of teachers, parents and local business people to
assist in the planning and development of the Center.

III. An Action Plan to implement my solution

A. I see the time frame for the plan to be gperative as follows:

1. Center established in three months;
2. student, staff and administrative evaluations of the Center in

nine months; and
3. Center revisions in twelve months.

B. I will need the assistance of these indMduals to implement my

plan:

Name: Principal Sam Martinez
About: Administrative and financial support of the Center

Name: Library Director Helen Han
About: Help in finding information resources
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Name: Chamber of Commerce President Sue Young
About: Getting cooperation from local businesses

Name: English teacher Michael Feldman
About Sample resumes, cover letters and job applications

C. I will need to communicate the plan to:

Name: Staff members, administrators and students
About: Purpose/design/time frame for the Center

Name: Local employers
About The ptupose of the Center, their employment needs

Name: Parents of students
About: How the Center can help their child

Name: Members of my own department
About: Duties, responsibilities, time frames, etc.

D. I intend to follow up and evaluate the success of my plan by doing
the following:

1. reviewing, tabulating and analyzing the evaluations of the
Jobs Resource Center completed by the students, staff and
administration by the end of the school year

2. using the findings from the evaluations to set goals to improve
the Center during the following school year and

3. communicating these future plans to students, staff and
administration.

Conclusion

As you can see by this example, your Action Plan can be a powerful
instrument of change. Your plan outlines your goals and develops
strategies to achieve, monitor and refine them. It is truly amazing what
people can accomplish by simply setting realistic goals and writing them
down.
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Fine Cbmponont of Action Pion for
IMMO

Program Hopes and Personal Change

1. My hopes and expectations for this training are. . .

2. If my supervisors could have a goal for this training, they would want me to. . .

3. If my peers or associates could have a goal for this training, they would want me to. .

4. If the individuals that I supervise could have a goal for this training, they would want

me to. . .

Adopted from The Winning Trainer, J.E. Ellington, Gulf Publishing Co., Houston, TX, 1990
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Second Component of Action Plan for
1191110

Directions: Notes should be taken by the participimt on this worksheet at the end of each training session (allow 5 minutes).
When the training is concluded tNs Planner is used to create the Action Plan.

Daily

Key Points of Module

Planner

Action I Intend to TakeKey Points Related to My Needs

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

Module 5

Module 6

Module 7

Module 8

Module 9

Module 10

,

_

Adapted from The MilmWng Trainer, J.E. Eilington, Gulf Publishing Co.. Houston, TX, Alt



Action Plan

Developing an Action Plan

I. Purpose

The final phase of this program is designed to give you an opportunity to apply the
concepts and skills that you have learned to an actual on-the-job concern ofyour choice.
This shoukl provide real and lasting meaning to your training experience. ft will also
provide you with a maximum return from your investment of time and effort in the training
session.

U. Procedure

A. Select a topic about which you have a genuine concern; that is, an area that requires
some worthwhile improvement or remedial action. The concarn may relate to
management; an operational matter, an administrative change, a plan for self-
improvement, an improvement in relations with others (supervisors, coworkers), etc.
It may involve overcoming a deficiency or meeting a new chaiienge or opportunity.
You alone know where a real need for change or betterment exists.

B. Individual work (20 minutes): Use the three-part Action Plan Worksheet to help you
work through the details of your problem-solving activity.

C. Small group work (30 minutes): You will be assigned to a team of three (two other
participants who share your concerns and yourself). Each of you will have the
opportunity to present your concern and plan for action to the other two members for
review, critique, feedback, and counsel. Each presenter will have ten minutes to
secure help from the other two participants. Although this is your concern, objective
"outsiders' can be of reai help, because they may see things you might have
overlooked. Feedback from your teammates will sharpen the issues for you and help
you think through the steps outlined in your action plan.

Adapted from The Winning Trainer, J.E. Ellington, Guff Publistilng Co., Houston, TX, 1990
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Actian Plan of
nem

My Action Plan

I. Defining my concerns

1. I have carefully reviewed my Nback-home" situation, and the area I would
like to see improved relates to. . .

2. I am concerned about this situation because. . .

3. The major facts that relate to this situation are. . .

11. Seeking s solution

1. The elements of my situation most amenable to change are.

2. The elements of my situation least amenable to change are. . .

3. I would use these indicators to consider my concerns to be satisfactorily resolved.

4. The forces that I see as unfavorable to (blocking) the hoped-for change are. . .

5. The solutions I see to my concerns are. . .

6. The major facts that relate to my concern are. . .

Adapted from The Winning Trainer, J.E. Ellington, Gulf Publishing Co., Houston, TX, 1990
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Action RIM

My Action Plan cont.

Ill. An action plan to Implement my solution

1. lseethetlmeframeformyplantobeOperativeasfollOWS :

2. I will need the assistance of these IndMduals to implement my plan:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

3. I will need to communicate the plan to:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

4. I intend to follow up and evaluate the success of my plan by doing the following:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Adapted from The tilnrdng Trainer, J.E. Eitington, Gulf Publishing Co., Houston, TX, 1990
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Action Plan

My Action Plan cords

ilL An action plan to implement my solution

1. I see the time frame for my plan to be operative as follows:

2. I will need the assistance of these indMduals to implement my plan:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

3. I will need to communicate the plan to:

Name:

Name:

Name: about:

Name: about:

4. I Intend to follow up and evaluate the success of my plan by doing the following:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Adapted fion, The 141nning Trainer, J.E. Ellington, Gulf Publishing Co., Houston, TX, 1990
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Module 2
Definitions of Terms and

Concepts Related to Career
Development and Labor

Market Information

Ma'

111;p,

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of educa jon, training, employment trends, labor market, and
career resources.

Knowledge of employment information and career planning materials.



Definitions of Terms and Concepts
Related to Career Development and

Labor Market Information
Module 2

Terms and Conmpts Related to Career Development

Career
Career is a life style concept that involves a sequence of work or
leisure activities in which one engages throughout a lifetime.
Careers are unique to each person and are dynamic, unfolding
throughout life. They include not only occupations but pre-vocational
and postvocational concerns as well as how persons integrate their
work life with their other life roles. (Herr and Cramer, 1984)

Job
A group of similar, paid positions requiring some similar attaibutes
in a single organization. (Super, 1976)

Work
Conscious effort, other than that having as its primary purpose
either coping or relaxation, aimed at producing benefits for oneself
and/or oneself and others. (Hoyt, 1991)

Occupation
A group cif eimilarjobs found in different industries or organizations.
(Herr and Cramer, 1984)

Skifi
An attribute required of the worker in order to complete a work task.
(Jepsen, 1991)

Task
An element of work to be completed. (Jepsen, 1991)

Career Development
The total constellation of psychological, sociological, educational,
physical, eqsnomic, and chance factors that combine to shape the
career of any given individual. (Splete, 1978)
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Career Decision Making
The following steps constitute the decision making process:

determine the concern to be acted upon,
project possible alternative actions,
review possible consequences of each alternative action,
choose the best alternative at this time,
decide how and when to implement the alternative,
implement it,
evaluate the results of the action, and
determine whether a related decision needs to be made now or
if further planning is needed.

(Splete, 1978)

Career Guidance
A systematic program of coordinated information and experiences
designed to facilitate individual career development and, more
specifically, career management (Herr and Cramer, 1984)

Career Education
The totality of experiences by which persons acquire knowledge and
attitudes about self and work, and the skills by which to identify,
choose, plan and prepare for work and other life options. (Herr and
Cramer, 1984)

Developmental Guidance
Developmental Guidance is based on the premise that as children
and adults mature, they pass through various developmental stages
vital to their growth. Programs that systematically address the
learning, personal/social, and career development needs of all
individuals are the basis for this preventative approach to counseling
and guidance. (Wilson, 1986)

National Career Development Guidelines
The National Career Development Guidelines are based on
developmental guidance concepts and as a result are preventative,
goal oriented and proactive in nature. (NOICC, 1989)

They reflect the national movement to improve career guidance and
coimseling programs throughout the life span and to support
standard-setting efforts which:
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increase the understanding of lifelong career development
needs, based on the conceptual framework of developmental
guidance,
expand the definitions of comprehensive career guidance and
counseling programs,
emphasize 1:x:impotency-bawd education and training,
support program awountability efforts,
heighten interest in achieving professional consensus on
program guidelinot and standards,
renew legislative support for career guidance and counseling
progrtuns, and
increase emphasis on certification of counselors, including
career specialization.

(See Figures 1.2 and 1.3 for a listing of the Guidelines.:

Major components addressed in the Guidelines include:

Student Competencies and Indicators. Guidelines for
the outcomes of career guidance and counseling programs
are the basis for program development. The competencies
are stated as broad goals. The indicators describe specific
attitudes, knowledge and skills related to career
development. They are divided into five sequential levels:
elementary, middle or junior high school, high school,
young adult and adult. They are organized into three
broad areas: self-knowledge, educational and occupational
exploration, and career planning.
Institutional Capabilities. This section provides a
statement of the necessary commitment, structure, and
support required for effective career guidance and
counseling programs including administrative
commitments, physical facilities, and supportive materials.
Personnel Requirements and Counselor
Competencies. This section provid, description of the
roles of various staff members as well as specific
competencies needed by counselors to deliver career
guidance and counseling programs.

A basic understanding of the key concepts, vocabulary and measures of
labor market information is essential to its effective use.

For those engaged in education, counseling, job development and job
placement, an understanding of how to use labor market information
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effectively in career decision making is critical. Although one might not
want, or necessarily need, tetthnical knowledge of numbers and
statistics, knowing the terms and concepts will help explain information
found in the lay press or in technical reports.

What Is a Labor Market?

Labor markets bring together buyers and sellers seeking to exchange
one thing of value for another. Sellers are individuals seeking work,
and buyers are employers offering wages and other benefits in exchange
for work. Through the operation of the market, employers obtain the
labor needed to transform raw materials into goods and services, and
workers earn an income to support themselves and others.

Labor markets are dynamic and constantly changing. They tend to be
more complicated than other kinds of marketa. There are many
interacting variables that influence supply and demand in a labor
market* The commodity being sold, the labor supply, is controlled by
human beings with individual values and abilities who are free to make
choices about education, training, occupation and geographical location.
Moreover, workers can even choose to work for themselves and become
their own employers.

Whst Is Labor Market Information?

Labor market information (LMI) is systematized data, produced on a
regular basis, about employment, unemployment, jobs and workers. It
includes information about people, jobs and employers.

Although many people may think of ISE as only basic employment and
unemployment statistics, labor market information is, in act, a wide
array of employment related data on economic conditions and labor force
characteristics, such as population, education, income, occupational
descriptions and employment conditions.

Who Uses Labor Market Information?

The interpretation of labor market information contibutes to the
development of public policies and programs. Educators and students
need data on occupational outlooks to make sound decisions about
programs of study and careers. Young people need information about
ompational descriptions, educational requirements, wages, and the
employment outlook to make choices about careers and training.
Managers of job training and retraining programs need labor market
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Defining the Labor Force

LABOR FORCE CONCEPTS
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Civilian Noninetitutional Population
This group consists of all persons 16 years of age and older who are
not members of the resident armed forces and who do not reside in
institutions, such as nursing homes, prisons or mental hos*tals.
This is the group from which potential workers are available.

Civilian Labor Force and Labor Force Participation Rate
The group consist of the total number of civilians who are employed
and unemployed. It does not include those persons employed by the
armed forces. The proportion of the total civilian noninstitutional
population, or of a demographic subgroup of that population
classified as "in the labor form," is known as the labor force
participation rate.

Employed
The BLS definition for employed are those people who:

worked for pay or profit at any time during the payroll period
which included the 12th day of the month;
held jobs, but were temporarily absent from them for such
reasons as a vacation, weather, personal illness or an
industrial dispute; or
worked without pay in a family-owned business for 15 or more
hours.
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The number of employed are estimated monthly through the Current
Population Survey. The employed group includes three sub-groups
of workers, wage and salary workers, self-employed workers and
unpaid family workers.

Wage and salary workers - People who work for wages,
salaries, commissions, tips or pay in kind from a private
employer, a non-profit employer or a governmental unit
Nonfkrm wage and salary workers make up the major portion
of this category.
Self-employed workers - People who work for.profit or fees in
their own business, profession or trade, or who operate a farm.
Unpaid family worker - Persons who work without pay for at
least 15 hours a week on a farm or in a business operated by

a household member who is related by birth or marriage.

Full-Time Employed
These are people who are employed 35 hours or more per week.

Part-Time Employed
These are people who are employed less than 35 hour a week. Part-
time workers are further broken down into two groups: those who
are part-time by choice, and those who are part time for economic
reasons. The economic reasons include slack work, material
shortages and the inability to find a full-time job. Some of these
people are referred to as the "underemployed".

Unemployed
This group is defined by BLS as those persons who meet the
following criteria:

performed no work at all for pay or profit in the week of the
12th of the month;
looked for a job at some point in the past four weeks; and
were available for work in the survey week.

These people represent an unutilized but available labor supply.

Out of the Labor Force
This is a residual category of persons who are neither employed nor
unemployed. These include people who are enrolled in school, those
with family care responsibilities, persons with disabilities and those
who are retired. Many of these people may move into and out of the
labor force as economic or personal conditions warrant.
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Want a Job
These tend to be the people who want a job, but who are not actively
looking because they perceive there are no jobs available, or believe
they are not skilled. They are sometimes thought of as
"discouraged." This category may also include persons who want a
job, but are not highly marketable, such as those lacking skills or
who are differently abled.

Hidden Unemployment
These are discouraged workers, who for a variety of reasons think
they cannot find work and sooner or later cease looking. Example:
Unskilled workers in the ghettos of many large cities who, lacking
education and/or transportation, often cannot find jobs and become
resigned to life on the streets or on welfare.

Underemployment
This occurs when a worker is either overqualified for a job or works
fewer hours than desired. Example: A collep graduate in
microbiology who can find no work in his/her field and gmds up as a
clerk in a department store.

Do Not Want a Job
These are people who have other responsibilities, such as schooling
or caring for family members, as well as those persons who have
already retired.

Frictional Unemployment, usually for a short duration, is caused
when people are between jobs. Example: A waitress who quits a job
to look for a position that offers better wages.

Structural Unemployment arises when there is a job skill
mismatch such that the skills workers possess are not those that
employers require. Example: A football player who has been
released and who has no other job skills on which to rely.

Seasonal Unemployment is created when jobs are available for
only a portion of the year. Example: Migrant workers who "follow
the harvest" of various crops, but who have little chance of working
in the colder months.

Cyclical Unemployment is caused by boom and bust cycles in the
economy. Example: Oii field workers who enjoy plentiful and
lucrative work when the price of oil is up and suffer economic
setbacks as the price drops.
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Unemployment Rate represents the number of unemployed as a
percent of the labor force. The seasonally adjusted unemployment
rate eliminates the influence of regularly recurring seasonal
fluctuations which can be ascribed to weather, crop-growing cycles,
holidays, vacations, regular industry model changeover periods, and
the like, and therefore, more clearly shows the underlying basic
trend ef unemployment.

What Are Industries?
Industries are groups of firms that produce similar goods and services.
Our economy has two basic kinds of industries: those that produce
goods and those that provide services.

Industrial Sectors

Figure 2.2

The goods producing industries supply everything from gasoline to
drill presses to lamb chops. These industries employ less than one-
third of U.S. workers. MWor goods producing industries include:

Agriculture (farming, food and fiber processing, and
manufacturing of farm tools and fertilizers, to name a few
elements of a basic industry)
Mining (industries producing most of the basic raw materials
and energy sources that industries and consumers use, including
coal mining, metal mining, and oil exploration and processing)
Contract construction (industries that build, alter, and repair
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roads, bridges and structures, such as factories)
Manufacturing (industries that manufacture goods ranging from
miniature computer circuits to textiles to spacecrafts)

The service industries either provide services such as medical cue or
haircuts, or maintain and distribute the goods listed above. More than
two-thirds of U.S. workers are employed in these mAjor industrial
groups. They include:

Transportation, communication ,and public utilities
(industries grouped together because they provide public
servide. They are regulated and sometimes owned by public
agencies, such as telephone companies, power companies, airlines,
and truckers)
Trade (industries involved in the distribution and sale of goods
from producers to consumers, such as restaurants, wholesale
textile dealers, and department stores. There are two divisions,
one called wholesale trade and another called retail trade.)
Finance, insuritv ze and real estate (industries that provide
financial services, protection, and property to businesses and
consumers; among those in this group are banks, consumer credit
agencies, insurance companies, and real estate brokers.)
Servicw (industries engaged in providing a personal service to
consumers, such as private hospitals, private schools, hotels, and
the Girl Scouts)
Government (national, state and local agencies including public
schools, the postal service, police and fire protection, the Army)

There are several groups of industries in each division. For instance,
under "services" one would find business services, legal services,
educational services, health services, etc. Health servian includes
hospitals, offices of dentists, medical and dental laboratories, outpatient
care facilities, nursing and personal care facilities, it is important to
understand this type of industry breakdown because it providesa useful
means for analyzing labor force activity.

Industries, like people, are highly dependent on each other. For
instance, the trade industry depends upon the manufacturing industry
to provide the goods it sells, and Manufacturing depends upon the
finance, insurance and real estate industries for the loans needed to buy
goods and to expand. The manufacturing sector also depends on the
finance industry for insurance and for the land and buildings needed for
warehouses and stores. In turn, the trade industry relies upon public
utilities industries for transportation, electricity, telephones, and so on.
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Industry Definitions According to the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC)

In an economic context, industries are groups of firms that produce
essentially the same goods or services. The Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) system of the US. Office of Management and
Budget provides definitions and coding of industries based on their
products or services. Narrower definitions of products or services are
used to distinguish industries from one another at finer levels of detail.
The SIC system is based on an ordering of product& and services,
arranged at increasingly greater levels of detail.

What Is an Occupation?

An occupation is a group of similar jobs found in different industries
or organizations. With hundreds of thousands of meaningful differences
existing in the overall marketplace, it is important to be able to
recognize major catzgories of occupations when performing human
resources planning, vocational counseling and economic development
activities.

Data on occupational employment are needed to generate insights into
the types of jobs held by workers, the characteristics of the job duties
performed, and the skills and abilities required to function within the
job in an acceptable manner.

Not only do jobs differ in their skill requirements, but all jobs are not
available to all potential workers. Arising from attempts to restrict the
entxy of unqualified workers or other potential competitors, job
qualification b rriers reinforce the skill distinctions that exist naturally.
Such barriers may include certification or registration guidelines,
occupational licensing and apprenticeship requirements.

Occupational Shifts

Occupations undergo change. There are at least three designations to
describe this change process.

1. A new occupation is an occupation in which major tasks, skills
and duties are not included in any currently existing occupation,
or in which tasks are combined in significantly different ways
that preclude workers from other occupations performing the
work without training beyond a short demonstration.

2. A changing occupation is an existing occupation that has
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experienced change in duties, skills or tasks significant
enough to require training beyond a short demonstration, but not
significant enough to classify into another occupation, or to create
a new occupation.

3. An emerging occupafion is an occupation (defined by a
reasonably well accepted descriptive phrase) that is growing
rapidly from a small base either within an economy as a whole,
or within a particular industry, and has significant education or
training implications.

Occupational Definitions and Coding Systems

Occupational definitions and coding systems were developed for the
purpose of assembling and simplifying detailed data on the skill and
performance requirements of jobs. There are many ways to classify
occupations. Each is designed for a different audience to meet a
different need. Each system is based on functional differences in the
work done and the work settinp where work is performed.

The Dictionaly of Occupational Titles (DOT) is probably the most
familiar occupational classification system and contains the greatest
level of detail. The DOT was first developed in the 1930s. It provides
concise descriptions of job tasks for over 17,000 separate occwational
titles. The system tries to describe jobs based on the nature and content
of the specific tasks a worker needs to perform. Formal education and
training requirements for individual occupations are also described.

The Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) system was
developed by the U.S. Deparbnent of Commerce. The SOC provides a
mechanism for cross-referencing and aggregating occupation-related
data collected by social and economic statistical reporting programs.
The system covers all occupations in which work is performed for pay
or profit, including work performed by unpaid family workers.
Occupations unique to volunteer settings are not included. The SOC is
hierarchically structured on four levels: division, =dor group, minor
group and unit group. Subsequent levels represent finer levels of detail.
Residual categories are included where needed to handle groups of
occupations that do not warrant separate identification or do not fit into
one of the specific groups.

A third occuAtional classification system developed by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics is the Occupational Employment Statistics (OES)
system used in the OES survey. This schema is closely related to the
SOC and is used to collect occupational staffing patterns fkom employers
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and to develop occupational projections. The OES contains over 750 job
titles and definitions that specify job tasks and functions for individual
occupations, sometimes on an industry specific basis. The OES system
combined with benchmarked industry employment data, is capable of
identifying and measuring the level of employment for specific categories
of workers engaged in similar job tasks.

The OES helps to develop an accurate profile of occupational
employment by industry, to provide basic data for projecting future
occupational requirements, and to identify new and emerging
occupations and declining occupations.

The OES survey is a mail survey which includes a sample of nonfarm
establishments reporting to the state's Unemployment Insurance
program. The survey collects data on both fiall- and part-time
employees. The survey cycle covers a three-year period. Manufactuzing
industries are surveyed in one year, selected nonmanufacturing
industries another year, and the balance the next year.

The pranary source of occupational employment information is the
OES/Matrix program generated with state and national data
(Micro-Matrix). This program is designed to provide very detailed
information on the occupational employment outlook for use in career
guidance and plenning employment and training programs. Outputs
from the Matrix program show base year employment, projected
employment in the tamet year, and the estimated number of average
annual job openings. Job openings consist of new jobs expected to be
created by growth--or job loss due to projected employment declines-
-plus openings likely to be created by mortality and labor force
withdrawal. Matrices may be available statewide and for selected
LMAs.

The projections are a key element in assessing the employment potential
of difkrent occupations and making an informed judgment on which
training programs to provide. The projections show which occupations
are expected to grow most rapidly and which are trailing or declinhig.
The projections also provide estimates of the number of job openings
likely to be created in each occupation. The number of future job
openings is a function of the size of the occupation and the demographic
and age structure of the workers in the occupation, in addition to
projected economic growth.

In evaluating employment prospects, it is important to consider the level
of job openings, as well as the growth rate of the occupation.
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Sometimes, there is a preoccuption with growth in ranking occupations
for training. This can be misleading since some slower-growth
occupations may be generating a lirge number of *lb openinrs, or,
alternatively, only a small number of workers may be employed in
high-growth occupations. (For a fuller discussion of the projections, see
Module 5.)

The survey questimnaire includes a list of occupations appropriate to
each industry in the survey. Each surveyed employer is asked to give
information about the number dila and partptime employees for each
occupation represented within the establishment. Employers are asked
to list any occupatims that do not fit under the titles provided in the
questionnaire. Larger employers are asked to include infbrmaticm about
new occupations in their firms that require substantial tzaining or are
emerging due to technological changes in the industry. This information
provides valuable data for improving future occupational lists and for
identifying occupations that are changing in nature or are new
altoge ther. Currently, occupational employment estimates by industry
are developed for approximately 760 occupations.

A fourth system for classifying occupations is used by the Bureau of the
Census. This system over time has come to look much like the
Standard Occupational Classification.

Definitions of Terms and Concepts Related to Career Development and Labor Market Information
Module 2
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Demographic Trends That Impact
Career Decision Making

Module 3

Introduction

There are a number of relatively predictable factors that will have a
direct bearing on the future labor force in this country. Many are
demographic in nature; this refers to the number of births, deaths and
the distribution of the population across the country. Demographics
help us understand a great deal about the workers in our labor force:
How many young adults will enter the work force over the next 10
yeart..? How many workers are likely to retire during that period? Will
there be a labor shortage or surplus? In this module, we will discuss
demographic trends that can help answer these kinds of questions.

The three demographic trends that will be discussed are:

1. the maturation of America;
2. the increasing diversity of our population; and
3. the increasing number of women in the labor force.

Demographic Trend #1: The Maturation of America

There are few demographic forces at work in our society that are as
powerful in their consequences and as predictable and certain in their
outcome as the aging of our population. Over the coming decade, a
shrinking pool of yotmger people *ill be available to enter the work
force due to prior trends in lower birthrates. In addition, people are
living longer, there is an increase in life expectancy.
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Number of Older Americans WIN Experience
Fastest Growth Rat* from 1090 to 2000
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Figure 3.1

There are two separate components to this phenomenon. The first is the
increasing number of people at the upper end of the age spectrum. This
effects the age of the work '.orce and a, so the occupations and industries
that provide goods and services to the elderly.

The second component involves what is commonly referred to as the
aging of the "baby boom" generation. Between 1946 and 1965, 75
million babies were born in this country; 70% more than the number in
the preceding 20 years and around 25% more than the number in the 20
years following 1965. Since their arrival, this generation has placed
enormous strains on the institutions of American society and will
continue to do so.
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The Mkidie Aging of the U.& Work Force

0 18-34 / 38-54 MS.

Source: Workforce 2000, 1987
Figure 3.2

Today the peak of the baby boomers is well into middle age. Right on
the heels of the baby boom bulge is a much smaller generation
sometimes referred to as the "baby bust" In this population lies the
impending deficits in our work force.

This shortage will be with us during most of the' 1990s. To add to the
problem, many of the workers entering the labor force have a deficit in
their basic sldlls. This will affect the labor market in several ways.
There will be a greater need for training and retraining and new sources
of entry level workers will come from segments of the population such
as young minorities, older people, and persons with disabilities. Some
say this labor shortage will be the number one factor guiding business
decisions in the near future.

Demographic Trend #2: The Increasing Diversity of Our
Population

Not only is the work force older, but its composition is changing.
Blacks, Hispanics and other minorities will make up a larger share of
the expansion of the labor force.
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At the same time, it is expected that the passage of the Americans with
Disabilities Act will result in an increased number of persons with
disabilities in the work force.

By almost every measure of employment, i.e., participation rates,
earnings, and education, blacks and Hispanics suffer great
disadvantages. Of particular concern is the decline in labor force
participation rates among minority males.

Smart managers who want to maintain a talented work force are
beginning to court and train qualified but underutilized blacks,
Hispanics, Asians, women and others who have often been discounted
because of stereotyping or occupational segregation.

Demographic Trend #3: The IncreasingNumber of Women in the
Labor Force

The last demographic trend discussed in this module is the increasing
number of women in the labor force. By the year 2000, approximately
47% of the work force will be women. It should be noted that labor
market activity has besxmie the norm rather than the exception for most
women today, and this is true for all colors and all marital statuses.

Women are a Crowing Share of the Workforce
(numbs, In dwusends. inept psivank)

1112 net in MU 11111

Women Who Walloon

knob Labor Fora

15,310 25240 91.642 46,407 57,220 55,570

Patiotionoo Roo 319 37.7 43.3 51.6 67.5 61.1

Fangio Shoo dew
MAW* pas 514 35.1 42.6 AB 47.6

Figure 3.5

Changes in women's work patterns have increased attention to issues
such as dual career families, adequate child eare and caring for aging
parents. Despite the improved status of women in the work force,
barriers still exist. For a discussion of these issues, see Module 8.

Summary

We live in a changing labor market. In order to make sense of the many
changes, we need some "handles" to grasp. One of these handles is the
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body of information gleaned from a numter of relatively predictable
trends in our population. By understanding demographics, we can
understand some of our labor force needs.

The trends discussed in this module are national in scope. Local trends
may or may not follow these patterns. Understanding these trends and
how they appear in a local, regional or state labor market is valuable
when making career decisions.

Demographic Trends That Impact Career Decision Making
Module 3
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Module 4
Theories of Career
Development and
Decision Making

National Career Ekavelopment Guidellnes.Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of developmental issues individuals address throughout the
life span.

Knowledge of counseling and career development theories and techniques.

Knowledge of decision making and transition models.

Skills to use appropriate individual and group counseling techniques to
assist individuals with career decision and career development concerns.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.
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Theories of Career Development
and Decision Making

Module 4

Goal, Purpose and Scope

This module focuses on theories of career development and career
choice, with special attention to information resources, decision making
and career counseling. This discnssion of theories and their uses for
facilitating career development is designed for the purpose of
stimulating and refining the knowledge and skill of practicing and
aspiring career counselors, other career development professionals,
paraprofessionals and their colleagues. In this module, career
development and the role of the career development facilitator will be
discussed. A rationale for using theories in the career development
process will be presented. Highlights of selected theories of career
development will be summarized. Finally, a career counseling model
will be offered to provide an overview of the career counseling process
and to serve as a tool to illustrate how various theories can help in the
process of facilitating career development.

Introduction

In the United States and much of Western Society, people are expected
and encouraged to work for a living. Substantial resources are directed
to making education and work opportunities available and valuable to
all citizens. Because numerous individual, social and other barriers may
interfere with human and constitutional rights and ideals, people often
need various forms of assistance to find work opportunities to enrich
their lives.

What Is Career Development?

Career development has been defined as the interaction of psychological,
sociological, economic, physical and chance factors that shape the
sequence of jobs, occupations or careers that a person may engage in
throughout a lifetime. Career development is a mgjor aspect of huinan
development. It includes one's entire life span and concerns the whole
person. Career development involves a person's past, present and future
work roles. It is linked to a person's self-concept, family life, and all
aspects of one's environmental and cultural conditions.
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What Is a Career Development Facilitator?

A career development facilitator is a person who is trained to assist
people in their career development. Career development facilitators
work wig t% people of all ages; from young children, adolescents, their
parents and teachers; through young, middle-aged and older adults; to
others preparing to retire and retirees seeking vocational and
avocational puradts. To serve these diverse populations, career
development facilitators work in a wide range of public and private
educational, social and fraternal environments such as schools, Scouting,
4H, Young Men's and Women's Christian Associations, local chapters of
the American Association of Retired Persons; in public and private
sector agencies and private practices and in business and industry
settings.

Career Development FacilitatorsNeed to be Competent inUsing
Theories

Career development professionals and paraprofessionals have special
competencies for planning, organizing, implementing and administering
career development programs and services to individuals and groups in
a wide variety of isettings. Among the most important competencies of
career development facilitators are knowledge of and skill in using
career development theories.

What Are Career Development Theories?

Counseling theories are conceptual frameworks for describing or
understanding complex human developmental processes. Theories
describe, explain, generalize and summarize what we do in counseling
to help clients make constructive changes that lead to success and
satisfaction. Theories of career choice and development are points of
view, conceptual tools, or road maps for counselors to use in working to
help people choose, create, design, refine, develop and/or manage theircareers.

Why Do Career Development Facilitators Use Theories?

The "why " we do something rather than the "how" we do it is explained
through the use of theories. The reason we use theories is to help usredum or manage uncertainty and make more responsible decisions.
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In a field such as career development, where the unknown may
outweigh the known, theory can help the counselor and client make
informed efforts to reduce uncertainty and its impact (Herr, 1977).

How Do Theories Help Career Development Facilitators?

Theories help make sense of experiences; they bridge the gap between
knowledge and the unknown. Career development theories offer

rationales, guidelines, directions and goals for facilitating career
development. While imich professional knowledge in the field of
counseling has been generated, there remains a great amount of
uncertainty and utadiscovered knowledge. The most dependable,
efficient bridge to that potential knowledge lies in the realm of theory.
Career development theory helps to:

make sense of what we experieuce and learn;
bridge gaps between knowledge and the unknown;
summarize information;
explain information;

1 make predictions;

4
point out relations between means and ends;
formulate goals; and,
stimulate research aimed at improving the knowledge and skill
bases for career counseling.

(Shertzer and Stone, 1974)

What Theories Do Career Development Facilitators Use?

There are many theories of career development and career choice. How
does an understanding of career development theories help me as a
counselor? How can theories help me use career and labor market
information more effectively with individuals and groups? How do
theories help me provide career exploration and decision making
assistance? How do they help me work with individuals who need help
finding a job? To answer these and similar questions, a brief description
of some selected theories of career development and a model of the
amnseling process follow. The model is presented as one example of a
structure to help career development facilitators in their work with
clients. Additionally, the model provides a format for illustrating how
theorios can help with various aspectsof facilitating career development
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Selected Career Development Theories

While there are many ways to categorize career development theories
Jepson (1984) has constructed a global classification system that will be
used in this module. Career development theories can be divided into
two major classes: Structural and Developmental. Numerous theories
could be included in each area, however, coverage in this module will be
abbreviated to highlight some mAjor points of selected theories.
Structural theories focus on individual characteristics and differences
among and between persons. The structural theorin discussed in this
module are: Trait and Factor Theory, Holland's Theory of Vocational
Personalities and Environments, and Socioeconomic Theories.

Trait and Factor This theory originated with Parsons (1909) who
believed that the best way to choose an occupation was to know one's
self and the world of work and make a connection between the two
seta of knowledge. Williamson (1939) and others expanded this
theory through the we of tests and other assessment tools to
measure people's traits and the traits required in certain
occupations. Two mikior assumptions of trait and factor theory are
that individual and job traits can be matched, and that dose matches
are positively correlated with job success and satisfaction.

Holland's Theory of Vocational Personalities and
Environments Over a series of years, Holland (1966, 1973, 1985)
presented his theory, which is based on assumptions that: people's
occupations are extensions or manifestations of their personalities;
that people working in an occupation have similar personality
characteristics; and that human personalities and work
environments can be classified into six categories of vocational
personalities and environments. The six personality types and work
environments are labeled: realistic, investigative, artistic, social,
enterprising and conventional and share the acronym HAIM.
Holland suggests that people can function and develop best and find
job satisfaction in work environments that are compatible with their
personalities.

Socioeconomic Theory Sociologists and economists provide
detailed explanations and descriptions of how one's culture, &Dilly
background, social and economic conditions and other factors outside
an individual's control, strongly influence one's identity, values, and
overall human and career development. Socioeconomic theory is also
known as the chance or accident theory. This approach to
understanding career development suggests that many people follow
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the path of least resistance in their career development by simply
falling into whatever work opportunities happen to come their way.

Developmental theories focus on intrapersonal differences across the life
span of an individual's human development. The developmental
theories that will be discussed are: Super's, Krumboltes, Decision
Making and Cognitive.

Super's Theory Super (1957) and other theorists of career
development recognize the changes that people go through as they
mature. Career patterns are determined by socioeconomic factors,
mental and physical abilities, personal characteristics and the
opportunities to which persons are exposed. People seek career
satisfaction through work roles in which they can express themselves
and implement and develop their self-concepts. Career maturity, a
Man concept in Super's theory, is manifested in the successful
accomplishment of age and stage developmental tasks across the life
span. Super pap close attention to the interrelationships among
and between career stages and life roles, such as child, spouse, and
parent.

Krumboltz's Social Learning Theory Krumboltz (1979, developed
a theory of career decision making and development based on our
social learning, or environmental conditions and events, genetic
influences and learning experiences. People choose their careers on
the basis of what they have learned. Certain behaviors are modeled,
rewarded and reinforced.

Decision Making Theories Some decision making theories
hypothesize that there are critical points in our lives when choices
are made that greatly influence our career development. These
decision making points are such events as educational choices, entry
level job positions, changing jobs, etc. Other decision making
theories. are concerned with ongoing choices across the life span. The
decisions that we make are influenced by our awareness of the
choices that are available to us and our knowledge of how to evaluate
them.

Cognitive Theories These theories of career development are built
around how individuals process, integrate and react to information.
The ways in which individuals process information are determined
by their cognitive structures. These structures influence how
individuals see themselves, others and the environment. Cognitive
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theories suggest ways to help clients build or refine a hierarchy of
thinking skills and decision making skills that influence career
development.

The selected theories that have been very briefly highlighted can be seen
as representative of the midority of career development theories. At the
same time, however, it must be noted that thextry development and
expansion need to continue to appropriately addrwis the career
development needs of specific populations, especially women and
minorities.

Emerging Career Development Theories New theories must be
developed that address the needs of specific populations, such as
females, the gifted and talented, people of color, ethnic minorities, ex-
offenders and persons with disabilities. It should be noted that while
emerging theories exist and are being developed, they ars beyond the
scope of this module. Readers are advised to consult the ivorks cited in
the References List, most notably works by: Brooks (1990); Atkinson,
Morten & Sue (1989); Greeley, (1975); Ivey, (1987); Pedersen, (1988);
Gotttredson, (1981, 1984);

Schlossberg, (1984); Gilligan, (1982a, 1982b); Sue (1978, 1981); Heinrich,
Corbine and Thomas (1990); and Lea and Richardson (1991); for
°average of these vital developments.

Promoting Decision Making in Life and Career Development

Knowing how to identify opportunities for choice and how to make
responsible choices can empower people to emich their lives and careers.
Unfortunately, many people have neither taken the time nor made the
efforts to logically think through and plan their career development. An
abundance of research (Fredrickson, 1982: Isaacson, 1987: Zunker, 1986)
indicates that the socioeconomic "chance" or "accident" theory is the
single best descriptor of most people's career development. Many people
fail to notice opportunities and responsibilities for choice in life or look
to others to choose for them. Career development facilitators need to
provide their clioits with guidance and assistance in the decision
making process.

The career development facilitator is frequently faced with clients who
are unaware or ignorant of their career opportunities. Clients often say
"tell me what to do" or "I want to take that test that will teP me what
to do." Counselors do not tell their clients what to do. The goal of most
counseling is to help clients become aware of opportunities for choice
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and to assist them in learning to make important choices. Therefore,
most counselors are advocates for decision making; for informed,
knowledgeable, regionsible and wise choices as a primary means of

positive self-governance.

The Process of Career Counseling: A Model

A number of writers have described what is involved in the career
counseling process. Building on the work of these authors, especially
Gysbers and Moore (1987), an outline of the career counseling process
follows that has two major phases:

identifying the clients goal or problem; and,
resolving the goal or problem

The Process of Facilitating Career Development and Career Counseling

I. Client goal or problem identification
A. Establishing a client-counselor relationship, including client-

counselor responsibilities
B. Gathering client self and environmental information to

understand the client's goal or problem
1. Who is the client?

a. How does the client view himselVherself, others, and
his/her world?

b. What language does the client use to represent these
views?

c. Mat themes does the client use to organize and direct
hislher behavior based on these views?

2. What are the client's curnnt status and environment?
a. Client's life roles, settings, and events
b. Relationship to dient's goal or problem

C. Understanding client self and environmental information by
sorting, analyzing, and relating such information to client's
goal or problem through the use of
1. Career development theories
2. Counseling theories
3. Classification systems

D. Drawing conclusions-making diagnoses
IL Client goal or problem resolution

A. Taking action with interventions selected based on diagnoses
1. Counseling techniques
2. Assessment, personal styles analyses
3. Career and labor market information
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B. Developing an individual career plan
C. Implementing an individual career plan
D. Evaluating the impact of the interventions used: Did the

client wcomplish the goal or resolve the problem?
1. If goal or pnablem was not resolved, recycle.
2. If goal or problem was resolved, close counseling

relationship.
(Adapted from Gysbers, N.C. & Moore, E.J. (1987)

These phases and elements in the career counseling process may take
place during one interview or may unfold over two or more sessions.
While the steps logically follow one another on paper, in actual practice,
they may not There often is a back-and-forth flow to the process; some
clients may only need limited counseling and may choose to terminate
it at any point, preferring instead to work alone or with other resources.

Client Debriefing/Processing and Related Concerns
Goal of Problem Identification
Establishing the Client-Counselor Relationship
Gathering Client Self and Environmental Information
Understanding Client Self and Environmental Information
Drawing Conclusions - Making Diagnoses
Client Goal of Problem Resolution

Using Career and Labor Market Information in Career
Counseling

In this phase of goal resolution or problem solving, career and labor
market information can be used to:

help clients gain current and accurate information about
occupations and the world of work;
instruct individuals about the realities of the work world;
help clients expand their occupttional and career horizons;
help clients narrow their range of potential occupations;
help clients obtain and interpret subjective career information,
such as how it feels to work in career fields and specific
occupations;
motivate individuals to explore new options; and
help individuals develop a balanca between their needs and wants
and occupational supply and demand in the labor market



Developing, Implementing, and Evaluating an Individual Career
Plan

When clients begin gathering and orgsnizing information, they can
relate and apply it to their career planning and decision making. By
putting information together in certain ways and categories,
relationships become more apparent This tight focus can help clients
identify and commit to clear career goals with specific objectives, such
as the education, skills or training they will need. Clients can then draw
up strategies and specific plans for accomplishing their goals.

The final phise of goal or problem resolution is assessing the behavioral
changes that may have occurred during counseling and evaluating the
impact of the interventions used during the process. One way to
accomplish this is to have the client review and summarize what has
taken place and generalize beyond the counselir - process into the
future. This is the point in the counseling procesb where maximum
debriefing is essential, especially to tease out implications for future
plans, actions and client success. Was the counseling effective? What
steps have we taken toward the goal? Are we on the right track? Have
we reached our goal? What steps could be taken in the future? Finally,
the counselor and client can mutually review, summarize, and draw
conclusions and implications from the counseling relationship and
process.

How Do Career Thavelopment Theories Help in Making
Diagnoses?

Diagnoses are based on all available client data and information, such
as achievement tests, interest inventories, etc. In counseling, all
available data are analyzed in terms of the models of human behavior,
that best help the counselor understand the client's goals or problems.

The career development facilitator and client analyze the data through
the lens of career development theory, searching for clues and ideas to
help them identify goals or resolve problems. Human beings and their
behavior, however, are highly complex. There is no exact science to
define them. Nevertheless, theories are guideposts to human behavior.

Sodoeconomic theories can also be helpful in making diagnoses. These
theories provide ideas concerning what to look for in people's growth,
development, and environment that will help in understanding how they
discover: refine and maintain their identity. For example, an
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understanding of clients' family values could help us understand the
value structure underlying their choices in terms of gender stereotyping
and occupational selection.

How Do Career Development Theories Fe ip in Setting Goals?

During goal or problem identification, clarification, and specification,
Crites (1981a) suggests that "the client and counselor collaboratively
identify the attitudes and behaviors in the career problem that are
interfering with the decision making process and together they survey
the range of possible solutions." During this period, career theories can
be helpful.

All career development theories contain ideals and goals that can help
to guide career development For example, decision theories can help a
client make a specific choice, such as a short-term goal. Decision
theories also can help a client learn a process of decision making, which
the client can use to set long-term goals to enrich all aspects of hislher
life.

By inference, every career theory can be seen to have some concept of
self-actualization, competence or career maturity that can serve as an
ideal or long-term goal to aim for in counseling. Holland's concept of
congruence, consistency and

identity, Super's concept of career maturity, and Miller-Medeman and
Tiedeman's concept of being captain of the ship of one's lifecareer" can
serve as long term goals or ideals to aim for in career counseling.

How Do Career Development Theories Help Clients?

Crites (1981a) suggests that there are at least three mikjor outcomes of
career counseling - - making a choice, acquiring decision making skills,
and enhanciag general adjustment Knowledge gained from theories can
be helpful in dealing with each of these outcomes.

To enable counselors to help individuals make career choices, trait and
factor theory offers interest, aptitude, values and career maturity
assessment Trait and factor theory helps limits assess their
personality traits that might be desirable in certe. A carters. Personality
and developmental theories also suggest possible pauerns of previous
behaviors that may facilitate or hinder choice making. Socioeconomic
theory offers clients an understanding of possible environmental
pressures (parents, peers, spouses) and how they affect career
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Conclusion

In this module, discussion has focused on career development theories
and their importance in facilitating career development. Career
development theories were classified into structural and developmental
categories. Ifigh lights of selected theories from each classification
scheme were briefly described. A model ti career development was
presented to offbr some guidelines and structure for the process of career
development facilitation. Illustrations of how career development
theories fit into the counseling mixlel were presented. Special attention
was paid to decision maldng and career and labor market information
as major aspects and tools in facilitating life career development.
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Module 5
What Is Information?

How Can It Be Accessed?
How Can It Be Used?

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for
reaching goals.

Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job markt.

Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and
career resources.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, sych as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Knowledge of employment information and career planning materials.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Skills to use computer-based career in:ormation systems.



What Is Information?
How Can It Be Accessed?

How Can It Be Used?
Module 5

Introduction

Career decision making ia a complex process. One step in the process
is to relate self-knowledge to the available opportunities in the world of
work. To do this successfliny, one must be able te locate, access,
evaluate and use information that defines options and opportunities.
Career decision making using labor market information is based on the
assumption that the more knowledge one can obtain about themselves
and the world of work, the better the career choice.

We are surrounded by career and labor market information. Our
challenge is to understand the information, help others understand their
information needs, and integrate that information into the process of
career decision making. In this module career and labor market
information win be defined. Then the questions, how can it be accessed?
and how can it be used? win be answered. At the end of the module,
one kind of career and labor market information win be examined: labor
force, industry, and occupational projections.

What Is Career and Labor Market Information?

In a very narrow sense, labor market information refers to data about
people, jobs and employers. It can also include demographic, economic
and educational data. It provides us with an understanding of the labor
market and the economy.
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Two Eitomplu of Information
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Figure 5.1

Career information and occupational information is synthesized labor
market informati on. Momt published sources of career and labor market
information can be characterized as containing numbers, words, graphs
and/or pictures. It also can be deceribed as existing on a continuum
from prii ary data, to synthesized information, to knowledge.
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As analysis and synthesis are added to primnry data, it becomes easier

to understand and integral* into the proses° °farm decision making.

How Can Career and Labor Market Inform don P,e Accessed?
Bow Can It Be Used?

When We talk about "access" we are talking about informatioa delivery
sysoms. When we talk about "wing" inibrxnation, we are referriog to
the process of integrating infornAation into career decision making.

To be effective, the career decision making process must be chtent
centered. A client's interest in labor market information frequently
begins with personal interests, experience and apdtudes. The goal is to
help a student or client achieve a better understanding of his/her
abilities, experiences and interests as they relate to occupations.
Following a better understar.ding of self, the client can begin the prams,
of occupational and job oxploration.

There are three key decision areas that use information in the career
development pricese. They represent ports of antsy into a wide variety
of information mammas. The decision areas are:

Choice of an occupation
Choice of a work setting (business or industry)
Choice of a geographic area

Decision Area: An Occnpatdon

Career and hteor market information helps people explore a variety of
occupational opportunitin. The information is used te:

analyze the tasks completad by people in the occupation;
examiz.e roj. tad employment oppertunities;
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learn about job openings;
become ;nformed about preparation and training requirements;
discover advancement opportunities and career ladders;
determine wage levels within an occupation; and
find out where aml how to locate more information.

Resources for occupational information include:

Career Information Delivery Systems (CMS)
Occupational Out lo(A Handbook (OM)
Dictionary of Occupational Thies (DOT)
Guide to a-rupational Exploration (GOE)
Military Career Guide, and
Standard Occupational Classification System (SOC)

Career Information Delivery Systems (CIDS)

CIDS are systems that provide individuals with current, accurate and
locally relevant occupational and educational information. CIDS use
computer programs, print materials and videos that allow individuals
to search for and access information about themselves and career
options. Figure 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the type of information found in
CIDS.

WS Files and File Cross References
lExampl0

Programs
Purpate

Core Cowen
Schools Offering

Schools
4 Yew

2 War
Proprietary

Programs Offered

Occupations
Duals
Vibe Condittixis
Job &muniments
blotted* ot Entry
Employment

Earnings

Relied Trainire Programs

alditery
MOM

Apprenticeship
OJT

Classroom
Training

Thearswria www diksir amp **pap Onseswillm

The chart lush:tee the type of Intormation toured ri C ICS programa

Figure 5.3
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Example from a CIDS Printed Resource

3620,2

Ultrasound Technologists

Work Description
Ultrasound technologists use special kinds of

sound waves to help people who are ill. They are also
known SS diagnostic medical sonographers. They use
machines known as ultrasound scanners to find med-
ical problems in patients.

A technologist carefully places a patient against
the machine. Only the area of the body that must be
tested is put against the machine. A technologist then
starts the scanner. This points high frequency sound
waves at the correct part of the patient's body. Sound
waves go through the outside of the body and bounce
off the patient's body organs and tissues. Shadowy
pictures, called images, can be recorded on a screen or
film. The images show the shape and position of body
parts such as the heart, kidneys, or muscle and tissue
masses. These images can show places where liquids,
called fluids, are building up in the body. They can
also show the rate of growth of a baby while it is
inside of its mother. Then doctors study these Images
to find out what kind of treatment the patient needs.

An ultrasound technologist must first study the
results of other medical tests, called diagnostic tests,
that have been done on the patient. They look for
information that will help them choose the right ultra-
sound equipment. This information also helps them
find which ea of the patient's body to treat. Tech-
adopts explain to patients tow each test weeks and
what it is for. They make sure that the images the
machine makes can be read and understood dearly.
Only then do they record the test results.

Some ultrasound technologists specialize in brain
testing, heart testing, eye testing or testing how ba-
bies develop in the womb. lb become certified to
give a special type of test, an individual must pass a
national exam in each specialty area.

Working Conditions
Ultrasound technologists generally work 40 hours

per week. Some work rotating shifts. Others must be
ready to go to work at aey time.

Work Places
Ultrasound technologists work in hospitals and

clinics. They may also work in some doctor's offices.

Workers' Comments
Ultrasound technologists like working with pa-

tients. They like giving ultrasound tests because
the tests are painless and do not expose patients or
themselves to any harmful effects. Ultrasound tech-

nologists like being members of health care teams.
They think doctors respect them and the work that
they do.

Getting the Job
Some hospitals have training programs in ultra-

sound technology. Training programs generally Fist
one year. To get into one of these programs, ultra-
sound technicians must finish two years of college or
a two- year vocational school program in allied health.
After finishing the one-year trainiag program, an ul-
trasound technologist may become certified by takiag
an exam. The American Registry of Diapostic Med-
ical Sonegraphers gives this exam. Technicians may
be certified in one or more spedalties and are then
known as registered diagnostic medical sonographers.

Applicants must have good grades in math,
physics, biology, zoology, and English. Some under-
standing of how to use computers may be valuable in
the future.

Pay and Employment
Typical salaries range from about 819,700 to

832,900 per year.

Salaries vary a great deal from hospital to hospi-
tal. Ultrasound technologists are Alen paid on the
same salary scale as X-ray technicians.

The national outlook for this occupation is good.
Job openings may exceed the number of qualified ap-
plicants throughout the 1980's.

Moving Up
Ultraso-und technologists may be promoted by be-

coming certified to give more than one kind of ultra-
sound test. With mete work experience, a technolo-
gist may be promoted to a supervisor cur educational
coordinator. Some technologists earn college degrees
so they can teach ultrasound technology to others.

Where to Write
You may be able to get more information about

this occupation by writing to:
American Soc of RarDologic Technicians
15000 Central Avenue,S.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87123

Figure 5.4
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A typical CIDS describes 260 or more occupations. They are designed
to digest a multitude of local, state and national career and labor
market information. Each state has its own program of collection,
analysis, synthesis, organization and linkage of data. The following
types of information are included in a CIDS.

Occupational Descriptions
Wages, Hours, and Fringe Benefits

Local
State
National

EmNoyment Trends and Outlook
Local
State
National

Method of Entry, Qualifications
Advancement Opportunities
Educational/Training Programs
Military Training and Employment
Type of Industry or Business
Educational Program
Financial Aid Packages
Occupational Classification Systems Based on Similarities in
Work Performed Interests
Occupational Characteristics

Aptitudes
Industry Designation
Environmental Conditions
General Educational Development (GED)
Reasoning
Mathematics
Language
Physical Demands
Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP)
Temperaments
Work Fields (Work Methods)
Worker Functions (Data-People-Things)

Many CIDS also have developed print, computer and video materials to
supplement the occupational and educational data files. These might
include computer programs that teach the user how to write a resume,
career tabloids, and videotapes on subjects such as career exploration,
career planning and decision making.
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CIDS implements a significant number of the competencies in the
National Career Development Guidelines (See Figure 1.4). Each state
has its own plan for adopting the Guidelines and using the CIDS too
interface with the Guidelines. Some materials have been developed for
classroom use that are keyed directly W the national guidelines and can
be used in any state. Examples are indude in Figures 5.5 and 5.6
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Sample Classroom Activities

INTERVIEW A WORKER

OBJECTIVE
Students will obtain information about careers they are interested in.

MATERIALS
chalkboard
chalk

ACTIVITI
1. Ask each student to idea* a career that they would like to laiow more

about. Record their answers on the cha/kbeard.
2. Ask the class if tin*, !mow anyone who works in any of these careers.
3. Have students interview someone who is in the career that they are

interested to.
a. What do they do on that:lob?
b. What education/training is needed?
c. How did they Dad thls job?
d. Other questions suggested by class

4. Have studenb report the results of their haterview back to the class.
5. Discuss with the ebb, "Are you more or leas interested in this career

as a rend!. of Ms interview?

COMMDITS
This exercise may be repeated a number of ttmes throughout the year.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The middle/junior high school student will be able to:
12.4: Describe skills needed in a variety of occupations. including self-

emPkgment

EVALUATION
Each student has personally interviewed someone engaged in a career of
Interest te the student

RESCORCES

Crweer Evierailon Workbook (VW)

Schrank. Louise. Wept= A Pudica Guide in Succesafid Career Plortritrtg.
Workbook)

DG Activity 35

Figure 5.5
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Sample Index

NATIONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT GUIDELLeS COMPETENCIES
AND STUDENT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each competency is broken down into its corresponding student performance indicators. The number(s)
in parentheses foLlowing each performance indicator denote the acttvities in this book (for grades 7.9)
that address that specific perfonnance indicator. Note: while each activity addresses severa) perform.
ance indicators only the key indicators are listed on the activity page under 'Performance Indicators.'

NATIONAL snDENT PERFORMANCH INDICATORS
YON MIDDLE/JUNI= HIGH SCHOOL

lielf-Hnotledge
1. Knowledge of tbe influence of a positive self-concept.

LI Describe personal likes ard dislikes.
(5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18, 22, 30, 34, O. 44, 45, 59, 54, 58, 60, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 79, 63,
86, 87, 90, 93, 95, 100, 108, 109, 114, 115, 217, 120, 121, 132. 134, 137, 139, 141)

1.2 Describe individual skills required to fulfill different life roles.
M. 19. 19, 33, 27, 30, fla, 54. 56, 58. 60. 51, 62, 64, 65, 88, 67, 88, 89. 71, 75. 82. 83.
85, 86, 91, 93, 94, 97, 100, 103, 105, 108, 109, 110, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121,
123, 124, 125, 128, 127, 128, 129, 130, 134, 135, 138, 140)

1.3 Describe how ones behavior influences tbe feelings and actions of others.
(9, 23, 24, 50, 54, 55, 61, 62, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 94, 97, 98, 101, 103, 105,
108, 111, 114, 115, 116, 117, 120, 122, 124, 126, 128, 129, 130)

1.4 Identify environmental influences on attitudes. behaviors, and aptitudes.
(18, 38, 57, 78, 80, 81, 82, 84, 90, 93, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, 102. 103, 106, 107, 108, 110.
112, 114, 118. 119, 122, 123, 123, 127, 133. 134)

2. Skills to interact with others,
2.1 Demonstrate respect for the feelings and beliefs of others.

(14.17, 29, 41, 54, 59, 62, 63, 70, 72,79, SO, 84, 85, 86, 87, 91. 93, 96, 97, 99. 100, 101,
102, 103, 105, 111, 113, 114, 113, 117, 120. 122, 123, 124, 123, 126, 127, 123, 137,
129)

2.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for the similarities and diff among people.
(17, 23, 24, 54, 61, 62, 63, 71, 79. 86. 67, 88. 93, 95, 97, 99. 100, 101, 103, 109, 110.
112, 113, 114, 117, 121, 123, 127, 139)

2.3 Demonstrate tolerance and Ile:dbility in interpersonal and group situations.
(9, 14, 23, 29, 36, 39, 41, 61, 62, 63, 09, 71, 72, 79, 85, 87, 91, 92. 93, 95, 99, 102, 103,
105, 108, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 117, 120, 122, 125, M. 127, 128, 130, 131,
131. 139)

2.4 Demonstrate sktilb in responding to criticism.
(89, 80, 84, 91, 100, 103, 111, 122, 131, 194)

2.5 Demonstrate effectsre poup membmship skins.
(9 14, 29, 27, 36, 39, 41, 50. 51, 54, 56, 59, 81, 82, 63, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 76, 79, 113,
84. 85.86, SS, 89, 91, 92, 99, 95, 96, VT, 9/1, 99, 101. 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 207, 10111.
114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 120, 122, 122. 124, 126, 137, 128, 129. 130, 134, 237, 138,
139. 140)

2.8 Demonstrate effective social skills.
(9, 21, 35, 36, 44, 54, 52, 72, S.S. 55, Si) , 93. 97, 98, 103, 113, 114, 115. 116. 117, 120.
222, 124, 126, 129, 137, 139)

2.7 Demonstrate understanding of different cultures. lifestyles. attitudes. and abilities.
(2. 18. 38. 39. 54. 70, 72, 74, 79. 88. 93, 95, 100, 103, 109, 3.10, 112, 115. 119. 123, 127,
132, 133, 139, 141)

Figure 5.6
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Occupational Outlook Handbook (00H)

The Occupational Outlook Handbook is an affordable reference oncurrent and future occupational prospects. It gives greatest attentionto those occupations that are projected to grow the most rapidly or
require lengthy training and/or education. In addition, a major section
discusses employment trends and projections. The remainder of the
book describes the nature of work; working conditions; employment,training, and advancement opportunities; job outlook; earnings; and
sources of additional information. Theinformation is nontechnical, andeasily accessed.

This reference will answer many general questions about occupations.It describes what workers do, the training and education they need,
earnings, working conditions and expected job prospects.

ICDM
5-10
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The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (Dx) is the most comprehensive
document containing occupational information. It not only contains
descriptions of over 20,000 occupations, but also has a unique coding
number that is indexed, or cross classified, with many other frequently
used sources, such as the Standard Occupational Classcation, the
Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE) and the Military Career
Guide.

The DOT provides information on the structure of work, particularly the
data-people-thinge functions of an occupation. It describes the
relationships among occupations and gives a summary of what
particular workers do. A companion publication, Selected
Characteristics of Occupations Defined in the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles, provides detailed supplementary information about occupations
in the DOT. It describes physical demands, environmental working
conditions, and the amount of training time required. Many find the
DOT overwhelming and difficult to manage.

Because of the technical style used to describe occupations, the
voluminous amounts of information, and the complexity of accessing the
information, the DOT is not used as frequently as the 001i.

The DOT enables the user to learn facts about occupations to
incorporate into the decision making process. It can be used most
effectively to determine the following:

specific tasks and skills required of occupations;
purpose of the occupation;
the machine, tools, equipment or work aids used;
service, products, materials and academic subject matter
included;
industries with which the occupation is typically identified;
worker/function requirements; and
location of work for each occupation.

ICDM 5- 12



The following are examples
Recording Engineer.

Question

What are the typical work
activities performed?

What skills are needed to
perform the required work?

What is the typical industry
where the job is performed?

What are the work aids
typically used?

of key questions about the occupation,

Answer

Operates recording machine
Listens for imperfections
Keeps record of recordings
Services and repairs machines

Listening, recording, observing,
manipulating equipment, repairing and
servicing

Radio and TV Broadcast

Recording machines, microphones,
earphone machines to adjust volume,
log book

Example from the DOT
526.685414

526.685414 COOK, FRY, DEE! FAT (am. & praserv.; hotel & rest.)
Tends deep-fat cooken to fry meats, vegetables, or fish in cooking

on: Empties containers or opens valves to fin cookers with oil. Sets
thermostat to best oil to specified temperature. Empties containers of
meat, vegeta;i1e, or fish into metal basket and immerses basket into vat
manually or by hoist. Sets timer. Observes color at end of frying time
to determine conformity to standards and emends frying time ac-
cordingly. Removes basket from cooker, drains it, and dumps contents
onto tray. May dip foods into batter or dye before frying. May special-
ize in a particular food prWuct for canning or freezing or may fry
variety of foods for immftte consumption.
526.683418 COOK, VACUVM KETTLE (can. & .)

Tends vacuum cooker and open kettle to cook fruit and berries
preparatory to making jams and jellies: Observes thermometer. turns
rheostat and Stearn valve, or pushes switch or lights burner to heat
vacuum cooker and open kettle to specified temperature. TIMIS tratve
to transfer contents of kettle into vacuum cooker. Observes refrarwmf-
rer on vacuum cooker to determine sugar content and adds ingredients
accortaftig to formula. Places container under discharge outlet of distil-
lation jacket of cooker to reclaim esters. Opens valve or starts pump
to transfer contents of vacuum cooker to holding tank or filling
machine.

526.683422 COOKER (cereal)
Tends steam-heated pressure cookers to cook cracked and tempered

grain for further processing into cereal products: Presses button to load
first cooker with measur-W amount of grain and liquid flavor. Clamps
lid of cooker in place, using wrench. Moves dials and tunu Nes tO
attain specified temperature and pressure' in cooker. Remo .41 lid of
cooker : amps cooked grain onto conveyor after determining that
grain has reached specified color and consistency. Records cooking
time and number of batches prepared. May stan automatic equipment
that admits steam, rotates cooker, and stops cooker after specified time.

Figure 5.8
1CDM 5-13



The Guide fix* Occupational Rxpl4wation (GOE)

The Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE) is designed to assist job
seekers find occupations that are in accord with their interests, skills,
values and abilities. Information is presented to assist users in
evaluating their own interests and potential.

The GOE is a rich source of material for career exploration and decision
making. The authors identify a five step process for using the GOE. The
first step directs the individual to relate their interests to job titles. In
the second step, one or more work groups are chosen to erplore and
investigate. Step three focusa; attention and information on the most
interesting work group. Step four involves exploring subgroups in
specific occupations. Step five involves tho process of integrating the
information into the decision making process. Details on the most
effective way of using the GOE are induded in the preface of the Wok

we, AIPMNbik..

1 11
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Example from the GOE

Safety end Law Enforoemerd 04.01...
04.01 Safety and Law Enforcement

Woaers in this group are in charge of enforcing laws and reeulations. Some investigate crimes, while others
supervise workers who stop or arrest lawbreakers. Others make inspections to be sure that the laws ars not broken.
Most jobs are found in the Federal. State. or local governments, such as the Police and Fire Departments. Some
are found in private businesses, such as factories. stores. and similar places.

What kind of work would you do?

Your work activities would depend upon your specific
job. For example. you might

set procedures. prepare work schedules, and assign
duties for jailers.
direct and coordinate daily activities of a police
force.

direct and coordinate activities of a fire depart-
ment.

hire, assign, and supervise store detectives.
investigate and arrest persons suspected of the il-
legal sale or use of drugs.
patrol an assigned area in a vehicle or on foot and
issue tickets. investigate disturbances, render first
aid, and arrest suspects.

patrol an assigned area to observe hunting and
fishing activities and warn or arrest persons violat-
ing fith and game laws

What skills and abilities de you need for this kind of
wan*?

To do this kind of work you must be able to:
work with laws and regulations, sometimes written

in legal language.
itse practical thinking to conduct or supervise in-
vestigations.

supervise other workers.
plan the work of a department 'or activity.
deal with various kinds of people-
work under pressure or in the face of danger.
patrol an essignad area to observe hunting and
fishing activities and waffl Of arrest persons violat-
ing fish and game laws.

keep physically fit.
use guns, fire-fighting equipment. and other safety

devices.

How do you know 0 yew would like or could learn
to do this kind of wog it?

The following questions may give you clues about
yourself as you consider this group of jobs.

Have you bud courses in government, civics, or
criminology* Did you find these subjects interest-
ing*

Have you been a member of a volunteer fire de-
partment or emergency rescue squa'? Were you
given training for this work?

Figure 6.9

ICDM

Have you watched detective television shows? Do
you read detective stories? Do you try to solve
mysteries?

Have you been an officer of a school safety patrol?
Do you like being responsible for the work of
others?

Have you used a gun for hunting or in target prac-
dee! Are you a good shot?

Have you spoken at a civic or community or-
ganization? Do you like work that requires
frequent public speaking!

Have you been a military officer?

How can you prepare for and enter this kind of
work?

Occupations in this group usually require education
andior training weeding from otte to over ten year,. de-
poodles upon the specific kind of work. Local civil ser-
vice regulations usually control the selection of police of-
titers. People who want to dc this kind of work must
meet certain requirements. They must be U. S. citizens
and be within certain height and weight ranges. In addi-
tion. they may be required to take written, oral, and
physical examinations. The physical examinations often
include tests of physical strength and the ability to move
quickly and easily. To work in these jobs. oersons should

1 1
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Example from the GOE continued

04.0 1

have the physical condition to use firearms or work on
dangerous missions. Personal investiptions aro made of
all applicants.

Most police departments prefer to hire people who
have a high school education or its equal. However. some
departments hire people if they have worked In related
activities, such as guarding or volunteer police work.

Jobs with federal law enforcement agencies usually
require a cofitge degree. For example, to be hired as
customs enforcement officer, a degree or three years of
related work experience is required. FBI Special Agents
are required to have a degree in law or accounting. Ac-
counting degrees should be coupled with at least one
year of related work experience.

04.01.01 Messaging
Fire Martial (any ind.) 373.167-018
Onerd, Chief (say ind.) 372.1457-014

ICDM

Most management or supervisory jobs in this group are
filled from within the ranks. Promotions are usually based
on written examinations and job perfbrmance and are
usually subject to civil service laws.

What else should yam consider about these jabs?

Most workers in these jobs are on call any time their
services are needed. They may work overtime during
emergencies. Many of these jobs expose workers to great
Physicid danger.

if you think you would like to do this kind of work,
look at the job titles listed on the following pages. Select
those that Waren you and read their defutitions in the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

Safety and Law Eaforremeat

Polka Commissioner (gov. ger.) I 188.117418
Police Inspector (soy. tor.) 1 375.267-026
Police Lieutenant. Patrol (gov. tor.) 375. 67-0311
Police Sergeant. Precinct (gov. ter.) 1 375.133-010
Sheriff. Deputy, Chief (ger. ser.) 377.117-010
Traffic Lieutenant (ger. ler.) 375.167-046
Traffic Sergeant (ger. nor.) 375.337.026

Special Agent-in-Charge (r.r trana.) 376 167-010

04.01.02 invedgetleg
Investigator. Private (bus. tor.) 176.267-018

Fire Warden (fbrestry) 452.167-010

Accident-Pr:mention-Squad Police Officer (go.. set.)
375.263-010

Customs Petrol Officer (gar. tor.) 168.367-010
Deputy Sheriff. Civil Diviion (sov ler.) 377.667-018
Deseeth-e (ger. ear.) 375.267-010
Detective. Narcotics and Vice (gov. UM) 375.267-014
Fire Marshal (gov. ler.) 373.267414
rah and Cisme Warden (tor. ter.) 379.167-010
Mvestiptor. Narcotics (gee. ser.) 375.267-038
Investigator. Vise (gov. ser.) 375.267-022
Pilot. Hishway Patrol (sow. tor.) 375.163-014
Police Impostor (ger. ear.) U 375.267.030
Police Officer (soy. ter.) 1 375.263414
Sheriff. Deputy (gov. ser.) 371.263-010

375.167- Special Agent (goy. ser.) 375.167-042
Special Agent, Customs (gov. mi.) 188 167-090
State-Hiebeay Police Officer (gm. ler.) 375.263-014
Wildlife Agent. Regional (goy. 'cr.) 379.137-018

Manager, 'eternal Seaurity (bus. ser.) 376.137-010

Battalion Chief (ger. ter.) 373.167-010
Captain. Fire-Preventien Bureau (gov. set.) 373.167-014
Commandins Officer. Homicide Squad (pr. ear.) 375.167-

Commanding Officer. investipdon Division (gov. act.)
375.167-014

Commanding Officer. Motorized Squad (goy.
375.163.010

Correction Officer. Head (pr. ser.) 372.337-010
Deputy, Court (pr. ter.) 377.137-0:11
Deputy Sheriff. Chief (gar. ser.) 377.167-010
Deputy Sheriff. Commander, Civil Division (goy.

377.137-010
Deputy Sheriff. Corr mender, Criminsi and Patrol Division

(vs. Ms.) 377.3..7-014
Desk Officer (pr. sm.) 375.137-014
Detective Chief (gee. oar.) 375.167-022
Fire Aseistaet (gor. ter.) 164.167-022
rire Captain (gar. ser.) 373.1344110
Fire Chief (goy. sari 373117-010
Harbor Master (goy. ser.) 375.167-026
Jailer. Chief (Igor. tor.) 312.167-018
Launch Commander, Harbor Police (pr.

030
Park Superimendent (goy. tor.) 188.167-062
Police-Academy instructor (pr. ler.) 375.227-010
Police Captein. Precinct (pr. see.) 375.167.034
Police Chief (goy. rrr.) 373.117410

lat.)

Sr%)

mr.)

Figure 5.9 continued

Investigator (light. hest, & power) 376.367-023
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The Military Career Guide

The Military Career Guide provides descriptive information on various
military jobs. It is a compendium of military occupitional and training
information. It is a single reference source for the diverse employment
and training oppcirtunities in the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps
and Coast Guarcl It contains descriptions of 134 enlisted and officer
military occupations arranged in 12 broad career groups.

This resource cross references occupations with DOT codes so
information on related civilian occupsUons in the DOT can be accessed.
Also, if a student has taken the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB), they can identifr military careers related to the
highest composite scores.
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Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)

Since 1982, many federal government occupational publications have
been organized and cross referenced by the Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) aides. Aside from the SOC's value as a
classification system, the SOC groups occupations on the basis of the
type of work performed. Therefore, it is a valuable reference for
identifying occupations related to each other.

If a client is interested in a particular occupation, but finds the industry
or work setting in that locale is undesirable, he or she can identify
occupailons that are similar in nature, but may cross into other industry
settings through the SOC. The SOC has been particularly useful for
research and classification purposes but its value in practical
applications is unclear.

5233 Health Aides, Except Nursing

This unit group includes cjptj invoivrg perfolring various duties under the direction of
trained medical practitioners, such m misinj nh tkal PreParations, kacing medicines- libeling
and storing surplice assisting during physcal examination or patients, giving specified office treat-
ments, and keeping patients' records; preparing treatment room, inventory of supplies and instniment4
preparing, bottling and stergising infant formiles. May also assist in physical and other therapy treat-
Ment.

Iharmacy helper 573 074387010
Physical therapist assistant. 573 076224010
Occupationsl therapy assistant 373 076364010
Laboratory assistant, blood and plasma. 323-573 078687010
Chiropractor assistant. .573.....079364010
Medical assistant 573 .079369010
Podiatrist assistant.. 571.-079374018
Physical therapy aide 573 355354010
Ambulance attendant .573 355374010
Occupational therapy aide. 573 355377010
Morgue attendant.. .573.355667010
Oraves registration specialist 574.355687014
Formula-room worker 313-573 520487014
Ambulance driver 573 913681010

Now See pop 9 for ssplanotion of JoS Otto codes.

Figure 5.11

ICDM
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Decision Area: A Work Setting (Business or Industry)

Information about a work setting is commonly referred to as information
about an industry. It is another dimension of career decision milking.
Clients and students need some understanding of the environment in
which occupations exist Each tips of industry or business has a
different working environment even though they may employpersons in
similar occupations. For example, a truck driver who works for a
moving and storage company will usually have to load and unload the
trucks by hand whereas an over-the-road driver may not touch the
freight. Likewise, the skills and work of a plumber will vary
considerably between residential and industrial work settings. The type
of industry or business is a major influence on the specific job
conditions, pay, benefit* and numerous other conditions of employment.

Students or clients making career decisions who have seriously
considered a specific occupational area may be more interested in
certain industrial sectors. They may be interested in working at a
particular local firm, such as a health care facility or a local bank. To
assist, the career development facilitator needs to identify the industry
and help research its occupational staffing pattern. This process will
reveal the types of occupations employed in that industry, giving the
client a choice of occupations to investigate.

Two references can be used to collect this information: The Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual and Occupational Information
Systems (018).

Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)

The SIC can help identify industries and places of employment. It is a
system by which an industry, or work setting, is classified. It gives a
detailed description of the industrial division and majorgroups classified
within each industrial division.

The manual does not list specific companies by name but it is an
excellent resoune for understanding the industrial mpleup of a city,
community or state. Similar industries are listed together, which makes
it helpful when determining which firms might employ people with
skills or Work experiences obtained from a similar industry.

ICDM 5-20
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Example from the SIC

819

Major Group 54.FOOD STORES
The Major Group as a Whole

This major group Includes retail stores primarily engaged in selling food for home prepa-
ration and consumption Establishments prinks:0y engaged in selling prepared foods and
drinks for =emptier en the premises are clandiled in Major Group 53, and stores primari-
ly engaged in selling packaged beers and liquors are claasaled in Indtatay 6921,

Industry
thew kdootty

No. No.

641 GROCARY E roars

6411 Grocery Stores

Storft, commorly known as supermarkets, food stores, and grocery gores,
primarily engaged in the Mail sale of all saes; of canned foods and dry goods,
such as tea, cdfee, spices, sugar, and atm, fresh fruits and vegetabks; and
fresh and prepared moats, fish, and pordt.y.

Coawadease dad aterewestail. Ottwery Mona with tr without fresh
Peed eestitelariudi reettteted
hoots hied end ftscar ploaa, newt fitreemorkets. graeartotid

mostevtodi

542 MEAT AND FISH (SEAFOOD) MARKEV, INCLUDING FREEZER
FROYISIONERS

54.1 Meat and MI% (Seafood) Markets, Including Freezer Prnvisioners

Establishments primarily engaged la the retail sale of fresh, frozen, or
cured meats, fish, shellfish, and other seafood& This indu5ti7 includes estab-
lishments primarily engaged in the retail sa:e, ot e bulk beefs, of meat far
freezer stnrage and in providing home freezer ea... Meat markets way butch-
er animals on their own account, se they may hay from o'lers. Food locker
plants primarily engaged in renting looker space for the storage of lood prod-
ucts for indinidual househelds are cbssified in Industry 4222. Establishments
primarily engaged in the retail sale of poultry are classified in Industry 5499.

543

rub assaasaaa
beam Mad phew eseetratail
Prams preeteitoora sesetreuul
item food sod Ironer plassa. emu

retail

Meat rearketeratail
Seabed tearketeTetad

FRIRT AND VEGETABLE MARKETS

5431 Fruit and Vegetable Markets

Establishmsnta primarily engaged in th-) retail sate of fresh &Luta wad vege-
tables. They are frequently founol in public or municipal markets or as road-
side stands. However, establishments which grt..w &sits and vegetabsse and
nil them at roadside etands ars classified. in Agriculture, Major Group 01.

FINIS =Aso asa ateadiretail Vegetable mariceri and standaretall
fteduca ~kelp and ettodamail

Figure E.12
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Occupational Information Systems (0M)

The OIS can help identify the industries that employ a given occupation
and will identify the occupations employed within a given industry (the
staffing patterns) and their detuand/supply outlook.

Some State Occupation Information Coordinating Cemmittees (SOICCO
/lave created computerized Occupational Information Systems (0IS)
programs which use data from the Occupational Employment Statistic9
Program (OES). These databases may provide idormation on the
industries that employ a specified ocmpation, as well as the occupations
employed by a specific industry.
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For example, Figure 5.14 illustrates where the occupations Bookkeeping
and Accounting Clerks are employed in North Dakota industries.

1409

&VIE 100OOMING &
X

INC

II01011. I
0 B
g,

bess Return
nos nut

Nom uxotreusus I 1159

))1 013 OraPATION: 1553383851

SNOOD INDISIBIAL CLASSIFI0111 3Milhir!

on
I lit 1

NC I OCCOUNTINC MRS

2.

x

IFIGURE 271 INDUSTRIES WITHIN AN OCCUPATIONREPORT {sample}

Figure 5.14

The codes and titles on the left are Standard Industrial Codes (SIC) and
select groupings of businesses by common activity or product. The
percent of employment shown in the right column is a percent of the
total employment, which is listed in the heading of the report,
"Employment Level." To determine the number of Accounting and
Bookkeeping Clerks within a given industry, multiply the percent times
the Employment Level. For example, Eating and Drinking places
employ 177 (2.8% of 6111) bookkeeping and accounting clerks in North
Dakota. Farm Products and Raw Materials employ 267 Accounting and
Bookkeeping Clerks (4.37% of 6111).

Decision Area: A Geographic Area

This decision area allows the student or client to explore career options
based on a preference for a particular geographic area. For those who
are undecided or unenthusiastic about any particular occupational or
industrial sector, the most important starting point may be geography.
Where would the person prefer to live? Sometimes people begin to
explore options by considering family ties, or the weather, and maybe
the unemployment rate. In other cases, the attraction may be family or
friends.

To illustrate the importance of gwgraphic location, consider the
following. McKee and Froeschle (1985) found that two metropolitan
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areas of roughly the same population, Pittsburgh and Dallas-Fort
Worth, differed significantly in their opportunities for clerical workers.
Pittsburgh anticipated that 195,303 clerical workers would be employed
in 1985, while Dallas-Fort Worth anticipatad 362,100. This discrepancy
was accounted for by the industrial structure of the areas. Dallas-Fort
Worth is a regional service center and financial hub. Therefore, it has
a greater need for clerical support positions. Conversely, Pittsburgh has
more of a manufacturing economy and has a lower demand for clerical
positions.

When looking for information by geographic area, many have noted that
in contrast to the abundance of national and state information, local
information is often the most difficult to find. There are several sources
that previde details on the local economy and industrial structure. Two
of these sources, CIDS and 018 provide local data that is easily
accessed. County Business Patterns is another example that identifies
the number of business establishments in each industry and the
distribution of business establishments by employee size.
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Example of Local Information

DANE COUNTY AREA INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT

INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT

004 owe. mass. Me
10,0 (11.71:1

nit WI)

Preliminary figures indicate 90VERNMENT (80v), Dane County's
largest employing sector, incretsed 400 in October,for a total of
50.700. State government . creased by 100 to 41.900, and local
government increased by 300 for a total of 13.500. Federal
government lost 100 positions for a total of 3.300. There were
1.500 sore public sector jobs this October than last year.

TRADE(Trada) increased by 800 to 52.700 positions in October.
Wholesale trade remained the same at 9.000 ,but retail trade
increased by 800. for a total of 43.700. Area retail locations are
adding new positions for the holiday trade. This is the second
month In a row that retail trade has added 800 positions.

SERVICES (Merv) increased by 200 from 49.000 in September to 49.200
in October. 1990. There were 2.000 more jobs in the service sector
this October than last.

$ANUPACTDRINO (Nfg) decreased 300. for a preliminary October total
of 26.300. Durable goods remained the same at 13.800. while
nondurable* fell by 300 to a preliminary 12.400. There were 2.300
more manufacturing Jobs this October than in Octobt.. of last year.

FINANCE. tusumes A I/AL ESTAS1 (PIM reported In with IP.400
jobs. This was the same as lest month. September. However there
were still 500 sore PINE industry positions this October than last
year.

TRANSPMATION. CONNIIIICATION A juillymiL (Trans/Coan) also
remained unchanged at 8,700. but was down 100 from last year.

CONSTRUCTION (Coast) was down by 200 from September to October at
8.900. Employment in this sector was up 800 from last year.

Oats produced In cooperation with the Bureau of Labor Statistics-WOOL

Figure 5.15
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The State Employment Security Agency (SESA) also publishes industrial
employment data for individual counties.

Another source, often overlooked, is the Yellow Pages in the local
telephone directory. With this resource, one can determine the number
of industries in the local area and can easily find employer names,
addresses and telephone numbers.

Using Crosswalks to Ease the Process

Accessing the most useful information can be complicated for the novice
because there are many data collection programs that provide career
and labor market information. In addition, there are many different
ways to classify and organize that information.

Within the descriptions of various resources, it was pointed out thatone
could move from one system to another, such as from the Military
Career Guide to the DOT. This movement is called "crosswalking." It
enables the user to move back and forth across the various classification
systems in order to analyze and compare occupations. To maximize our
use of information, these bridges, or crouwalks, between the various
information systems are actually conversion tables between the different
systems. Crosswalks are similar to a dictionary, which moves us from
an English word to its Spanish equivalent; they allow the user to
translate one information system to another. An example ofa crosswalk
can be found in a CIDS. The system links occupational information
with related educational and training requirements "behind the scenes."
These two pieces of information are linked in the system and presented
in a single profile so the user has a more complete picture of the
occupation.

For more information on crosswalks, contact the National Crosswalk
Service Center at the Iowa SOICC office (515/242-4890).

Labor 'Force, Industry and Occupational Projections

The following is an example of career and labor market information that
can be used to enhance career decision making. Tnese labor force,
industry and occupational projections can provide insight into how the
nation's work force and economy are likely to grow, e.g., which
occupations will grow the fastest, which will decline, which will provide
the greatest number of new jobs, and which occupations have the
highest and lowest turnover rates.
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It is relatively easy to describe the demographics of the labor supply, but
projecting which way the economy will go and waich industries and
occupations will grow and decline is not as predictable. A combination
of statistical techniques and human judgment is required.

The =dor goal of this Zection in Module 5 is to present information that
describes and analyzes significant trends in the labor force, economy,
industries t,.ad occupations that will have an impf..ct on the effectiveness
of career decision making. The results of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) projections from 1990-2005 are included. Much of the information
is available at the state and local levels through offices of labor market
information and SOICCs.

Several trends need to be noted as the projections are discussed:

the rate of economic growth will be much slower,
women's share of the labor force will continue to increase;
the work force will age;
employment will be concentrated in a few industries, namely the
services and retail trade industries;
workers with the most education and training will have the best
opportunities; and
technology will continue to change the structure of employment
and how work is done.

These trends have far reaching implications for how we direct our
clients and students to make educational and career choices.

These projections were made given the following assumptions about
general economic or social conditions:

Work patterns will not change significantly over the projections
period, meaning that the average workweek will not change
markedly.
Broad social and educational trends will continue. For example,
women will continue to be a large portion of the labor force.
There will be no major war.
There will be no significant change in the size of the Armed
Forces.
Fluctuations in economic activity due to the business cycle will
continue to occur.
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These projections cover the period 1990-2005. An expanded version of
the projections can be found in the November 1991 issui of the Moilthly
Labor Review or in Outlook 1990-2005, published by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.

OUTLOOK 1990 - 2005

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Office of Ermloyment Projations

The BIS projections program is carried out in the Office of Employment

Projeaions.

The program began with the development of career guidance information to
assist returning veterans from World War II.

Projections for a 10- to 15-year period have been developed every other year
since the mid-1960's.

The latest set of projections, which covers the 1990 - 2005 period, is the
subject of this slide presentation.

Num tie

A four step analysis leads to the projections. Components analyzed are:

Labor Force
Economy
Industry
Occupations
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Sequence of
to Determine

Component
Four:

Occupational
Projections

Component
Three:

industry
Projections

Projection Procedures
Occupational Demand

Occupational Projections
Occupations in Demand

Componen
Tiro:

Economic
Outlook

Component
One:

Labor Force
Participation

Rates

Figure 5.17

Industry Employment
Selecting workers to produce

Industrial Activity
Production to meet the demand

Economic Conditions
Mmand for goods and services

Labor Force
People willing to work

J
Population
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Component One: Labor Force 12 trticipition Rates

OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

Labor force

4 Economic outlook

Industry employment

Occupational employment
Num 6.18

The labor force is expected to expand but at a slower pace than in
1975-90.
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Labor force will continue to grow
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The declining birthrate contributes to this slowing of the growth rate.
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The baby boom, declining birth rates in the 19609, and children of the
baby boom cohort will continue to have an impact on the labor force.

Ago distribution of labor force is changing

Wet iluema al Ulm SAWA

Although rates of labor force growth are projected to drop for both men
and women, labor force growth for women will be greater, reflecting
their increasing labor force participation.
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Women's share of labor force is growing

Percent
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SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Labor force participation rata trends
differ for men and women
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Brmorities' share of the labor force will continue to pow. Some of the
entrants into the labor market will be needed to replace those leaving
the labor force. The others represent a net growth of 26 million
workers. Despite these increases, the majority of the entrants will

continue to be white, non-Hispanic, men and women.
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Labor force elitranta by rata and iihreartic origin,
profscsad 1990-2005
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Component Two: Economic Outlook

OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

0 Labor force

Economic outlook

Industry employm9nt

a Occupational employment
Fip ra 529

After the labor force participation rates are projected, the second stage
is to determine the sum total of all economic activity in the United
States, also known as the aggregate economic activity. This includes
real gross national product (GNP), and ti-; distribution of GNP across
five major demand and income categories:

1. personal consumption expenditures (buying a car);
2. gross private domestic investment (business

investment in equipment);
3. exports (e.g., selling wheat to Russia);
4. imports (buying oil from OPEC); and
5. government (spending on Medicaid).

Through this analysis, the relative wealth of the nation is determined.
Estimates of demand are then made by industry, both public and
private.

Summary results from recent analyses show:

Goods and services purchased by individuals will grow at about
the same rate as total GNP and will continue to be the largest
component of demand.
Investment will continue to grow faster than total GNP.
Exports will grow faster than imports.
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Federal government expenditures will continue to decline due to
cuts in defense expenditures.
State and local government expenditures are the only major
category that will increase faster during this period than it did
from 1975 to 1990.

According to a moderate growth scenario, the unemployment rate is
assumed to remain unchanged and the rate of GNP growth is expeaed
to grow. This is attxibutable to the slowing labor force growth.

GNP growth and projected alternatives
Animal want chop
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Component Three: Industry Projections

This component analyzes the trends in employment by industry.

OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

Labor force

Economic outlook

Industry employment

Occupational employment
Figura 6.32
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Employment growth, 1975-90 and projected 1990.2005
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Employment gains will continue to be in service producing industries.
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Inductees ecidkig the most jobs, 19904005
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The majority of the most rapidly declining industries, in terms of
employment, will be in manufacturing.

Industries with the most rapid job declines, 1990-2005

Footwear, except rubber and plastic

Ammunition and ordnance, except small

Luggage. handbags, and latter products,

Tobacco products

Agricultural chemicals

Private households

Stampings, except 800711100W

Metal ems and shipping containers

Famines

Peooleum refining

Percent
change 80

8OURCE bayou Libor Swift.

-so -3o -10

Rim 34

Another way to talk about industries is to look at their output. High
technology manufacturing industries will be among the fastest growing
in terms of output.
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Industries with the fastest growing output, 1990-2005

Convuter etAtillows

Semiconductors and related deviant
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Health services, MC
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Computer and data processing services
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Management and public relations
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Even though total manufacturing employment will decline slightly, a
handful of manufacturing industries are projected to experience some
employment growth.

Fastest growing and declining manufacturing Industries, 1990-2005

Miscellaneous publishing

Periodicals

Medical Insturnents snd suppfies

Partitions and fixtures

Printing trade services

Footwear except rubber and plastic

Ammunition and ordnance, except small arms

Luggage. handbags. and leather products, nec

Tobacco produce

AgriciAtural chemicals

Pram
champ 40
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Component Four: Occupational Projections

The fourth major phase of the projections process is to develop
employment projections for approximately 500 occupations. An
industry-occupalion matrix is used to project employment in these
occupations for over 200 industries.

OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

O Labor force

e Economic outlook

O Industry employment

Occupational employment
Figure 5A2

It is projected that jobs will be available for workers at all educational
levels, but those with the most education and training will eAjoy the
best opportunities. The occupational groups with the highest levels of
educational attainment will experience faster than average growth. They
are:

technicians,
professional specialty occupations, and
managers.
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Employment growth by major occupational group, 1990-2005

SOURCE limy et labor Staiitazo Appeal

In contrast, precision production operators and agriculture related
occupations have the lowest proportion of workers with college training,
and these occupations are projected to have the slowest employment
growth.

Job openings for replacement and growth, 1980-2008
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Do not always assume that occupations with the fastest growth rate
provide the most new jobs. Remember, "growth" refers to the
percentage of already existing jobs, not the actual number ofjobs.

Job growth may be Wowed In two ways:
Changes, 19902008

SOURCE Ramp al law Itiette
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Occupations adding the most keel 1990-2006

Mai salespersons

Raraistorod

Cordaro

Gomel Offloa clodia

Truck drift* Debi ind heavy

General managers and top axacu*as

Janitors and cannon

Wain; Was, ondadtos. and aalandarda

Food own*. fountakt and rokood %workers

SOURCE: (Moo of Wow IWO=
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Workers who might experience layoffs include those in occupations
within declining industries and those whose occupations are changing
due to technological innovations. Even though the demand for a
particular occupation may be declining, there will still be a need for new
workers to replace people leaving these occupations.
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Employment change in declining occupatione,111904008

Thosoinds ogo

SOURCE &mu 01 Uher SS Ilan
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Combining Projections with Other Information

40 0

Fig,we a SI

Another way to use labor market information is to combine it with other
indicators such as educational attainment.
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Education pays
4153

SOURCE: Masao al Labor Malabo;
552

Not only is education important in getting higher paying jobs, but people
with more education have higher earnings within virtually all
occupations.

Annual awnings of workers by ftigheet Wel
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Blacks and Hispanic workers have lower educational attainment than
whites. As a result, blacks and Hispanics are underrepresented in the
fast growing and higher paying occuliations.

Educational attainment of workata by race
and Hispanic origin, 1990
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In conclusion, despite changes in individual occupations, the overall
structure of occupations will remain relatively stable. However, it is
important to note that those without some education beyond high school
will be at a serious disadvantage in the labor market. They will face
low wages, dislocaVon and disruption throughout their working lives.

Issues and Implications

Given these projections, we need to consider a number of challenges.

Productivity: Development of world markets would provide an
impetus to focus on high technology goods and services.
Education: The potential imbalance between the educational
preparation of those entering the labor force and the skill
requirements of industry, requires attention.
Labor Shortage: Those employers lwking for 16-24 year old
workers will feel increasing competition in recruitment.
lightened immigration laws will also effect the numbers of entry
level workers.
Minorities: All minority groups are projected to increase their
share of the labor force. Specific outreach programs will be
needed to educate and train all minority groups to compete
effectively.
Women: Women will =time to exert their influence on the
work world.
Industrial Shift: Closer collaboration with public training
institutions can help industries maintain a skilled work force.
Occupational Rift: Shifting skills within occupations requires a
flexible work force.

Conclusion

All of these issues are interrelated. Understanding the dynamics of the
labor force and the specific projections for the economy, industries and
occupations can guide career development profbssionals to assist clients
and students in making good weer choices. The slowing rate of growth
in productivity is linked to the need for our economy to remain
competitive. Remaining competitive requires an available pool of highly
skilled, educated and adaptable workers. The increasing sophistication
&jobs in the future challenges all of us to meet the educational needs
of all those who will enter the labor force.
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Other Uses of Information

Career and labor market information also describes the specific
populations in our country. It can be used to break down sexist and
stereotypical preconceptions about people in the labor force. The
following example illustrates how educators have used labor market
statistics to promote self-awareness and sex equity in the classroom.
The boxed statements indicate those built upon labor market
information.
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Sample of How Labor Market Information le Used

Whemelementaryschoolgirts are askedto describewhalthey want to do when theygrowup, they frequently
Morally only a few career opdons, and even these ft stereotypic patients Themajority Merely only two
careers, teaching and nundng. Boys, on Me other hand, we able to Manly many more potentlai
occupations.

Many gins enter college without comPleting leer years et high wheel elealeftlatios. This Mak of preparation
in math lemmas a `critical inhaling orpreventing girleimm many science, math, and technologically
related caroms.

The prepatation and counseling girls recelve M school contributes to the economic penalties that they
encounter in Me workplace. Although over 9 Down/ el Nepal laOW NUMMI VW worn In Me
paid Saber tome tor ell or pan ot their Oen, the following statistics reveal the cost of the bias that they
encounter.

II

Mug than a OW of tamale headed by women live below the poverty level.

A woman with a college degree will typically earn approxknately the same amount
as a male who is a high maxi graduate.

The typical working woman will earn II cents for every dollar earned by a male
worker.

tawny women earn even less. averaging onty SO percent ofSte wages earned
by white males.

Women are 79 careers of akiedralworkers,butonly 5percentofancraftwoliters.

Women nag WO* nine days to earn **at men get paid for five days of work

in contrast to the popular belief that things are getting better for female workers.
01=1954 the gallibelween the wages earned by men and women has not gotten
smaller.

A majority of semen work not keextra- cash bul because ofeconomic necessity.
Neatly two-thbds of all women in the frbor tome me single, widowed, divorted, Of
separated, Of are manied to spouse earnMg less than $10000 a year.

Dooloped by Myra end David Sadism
Afid-Adantt Center Mr Sai Equity

Distributad by the Department of Public tasouttan.
P.O. a= 7941, Uneaten. %Went* 53707

Barbara Siamo-Vaceitional Equity
Matisse Keyes 4ex Equity Figure 558



Limitations of Career and Labor Market Information

An understanding of the limitations is helpful in understanding and
using various sources.

Complete versus Sample. Most surveys are answered by a
sample of the population and then inflated to represent the entire
country.
National versus State versus Local Data. Given the limitations
of sample surveys, it is not always easy to find current, local data.
Timeliness. Not all data are updated monthly or even ann
Another proNem is the length of processing time for the larger
data collection programa.
Institutional Bias. Remembe: that those who have an argument
to present will select the data necessary to make a point.

Networks as Sources

The old maxim "It is not /hat you know, but who you know" also
applies to finding people to help you access and interpret labor market
information. If the long list of published sources seems more like a
maze, remember that there are people in the community or state who
can help you find the information you need. Most of these human
resources are more than willing to help you answer the occasional
question or direct you to resources that you can use with clients or
students.

There are many people in the community or state who can help you
locate the information you need. One of the closest resources is the local
library. Other resources include:

The State Occupational Information Coordinating
Committaes also offer another point of access to the wide range
of LMI. (See Appendix B for a list of the SOICCs.)
Regional planning agencies frequently have staff skilled at
analyzing labor market statistics.
Each state has ti State Data Center affiliated with the Bureau
of the Census, which prepares reports and helps people use data
produced by the Bureau. (See Appendix 0 for a list of the State
Data Centers.)
Employment Security Offices in each state have labor market
analysts, sometimes at both state and local levels, who collect,
analyze and disseminate labor market statistics.
Government Printing Office Bookstores are located in
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several major cities. They serve as retail outlets for publications
of the federal government. They usually have copies of the =dor
reference works as well as copies d the mat recent releases.
They frequently concentrate ou reports with information about
the state and region in which they are located. (See Appendix J
for a list of the Government Printing Office Bookstores.)
State and local Chambers of Commerce are another possible
source of labor market information, especially information about
local geographical areas.
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National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of different cultures to interact effectively with all populations.

Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype
others by gender, race, age, and culture.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Knowledge of differing cultural values and their relationship to work values.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persüns.

Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals
with specific needs.



Developing An Awareness
of Multicultural Issues

Module 6

Introduction

Self-knowledge is essential in forming one's identity. Part of this self-
knowledge comes from the values and beliefs derived from one's cultural
and ethnic background. These values and beliefs often form the core of
one's identity. Likewise, one's cultural and ethnic background is often
the basis for how one evaluates the relative status among careers and
concomitantly how decisions are made about careers.

To be effective, career development facilitators are encouraged to adopt
counseling goals and strategies that are consistent with the client's
cultural and ethnic orientation. To do that it is important to develop an
awareness of one's own cultural background and that of other cultures.

This module will seek to develop an awareness of cultural and ethnic
influences which are central to each individual's development

Definitions

First, a few key terms and definitions will be presented.

Ethnic Minority
A person who identifies with a common and distinctive culture or
language that is not of the mgjority population in a country.
(Rifenbary, 1991)

Ethnomntrism
A tendency to view cultures other than one's own with disfavor,
which results in a sense of inherent cultural superiority. (Rifenbary,
1991)

Multktulturalism
Recognizing, understanding anid appreciating cultures other than
one's own. It stresses an appreciation of the impact of differences--
race, class, age, sex, physical attributes, sexual/affectional orientation
and religion. A multicultural philosophy is one that promotes the
aci-nowledgement, appreciation told usage of cultural differences as
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a critical factor in the development and implementation of any
system, institution, program or curriculum. (Rifenbary, 1991)

Multicultural Counseling
An intervention process that places equal emphasis on the ethnic and
cultural impressions of both counselor and client. The goal in
multicultural counseling is to help clients empower themselves for
environmental mastery and competencs. (Lee, 1991)

Why Multicultural Career Counseling?

According to the 1990 Census, people of color and ethnic minorities will
be a growing share of the work force. Blacks remain the largest
minority but the dramatic increase in Hispanics and Asians indicate an
increasingly diversified racial, ethnic and cultural mix in this country.
In fact, between 1985 and 2000, people of color will comprise 29% of the
net additions to the work force and will make up more than 15% of the
work force in the year 2000.

NON.WHITES ARE A GROWING SHARE
OF ME WORKFORCE

(=tars In Mona)
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Figure 6.2

In conjunction with these statistics, the authors of Workforce 2000
(1987) note that:

relative rates of unemployment and earnings among minorities
have not improved during the past decade and may become
worse;
blacks and Hispanics are overrepresented among declining
occupations; and
blacks, Hispanics and other minority groups frequently are
concentrated in a small number of central cities beset by severe
economic and social problems.

Traditionally, our educational efforts have focused on the average
student and have tended to overlook the special needs of students who
are at a disadvantage in the white, middle class, physically able society.
Also, we have frequently overlooked the needs of minority populations.

If we are to do our job effectively as career development facilitators,
it is essential that the educational and career needs of these individuals
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be addressed. Given the state of the labor market and the declining
birth rate, we are witnessing a rare opportunity to present better job
prospects for historically disadvantaged people, many of whom are
cultural and ethnic minority groups.

Some ethnic and cultural minorities see the counseling process as
contrary to their own life experience. And inappropriate or insufF-ient
for their needs. In particular, marq career development theories are
inherently ineffective because they do not account for the effects of
racism, sexism, and classism on career development The traditional
theories frequently focus on the role of personality and neglect the
influence of sociocultural, environmental and economic forces on
individual choice, assuming people of all cultures have the same array
of choices open to them.

Cultural Awareness Questionnaire

In orier to become aware of your multicultural experiences, take a few
mint es to think about the following questions.

1. Think back to your childhood days.

Did you have much contact with people of cultures different from
your own? If yes, at what age? If no, when did you finally
experience people of other cultures?

Did you benefit from your contact (i.e., spending time with
families that had configurations different than your own or
enjoying the experience of a friend's Bar Mitzvah celebration)? If
yes, what were the benefits?

Were there customs or behaviors in the culture that you did not
understand? Where there reaction from your parents or friends
that you did not understand?

Did you react or interact with people from another culture the
way you wanted to at the time, or the way others (peers, parents)
wanted you to act? Why?

What messages did your family and friends give you about people
from other cultures?
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2. Think about the present.

Do you have much contact with students or peers of cultures
unlike your own?

If yes, have you benefitted in some way from your contact with
them? (i.e., learning about a different perspective on a political
issue or beaming about a country unknown to you.) If no, why
has there been little contact in your life with other cultures?

Do you feel that you interact with people from other cultures the
way you want to, or the way others want you to act? Why?

How does the media affect your views of people from other
cultures?

What is different about your attitude and beliefs regarding
cultural differences now, that did not exist when you were a
child? Why?

(Adapted from: An Introduction to Multicultural Issues in
Career Development)

Dynamics in Culturally Responsive Counseling

Lee and Richardson (1991) have identified dynamics that are especially
important in culturally responsive counseling. They are built on the
assumption that culturally aasponsive counselors must work with the
understanding of culture. The challenge of client diversity can be
addressed by considering the following:

The Client's Level of Ethnic Identity and Acculturation. These
stages of personal development can range from little or no
identification with the dominant culture and complete identification
with the group of origin to complete identification with the dominant
culture and little identification with the ethnic group of origin.. The
status of ethnic identity and acculturation may be influenced by a
variety of factors such as age, length of residence in the United
States, level of education attained, extent of experience with racism
and socioeconomic status.
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Sue (1978) developed a framework for understanding clients who are
culturally different than the counselor. Sue's framework responds to
this challenge to understand the level of ethnic identity and
acculturation that Lee and Richardson discuss. Sue's model
incorporates the concepts of locus of control and lccus of
responsibility in a person's ethnic identity. First, a few definitions:

Internally controlled people are those who believe that
reinforcement is primarily a product of their own actions.
Externally controlled people are those who believe that
reinforcement is not entirely self-related, but can also result from
luck, chance, fate or others.
Internal locus of responsibility means that a person's success or
failure can be attributed to personal qualities or skills.
External locus of responsibility means that a person's
environment is more powerful than personal qualities or skills.

Locus of Ccinitoi
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I W
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or hterrlai person External system
Rasponsiblilly 0 iii

EC-IR EC-ER

External
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As-scwwl marl altanal ft 4284161

Figure 6.3

As seen in Figure 6.3, these two concepts are put together to provide
four different ways in which to view how individuals interact with
their environment. Please note that there are differences within race
and ethnic groups based on factors such as gender and class. Sue
believes that Quadrant I typifies the American middle class culture.
People in this quadrant believe they are responsible for what
happens to them and have the power to change their fate. Sue
believes that more minorities fit into one of the other quadrants.
Members of minority groups frequently feel as though they have less
power to change themselves or their environment. Counselors need
to understand their own world view, as it exists on these interacting
continuums, but also that of their clients. Most importantly, they
need to accept the legitimacy of the other's point of view.
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There are other factors to be considered by career development
facilitators in multicultural counseling. These factors can either serve
to limit or enhance career development. They are:

Famili Influences. Understanding and appreciation of how the
family of origin and current partner and/or children play a critical
role as one's support system in the career decision making process.

Sex-Role Socialization. Different perceptions of the roles of men

and women effect career development and should be considered in
culturally responsive counseling.

Religious and Spiritual Influences. Religioue institutions are
important sources of psychological support. Religious leadership is

an important support system during decision making and problem
resolution.

Immigration Experience. In addition to cultural beliefs and
practices, immigrants bring with them the trauma and history of
separation from their homelands. Some have been lured by the
promise of economic opportunity and others have fled political
unrest, wars, starvation, etc. The major challenge is often
reconciling their wishes to maintain cultural customs while adapting
to a new culture and new expectations.

The Role of Schools

Schools have often been seen as the support for all individuals in their
educational and career pursuits. The school can play a major role in
linking the many cultures within it and outside it. Some schools do an
outstanding job of establishing these liaisons and celebrating cultural
diversity., others do not. According to Axelson (1985), serious problems
will arise in educational and training systems under the following

conditions (Note: Although the following discussion focuses on the
school, many of these concepts can be transferred to the work place):

When formal segregation, isolhtion and alienation are present,
this can lead to divisiveness and racial conflicts. The vicious and
ugly race riots over enforced school busing to achieve a racial
balance in Boston's public schools are an illustration cf the effects
of school segregation.
When there is informal segregation, i.e., castelike social
separation, such as educational tracking systems that separate
students according to past achievement records, situations that
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hinder cross cultural understanding and communication will
continue to occur.
When cultural diversity goes unrecognized and acceptance is left
to chance, an enriched educafional climate will be wasted.

In addition, there will be communication problems for people when the
following conditions exist

When cultural difitrences are viewed only as deficiencies
people will not be valued for their individual differences and their
special heritages.
When subcultures are viewed as a groap, we tend to lump all
minority groups tigether and depict them as having identical
attributes and problems.
When language differences are viewed only as deficits,
bilingualism is not longer seen as an asset.
When presumptions of intellectual inferiority are basedon
cultural group identity or membership we can fall into the
mental trap of thinking, for example, that all members of a
particular racial group do poorly in particular disciplines.
When individual potential goes undiscovered and
unrecognized, every persons's unique abilities and personal
talents are not awakened and expanded.
When individual personality traits are over generalized
according to cultural group idenlity or membership, we see
a person only as a member of a group rather than as an
individual.

(Axelson, 1985)

The Role of Career and Labor Market Information

Along with stress, language, class bound, and cultural barriers, the lack
of career and labor market information and the limited knowledge that
many ethnic and cultural minorities have about the world of work
presents additional challenges to their career development. An
individual's knowledge of the world of work partially depends upon past
work experiences and the degree of exposure to people who work in a
wide range of occupations (Martin, 1991).

In addition to the lack of information that all students have about
careers, some students also have to face cultural barriers, such as
prejudice, language differences, cultural differences and isolation.
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Those providing educational and career planning services also need to:

learn to recognize and appreciate differences between themselves
and the clients they serve;
examine their own ethnocentric values and the language
auociated with these values;
understand the importance of and need for positive role models
who represent the client's racial and ethnic backgrounds;
create a multicultural environment for clients and value the
backgrounds from which they cane;
consider issues surrounding racism when they arise by addressing
them directly and talking about them;
read and research information about the historical, social,
economic and political factors affecting clients, including statistics
related to work force participation rates;
identilY and promote full development of a client's potential;
respect and value ethnic and racial diversity;
recognize when cultural differences are affecting communication
and make appmpriate adjustments;
promoth resromible, critical thinking in clients to empower them
to be their own advocates;
awaken and expand each client's desire to strive for his/her full
pothntial; and
be open and accepting.

(Brown and Brooks, 1984)

Actions to Be Taken

There are specific actions that can be taken by career dk Aopment
facilitators to achieve these personal and professional goals:

Career development facilitators need to recognize and eliminate
the educational end career voids in disadvantaged clients.
Career development facilitators need to get out of their offices and
become change agents and facilitators who modify the effects of
discriminatory political, social and economic forces on minority
groups.
Career development facilitators need to work toward increasing
the participation rate of ethnic minorities in nontraditional
careers and to develop strategies that encourage achievement in
academic courses that are prerequisites for entering those
careers.
Techniques that broaden career options for clients should Ix
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mastered. This awareness of opportunity is critical.
Strategies to strengthen self-concept must be included.

Summary

In order to serve the many cultures in this country, career development
facilitators have a responsibility to meet multicultural needs as they
assist their clients in weer planning and development In addressing
the need to reach out to one another acrou cultures, the late Jawaharlal
Nehru, the leader of India, advised:

7f we seek to understand a people, we have to try to put ourselves, as
far as we can, in that particular historical background...If we wish
to convince them, we have to use their language a s far as we can, not
language in the narrow sense of the wont, but the language of the
mind."

Developing An Awareness of Multicultural Issues
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Module 7
Specific Needs

of Adults

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of developmental issues individuals address throughout the
life span.

Knowledge of decision making and transition models.

Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype
others by gender, race, age, and culture.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.
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Specific Needs of Adults
Module 7

Introduction

There are many issues that distinguish the needs of an adult in career
transition from those of a younger person. This module examines the
issues facing those in adult life stages who are making career changes.
Of special merit are the adules experiences in their work, leisure time,
family and overall lifestyle. Another factor to consider is the need for
reassurance that career changes are not unusual but instead can be
healthy moves for an individual to undertake.

According to Zunker (1990) particular issues of concern for adults in
career transition are:

they are generally unaware of potential occupations and lack
direction;
they have not kept pace with changing job technologies,
procedures and practices;
many have a single career orientation and do not understand the
benefits and problems which accompany a career change; and
they are unfulfilled in their present career and are searching for
challenge and meaning.

Assumptions

Assumption 1. Career development is a continuous process over the
life span.

Assumption 2. Career development involves both choice and
adjustment issues.

Assumption 3. Both career choice and adjustment involve content
and process variables.

(Minor 1985)

A Theoretical Framework

Based on these assumptions, Minor (1985) developed a theoretical basis
for adult career counseling programs:

Individuals seldom regard their careers in the same way
throughout their lives and they behave differently at various
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times in their lives.
Choices of occupational fields and specific jobs at certain times
are influenced by, and can be predicted from, certain individual
characteristics, such as intelligence and achievement; special
skills and talents; the ability to relate to people; individual needs,
values and goals; and personality type.
Choices of occupational fields and specific jobs also are influenced
by factors external to the individual. These include the
reinforcement received from parental and career related
activities; community influences; lismily requirements and values;
the eamomic and social conditions of the family and society;
opportunities for learning; the availability of information; and
historical events.
The process of making choices about occupational fields or specific
jobs follows a general pattern of exploration, crystallization,
choice, and clarification.
The process of making adjustments to new choices follows a
pattern of induction and integration, or balance, between the
needs of the individual and the needs of those around him/her,
such as the family. For example, a person may aspire to a career
as a concert pianist, but, as a result of personal abilities and
environmental factors, he/she may become a piano teacher.
Adjustmemt to the consequences of occupational or specific job
choices depends on factors in the work environment and on the
characteristics of the individual. The most difficult adjustment
is related to the magnitude of the discrepancy between what the
individual expects to find, in terms of requirements and rewards,
and what the environment provides in those areas. In short,
people do not always get what they hoped to get from a particular
job.
Satisfaction and success depends on how people fit into their
work environment. Individuals must be able to express their
values and interests, play roles, and perform activities that they
feel are appropriate.
Satisfaction in a specific job comes from receiving positive
feedback on a successful performance and/or meeting an
internally defined challenge and accomplishment.
An individual's career is very much a part of one's life activities.
The interaction of occupational and family life cycles, life style,
leisure and other issues cannot be separated. They must be
considered together in career planning.
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Individuals can be assisted in making choices and planning their
careers by

helping them understand their own tharacteristics, making
them aware of the work environment and other external
forces;
providing access to information and appropriate training
and
considering the impact of oce- 2ational and job choices on
other aspects of their lives.

Subgroups of Adults with Career Development Needs

Goodman, Hoppin and Kent (1990) have identified the following groups:

Midlife Career Changers. Midlife career change can take many
forms. The change can be voluntary or involuntary. It can result
from external circumstances, such as a company moving from one
part of the country to another. Other changes are due to
circumstances such as the incongruence between an individual's
values or skills and the work that he/she is expected to complete.

The following questions should be considered when working with
midlife career changers:

How is midlife career change a part of the larger process of
change and growth during adulthood?
How is career change related to re-establishing self-definitions
during middle life?
How is career change related to satisfaction, or distress, in
other adult roles?
What is the meaning of work beyond providing a livelihood?
When does your "career" reflect continued growth and
development, and when might it minimize opportunides for
personal self-actualization?

(Abrego and Brammer, 1985)

Displaced Workers. Employees who have boat their jobs through
the actions of others are likely to experience anger, denial and
depression towards the "system." One of the n*or goals when
working with displaced workers is to help them express their anger
and then re-enter the career decision making process to explore new
options and opportunities.
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The Underemployed. These workers are adults who work part-
time and wish to work full-time, or those employed at a job for which
they are over qualified. It is usually necessary to help them gather
more information in order to broaden their horizons so that they are
aware of all the options outside their current work environment

Adults Entering the Job Market for the First Uwe. These
adults have no work history, so they are often viewed by employers
with some skepticism. In addition, they often lack firsthand
knowledge of the labor market, have minimal employability skills
and little experience coping with employer expectations.

Women Entering or Reentering the Labor Market. (See Module
8 - Specific Needs of Women)

Older Workers. These workers not only need to update their
knowledge about the world of work but also need learn how to
counter age-related stereotypes and express their advantages in
terms of life experiences and maturity.

Adults with 4imited English Proficiency (LEP). Many of these
adults are immigrants. As a result of being newonners, both to the
culture and the world of work, they face many barriers to
employment despite the fact that they may have marketable skills.
Their primary need frequently is English as a Second Language
instruction and counseling to understand culturally appropriate
behavior.

Adults with Disabilities. (See Module 9 - Specific Needs of
Persons with Disabilities)

Adults Who Live in Rural Areas. Inaccessibility, a lack of support
services, and a lack of knowledge about the world of work, outside of
opportunities in rural areas, often prevent these adults from fully
participating in the labor market.

Components of a Successful Program

There are differences and similarities among these adults. Their career
development needs are numerous and complex. Career development
facilitators who work with adults can best serve them by including
components of successful programs in their support services. Zunker
(1990) includes seven components for adults in career transition:
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Component 1: Identification of Key Experiences
Work and life experiences are evaluated to determine how they can
contribute to a career. This can be accomplished through an
interview, autobiography, collection of background information or a
work and leisure analysis. Some skills are easy to identify through
work and life experiences, and others, such as communicaton, social,
organizational and leadership skills, are only implied.

The goal of these activities is to identify specific work tasks, leisure
experiences, fansily concerns associated with work, lifestyle needs
and potential reasons for change. Using this information, it is
possibls to identify a partial list of "career satisfaction" variables.

Component 2: Interest Identification
Measured interests often are used to predict job satisfaction.
Interest identification can serve to broaden and stimulate career
options for adults. One way to broaden options is to identify
interesting components of uninteresting jobs. This finding should
lead to the building of "interest dusters," or patterns, as well as
specific interest indicators.

Component 3: Skills Identification
The focus of this program component is on identifying skills
mastered from previous work experiences, hobbies, leisure interests,
social activities and community volunteer work. Many adults not
only have trouble recognivarg their skills, but they also do not know
how to relate them to occupational requirements. Adults often
underestimate the value of their life experiences. They need to learn
how to translate terms they use to describe their transferable skills
into the language of the market place(s) they seek to enter.

Skillo identification can be completed by understanding the adult's
functional/transferable skills. This can be accomplished by a
self-analysis of marketable skills, estimates of developed skills, or by
the more traditional method of standardized testing. The critical
factor in identification is to encourage the adult to consider skills
mastered in a variety of experiences. The next step would be to
cluster the identified skills in adaptive, functional and omupational
categories so that a more precise relationship to occupational
requirements is completed at the same time.

Component 4: Lifestyle Identification
It is important to focus on the adult's total lifestyle, not just their
work. This concentration should include their values and needs in
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relation to work, their leisure time, peer relationships and family
ties. The goal is not only to identify these values and needs, but
also to communicate that life is indeed multifaceted and that the
process for making a satisfactory career choice should not be
oversimplified.

Component 5: Education and Training
Once an area of interest is identified, adults frequently need
assistance to find sources of information that will direct them to
appropriate educational and training resources. These resources
might include printed materials, a computerized career delivery
system that is both interactive and information oriented, local
information resources and/or a microfiche system. Publications such
as The Wall Street Journal and USA 7bday routinely present career
focused information. Various sections of local newspapers and files
of local resource persons can be extremely valuable. Adults need to
be shown how to systematically make effective use of this
information.

Tasks to complete include:

identify sourms of information;
identify continuing education programs;
understand admission requirements;
investigate how to obtain credit for past work experiences and
completed training programs;
evaluate accessibility and feasibility,
identify and communicate with support systems such as
financial aid offices; and
relate skill* needed and careers of interest to education
training programs to evaluate the best use of one's time and
money.

Component 6: Occupational Planning
This component also focuses on the need for career and labor market
information in terms of access and effective integration into a plan
of action. This information can be accessed at the same time as
education and training information. Adults need a variety of
information about job tasks, work availability, the training needed
to enter the field and salary estimates. They must then reflect upon
how their abilities and needs match with that information. They
need the opportunity to access and evaluate all the variables that
will affect their lifestyle. This can be accomplished with published
materials, computer-based systems, microfiche and gathering of
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information from workers, organizations and personal contacts. The
information gathered should be more than simply work tasks. It
should be processed so that lifestyle needs and values become
integrated with the occupational information. Tasks to complete
might include:

identify sources of occupational information;
access and assess the information;
relate skills, values and goals to specific careers;
evaluate how needs will be met;
relate family needs to career; and
identify education and training needs for entry and
advancement.

Component 7: Toward a Life Learning Plan
Throughout many career moves, it is important to use life planning
and decision maldng skills. Because of rapid change, we all need
periodic information updates and we must strive to upgrade our
skills, thus minimizing the chances of becoming obsolete. We need
to remain flexible. For this reason, lite learning plans are cyclical
and can be revised as changes are needed.

Summary

The average worker can expect to change jobs approximately seven
limes during his/her adult life. These movements are sometimes
voluntary, but often they are not. The adults who make these changes
often are in a state of personal crisis or transition. Many of them, such
as the displaced workers or homemakers, have specific needs due to
their circumstances or position in life. They peed career counseling
services to:

help them reassess their work records and life experiences;
provide information about the occupations and opportunities
available to them; and lastly,
reassure them of their potential not only to cope with change, but
to grow as a result of it.

Career and labor market information can help accomplish these goals.
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Module 8
Specific Needs of Women

and Teen Parents

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attimdes that stereotype
others by gender, race, age, and culture.

Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job
market.

Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and
career resources.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Knowledge of changing gender roles and how these impact on work, family,
and leisure.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.
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Specific Needs of Women and Teen
Parents

Module 8

Issues Facing Women in the Work Place

Women have become and will continue to be full participants in the
work force. This participation opens up new horizons for women but at
the same time presents many new challenges. Legislation and
regulations have opened up new opportunities for women that enable
them to develop their talents and alilities in the work force but at the
same time, women are also being faced with new challenges. We need
to help girls and women overcome these barriers by providing
information and strategies that will promote freedom of choice in both
their personal and professional lives.

Recognizing The Uniqueness of Women's Career Patterns

The realities of women's career development are quite different from
those of men. Critical issues to consider are:

their career patterns are often interrupted because of family
responsibilities;
career development facilitators need to become aware of all the
stereotypes and myths that have influenced previous decisions
and will continue to influence future decisions; and
women's choices are complicated by others' expectations.

The barriers and challenges are real but they are also surmountable.
Some can be overcome with information during career decision Linking.
Women need information not only to make a career choice but also to
understand the networking, role models and supports can help them
function to their fullest in the work place.

What is the Status of Women in the Work Force?

Women's participation has increaRied. Not only are more women
working, but they also represent an increasing share of the labor
force.
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There is a myth that women are in the work force not out of
necessity but for pleasure. Women need to be cognizant of the
critical nature of their economic contributions whether they are
single, heads of households or married.
Educated women expek .ence more success in the world of work.
The more educatiai, the higher the median earnings for both men
and women. Women who do not have advanced degrees also work
but often in low paying jobs.
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Women are heavily concentrated in low paying jobs and they
receive less pay than men for equal work.
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A critical barrier in the career development of women is their
continued occupational segregation. Does this occupational
segregation really hurt? In terms of wages, the answer is an
unequivocal yes.
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Women in the work force, especially mothers, experience many
conflicts between their career and family responsibilities. This
problem is growing; the number of families with children at home
in which both spouses work outside the house continues to
increase.

Figure 8.6
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The lack of basic literacy skills has stifled women's work force
participation. An estimated 23% of all adult females have
severely limited skills. The feminization of povsrty is one result
of these barriers.

Teen Parents

One group of women who need special attention are teen parents.
Without appropriate intervention such as career development programs,
their educational and employment opportunities will remain very
limited. In addition to the social and economic problems they face, there
are other factors that impact on their education and training including:

low self-concept and self-Emiteem;
lack of information about academic planning and occupational
choices;
lack of role models;
lack 3f educational skills;
lack of self-awareness;
lack of assertiveness;
low aspirations, motivation and expectations of themselves;
low level of trust in others;
poor communication and decision milking skills;
unrealistic goals and ambitions;
defensive attitudes
limited emotional resources for support and maintenance;
immature behavior;
need for immediate gratification; and
Low socio-economic status

Programs for teen parents need to also include life skills such as

parenting and nutrition;
learning how to give and receive emotional support;
learning how to access available child care, transportation
services and other support services necessary to one's survival;
self-concept building;
learning how to meet the challenge of combining work and family
roles;
building support systems;
networking for work opportunities and connections;
enhancing interpersonal communication and relationships;
avoiding the role of a victim .
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How Can Access to Information Lead to Women's Full
Participation in the Work Forest'

One way to help girls and women make choices that will lead to a career
that not only values their contribution but also provides them with a
wage that is commensurate with their contribution, is to provide
information about higher wage occupations.

An important component of addressing that need is to expand our
services to women who do not have easy access to information. An
example is the void of information directed to women on
apprenticeships.

Occupational segregation is also holding women back. As noted, three
out of four adult women work full time but they are employed in low
paying jobs in areas such as retail sales and service. Once again, we
can combat this problem by providing appropriate information that
recognizes, communicates, and challenges inequities and stereotypes and
at the same time raises expectations and monitors choices.

Specific Needs of Women and Teen Parents
Module 8
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Module 9
Specific Needs of Persons

with Disabilities

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of decision making and transition models.

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for
Jreaching goals.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.

Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals
with specific needs.
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Specific Needs of Persons with
Disabilities

Module 9

Introduction

The process of enabling persons with disabilities to enter the
mainstream of life may be a long and sometimes arduous task, but the
rewards ta our society are enormous. This module will discuss the
career counseling needs of persons with disabilities, review some of the
federal legislation that supports their career development, and describe
the components of a school to work transition program. The career
development facilitator has a key, role to play in helping persons with
disabilities enter the mainstream of life. Serving students and clients
with disabilities needs to be a concern of all career development
facilitators.

What Is a Disability?

It is important to remember that the term "disability" has a broad
interpretation. 'Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act defines
"disability" to mean a physical or mental impairment that substantially
limits one or more of the major life activities of an individual. What is
critical when working with persons with disabilities is to emphasize
their abilities, not their limitations.

Career Counseling Persons with Disabilities

Is saving students with disabilities a concern for educators and career
counselors? The answer is a resounding "yes." Today, students with
disabilities comprise approximately 10% of our school age population.
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Persons with disabilities often have been isolated from society.
Therefore, they have a greater need fi-m information to become aware of
all options. There are many barriers to better paying jobs for persons
with disrbilities but providing labcr market information can be part of
the solution. The barriers are numerous. Many persons with
disabilities do not have an employment history, nor have they
participated in work experience programs. Therefore, they may not only
lack marketable skills, but they also lack information about the work
place. In many cases, they are not aware of the careers that are open
to them. Because some individuals have been socially isolated, they
have not been exposed to successful role models with similar conditions.
In addition, due to a lack of information, many individuals with
disabilities are unaware of the physical modifications that are available
to them that could enhance their performance in the work place.

The directions for career development facilitators are quite clear.
Studenth with disabilities need:

an assessment of their abilities and limitations;
an individualized educational program to develop their strengths;
career information, education and exploration;
work study programs or on-the-job training;
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independent living skills;
a knowledge of the federal and state legislation affecting them;
and
effective school to work transition services.

Special Counseling Considerations

Research states that there are four major areas that should be included
in the career development plans of persons with disabilities:

career information, such as an understanding of the roles,
responsibilities and the realities of the work place;
learning strategies to enable individuals to master the
information they need to know;
prevocational skills such as responsibility, initiative, punctuality,
care of materials and task completion; and
social skills, with an emphasis on job interviewing, accepting and
providing criticism, and relating to authority figures.

Making the School to Work Transition

Career counseling is also one of the ways to bridge the gap between
school and the work place. Transition periods can occur between high
school, postsecondary education or training and the first years of
employment.

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1990 (IDEA) defines
transition services as:

"a coordinated set of activifies for a student, designed within an
outcome-oriented process, which promotes movement from school to
postschool activities, including postsecondary education, vocational
training, integrated employment (including suworted employment),
confinuing and adult education, adult services, indeperKknt living,
or community participation. The coordinated set of activities shall
be based upon the individual student's needs, taking into account the
student's preferences and interests, and shall include instruction,
community experiences, the development of employment and ether
postschool adult living objectives, and when appropriate, acquisition
of daily living skills and functional vocational evaluation Sec.
602(aX19).

Career development facilitators are part of the network that assists
students in making the transition. Recent literature to help counselors
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with transition planning for students with disabilities has illustrated
the following points to consider

Due to a lack of information, persons with disabilities do not
always perceive the same possibilities or obstacles that others
may see for them. Therefore, their goals maY need te be
established and clarified. Labor market information will enhance
this process.
Adolescence is a difficult period of life when children want to be
accepted by their peers. It can be further complicated by a
disability that may set them apart from others.
Transition involves preparation for a change in environment, from
school to work, and a change in roles, from student to employee.
Transition services must focus on enabling self-determination,
independence, and participation in society.

(Humes, Szymanski & Hohenshil, 1989)

What are the ingredients of a successful school-to-work transition
program? ,The following components have been suggested by Stern
(1991):

Career information and career guidance programs are
consolidated.
Counselors have established systems for career information,
delivery, placement and a method of teacher/business exchange.
An effective school that has a strong leader, clear goals and a safe
climate for learning is critical.
A vouttional and academic secondary to postsecondary program,
with no tracking, that includes science and technology courses
with hands-on experiences and on-the-job training must be
included.
The school needs to maintain extensive business and community
involvement.
The school operates with perfnrmance standards.

Many schools throughout the United States have adopted the Life
Centered Career Education Curriculum, which was first published by
the Council for Exceptional Children in 1978, to prepare students to
make the transition from school to the work place (Brolin and Gysbers,
1989). Its career areas and competencies are as follows.
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Curriculum Areas Occupational Guidance and Preparation
Competencies

knowing and exploring occupational posfdbilities;
selecting and planning occupational choices;
exhibitiug appropriate work habits and behavior;
seeking, securing and maintaining employment;
exhibiting sufficient physical-manual skills; and
obtaining specific occupational skills.

Competency:

Life-Centereu Career Education (LCCE) Curriculum
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All of these skills, for both students and counselors, should be achieved
with the use of current and accurate labor market information.
According to Brolin and Gysbers (1989), the following counselor
competencies are necessary to carry ,flit this curriculum:

counsel students with disabilities;
counsel with parents regarding the career development of their
children;
conduct or arrange for a career assessment for students with
disabilities;
consult with other educators concerning the development of self-
awareness and decision making competencies in students with
disabilities;
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contribute to the development and monitoring of ind:vidual
learning program in cooperation with other educators and
parents;
work with students with dist Alities in the selection of training
opportunities and the selection of job possibilities;
develop and use community resources, particularly for referral
purposes; and
become an advocate fie: students with disabilities.

The Impact of Federal Legislation

The legislatiou hat; greatly enhanced the outlook for persons with
disabilities. The counseling needs of persons with disabilities have
become more urgent since recent legislation has enabled them to take
their rightful place in our schools and the work force. Students need to
be equipped with the skills they will need to find work. Local labor
market information can help direct them.

Federal legislation 4nclt..des:

Rehabilitation Act of 1973;
Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975;
Job Training Partnership Act of 1982 (JTPA);
Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984;
Amendments to the Perkins Act, 1990; and
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).
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The Train-Place-Train Transition Process

Programs such as the Train-Place-Train Transition process have been
developed to help career counselors provide services required under
these laws.
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The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990

The outlook for persons with disabilities in the work place was greatly
enhanced by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). Some
of the key provisions follow:

Employment

By 1994, employers with 15 or more employees may not refuse
to hire or promote qualified persons with diaabilities.
By 1992, employers with 25 employees or more must make
reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities to
perform the functions of the job.
Employers must modify the job requirements to enable
persons with disabilities to do the work, unless the changes
impose undue hardships upon the employers.
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Transportation

All new vehicles for public transportation must be made
accessible for persons with disabilities.
Paratransit services for persons with disabilities who cannot
use the mainline system must be provided, unless this service
is an undue financial burden.
All new buses ordered by private carriers, such as Greyhound,
must be accessible after 1990.

Public Accommodations

New buildings must be accessible; barriers must be removed
in older facilities if economically possible.
Auxinsiy aids and services, such as large print materials and
tape recordinp, are to be provided to enable persons with
disabilities to enjoy the goods and services offered to the
general public.
Hotels that offer transportation generally must also provide
services to persons with disabilities.

Telecommunications

Telephone companies must offer telephone relay services to
individuals who use telecommunications devices for the deaf
(TTDs) at regular rates.

In short, the ADA will make the work place, public accommodations and
services more accessible to persons with disabilities. In terms of career
cotmseling, this means that many of the barriers to the employment of
persons with disabilities will come down, such as the lack of job
opportunities, discrimination in hiring practices, the physical demands
of the work place and limited public transportation services.

Accommodations for Persons with Learninb Disabilities

According to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), firms that hire
persons with disabilities must expect to make accommodations for them.
In siime cases, tax credits may be available to small businesses for
expenses incurred in complying with the ADA. The Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) should be contacted for information regarding tax credits.
Some of the more common adaptations that have been made are as
follows (Gugerty, Phelps and Tindall, 1991):
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Make fewer demands for paperwork.
Allow for flexible scheduling and additional time to accomplish

tasks.
Provide supervision designed to reduce stress.
Have staff and coworkers help the employee in scheduling his or

her time.
Have staff and coworkers provide guidance, instruction, and
repeated directions for retention.
Supervisors should spend more time explaining rules and
procedures.

Accommodations for Persons with Mental Disabilities

Provide closer supervision during initial training period.
Provide employee with drawings of correct techniques and
examples of finished products.
Have supervisors demonstrate procedures instead ofgiving verbal
instructions.
Provide minimal constant supervision to avoid quality and
quantity problems.
Use photographs to show correct items to process, e.g., shelving.

Acconmiodations for Persons with Emotional Disabilities

Provide postemployment follow-up by job placement personnel.
Monitor work more closely.
Provide postemployment support by an individual or a group of
coworkers.
Supply written work schedules of tasks to be accomplished.
Have supervisors provide support to overcome or control job
stress.

Accommodations for Persons with Visual Disabilities

Use taxis or a driver to help the employee attend meetings.
Provide a speech synthesizer, Braille or tape recorders.
Have the job placement agency provide postemployment
counseling as needed.
Modify the work schedule to accommodate public. transportation
schedules, e.g., reduced schedules at night and on weekends.
Assign the employee to physical facilities that accommodats
communication devices and Braille storage.
Restructure the job to have coworkers do proofreading, typing of
forms, etc.
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Accommodations for Persons with Hearing Disabilides

Adjust work tasks to decrease the employee's need to
communicate by heating.
Use interpreters for meetings, for communication with
supervisors, coworkers or the general public.
Add volume controls to the telephone.
Install communicalion devices where needed.
Have employees carry notebooks and pencils.
Assign employee to work with a coworker who knows sign
language.

Accommodations for Persons with Physical Disabilities

Raise the employee's desk to accommodate a wheelchair.
Make facilities accessible including,

office facilities,
bathrooms,
meeting and eating area,
entrance ramps,
parking areas, alid
electric door openers.

Provide assistance in moving supplies and equipment
Modify building evacuation procedures.
Provide accessible transportation, e.g., vans, cars, chairlifts, etc.
Provide accessible equipment, e.g., computers, calculators, and
telephones.

In slim t, there are many physical changes that can be made in the work
place to accommodate persons with disabilities in order to provide them
with jobs that can help them achieve independence.

Summary

Due to the impact of federal legislation supporting their civil rights,
persons with disabilities will be entering the work force in much greater
numbers. Under the mandates of the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990, employers will be required to make accommoctoions in work
places to provide employment opportunities forpersons w- .1i disabilities.

Therefore, serving the academic needs of students with disabilities to
prepare them to take their rightful places in the work force is of great
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concern to career development facilitators and educators. It is critical
that students with disabilities receive education, training and career
counseling to enable them to make a smooth transition from school to
work or postwcondary education or training.

The career development facilitator plays an important role in working
with students with disabilities, their families and other school and
community personnel to ensure that career development is a vital and
realistic component of students' Individualized Eaucational Programs
(Ws). It is critical that the IEPs be based on accurate labor market
information to ensure that students with disabilities truly are
competitive in today's work force.
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Module 10
Specific Needs of
Children At-Risk
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National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for
reaching goals.

Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market and
career resources.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals
with specific needs.
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Specific Needs of Children At-Risk
Module 10

Introduction

Keeping children in school through high school graduation is an effective
deterrent to a life of poverty. Evidence continues to show that an
education can make a difference in one's quality of life.

Labor force status of 1987-19813 high school
drowns and graduates: October 1988

Dropouts Ptah Wool graduates
not waded in collage

IlEmigased 111Unem0Yed Not in labor force

liouraw US. Dspolmiset ol Liter. &Amu el SUMO

Figure 10.1

Only one in six jobs is suitable for a high school dropout. The critical
nature of the relationship between income and education is illustrated
in Figure 10.2.
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Despite the importance of education, many students fail to complete
high whool. In an attempt to forestall our nation's alarming dropout
rate, many schools have identified those students who are most at-risk
of leaving school prematurely. They have then developed special
educational programs to better meet the needs of these children at-risk.

The concept of "at-risk" is bmad and complex. Many factors place a
student at-risk. They may be environmental, emotional, social.
psychological, physical andtor academic in nature.

To respond effixtively to the needs of these students, our initiatives
must be directed by the following assumptions:

all children can learn;
we know how to teach children at-risk;
what we teach must be challenging; and
we mist produce, outcomes count.

(CCSSO, 1988)



Meeting the Needs of Children Ate Risk

The literature suggests that successful strategies include the following
components:

base children at-risk policies and programs on the premise that
all children can succeed;
provide a safe and orderly environment by setting high standards
for discipline and attendance; enforce them fairly, consistently
and firmly;
ensure that educational reforms positively affect children at-risk,
provide a challenging academic curriculum to all students,
including children at-risk;
use instructional strategies that meet the educational needs of
children at-risk;
address children's needs at an early age to increase their chances
for success;
carefully plan parent involvement so that it meets the needs of
the family, students, and school personnel;
provide a multifaceted program that contains a plan of
coordinated services and mobilizes all existing community
resources;
include a supervised work experience component that clearly
demonstrates the relationship between school and work;
have a staff development plen that leads to increased
understanding, sensitivity and effectiveness in educating children
at-risk;
include a component that helps enhance students' perceptions of
their own self-worth;
coordinate standards for effective and appropriate education of
children at-risk at the state level; endorse and implement them
at the local level to meet community needs; and
include policies, guidelines, and programs on drug and alcohol
abuse in a comprehensive children at-risk program.

(Rodenstein, 1990)

A Strategy That Works: Career Development Programs

Although this list does not include the words "career development," an
underlying theme in many of these components is an attempt to help
students overcome their sense of isolation from school and the world of
work through career development.
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A component of career development programs that appears to be
successful with at-risk high school students, seeks to enhance the
transition from school to work by providing access to career and labor
market information delivered through a Career Information Delivery
System (CIDS). According to Bloch (1988), a CMS can establish links
between school and work. The connections between what a student
learns in school and the world of work becomes more obvious. Bloch
believes there are four critical components of all at-risk career education
program. She refers to them as the four C's.

Cash
This means that students need to see the link between making
money and the subjects they are studying in school. Students need
to understand how classroom instruction fits into their career
aspirations and in turn, their paycheck_

Care
Caring means that students must get the concern they need from
teachers and other adults. Career education programs should be
intensive and focused. There needs to be personalized, individualized
attention to student needs. Students can receive immediate feedback
and rewards when they interact with a CIDS.

Coalition
Coalitions of schools, businesses and local education foundations are
needed, especially for those students who have trouble understanding
the linkages between the classroom and the world of work. Parents
and the community become resources as the students begins to
understand the relationship between school and work.

Computers
The final "C" is for computers. One of the more powerful career
planning tools is a Career Information Delivery System (CIDS). By
using the computer ti retrieve personally relevant occupational and
educational information, students can relate school and learning to
the world of work. CIDS also helps students feel more in charge of
their own lives and gives them a sense of control. immediate
feedback is also built into the system. A CIDS has proven to be a
motivator, user-friendly and a reliable source for labor market
information.
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Summary

In conclusion, careee development prwrams are a teol that can motivate
students te discover their likes, dislikes and career interests. Delivery
of career information through a CIDS results in a wealth of easy-th-
read, up-to-date and individualized information for career decision
making. It helps students create a &tura for themselves.

Specific Needs cf Children At-Risk
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-1 Applications and[
Activities

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of counseling and career development theories and techniques.

Skills to use appropriate individual and group counseling techniques to
assist individuals with career decision and career development
cancems.

Skills to assist individuals in identifying influencing factors in
career decision making, such as family, friends, educational
opportunities, and finances.

Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype
others by gender, race, age, and culture.

ri-Knowledge of changing gender roles and how these impart on work, family,
and leisure.

Knowledge of employment information and career planning materials.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.

Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals
with specific needs.
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Activity #1

Signature Activity

Type of Activity: Icebreaker

Teaching Objective's):

To help participants become better acquainted by illustrating the diversity of
attributes, experiences and work roles among them.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Each participant will try to find persons in the group who fit given descriptions on the

"Signature Activity" worksheet by conversationally asking other people direct or
indirect questions.

Estimated Time to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to acquaint you with one another by exploring

some of your diverse attributes, experiences and work roles.

2. Please find the "Signature Activity. The directions at the top will instruct you
to find other people in the group who fit the descriptions that are given.
Please note the two columns. One is for female signatures; the other for

males.

3. Please use the next 20 minutes to find as many men and women who will
agree to the desciptions by signing the appropriate places on your "Signature
Activity" work sheet. You may have only one signature from each participant
on your work sheet.

4. You may ink others these questions either directly or indirectly as you walk
around the room and engage your fellow participants in conversations.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need the "Signatvre Activity" worksheet
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Activity:

The participants will have a worksheet "Signature Activity," that lists approximately
20 descriptive statements about a person, such as, "Someone who is athletic" The
participants will engage one another in conversation to find out if any of the
descriptions match the person to whom they are speaking. If the person does match
any of the descriptions on the "Signature Activity" sheet, the person should sign
histher name next to it. Women should sign the sheet on the left hand side; men on
the right.

Adaptations:

The descriptions on the "Signature Activity" sheet could be changed tofit the audience.

A prize could be awarded to the person who collects the most signatures or
"Autographs of Distinguished People."

Questions Ibr Discussion:

1. As you asked questions of your fellow participants, were you aware of any of
your own sex role stereotypes? Whytwhy not?

2. Did you sense that others had preconceived ideas about members of the other
sex? Why/why not?

3. How might some stereotypical ideas about sex roles interfere with a career
development facilitator's effectiveness?

4. What Call career development facilitators flo to overcome their sex role
stereotypes?

Trainer's Notes:
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Signature Activity
The purpose of this activity is for you to explore the diverse attitudes and work roles
that exist in our society. You will use the time allotted to you by your trainer to find
as many women and men as you can who will agree to a description of themselves on
the lines below. You can do this by asking people directly or indirectly about
themselves in a conversational style.

Women Men

A person who strives to outdo
others, never admitting defeat

A person who thinks men should
not show affbction for other men

Someone who is a gourmet cook

Someone who is athletic

Someone who likes to take
bubble baths

Someone who has chopped wood
fbr a flre

Someone who shows emotions
freely

Someone who is not ashamed to
cry in front of others

Someone who feels men and
women are equal in all respects

Someone who feels men and
women have different roles in life

Someone who hles to garden

Someone who feels their own
behavior is appropriate for
their gender

Someone who feels the other
sex has it made

111...

Someone who found their career
by chance

Someone who has used a Career
information Delivery System

212
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Women Men

Someone who would like to
change their career

Someone who follows the stock
market

Someone who has held or holds a
nontraditional work position

Someone who feels that women
should be protected by men

Someone who feels that you are
a failure if you do not marry

Someone who likes to clean
house

Someone who thinks the
nurturing instinct belongs only
to women

Someone who would like to be
the other gender

Someone who is a single parent

Someone who supervisors others
in the work place

Someone who works or has
worked in a service industry

Someone who works or has
worked in a highly technical area

Someone who has been
unemployed in the past two years

Someone who has changed their
career within the past five years

Someone who is politically active
within the community

Someone who started a business

Someone who is mechanical

Someone who can create a
computer program
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Career Keno

Type of Activity:icebreaker

Teaching Okeetive(s):

Activity #2

The purpose of this activity is to introduce participants to one another and te identify

those who have Veda' fields of interest or expertise. It will also help the participants

begin to think about the types and uses of labor market information that are covered

during this training.

Behavioral Objective(ok

The participants will look for persons in the room who fill the career re:sted
descriptions on their list and ask them to sign the appropriate squares. The objective

is to meet the other participants and get to know something about their backgrounds

* getting as many squares signed as postale during the time period allotted.

Betinsatal Time to Conspletts 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

I. This is a get acquainted activiki called "Career Keno" that can be
found on pageof your Participw Is Guide. The purpose of this
activity is to acquaint you with others and find out more about their
intereits and importances.

2. The *act of this activity is to find people who match the 25
descriptions given in the squares on your Keno sheet. For example,
when you have fbund a person who regularly uses the DOT, please
have him/her sign that square. Only one signature is needed in each
square, do not get more than one. (If there are at least 30 participants,
there should be 30 diltirrent signatures on each sheet. If there are leo
than 30, each person can sign two squares.) Trainers may participate,
if They wish.

Materials and Preparation::

1. Each participant needs a "Career Keno" sheet from the Participant's
Guide on page.

2. Participants need pencils and adequate space to move around the
room.
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3. A board or flip clutrt on which to list certain interest groups, if desired.

Activity:

Participants will have a worksheet of 25 squares, each with a description on it that is
related to careers. The participants will look for persons in the room who fit the
descriptions on their sheet and ask them to sign the appropriate squares. The
participants should not sign more than we square cin anyone's list. The objective is
to get as many squares signed as possible during the time period allotted(15 minutes).

Adaptationc

1. Items listed in the squares may be changed to fit the
backgrounds/work settings of the participants.

2. A prize may be offered, such as play money, for the first participant to
fill all 20 squares.

3. A completed "Career Keno" sheet could be posted in the room for kture
reference during the workshop, or, copies could be made for all the
participants.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What v*oa a some of the interesting things that you found out about
your fellow participants?

2. Did you meet anyone who holds a position similar to yours?

3. Who has experience or information that you would like to hear more
about? Why?

Trainer's Notes:
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Career Keno

Your Name:

Below are 25 squares, each with a description. At the signal to begin, please move around the
room, find individuals who meet each of the descriptions, and ask them to sign their names in the
appropriate squares. You should have 25 different signatures on your sheet.

Samsone who:

does placement

uses creative weer
counseling
techniques

has created a
Career Center

regularty uses the
Dictionary of

Occupational Titles

USOS a
computerized career
information system

works with youth regularly uses labor assists Veda! has worked in a
under age 21 market information needs dents non-traditbnal

occupation

regularly reads local has worked with has held a full-time has provided school
business news at-risk youth lob in the private

sector
to work transition
services to clients

has consoled *los clients acquire has been a member has developed
unempioymeht career development of a labor union partnerships with

benefits competencies local businesses or
industries

follows local eco- hopes to have new uses a classification works with retired
nomic development occupation within system to oi-gwilze adults

activilles the next two years tabor market
irdormation

has participated in a does Meer has had more than is a baby boomer
lob orientation counseling from a 3 occupations in the

program in industry theoretical
framework

last 5 years
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Dyadic Encounter

Type of Activity: Icebreaker

Activity OS

Teaching Objective(s):

To have participants feel more at ease in the training session by giving them the
opportunity to interact in an informal discussion of their own careers.

To illustrate how our personal characteristics may be related to job satisfaction.

To illustrate the differences between a job and a career.

To help participants begin thinking about goal setting and a final action plan.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Participants will discuss their personality traits and their jobs with one another; they
will share their job related frustrations, concerns and goals.

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to get to know another person by
discussing your career.

2. You will be assigned a partner and given a list of questions to ask one
another. Follow the numbered list of questions, with first one person
responding to a question and then the other.

3. Do not write your responses.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Be prepared to assign or randomly select pairs of participants.

2. Direct participants to the list of questions titled Dyadic Encounter in
their Guide.

Activity:

Participants will discuss a list of 20 career-related questions in pairs.

217
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Adaptations:

Some of the discussion questions could be changed to focus on specific career issues or
roups of people.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What are we best at on the job?

2. What do we dislike the most in our work?

3. What are some of the characteristics of the best supervisors?

4. What are some of the things that we hope to accomplish in our jobs?

5. What barriers do we anticipate?

6. Who/what can help us to overcome these barriers?

7. As you answered these questions, what did you note about the
differences betweer a job and a career?

Trainer's Notes:

2.1S
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Dyadic Eactowtter

Complete the following sentences with your partner.

1. My name is

2. Basically, my job is

3. The reason I am here is to

4. Usually I am the kind of a person who

5. I'm happiest when

6. The thing I dislike the most is

7. On the job, I'm best at

8. My greatest limitation on the job is

9. Characteristics of the best supervisor I ever had:

10. Characteristics of the worst supervisor I ever had:

11. I like people who

12. I began working at this job because

13. The next thing I am ping to try to accomplish in my career is

14. The barriers I anticipate are

lb. I would look to for some support.

16. When I am chalenged to overcome barriers what has worked best for me in thepast is

17. The kinds of clients who are the most difficult for me to work with are

18. The kinds of coworkers who are the most difficult for me to work with are

19. To work better with them, I have tried to

20. The thing that worries me about my job is

21. The thing that worries me about my career is

22. Briefly discuss your reactions W this conversation. Time permitting, you may
wish to discuss other topics of your own choosing. Several possibilities are:
projects at work, leadership practices, employee needs and the &tura.

Source: Based on the work of John E. Jones and Johanna J. Jones.

2 1
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Activity 04

Icebreaker Interviews

Type of Activity: Icebreaker

Teaching 011jective(s):

The participants will get to know one another and feel more comfortable as they begin

the inservice program. .

The participants will verbalize their expectations of the inservice program to the

persons who interview them. In so doing, they will clarify their goals and provide the

instructor with an overview of the participants' needs.

Behavional Oltjective(s):

Participants will get to know one another by meeting in pairs to interview one another

about theirjobs and peak careerexperiences fbr five minutes in order to introduce one

another to the class.

Me participants will tell one another what they expect from the class.

Estimated nine to Complete. 25-45 minutes, depending on class size.

Point, to Introduce Activity:

1. One of the most pleasurable aspects of taking a class such as this is
meeting other professionals who share some of your challenges and

concerns on the job.

2. For the next 10 minutes you will be divided into pairs. One person
will interview the other fa five minutes about his/her job, a peak
experience in hidher career and what might be different or interesting
about hiaiher expectations of the inservice program. After five
minutes, please change roles.

3. Encourage participants to be clever and creative in the interviews.
Their goal is to come up with a fresh and lively introduction of their
partner to the other members of the class.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Be prepared to divide participants in pairs; avoid placing people
together who already know each other.

2. Model the activity by introducing yourself to the class in a
creativaihumorous way, and discussing a peak experience in your

Applications-11
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career and your expectations of the inservice, or, have a member of the
class do the honors and introduce you according to your planned script.

3. Names of the participants, their jobs, and their class expectations as
they an introduced to the class should be written on a flip chart and
kept in a visible location during the wJrkshop.

Activity:

Each participant will be interviewed by a classmate who, in turn, will interview
himiher. Each participant win then creatively introduce his/her partner to the class
by telling what work the person does, a peak experience in hisiher career, and what
hefshe expects from the inservice program.

Adaptations:

1. Other items could be included in the introduction, such as how the
participants made their career choices, what influenced them to make
their choices, what obstacles did they have to overcome, etc.

2. For interviews of greater depth, allow longer time perioda

Questions ibrDiscussion:

1. Are there similar training needs that were expressed by the class?

2. I. there a common thread or theme te these newls? Why? Why not?

3. Have you met any potential networking resources as a result of the
introductions?

Trainer's Note::

Applications-12
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Activity #1;

Career and I Pin Continuum

Type of Activity: Large group

Teaching ()Vertices):

To display some of the career and LW resources available to the participants and
their comfort/discomfort level with using them.

To plan &tura training activities baUd on the participants' use of career and LMI
resources.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will place themselves at strategic points around the room to indicate their
levels of comfort or discomfbrt in using resources such as the DOT, SOC, SIC, etc.

The participants will become more aware of the career and LMI resources available
to them.

Estimated Time to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

I. Some commcaly used sources d career aind LMI (name them) ars displayed
around the room. The purpose d this activity is to express your feelinp about
using the resources that are displayed. You will note that there are signs
placed near the resources reading: EASY TO USE, SOME PARTS OK and
HARD TO USE.

2. Your trainer will ask you some common questicas that career counselors need
to answer. After each question, please walk to the resource that you would
choose to help you answer the question. If you are unsure, take an educated
guess and walk to that resource.

3. When you reach the resource that you think would best answer the question
that is asked, place yourself near the sign that but describes your comfort
level in using the resource; EASY, SOME PARTS OK or HARD TO USE.

4. Repeat this procedure with each question that I. asked.

Materials and Preparation:

I. Select five or six sources of career and LMI such as: the Dictionary qf
Oacispational Titles (DOT), the Guide fir Occupational Exploration (GOE), the
Standard Indudrial Classification Manual (SIC), the OcauPailawl Outlook
Handbook (OOH), and state information from the State Employment Security
Agency (SESA). Set these volumes on tables around the room. Place signs
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next to each resource reading EASY TO USE, SOME PARTS OK and HARD
TO USE.

2. Have a set of questions ready to read, for example:

a. rye never really given much thought to what I want to do when I finish
high school. What choices do I have?

b. My mom works for Sarah Lee and she's always lilted it therewhpt jobs
might I find in a big company like Sarah Lee?

c. I really like living in Vermont and I don't want to leave. What jobs are
available in this area?

d. I've always been fascinated by electronics, but rm not sure exactly what
I'd like to doany ideas?

e. I've always wanted to be a carpenter, but I'm worried about being able to
make enough moneydo you think I can?

f. I've worked as a tool and die maker for 15 years and liked my job very
much. I was recently in a car accident and I've lost the use of my left arm.
I need a good paying job. What can I do?

g.

Activity:

I work with black male teenagers in a group home who have had little
exposure to positive career role models in the community. How can I help
them?

Participants will listen to several questions relating to common career counseling
concerns. Upon hearing the questions read by the instructor, the participants will
choose a resource that is displayed in the room to answer the question. They will walk
over to the resource and position themselves according to their comfort/discomfort level
using the resource.

Adaptations:

The continuum could be constructed to reveal the participants' attitudes, values or
feelings on any issue.

Additional questions could be developed, depending upon the resources available.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What kinds of career and LMI do you most frequently need in your work? Is
it readily available? Why/why not?

2. What specific difficulties do you have locating or using career and LMI?

Trainer's Notes:

Applications-14
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Activity SO

Future Metaphors

Type ofActivity: Large Group

Teaching Objective(s):

To illustrate how a person's view of the fixture may affect their decision making and
the career counseling process.

Behavioral OlVective(s):

After hearing the trainer read a description of four metaphors to describe the future,
each participant will choose we that best describes his/her own view. The metaphors
of the futuri will be discussed in a large group. In conclusion, the participants will
verbalize their own metaphors of the figure.

Estimated rune to :,omplete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. While there is no "right way" to do career counseling, there are a number of
Arategies and techniques that can help clients personalize and internalize
labor market information. Using metaphors, developing images of the future,
examining thinking and information procemang styles, and checking out client
belief eistems are all examples of techniques effective career counselors should
develop.

2. iilte purpose of this exercise is to examine our images of the future. Think
about how you see the future. What best describes your vision or image of the
future? I am going to ask you to listen to four metaphors of the future. A
metaphor is a figure of speech in which a word or phrase that denotes one
object or idea is used in place of another to suggest a likeness between them.
As you listen to the metaphors that I read, pick the one that best descaes
your view of the figure. Consider this a forced choice. There are no right or
wrong answers. A particular metaphor may not be the best one for you, but
pick the one that comes the closest. You will have the opportunity to develop
your own metaphor later on.

3. Read "Four Metaphors for the Future."

Materials and Preparution:

1. Description of "Four Metaphors for the Future."

2. A board or flip chart on which to list the four metaphors, participant comments
and the concluding metaphors developed by the participants.
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Activity:

The trainer will read "Four Metaphors for the Future." Each participant will choose
one metaphor that best describes his/her view of the &tun. The choices of the
participants will be discussed in a large group. In conclusion, the participants will
offer their own metaphors of the future.

Adaptations:

Other metaphors to describe the future could be written by the trainer.

The metaphors created by tha participants could be written individually or in pairs.
This could be a five minute contest to write the best metaphor as judged by all the
participants.

Questions for Discussion:

1. Why are a person's beliefs about the figure important considerations in career
counseling? What part do these beliefs have in determining a client's future?

2. Why might a person who has a "Roller Coaster" view of life be a challenging
client?

3. Is it important for a client to examine hiather views of the future? Why/why
not? Should a counselor be aware of a client's views? Why/why not?

4. What role, if any, does culture play in a person's views of the future? Should
counselors be aware of cultural differences? Why/why not?

5. is it possible that career development facilitators have stereotypes about what
kind of counseling certain client populations "need?" Why/why not?

6. Can a person's view of the future change? How? Should career development
facilitators attempt to change a client's view of the future? Why/why not?

Trainees Notes:

Source: 1CDM Training Materials developed by the Washington SOICC
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Four Metaphors for the Future

Roller Coaster

The figure is a great roller coaster on a moonless night. It exists, twisting ahead of
us in the dark, although we can only see eat/ part as we come to it. We can make
estimates about where we are headed, and sometimes see around a bend to another
section of track, but it doesn't do us any real good because the future is fixed and
determined. We are locked in our seats and nothing we may know or do will change
the course that is laid out for us.

Mighty River

The future is a might7 river. The great force of history flows inexorably along, cloning
us with it. Most of our attempts to change its course are mere pebbles thrown into the
river; they cause a momentsuy splash and a few ripples, but they make no difference.
The river's course CAN be changed, but only by natural disasters hie earthquakes or
landslides, or by massive concerted human efforts on a similar scale. On the other
hand, we are free as individuals to adapt to the course of history, either well or poorly.
By looking ahead, we can avoid sandbars and whirlpools and pick the best path
through any rapids.

Great Ocean

The future is a great ocean. There are many possble destinations, and many different
paths to each destination. Good navigators take advantage of the main currents of
change, adapt their courses to the capricious winds of chance, ktops a sharp lookout
posted, and move carefUlly in fog or uncharted waters. If they do these things, they
will get safely to the destination (barring a taphoon or other natural disaster that they
can neither predict nor avoid).

Colossal Dice Game

The future is entirely random, a colossal dice game. Every second, millions of things
happen that could have happened another way and produced a different future. A
bullet is deflected by a twig and kills one person instead of another. A scientist checks
a spoiled culture and throws it away, or looks more closely at it and discovers
penicillin. A spy at Watergate removes a piece of tape from a door and gets away
safely, or he forgets to remove the tape and changes American political history. Since
everything is chance, all we can do is play the game, pray to the gods of fortune and
enjoy what good luck comes our way.

Source: ICDM Training Materials developed by the Washington SOICC
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Activity #7

Career Planning Metaphors

Type of Activity: Individual

Teachima Oltfeetives):

To illustrate the various steps in the career planning process by comparing it to other
accomplishments in our lives. This exercise follows the Future Metaphors activity.
Both activities also can be used with climb.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will mentally claw* the career planning process by writing five
metaphon comparing the process to another experience, accomplishment or skill that
they have developed. By becoming familiar with this technique, counselors can use it
to encourage their clients to discuss career planning.

Estimated Time to Completiv 30 minutes

Pointe to Introduce Activity:

1. Research has shown that we are more likely to internalize, learn and
remember something if it can be linked to our direct experiences. The purpose
of this exercise is to show how career planning and decision making are much
like many other activitiu in our lives.

2. Recall the Future Metaphors activiV when ve compared our vision of the
fixture with other images, such as a mighty river, eta

Think of an accomplishment, hthby or interest in your life. It could be playing
a musical instrument; or a sport, such as golf, or an interest, such as stamp
collecting; or a work place activity, such as a leadership rail. Visualize all the
steps, elements, practice, or components surrounding the topic you have
choeen. Usingyour topic, create a metaphor for career planning. For example,
a soccer player might choose the Mowing metaphors:

Career planning I. like soccer because you must be alert and stay in shape.

Career planning is like soccer because you must understand the rules.

Career planning is like soccer because you are competing with others.

4. Using the "Career Planning Metaphors" worksheet, write down the topic you
have selected and create five metaphors to describe it within the next tan
minutes. Be prepared to present your metaphors in a large group discussion
to &How.

Applications-18
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Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need the "Career Planning Metaphors" worksheet.

2. A board or flip chart on which to list some of the most expressive metaphors.

Activity:

After the metaphor concept is reviewed by the trainer, the participants will think of
a personal accomplishment, interest, hobby, or work place activity in their own lives.
When the participants have chosen a topic, e.g., playing golf, they will compare it to
career planning and write five metaphors describing it, which will be discussed in a

irrouP.

Adapkgions:

Other subjects could be selected for metaphorical comparisons, e.g., decision making,
changing careen, finding a nontraditional job, etc.

Questions fir Dimussion:

1. Mat similarities did you find between your topic and planning a career?
What contrasts?

2. How did you feel as you wrote your metaphors? Did the experience make you
feel more or less confident of planning your career? Why/why not?

3. How could you use this exercise with clients? How might it help them? What
groups, if any, would find this exercise especially valuable and why?

Trainer's Notes:

Source: ICDM Training Materials developed by the Washington &MCC
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Career Plamling Metaphors

Directions: Think of something that is important or meaningfid to you that you would
be willing to discuss in a large group. It can be a hobby, pastime, a work place
activity, a skill, a relationship, a major accomplishment, or anything else of
significance in your life. Visualize all the elements, steps, or components surrounding
this topic. How is the topic that you have chosen like planning a career? List five
metaphors to describe comparisons that can be made.

Example: Playing golf is like planning a career because you must keep your eyes
on the ball and keep moving ahead toward your goals.

4.

5.

Source: ICDM Training Materials developed by the Washington SOICC

2
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Activity #8

Career and LMI Visualization

Type of Activity: Small or larp group

Teaching Oltfective(s):

To make the participants more aware of the sources of career and LMI that are part
of their daily lives.

To illustrate how participants can use this °zeroth* with their clients.

Behavioral Objective(s):

By taking an imaginary walk through one of their typical days, the participants will
become more aware of the various sources of career and LMI that are readily available
to them and their clients.

Estimated rime to Complete 15 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

Close your eyes, get comfertable and walk with me through your day. Imagine your
typical routine. Think of awakening and looking around the room, getting up and
dressing fbr the day. Be aware of all ci the products surrounding you or that you are
using. What information do these items give you about the labor market? Now
imagine yourself having brealtfast or doing whatever you do befbre you leave home.
When you leave, where do you go and how do you get there? As you travel to your
destination, what do you see? What information does that give you about the labor
market in your community? Nationally?

Now you are at your destination. If you are at your work place, what kind of work do
you do and what do you use to get it done? If you ars somewhere else, what kinds of
work ars people doing and what are you doing there? If you are at work, what are
others doing and how are they accomplishing their jobs? Think fbr a moment about
all the infbrmation you are gathering about the work place.

It's lunchtime and you meet a friend at a local restaurant. What can you notice about
the labor market while you are having lunch? The afternoon goes ons, and soon it's
time to go home. On the way you might stop to get gas or groceries, or at your health
club. You might go shopping at a local mall, or be a sthauffeur to some younpters.
Eventually you reach home, read the newspaper beibre dinner and perhaps watch
some TV afterwards, or read the most recent newsmagazine. Maybe it's play time and
you go out to a movie or nightclub Do you pick up any other infbrmation about your
labor market?

What have you learned about the marketplace, the world of work, your labor market?
Think about the economy, job descriptions, industries, people eating out, the problems
you see While working or going to work, shopping, your own purchases, your salary,
etc. This is all usefbl information about the labor market.
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Now, imagine yourself in your client's shoes and walk through a day in his/her role.
Imagine getting up, leaving the house, coming to see you (how do you get there?). How
might the inibnnation your client sees be different from your own? What kinds of
labor market information might your client collect that is different from your own?
How can you and your client use that information in career counseling?

Materials and Preparation:

L Trainer should be prepared to read the above statement to the participants.

Activity:

While hearing the trainer's introduction, the participants will imagine that they are
walking through their typical day and will recall the sources of career and LW that
they encounter. Secondly, they will imagine that they are walking through a day in
a client's shoes and compare the career and labor market information collected by
themselves and their clients.

Adaptations:

Have the participants go through the visualization exercise as members of special
populations, For example, "You are a minority male looking for work." "You are a
person with a disability trying to choose a career." "You are a displaced homemaker
seeking to reenter the labor market after a 20 year absence."

Questions ihr Discussion:

I. As you walked through your day, what sources of career and LMI did you find?

2. As you imagined yourself in the shoes of one of your clients, what sources of
career and LMI were available to you? What sourtes were not available to
you? Why not?

3. How was the information to which you were exposed different from that to
which your client might be exposed?

4. Might these informational differences affect your counseling and your client's
decision making process? If so, how? If not, why?

5. What might be the effects of your exposure to labor market information that
is different from your clienes?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity HI

Earning Power

Type of Activity: S3nall Group

Teaching Oltiective(s):

To show participants how to fiad the average earnings of specific occupational groups
by using the Occupational Outlook Handbook (001).

Behavioral Objectives):

Working in pairs, the participants will research information in the 00H.

Estimated Time to Completic 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Clients are often ccecerned about how much money they might earn in a
particular occupation.

2. One of the best sources for this information is the 0011. This exercise helps
to familiarize us with the 0011.

3. For each of the groups listed, see if you can "guess" which occupations have the
highest earnings. When you have finished, use the 0011 to check your
answers. Please keep in mind that the earnings depend on a number of
factors; they are not absolute. Lock upon the earnings as a clue to the
attractiveness of certain occupations and their potential for long-term
monetary rewards.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Occupational Outlook Handbook for each small group.

2. "Who Earns the Most?" work sheet.

(Answers: 1-b, 2-c, 3-a, 4-c, 5-b, 6-a, 1-c, 8-a.)

Activity:

Using the "Who Earns the Most?" work sheet, the participants will: 1) make guesses
from the list of occupational groups and 2) check their answers in the OOH.

Adaptations:

More occupations could be added to the list to make the activity longer; occupations
can be deleted to make the activity shorter.

Additional information from the 00H could be researched.
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Different resources, such as CIDs, and state and local wage information could be used.
A comparison could be made of the reseurces.

Questions /tor Discussion:

I. What factors influence the amount of salary that is paid for a even occupation?

2. Do you think some occupations are overpaid or underpaid? Why?

3. Is salary the most important consideration when choosing a career? Why/why not?

4. What are the most important considerations in making a career choice?

5. Where are the high-paying jobs of the fixture?

6. How can career development facitilities use this information to help their clients?

Trainer's Notes:
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Who Earns the Most?

For each of the groups listed below, see if you can "guess" which occupations have the

highest earnings.

L A file clerk, fire fighter or licensed practical nurse.

2. An aircraft pilot, TV announcer or veterinarian.

3. An urban planner, architect or lawyer.

4. A bartender, mail carrier or secondary school teacher.

5. A physical therapist, physician's assistant or dental hygienist

6. A statistician, forester or meteorologist.

7. A building inspector, middle school principal or hospital administrator.

8. A hotel manager, insurance underwriter or retail buyer.
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Activity #10

Lost Job

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Ofticctive(s):

By simulating the weer decision making process, the participants will become more
aware of how personal interests, values and the availability or information influence
the process.

The participants will gain some practice in using both formal and informal sources ofcareer and LMI in their decision making process.

Behavior:al Objective(e):

Imagining that they have lost their jobs, the participants will be given the names of
three available jobs by the trainer. The participants will research the jobs, gathering
as much information as possible about each one. They wit then choose one of thethree jobs, based on their interests and values. They will be prepared to share theirdecisions and the rationale behind them with the large group.

Estimated Time to Ccnnplete: 40 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Imagine you have lost your job and that you are now a part of the nation's
unemployment statistics. You see an employment counselor at Job Service
who gives you titles of three positions that are presently available in your
community. They are: TRAINING REPRESENTATIVE, VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION COUNSELOR and PERSONNFL RECRUITER.

2. Gather 111) much information as possible about these three positions within thenext 20 minutes, using any and all resources available to you in this room.
Don't fbrget to include the other participants in the room as resourcos.

3. Be prepared to communicate your career choice to thi s, explaining therationale behind your decision; include cteuriderations such as personal
interests, values and family considerations.

4. After 20 minutes, we will meet in a large group to discuss your career choicesand the role Information" played in making them.

Material: and Preparation:

1. Have federal sources of career and LMI available in the classroom, such as the
Dictionoty of Occupational Titles (DOT), the Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) Manual, the Standard Occupational Classification (SCC) Manual, a
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CIDS, occupational projections, wage surveys, and state and local information.
Be sure to have enough resources for all the participants to research the jobs.
Some informal sources of infbrmation would also be highly desirable, such as
prdessional journals, newspapers and current periodicals related to the
occupational areas.

2. Be prepared to list the career choices on a board for discussion purposes,

3. Make sure participants have comfortable work areas for research purposes.

Activity:

Partacipants will imaginethat they have lost their jobs and research three possible a
career choice with the resource materials in the room for 20 minutes. Participants will

make a career choice based on their interests, values, and the information available.
They will be prepared to discuu their choices and the rationale behind them in a large

group discussion for approximately 15 minutes.

Adaptations:

Different or additional careers could be selected for research, depending on the
audience, the time allowed and the resources available.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What were the most important factors in making your career choice? What
were the least important?

2. Why is this particular career (whatever career is named) a popular choice?
Why is this career (whatever career) the least popular choice?

3. Was information easy to rmd on these careers? Why/why not? Was the
information understandable once you found it? Why/why not? Do you believe
it is reliable?

4. Would your clients be able to locate and understand the information you have
used today? Why/why not? What could yon do to help make this information
more accessible to your clients?

5. What have you learned from this activity that you could use in your work with
clients?

Trainer's Notes:

2 S
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Activity #11

Carousel of Careers

Type of Activiiy ; Small group/Roundtables

Teaching Oldective(s):

Participants will be able to select certain topics of interest and participate in small
group discussions led by resource persons who can address their specific concerns.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will develop skills to describe and locate a variety of labor market
information.

Estimated Time to Completw One and a half hours (three 20 minute sessions with
a five minute break between discussions and a wrap-up). Sample schedule:

2:00 - 2:20 p.m. Session One
2:20 - 2:25 p.m. Rotate
2:25 - 2:45 p.m. Session Two
2:45 - 250 p.m. Break
2:50 - 3:10 p.m. Session Three
3:10 - 3:20 p.m. Wrap-up

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. This activity will allow you to select three career and LMI topics f interest
from the six tables that are located around the room. You will have 20
minutes at each table with a resource person. After 20 minutes, please move
to the second table. Please repeat the procedure for a third 20 minute session.

2. When we conclude the carousel, you will have the opportunity to ask any final
questions you may have.

3. Trainers: Give a lively and informative introduction of the resource persons
to stimulate participant interest.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Six tables that are clearly marked by Career and LMI topics and chairs for all
participants.

2. Six articulate and well prepared resource persons to lead discussions at each
table.

3. Ask resource persons if any materials are necessary for their presentations.
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4. A listing of all the topics and resource persons on a board or flip chart to
introduce the activity.

5. An introduction dell the resource persons, with a background sketch of their
qualifications.

Activity:

The participants will wove three times from one 23 minute discussion to another,
allowing them W select specific topics of interest. There will be six discussion tables
headed by resource persons on topics such as:

What Can CIDs Do fix. Us? 'What Are the Naticeal Career Development
Guidelines? How Can a SOICC Help Career Counselors? What Is Gender Equity?
How Can We Help Students with Disabilities? What Are Some Commonly Used
LMI Resources? Where Are the Jobs of tbe Future? How Do We Meet the Needs
of Adults in Transition? Multicultural CounselingWhat Does It Mean? What
Careers Does the Military Offer? What Opportunities Are Available in this
Community?

The activity concludes with a large group wrap-up session to address any final
concerns.

Adaptations:

The Career Carousel could be made larger, with more topicsand tables to choose from,
and more time allowed.

Have one product available at each table. Instead ofdinussing an issue, demonstrate
how to use a product such as the CIDS, 00H, 015, SOC, DOT, GOE, occupational
projections, wage surveys, or Unemployment Compensation (UC) data.

Questions fins Discusskn:

I. Are there any final questions or comments that you would like to address to
our resource persons?

2. Is there any information that you fbund to be particularly valuable? What
specific information will you use in your work place?

3. Are there any other topics that you would like to see covered in a carousel
format such as this?

Trainer's Notes:

Adapted from Oklahoma ICDM Workshops

Allf)
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Activity #12

Advertising Career and LM1 Resources

Type of Activity: Small groups

Teaching OVective(s):

To familiarize the participants with federal and state government sources ci
information: to know where to find them, what is in them and how they can be used
in career counseling.

Behavioral Objective(a):

Participants will work in small groups to develop a creative advertisement to be
presented to the class for some ci the more widely used sources of inibrmation, such
as: the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), the Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) Manual, the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual and
the Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOB).

Participants will be more familiar with the use and content of the information
resources that are advertised to the class.

Estimated Time to Complete: 45-60 minutes (depending on the number of small
groups)

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. This is an exercise to test your advertising creativity. Imagine that you have
to sell one of our source books. How can you excite others about the wealth of
information in your publication? Most importantly, how can you entice them
to buy it?

2. You will have the opportunity to try your hand at advertising an information
resource today. You will work with a small group to develop an ad to sell the
resource that you are given, such as the DOT or SIC. You will present your
ad to the class. It can be in the form de poster, a newspaper ad, a television
or radio commerdal, a poem, a song, or even a door-to-door sales pitch. Be
clever and creative!

3. In your ad, please try to be as informative as possible; your objective is to sell
your classmates on the value of your LMI resource.

Materials and Preparation:

1. An information resource for each small group, such as the DOT, SIC, SOC,
CIDS, etc.

2. Materials to create ads, such as paper, markers, tape recorders, etc.
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Activity:

Participants will work in small groups to create an ad for an information resource.

Adaptations:

With video taping equipment, each group could make a 30 second commercial for their
resource.

An "Addy Award" (a humorous certificate, small statue, bag ofjelly beans, etc.) could
be given for the best advertisement by having participants vote for their choices.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What information did your team try to project about your resource?

2. If you had more time and materials, what additional information would you
present to the class about your resource?

3. What questions do you have about any of these resources?

4. Whkh of these resources have you used? Does the resource provide you with
the information that you need? Why? Why not?

5. What resources have you not used? Why not?

6. Have you been enticed to use any new products as a result of the ads you have
seen today? How mil you use them?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity 013

Career and LYII Scavenger Hunt
Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Objectives):

To demonstrate that we are sUrrounded by career and labor market information in our
everyday lives.

To evaluate the validity or reliability of certain kinds of career and labor market
information.

To illustrate the various categories of career and LMI.

Behavioral Objectives):

During their lunch break, participants will gather one piece of career and labor market
information from the environment that they can share with the group.

The participants will cite the sources of their information when it is presented.

The participants will evaluate the information that is presented to the group.

The participants will categorize the kinds of information they have reported.

Itstknated rinse to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. As we move through a typical day, we uncodsciously absorb a great deal of
career and labor market information in various forms from different sources.

2. When you return from lunch, we will ask each of you to share with the class
one piece of information that you picked up during your break, along with the
source of your information.

You cannot use any of the materials in thii room as a source.

4. You may write your inforznation and source on a piece of paper, if you wish.

5. Give an example of career and 1241 that might be fbund, such as the HELP
WANTED sign in the restaurant window. What kind of help is needed? What
are the wages, hours and conditions of employment? Are benefits offered? Any
special training needed?
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Materials and Preparation:

1. A board to summarize the career and LW that is found, and a rating scale for
the itqbrmation, such es QUESTIONABLE, PROBABLY RELIABLE, WELL
DOCUMENTED.

2. (Optional) A list of categories that could be discusstd as outlined below in
Adaptations.

Activity:

The participants will find one piece of career and labor market information during
their lunch break to bring back to class. The information will be summarized on a
board and evaluated for its reliability.

Adaptations:

The information could be broken into categories, such as occupational, demographic
and labor force :aformation. The information could be divided into federal, state and
locil information.

The participants could work in teams in a contest to see which team could collect the
most information over the hind. hour.

Working in competitive teams in the classroom for a period of 20 minutes, participants
could be given copies of the daily newspaper to scan and hunt for career and LMI to
report back to the large group.

Questions Pr Dimwit=

1. Were you surprised by the amount and availability of the information?

2. What forms of career and LMI did you findany labor force information?
Demnraphic? Occupational? Federal? State? Local?

3. How would you rate the reliability of each of these pieces of information?

4. What conclusion can we come to about career and LMI in general?

6. How can you use this in career counseling?

6. How might your clients use this information?

7. What career and LMI did you look for, but could not find?

Trainees Notes:

Adapted from Florida ICDM Workshops
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Activity #14

Classification Systems and Resources

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching Objectives):

To show participants how career and labor market infoi -nation is classified te make
it manageable, accessible and useable.

Behavioral Objectives):

Working in small group, the participants will look at copies of the Dictionary of
Ckcupational Titles (DOT) on their tables. They will list all of the occupations that
made it possible for the DOT to be here at the training session.

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Careor and labor market information comes in an assortment of configurations
and formats. Before it zan be used effectively by either counselors or clients,
it must be organized or classified in some way, so it becomes manageable. The
purpose of this activity is to illustrate how classification systems work.

2. In small groups of five or six, look at a Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
which is pis .4.4 on the tables around the room. Working as a group, as quickly
as possible, write down all the occupations you can think of that made it
possthle for the DOTs to be here at the training session today.

3. After you have completed your list of °emulations, divide your list into at least
three, but no more than five, categmies of occupations.

4. You will have approximately 20 minutes to develop your list and occupational
categories. Be prepared to share your work with the large group when you are
asked to do so.

Materials and Preparation:

1. A DOT for each small group, a comfortable seating arrangement for group
work, paper and pencils.

2. A board or flip chart on which to list the categories reported by each group.

3. Be prepared to discuss other LMI classification systems, such as the SIC, SOC,
GOE, etc.
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Activity:

Working in small groups and using the DOT as their resource, the participants will
list all the occupations that made it possible for the DOT to be used in the training
session. After listing the occupations, the participants will classify them into
categories of not less than three and not more than five.

Adaptations:

Other books could be used as resources, such as telephone books or a city directory, a
university timetable, encyclopedias, etc.

Have each small group use a difibrent resmuce such as the SOC, SIC, GOE, etc., and
share the results of their research with others. Why are the classification systems
different? How can we relate the various systems to one another?

Questions ibr Discussion:

L How many occupations did your group have on the first list?

2. How many categories did your group develop?

3. What similarities are found between the categories listed by each group?

4. How are occupations classified in other LW sources, such as the SIC, SOC,
GOE,

5. How can an understanding of classification systems help you in your work?
How can it help your clients?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #15
Implications Wheel

Type of Activiiy: Small group

Teaching Objective(s):

To illustrate ways in which the change from a manufkcturing economy to a service
economy has had a ripple effect on the U.S. labor market.

Behavioral OlAfective(s):

Participants will have a greater awareness of the declining work opportunities in
manufacturing industries and the growing number of positions in the serviceindustries. They will incorporate this knowledge into their career counseling.

Estimated Time to Onnpkte: 45 minutes

Points to Intraduce Activity:

1. Change does not occur in a vacuum; each cause has an effect that produces achain reaction.

2. The change from a manufacturing to a service economy has many effects, or
implications, especially for career counselors.

3. Lees begin with the premise that most new jobs will be in the services; make
this statement in the large center circle, or hub, of your wheel.

4. There are many implications, or effects, of this economic trend; write them in
the medium-sized circles that are attached to the center.

5. Add new circles to the diagram as you consider the implications (for counselors
and their clients) to each circle that you add; the objective is to widen thecircle by generating as many ideas as possible.

6. Be specific when you list your implications. For example, "more computers"is not as helpful as "computers will play a greater role in the work place andin the career counseling process."

Materials and Preparation:

1. Illustration of large wheel on blackboard or flip chart to introduce wheelconcept

2. Large sheets of paper and markers for each group to construct their ownwheels.

3. Board or flip chart to summarize the outcomes of the activity.

2 7
1 Pio
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Activity:

The participants will brainstorm to consider the many implications of the economic

forecast that most new jobs will be in the service industries.

The ,articipants will break up into small groups of three or four to diacuss and design

"Implication Wheels" that will portny the many effects of this economic change from

a manufbcturing to a service economy.

Adaptations:

The implications wheels can be constructed around any change in the labor market,

such as: more women in the work force, more technical skills needed, more minority

participation, an older work &roe, a plant closing, a:large business relocation, etc.

This can also be done as an individual or large group activity.

Questions fin. Discussims:

L What are some of the most important i=plications on your wheel?

2. At what points on your wheal might career development facilitators or their

clients exert some influence or control?

3. What implications on your wheel are controlled by outside influences? What

are they? Why?

4. What are some of the more desirable implications on your wheel? What can

be done to implement them?

5. What are some tithe undesirable implicaCons? What can be done to diminish

them?

6. How could you use this activity with your clients?

Trainees Notes:

Adapted from the ICDM Materials developed by the Washington SOICC
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Activity #16

State and Local Resources

Type of Activity.. Individual

Tecchia4 Objective(s):

To demonstrate the importance of state and local career and labor market information
for clients who plan to remain and find work in their home towns.

To point out some of the sources of state, county and local career and labor market
information.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Participants will imagine that they are taking a walk around the communities in
which they are presently living. As they do so, they will make a list of: the
occupations they encounter; what career and labor market information was necessary
for people to work in those occupations; and where one might find that information.

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Many of youi clients plan to find work and remain in the areas in which they
have grown up. You may find that wee: and labor market information
describing the national scene is oflimited use to them. They need information
about the local labor markets.

2. The purpose of this activity is to stimulate your thinking about some of the
occupations in your communities and th, )urces of labor market information
about these occupations. (Give an example of an occupation from your
communitr and &sale how people would find information about work within
it.)

3. Please fmd the "State and Local Resources" work sheet and complete it
according to the directions. You will have 20 minutes. Be prepared to discuss
your responses in a law group.

Materials and Preparatiom

1. "State and Local Resources" work sheet.

2. Examples of state and local sources of LMI.

3. A board or flip chart on which to list state and local resources.

4. A stateffocal resource person to answer any questions.
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Activity:

After a brief introduction with some examples from the trainer, participants will
complete the worksheet, "State and Local Resources."

Adaptations:

Participants could work in pairs.

If the participants come from a large and diverse work place, this activity could be
applied to that environment

Questions fbr Discussion:

I. What were some of the occupations you listed from your community?

2. How might people find work in these occupations?

3. What specific LMI is needed for these occupations? Where can it be found?

4. Is shite and local information accesolle to you and your clients? Is it readily
available? Is it easy to use? Why/why not?

5. How can you use state and local resources in your work? How can your clients
use state and local resources? What could be done to make these resources
more available or useable in your community?

Trainer's Notes:

2 5 ,
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State and Local Resources

Think about the community in which you presently live. As you imagine yourself
walking around town, pick an interesting block. As you walk that block, make a list
of all the occupations that are represented within its boundaries.

,=1.1

Now, imagine the block in which you live. Walk that block. What kind ofjobs do the
people on your block have? Where do they work?

....11.
Whk do they do?

What kinds of career and labor market information do you suppose they needed to get
their jobs?

If you were to enter any of the occupations in which these people are working, what
would you need to know and where would you find it?

s2.

If someone in your block were unemployed, what must they do to find work? What
resources are available to them?
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Activity #17

Helping Anna Find Work

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching Objectives):

To simulate the ways in which career development facilitators can use career and labor
market information to help their clients.

Behavioral Objective's):

The participants will work in small groups of three or four on an exercise that requires
them to use several sources of labor market information in a simulated job search for
a client.

Estimated Time to Complete: 45 minutes

Pointe to Introduce Activity:

1. This activity, "Helping Anna Irmd Work," is completed by answering questions
1-13 on the worksheet. You will work in pairs to research the questions for
approximately 30 minutes. You will need to refer to several LMI resources
that are here in the room. If you are unable to locate a particular resource,
someone else may be using it, so please go on the next question. When you ar(
finished using materials, please replace them promptly for others who may
need them.

Materials and Preparation:

1. The following LMI resources:

Dictionary of Occupational Titks (DOT),
Standard Occupational Classification Manual (SOC),
Career Information Delivery System (CIDS),
Orcupatkmal Projections,
Occupational Employment Statistks (OES)
Occupational Outlook Handbook (0011),
Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC),
State/National Prcdections,
State Employment Review,
State Employment Pkture,
State Covered Employment by Industry and County,
Classified Directory of State Manuficturers,
State Service Directory,
State/local area wage surveys, economic indicators, etc.,
Local resources such as telephone books, etc.
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Activity:

Using the 1241 resources that are provided, the participants will work in small groups
to assist Anna, a woman who has lost her job. This activity simulates many of the
steps career development facilitators need to take in using LMI resources with their
clients.

Adaptations:

The person seeking work could have special needs, such as a person with a disability,
a teen parent, a displaced homemaker, a retiree or an adult with limited English
proficiency.

The beginning job description could be changed from a salesperson to a computer
progranuner, an auto mechanic, etc.

Questions tbr Discussion:

1. What resources were the most valuable in helping Anna find work? Why?

2. Did you have difficulty using any of the resources? Whirl ones? Why?

3. Were you surprised by the amount of information you were able to find within
the time period? Do you think it was time well spent? Why? Why not?

4. What resources would you be most likely to use in counseling your clients?
Why? What additional resources do you recommend? Why?

Trainer's Notes:
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Occupation Questions

1. Anna sells electronic equipment and
related supplies at Rado Shack. She
has an associate degree in market-
ing.

Select an occupational title for Anna
from the following L.M1 publications
and list its numerical code.

Helping Anna Find Work

SOUTees

Dictionary of Ocapational Titles (DOT)

Standard Ocaipational Classification
Manual (SOC)

Guide for Occupational Exploration
(GOE)

State Career Information Denver),
System (CIDS)

Occupational Employment Statistics
(OES): See State Occupational Projec-
tions for list of occupations

2. Anna has been laid off and is looking SOC
for other work. What are some occu-
pations that are related to Anna's? CIDS

2 1

GOE

Participanrs Guide

Answers

DOT Title:

DOT Code:

SOC Title:

SOC Code:

GOE Title:

GOE Code:

C1DS Title:

C1DS Code:

OES Title:

List related occupations:
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Occupation Questions Sources Answers
4

3. What occupational descriptions can 00H Brief description, include major tasks and
you find of Anna's *ode? Please skills:
include the major tasks and skills DOT
required

CIDS

List the occupational characteristics Selected Characteristics of Oecupations Physical demands:
of Anna's job, the physical demands defined in the DOT Environment* conditions:
and environmental conditions.

Industry Questions

4. Determine the industries that employ SIC
Anna's occupation. (These are DOT
places where she may find work) 00H

CIDS

Local and state resources

Use your own knowledge (be expansive
and creative, take a clue from some of
the variant occupational titles)

/

Ust employing industries (kinds of
businesses):

5. Identify the specific industly title(s) SIC - use alphabetical or.fox to get into Major industry title and SIC code:
and numerical codes. the classification scheme 2 digit title and code:

5 t;

Look at definition and example 3 digit title and code:

Look at the hierarchy of the classification 4 digit title and code:
manual 257



OccuParce Questions

6. What are the projections for these
industries?

Geography and indturtry

Sources

State and Natkonal Occupational
Projedions, 19884000: (Prepublication
Paiies)

CIDS

Local information resources

7. Review the industrial base in the local Employment Review
labor market to assess job opportuni-
ties for Anna. State Employment Picture

How many businesses are in the
industry?

Are they large or small?

8. List specific companies or businesses
in your area.

State Covered Employment

Use your own knowledge.

Classified Directory of State
Manufacturers

State Service Directory

Local telephone books

Answers

Projectionc:

Give industry emproyment:

Number of businesses:

Large or small?

List two or three business
establishments:

25



More about the Occu Potion Sources

9. Examine projections to determine State and National Occupational
employment opportunities for Anna. Projections

10.1f you identified related occupations, 001-1
list the occupational preparation and
training requirements for Anna, deter- C1DS
mine whether Anna will need to
sum:dement her current education DOT
and training.

11. Look for wage rates.

2 I; (1

Answers

List levels of education needed or spe-
cific training programs:

What is the specific vocational prepara-
tion (SVP):

Selected Characteristics Occupations What are requirements in Math (M) and
Defined in the DOT

CIDS

State Wage Survey

Language (1):

Occupational wage rate:
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Questions Sources MAWS

12. Examine imivancement opportunities 00H
(or lad( thereof) and career ladders
available to Anna CIDS

Ust any information found:

What are the implications for Anna's Local Resources Implications:
career development?

13. Examine job openings in the occupa- State and National Occupational Average annual openings:
lions you identified. Projections

CIDS

State or SDA reports
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Activity #18

Around the House

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching ObActive(s):

To demonstrate the use of the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual and
state and national occupational projections.

To broaden the participants' awareness and understanding of the concept of an"industry."

To discuss industrial projections and the growth or decline of occupations commonly
found within them by referencing state and national projections and/or the
Occupational Outlook Handbook (0010.

Behavioral Objectivas):

Working in small groups, the participants will brainstorm to develop a list of
industries involved in the production ofseveral annmon household items. After a list
of industries has been developed, the participants will make some projections
concerning their future growth patterns. The participants will select one industry and
describe it in detail to the large group from information taken from the SIC, state and
national occupational projections, the 0011 and other related sources.

Estimated Time to Complete: 45 minutes

Points to Introduce Actt city:

1. The production of even the most common items around our homes is often a
complex process that requires the work of many people in diverse occupations
in far-reaching places. Working in a small group, you will be given a household
item as a topic for brainstorming about the many industries involved in its
production and the future growth patterns in these industries.

2. Your group will choose one of the industries to investigate in greater detail,
using the SIC and state and national occupational projections as your
resources. You will discuss the projections for the industry and the
occupations commonly found within it. A spokesperson should be prepared to
report your findings in a large iroup discussion.

3. Assign one of the following items to each group:

Your favorite pair of shoes or slippers
A piece of cookware from your kitchen
A towel from the bathroom
Notepaper from your desk
A plastic food container from your refrigerator
The laundry soap you use
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Material* and Preparation:

1. Standard Industrial Classification (BIC)
classification index for each small group.

2. State and national occupational projections,
Occupational Outlook Handbook (001).

3. Participant worksheets "Around the House."

4. A board, overhead or flip chart for group reporting.

Activity:

Manuals or reprints of the

industry projections and/or the

Working in small groups, the participants will brainstorm about the industries
involved in the production and distribution of a common household item. Using state
and national occupational projections as resources, they will make some group
prctiections concerning future growth and occupational needs in the industries they
have listed. Finally, they will select one of the industries to report on to the large
group using SIC data, offering their own comments about the industry, its economic
fiiture and its occupational projections.

Adaptations:

The list of household items could be changed.

Questions fkir Discussion:

1. what relationships among industries can be seen in the SIC Manual?

2. How could you use the SIC with your clients? What information does it
provide that you could not find in the Dor ocan SOC? GOE?, etc.?

3. Why would an understanding of an industrial classification system increase
employment opportunities for clients?

4. Why are national and state projections an important component of career
planning?

Trainer's Notes:
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Around the House

Directions: Your group will be assigned a common household item to research the
industries involved in its production and distribution. You also will make some
industrial growth and occupational projections. The sources of information are the SIC
and State and National Projections.

Take five minutes to brainstorm about the various industries that were involved in the
production of your item. List them in the blanks below.

Choose one of the industries from the above list to research h. _Tester depth in the
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual. Give the name of the industry as it
appears in the SIC:

What is its MWor GrJup number? (e.g., Agricultural Services is 07)

How is the Major Group as a whole desicriled in the SIC (be brief)?

List the industries that are grouped with the one you have chosen and give their SW
classification numbers. In your small group, discuss the industries and occupations
that you would expect to grow ce decline and the reasons for your projections. Place
a plus (+), minus (-) or an equal (=) next to the industries and occupations that you
have listed to indicate the pattern of growth or decline. As resources, use state and
national projectiona, common sense, etc.

number number
number number
number number
number number

.---number number

List ten occupations found in these industries:

.01011MI11.11MFININI.

Choose a spokesperson to report your findings to the large group.
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Activity *19

Public and Private Self

TYPe of ActivitY: Large group

Teaching Oldective(s):

To illustrate cultural differences by demonstrating that what is considered to be a
public topic in one culture may be a private topic in another.

To make participants more aware of and sensitive to cultural differences.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Given questionnaires that list a variety of topics, participants will check responses to
indicate their public or private views on the subjects listed.

Estimated Time to Complettc 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. We often assume that topics we consider to be public information will also be
considered public by others; therefore, we may unintentionally violate the
privacy of others.

2. On the "Public/Private Questioanaire," check the topics that you consider to be

public and those that you consider to be private. For example, the first
question on the questionnaire asks you about your views on religion. If you
feel your views ars private, meaning that you can only discuss this topic with
those close to you, mark the Private Column. If you would feel comfortable if
your views on religion were made public, check the Public Column.

3. We will discuss our differences when you have completed the questionnaire.

Materials and Preparation:

1. The "Public/Private Questionnaire's from the Participant's Guide for each
participant.

2. The definition of public and private written on board or flip chart.
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Activity:

Participants will individually complete the Public/Private Questionnaires and discuss
the results in a large group.

Adaptafione:

Additional topics related to career development could be added to the questionnaire.

Questions ibr Discussion:

1. How many people checked public items in the six categories?

2. What categories had the fewest number of public checks? Why?

3. Were differences found between the participants' responses, or were the
responses fairly uniform? Why? Why not?

4. In what situations might we find a greater variance in responses? Why?

5. What are the implications for career counseling?

5. What is the effect of learning about individual and cultural differences and
respecting the privacy of others?

rnsineris Notes

Adapted from Pedersen, P. (1988). A Handbook For Developing Multicultrual
Awareness. Alexandria, VA, American Association for Counseling and Development.
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Private/Public Questionnaire
Please mark each of the following topics as:

Private: if it is comfortable to discuss only with intimates, such as close friends
or members of your immediate family.

Public: if it is comfortable to discuss with casual friends, acquaintances or
strangers.

Public I Private

1. What I think and feel about my religion.

2. My views on Comrunism.

3. My views on racial integration.

4. My views on sexual morality.

The things I regard as desirable for a
person to be.

,:x` ,*',"4"-)A.1q;
U11.-
N)-'4

1. My favorite foods.

2. My hles and dislikes in music.

3. My favorite reading matter.

4. The kinds of movies and tv programs I
like best.

The kind of party or social gathering 1
like best.

. What I feel are my shortcomings that
prevent me from getting ahead.

2. What I feel are my special strong points
for work.

My goals and ambitions.

. How I feel about my career.

How I really feel about the people I work
for or with.

"
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Public Private
7474

. '

1. How much money I make at work.

2. Whether or not I owe money.

3. My total financial worth,

4. My most pressing need for money right

5. How I budget my money.

L Aspects of my penonality I dislike

2. Feelings I have trouble expressing or
controlling.

3. Facts of my present sex life.

4. Things I feel ashamed or guilty about.

5. Things that make me feel mud.

1. My feelings about my thee.

2. How I wish I looked.

3. My feelings about parts of my body.

4. My past illnesses and treatment

5. Feelings about my sexual inadequacies.

Source: Pedersen, P. (1988). A Handbook For Developing Multieultrual Awareness.
Alexandria, VA, American Association for Counseling and Development.
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Activity #20

Label Awareness

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching Objective(s):

To demonstrate how each of us may wear a culturally assigned label on our forehead.

Behavioral Oldective(s):

Participants will be more aware ahow culturally assigned labels influence the ways

in which others perceive and interact with us.

Estimated num to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to illustrate how others perceive us according

to our cultural background or group identification.

2. Discuss the examples of labeling that you have seen in your own life or in the

media.

3. Each participant will have a label placed on his/her forehead or back with a
one word adjective or noun to describe him/her. Halshe will not know what the

label says.

4. Break into small groups of four to six and discuss an assigned topic, e.g., the

impact of more women in the work force, for 10-15 minutes.

5. Interact with each participant in your group as if the label assigned to him/her

were true, e.g., INTELLIGENT, HOMEMAKER, TRANSIENT, etc.

6. At the end of the activity, participants will try to guess what their labels might

be.

Materials and Preparatiom

1. Labels for participants to be placed on their foreheads or pinned on their
backs, such as: bright, stupid, homeless, wealthy, uneducated, teacher,
sneaky, at-risk, agreeable, philosophical, bus driver, school principal.

2. Select an interesting topic that will generate group discussion.

Activity:

Participants will break up into small groups and discuss an interestingtopic for 15-20

minutes. Each participant will wear a label on his/her forehead; the others will treat
him/her as if that label were true. The participant will not know what his/her label
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says. When the discussion period ends, each partitIpant will try to guess what his/her
label says. Group members will then reveal their labels to one another and discuss
their feelings during this exercise.

Adaptations:

Could be done for a longer period of time.

Could repeat activity twice with a different label for each participant

Questions for Discussion:

1. When did you first feel that you had a special label?

2. What happened to make you feel that you had a positive or negative label?

3. Did you try to do anything to overcome your label? If so, what? Did it help?

4. What were your feelings as the discussion progressed?

5. How might this be compared to real life?

6. Hew might you use this activity in your work?

7. What does this say about how we stereotype individuals to fit our
expectations?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #21

Decision Making

Type of Activity: Large group

Teaching Oitfrictive(s):

To Mustrate individtie.1 differences by showing that what seems logical to one person

may not seem logical to another person.

Behavidual ObActive(s):

Participants will gain an understandingof individual differences in how decisions are

made.

Participants will identify the decision outcomes and be aware of the rationale
surrounding it.

Participants will have a t inter understanding of the decision making process from

another cultural perspective, instead of from their own point of view.

Estimated Time to amsplete: 45 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. What seems logical to one person may not seem logical to another.

2. Our resource person for this activity is (introduce speaker). Our resource
person will describe a difficult decision in his/her life wherein personal values
were an important factor. Our speaker will describe the background and
circumstances leading up to his/her final decision.

3. After helshe has completed telling you about his/her decision making
experience, you will have the opportunity to ask him/her any questions you
may have.

4. Our resource person will not tell what hia/her final decisi was. we will ask

each participant to: 1) predict the resource person's final decision, and, 2)
provide the rationale that guided the decision. (The predictions of the
participants can be written anonymously on a piece of paper or be given orally

in a large group.

5. Our resource person will then disclose histher decision and the rationale
behind it.
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Materials and Preparation:

1. A resource person who is willing to share an important decision making
experience in his/her life wherein values were an important factor.

2. If pstrticipants' responses are written, paper and pencils will be needed. If
responses are given orally, a board or flip chart to record them.

Activity:

A resource person who is culturally different from the majority of the participants will
discuss an impo-lant decision that haishe has made ,wherein personal values were an
important factor. The resource person will discuss the background and circumstances
leading up to the decision. The final decision that the resource person made will not
be revealed. The participants can ask the resource person questions to provide them
with more background, but they may not ask questions related to the final decision.
The participants will guess what the final decision of the resource person was and the
rationale behind it. The resource person will then share his/her decision and the
reasons behind it with the participants.

Adaptations:

More than one resource person could address the group.

Questions for Diecussion:

1. Why- did you guess that the resource person came to a particular decision?

2. How does the resource person's background relate to your guess?

3. Has your backgromi been a factor in your decision making? To what extent?

4. Are there universally "right" or "wrong" patterns of logic leading to decision
making? What evidence can you offer?

5. How can individual differences in logical decision making affect career
counseling?

6. How might you use this exercise in your work?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #22

Past Challenges

Type ofActivity: Individual

Teaching Oh Activa(e):

To illustrate the steps in one's decision making process.

Behavioral Objective(s):

The participants will reflect upon difficult or important decisions that have resulted

in mithr changes in their lives. By recalling the steps in their decision making
processes and the outcomes of their detisions, the participants will be better able to

help their clients make career-related decisions based on their own past experiences.

Estimated Time to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Intsyduce Activity:

1. At one time or 'another, most of us have been faced with making a difficult or
important decision that had a =Or impact on our lives. During this activity

we will review one of those decisions and the proass we went through in
making it. We will look for any similarities between that decision and the
decisions you are currently considering about career changes.

2. Find the worksheet "Past Challenges.* Please answer the 12 questions and we

will discuss them when you are finished.

Materials and Prepanstiom

1. Participants will need the 'Past Challenge" worksheet.

2. A board or flip chart on which to list common decision making steps and
outcomes.

Activity:

The participants will answer 12 questions from the "Past Challenges" Worksheet about
difficult or important decisions they have made that resulted in major changes in their
lives. The participants will share their experiences in a large group discussion.

Adaptations;

Participants could discuss the questions in pairs.
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Question* fbr Discussion:

L From your own experience, what steps in the decision making process did you
find to be the most difficult?

2. What helped you to reach your decision? What assistance is generally
available to people who are struggling to make decisions?

3. What specific roles can career development facilitators play to assist their
clients in the decision milking process?

4. Does culture play a role in the decision making process? How?

5. What differences and similarities in decision making have you found in your
work?

6. Is there anything that career development facilitators should avoid doing in
their efforts to help their clients?

Trainer's Notes:
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Past Challenges

Direction&

Take a few minutes to think about a situation in which you were faced with a difficult
or important decision that involved a major change in the direction of your life. After
you have identified the issue, proceed with the following 12 question&

1. What was the decision?

2. What major change did the decision involve?

3. Did the decision represent a loss or gain for you? For another individual?
Why? How?

4. What were your feelings at the time you were initially aware of your need to
make the decision?

5. Did your feelings remain the same or did they change during the decision
process?

6. How did you proceed in making the decision?

7. Did anyone help you in the decision making process? Who? How?

8. What was the outcome of the decision?

9. How did you feel about yourself after you made the decision? Why?

10. If you had an opportunity to remake the decision, would you make any
changes? What changes, if any?

11. Do you see any similarities between the way you handled the past decision and
the way you are handling your current decision about a career change?

12. What did you learn from the past decision making process that could be
applied ti% your present situation?

Adapted from Loretta Bradley, Counseling Vidlife Career Changers, NCDA, 1990.
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Activity #23

Career Lifeline

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Oldective(s):

To help participants identify their past, present and future career paths. To illustrate
how this exercise can be used with clients in career counseling.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Participants will be more aware of the directions their careen have taken in the past
and the risks that were involved in making certain choices. As a result of reviewing
their career lifelines, participants will be better able to make future career decisions.

Estimated Time to Complete. 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to help you identilY your past, present and
future career paths.

2. Illustrate how to draw approximate time lines of a person's paid work life on
the board with a horizontal line, using 10 year intervals up to eighty years.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

The trainer should use his/her own career experience as an example.

3. At the approximate point on the line, label the time when your career began
with a CB. At the Ome when you anticipate your full-time career to end, mark
a CE. Place an X on the continuum to indicate where you are now.

4. Use felt tip markers to identify and illustrate the following:

a. Your hest career decision in green
b. Your wont career decision in red
c. Greatest career risk ever taken in yellow
d. Obstacles) that prevented you from making a cat eer move yag wanted

in red
e. Career obstacles that you overcame in grAfen
f. A lucky break in green
g. A person who helped you in green
h. Your future career goals in green
i. A critical decision in the future in yellow
j. Something holding you back at the present time in It ed.

5. All green entries should be made above the line; all red ,ettries below tSe line,
and all yellow entries on the line.
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Materials and Prepatution:

1. Large pieces of paper to make horizontal time lines.

2. Be prepared or have a horizontal time line drawn on the board as an
illustration.

3. A red, green and yellow felt tip marker for each participant.

Activity:

Participants will draw career lifelines showing theie past lives and future career gins,
indicating both positive and newitive directions that Lave been taken.

Participants will then break into pairs and discuss their career lines.

Adaptation&

Participants could include more or less on their career lines, such as highest salary

earned, greatest responsibilities, etc.

Questions ihr Discussion:

1. Did you have any difficulty in deciding what items should be placed above the

line in green? Below the lins in red? Why?

2. Were the risks that you took in the past worthwhiledid they pay off in some
way?

3. Would you consider taking risks again? Why? Why not?

4. Can you clearly see where you are headed?

5. Could you change directions if necessary? Why. Why not?

6. Does your career lifeline point out anything to you?

7. What differences do you see among yourselves in the ways in which you look
at the risks you've taken and the impact of those risks on your careers?

8. How would an adult career development theorist auch as Donald Super look
at the career lifeline?

9. Hos might you use this activity with your clients?

Trainers Notes:
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Activity #24

Sex Role Commandments

rype of Activiti: Individual

Teaching Objective(s):

To illustrate hoW people learn their sex roles from their parents as they are growing
up.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Participants will list ten commandments that their mothers, older sisters,
grandmothers or significant female role models gave them about being boys/girls.
They will list ten commandments that their Where, older brothers, grandfathers or
significant male role models gave them about being boys/girls.

Estimated Time to Complete 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activ fly:

I. Parents typically ghre a variety of commandments that influence the behavior
of their children. Sharing these commandments with others can increase our
understanding of ourselves, others and cultural norms.

2. Please find the "Sex Role Commandments" work sheet. You will have ten
minutes to complete your list of commandments. We will discuss our
responses in a large group to compare similiFities and differences in sex role
annmandments.

Materials and Preparation:

I. "Our Mothers' and Fathers' Sex Role Commandments" work sheet

Activity:

After a brief introduction by the trainer, the participants will have ten minute3 to
complete "Sex Role Commandments" work sheet The commandments listed by the
participants will then be discuued by the large group.

Adaptations:

The list could also include commandments learned in school, from peer groups or
religious groups.

Quetttions for Discussion:

1. Wes it easy or difficult for you to remember the commandments that you have
listed? Why? Why not?

2 S

1.!
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2. Were you surprised by these commandments in any way? In your opinion,
were there too many or too few commandments? Why? Why not?

3. What commandments have you (or have Yon not) handed down tO your
children or other young people that you might influence? Why? Why not?

4. Do you feel that your life was enriched or restricted by any of the sex role
commandmenth that you have listed? Why? Why not?

5. What commandments continue to influence your life?

6. Have you adopted any new commandments? What are they?

7. How can career development facilitators help their clients recognize sex role
stereotypes and t. ercome the harriers they may impose in career development?

8. How are these commandments evident in the work place today?

Trainer's Notes:
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Sex Role Commandments

The objective of this exercise is to help you understand how you learned sex roles as
part of growing up.

Directions: List ten commandments that your mother, older sisters, grandmothers or
significant female role models gave you about being a boy/girl.

2.

3.

4.

6.

'7.

8.

9.

10

List ten commandments that your father, older brothers, grandfathers or significant
male role w^dels gave you aboJt being a boy/girl.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

..
7.

H.

9.

10.

,, =1.

From Beyond Sex Roles, Sargent, 1985.
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Activity #25

Sentence Completions

roe of Activity: Large Group

l'eaching °Motives):

To illustrate the sex role expectations that many of us maintain.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will become more awareeither sex role stereotypes and seek to eliminate

them in their career counseling.

Estimated rime to Completo 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activitv

1. Frequently people organize their behaviors around "shoulds" for themselves

and their expectations of others. Sometimes we are not conscious of the

"Amide' we carry with us that can lock us into certain ways of thinking and

behaving.

2. One way th bring out some of these expectations and feelings about others is

to do some rapid verbal free associations by completing sentences that are
started for us. We will do some of these free associations in the large group

for approximately five minutes. We will discuss our responses after that time.

3. We will begin 15 sentences with a word or two and ask you to quickly shout

out a iew words to complete the verbal associations. For exar Iple, when you

hear a noun such as l'teachen," please complete the sentence with the first
thoughts that come to your mind about teachers.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Ask for a volunteer that can write very quickly to record the verbal responses,

or free associations, of the participants.

2. Ask the participants to free associate words in each of the &flowing categories:

a. Single mothers
b. Male nurses
c. Divorced women
d. ' Secretaries
e. Truck drivers

Businesswomen
g. Bachelors
h. Old women
I. HOMO husbands
j. Blondes

2'

k. Male bosses
I. Married women
m. Female basketball coaches
11. Male basketball coaches
o. Businessmen
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Activity:

Porticipas.is will be asked to complete sentences by free associating verbal responses to thesentence sajects that are called out by the trainer. After the sentences have had severalcompletions offered by the participants, the large poup will discuss the free associations thatwere called out by the participants, with attention given to the presence or lacit of sex roleexpectations and stereotyping.

Adaptations:

Participants could write their sentence atmpletions and discuss them afterward.

Questions for Discussion:

1. Were you surprised by some of the associations that you made? Why/why not?

2. Where do these "shoulds" and expectations of other come from?

3. Do these stereotypes of others increase or decrease with age or experience?

4. Why is it important for career counselors to be aware of stereotyping?

5. What skills must counselors develop to move beyond stereotyping when working withtheir clients?

6. How can a client's potential be affected by stereotyping?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity 1128

What Do You Know About Women in the Work Forf!e?

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Ohjectiva(s):

To make participants more aware of the working condit.ons of women.

Behavioral (Thjectivekt:

Participanth will take a quiz, "What Do You Know About Women in the Work Forcer

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Aetivigr

1. Many people ere unaware of the !role women play in today's work place. To

test your knowledge, please take the quiz, -what Do You Know About Women

in the Work Force?". This is a self-test; your score need not be reported. We

will use the quiz for discussion purposes when you have completed it.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need pencils and "What Do You Know About Women in the

Work Forcer

2. A board or tlip chart on which to write the answers to the quiz.

3. Answers to quiz:

1. td) 69%, 8. (b) $14,485, 15. (c) 62%,

2. (a) 35-44 years, 8. (a) 817,819, 18. (a) 44.7%,

3. (b) 88%, 10. (d) $25,187, 17. (d) 80%,

4. (c) 29.3 years, 11. (a) 826,045, 18. (d) 9%,

5. (d) 50%, 12. (d) 8.70, 19. (b) 53%,

8. (c) 45%, 13. (c) 3C%, 20. (d) 33%

7. (a) 841,228, 14. (c) 86%,

(SourCe: US. Department of Labor Women's Bureau, No. 90-2, September, 1990)

Activity:

Participants will take a self-quiz, "What Do You Know About Women in the Work

Forcer from the Participanes Guide. The answers to the quiz will be given ar
discussed in a large group.
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Adaptations:

Questions could be added to the quiz to reflect new information or local conditions.
Questions ibr Discussion:

1. What facts surprised you the most from the quiz? What surprised you theleast? Why? Why not?

2. What facts best describe situations that you have encountered?

3. What figures indicate the *Feminization ofPovertyr

4. What figures indkate the conditions of minoritze working women?

5. What statistics illustrate occupational segregation?

6. What actions could be taken to improve conditions for working women? Willthese actions be taken? By whom? How? When?

7. What future do you envision for working women in the year 2000?

8. How can you use this information with your clients?

nainer's Notes:
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What Do You Know About Women in the Work Force?

Is your awareness of women in the work force increasing? Here are some questions

to test your knowledge. Circle the answer that you think is correct.

1. In 1989, the percentage of all women, ages 18 to 64, who were in the labor force.

a. 50% b. 60% c. 45% d. 69%

2. In this age group, 78% of the women are working.

a. 35-44 b. 45-54 c. 25-34 d. 16-24

3. Although most wonen workers art imployed full-time, what percentage of all part-

time workers are women?

a. 45% b. 68% c. 75% d. 50%

4. The average woman worker of 18 years of age between 1970-80 could expect to

spend how many years of her life in the work force?

a. 20.2 b. 24.5 c. 29.3 d. 32.5

5. Among black workers, what percentage are women?

a. 35% b. 42% c. 30% d. 50%

6. Among white workers, what percentage are women?

a. 37% b. 55% c. 45% d. 40%

7. In 1988, the median income for white men working year-round and full-time was:

a. $27,228 b. $22,429 c. $19,405 d. $29,998

8. In 1988, the median income for Hispanic women working year-round and full-time

was:

a. $16,424 b. $14,485 e. $18,093 d. $12,029

9. In 1988, the median income for white women working year-round and full-time

was:

a. $17,819 b. $20,413 c. $15,423 d. $21,567

10. In 1988, the median income for women who had completed four years of college

waS:

a. $21,899 b. $19,038 c. $29,765 d. $25,187
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11. In 1988, the median income for men who had a high school diploma was:

a. $26,045 b. $29,413 c. $23,788 d. $31,129

12. When 1989 median weekly earninp of fidl-time wage and Balmy workers were
compared, the averap woman earned how many cents compared to every dollar
earned by the average man?

a. $65 b. $.60 c. $75 d. $.70

13. More women are choosing to start their own businesses. Women's share of all non-
farm sole proprietorships rose to what percent in 1986?

a. 15% b. 22% c. 30% d. 39%

14. 'mat percentage of mothers with preschoolers (children under 6 years) was in the
labor force in 1988?

a. 20% b. 45% c. 58% d. 38%

15. Of all persons over 16 years of age with poverty level incomes in 1988, what
percentage were women?

a. 34% b. 41% c. 62% 71%

16. In 1988, the poverty rate for all families maintained by women with children
under the age of 18 was:

a. 44.7% b. 36.2% c. 50.3% d. 26.3%

17. In 1989, women represented what percentage of administrative support (clerical)
workers?

a. 56.1% b. 68.9% c. 76.8% d. 80.0%

18. In 1989, women represented what percentage of precision production, craft and
repair workers?

a. 16.4% b. 21.2% c. 3.2% d. 9.0%

19. In 1988, the percentage of all poor families that were maintained by women:

a. 35% b. 53% c. 47% d. 61%

20. The 1989 unemployment rate for black female teenagers, from 16-19 years, was:

a. 20.7% b. 18.5% c. 26.4% d. 33.0%

Source: U.S. Department of Labor Women's Bureau, No. 90-2, Sept., 1990.
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Activity #27

Gender Equity

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Objective(s):

To identilY some of the trends in busihass, industry and society that support the need
to achieve gender equity.

Behavioral Ohjectiv4KO:

Participants will list at least five trends in business, industry and society that support
the need to achieve gender equity.

Participants will become more aware of gender equity issues ss they affect their
clients.

Estimated Time to Compkte: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The unequal treatment of women in the work place has become costly to
business, industry and our society as a whole. Discriminatory conditions can
no longer be ignored; there are many trends in business and industry today
that support the need to achieve gender equity.

2. Think about the social, political and economic changes that have taken place
in the last few decades; think of the changes that are ahead. What trends in
business and indusizy support increased opportunities for women? How do
these trends support gender equity in the work place?

3. Please list at least five of these trends on a piece of paper. You have ten
minutes to compile your list.

4. We will list the trends on the board and discuss them as a large group.

Materials and Preparatiom

1. Have a board or flip chart on which to list the trends.

2. Be prepared with your own list of trends to incorporate into the discussion in
the event that they are not listed by the participants, such as: more women
in the work force, more service jobs, a need for educated/skilled/trained
workers, a decline in the number of workers entering the work force, the aging
of the work force, more female consumers, women more politically conscious,
more businesses catering to female clients, legislation to promote gender
equity, more women moving into management positions, gender equity
education, wider acceptance of women in the work Vace, women better
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educated and trained, more occupations now open to women, more women
supporting families, etc.

3. Be sure to Iming out the changes necessary to accomraodate the needs of
working women, such as: work site dAy care fer dependents, flexible
scheduling, policies guaranteeing parental leave, protection from sexual
harassment, equity in pay and promotional practices, and a better
understanding of the different communication/management styles of men and
women.

Activity:

After a brief introduction from the trainer, the participants will list the trends in
business, industry and society that support the need to achieve gender equiV. These
trends will be summarized, written on the board and discussed in a large group.

Adaptations:

This exercise could be done by listing trends in business, industry and society that
support the need for: technical education, multicultural counseling, increased
opportunities for special populations such as: minorities, children at-risk, older adults,
persons with disakilities, etc.

Questions ibr Discussion:

1. What trends in business, industry and society support the need to achieve
gender equity?

2. What changes in the work place do you foresee as a result of greater gender
equite

3. What could career development facilitators do to promote gender equity?

4. What obligations do career development facilitators have to promote gender
eqt14?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity 128

Walk in My Shoes

nflie of Activity: Small group

Teaching Objective(s):

To make the participants more sensitive to and aware of the challenges persons with
disabilities must meet in the work place.

To create an awareness of the adaptations that can be made in the work place to
accommodate the needs of peisons with disabilities.

Behavioral Objective(s):

The participants will place themselves in the roles of persons with different
disabilities. They will list the ways in which their work places could be altered to
accommodate their needs.

Estimated Time to Complete 45 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. During this activity you will place yourself in the role of a person with a
specific disability. You must imagine that your life has been suddenly changed
by an automobile accident or a medical diagnosis. What effect would your
disability have on your present career? What adaptations would be necessary
for you to continue in your present work role? Each small group will discuss
the implications of the disability that they are assigned and create a list of
adaptations that would be necessary for them to do their jobs. After 20
minutes, we will discuss your findings in a large group.

2. In your discussion, please recall the mandates of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need to be assigned a scenario from "Walk in My Shoes,"
worksheet.

Activity:

Working in pairs or small groups, the participants will take on the roles of persons
with disabilities. They will make a list of the adaptations that would be needsd in
their work places to enable them to continue in their present roles.
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Adaptations:

Short scenarios could be written describing different disabilities.

Participants could work individually.

Using the scenarios of &abilities, the participants could research alternative career
choices using labor market information.

After the list of adaptations are made, the participants could role play their requests
to their employers regarding the adaptations needed.

Questions ibr Dissuasion:

1. How did you feel as you took on the role of a person with disabilities? Would
some/any/all of the disabilities affect your level of self-confidence? In what
ways? Why? Why not?

2. How would the disabilities affect your social life? Would your friends remain
the same or would they change?

3. What work place adaptations would be necessary? Would you anticipate any
problems, such as funding or supervisory support? Why? Why not?

4. What work tasks, if any, do you feel that you would be unable to complete,
despite the available modifications? How might this affect your Job?

5. How has the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 opened doors for persons
with disabilities?

6. How can you incorporate the ADA into your career counseling ofpersons with
disabilities?

Trainer's Notes:
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Walk in My Shoes

Directions: Each small group should work with a different scenario. Placing
themselves in the roles of the persons with disabilities, the group should make a list
of the ways their present Caren would be effected and the ways in which their work
places would need to be adapted in wder to accommodate their needs.

1. As a result of an automobile accident, you have lost the use of both legs and are
now confined to a wheelchair.

2. As a result of a head trauma suffered in a bicycle fall, you are now subject to
convulsive epileptic seizures.

3. Your vision has been severely impaired ail a result of cataracts.

4. You have developed an asthmatic condition. You need to carry an inhaler,
medication, and be alert for allergic reactions a all times.

5. Your cancerous larynx has been surgically removed. You must speak through an
artificial voice box.

6. Your hearing is impaired due to a severe respiratory infection.

7. After suffering a stroke, you have poor handwriting and written work is difficult
fbr you.

8. You have a chronic disease that makes it painfisl and difficult for you to move your

body.

Questions tbr Discussion:

1. How did you feel as you took on the roles d a persons with disabilities? Would
some/any/all of the disabiliLies affect your level of self-confidence? In what
ways? Wny/why not?

2. How would the disabilities affect your social life? Would your friends remain
the same or would they change?

3. in what ways might you experience growth as a person with a disability?

4. What work place adaptations would be necessary? Would you anticipate any
problems, such as funding, supervisory support, etc.? Why? Why not?

5. What work tasks, if any, do you feel that you would be unable to complete,
despite the available modificstions? How might this affect your job?

6. How has the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 opened doors for persons
with disabilities?

7. How can you incorporate the ADA into your career counseling of persons with
disabilities?
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Activity #29

The Most That I Think I Could Handle

Twe of Activity: Individual

Teaching Objectives):

To demonstrate an activity that can be used to assess and build the self-confidence of
children at-risk.

Behavioral Objectives):

Given the worksheet, Me Most That I Think I Could Handle," the participants will
take on the roles of at-risk students and answer questions that are related to their
personally perceived capabilities in school, social situations and ftiture job searches.
The participants will assess levels of self-confidence of at-risk students in the
situations that are described.

Estimated Time to Completc 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to help us understand how children at-risk
would assess their capabilities in certain school, social and job search
situations hy answering the questions, "The Most That I Think I Could
Handle."

2. You will have five to ten minutes to answer the questions on the work Ant.
We will discuss your answers in a large group after that time.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need '7he Most That I Think I Could Handle."

2. A board or flip chart on which to list strategies for building self confidence in
specific areas of concern, such as speaking in front of an audience.

Activity:

Taking on the roles of children at-risk, the participants will answer the questions from
"The Most That I Think I Could Handle", a brief self-assessment of their self-
confidence in school, social and job search situations. After the questions have been
answered, the participants will discuss them in a large group and identify some
strategies for building self-esteem.

Adaptations:

Questions could he designed for any special needs group, persons with disabilities,
older adults, displaced homemakers, teen parents, etc.
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Questions ibr Discussion:

I. How did you feel about yourself after answering the questions? Why?

2. In what areas do you have the most self-confidence? Why? In what areas do
you have the least? Why?

3. Is having seW-confidence an important personal quality? Why? Why not?
What qualities do you think are necessary to succeed in school? In social
situations? In searching for a job?

4. What can we do to improve the self-confidence of our at-risk students in
school? In social situations? In searching for a job?

5. Who are some of the people who could help at-risk students? What public and
private facilities or institutions might help at-risk students develop their
confidence? How?

6. If you could do one thing to boost the self-confidence of at-risk students, what
would it be? Can you do it? Why? Why not?

Trainer's Notes:
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The Most That I Think I Could Handle

Read each phrase and fill in the blank following it to describe hew much of each
activity you feel is the most you can handle.

Hours of homework in a day

Parties or dates during a weekend: parties dates

Phone calls in a day

Boyfriends or girlfriends at one time

Chores at home in a day: How many? How much time?

Plop le living in my house at once

Slices of pizza to eat at one sitting

Pounds I could lift

Tests to take in one day

Number of people in an audience to whom I could speak

How long I would wait patiently for anything without complaining

The numder of business establishments that I could walk into on a given day to ask
about employment opportunities

The number of people I could telephone in one day to inquire about employment
opportunities

The number of job applications I could fill out during a job search

The amount of time I would set aside to read the Help Wanted ads in the Sunday
paper

How many adults I would ask to be a reference for prospective employers

How many hours I could work during the week and still complete all my school work

How many reprimands could I take from my employer within a four hour period

Adapted from Personal Growth and Development Workbook, Winneconne High School,
Winneconne, Wisconsin.
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Case Study - Carl Young
(Developed by the New Mexico SOICC)

Carl Young is a high school dropout. You are trying to find him a job in one of the large local motels
or hotels butit appears to be a stagnant industry, employment-wise. Is this true? is there any hiring
at all? What are the long-term prospects? .Name some jobs found in the industry. Does he meet
the educational qualifications? Who are the largest local employers?

Activity #30

Major Labor Market information Topics by Reports
Economic

Outlook Requirements Job Hunting Trends Wages

I I
Ocaciational Outlook Handbook 1 X X

State Occupatbnal Cirtlook to 1995

State Supply/Demand

State Job Hunter's Guide

Large Employers

industdes-Companies-Oocupations

Employers with most hires

Enployers by Occupatbn

Jobs tor Graduates

State Labor Market Review X X X

Regional Wage Surveys

Other:
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Activity #31

Case Study - Marie Alvarez
(Developed by the New Mexico 801CC)

Marie Alvarez is a recent htiti school graduate considering possble employment fields and wants your advice on the
Automotive Mechanic field. Wnat she knows about the geb intoests her. PreViOUS testing Indicates she has an aptitude
for mechanical work. She would like a job offering favorable employment opportunftles nationally, but wouki prefer
staying kr a metropottan area and working for a local conpany. She wants to know if formal trahng or on-theiob
training is preferabb. Any additional sthool woukl need to be avaiable focally. Salary levels, both beginning and
experienced, are also a consideration. What can you tell her about job opportunities, employers, training and pay?

Major Labor Market Information Topics by Reports

Occupational Outlook Handbook

Stale Ocapatbnal Outlook to 1995

Outlook Requironuoto Job Hunting

II Hi

Economic
Trends Wags.

Prospects

Urge EmPleYere

Industries-Conpanies-Occupations

Regional Wage Surveys

Other:
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Activity #31

Case Study - Marie Alvarez
(Developed by the New Mexico SOICC)

Marie Alvarez is a mart high school grad late considering pcssible employment fields and wants your advice on the
Automotive Mechanic field. What she knows atm' the job interests her. Previous tesling indicates she has an aptitude
for mechanical woric. She would Illw a job offering favorable employment opportunities nationally, but would prefer
staying in a metropolitan area and working for a load company. She wants to know if formal training or on-the-job
training is preferable. Any additional wharf would need to be avallable locally. Satan, levels, both beginning and
experienced, are also a consideration. What can you tell her about job oppatursilles, employers, training and pay?

Major Labor Market Information Topic. by Reports

slob Hunting
Economic
Trends Wags.

Occupational Outlook Handbook

State Occupational Clitlook to 1995

State Supply/Demand

State Job Minter's Guide

Prospects

Large Employers

industries-Companies-Occupations

Employers with most hires

Employers by Occupation

Jobs for Graduates

State Labor Market Review

Regional Wage Surveys

Other:
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Activity #33
Case Study Activity - Jane Williamson

(Developed by the Montana SOICC)

Includes:

1. The Problem and the Plan

2. Jane's high school transcript and ASVAB test scores

3. CIDS questions and answers

4. Thoughts on ASVAB interpretations

5. Occupational Profile

6. Occupational Information Resource Matrices - National and State
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1. The Problem and the Plan

The Problem

You have a client that desperately needs your help. Her name is Jane Williamson.
She arrived at your office this morning with a set of ASVAB scores, a CIDS
questionnaire, her high school transcTipt, and a list of questions. She desperately
wants to know what kind of careers to look into.

You were unable to see her when she was in your office. She left the information and
made an appointment th see you tomorrow morning. You can only spend a few
minutes getting to know her in the morning. You plan to mend tomorrow afternoon
researching available resources. You also made another appointment with Jane later
in the week to go over your recommendations with her.

After reviewing her questions, you decide you could use some help. You arrange for
several "experts" to be available to answer your questions. You also contact several
colleagues who agree to work with you.

Most importantly, you have developed a plan.

The Plan

L Review Information Jane left at the Office.

Review the ASVAB test scores, CIDS answers and Jane's high school transcript.

Even though you have not met Jane, describe her strengths and weaknesses.

IL Interview Jane. (A volunteer from the group or the trainer) All small groups will
interview Jane at the same time.

As a group. decide what you want to find out from Jane.

Select a spokesperson in your group to interview Jane.

Try to find out more about Jane than is shown by the documents. Are there any
conflicts between her expectations and the results of her test scores, CIDS
answers and her high school record?

All the groups will interview Jane at the same time. Jane can stay only for about
20 minutes.

III. Run a CIDS Propam to Get a List of Occupations.

Contact the CIDS representative and make arrangements to run Jane's CIDS
answers through the occupational search program. This will give you a list of
occupations with which you can begin working. Remember that Jane is c
teenager.
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IV. Choose Possible Occupations.

As a group, use all the information you now have to choose three occupations to
research ftuther. You have decided to limit your research to three occupations for
time's sake. You c2n always recommend others she should research. The
possibilities should be Wised upon the ASVAB, CIDS results, high school record,
and your interview with Jane. You realize that Jane should be doing some of this
work with you, but because of time limitations, complete the tasks without her.

You also realize there are many other testing and evaluation instruments that
could be helpfid. However, you do not have time to give any other tests. So, you
decide to use the ASVAB and CIDS in this case. If you feel other tests would be
useful, you can tell Jane when you present your findings.

When choosing frhe occupations, try not to consider anything but Jane's skills,
abilities, aptitudes and inwresta. You will be looking at many other factors as
your research progresses.

V. Research the Occupations

Now divide your group into pairs of "researchers." Each pair will take one of the
occupations chosen and complete the occupational profile for that occupation.

You can complete the parts of the profile in any order. We suggest that you do
Part I, Section A first. This will give you the basic codes to access the other data.

VI. Prepare & Present Recommendations to Jane.

You mod to prepare a presentation of' your findings for Jane. Prepare the
presentation as a group. You may do the presentation however your group
chooses.

Jane will be in your office at LOCI tomorrow morning. Your group will only have
about 5 minutes to talk to her because she has several other groups working on
her problem and must see them also.
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#2 JANE'S HIGH SCHOOL TRANSCRIPT AMD ASVAB TEST SCORES

PERMANENT RECORD

BETA HIGH SCHOOL

Anytown, IL

Student Name:

Address:

Telephone:

Eubli.ct_._7ane______L4t)*i

1234 Maple Avenue

Father's Name (Guardian)

Mother's Name (Guardian)

Parents' Address (if different)

John Z. Public

Mary L. Public

123-4567

Grade 9: 1981-82 Grade 10: 1982-83

English I C 1 English I C- 1 English II D+ 1 English II 1
Soc. Stu. C- 1 Soc. Stud. ID+ 1 Wld Hist C- I. Wld History C- 1
P. E. A 1/2 P.E. "A 1/2 Softball A 1/2 Basketball A 1/2
Alg. T B+ 1 Alg. I A- 1 Geometry B+ 1 Geometry A- 1
Gen. Sci. A- 1 Gen. Sci. B 1 Biology B- 1 Biology 1
Typing I C 1 Typing I C+ 1 Computer Sk. A- 1 Dr. Ed. B- 1

TOTAL CR: TOTAL CR: TOTAL CR: TOTAL CR:

Grade 11: 1983-84 Grade 12:

Comp. III B- 1 Am. Lit
U.S. nist. C- 1 U.S. Hist.
Alg. II B+ 1 Alg. II
Woodwork I A 1 Drafting
Speech B 1 Drama
Chemistry B- 1 Chemistry

TOTAL CR: 6

irActivities: ( = letter)
Basketball 10,11
Track 10*, 11
Drama Club 11 3: 4



BETA HIGH SCHOOL TERM REPORT CARD

Jane Q. Publin
Studint Name)

1234 Ma le Avenue
(A dress

Comp III
U.S. Hist.
Alq. TT
Woodwcirk I
Speech
Chemistry

, 11
(Grade)

1

D+
A-
A
B-
C

2

A

Sem.
B-
C-
B+
A

B-

ASVAB ALPHA ROSTER REPORT
STANDARD SCORES
PUBLIC JANE Q
GS 57 CS 48
AR 60 AS 66
WK 43 MK 57
PC 40 MC 53
NO 49 EI 54

3 5

Am. Lit.
U.S. Hist. C
Alg. 11 A
Drafting A-
Drama
Chemistry B

Sem.

I I IMII I I I I I I I I. I I I I 1 .111 11111
RI or

I = = " = r 111. " = IIII I 111 " PilliboPomo iMasoponi Nom mlimmilio ommum`mroiliii o imp 00 swim limo
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CIDS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(From the Wisconsin Career Information System)

Categories
of Occupational Characteristics

SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Check 125 1 to 3 School Subjects that you like.

202.
201.

203.
CD 204.
C=3 205.
C:= 206.
C=D 207.
0 208.
C-.= 209.
!;54211.

= 212.

0 213.
0 214.
= 215.
= 216.
CD 217.
= 218.

Language Art= literature, composition, grammar, speech, foreign language
Mathematic= general math, geometry, algebra, trigonometry, calculus
Cheznistry
Physics
Biology
Social Studiew history, geography, government, sociology, psychology
Economics
Music/Art/Drama: drawing, painting, sculpture, textile art, music
Physical Education/Health Filmes=
Industry/Technology: drafting, graphic arts, metalworking, mechanics,
woodworking, electronics, construction, manufacturing, transportation
Fainily/Consumer Menem foods and nutrition, clothing, housing,
parenting and child development, community service, consumer education,
independent living
Agriculture: agricultural production, services, mechanics
Marketinic merchandising, marketing, services, entrepreneurship
Business/Accmunting: accounting, bookkeeping, Imsiness math,
management and finance
Office/Clericah typing, shorthand, wordprocessing,
Health/Medical
Computers/Application= computer programming, systems design and
analysis, electronic spreadsheets, data bases, etc.

Cheek Ce5 1 to 3 Educational Programs you would like to pursue.

CD 221.
= 222
= 223.
0 224.

225.
226.
227.
228.

230.
=231.
=232.
=233.
CM 234.

Agriculture/Natural Resources
Business
Computers/Applications
Education
Engineering/Architecture
Family, Food, and Consumer Sciences
Fine Arts
Health Sciences
IndustrytTechnology
Language/Communication Arts/Interdisciplinary Studies
Mathematics
Personal and Protective Services
Sciences
Social Sciences/Services
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INDUSTRIES

Check 425

C=D 691.
C.D 692.
4:=693.
4= 894.
=4895.
C::".D 696.
C=.) 697.
C= 698.

699.
700.
701.

st".= 7024
703.
704.

C=D 705.
C.= 706.
C= 707.
C=D 708.
C=D 709.

1 to 3 Industries where you want to work.

Agriculture - Production and Services
Forestry, Fishing, Hunting, and Trapping
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation
Communications
Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services
Wholesale 'bade
Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
Lodging and Personal Services
Business Services
Automotive and Other Repairs and Services
Motion Picture, Amusement, and Recreation Service4
Health and Iagal Services
Education, Social, and Membership Services
Professional Services
Public Administration

Check Ci3 1 to 3 Min(s) that you want to use at work.

141. Verbal: speak well and write clearly
142. Numericah work quickly and accurately with numbers
143. Visuah see shades of colors, important details, and relationships among

shapes and objects
147. Coordination: quickly and accurately control movements with your body
152. Clerical Perceptiona understand details in spoken and written com-

munications, proofread words and numbers, understand basic math

Check CE5 1 to 3 of the fallowing that most interest you.

1:42131. Data: making judgments and decisions based on facts or figures
C=)132. People: directing, helping, or influencing people

133. Object= operating machines, using equipment to perform tasks
134. Ideac using information or concepts to solve problems and make decisions

4= 135. Living Things: working with plants, animals, and living organisms
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Check C6 1 to 3 levels of Education that you are considering.

C=D 401.
eolgb 402.
4= 406.

407.
C=D 408.
C=D 409.
(= 411.

No High School Diploma
High School Diploma or MILD.
Associate degree (2-year program)
Vocational or Technical Training
Bachelor's degree (4-year propsm)
Master's degree
Doctoral degree (Ph.D., M.D., etc.)
Four years or more of college

Check (ES 1 or 2 Work Methods that you think match your work style.

0 121. Structured: Work activities are clearly defined. Specific procedures or
instructions must be followed. Consistency and precision may be required.
You may do similar tasks each day.

C= 122. Creative: Work activities involve developing new solutions to produce
products or thinking up new themes or ideas. Each work day may be
different, but you may work on one project for several months.

123. Problem-Solving: Work activities require thinking about problems and
choosing solutions that may affect many people. Quick decisions may be
required, so you must feel comfbrtable maldng declaims with incomplete
information.

Check G6 1 or 2 styles of Travel that you would like.

(7)6051. '44k at the same place every day
C=Z) 352. Travel to different places during the day, but come home each evening
=1 353. 1Vavel regularly, stay overnight often

Check (25 one Job Location you prefer.

c)ga 551. Urban: big cities and suburbs
552. Rural: small towns Lind country areas

Check CE3 the Working Conditions you prefer.

CD 361. Mostly outside
C=D 362. Mostly inside
1!?ik 363. Both inside and outside
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Crack C25 1 to 3 amounts of Physical Effort you prefer.

301. Lift uP to 10 lbs.
C:= 302. Lift up to 25 lbs. or more; carry up to 10 lbs.
C= 303. Much lifting or physical exertion
C:= 304. Lift up to 50 lbs. or more; carry up to 25 lbs.
CD 305. Lift up to 100 lbs. or more; carry up to 50 lbs.

Check G6
(If you pick

C=D 521.
C=::$ 522.
C=D 523.
CD 524.
C=) 525.
C:= 526.
pil9 527.

528.
C=) 529.

530.
C=D 531.
C:= 532.
CD 533.

1 to 3 levels of starting Salary you would like.
higher salaries, you might not have as many occupations to choose from.)

Up to $8,000 per year (to $4.00 per hour)
$10,000 per year ($5.00 per hour)
$12,000 per year ($6.00 per hour)
$14,000 per year ($7.00 per hour)
$16,000 per year (0.00 par hour)
213,000 per year (89.00 per hour)
$20,000 per year ($10.00 per hour)
$24,000 per year ($12.00 per hour)
$25,000 per year ($14.00 per hour)
$32,000 per year (916.00 per hour)
$30,000 Per year ($13.00 per hour)
$40,000 per you; ($20.00 per hour)
Above $40,000 per year (over $20.00 per hour)

Check (25

C=D 661.
CD 662.
Cr_D 663.

CD 664.
itfk665.

666.
667.

C=D 668.
C=4. 669.

670.

C:::) 671.,

C= 672.

1 to 3 Work Field(s) that you might like.

Artistic literary and visual arta, drama, music, dance, and crafts
Scientific: Physical and life sciences, medicine, and laboratory technology
Plants and Animals: Animal care and training, plant care, and related
areas
Protective Safety and law enforcement and security services
Mechanicah Engineering, quality control, transportation, and related
work
Industrial: Production work, production technology, and elemental work
Business Detail: Administration, math and finance related work, clerical
work, etc.
Soiling: General sales and related work
Accommodatinp Hospitality services, personal care services, and passenger
and customer services
Humanitarian: Social services, nursing, :herapy, specialized teaching
services, etc.
Leading-Influencing: Education, law, management and administration,
communications, etc.
Physical Performing: Sports and related areas
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Aw.111 .111...1.,
(BEADING, WRITING, AND SPEAKING .

Check CZ 1 or 2 Reading levels that you want on the job.

C=D 161. Reading level 1 - Little or no reading required. Read simple words or
compare names and numbers.

;26L162. Reading level 2 - Read simply written material, such as recipes, invoices,
charts, labels, or rules.

CD 163. Reading level 3 - Read specialized terms and understand concepts, such as
methods of mechanical drawing, or medical terms.

CD 164. Reading level 4 - Read service manuals, legal documents, blueprints,
instructions on care of equipment, er methods of preparing solutions.

C=D 166. Reading level 5 Read scientific or technical material related to specialized
fields, such as medicine, chemistry, or law.

Check G6 1 or 2 Writing levels that you want on the job.

CD 171. Writing level 1 - Little or no writing required. Print simple words and series
of names, numbers, and addresses.

g172. Writing level 2 Write some sentences using proper style and punctuation.
73. Writing level 3 Write short reports and keep records using forms.

CD 174. Writing level 4 Write reports or letters using a specific format. Prepare
business letters, summaries, and reports.

CD 175. Writing level - Write speeches and technical material. This level involves
the ability to be ale to write precisely, creatively, and clearly so that others
can understand the material.

Check (23

IA181.

C:13 182.

=183.

C:::) 184.

C:=D 185.

1 or 2 Speaking levels that you want on the job.

Speaking Level 1 - Speak simple sentences. Includes following simple oral
instructions, and asking co-workers and supervisors simple questions.
Spealdng Level 2 - Speak clearly using correct English, such as conversing
with customers at a restaurant, answering customer quesiicass,and discussing
work to be done with a supervisor.
Speaking Level 3 - Speak canfidently to a small group, such as greeting
customers and answering questions, calling on new customers, talking to
patients, giving orders to other workers, and rffesenting reports to supermors.
Spealdng Level 4 - Discuss a variety of sukdects in a group, such as
consulting with a number of people working on different parts of a project,
*and participating in debates and discussions at business meetinp.
Speaking Level 5 - Talk effectively to a group using persuasive techniques
and a well-trained voice, such as discussing technical material with supervisor
and workers, speaking to community organizations, speaking berme television
audiences, or teaching students to speak effectively.
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THOUGHTS ON ASVAB DITERPRETATIONS
by

Gene M. Harris
ASVAB Test Specialist

Butte Military Entrance Processing Center

It is useful in a school ASVAB testing situation if the counselor is able
bo schedule a group presentation to cover basic definitions and concerns general to
the particular class. Then, a short individual session to review specific scores
or developments can be scheduled with students wishing specific counseling. Group
work is appropriate for explaining standard soores, percentile scores, confidence
intervals, the Youth Population norming group and sub,groups, the Grade/Sex
Percentile, the Grade/Opposite Sex Percentile, and the Grade Percentile. Interpretive
materials that can be explained in group format include the Military career Guide,
the ASVAB Student WOrkbook, Department of Labor publications, and career information
in computer format.

Group session could cover the following:
Standard Scores:

The ten subtests of the ASVAB are reported on the counselor's alpha-
betical roster in standard score format. The tests are: General
Science (3S), Nord Knowledge (4K), Paragraph Comprehension (PC),
Arithmetic Reasoning (AR), NUmerical Operations (90), Math Knowledge
(MK), Auto and Shop Information (AS), Mechanical COmprehension (4C),
Electronics Information (Ea), and (Wing Speed (CS). These tests are
combined in various ways to achieve the composite snores on the student
results sheet. While the composite soores have reliability coefficients
ranging from .90 to .96, utilization of individual subtests would not
due bo fewer items resulting in Lower reliability. Uounselors must
keep inimini this fact when showing students subtest scores and realize
potential variation from these subtext scores can occur. Also, the
standard scores (ll-Spores) do not measure the same as percentile
mores. They must be converted with use of a normal curve format to
arrive at aprraximate percentile equivalents. Rough approximations are:

T Score: 30 40 50 60 70

%ile: 2.5 15 50 85 97.5

Students should be encouraged to see the counselor since the only source
of specific sub-test scores rests there and care must be used bo not
over interpret a sub-test score.

Percentile Scores:

A percentile score tells not how a student scored on a test, but rather
how rainy people in a particular group, out el' one hundred, the student's
score has beaten. Thus, a Youth Population percentile SOOre of 72
indicates that 72 out of 100 people aged 18-23 were beaten by the
individual student's score. The Grade/Six, Made/Opposite Sex, and
Grade Percentile scores usually differ due bo the fact that different
groups of people are used as a comparison or standard for the student's
score. As a group, the sophomore norm group will not do as well on
the ASVAB as the junior norm group, therefore, the same score will beat
more shphomores than juniors.
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It Should be noted that perenntile scores should be used to indicate

probable levels of competitiveness in the measured areas rather than

trying to judge whether a students will be successful in a program.

The various percentile spores are listed on the Cbunselor's Portion

of ths Student Results Sheet. in parentheses, the abbreviations for

the sub-tests included in the composites scores are listed. Please

note the parentheses within parentheses as these scores are added

together and divided by 2 to weigh verbal tests accurately.

Academic Ability
Verbal
Math

Vechanica1-Ctafts
Business-Clerical
Electronics-Electrical
Health, Sbcial, S Technology

( (WK + PC) + AR)
(GS + WK + pc)

(AR + MK)

(AR+ AS + MC + EI)
(VWK + Pc3 + + (S)

(3S + AR + MK + EI)
( (WI( + PC) + AR + MC)

Use of SUb-test scores with composite scores will dhow students; which

skills awe measured for each composite, and they might indicate what

skills were tested higher or lower within a composite. Carenist be

used here, however, as the reliability of a subtest is less than a

composite. Questions might be raised, but other information should

be Uaed to verify potential Wismerti.

It is sometimes informative for students to see how the academic

tests are used within the Cccupational composites. Thus, they can

see the importance, of academics and realize that hiqa school courses

offer advantages for later employment in chosen fields.

Youth Population Norm Group:

This group is aged 18-23 and represents the beginning work force in

America. It is a compilation of people foam a Department of Labnr

study which set cut to define paraseters of America's entering labor

force. The Department of Defense sampled the group with the ASVAS

and developed the 1SVAB-14 norms. Students can see how they compare

with these people early and plan accordingly.

Grade/Sex Percentile and Grade/Cpposite Sex Percentiles:

These percentile spores are used to dhow students how they compete with

people of their grade and sex or opposite sex. As students choose

possible careers or training prOgraMS, they should be aware that many

ars still dominated by one sex or the other. While this is in flux,

the dominance still remains, and students might want to see haw they

compare in areas with either the same sex if entering traditional

empiloynent or opposite sex if entering a non-traditional career. These

spores are not to be construed as limiting actions. They are used to

help indicate truer comparisons of scores with people actually in the

work fields.

Individual sessions could cover the following:

Students who might wonder how individual test scores might reflect

their abilities should receive additional counseling. Cther sources

of information available to counselors such as school grades could

be consulted to see if sub-test scores seem to reflect actual performance.

With verification frown other information, counselors might he able to

suggest specifit ! courses that will help the student achieve akills aryl
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abilities most beneficial to the future.

At either a general or individual session, students should be acquainted with
the Military Career Wide, at least briefly. The chart of spores for the enlisted
programs helps give guidance to how scores relate bo training programs in the
military. Of course, like everything else, this nust be taken with a grain of
salt. The Military Career GUide is three years old now, and that is quite old
for career information. The newest editian will contain updated information on
enlisted programs along with a section of several offioer programs. Instead of
a chart irlicating prehgbility of being aocepted into a training program, the
officer ...diction will list collegiate coursework appropriate for the particular
program in question.

The charts far the enlisted programs help counselors uho are uncomfortable
with predicting success in non-academic training programs. Since counseling is
an academic area, counselors often are more comfortable discussing this type of
preparation. Thus, the charts for enlisted training is a start to approximate
difficulty of various programs students might consider. Of course, other material
regarding each program should serve as -a beginning to help narrow the search for
additional material regarding specific civilian or military careers and programs.

Of course, much more than academic or skill ability should be considered in
a career choice. At this point, the ASVAS StudentWarkbook =Id be used to let
students explore their values, interests and skills, "must avoid" areas, and education
level after high school. These topics have been related to over one hundred careers
in the civilian joblearket by Educational Testing Service through their SIGI Plus
program. Students are encouraged to pick three values, three interests and Skills,
and a level of edUcation that they aspire to. They are not encouraged to take
any of the nmust avoid" areas, however, in extreme cases, they ehould pick one to
avoid careers that contain public speaking, sitting still, or heavy labor if these
are impossible or dieedftl bar them. The major advantage of the workbook is that
all of this information is presented in one place so the student can do same
comparison shopping in his/her own time and pace. Decisions made with this
information can later be discussed with counselors, parents, or teachers if
desired. This material will also help limit the huge variety of careers so the
students can better pinpoint the careers apparently best suited for them.

After use of the ASVAs materials, students can go to the counselor to use
Department of Labor information, computer based information, or other sources
the school has availabae. The materials are intended bo help students find a
list of suitable careers and learn the proper process of gathering information
for informed choice making. Future classes in sdhool and future programs that
are available after high school can then be studied in a context of informed
choice.
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Occupational Profile
Outline of Contents

(Developed by the Montana SOICC. Substitute local information where appropriate.)

PART I - OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION

A. Occupation name and related occupations.
B. Duties of the occupation.
C. Aptitudes and skills needed for the occupation.
D. Earninp in the occupation.
E. Health hazards related to the occupation.
F. Employee organizations for workers in the occupation.

PART II - EDUCATION AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

A. Recommended high school or postsecondary preparatory courses.
B. Educational and experience requirements
C. Schools that offer training for this occupation.
D. Schools outside the state that offer training for this occupation.

PART ill - INDUSTRIES AND BUSINESSES THAT EMPLOY THIS OCCUPATION

k Industry employment and trends.
B. Projected employment in this occupation.
C. Current events affecting the outlook for this occupation.
D. Supply of workers for this occupation.
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OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE

GROUP DATE

PARTICIPANT NAMES

Complete the blanks or check either Yes or No. Use additional pages if necessary.

SUGGESTED REWURCES are listed at the end of each questifm. A space is also
provided fbr additifmal resources that contain the information. Some other resources
can be found by using the Occupation Information Resource Matrix. Sources of
information ibr a local area or town could be the local Job Service office, the local
Chamber of Commerce, the local nelepaper, and others suggested by your trainers.

ZAELLOMME&SIMENEM
LA. OCCUPATION NAME AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS:

Occupation Name:

Code Numinn: DOT OES
SOC Other

Related Occupations and/or specialties (for further study if defend):

Name Number
Name Number
Name Number
Name Number

Source/s used to answer section I.A.:

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (00H)
STANDARD OCCUPA770NAL CLAM:MAT= MANUAL (SOC)
DICTIONARY 07 OCCUPATIONAL TITLES (DOT)
INDUSTRY/OCCUPATIONS PROJECTIONS
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

LB. DUTIES OF THE OCCUPATION:

Duties of the job (list minimum of five duties):

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,
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Sourceis used to answer sectice LB.:

DICTIONARY OF CXCUPATIONAL =SS (DOT)
STAND= OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL (SOC)
CACCUPAITONAL OUIWOK HANDBOOK (0011)
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

LC. APTITUDES AND SKILLS NEEMED FOR THE OCCUPATION:

List at least six.

2.
a.
4,
a.
6.
7.

9.
10.

Source Is used to answer section LC.:

CCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (0011)
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

I.D. EARNINGS AND HOURS WORKED BY THIS OCCUPATION:

Eantings:

National Wages
State Wages

(Indicate per hour, week, or year)

Other benefits:

1.
2.
3.

Hours of Work:

On the average, how many hours would one work at this job?

1. Hours Worked Daily
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2. Hours Worked Weekly
Are there seasonal layoffe Yes No

Sources used to answer section M.:

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (00H)
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK QUARTERLY (00Q)
CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (C18)
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (OIS)
STATE SUPPLY DEMAND IMPORT
STATE FRINGE BENEFIT AND WAGE INFORMATION
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN STATE
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

I.E. HEALTH HAZARDS REIATED TO THE OCCUPATION:

Are there health hazards involved? Yes No
If so, what kinds?

Sources used to answer section I.E.:

SELECTED CHARACrESISTIal OF THE DOT
CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OMER SOURCES:

IS. EMPLOYEE ORGANIZAI'IONS IN THE OCCUPATION:

Employee organizations for full-time worken:

Would you be expected to *tin a union or other employe': organizations?
Yes No

Sources used to answer Bodice IS.:

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (0011)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
UNION REPRESENTATIVES
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:
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ILA RECOMMENDELN HIGH SCHOOL AND POSTSECONDARY PREP
COURSES:

What general h*Ill school or post secondary courses would help to prepare the
client for this job?

Souries used to answer section ILA.:

GUIDE FOR OCCUPATIONAL 1127LORATION (GOE)
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (00H)
CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHU SC "SCES:

If this client has deficiencies in basic courses needed for this occupation, what
courses would you recommend to overcome those deficiencies?

ILS. EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:

Number of years of education required
Type (high school, college, Vo-Tech, etc)

Is this occupation apprenticeable? Yes No
Length of apprenticeship
Name of addreu of organization to contact to find out more about appren

Sources used to answer section ILB.:

GUIDE FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION MOM
OCCUPATIONAL OUIWOK HANDBOOK (0011)
STATE APPRENTICEABLE OCCUPATIONS
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (01E)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:
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MC. STATE SCHOOLS THAT OFFER TRAINING FOR THIS OCCUPATION:

What schools in the state offer training for this job?

1.
2.
3.

Source's used to answer section II.C.:

STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OMER SOURCES:

ILD. OUT OF STATE SCHOOLS THAT OFFER TRAINING FOR THIS
OCCUPATION:

What schools outside your state offer training for this job?

2.
3.

Sources used to answer section ILD.:

STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

PART HI INDUSTRIES & BUSINESSES MAT EMPL9Y THIS_OCCUFATION

IIIA INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT AND TRENDS:

1. List FOUR industries that would probably employ this occupation. Use
the two digit SIC level.

Industry Name SIC code
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2. Using TILE INDUSTRY/EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK 1984/1990 complete
the table below for the FOUR industries identified in 1 above.

Sources used to answer section DIA.:

STATE INDUSTRVOCCUPATION EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK
OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (015)
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASW:WATION MANUAL (SIC)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

IILB. INDUSTRIES WITH BEST OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYMENT IN
THIS OCCUPATION:

Using the infbrmation from the tables above, list the two or three industries that
yam feel would offer the best opportunities for employment in this occupation.

III.C. LOCAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE INDUSTRIES:

For the county where the inservice is being held, list the Annual Average
employment for each industry you listed in Part II1.B.

INDUSTRY COUNTY AVG OLP

Sources used to answer section IDA & B.:

STATE EMPLOY/MT WAGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL (SIC)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:
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M.D. BUSINESSES TO CONTACT:

For each industry in Part IILC. thut shows employment, list a business that could
be contacted to find out more about this occupation. If none of the industries show
employment in this area, skip Part III.D.I. and complete Part

I. INDUSTRY NAME:
BUSINESS-
NAME:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:

BUSINESS:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:

Sources used to answer section IIIA & B.:

TELEPHONE BOOK
LOCAL JOB SERVICE
CITY DIRECTORY
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FILL IN OT/MR SOURCES:

2. If there are no businesses employing the occupation in the area what would
you advise the client?

PART W - OUTL(X)K FOR THIS OCCUPATION

IV.A. CURRENT D1PLOYMENT IN THIS OCCUPATION:

What is the recent state employment in this occupation?

Date of data Employment
(Use most recent data you can find.)

What is the recent U.S. employment in this occupation?

Date of data Employment
(Use most recent data you can find.)

Sources used to answer section IVA:

STATE INDUSTRY/OCCUPATION OUTLOOK
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (00H)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
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FILL LN OTHER SOURCES:

W.B. PROJECrED EMPLOYMENT

What is the projected state employment for this occupation to 2000?

2000 Employment

What is the projected number of average annual openings in the state for this job
to 2000?

Average Annual Openings

Sources used to answer secticm IV.B.:

STATE INDUSTRYMCCUPATION OUTLOOK
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (OOH)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

IV.C. CURRENT EVENTS AFFECTING THE OUTLOOK FOR THIS OCCUPATION:

What current factors are affecting the outlook for this occupation in the state? in
the nation?

Source/3 used to answer section IV.C.:

NEWSPAPERS
OTHER MEDIA
JOB SERVICE OFFICES
LOCAL CAREER PROFESSIONALS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

IV.D. SUPPLY OF WORKERS FOR THIS OCCUPATION:

Occupational supply is information on workers who have completed training or are
job ready in this occupation.

Occupations are grouped into "clusters" based on their relationships to each other.
For example: Pile clerk and typist would be in the "clerical office practice" duster,
number 0F2.

Write the name of the occupation you are researching:
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What is the supply for this occupation?

What source(s) provided training tbr this occupation?

What is the name and number of the cluster that includes this occupation?

NAME NUMBER

What is the cluster total or all related supply total for the cluster including this
occupation?

During the past year how many people have applied for work in this occupation
through the Job Service?

Sourceis used to answer section IV.D.:

SOICC
STATE SUPPLY DEMAND REPORT
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INPORMATION SYSTEM (OM
PILL IN OTHER SOURCES:
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Occupational Information Resource Matrix
Categories of Information

State Envh3ymert and Labor Force

Z.

&atistics in Brief

Industry/Occipation Projections

Career Irdormation System

State Apprenticeable Occupations

Occup. Employment Statistics Pubfications

Slate Occup. Information System (018)

State Supply/Demand Report

State Fringe Benefd & Wve Information

Econorrk Conditions in tto State

Resource People: (enter names of presenters here)

1. 3 . 5 3. 5. 3 .

2. 4. 6.
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Activity #34

Case Study - Bernie Maas
(Developed by the Maine SOMC)

My name is Bernie Maas. Since leaving the military a year ago, I have been living in
. I married my high school sweetheart, and now we have two little girls.

I never was afraid of anything when I was in the Army, but I am now. I'm afraid that
I won't be able to make enough money to provide for my

I never liked school much. Oh, I loved playing sports. I was the second best swimmer
on the school team. I even taught a swim class for young kids in the summer. I really
liked Automotive Shop, too. I giant a lot of time tinkering with cars. But I just
couldn't seem to pass English. I dropped out of school in December of my senior year
and joined the Army. After basic training I was assigned to the motor pool. I learned
to drive and fiz just about everything the Army had on wheels or tracks. Eventually,
I became the personal driver for the CO (Commanding Officer), because he knew I
could fiz the jeep if it broke down out in the boonies.

When I got out of the Service, I got a truck driving job for a construction company. I
ran the dozer sometimes, too. The company helped me convert my military operator
licenses to civilian licenses. But work got real slack so they had th lay me off. I've
tried working with other constniction companies, and I have worked on specific jobs,
but they haven't paid enough for a thmily to live on.

I've thought about getting a different job, or moving to an area that might have more
jobs.. But everywhere I look either the employer wants a high school graduate or the
job doesn't pay enough. I just don't know what to do.

Reprinted with permission from:

Kenneth Bridges, Senior Economic Analyst
Division of Economic Analysis and Research
Bureau of Employment Security

and

Moine SOICC
State House Statioa 71
Augusta, ME 04333
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1. Where would you begin with Bernie? List the first three steps you would take:

a.

C.

2. What are three job titles that match Bernie's skills or interests?

a.

C.

3. What is the outlook for these occupations in your state?

a.
b.
C.

4. How Ai:such can Bernie earn in each of these occupations?

a.

C.

5. How many people are employed in each of these occupations in one ofyour local
counties?

b.
C.

6. In what counties are the highest numbers employed for each of these occupations?

a.

C.

7. What are the overall economic conditions like in the count, you selected compared
to the state in terms of employment, and the unemployment rate?

8. Who can Bernie contact for more labor market information about the local and
statewide labor market area?

Appl i cations- 110
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Trainer's Answer Sheet - Bernie Maas

(Answers are given for the stPte of Maine. Determine answers for your particular
state and enter the data on ,our answer sheet. Provide state, local and national
resources that contain answers to these questions.)

I. Where would you begin with Bernie?

Review interests, work history
Get GED or Equivalency Diploma
Explore options

2. What are three job titles that match Bernie's skills or interests?

a. Automotive Mechanic
b. Delivery/Route Worker
c. Tractor-Trailer-Truck Driver
d. Heavy Equipment Operator

3. What is the outlook for these occupations in your state?
(Resources used - Occupational Outlook to 1995, Occupational Matrices)

a. Faster than average, annual openings 292, Growth 24.5%
b. About as fast, annual openings 130, Growth 15.1%
c. About as fast, annual openings 294, Growth 16.2%
d. About as fast, annual openings 103, Growth 184%

4. How much can Bernie earn in each of these occupations? (Reported as hourly

wage)

Occ. Matrices Manf. Wage Surv. Nmfg. Wage Surv.
a. $8.47 $8.57 $8.46-8.97-9.97
b. 7.47 648
c. 8.94 6.90-8.40 7.17-8.54
d. 7.66 7.66

5. How many people are employed in each of these occupations in one of your local
counties?

County 1 County 2 County 3
a. 131 131 51008
b. 94 94 55A87
c. 65 65 All Truck 271 54003 54000
d. 80 54B52

6. In what counties are the highest numbers employed for each of these occupations?

a. Cumb. 1352 Pen. 849 Ken. 622
b. Cumb. 1687 Pen. 672 Ken. 533
c. Cumb. 661 Pen. 430 Amos. 238
d. Cumb. 551 Pen. 246 York 190

331
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What are overall economic conditions lflte in the county you selected compared to the
state in terms of employment, unemployment, and the unemployment rate?

Resource - Labor Market Digest and local information resources

Who can Bernie contact for more labor market information about the local and
statewide Labor Market Area?

LMI Directory, CIDS and local information resources

3 3 ,2
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Activity 4135

Case Study Activity-Thomas Lee

Your client, Thomas Lee, has been referred to you by a social service agency. Tom is a minority male,
age 26, who is out of work. Tom dropped out ofschool in the tenth grade; he ektizns that he could not
read well and no one seemed to care about kids like him. Tom has done odd jobs since that time. As
you questim Tom about his work history, the infbrmation that you get is sketchy and he appears
reluctant to offer details. He tells you that he has worked in service stations, restaurants and work
fbr a landscaping service. The job he liked the best was laying sod, because he Miss doing physical
work out-of-doors. Devitt) his many jces, he can provide only one employment reference from three
years ago, whm he worked in a fltst-food restaurant. Upon questioning, Tom admits to personality
conflicts with supmvisors on several jobs. Tom claims that the conflicts were largely due ta his drug
and alcohol abuse on those occasions. Tom has been in trouble with the law and has recently
completed a court ordered drug and alcohol rehabilitation program. His social worker is encouraging
Tom to enroll in a community sponsored reading program. As you try to get to know Tom, he appears
to be withdrawn and angry. When you question him abouthis apparent hostility toward you, he says
that he does not trust persons from your culture.

Tom has multiple barriers to employment and he is working with personnel from several agencies to
help him address his problem& Your responsibility as a career development facilitator is to help Tom
explore his career options.

1. As a career development facilitator, where would you begin with Torn?

2. With what other individuals or agencies would you need to work to help Tom become ready
for employment?

3. Using the following resources: CMS, 00H, SOC, DOT, and GOE, see if you can identify three
job titles that might be of interest to Tom.

a.
b.
C.

4. How much can Tom earn in each of these occupations?

a.
b.
C.

5. Will these earnings be sufficient to cover his basic needs and allow ,him to live independently?

6. How many people are employed in sad. of these occupations in your county?

Applications-I13
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7. In what counties are the highest numbers employed in each of these occupations?

8. What are the overall economic conditions like in your county compared to the rest of the state
in terms ef employment and the unemployment rate?

9. Who can Tom contact for more labor market information about the local and statewide Labor
Market Area?

Applications-114
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Activity Evaluation
(Developed by the Montana SOICC)

Name of Activity:

We would appreciate your thoughts on the activity you have just completed. Please
answer the questions below. More importantly, use the rest of the sheet tbr your
comments, positive and negative. We are constantly searching fbr ways to improve.
Tell us what you thine-

Although optional, your name and phfne number would be appreciated. Then we can
contact you if we need clarification on y'our ideas. We promise not to send anyone with
a violin case to see you.

NAME PHONE

1. Which part of the activity did you like the best?

2. Which part did you like the least?

3. Did you have enough time to complete the activity?

4. Were the instruction clear?

5. Were the trainers available when yca needed them?

8. Did you have sufficient resource materials? If no, please explain.

7. Can you use this activity in your work?

8. On a scale of one to ten, how would you rate this activity? (Ten I. the highest
rat4ng.)

9. Comments and suggestions for improvement

Applications.115
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Appendix A
Introduction to Competency Statements

The following statements were considered as the attached standards were being constructed:

1. Definition of career counseling. Career counseling consists of vocational
counseling and those activities performed or coordinated by individuals who have
the professional credentials to work with and counsel other individuals or groups of
individuals about occupations, careers, life/career Mei and responsibilities, career
decision making, career planning, leisure planning, career pathing, and other career
development activities, e.g., resume preparation, interviewing and job sear&
techniques, and issues or conflicts associated with the preceding items. (This
definition is a slight revision of the definition found on page 3 of NCDA's The
Professional Practice of Career Counseling and Consultations A Resource
Document, and it includes additional revisions, noted by brackets, by a board
member.)

2. The statements provide guidance for those professionals at or above the master's
degree level. Specifically, they are for those counseling individuals who are
completing or have completed at least a master's in counseling and desire a career
counseling concentration or ad is iced certificate in career counseling.

3. The statements are revised with regard to the following specialties (taken from
NCDA's The Professional Practice of Career Counseling and Consultation:
A Rewurce Document): Career Counselors (Private and Public Settings); Human
Resources/Career Development Specialist (Organizational Setting); and Job
Placement Specialists (Public Setting).

4. The statements do not reflect coimpetency guidelines for the following specialties
(because professionals in these areas should not be counseling):
Career/Employment Search consultant (Private Setting); Employment Agent
(Private Setting); Cooperative Education Instructors (Educational Setting). These
specialties, along with NEW job titles such as Career Aides, Career Librarian, or
Career Resource Specialist (in industry), Career Librarian, or Career Resource
Specialist (in industry), should have a separate set of competency statements that
would include 'some of the career counseling statements, but also include a stronger
emphasis on the administrative, planning, guidance, and resource aspects of career
development.

With the above information in mind, Larry Burlew, Ed.D., selected 3 career
counseling professionals to work on a subcommittee to the Standards Committee to
revise the NCDA competany statements. The subcommittee members included:
Dr. James Benshoff, a university professor who teaches career counseling; Dr.
Linda Gast, a practitioner who directs a university career counseling center, and
Dr. Janet Treichel, a practitioner working for the Federal government who helped
construct the NOICC standards for career counseling. Once this group was formed,
the following procedures were followed:

A. Each member was requested to be part of the subcommittee and told what
their responsibilities would be.

A-1
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B. The following competency statements/standards were forwarded to each
member: NCDA, NBCC, NOICC, CAS Standards and Guidelines for
Services/Development Programs, and NECA.

C. Members were asked to review the career counseling literature and suggest
competency categories that were not presently part of the NCDA standards.
Although other categories were suggested, the following were new categories
mutually agreed upon: career development theory, special populations,
supervision, ethical/legal issues, and research/evaluation.

D. Each member was then assigned 2-3 competency categories with the
following goals in mind: 1) review all current standards and revise NCDA's
to reflect the most complete requirements in each category and 2) review

the curl ent career counseling literature and add new terminology and
theory as necessary.

E. The subcommittee met in mid-May of 1989 and carefully reviewed/critiqued
the work of each member. Final statements were agreed upon.

F. Dr. Burlew had the statements rewritten and forwarded to each
subcommittee member for final approval.

G. Once approved, the stetemo-ts were forwarded to Dr. Edwin Herr, Chair of
the NCDA Standards Comnittee.

The committee still feels that a clear introduction statement related to professional issues (e.g.,

training and practicums) must be included in a final document.

In the attached document, the competency statements have not been placed in any particular

order. However, the original six competency areas (i.e., Individual and Group Counseling Skills,

Information /Resources, Individual and Group Assessment, Program Management and
Implementation, Consultation) are grouped twether and first; the new categories (i.e., Career

Development Theory, Special Populations, Ethical/Legal Issues, Research/Evahiation) follow.

Introduction to Career Counseling Competency Statements

Tle competency statements are for those professionals interested and trained in the field of career
counseling. For the purpose of these statements, career counseling is defined as counseling
individuals or groups of individuals about occupations, careers, life/career roles and
responsibilities, career decision making, career planning, leisure planning, career pathing, and

other career development activities (e.g., resume preparation, interviewing and job search
techniques), together with the issues or conflicts that individuals confront regarding their careers.

These statements are a revised version of the "Vocational/Career Counseling Competencies" of

1982. They were revised by counselor educators and career counseling practitioners, then reviewed

and approved by the Board of Directors of the National Career Development Association (NCDA).

Career development competency statements developed by other groups, such as the National

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC), the National Board for Certified

Counselors (NBCC), the Council for the Advancement of Standards for Student
Services/Development Programs (CAS), and the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and
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Related Educational Programs (CACREP), were reviewed prior to the NCDA competency
statements being revised. The NCDA Standards Committee responsible for this review and
revision was led by Dr. Edwin Herr, Dr. James Sampson and Dr. Larry Bur lew. Other committee
members were Dr. Linda Gast, Dr. James Benshoff, and Dr. Janet Treichel.

The "Career Counseling Competencies* are intended to represent minimum competencies for those
professionals at or above the master's degree level of edueation. They can also serve as guidelines
for any professional or paraprofessional working in a career development setting. However, for
those practitioners without a master's degree in counseling, additional conmetency statements may
be required (e.g., a career librarian may need competency in cataloging); in addition, basic
educational requirements for other competencies (e.g., counseling-related statements) may be
lacking.

Purpose

Professional competency statements provide guidance for the minimum competencies necessary to
effectively perform a particular occupation or job within a particular occupation. Professional
career counselors (a master's degree or higher), or persons in career development positions, must
demonstrate the knowledge and skills for a specialty in career counseling that the generalist
counselor might not possess. These skills and knowledge are represented by designated
competency areas which have been developed by professional career counselors and counselor
educators. The Career Counseling Competency Statements can serve as a guide for career
counseling training programs or as a checklist for persons wanting to acquire or to enhance their
skills in career counseling.

Minimum Competencies

In order to work as a professional engaged in Career Counseling, the individual must demonstrate
minimum competencies in ten designated areas. These ten areas are: Career Development
Theory, Individual and Group Counseling Skills, IndividuaVGroup Assessment,
InformaticniResources, Program Management and Implementation, Consultation, Special
Populations, Supervision, FthicaVLegal Issues, Research/Evaluation.

Career Development Theory: Theory base and knowledge considered essential for professionals
engaging in career counseling and development.

Individual and Group Counseling Skills: Individual and group counseling competencies
considered essential to effective career counseling.

Individual/Group Assessment: Individual/group assessment skills considered essential for
professionals engaging in career counseling.

Information/Resources: Information/resource base and knowledge essential for professionals
engaging in career counseling.

Program Management and Implementation: Skills necessary to develop, plan, implement,
and manage comprehensive career devebpment programs in a variety of settings.

Consultation: Knowledge and skills considered essential in enabling individuals and
organizations to effectively impact upon the career counseling and development process.

Special Populations: Knowledge and skill.; :considered essential in providing career counseling
and development processes to special populations.
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Supervision: Knowledge and sldlls msidered essential in critically evaluating counselor

performance, maintaining and itaproving profeOlonal skills, and seeking assistance from others

when needed in career counseling.

Ethical/Legal Issues: Information base and knowledge essential for the ethical and legal practice

of career counseling.

Research/Evaluation: Knowledge and skills considered essential in understanding and

conducting research and evaluxUon in career counseling and development.

Profession& Preparation

The competency statements were developed to serve as guidelines for persons interested in career

development occupations. They are intended for persons training at the master's levy! or higher

with a specialty in career counseling. However, this does not prevent other types ci career

development professionals from using them as guidelines for their own training The competency

statements provide counselor educators, supervisors, and other interested groups with guidelines

for the minimum training required for munselors interested in a career counseling specialty.

The statements might also serve as guidelines for those professional counselors who seek in-service

training to quall15, as career counselors.

Ethical Responsibilities

Career development professionals must only perform the job for which they "possess or have access

to the necessary aldlls and resources for giving the kind of help that is needed" (see AACD Ethical

Standards). If a professional does not have the appropriate training or resources for the type of

career problem presented, then an appropriate referral must be made. No person should attempt

to use skills within these competency statements for which he/she has not been trained. For

additional ethical guidelines, refer to NCDA Ethical Standards for career counselors.

Career Counseling Competencies

Individual and Group Counseling Skills

Individual and group counseling competencies considered essential to effective career counseling.

Demonstration of:

1. Ability to establish and maintain productive personal relationships with

individuals.

2. Ability to establish and maintain a productive group climate.

3. Ability to collaborate with clients in identifying personal goals.

4. Ability to idefitify and select techniques appropriate to client or group goals and

client needs, psychological states, and developmental tasks.

5. Ability to plan, implement and evaluate counseling techniques designed to assist

clients to achieve the following:

a. Identify and understand clients' personal characteristics related to career.

b. Identify and understand social contextual conditions affecting clients'

careers.
c. Identify and understand familial, subcultural and cultural structures and

&fictions as they are related to clients' careers.
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d. Identity and understand clients' career decision making processes.
e. Ident* and understand clients attitudes toward work and workers.
f. Identity and understand clients' biases toward work and workers based on

gender, race and cultural stereotypes.

O. Ability to challenge and encourage clients to take action to prepare for and initiate
role transitions by:

a. Locating sources of relevant information and experience.
b. Obtaining and interpreting information and experiences.
c. Acquiring skills needed to make role transitions.

7. AbiliV to support and challenge clients to examine the balance of work, leisure,
family and community roles in their careers.

Individual/Group Assessment

Individuals/ Group amassment skills considered essential for professionals (swaging in career
counseling.

Demonstration oft

1. Knowledge about instruments and techniques to assess personal characteristics
(such as aptitude, achievement, interests, values and other personality traits).

2. Knowledge about instruments and techniques to assess leisure interests, learning
style, life roles, self-concept, career maturity, vocational identity, career indecision,
work environment preference (e.g., work satisfaction), and other related life
style/development issues.

3. Knowledge about instruments and techniques to muss conditions of the work
environment (such as tasks, expectations, norms and qualities of the physical and
social settings).

4. Ability to evaluate and select instruments appropriate to the client's physical
capacities, psychological states, social roles and cultural background.

5. Knowledge about variables such as ethnicity, gender culture, learning style,
personal development, and physical/mental disability which affect the assessmentprocess.

5. Knowledge of and ability to effiactively and appropriately use computer-assisted
assessment measures and techniques.

7. Ability to idea* assessment (procedures) appropriate for specified situations andpopulations.

8. Ability to evaluate assessment (procedures) in terms of their validity, reliability,
and relationships to race, gender, age, and ethnicity.

9. Ability to select assessment techniques appropriate for group administration and
those appropriate for individual administration.

10. Ability to administer, score and report findings from career assessment
instruments,
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11. Ability to interpret data from assessment instruments and present the results to
client and to others designated by client.

12. Ability to assist client and others designated by the client to interpret data from

assessment instruments.

13. Ability to write a thorough and substantiated report of assessment rmults.

Program Management and Implementation

Management/Implementation skills necessary th develop, plan, implement, and manage
comprehensive career development programs in a variety of settings.

Demonstration De

1. Knowledge of designs that can be used in the organization of career development

programs-

2. Knowledge of needs assessment and evaluation techniques and practices.

3. Knowledge of organizational theories, including diagnosis, behavior, planning,
organizational communication, and management, useful in implementing and
administering career development programs.

4. Knowledge of leadership theories, evaluation and feedback approaches,
organizational change, decision-making and conflict resolution app.oaches.

5. Knowledge of professional standards for accreditation and program development
purposes.

6. Knowledge of personal and environmental barriers affecting the implementation of
career development programs.

7. Knowledge of using computers for forecasting, budgeting, planning, communicating,
and policy analysis and resource allomtion.

8. Knowledge of educational trends and state and federal legislation that may
influence the development and implementation of career development programs.

9. Abilitl to implement individual and group programs in career development for
specified populations.

10. Ability to train and/or inform teachers and others about the use and application of'
computer-based systems for career information.

11. Ability to plan, organize, and manage a comprehensive career resource center.

12. Ability to work as a lead person in developing and implementing career
development programs involving collaborative arrangements with teachers and
other professionals or paraprofessionals.

13. Ability to prepare budgets and time lines for career development programs.

14. Ability to identifY staff competencies needed to remain current in the field of career
counseling and development

15. Ability to identify, develop, and use record keeping methods.
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16. Ability to implement a public relations effort in behalf of career development
activities and services.

Consultation

Knowledge and skills considered essential in relating to individuals and organisations that impact
the career counseling and development process.

Demonstration cf.

1. Knowledge of and ability to use consultation theories, strategies, and models.

2. Ability to establish and maintain a productive consultation relationship with people
in roles who can influence the clienes career such as the followin: parents,
teachers, employers, business and professional groups, community groups, and the
general public.

3. Ability to convey career counseling goals and achievements to business and
professional groups, employers, community groups, the general public, and key
personnel in positions of authority, such as legislators, executives, and others.

4. Ability to provide data on the cost effectiveness of career counseling and
development intervention.

Information/Rot:sources

Information/resource base and knowledge essential for professionals engaging in career counseling.

Demonstration of.

1. Knowledge of employment information and career planning resources for client use.

2. Knowledge of education, training, and employment trends; labor market
information and resources that provide information about job tasks, functions,
salaries, requirements and future outlooks related to broad occupational fields and
individual occupations.

3. Knowledge of the changing roles of women and men and the implications for work,
education, family and leisure.

4. Knowledge of and the ability to use computer-based career information delivery
systems (C1DS) and computer-assisted career guidance systems (CACGS) to store,
retrieve and disseminate career and occupational information.

5. Knowledge of community/professional resources to assist clients in career/life
planning, including job search.

Career Ektvelopment Theory

Theory base and knowledge considered essential for professionals engaging in career counseling
and development.

Demonstration of:

1. Knowledge about counseling theories and associated techniques.

2. Knowledge about theories and models of careers and career development
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3. Knowledge about differences in knowledge and values about work and productive
roles associated with gender, age, ethnic and raft groups, cultures and capacities.

4. Knowledge about career counseling theoretical models, associated counseling and
inforniation techniques, and sources to learn more about them.

5. Knowledge about developmental issues individuals address throughout the lifespan.

6. Knowledge of the role relationships to facilitate perwnal, family, and career
development.

7. Knowledge of information, techniques, and models related to computer-assiste
career guidance systems and career information delivery systems and career
counseling.

8. Knowledge of the information, techniques, and models related to career planning
and placement.

9. Knowledge of career counseling theories and models that apply specifically to
women or are inclucive ofvariables that are important to women's career
development.

Special Populations

Knowledge and skili considered essential in relating to special populations that impact career
counseling and development processes.

Demonstration oft

1. Knowledge cf the intrapersonal dynamics of special population clients while
understanding resistances and defenses that may occur naturally during the
counseling process.

2. Sensitivity toward the developmental issues and needs unique to minority
populations.

3. Sensitivity Wward and knowledge of various disabling conditions and necessary
assistance and requirements.

4. Ability to define the structure of the career counseling process toaccommodate
individual cultural frames of reference and ethnic and racial issues.

5. Ability to distinguish between the special needs of the culturally different,
immigrants, the disabled, the elderly, persons with the AIDS virus, and minority
populations.

6. Ability to find appropriate methods or resources to communicate with limited-
English proficient individuals.

7. Ability to identify alternative approacti es to career planning needs for individuals
with specific needs.

8. Ability to identiti community resources and establish linkages to assist clients with
specific needs.
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9. Ability to assist other staff members, professionals and community members in
understanding the unique needskharacteristics of special population with regard
to career exploration, employment expectations and economidsocial issues.

10. Ability to advocate for the career development and employment of special
populations.

11. Ability to deliver and design career development programs and materials to hard-
to-reach special populations.

Supervision

Knowledge and skills considered essential in critically evaluating counselor performance,
maintaining and improving professional skills, and seeking assistance from others when needed.

Demonstration of

1. Knowledge of supervision models and theories.

2. Ability to provide effective supervision to career counselors at different levels of
experience.

3. Ability to utilize supervision on a regular basis to maintain and improve counselor
skills.

4. Ability to consult with supervisors and colleagues regarding client and counseling
issues and issues related to one's own professional development as a career
counselor.

5. Ability to recognize own limitations as a career counselor and to seek supervision or
refer clients when appropriate.

Ethical/Legal Issues

Information base and knowledge essential for the ethical and legal practice of career counseling.

Demonstration of:

1. Knowledge about the code of ethical standards of the American Association for
Counseling and Development, the National Career Development Association,
NBCC, CACREP, and other relevant professional organizations.

2. Knowledge about current ethical and legal issues which affect the practice of career
counseling.

3. Knowledge about ethical issues related to career counseling with women, cultural
minorities, immigrants, the disabled, the elderly, and persons with the AIDS virus.

4. Knowledge about current ethicalflegal issues with regard to the use of computer-
assisted career guidance.

5. Ability to apply ethical standards to career counseling and consulting situations,
issues, and practices.

6. Ability to recognize situations involving interpretation of ethical standards and to
consult with supervisors and colleagues to determine an appropriate and ethical
course of action.
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7. Knowledge of state and federal statutes relating to client confidentiality.

Research/Evaluation

Knowledge and skills considered essential in understanding and conducting research and

evaluation in career counseling and development.

Demcmstration

1. Knowledge about and abilit/ to apply basic statistics and statistical procedures

appropriate to research related to career counseling and development.

2. Knowledge about and ability to use types of research and research designs

appropriate to career counseling and development research.

3. Knowledge about and ability to convey major research findings related to career

counseling and development prqcesses and effectiveness.

4. Knowledge about and ability to apply principles of proposal writing.

5. Knowledge about =dor evaluation models aTI methods.

6. Ability to design, conduct, and use the results of evaluation programs.

7. Ability to design evaluation programs which take into account the needs of special

populations, minorities, the elderly, persons with the AIDS virus, and women.
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SOICC Offices
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Dr. May Louise Simms, Director
Alabuna OICC
Bell Building, Suits 400
207 Montgomery Street
Matgomery, AL 36130
TEL: 205442-2990

Ms. Bryan Keith, Executive Director
Alaska Department of Leber
Research and Analysis Section
P. O. Box 25501
Juneau, AK 994102
EL: 907/465-4518

Mr. Paso lo Magee, Program Director
American Samoa Stste OICC
Office of Manpower Resonrces
American Samoa Government
Pago Paso, AS 96799
TEL: 684/633-4485

Mr. Stan Bmtenvorth, Executive Director
Arizona State OICC
P. O. Box 6123, Site Code 8971
1789 W. Jeffason St., 151 Floor N.
Phoenix, AZ 85005
TEL: 602/542-3680
FAX: 602/542-6474

Mr. C. Coy Cozen, Executive Director
Arkansas OICC
Arkansas Employment Security Division
Employment and Training Services
P. 0. Box 2981
Little Rock AR 72203
TEL: 501/682-3159
FAX: 50102-3713

Mr. Sigurd Brivkains, Executive Director
California OICC
1116 - 9th Street, Lower Level
Saeramento, CA 94244-2220
TEL: 916/323-6544

SOICC ADDRESSES

Mr. James L. Harris, Directm
Cobrado OICC
State Board Cronus* College
1391 Speer Boulevard, Suite 600
Denver, CO 80204-2554
TEL: 303/866-4488

Dr. Prudence Brown Holton
Executive Director
Connecticut OICC
Connecticut Department of Education
25 Inchstrial Park Road
Nruldhuown, CT 06457
TEL: 203/638-4042

Mr. Jtmes K. McFadtkm, Executive Director
Office of Occupational and LMI/DOL
University Office Plaza
P. O. Box 9029
Newark, DE 19714-9029
TEL: 302/368-6963
FAX: 302/368-6748

Ms. Etta Williams, Executive Director
District of Columbia ()ICC
Department of Employment Services
500 C Street, NW, Room 215
Washington, DC 20001
TEL: 202/639-1090
FAX: 202/639-1765

Mr. Garry L Breedlove, Manager
Bureau ci LMI/DOL and ES
Suite 200, Hartman Building
2012 Capitc4 Circle, SE
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0673
TEL 904/488-7397
FAX: 900488-2558

Mr. Clifford L Granger, Executive Director
Georgia OICC/Deparunent of Labor
148 International Boulevard-Sussex Place
Atlanta, GA 30303
TM: 404/656-9639
FAX: 404/651-9568
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Mr. ;OW S. Mamma, Exeadive Director
Guam OICC
Human Resource Developthent Agency
Jay Ease Building, 3rd Floor
P. O. Box 2817
Agana, GU 96910
TEL: 671/646-9341 Lim 9344

Mr. Ihdrick A. Stanley, Executive Director
Hawaii State OICC ,

830 Ptmchbowl Street, Room 315
Honolulu, HI 96813
TEL 808/5864050
FAX: 808/5864099

Mr. Charicat Mollerup, Dkector
Idaho OICC
La B. Jordan Building, Room 301
650 West State Street
Boise, ID 83720
TEL: 20W334-3705
fax 208/334-2365

Mr. Jan Staggs, Executive Director
Illinois OICC
217 East Mom, Suite 203
Springfield, IL 62706
TEL: 2171785-0789
FAX: 21717854184

Ms. Linda Piper. Executive Dire=
Wane OICC
309 W. Washington St., Room 309
Indianapolis, IN 46204
TEL: 317/232-028
FAX: 317/232-1815

Penelope Shenk, Acting Executive Director
Iowa (MCC
Iowa Department of Economic Development
200 Els Grand Avenue
Des Moines, IA 50309
TEL: 515/242-4890
FAX: 5151242-4859

Mr. Randall Williams, Director
Kansas OICC
401 Topeka Avenue
Topeka, KS 66603
TEL: 913/296-2387
FAX: 913/296-2119

Mr. Don Sullivan, Infonnadon Liaismt
Kentucky OICC
275 B. Main Street - 1 East
Frankfort, KY 40621-0001
TEL.: 502/564-4258 or 5331

Mr. George Glass, Coordinator
Louisiana °FCC
P. O. Box 94094
Baton Rouge, LA 70804,9094
TEL 504/342-5149
FAX: 504/3424115

Ms. Swan Brown, Executive Director
Maine (MCC
State House Stathm 71
Augusta, ME 04333
TEL: 207/289-2331

Ms. Jasmin M. Duckett, Coordinasx
Maryhmd SOICC
State Department of Employmnt & Training
1100 N. Eutaw Street, Room 600
Baltimore, MD 21201
TEL: 301/333-5478
FAX: 301/333-5304

Mr. Robert Vinsee, Directot
Massachusetts OICC
MA Division of Employment Security
C.F. Hurley Building, 2nd Floor
Goverment Center
Boston, MA 02114
TEL: 617=-6718
FAX: 617/727-8014

Mr. Robert Sherer, Executive Coordinatce
Michigan OICC
Victor Office Center, Third Floor, Box 30015
201 N. Washington Square
Lansing, MI 48909
TEL: 517/373-0363
FAX: 517/335-5822

Mr. John Cosgrove, Director
Minnesota OICC
Department of Jobs & Training
390 N. Robert Street
St Paul, MN 55101
TEL: 612/2964072
FAX: 612/297-5820
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Ms. Lk Denim Acting Exec:wive Dhector
Dept of Economic & Community Day.
SOICC Office
301 West Pee Suet*
kwicsoo, 3918
TEL: 6011949-2002
FAX: 601/359-3605

Ms. Kay Rakhel, Diftla0f
Missouri OICC
421 E. Dunklin Street
Jeffers:0 City, MO 65101
TEL: 3141751-3800
FAX: 314/751-7973

Mr. Robert N. Arnold, Program Manager
Montana MCC
1327 Lackey Sum, 2nd Floor
P. O. Box 1728
Helena, MT 59624
TEL: 406/444-2741
FAX: 4061444-2638

Mr. Phil Baker, Administrator
Netuaska OICC
P. O. Box 94600
State Howe Stakm
Lincoln, NE 685094600
TEL: 402/471-4845

Ms. Valerie Hopkins, Director
Nevada OICC
1923 N. Cason Street, Suite 211
Carson City, NV 89710
TEL: 7021687-4577
FAX: 702/883-9158

Dr. Victor P. Racket, Director
New Hmnpshire State (MCC
64B Old Suncook Road
Concord, NH 03301
TEL: 603/228-3349
FAX: 603/228-8557

Mr. Laurence H. Seidel, Staff Director
New Jersey (MCC
1008 Labor & Induso Building
CN 056
Trenton, NJ 0625-0056
TEL: 609492-2682
FAX: 609492-6692

Mr. Charles Lehman, Director
New Mmtico OICC
401 Medway, 16-Tiwa Building
P. O. Box 1928
Mbuquergue, NM 87103
TEL: 505/841-8455

Mr. David Nyhan, Executive Direct:,
New York State OICC/DOL
Renard & Statistics DivWon
State Campus, Building 12 - Room 400
Abany, NY 12240
TEL 518/457-6182
FAX: 518/457-0620

Ms. Nancy H. MacCormac. Executive Director
North Carolina OICC
1311 St. Mary's Street, Suite 250
P. O. Bmt 27625
Raleigh, NC 27611
TEL: 919/733-6700

Dr. Dan Mass, Coordinator
North Dakota SO1CC
1720 Burnt Boat Drive
P. O. Box 1537
Bismarck, ND 58502-1537
TEL: 701/224-2733

Mr. Konrad Reyes, Executive Director
Northern Mariana Islands OICC
Northern Mariana Colkge
Room 12, Buildin A
P. 0. Box 149
Saipan, CM 96950
TEL: 671/234-7394

Mr. Mark Schaff, Director
Ohio OICC/Division of LIA1
Ohio Bateau of Employment Services
1160 Dublin Road, Building A
Cohnbus, OH 43215
TEL: 614/644-2689
FAX: 610814543

Mr. Curtis Schumaker, Execudve Director
Oklahoma MCC
Department of Vocfrech Education
1500 W. Seventh Avenue
Stillwater, OK 74074
TEL 1/743-5198
FAX: 405/743-5142
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Ms. Vision Crosley, Asst. Administrator for
Research & Statistics
Employment Division
875 Union Street, NE
Salem, OR 97311
TEL: 503/378-5490
FAX: 503/373-7515

Mr. Fritz I. Hamer, Jr., Director
Pennsylvania (MCC
Pennsylvaria Dept. of Labor and Indusay
1224 Labor and Industry Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
TEL: 717/7874646 or 8647
FAX: 717=-2168

Mr. Jesus Hernandez Rios, Executive Director
hero Rico MCC
202 Del Cristo Street
P. O. Box 6212
San Juan, PR 00936-6212
TEL: 809/723-7110
FAX: 809/724-6374

Ms. Nfildred Nichols, Director
Rhode Island ()ICC
22 Hayes Street - Room 133
Providence, RI 02908
TEL: 401/272-0830

Ms. Carol Kososki, Director
South Carolina (MCC
1550 Gadsden Street
P. 0. Box 995
Columbia, SC 29202
TEL: 803/737-2733
FAX: 803/737-2642

Mr. Phillip George, Director
South Dakota (MCC
South Dakota Department of Labcr
420 S. Roosevelt Street
P. O. Box 4730
Aberdeen, SD 57402-4730
TEL: 6051622-2314

Dr. Cluystal Partridge, Executive Director
Tennessee OICC
Ilth Floor Volunteer Plaza
500 James Robertson Parkway
Nashville, TN 37219
TEL: 615/741-6451
FAX: QS/741-3203

Mr. Richard Froeschle, Director
Texas OICC
Texas Employment Commission Building
12th and Trinity, Roan 526T
Austin, TX 78778
TEL: 512/4634399

Ms. Tanuny Stewart. Director
Utah OICC
cAr Utah Department of Employment Security
P. 0. Box 11249
140 East 300 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84147
1 EL: 8011536-7806 or 7861
FAX: 8C1/533-2466

Mr. Tom Douse, Directm.
Vermont OICC
Green Motmtain Drive
P. 0. Box 488
Montpeliec, VT 056014488
TEL: 802429-0311

Ms. Dolores A. Essez, Executive Director
Virginia OICC/VA Employment Commission
703 E Main Street
P. a Box 1358
Richmond, VA 23211
TEL: 804/786-7496
FAX: 804/786-7844

Mr. Lee W. Eisenhauer, Coordinator
Virgin Islands OICC
P. O. Box 3359
St. Thonms, US VI 00801
TEL: 809/776-3700

Mr. A. T. Woodhouse, Director
Washington OICC
c/o Employment Security Dept.
P.O. Box 9046
Olympia, WA 98507-9046
TEL: 2061438-4803
FAX: 2438-3215
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Dr. Oeorge McGuire, Executive Director
West Virginia OICC
Ow Dunbar ran, Suite E
Dunbar, WV 25064
TM: 304/293-5314
FAX: 304/766-7846

Ms. Janet Pugh, Acting Director
The Wisconsin OICC/Division of BikT Pormy
201 East Washingtm Avenue
F. O. Box 7972
Madison, WI 53707
TEL: 6081266-8012
FAX: 608467-0330

Mr. NOW E. Paris, Executive Director
Wyomusg (MCC
P. O. Box 2760
100 West Midwest
Casper, WY 82602
TEL: 307/235-3642
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THE NOICC STAFF
2100 M Street, NW - Suite 156

Washington, DC 20037
202453-2123

Juliette Lester, Fav.t3tive Director
653-5665

Mary Alston, Management Services Assistant
653-5665

James Woods, Coordinator
Occupational Information Systems
653-5665

*Pamela Frugoli, OIS Specialist
653-5665

Harvey 011is, OIS Specialist
653-5671

Rodney Slack, OIS Specialist
653-7680

Robert Rittle, IPA
653-7680

Billye Armstrong, Secretary
653-5665

Walton Webb, Coordinator
state & Interagency Network
653-5871

Kay Brawley, IPA
653-7680

Burton Carlson, OIS Specialist
653-5671

Betty Nicholson, Program Analyst
653-5671

Mary Sue Vickers, OIS Specialist
653-7680

Mary Whams, Setretary
653-5665

Mary Margaret Walker, Contractor
(301) 422-0466 ((301) 422-1160)

*Fart-time - Tuesdays through Fridays

Numbers in ( ) brackets represent fax numbers
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1991 Directory of State-Based Career Information Delivery Systems

Alabama SOICC
Bell Building, Suite 400
207 Montgomery Street
Montgomery, AL 38130
TM: 205/242.2990

Alaska Career Information System (AKCIS)
Department of Education
Office of Adult and Vocational Education
(OAST)
Box F
Juneau, AK 99811
TEL: 907/4654685
FAX 907/4654436

Occupational Information System of Arizona
P.O. Box 8123
Site Code 897J
Phoenix, AZ 85005
TEL: 6024424680
FAX: 60215424474

Arkansas Occupational and Educational
Information System
P.O. Box 2981
Little Rock, AR 72203
TEL: 501/882-1543
FAX: 501/682-2209

EUREKA
The California Career Information System
P.O. Box 647
Richmond, CA 94808-0647
TEL: 415/235-3883

Colorado Career Information system
3800 York Street, Unit B
Denver, CO 80205
TEL: 303/837-1000, Ext. 2136
FAX: 3031837-1000, Ext. 2135

Connecticut Information System (COIS)
ACES Computer Services
205 Skiff Street
Hamden, CT 06517
TEL: 203/288-1883
FAX: 20=8/-8081

Delaware GIS
Educational Compiting Services Division
Department arPublic Instruction
Townsend Building, Federal and Lockerman
Streets
P.O. Box 1402
Dover, DE 19903
TEL: 302/739-3721

DC Guidance Information System
DC Occupational Information Coordinating
Committee
500 C Street, NW, Room 215
Washington, IV 20001
TEL: 2021639-1090
FAX: 202/639-1765

CHOICES
Bureau of Career Development
Department of Education
Florida Education Center
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0400
TEL: 904/488-0400
FAX: 904/487-3601

Georgia Career Information System
Georgia State University
Box 1028, University Plaza
Atlanta, GA 30303-3083
TEL: 404/651-3100

Career Kokua: The Hawaii Career
Information Delivery System
615 Piikoi Street, Suite 100
Honolulu, HI 96815
TEL: 808/548-5330
FAX: 808/5866-8633

Idaho Career Information System
Room 301, Len B. Jordan Building
650 W State Street
Boise, ID 83720
TEL: 208/334-3705
FAX: 208/334-5315
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Illinois Career Infinination Delivery System
HORIZONS
217 East Monroe Street, Suite 203
SPrintifield II, 62706
TEL: 217/785-0789
FAX: 217/7854184

Career Inibrmatim System of Iowa
Iowa thwartment of Education
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319-0146
TEL: 5151281-5501

Kansas Careers
Room 304, Fairchild Hall
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66506
TEL: 913/532-6540
FAX: 913/532-7304

Kentucky Career Information System (KOS)
KOICC
275 E Main Street - 2 Center
Frankfort, KY 40621-0001
TEL: 50215644258

Louisiana CHOICES
Louisiana State Occupational Information
Coordinating
P.O. Box 94094
Baton Rouge, LA 70804
TEL: 5041342-5151

Maine Career Information Delivery System
Maine Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee
State house Station 071
Augusta, ME 04333
TEL: 2071289-2331

VISIONS
The Maryland Career Information Delivery
System
1100 North Eutaw Street, Room 205
Baltimore, MD 21201
TEL: 301/333-5478

Michigan Occupational Information System
(MOIS)
Michigan Department of Education
Vocational-Technical Education Service
P.O. Box 30009
Lansing, MI 48909
TEL: 517/373-0815
FAX: 517/373-2537

Minnesota Career Information System
522 Capitol Square Building
550 Cedar Street
St. Paul, MN 55101
TEL: 612/296-3653
FAX: 6121296-3272

Mississippi CHOICES
P.O. Box 849, Suite 1005
Jackson, MS 39205
TEL: 601/359-3412
FAX: 601/359-2832

Missouri CHOICES
MOICC
421 E Dunklin Street
Jeffers= City, MO 65101
TEL: 3141751-3800

Missouri VIEW Program
15875 New Halls Perry
Florisant, MO 63031
TEL: 314/831-7100

Montana Career Information System
1412 1/2 Eighth Avonue
Helena, MT 59620
TEL: 406/444-1444

Nebraska Career Information System
421 Nebraska Hall
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588-0552
TEL: 402/472-2570
FAX: 4021472-5907

Nevada Career Information System
1923 N Carson St, Suite 211
Carson City, NV 89710
TEL: 7021885-4577
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New Jersey Career Infbrmation Delivery
*stem
Department of Labor Building
CN 056, Room 1008
Trenton, NJ 08825
TEL: 609/292-2626
FAX: 60/292-6802

New Mexico Career Information System
College of Education, Room 111
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
TEL: 505/277-5137

Metro Guide
The New York City Career Information
*stem
New York City Board of Education
347 Baltic Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
TEL: 718/935-4155
FAX: 718/9354178

North Carolina Careers
P.O. Box 27625
1311 St. Mary's Street
Raleigh, NC 27611
TEL: 919/733-6700
FAX: 9191733-2310

North Dakota CHOICES
P.O. Box 1537
Bismarck, ND 58502-1537
TEL: 701/224-2733

Ohio Career Information System
Ohio Departments Building, Room 908
65 S Front Street
Columbus, OH 43266-0308
TEL: 614/644-6771
FAX: 614/6444702

Oklahoma Career Search
1500 West Seventh Avenue
Stillwater, OK 74074
TEL: 405/377-2000, Ext. 159
FAX: 4051377-9861
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Oregon Career InfOrmation System
18787 Agate Street
Eugene, OR 97403-5214
TEL: 5031346-3872
FAX: 503/346-5890

Pennsylvania Careers
1224 Labor and Industry Building
Seventh and Forster Streets
Harrisburg, PA 17120
TEL: 717/787-8648
FAX: 717/772-2168

OPCIONES
P.O. Box 366212
San Juan, Puerto Rico
00936-6212
TEL: 8(W723-7110

Rhode Island Career Information Delivery
SYstem
(RICIDS)
22 Hayes Street
Providence, RI 02908
TEL: 4011272-0830

South Carolina Occupational Information
SYsfem (SCOIS)
1550 Gadsden Street - P.O. Box 995
Columbia, tir 29202
TEL: 803/7377=2733
FAX: 803/737-2642

South Dakota Career Information Delivery
SYstem
South Dakota Department of Labor
Labor Market Information Center
Box 4730
Aberdem, SD 57402-4730
TEL: 605/622-2314
FAX: 605/622-2322

INFOS
(Information Needed For Occupational Entry)
University of Tennessee
438 Claxton Addition
Knoxville, TN 37996-3400
TEL 615/974-2574
FAX: 615/974-2725
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Texas CMS
Texas &MCC
TEC Building, Roan 526T
15tb and Congress Avenue
Austin, TX 78778
TEL 51214834399
FAX: 51314834220

Utah Career Infbrmation Delivery System
Utah SOICC
174 Social Hall Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84147
TEL: 8001/533-2028
FAX: 801/533-2486

Vermont OIS/CIDS
VOICC
P.O. Box 488
Montpelier, VT 05601
TEL: 8021228-0311
FAX: 802423-0750

Virginia VIEW
Virginia State Career Information Delivery
BYlitem
Virginia Tech, 205 W Roanoke Street
Blackshuig, VA 24081-0527
TEL: 7031231-7571

WOIS/The Career Information System
1415 Harrison Avenue NW, Suite 201
Olympia, WA 98502
TEL 206/754-8222

West Virginia CIDS
One Dunbar Plaza, Suite
Dunbar, WV 25084
TEL: 304/348-0081
FAX: 304/2934681

Wisconsin Career Inibrmation System
University of Wisconsin - Madison
1025 West Johnson Street, Room 964
Madison, WI 53706 .

TEL: 60MM3-2725
FAX: 608/282-9197

Wyoming Career Inibrmation System
Box 3808, University Station
Univeriity of Wyoming
Laramie, WY 82071
TEL: 307/768-6533
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Cin-ccr eve ampetclIcies by Area a-Id Lcvel

Elementary

Knowledge of the
importance of self-concept.

F4Eills to interact with
others.

Awareness of the
importance of growth and
thane-

Awareness of the benefits
of educational achieve-
ment.

Awareness of the relation-
ship between work and
learning.

Skills to understand, and
use career information

Awareness of the impor-
tance of personal responsi-
bdity and good work
habits.

Awareness of how work
relates to the needs and
functions of society.

Understanding how to
make decisions.

Awareness of the interrela-
tionship of Uk oles.

Awareness of different
occupations and changing
male/female rolee.

Awareness of the career
planning process.

Middle/junior
High School High School Adult

Knowledge of the
influence of a positive
self-concept.

Skills to interact with
others.

Knowledge of the
importance of growth
and change.

Understanding the
influence of a positive
self-concept

Skills to interact positively
with others.

Understanding the
impact of growth and

d.eveloPment-

Skills to maintain a
positive self-concept.

Skills to maintain effective
behavkirs.

Undentanding develop-
mental changes and
transidons.

Knowledge of the benefits
of educational
achievement to career
opportunities.

Understanding the
relationship between work
and leandng.

Skills to locate, under-
Itd, dad MC WIS

information.

Knowledge of skills
necessary to seek and
obtain jobs.

Understanding how work
relates to the needs and
functions id the economy
and sodety.

Skills to make decisions.

Knowledge of the interre-
ladonship of life roles.

Knowledge of different
occupations and changing
malellemele roles.

Understancing the process
of career planning

Understanding the
relationship between
educational addevement
and career planrdng

Understanding the need
for positive attitudes
toward work and learning.

Skills to locate, evaluate,
and interpret salrert
inhumation.

Skills to prepare to seel .
obtain, maintain and
change jobs.

Understanding how
societal needs and func-
tions influence the nature
and structure of work

Skills to make decisions.

Understanding the
interrelationsidp of life
toles.

Understanding the
continuous changes is
makilfetnale roles.

Skills in career planning.

Skills to enter and partici-
pate in education and
training.

Skills to participate in
work and lifelmig
learning.

Skills to locate, evaluate,
and intei pet
information.

Skills to prepare to seek,
obtain, maintain and
change lobs.

Understanding how the
needs and functions of
society influence the
nature and stnicture of
work.

Skills to make decisions.

Understanding the impact
of work on individual and
family lift

'ndentanding the
'sing changes in

male/ female roles.

Skills to make career
transitions.

National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee Suite 156, 2100 M Stant, KW., Washington, D.C. 20037 42021 6034665
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Information

National Career
Development Guidelines

Knowledge of issues inbfaluals edibles: throughout die life span.
Knowlefte of and carom development themies aml techniqua.
Knowledge of declaim-making and transidon models.

of role reladonships to frame personal, family, and career

of diffeant cultures to interact effedively with aU populations.
Skills to build productlua alationsbips with consoles,.
Skils to use individual and gaup counseling techniques to assist

intlividusis career decisions and career devekgsm'ent concerns.
Skills to assist individuals in influencing factors in career decision

making, such as family, friends, and finances.
Skills to assist imlividuals in changing biased ".I" " that stereotype others by

gender, race, air, and culture.
Skills to assist individuals in understanding the relationship between interpersonal

skills and success in the workplace.
Skills to assist infividuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for reaching

goals.
Skills to auist individuals in continually reassessing their goals, values, interests, and

career decision&
Skills to assist individuals in preparing for mukiple roles throughout their lives.

Knowledip of changes tali% ?lace in the eanomy, society, and job market.
Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and career

resource&
Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling such as career

development, career progression, and career patterns.
Knowledge of the changing gamier roles and how these impact on work, family, and

leisure.
Knowledge of employment information and career pinning materials.
Knowledge of employment-related requirements such as labor laws, licensin&

credentialing, and certificatim
Knowledge of state and local refund senrices m agencies for job, financial, social,

and personal service.
Knowledge of federal and state legislation that may influence career development

IscVains-
Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for specific

grouPs-
Skills to use computer-based career information systems.

individual and Group Knowledge of assessment techniques and measures of skills, abilities, aptitudes,
Assessment interests, values, and personalities.

Skills to identify assessment resources appropriate for specific situations and
populations.

Skills to evaluate assessment resources and techniques related so that their validity,
reliability, and relationships to rue, gender, age, and ethnicity can be
determined.

Skills to administer, interpret, and personalize assessment data in relation to the
career development needs of the individuaL
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Atfanapansent and
Administration

Natkmal Career Development Guidelines tonaluid

of program &sips that can be used in organizing career
programs.

Knowledge of needs assessment techniques and practices.
Knowhsdge of management concepts, leadership styles, and techniques to implement

choNle-
Stills to assess the effecdveneu of career development programs.
Skills to Went* gaff competendes for effective weer
Skills to prepare proposals, budgets, and timelines for

Iffolifams-
Skills to idea* develop, and use record keeping methods.
Skills to dodge, combat, analyze, and report the assessment of intlividual and

program =teener'.

impiementadon Knowledip of program adoption and iilanned change strategies.
Knowledge of W.:Ws affecting the impiementgion of career development

Prolgrams-
Skills to implement individual and group programs in a variety of areas such as

assessment decision making, job seeking career infonnatzon and career
counseling.

Skills to imidement public relations effons which promote career development
activities and services.

Skills to establish linkages with community-based organizations.

Consultation Knowledge el consulting strategies and consukin models.
Skills to assist gaff in understanding how to incorporate career &Women

concepts into their to program participants.,,,
Skills to cousult with infl parties such as employers, community groups arvi

the general pubk.
Skills to convey program goals and achievements to legislatccs, rofeasional groups,

and other key leaders.

Specific Pvulatirms Knowkdge of differing cultural values anal their relationship to work values.
Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, the handicapped,

and older perms.
of alternative approaches to career planning needs for haviduals with
needs.

Skills to ideedfy comunity resources and establish tankages to assist adults with
specc needs.

Skills to find appropriate methods or resources to communicate with limited English
proficient Individuals

-
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Mr. Jimmy Jacobs
Coordinator
Counseling & Career Guidance
State Office Bldg.
1020 Monticello Ct.
Montgomery. AL 38117

Ms. Naomi K. Stockdale
Program Manager
Adult A Vocational Education
Aliska Department of Education
P. O. Box F. Goldbelt Bldg.
Juneau. AK 99811-0500

Ms. Brenda Epati-Tanoi
Director
Guidance & Counseling
Department of Education
Pago Pago, American Samoa 96799

Ms. Emilia Sabado Le'l
Counselor/VA Coordinator
American Samoa Community College
Mapusaga Campus
P. O. Pox 2809
Pano Pago. American Samoa 96799

Dr. Tina Ammon
Guidance Specialist
Arizona Department of Education
1535 W. Jefferson St.
Phoenix. A2 85007

Dr. Lynda D. Hawkins
Coordinator
Guidance Services/Career Education
Arkansas Department of Education
*4 Capitol Mall. Room 302-8
Little Rock. AR 72201-1071

Mr. J. B. Robertson
Career Education Supervisor
Arkansas Department of Education
*4 Capitol Mall. Room 304-B
Little Rock, AR 72201-1071

Dr. Bill Anderson
Director. Community Colleges
Onncellor's Office
1107 9th St.

Sacramento. CA 95814

Dr. Tom Bauer
Adult Education
California Department of Education
P. O. Box 944272
Sacramento,.CA 94244-2720
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Mr. Paul N. Peters
Supervisor
Career Development/Guidanee
California Departmefit of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814

Ms. Mnrtelle Chapital
Program Manager
Guidance. Corrections & CBOs
Occupational Education System
1391 N. Speer Blvd., Suite 600
Denver, CO 80204

Mr. Fermin Kebekol
Vocational Education Counselor
Department of Education
Marianas High School
CNMI, Saipan CM 96950

Mr. Joaquin Manglona
Vocational Education Counselor
Department of Education
Rota High School
CNMI. Rota CM 96951

Mr. Richard C. Nilson
Consultant
Career Guidance & Counseling
Bureau of Vocational Education
25 Industrial Park Rd.
Middletown, CT 06457

Mr. Clifton Hutton
State Supervisor of Guidance
& Pupil Personnel Instruction

Department of Public Instruction
Townsend Bldg.. Box 1402
Dover. Di 19903

Dr. Dorothy E. Jenkins

Director. Guidance & Counseling
D.C. Public Schools
415 12th St., NW, Suite 906
Washington, DC 20004

Mr. Dale Ake
Student Services Section
Center for Career Development
Department of Education
Knott Bldg.
Talldhassee, FL 32301

Dr. Margaret Ferguson
Director, Career Development
Vocational. Adult & Community Ed.
Knott Bldg.. 325 Gaines St.
Tallahassee, FL 32316
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Dr. James C. Conkwright
Director of Program Development

and Student Support
Georgia Department of Education
1766 Twin Towers East
Atlanta, GA 30334

Mr. 0. C. Hill
Coordinator, Guidance & Counseling
Student Support Services
1852 Twin Towers East
Atlanta. GA 30334

Mr. Jack L. Neuber
Chairman, Counseling Dept.
Guam Community College
P. 0. Box 23069
Main Postal Facility
Guam. Mariana Islands 96921

Mr. Richard P. Stoicovy
Student Services Division
Guam Community College
P. 0. Box 23089
Main Postal Facility
Guam. Mariana Islands 96921

Mr. Jay Titus
Counseling Department
Student Services Division
Guam Community College
P. 0. Box 23069
Main Postal Facility
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Preface

As with en tools, the effectiveness of annputer-based weer Inionnation erase guldsnce
systems depends en the manly of the product. Since ackerence to prolesskinal sienderds
offers the best ataunnce el quality, ACSCI hes put malor effort Int* deteloPfilli HAMA&
and disseminating lb Swami of *engirds far aetteider-aased Omer tekeevtion
System Thefe standards have become die aporetod Dodo tO Wale for throdoPorl sod
omstators of such systems. The standards aho help the agencies that ime these systems
auess their quality.

The effectiveness of these systems also depends, hemmer, on the way mey are seiid in

a Breen lettil4 Ruth* use Is largely. a tesponsibilfly al the counselors and others who
assist dtrdents and diens at a user she. The guidailnes in this publicsion mu bacestied
to help these `methators achieve the best possible implementation sod taillaston of a
computehbesed canter infoonation andior pittance system. The guldefinesprovidealteria
for +MOMS a system in a selling and for evaluating the operation of a facIllty having a
system In place. lusi as ACSas Handbook of Sendants selves to define quality in the
product of a computehbased system, the guidelines presented here help define quality in

the use of the system.

AOC) assigned development of these guidelines to Its Technical Assistance and Training

Combust. As tart:Nan of the committee, we drew on OUT lain-Year etBerience attend-
Ins the sevices of the Wiscossin Career information System to mom than SOB Wes.
Without the assistance of others, hcmover, we could not haw done the lob. We wish to
acknowledge with grathude the impotent contributions of the following Individuels:

Sally Kraker, Information Development Manager, Illinois Occupational Infer-

mean Coortfmatirq Committee, Springfield, IL

lorry Henning Consukant Wisconsin Department Public instruction, Madi-

son, WI

Dale Heriters, Director of Guidance, Verona High School, Verona, Wi

Sew Hareerik. Director, Training & Educational Data Service, Indianapolis, IN

Helena howdy, Information Analyst, Washington Occupational Intormation
System, Olympia, WA

Carol Kosoald, Director, South Carolina Occupationai Information System,
Columbia, SC

Marilyn Mae, Director, EUREKA, The California Career Information System,
Richmond, CA

*seals McGarvey. Director, Michigan Occupational infonnahon System,
Lansing, MI

Bien Mendenhall. Direstor, Nelxaska Career informatkin System, Lincoln. NE

Deborah Perbnutter, Lnrector. MetroCuide, New York City Board of Educe-
tion, Brooklyn, NY

MO Slagle, Executive Director, MinoisOci. upational Information Coordinating
Committee, Wingfield, II

Patricia Waldren, Specialist Wiscrvisin Career Intornsation System, Madison, WI

Walton Webb, National Occupational Information Coordinating Cenrininee,
Washington, DC

Becid Whitaker. Specialist. Indiana Cooperative Library Services Authority,
Indianapolis, IN

rtavicl Cauhim, Coordinator
Roger Lambert, Director

Wisconsin Career Ink:maim System
Madison, WI

Co-Chdits, ACSCI Technical Assistance
and Training Committee
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I ntrodudion

Any computer-based career information andibr guidance system is most effective when
its use is fully integrated with the counselim end guidance.. career-development program
which it serves. The guidelines presented in this publication premote such Integration and
foster the most effective and efficient use, in a wide variety of 'veiny, of this limonites tool.

Peopfe are crucial to the good use of a computewbued system. Thrf ase essential to
the total integation of the system vith related activities at the eke and eternal to the site.
User eke personned, hammer, have need for different leads of knobriedge abets, the
system, conmensurate with their roles in WM It. For purposes oldie guidelines preseted
in the following sections, user site personnel can be grouped into three categories defined
by their required tenni of knowledge about the system

1. Counseling and inkemadon Staif
Level of Knowles*: Fadlitation

This group includes ail counselors in a school at college counseling department, all
librarian in a reference department ail job service counselors in job service agencies,
all rehabilltadon counselors in vocational rehabilitetion blades, and any other counselors
involved in drect contact w* students or clients. Information assistants, such as school
aides end library clerics, may be included. The itilitation' level of knowledge Includes
hands-on application, search experience, and understanding the use al ail aspects of the
computestesed system.

in addition, at each user she there is a key staff meridser who coordinates the use of
the system at that site. This 'site coordinator' requires the same 'facilitation' level of
knowledge but has the added responsibiltty of maintaining contact with system operator
personnel to provide feedback on system usage, to repast any related problems, and to
be aware al pending system changes.

2. Incidental Staff Users
Level of Knowledge: Orientation

This group includes teachers in a sociel studies department, parent volunteers, librarians
in a chutes:ion department, administrative or Clerical staff In a lob service agency, and
others who may assist students or clients. The 'brientadon" level of knowlectge includes
hands-on experience with the use of selected aspects of the computer-based system

3. Administraton, Students, CKents, end Others
Level of Knowledge: Awareneu

Examples of this diverse group include the principal of a high school, faculty at a college,
parents of student users, and users (students or cheats.). The 'awareness' level of knowledge
consists of knowing the purpose of the system, where it is located, and how to access it.

Guidelines far the Lisa al Computer-liased Career infamradon and Guidance Systems
provides a voluntary means for schools and agencies using these systems to declare that
they eubscribe to nationally recognized standards of Quid* in their use. This Publication
alto provides a model for self-assetsment dot can be used in periodic reviews of the
delivery of service. Ultimately, such seffessessment combined with regular interaction
with system operators leads to impreved products.

In summary, ACSCI encourages the use of die guidelines in this publication for three
purposes:

fs provide assistance in the implementation and utilizatkpn of a com-
puter-based system, In order to maximize benefits for the students and
clients who are the end users.

To provide assistance in assessing the effectiveness of the Implementa-
tion and utilization tif a computer-based system.

To assure consti. Aries and the general public that resources devoted
to computer-bi. J systems afe invested under guidelines that insure
their most efficient and effective use.

The guidelines are grouped under seven headings and numbered accordingly, fron. 1 . t
to 7.3. The questions that follow most al the numbered statements are designed to test
the extent to which those guidelines are being observed.
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Theory and Practice

Computer-based career infomtation and guidance systents reflect various careerde-
**cement theories. from these theories, certain goals for the use of the systems can be
derived. Goes Ow can be achieved through the use of a particular system should be
compel* with the careerdevelopment goals of the user site. The following guidelines

should apply:

Guioetna 1.1: Each user site sbouid adopt, adiso, or otherwise thaw to theoey
of weer development.

How does the career-choice process fit into a student's or client's life?

What are the steps in career decision-making?

what are the characteristics of a vocationally Mature student or client?

Gworutra 1.2: Each user site should define a plan to facilitate the careeradevelots-
meet process which will meet the needs of Its etudents or dents.

At what point In their life/career development are most students or clients?

At what point in the career-choice process are most students or clients when
they are Moly to use the systems? What are the maior variations?

What special needs do students ot clients have that should be met by the user
site? What is the pl.in to meet these special needs?

Gurcems 1.1 The pab of the computer-hmed systemshould be compatible with
the theory to which the user site subscribes.

what are the goals of the computer-based system?

How do these system goals fit into the goah of the user site?

Are there areas of conflict and how will they be resolved?

CLI11:4uNt 1.4: The process arsd content of the conqueer-based system should fit
Into the weer-development plan of the user site.

Which steps in the career-development process are satisfied by the computer-
based system?

Which steps ere only partially met by the computer-based system and require
further staff attention? Will this help be available?

How will the computer-based system be integrated into the non-computer part
of the career-planning process?
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Process

Each user stte should integrate use of the computer-based system into ongoing activities.
The following guidelines gawk! apply:

Gurviaint 2.1: Each war site should develop program goals for integrating Ine of
the computithased system into eddies programs to meet student or client needs.

Do your goats adequately meet the needs of each student or client population ?

Are the goals realistic for your school or agency?

Does the menagement support them goals? Are they consistent with the
ObildsoPhy of the administrate&

Do staff support these goals?

Comm 2.2: 'Each user ske should develop objectives to Implement each sd the
gosh.

Does each objective have a specified time frame?

Ate the oblectives measurable?

Can these objectives be achieved?

Can expected studenttclient outcomes be identified?

Are these objectives shared by staff?

Cumtuse 2.3: Each user site should develop a variety ot acthhies to Implement
each oi the objectives.

Do the activities carry out the objectives?

Do the activities take into consideration the age and abies of the target
population?

Are the activities implemented throughout the school .or department?

Are time, cost, and physical facilities provided for?

Have all naff been appropriately trained to implement these activities?

is a key staff member Oh* site coordinator) responsible for carrying out each
of these activities?

Wows' 2.4: The management team Mould recosnize the importance of career
planning in the context of the entire prosram and should monitor and evaluate Its
Mina

is a key naff member responsible for this program?

Are the fun& and facilities adequate?

Is the system readily accessible?

Is regular maintenance provided?

Curoautis 2.5: My student or client should be oriented to the system prior to usase
and should be given fonow-up assistance after use.

Does this individual need to use the system?

what portions of the system should be used bv this individual?

What outcomes are expected from this individual's use of the system?

what other resources would be of help to this user? In what ways is the user
directed to them?

G4
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User Needs

it is inmonant to identify the variety of student or client needs so that staff can determine

which needs can best be met by the computer-based system and liAlch needs require

other types of intervention. The following guidelines should apply:

Gomm 3.1: Agencies should Identify client populations.

Which MON groups are to be served?

How do they differ?

Guitstimve 3.2: The career-planning needs of each client population should be deter-

mined.

What are the career-planning needs of each group?

What peisonal resources do students or der* have for meeting their own
needs? What do they need, and can they supply it thermelves?

What barriers do they face?

Guiceura 3.3: The career-planning needs of students or dents should be met by

the counseling program by using tbe compotwbased system m an Integral tool.

For each need, is it met by the computer-based system?

For each need, will a COunsidor Or aide mist to assurethat the user's need is met?

for each need, if it is not met by the computer-based system and staff. what

other resOurces will be used to meet the need?

System Site Management

site management of a computer-based system is critical to its effective use. A management

plan for adMinistratiOn and staffing at the local site should be developed and reviewed

annually. The riagement plan should cover all aspects of system use: access, tong-term

commitment oi rmources, physical environment, staff, integration into the total program,

public relations, and evaluation. The plan must begin with obtaining sufficient resources

to operate and maintain the system over a number of years. The following guidelines

should be considered in developing the plan:

Woo. me 4. 1 : All students or clients should have an opportunity to leo dm system.

Is the system regularly available during enough working houn to rmet the

needs of users?

Are trained staff available to help individuals in making efficient use of the

system ?

Have schedules been developed to facilitate efficient anu equitable access to

the system, based on the needs of the target population and the equipment

available?
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Waned 4.2: The organbution should make a loetteum commitment to provides
the instate's service by kicluding In the anneal budget adequate funds to hulk
staff, system fees, hardsvare, and necessary supplies.

Are resources sufficient to mar such needs as paper, user materials, subscriber
fees, and telephone lines (if required?

Are resources sufficient to cover purchase and maintenance of equipment, as
*yell as acquisition and maintenance of facilities?

Are resources sufficient to provide ttaff with training and in-service oppor-
tunities, including expansion and new applications?

Gu =wet 4 , 3 : Site management should e hweived hs the evaluation of the system.

is system use reviewed, using criteria such as numbers ofusers, value to clients,
accessibility, and usefulness of information?

Curostffig 4.4: Site management should be involved with promotional activities at
the Me and In the local community.

Is information on wstem availability shared with the general community, the
prciessional community, the business community, labor, and Weft target
groups such as the hanificapped and the economically disadvantaged?

Is the system promoted through local news media?

is staff available to infcme business groups, service clubs, and other community
organizations of thtsystem's use. functions, and availability?

Do key staff members keep clients and colleagims informed regarding system
use, functions, and availability?

Cuessures 4.5: The miens should be regularly updated, based on releaser from the
system operator.

Dm site menallement keep the system operator informed of key ursonnel
changes?

Is there an established procedure for the site coordinatorto inform the system
operator of problems with the system or suggestions for changes?

Are there procedures for users to inform the site coordinator of problemswith
the system or site service?

Are outdated materials destroyed et returned to the system operator to assure
that only the most up-to-date material is available to users?

Comm 4.6: Management should insure that site coordinaton receive periodic
training from the system operator and that all staff receive *hs-hosisee traisdag in
use of the system uch year.

Are there adequate budget and release time to allow site coordinators to attend
training provided by the system operator at least once per year?

Are new staff trained in using the system within a reasonable time of being hired?

Are continuing staff regularly updated on system changes when they occur,
and are they provided training opportunities?
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Physical Environment

Thy physical anyhenment of the user site has an imminent role In the effective use of
a cd_111 putenbased system. Equipment must be readily accessible and available te the user,
elhawise die system may not be used to the fullest extent possible. The following guidelines
shouki apply:

GAMINE 5.1: The facilities should have ample and accessible spout.

Is the space adequate in terms ef such features as comkon, temperature inei,
.noe-gians Wein& electrical nudes, telephone lines, minimal noise and distrac-
tion, privacy when needed, and unobtrusive printing capability/

is the space open when the client or student is available? Is the space easily
Identifiable, wtth good directions?

GODELINI 5.2: The availability of computer equipment is essential to the use made
al computer-based systems.

is the equipment in working order, and are there annual maintenance checkups?

is there sufficient workable hardware to sem the needs of clients or students,
including those with special needs?

Is the equiPment easilv accessible to all staff and to an potential users?

Is the equipment accompanied by adequate instructions on use, appropriate
user materials, and instructions on repair and technical assistance?

Does the equipment complement the needs of the sitethat is, aces it have a
permanendy accessible place within the office or classroom, or does it take
advantage of portable options?

Does the microcomputer or computer terminal have pnnting capability?

Does equipment acquisition, maintenance, and repair keep up with technical
advances?

Is the equipment placed in high-traffic areas such as the counseting center,
Itirary, and other areas where clients or students are served directly?

Personnel

penendinfl on their roles in using the system, site personnel have need for different
levels of knowlete about the system (see Introduction). There is also need for at least
one site coordinator who has both a 'facilitation" level af knowledge and special Insights
derived from the system operator regarding nuances of information interpretation, idlosyn-
aisles of access and usage, and future system design plans. Guidelines by level of training
and role are as felkiws:

GUIDELINt 6.1: Staff who are regularly involved with t&Ing the system should have
thorough knowledge of lb operadon theoretical process, and pr actical kderpsetation
(a °facilitation° level of knowledge).

Do staff members know how the system operates, how the system can be used
to retrieve information tn neet student or client needs, how to help users
interpret the resuhs, and how the system interacts with other information
lours:es;

Have all staff members participated in initial training sessions that include
hands-on practice during the session and practice time after compbtion of
training?

Do staff memben attend periodic follow-up sessionswhether presented in-
house or by system operatorson advanced techniques, new system protocols,
arid updates?
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CIADIUNI 6.2: Each site should hats at kast one elle coordinator. This person must
have a 'pedal Imenvhdp of the system through training offend by the system
operator and needs to maintain a liaison contact with the 'atom opastoe.

Has one or, in a large facility, than one staff member been assigned the
role of site coordinator?

Does the site coordinator keep up- a-date on the system and regularly attend
training tessions offered by the ay em et:lemma

Does the site coordinator serve s an effective liaison person with die system
operator, brit** any Problem, or concerns about the system to the operator's
attention?

Does the sne coordinator keep other staff up4o-date on the .--ystem and track
its usage within the site?

Gt.110ELINE 6.3: Oaf nowhere should devdop a process for identifyine (and C10-
malteds', or interacting with) related activitiesgleamed by other orpnizettoro.
Obtantplear Career Dam Colley Fairs, College lannesentative Vidtations.)

GoDaurgt 6.4: Staff members should conduct in-bause training and educadonal
seminars for peopie needing "orientation" and °awareness levels of knowledge,and for the end users of the system.

CeurOtiavs 6.5: Incidental staff usen near us orientation" level at know** thatcan be obtained throush annual updates.

Have Mcidental stsff users seen a demonstration of the total system? Have they
had hands-on experience with the component of the system they we most likely
to user (Training of °orientation' level groups is typically done in-house bY
local staff members but may be supported by the $016/11 operator.)

Are they sufficieney aware of local system access procedures so they ran accessthe system independentfy?

Gutotutot 6.6: Admbdstrators, students or climb, and others should have an`awarenese level of lasowledgit about the system that can be obtained through ayearly demonstration.

Have they seen a demonstration of access and data from at least one file?
(Training for the 'awareness' level is usually done by Xcal staff members butmay Save the support of the system operator.)

Are they aware of local access procedures and scheduling?

Do administrators and other staff understand what information needs they can
refer to staff members and the system?
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Evaluation

Continuous evaluation and systematic review of meth, goals, and achievements are
important. Systems change, needs of userschange, and program goals change. The follow-

ing guidelines should apply:

Cyroauro 7.1 : Objective measurement techniques du -.id be used to provide own-
titathe data about use of the system. Seth measurems je May include aLesber of

uses of various components of the system, number sad tipas of users. percentage
of target popuistion reached, end time-otday usage pattern&

Gummi 7.2: Sublecthe indicators of usage should be obtained at least every
other year by surveys of end users and staff members.

Does the computer-based system meet program goals? if not, should the progrem

goals be modified?

Have the program oblectIves been met? What furtheractions should be taken?

Are stag members capable of performing to the standards descilbed in the
guidelines presented in this publication?

Are Ive needs of users being met?

is the physical environment adequate?

Is the site marleillPsft."1 effective?

Hm the system been successfully implemented?

Is the systemespecially its content, accessing strategies, and reliabilitymeet-
ing the need?

Have the most rev.re improvements to the system been implemented? Have

outdated materials been destroyed or deleted?

CIADILIM 7.3. Evaluation information shoold be rePorled to site facillistork itd-
rninistrators, the eystem operator, and other leterested parties.

The Association of Computer-Based Syttems for
Career Infcvmation (ACSCI) is a professional organi-
zation for the advancement of career information.
formed in 1978, the Association and its members
work to advance the development and use of career
information, information technology, and services
10 users through standards, training, Public Infor-
mation, and technical assistance. Full members are
organizations that operate computer-based systems

for career Information In states and metropolitan
areas. Supporting members include develapers and
vendors of software and hardware used in deliver-
ing career information. individual members in-
clude researchers, administrators, counselors, and
ahem who are interested in the field ot career 71*
formation . Inquiries about membership may be sent
to the ACSCI Clearinghouse, 1787 Agate Street.
Eugene, OR 97403.

Roger Lambert Is the director of the Wisconsin Career Information Syeem, having served

In that capacity since the system's inception in 1975. He also serves as the associate

director of the Vocational Studies Center at the University of WisconsinMadison. He

has been nwolved in a variety of research and development activities OVer the past 15

years related to career development and computer-based information systems and has

served as president of AC5C1.

David C.sulum Is the coordinator of the Wisconsin Career Information System. He was

involved in the early development of the Wisconsin system and has over the years been

instrumental in the development and utilization of the microcomputer for delivery of career

information. He has atso chaired the Research Committee and the Technical Assistance
and Training Committee of AC$Ci. in 1984 he was recognized by ACSCI for his outstanding

contribution to the development of computerized career Informaeon systems.
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Appendix H

Cateer Software
Review Guidelines

Copyright )1991 National Career Development Association
5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexandria, VA 20034
(703)823-9800

Permission is hereby granted to end users to duplicate evaluation and rating forms for use in
evaluating resources. Permission is also extended to publishers and others to reprint the
Guidelines in their entirety as pan of other publications with appropriate credit given to the
National Career Development Association.

Additional copies of this publication are available from the National Career De velopment
Association, address listed above.
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Career Software Review Guidelines
National Career Development Association

Introduction
The National Career Development Association (NCDA) has a long history of evaluating career materials.
The Association's career information reviews have for years helped counselors and career center coordina-
tors select from available career information books and pamphlet&

In the last decade, several professional groups have developed evaluation criteria for career software. As
computers came into use to help individuals access career information, the United States Department of
Labor and then the National Occupational Information Coordhiating Committee provided start-up grants so
individual states could implement systems of career information. StaW system operators formed the
Association of Computer-Based Systems for Career Information (ACSCI) and adopted standards for the
operation of such systems, publishing them periodically since 1980. In 1985, ACSCI also published
guidelines for the effective use or computer-based systems for career information.

Several states conducted or commissioned evaluations before adopting a system for state operation, and
several individuals and research centers have published guidelines for system selection or guides to available
career information delivery software. In 1988, the American Association for Counseling and Development
published a comprehensive guide to counseling software.

Several educational organizations, including the International Society for Twhnology in Education, publish
guides to instructional software and guidelines for evaluation of instructional software.

The existing standards provided ample precedence for these NCDA guidelines. All of them help clarify
important issues regarding carom- development software while equipping professionals to choose software
appropriate for their counseling practim or their school's or agency's service needs. The purpose here is
not to compile all of the good guidelines or to supersede well-established software standards and evaluations,
but to reinforce them with NCDA's efforts.

These NCDA guidelines apply to software that individuals use in planning their own careers. Berause the
computer is an information tool and its major use in career development fl for information delivery, the
guidelines are specific about the content, orientation, and coverage of occupational and educational
information. The computer is not just an information storage and retrieval device, however, nor is career
planning based solely on facts about work and schooling. Computers are also used to organize information
about the individual and to aid decision making. Criteria for the evaluation of those career development
programs are also included in the guidelines. By selecting the applicable criteria, a reviewer can evaluate
special purpose programs as well as comprehensive career information systems.

The 1991 edition of the Career Software Review Guidelines was prepared under the direction of Bruce McKinlay, PhD.,
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon (chairperson of the CIRS Subcommiuee on Software Resources), with the assistance of
the Career Information Review Srvice Committee, chaired by Roger Lambert, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison. The
Guidelines were approved by the NCDA Board of Directors April, 1991.
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Useful software rarely consists only of computer programs and data. User guides, coordinator manuals,
evaluation reports, and implementation strategies are all valuable and are covered by the guidelines.

Many career software programs have companion publications or refer users to other information sources.
Similarly, software developers are beginning to add other visual and electronic media to their career
programs. Therefore, these software review guidelines rely on arkl are designed to complement two other
sets of NCDA guidelinesthose for print and those for media.

These guidelines are written for use by NCDA members and others in selecting and using career software.
They can also be useful to NCDA in reviewing career software and to developers in producing career
planning software.

The guidelines have two parts: (a) a format for describing the software and (b) criteria for evaluating the
program. These two parts can be used separately or together, depending on the purposes of the user.

References
Association of Computer-Based Systems for Career Information. (1982). Handbook of Standards for

Computer-Based Career Information Systems. Eugene, OR: ACSCI Clearinghouse.

Association of Computer-Based Systems for Career Information. (1985). Guidelines for the Use of
Computer-Based Career Information and Guidance Systems. Eugene, OR: ACSCI Clearinghouse.

Herlihy, B., & Golden, L. (1990). Ethical Standards Casebook. Alexandria, VA: American Association
for Counseling and Development.

National Career Development Association Career Information Review Service. (1987). Instructions for
CIRS Committee - Career Wormation Review Service. Alexandria, VA: Author.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (1988). Evaluator' s Guidefor Microcomputer-Based Instruc-
tional Packages. Eugene, OR: International Society for Technology in Education (formerly
International Council for Computers in Education).

Walz, G., & Bleuer, J. (1990). Counseling Software Guide: A Resource for the Guidance and Human
Development Professions. Alexandria, VA: American Association for Counseling and Develop-
ment.
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Part 1: Software Description

Title: Version:

Developer:

Hardware Requirements:

Topics:

User Materials Provided:

Applicable to the Following Career Development Activities:

O Career Awareness 0 Career Growth

O Career Exploration El Career Otange

Skill & Knowledge Development El Other:

O Career Decision Making

Applicable in:

o Instruction

O Counseling

Appropriate for Settings such as:
Elementary Schools

O Middle & Junior High Schools

El High Schools

O Vocational Schools

O Community & Junior Colleges

D Colleges & Universities

D Job & Training Programs

Cost:
Software for: Single-User Computer $

Networked or Time-Shared Computer $

Consumable Materials: $

o Job Search

O Human Resource Development

O Rehabilitation Agencies
Counseling Agencies

1:11 Correctional Institutions

Job Placement Services

O Personnel Offices

The Work Place

[1:1 Libraries & Resource Centers

per

Licensing provisions for multi-user installations (networks, computer labs, etc.)

H4
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Field tested data are available:
0 On Request 0 With the Program 0 Not Available

Objectives:
Stated by Developer 0 Inferred

Prerequisites for successful use:

El Stated by Developer 0 Inferred

Content and Structure:

Potential Uses:

Description prepared by: Date:
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Part Software Evaluation Criteria

You can evaluate five aspects of a program with these criteria categories:

infcemation in the program,
career developmern process,
user interaction,
technical aspects of the software and materials, and

support services .

Them are few software progams, even ccwnprehensive career information systems, to which you would

apply all 67 of the criteria listed. You will need to omit the criteria that are not appropriate to the type of

prop= you are evaluating.

Some of the criteria are standards ofquality that any career developnxnt software program should meet.
These include such standards as nondiscriminatory language, current and valid information, user control of

decision 'raking, program reliability, and availability of technical assistance. Use these important standards

of quality to rate every program.

Other criteria (e.g., inclusion of test results orappropriateness for small group use) are features which may

not be important for a particular type of program. Do not rate items that are not applicable to the kind of

product you are evaluating, cross out their rating scales instead.

If you are rating one program and doing it yourself, you can select criteria and do tile rating at the same time.

However, if you are comparing several programs, orif several people are doing independent ratings, you first

need to make several copies of the rating form. In that case, cross out the criteria that are not applicable, then

make copies of the rating form.

For each applicable criterion, rate the program:

5 = Outstanding 4 = Good 3 = Satisfactory 2 = Poor 1 = Unsatisfactory

After you have finished rating the program, you can construct a summary scorefor it. If you want a summary

score, sum the points assigned and divide the total points by the number of items rated, omitting the items

you decided were not applicable. Use the overall numeric score only as a guide. If an essential criterion is

rated unsatisfactory, you may decide to reject the program even if some of its features are attractive.

H-5
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Information in the Program
These information criteria covet the following aspects of the program: relevance to the audience,
appropriate language, organization of the information, and information quality.

1. The information is clear, concise, and informative to the intended audience
2. The language is nondiscriminatoiy. Content is free from race, ethnic,

gender, age, and other stereotypes
3. The content is free from spelling and grammatical errors
4. All subjects are covered in a'comprehensive manner. For example, if

information about all types of occupations is presented, it tovers 90% of
total employment in the area where the program is being used. Or, if the
information applies specifically to one field of training, it covers all relevant
insinctional programs

5. The information for each topic encourages comparisons among schools
or occupations

6. Occupational information covers standard occupational categories, duties,
abilities, skills, working conditions, equipment, earnhigs, employment,
outlook, training, and methods of entry. It identifies related occupations

7. Information about educational programs covers program objectives,
specialties, degrees conferred, sample courses, and schools offering
the program

8. Information about schools includes general information, admissions,
programs of study, housing, costs, financial aid, and student service

9. The program lists only schools that meet basic licensing requirements.
It reports accreditation by recognized organizations

10. The information is based on empirical data that are current and valid
11. Updated information is disaibuted promptly, at least yearly
12. In a personal search questionnaire, there is a clear, empirical relationship

between characteristics of the user and those of the occupations, schools,
or other activities being sorted

13. In a program using off-line cx computer-administered assessment instruments,
those instruments conform to accepted standards of validity and reliability

14. Advice is clearly distinguished from factual information. The sources of
advice are identified

15. Statements made in one component are consistent with those made in other
components of the program

16. If the program produces only lists of titles, it effectively refers users to
specific sources of accurate information

17. Published information sources are readily available, for example, in local
career information centers

18. To supplement objective information, the program suggests interviewing
individuals about their personal career histories, including how they feel
about their schools or jobs

338
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Career Development Process
These criteria evaluate the compatibility of the program with important career development principles.

oftewhi, llartisesoury

19. The program motivates individuals to ckvelop their own career plans 5 4 3 2 1

20. The program fosters self-knowledge relevant to work and learning 5 4 3 2 1

21. The program helps individuals to integrate and develop their values,
interests, abilities, skills, and goals 5 4 3 2 I

22. Using the program broadens an individual's awareness of current options
for employment and education 5 4 3 2 1

23. If there is a search process, it broadens the outlook of individuals regardless
of their race, ethnic group, gender, or age 5 4 3 2 1

24. The program supports informed decision making by helping individuals
generate ideas, obtain necessary information, and evaluate alternatives in
responsible and personally relevant ways 5 4 3 2 1

25. The program encourages the user to get appropriate counseling and advice in
making long term decisions 5 4 3 2 1

26. Using the program integrates planning with previous experiences 5 4 3 2 1

27. The usa, not the program, controls the decision making 5 4 3 2 1

28. The structure of the program demonstrates that career planning is a
developmental, lifslong process 5 4 3 2 1

29. The program is appropriate for individual use 5 4 3 2 1

30. The program is appropriate for snail poup use 5 4 3 2 1

31. The program can be a useful resource in a counseling program 5 4 3 2 1

32. The program provides information that can be useful in instruction 5 4 3 2 1

33. The program can be a useful resource in a job search program 5 4 3 2 1

34. Using the program contributes to a person's career development 5 4 3 2 1

User Interaction
These criteria cover the user's interaction with the program, the objectives and features of the program,
and your analysis of it

35. The purpose ofithe program is well defmed and clearly explained to the user
36. The Irganization is clear, logical, =I effective, making it easy for the

intended audience to understand
37. The language in the program and in the user's guide is clear to the

intended audience
38. User materials are easy to use, appealing to users, and readily available
39. Prerequisites are identified and instruction is provided in the software or in

the user guides so individuals can run the program and understand its results
40. The individual has the choice of going directly to desired information

or using a structured search to identify relevant topics
41. The individual can operate the program independently, creating his or her

own sequence of presentation and review

Oaresoding tiossighony
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42. The xogram acknowledges input. Feedback on user responses is employed
effectively

43. Invalid commands are handled constructively. The program tolerates
variations in command formats (e.g., upper or lower case, extra spaces, etc.)

44. Individuals can easily start and exit the program. It is easy to back up,
change answers, and give commands

45. If there are "help" and "hint" messages, they are easy to access
46. If the program contains tests of knowledge or skill, it reports which items

wae missed art which were correct
47. The progam is attractive and interesting. It motivates users to continue

using the ixogram and exploring career options
48. The program is demonstrably effective with the intended audience,

including people of varying abilities and experiences
49. The program can be used by various cultural groups
50. The program achieves its purpose

Technical Aspects of the Software and Materials
These criteria cover aspects of the computer hardware and programs.

51. The system uses standard equipment that is reliable, widely available,
and applicable to a variety of uses

52, Computer capabilities such as graphics, color, or sound are uwd for
appropriate instructional reasons

53. If the program requires special equipment, the requirements are minimal
and clearly stated by the developer

54. The pmgram is reliable in normal use. Software is bug free
55. The program provides a copy or summary of its basic information to the

user for future reference
56. Printouts are clear and well organized. The printouts are dated
57. Updates can be loaded easily into the system
58. If any processing in the program is based on assessment scores, course

grades, or other client records, the program explains to the user how the
records see being used

59. If the program uses client records, it does not restrict an individual in
exploring any of the information in the program

60. If the program creates a permanent record for a user, that record is secure
and confidential. There is provision for erasing the record when the
information is no longer valuable in providing services
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Support
These criteria cover aspects of support for professionals who implement the program: written materials,
staff training, service, and cost.

61. The site coordinator's manual explains the content and process for
updating information 5 4 3 2 1

62. Print or computer materials explain the content and effective use of the
program to local site ccordinators 5 4 3 2 1

63. Training on appropriate and effective use of the program is provided regularly ....5 4 3 2 1

64. There is a system of communication between user sites and the system
developer which may include newsletters, telephone assistance, and
annual evaluations 5 4 3 2 1

65. On-site technical assistance is available for effective program use 5 4 3 2 1

66. Evaluations of the program's effectiveness are available to site coordinators 5 4 3 2 1

67. The cost per user makes it feasible to serve most clients who can benefit
from the program 5 4 3 2 1

Summary Comments
Major Strengths:

Major Weaknesses:

Other Comments:

Evaluation prepared by: Date:
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Guidelines for the Preparation and
Evaluation of Career and Occupational

Information Literature
National Career Development Association

These Guidelines are designed to be used by both the publishers and the consumers of career and
occupational information literattne. Because career and occupational literature is often an individual's initial
(and sonntimes only) exposure to a specific occupation or occupational field, it is very important that this
infcemation be accurately and comprehensively amveyed to the user. The Guidelines represent the National
Career Development Association's (NCDA) views of what constitutes good career and occupational
literature. The Association encourages the use of these Guidelines by publishers to ensure quality control
in their publications and by those who select and use career and occupational literature to ensure maximum
value from their purchases.

Helping individuals obtain, evaluate, and use career and occupational information is within the scope of
NCDA's mission to facilitate the career development of individuals. The revision of these Guidelines is one
of the services provided by NCDA to encourage the development of accurate and reliable information by
publishers, and the informed use of this information by consumers and clients.

The nature of career infotmation has changed considerably in its content and its delivery since NCDA was
founded in 1913, as the National Vocational Guidance Association. However, the need for career and
vocational information as an important consideration in career planning has remained constant. As recently
as 1989, 65% of the adults who participated in the NCDA Gallup Survey indicated that if they could plan
their work lives again, they would uy to get more information about career choices and options.

In addition to their evaluative use local! y, these Guidelines also form the basis for the ratings of current career
and occupational literature by the Career Information Review Service of NCDA. These ratings appear in
The Career Development Quarterly to assist professionals in their selection of quality career and occupa-
tional information literature.

Definition of Terms
The first step in any evaluation process is to determine that all parties concerned are using terms that
communicate the same meaning to all. To address this issue of clarity, the following Guidelines have been
designed to be used for occupational literature and for career literature. The content and purpose of these
two types of literature are closely related but differ in some important aspects. Therefore, the terms
occupation, occupational field, career, and career progression have been used in these Guidelines to refer

This 1991 eduion of the Guidelines are a revision of the guidelines for career and occupational literature previously published
by NCDAINVGA. This revision was prepared under the direction of Jennifer B. Wilson, PhD., University of Wisconsin-
1.4 Crosse, La Crosse, Wisconsin (Chairperson of the C1RS Subcommittee on Print Materials), with the assistance of the Career
Information Review Service Committee, chaired by Roger Lambert, Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison. The Guidelines
were approved by the NCDA Board of Directors April, 1991.
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to the specific type of information heir discussed. Occupation refers to a specific job, usually indicated by

a job title and/or number. Occupationd field refers to a group or cluster of related occupations, often but
not necessarily requiring similar skills, knowledge, and abilities and sharing similar working conditions.
Career is a more encompassing term that includes, but is not limited to, the series of occupations one might
expect to hold in the course of his or her working history. Career prtogression refers to the series of
occupations that might be held during one's work history, each involving increasing levels of decision
maldng, responsibility, maws, and compensation.

General Guidelines
This section discusses items related to the general preparation und presentation of career and occupational

literature.

1. Dating and Revisions
The date of publication should be clearly indicated. Because of rapid changes in employment outlook and
earnings, material should be revised at least every three to four years to stay current and accurate. This is
particularly important in highly technical and skilled occupations and less a factor in unskilled or sur:-
skilled occupations.

2. Credits
Credits should include (a) publisher, (b) consultants, (c) sponsor, and (d) sources of any statistical data.
Photographs and original artwork should be accompanied by the name of the photographer/artist, photo-
graphic outfit, and copyright mark (if any).

3. Accuracy of Information
Information should be accurate and free from distortion caused by self-serving bias, sex stereotyping, or
dated resources. Whenever possible, resources over five years old should be avoided. Information should
be secured from and/or reviewed by knowledgeable sources within the occupation, the occupational field,
or career research. Reviewers should be selected to reflect different viewpoints germane w an occupation
(e.g., business and labcw) and be trained in the evaluation process. Reviewers must not use the literature to
promote their own concerns or viewpoints. Data such as earnings and employment projections should be
based on current, reliable, and comprehensive research.

4. Format
The information should be conveyed in a clear, concise, and interesting manner. Although information from
the Content Guidelines should appear in all publications, publishers are encouraged to vary the manner of
presentation for the sake of stimulation and appeal. A standard style and format for grammar should be
adopted and utilized throughout the document.

5. Vocabulary
The vocabulary of the infixmation should be appropriate to the target group. Career and occupational
information is used by people of varying ages and abilities. Information designed for a specific age range
or for any other clearly identifiable group should be clearly identified as such. Information designed for
broader use should be comprehensible to younger persons but suitable in style for adults. Technical
terminology or jargon should be either fully explained or avoided. The u se of nonsexist language is essential.
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6. Use of Information
The intended purpose, the target audien=, and the potential use of the infirmation should be clearly
identified in the introduction to the material. Reviews should specify the intended audience, such as
elementary sckels, middle/junior high schools, high schools, vocational schools, =immunity college,
colleges/universities, envloyment/training programs, rehabilitation agencies, correctional agencies, librar-
ies, or specify other audiences. Persons often do not have the opportunity to thoroughly review materials
until after the materials have been purchase& The authon and publishers should help potential purchasers
determine whether the materials present useful information.

7. Bias and Stereotyping
Care should be taken in all publications to eliminate bias and stereotyping against persons with a disability,
or based on gender, race, social StatUs, ethnicity, age, or religion. Job title and information should be Was-
free. Particular care should be taken to ensure the use of gender-free language. If graphics are used, people
of different races, ages, sexes, and physical abilities should be portrayed at various occitpational levels.
Where applicable, data, information, or resources relevant to equal opportunity for women, minorities,or
persons with a disability should be included.

& Graphics
Graphic displays, when used, should enhance the value of the narrative information. Pictures should be
current and portray individuals engaged in activities primary to the occupation or unique to it Again, the
inronance of portraying individuals of different sexes, races, ages, and physical abilities in a variety of roles
cannot be overemphasized.

Content Guidelines
This section discusses guideline items that deal with the content of information on occupations and/or
occupational fields. Reviews of nonoccupational materials will rely primarily on the previously discussed
criteria.

1. Duties and Nature of the Work
The career and occupational literature should describe in a clear and interesting fashion: (a) the purpose of
the work, (b) the activities of the worker, (c) the skills, lmowiedge, interests, and abilities necessary to
perform the work, and (d) any specializations commonly practiced in the occupation. Literature that
describes occupational fields should also incluck: (a) the overall fur:lion and importance of the field, (b) the
variety of occupations available, (c) the common skills, knowledge, interests, and abilities shared by
members of the field or industry, and (d) contrasts among the various occupations represented in the field.

2. Work Setting and Conditions
The portrayal of the work setting and conditions should include a desciiption of the physical and mental
activities and the work environment. Where applicable, the information should include the full range of
possible settings in which the work may be performed. The range of typical physical and mental activities
should be described. Environmental characteristics should include the physical surroundings, the psycho-
logkal environment, and the social environment. In addition to these characteristics, other conditions related
to the performance of the work, such as time requirements or travel requirements, should be described.
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Aspects of the work that might be regarded as undesirable are as crucial to realistic decision making as those
that are generally considered desirable; therefore, care should be taken to make descriptions as comprehen-
sive as possible. Became different individuals may view a given work condition as either positive or
negative, the descriptions should be free of the author's bias and present a balanced picture. The variety and
similarity of settings should be discussed. Specific geographic locations related to employment in the
occupational field should be included.

3, Preparation Required
The preparation required for entrance into the occupation, or into various levels of an occupation, should be
clearly stated. 'The length and type of training required and the sIdlls, knowledge, abilities, and interests of
successful students or trainees should be indicated. Typical methods of financial suppco during training
should be included. Alternative means of obtaining the necessary preparation or experience should be stated
where applicable. Readers sholld be informed of any preferred employer selection criteria over and above
minimal preparation requirements. In literature that describes a range of occupations in a career progression,
the various levels of preparation required for employment in each successive occupation should also be
highlighted.

4, Special Requirements or Considerations
Bongfide physical requirements: Bonafide physical requirements that are necessary for entrance into a
particular occupation should be included. Only bonafide occupational qualifications should be addressed.
Consideration should be given to addressing job accommodations that can and are legally required to open
opportunity to all the members of our society.

Licensing, certifications or membership requirements: Licenses, certifications, or memberships in unions
or professiozal societies may also be required for some occupations. These requirements should be indicated
and the process necessary for achieving any of these requirements should be described.

Personal Criteria: The listing of qualities desired of any worka (e.g., honesty, dependability) is not
particularly valuable to individuals attempting to differentiate various career possibilities. On occasion it
may be useful and appropriate to consider personal criteria, if available, regarding unique skills, knowledge,
mental and physical abilities, and interests. The basis for the information should be clearly identified.

Social and Psychological Factors: Participation in an occupation has important effects on the lifestyle of
the individual (and his or her family), and these effects should receive appropriate consideration in the
presentation of information. When these factors are determined to be appropriate to the use of the material,
the source of the information presented on social and psychological factors should be clearly identified.

S. Methods of Entry
The variety of means for typical entry into the occupation should be indicated, as well as any preferred
avenues for entry. Alternative approaches should be described where applicable-particularly for those
occupations where experience can be substituted for education and other formal preparation or where
education can be substituted for work experience.
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6. Earnings and Otber Benefits
Current data on entry wages, average earnings and the typical range of earnings in the occupation should be
resented. In addition, variations in average earnings by geographic region should be reported if available.
Fringe benefits have become an increasingly immtant aspect of total compensation, and ample coverage
of both typical benefits and those that are unique to the occupation or occupational field should be given.

7. Usual Advancement Possibilities
The typical and alternative career progressions related to the occupatiaial field should be presented. The
supplementary skills, knowledge, and abilities necessary for advancement and the alternative means for
acquiring them should be indicated. Issues such as the role of job change, availability of training, and
seniority should be discussed as they pertain to advancennnt in the particular occupational field.

& Employment Outlook
Statements concerning the employment outlook should be realistic and hwlude both the short-range and the
long-range outlook for the occupation and occupational field. Mention of the past record of the occupation
may be useful in completing its outlook picture. A broad range of factors that may have an impact on the
employment outlook, including economic, demographic, technological, geographic, social, and political
factors, should be considered. Current U.S. Department of Labor or other expert research should be
consulted. Realism is essential, but teaders should tux be discouraged from entering highly competitive
fields if they have the ability, interest, and motivation to succeed.

9. Opportunities for Experience and Exploration
LitelIMITC should list opportunities for part-time and summer employment; opportunities for internships,
apprenticeships, and cooperative work propams; and wporumities for volunteer work. Pertinent clubs and
orpnizations, as well as school-related activities and programs, should be described. Publishers are
encouraged to give sufficient attention to this heading because these career-related possibilities can be acted
on immediately and thus have high motivational value.

10. Related Occupations
Occupations that share similar requirements on aptitudes, interest patterns, or work environments with the
occupation under consideration should be listed. In addition to its value in early exploration, this information
is particularly useful to adults considering lateral occupational changes.

11. Sources of Additional Information
Refereme should be made to additional sources of information such as professional or trade organizations
and associations, specific books or pamphlets, journals or trade publications, audiovisual materials, and
literature available from public agencies. For students, the assistance of school guidance counselors or
college career counselors is recommended.
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Rating: Type (Code Number): Setting/Population:

GENERAL PUBLICATION DATA:
1. Tide:
2. Author (s):
3. Publisher name:
4. Publisher address:
5. Year of publication: 6. Number of pages: 7. Price:

SETTING/POPULATION(s)
O 1. Elementary Schools
0 2. Middle/Junior High Schools
0 3. High Schools
0 4. Vocational Schools
0 5. Community Colleges

TYPE OF PUBLICATION:
1. Vocational
0 a. Occupations
0 b. Trends and Outlook
O c. Job Training
O d. Employment Opportunities

0 6. Colleges/Universities
O 7. Employmtnt/Training Progams
O 8. Rehabilitation Agencies
O 9. Correctional Institutions
o 10. Libraries

11. Other

0 2. Educational
O a. Status and Trends
O b. Schools, Colleges
O c. Scholarships, Fellowships,

Grants, and Loans

0 3. Career/Personal
El a. Planning (resume, how to look for a job, career planning, etc.)
O b. Adjustment
o c. Theory
El d. Assessment (Interest, Aptitude testing, etc.)

CONTENT:
S=Outstanding 4-4--Good 3=Satisfactory 2=Poor 1=Unsatisfactory 0=Does not apply

5 4 3 2 1 0 Date of publication is indicated on material
5 4 3 2 1 0 Appropriate credits are given in the material
5 4 3 2 1 0 Information accurate, free from distortion
5 4 3 2 1 0 Clear, concise, interesting
5 4 3 2 1 0 Vocabulary appropriate to age group and occupational level
5 4 3 2 1 0 Intended purposelpopulation/use is clearly identified
5 4 3 2 1 0 Free of bias (racial, sexual, age, physical ability, etc.)
5 4 3 2 1 0 Illustrations/graphic displays are current, enhance material

398
National Career Development Association, 1991
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5 4 3 2 1 0 Duties and nature of work (purpose, activities, skills, etc.)

5 4 3 2 1 0 Conditions of work (work setting, physical activities, environment)

5 4 3 2 1 0 Preparation required (length and kind of training)

5 4 3 2 1 0 Special requirements (license, certification, degrees, memberships, per-

sonal/social criteria, etc.)

5 4 3 2 1 0 Methods of entry (typical, preferred, any alternative means)

5 4 3 2 1 0 Earnings and other benefits (figures should be current and represent range)

5 4 3 2 1 0 Usual advancement opportunities (any requirements for advancement)

5 4 3 2 1 0 Employment outlook (current, realistic, short- and long-term)

5 4 3 2 1 0 Oppanunities for experience and exploration

5 4 3 2 1 0 Related occupations indicated

5 4 3 2 1 0 Sources of education and training

5 4 3 2 1 0 Sources of additional information

The following items are applicable only when the publication is a bibliography, directory, orfinancial

assistance publication.

Bibliography Financial Ateristance

5 4 3 2 1 0 Publication date(s) listed 5 4 3 2 1 0 Sources of financial aid

5 4 3 2 1 0 Price(s) available 5 4 3 2 1 0 Amount of aid available

5 4 3 2 1 0 Reference to author(s) 5 4 3 2 1 0 Qualification requirements

5 4 3 2 1 0 Annotation of materials

Directories
5 4 3 2 1 0 Content
5 4 3 2 1 0 Format TOTAL SCORE

Reviewer's Overall Rating for Listing-Circle Your Choice

5 = Outstanding 4 = Good 3=Sathfactory 2 = Poor 1 = Unsatisfactory

COMMENTS: Recommendations and suggestions for the authors/publishers klf there is an apparent
discrepancy between the total score and your evaluation, please document your evaluation

decision.)

Evaluation prepared by: Date:

National Career Development Association, 1991
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Appendix j

Government Printing Offices
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Alabama

O'Neill Building
2021 3rd Avenue North
Birmingham, AL 35203
205131-1056

California

ARCO Plaza, C-Level
505 South Flower Street
Los Angeles, CA 90071
213/239-9844

Federal Building
Room 1023
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
415152-53U

Colorado

Federal Building
Room 117
1961 Stout Street
Denver, CO 80294
303/844-3964

World Savings Building
720 North Main Street
Pueblo, CO 81003
719/544-3142

District of Columbia

710 North Capitol St., NW
Washington, DC 20401
202/75-2091

1510 II Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
202/653-5075

Government Printing Offices

Florida

Federal Building
Room 158
400 West Bay Street
Jacksonville, FL 31202
904/353-0567

Georgia

Federal Building
275 Peachtree Street, NE
Room 100
P.O. Box 66445
Atlanta, GA 30343
4041331-6947

Federal Building
Room 1365
219 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL 60604
3121353-5133

Massachusetts

Thomas P. O'Neill Federal Building
10 Causeway Street
Room 179
Boston, MA 02222
617t7204180

Michigan

Federal Building
Suite 160
477 Michigan Avenue
Detroit, MI 48226
313/26-7816

Missouri

120 Bannister Mall
5600 E ist Bannister Road
Kann s City, MO 64137
816/767-8225

4' .1
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New York

Federal Building
Room 110

Federal Plaza
New York, NY 16278
212/264-3825

Ohio

Federal Building
Room 1653
1240 East 9th Street
Cleveland, OH 44199
2161522-4922

Federal Building
Room 207
200 North High Street
Columbus, OH 43215
614/469-6956

Oregon

1305 SW First Avenue
Portland, OR 97201
503/221-6217

Pennsylvania

Robert Morris Building
100 North 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
215/597-0677

Federal Building
Room 118
1000 Liberty Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
4121644-2721

Texas

Federal Building
Room 1050
1100 Commerce Street
Dallas, TX 75242
2141767-0076

Texas Crude Building
801 Travis Street
Houston, TX 77002
7131228-1187

Washington

Federal Building
Room 194
915 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98174
206/442-4270

Wisconsin

Federal Building
Room 190
517 East Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53202
414/N7-1304

Warehouse Outlet

8660 Cherry Lane
Laurel, MD 20707
301/953-7974
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Sources of State and Local Job C-itlook Information

State and local job market and career information is available from State Employment Security
Agencies and State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees (SOICC's). State Employment
Security Agencies develop occupational employment projections and other job market information.
SOICC's provide or help locate labor market and career information. The following list gives ti..4 title,
address, and telephone number of State Employment Security Agency Directors of Research. SOICC
Directors are listed in Appendix B.

Alabama
Chief, Research and Statistics, Alabama
Department of Industrial Relations, Industrial
Relations Bldg., 649 Monroe St., Room 427,
Montgomery, AL 36130. Phone: 205/261-5461.

Alaska
Chief, Research and Analysis Section, Alaska
Department of Labor, P.O. Box 25501, Juneau,
AK 99802-5501. Phone: 907/465-4500.

Coordinator, Alaska Department of Labor,
Research and Analysis Section, P.O. Box
25501, Juneau, AK 99802-5501. Phone:
907/465-4518.

American Samoa
Program Director, American Samoa State
Occupational Information Coordinating
Committee, Office of Manpower Resources,
American Samoa Government, Pago Pago, AS
96799. Phone: 684/633-2153.

Arizona
Research Administrator, Arizona Department
of Economic Seciurity, P.O. Box 6123, Site Code
733A, Phoenix, AZ 85005. Phone: 602/255-3616.

Arkansas
Manager, Labor Market Information - Ul/BLS,
Employment Security Division, P.O. Box 2981,
Little Rock, AR 72203. Phone: 501/371-1541.

Executive Director, Arkansas Occupational
Information Coordinating Committee, Research
and Analysis Section, Arkansas Employment
Security Division, P.O. Box 2981, Little Rock,
AR 72203. Phone: 5011682-3159.

Cakdornia
Chief, Employment Data and Research
Division, Employment Development
Department, P.O. Box 944216, MIC-57,
Sacramento, CA 94244-2160. Phone: 91W427-
4675.

Colorado
Director, Labor Market Information, Cobrado
Division of Labor and Employment, 130 Fox
St., Suite 801, Denver, CO 80203. Phone:
303/866-6316.

Connecticut
Acting Director, Research and Information,
Employment Security Division, 200 Folly Brook
Blvd., Wethersfield, CT 06109. Phone: 203/566-
2120.

Delaware
Chief, Office of Occupational and Labor Market
Information, Delaware Department of Labor,
P.O. Box 9029, Newark, DE 19714-9029.
Phone: 302/368-6962.

Executive Director, Office a Occupational and
Labor Market Information, Delaware
Department of Labor, University Office Plaza,
P.O. Box 9029, Newark, DE 19714-9029.
Phone: 302/368-6963.

District of Columbia
Chief, Labor Market Information and Analysis,
District of Columbia Department of
Employment Services, 500 C St. NW, Room
201, Washington, DC 20001. Phone: 202/639-
1642.
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Florida
Chief, Bureau of Labor Market Information,
Florida Department of Labor and Employment
Security, 2574 Seagate Dr., limm 203,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0674. Phone: 904/488-
1048.

Georgia
Director, Labor Information Systems, Georgia
Department of Labor, 148 International Blvd.
NE, Atlanta, GA 30303. Phone: 4041656-9639.

Guam
Administrator, Derrtment of Labor/Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Government of Guam, P.O.
Box 944216 (GMF), Tamuning, GU 96911-290.

Hawaii
Chief, Research and Statistics Office,
Department of Labor and Industrial Relations,
830 Punchbowl St-, Room 304, Honolulu, HI
96813. Phone: 808/548-7639.

Idaho
Acting Chief, Research and Analysis, Idaho
Department of Employment, P.O. Box 35,
Boise, ID 83735. Phone: 209/334-2755.

Illinois
Director, Economic Information and Analysis,
Illinois Department of Employment Security,
401 South State St., 2 South, Chicago, IL
60605. Phone: 3121793-2316.

Indiana
Manager, Statistical Services, Indian a
Department of Employment and Training, 10
North Senate Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46204.
Phone: 3171232-7701.

Iowa
Chief, Audit and Analysis, Iowa Department of
Employment Services, 1000 East Grand Ave.,
Des Moines, IA 50319. Phone: 515/281-8181.

Kansas
Chief, Research and Analysis, Kansas
Department of Human Resources, 401 Topeka
Ave., Topeka, KS 66603. Phone: 913/296-5061.

Kentucky
Acting Manager, Labor Market Research and
Analysis, Department for Employment
Services, 275 East Main St., Frankfort, KY
40621-0001. Phone: 502/564-7976.

Locisiana
Director, Research and Statistics Section,
Louisiana State Department of Labor, P.O. Box
94094, Baton Rouge, LA 70804-9094. Phone:
5041342-3141.

Maine
Director, Division of Economic Analysis and
Research, Maine Department of Labor, 20
Union St-, Augusta, ME 04330. Phone:
207/289-2271.

Maryland
Director, Research and Analysis Division,
Maryland Department of Employment and
Training, 1100 North Eutaw St., Baltimore,
MD 21201. Phone: 301/383-5000.

Massachusetts
Director of Research, Massachusetts Division of
Employment and Training, Charles F. Hurley
Bldg., Boston, MA 02114. Phone: 617/727-6556.

Michigan
Director, Burtau of Research and Statistics,
Michigan Employment Security Commission,
7310 Woodward Ave., Room 516, Detroit, MI
48202. Phone: 313/876-5445.

Minnesota
Director, Research and Statistics Office,
Minnesota Department of Jobs and Training,
390 North Robert St., 5th Floor, St. Paul, MN
55101. Phone: 6121296-6545.

Mississippi
Chief, Labor Market Information Division,
Mississippi Employnient Security Commission,
P.O. Box 1699, Jackson, MS 39215-1699.
Phone: 601/961-7424.

Missouri
Chief, Research and Analysis, Missouri
Division of Employment Security, P.O. Box 59,
Jefferson City, MO 65104. Phone: 314/751-
3591.
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Montana
Chief, Research and Analysis, Dvartment of
Labor and Industry, P.O. Box 1728, Helena,
MT 59624. Phone: 405/449-2430.

Nebraska
Administrator, Labor Market Information,
Nebraska Department of Labor, P.O. Box
94800, Lincoln, NE 68509-4600. Phone:
4021475-8451.

Nevada
Chief, Employment Security Research, Nevada
Employment Security Department, 500 East
Third St.., Carson City, NV 89713. Phone:
702/885-4550.

New Hampshire
Director, Economic Analysis and Reports, New
Hampshire Department of Employment
Security, 32 South Main St., Concord, NH
03301. Phone: 6031224-3311.

New Jersey
Director, Division of Planning and Research,
New Jersey Department of Labor, P.O. Box
2765, Trenton, NJ 08625. Phone: 6091292-2643.

New Mexico
Chief, Economic Research and Analysis, (6097),
Employment Security Department, P.O. Box
1928, Albuquerque, NM 87103. Phone: 505/841-
8645.

New York
Director, Division of Research and Statistics,
New York Department of Labor, State Campus,
Bldg. 12, Room 400, Albany, NY 12240-0020.
Phone: 518/457-6181.

North Carolina
Director, Labor Market Information Division,
Employment Security Commission of North
Carolina, P.O. Box 25903, Raleigh, NC 27611.
Phone: 919/733-2936.

North Dakota
Chief, Research and Statistics, Job Service of
North Dakota, P.O. Box 1537, Bismarck, ND
58502-1537. Phone: 701/224-2825.

Ohio
Acting Director, Labor Market Information

Ohko Bureau of Employment Services,
P.O. Box 1618, Columbus, OH 43216. Phone:
614/468-8806.

Oklahoma
Director, Research and Planning Division,
Oklahoma Empl -yment Security Commission,
2401 N. Lincoln, Room 310, Oklahoma City,
OK 73105. Phone: 405/557-7105.

Oregon
Assistant Administrator, Research and
Statistics, Oregon Department of Human
Resources, 875 Union St. NE., Room 207,
Salem, OR 97311. Phone: 503/378-3220.

Pennsylvania
Chief, Research and Statistics Division,
Pennsylvania Department of Labor and
Industry, Seventh and Forster Sts., Room 1218,
Harrisburg, PA 17121. Phone: 717/787-3265.

Puerto Rico
Director of BIS, Department of Labor and
Human Resources, Research and Analysis
Division, 505 Munoz Rivera Ave., 17th Floor,
Hato Rey, PR 00918. Phone: 809/754-5339.

Rhode Island
Acting Supervisor, Employment Security
Research, Rhode Island Department of
Employment Security, 24 Mason St.,
Providence, RI 02903. Phone: 4011277-3704.

South Carolina
Director, Labor Market Information Division,
South Carolina Employment Security
Commission, P.O. Box 995, Columbia, SC
29202. Phone: 803/758-8983.

South Dakota
Director, Labor Market Information Center,
Department of Labor, P.O Box 4730, Aberdeen,
SD 57401. Phone: 605/622-2314.
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Tennessee
Director, Research and Statistics Division,
Tennessee Department of Employment
Security, 500 James Robertson Pkwy., 1 lth
Floor, Nashville, TN 37245-1000. Phone:
615/741-2284.

Texas
Chief, Economic Research and Annlysis, Texas
Employment Commission, Room 208-T, 1117
Trinity St., Austin, TX 78778. Phone: 512/463-
2616.

Utah
Director, Labor Market Information Services,
Utah Department of Employment Security,
P.O. Box 11249, Salt Lake City, UT 84147-
1249. Phone: 801/533-2014.

Vermont
Chief, Research and Analysis, Vermont
Department of Employment and Training, P.O.
Box 488, Montpelier, VT 05602-1488. Phone:
802229-0311.

Virginia
Director, Economic Information Services,
Virginia Employment Commission, P.O. Box
1358, Richmond, VA 23211. Phone: 804/786-
5670.

Virgin Islands
Acting Director, Virgin Islands Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Research
and Analysis Section, P.O. Box 3359, St.
Thomas, United States VI 00801-3359. Phone:
8091776-3700.

Washington
Director, Labor Market and Economic Analysis
Branch, Washington Employment Security
Department, 605 Woodview Dr., Olympia, WA
98503. Phone: 206/438-4804.

West Virginia
Director, Labor and Economic Research
Section, West Virginia Department of
Employment Security, 112 California Ave.,
Charleston, WV 25305. Phone: 304/348-2660.

Wisconsin
Director, Labor Market Information Bureau,
Department of Industry, Labor and Human
Relations, P.O. Box 7944, Madison, WI 53707.
Phone: 60W266-7034.

Wyoming
Chief Research and Analysis Section,
Employment Security Commission, P.O. Box
2760, Casper, WY 82602. Phone: 307/235-3646.
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ANNOTATED usr OF SELECTED PRINTED REFESSNCES

This appendix consists of an annotated list of major printed references. The annotations include a

brief description of the contents, some indications of possible uses, and ordering information. All

references in this appendix have been mentioned in the modules.

These titles are by no means an exhaustive list of useful resources. They have been selected

because they are basic tools available from the federal government.

Dktionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
U.S. Department of Laly r, Employment and Training Administration

4th Edition, 1977

Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 4th edition, Supplement

1988

The Dktionary ofOccupational Titles, commonly called the DOT, defines and classifies

approximately 20,000 occupations performed for pay or profit in the United States economy. It is

the most comprehensive and probably the most well-known source of occupational descriptions.

The DOT includes a detailed introduction and description of the organization of the book and the

classification numbers.

The major portion of the DOT is the list of occupations according to DOT codes. With each entry

there is a description of the most important characteristics of the job. There is also an alphabetic

index, a glossary of technical terms, and an introduction to the concepts underlying the DOT

classification structure. An appendix explains the job analysis concept of classifying worker's

functions according to their involvement with data, people and things.

While the DOT contains a lot of important and useful information, it may be difficult for clients to

use. It is more commonly used as a counselor reference. Because of the age of the DOT, it does

not reflect the overwhelming technological changes of the past 20 years. However, it still is

valuable for understanding the wide variety of occupations, the variations of particular

occupations, and occupations related to given occupational titles.

The classification numbers in the DOT are commonly used by those who wish to identify a person's

occupation in a precise way. The detail of the DIYI' allows better matching between an individual's

experience and skill with a particular job opening. Each occupation defined in the DOT has been

assigned a unique, nine-digit code. Occupations are grouped according to their similarities. Each

of the nine digits signifies a particular characteristic of the occupation. The first three digits

identify a particular occupational group. All occupations are clustered into one of nine broad

categories, indicated by the first digit. The second and third digits represent subdivision of the

broad category. The nine occupational categories are:

0/1 Professional, Technical, and Managerial

2 Clerical and Sales
3 Service
4 Agricultural, Fishery, Forestry, and Related

5 Processing
6 Machine Trade

Bench Work
8 Structural Work
9 Miscellaneous

L-1



The middle three digits are the worker fimctions ratings of the tasks performed in the occupation.Every job requires a worker to &action to some degree in relation to data, people, and things. Thefburth digit includes six fimctions related to data, the fifth digit eight functions related to peopleand the sixth digit, seven functions related to things. The kwer numbers in with position
represent more complex levels of work performance. The assignment of the middle three digits ismade regardless of the occupational group involved.

It is through the combination of the first three digits with the second three digits that the &IImeaning of an occupation can be realised. The first three specify the occupational area in whichthe work is being done, and the second three digits express what the worker does. The last threedigits indicate the alphabetical order of titles within six-digit code groups. They serve todifferentiate a particular occupation from all others. A number of occupations may have the samefirst six digits; no two can have the same nine digits.

The 1986 DOT Supplement provides descriptions of additional occupations and does reflect some ofthe changing technology in the world of work.

Order from: Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

4th edition:
Stock number: 029-013-00079-9
Cost: $23.00

ch edition supplement:
Stock number: unknown
Cost: unknown

Selected Characteristics of Occupations Defined in the Dictionary of Occupational TitlesU.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration1981

Selected Characteristics provides an expanded interpretation of significant job characteristicsfor a wide range of occupations requiring similar capabilities. Supplementary information ontraining time (including mathematical and language development and specific vocationalpreparation), physical demands, and environmental (or working) conditions are listed for each jobdefined in the DOT. While some users may find the job characteristics in this resource outdated, itis still the only source for this kind of information.

Information presented in the supplement is arranged in two parts. Part A includes the titlesarranged by the Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE) work groups and physical demands.Part B is an index of titles by DOT code. The unique feature of Part A is the grouping ofoccupations according to similarity of physical demands requirements. For example, all jobs thatare sedentary (within a work group) are listed together.

L-2
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Order from: Superintendent of Documents
US. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 7834238

Stock number: 1980 0-3010746
Cost: $11.50

Guide for Occupational Exploration

The Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOZ) is designed to give job seekers information

about fields of work that match their own interests and abilities. The GOE organizes occupations

into 12 interest areas, 66 work groups, and 348 sub groups. The interest areas represent the

broad interest requiremente of occupations. They are:

01 Artistic
02 Scientific
03 Plants and Animals
04 Protective
05 Mechanical
06 Industrial
07 Business Detail
08 Selling
09 Accommodating (e.g. services)
10 Humanitarian
11 Leading-influencing
12 Physical-performing

Descriptions are provided for each of the 66 work groups. Each de..tription contains a general

overview of the occupational area and narratives related to the following questions:

What kind a work would you do?
What skills ald abilities do you need for this kind of work?

How do you know if you would like or could learn to do this kind of work?

How can you prepare for and enter this kind of work?
What else should you consider about these jobs?

The final section of each work group lists the DOT codes that are covered in the description.

The second half of the GOE contains several appendices. Appendix B discusses the related use of

U.S. Employment Service interest and aptitude tests. Appendix C presents suggestions for using

the Guide in organizing occupational informatiän. Appendix D presents an alphabetical

arrangement of the occupations, with related DOT and GOE code numbers.

The GOE also contains an explanation of how the guide might be used in career exploration.

L-3
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Order from: Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

Stock number 029-013-00080-2
Cost: $12.00

Standani Occupational Classification Manual
U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Federal Statistical Policy and Standards
1980

The Standanl Occupational Classification (BOO Manual was developed to standardize the
list of occupations for which statistical information is collected. While the DOT may be the most
complete list of occupations, it is too large for data collection purposes. The SOC Manual provides
a common structure of occupations, coding all occupations in which work is performed for pay or
profit, including work performed by unpaid family worker& Each title includes a list of DOT (4th
edition) titles which are descriptive of the group.

The SOC is structured on a four-level system: division, major group, minor group, and unit group.
There are 22 broad occupational divisions. Within the broadest classifications, there are 64 major
groups, and then specific occupations. Each level represents groupings in successively finer detail.

The broad occupational divisions are:

Executive, Administrative and Managerial Occupations
Engineers, Surveyors, and Architects
Natural Soientists and Mathematicians
Social Scientists, Social Workers, Religious Workers and ...awyers
Teachers, Librarians, and Counselors
Health Diagnosing and Treating Practitioners
Registered Nurses, Pharmacists, Dietitlans, Therapists, and Physician's Assistants
Writers, Artiste, Entertainers, and Athletes
Technologists and Technicians, except Health
Marketing and Sales Occupstions
Administrative Support Occupations, including Clerical
Service Occupations
Agricultural, Forestry and Fishing Occupations
Mechanics and Repairer:.
Construction and Extractive Occupations
Precision Production Occupations
Production Working Occupations
Transportation and Material Moving Occupations
Handlers, Equipment Cleaners, Helpers, and Laborers
Military Occupations
Miscellaneous Occupations

Since the publication of the SOC, agencies have modified the basic SOC structure to suit their own
purposes. The variations of the SOC organization retain the basic division and mAjor group
structure of the SOC. Two significant variations are the winintional classification scheme used
by the Bureau of the Census and the Bureau of Labor Statistics for the Occupational Employment
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Statistics Program.

Order from: Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 7834238

Stock number. 0-332-946
Cost: $30.00

InandaM Industrial Classification Manual
U.S. Executive Office of the President
Office of Management and Budget
1987

All economic enterprises in the United States are classified by their major produa of service. The
Standani Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual contains this classification scheme. It
covers the entire field of economic activities:

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Hunting, and Trapping;
Mining;
Construction;
Manufacturing;
Transportation, Communication, Electric, Gas and Sanitary Service;
Wholesale Trade, Retail Trade;
lrmance, Insurance, and Real Estate;
Personal, Business, Repair, and Other Services;
and Public Administration.

This classification system was developed almost 50 years ago. Since that time, all statistical
information about industries has been organized according to the SIC scheme.

The classification system includes ten major divisions, with major groups (two-digit), groups (three-
digit) and particular industries (four-digit). Each level is more detailed than the previous.

The SIC Manual has been revised several times to reflect the changing nature of U.S. industry and
to include the new kinds of industries appearing on the scene.

Order from: Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

Stock number: 041-001-00314-2
Cost: $2410

A Classification of Instructional Programs
U.S. Department of Education
National Center for Education Statistics
1985
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In the Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) instructional programs at elementary,
secondary and postsecondary levels are classified into 31 programs. Within these program
categories, there are 50 sub categories, and then specific instructional programs. This
clauification scheme is designed ibr collecting, reporting and interpreting data about instructional
programs.

The CIP, published in 1981 and revised in 1985, attempts to address some of the problems that
were found in collecting, reporting, and analyzing information about instructional programs.
These problems were due mostly to the lack of a comprehensive and up-to-date classification
system with definitions for describing instructional programs. There were five major design
criteria used in the development of CH':

Distinctions among programs were made on the basis of program purposes or objectives.
The classification applies to all instructional programs without regard to institutional
tnes
The classification applies to programs at all educational levels: elementary, secondary, and
postsecondary.
For the purpose of continuity, ties to existing taxonomies are maintained as long as they do
not contradict other established criteria.
The classification reflects the historical traditions of various instructional program areas.

CIP is built on a three-level hierarchical system. It consists of six digits that permit aggregation of
comparable programs at varying levels of detail, from the broad two-digit program category level
through an intermediate four-digit level to the mut detailed six-digit program level. CIP was
designed to be exhaustive and to avoid duplication among the categories. In cases where a
program has historically been classified in two places, a cross-reference has been provided from one
two-digit grouping to another. However, all program titles will have a single unique code derived
from a single area.

The 1985 revision to the CIP was designed to eliminate classifications for programs with relatively
few completers. Consequently, the revision frequently consisted of the combination of several
detailed codes into one more general program classification. A number of programs were
eliminated entirely.

Order from: Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

Stock number: 059-000-000-88-1 (1981 edition)
Cost: unknown

1990 Census of Population and Housing
U.S. Bureau of the Census

The Decennial Census is a complete count of the population of the United States and its
territories. The census is a survey of households. It has been taken every ten years since 1790.
Recent censuses have collected data about characteristics such as age, sex, race, and marital status
for 100% of the population. Detailed information, collected from a sample of the population
includes labor force status, occupation, industry, education, income, poverty status, ancestry,
primary language and numbers of children.
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Data from the 1990 census will become available over a period of time from 1991 to 1993. These
data will be available in several formats including published reports, CD-ROM, an computer
tapes. There will also be numerous articles and reports available that describe and analyze the
data in each state.

Below is a list of the planned printed reports and the projected release dates.

Occupational Outlook Handbook
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
Biennial

The Occupational Outlook Handbook (0011) provides an overview of about 200 occupations,
clustered into 19 broader occupatimal groupings using the Standard Occupational Classification
structure. Occupational description include the nature of the work, training and other
qualifications, employmemt outlook, earnings and working conditions, and sources of additional
information. The information is based on data from a variety of sources, including business
firms, trade associations, labor unions, professional societies, educational institutions, and
government agencies.

An introductory chapter contains information for using and interpreting data in the 00H.
Another section provides suggestions on how and where to obtain additional information about
!articular occupations. Another introductory section titled "Tommow's Jobs" describes the impact
that population structure and regional differences will have on the labor force throughout the
1990s.

This is one of the best sources of information for those who are trying to make a career choice.
Many occupational fields are covered and information for related occupations is clustered together,
so users can easily investigate a number of occupations with similar characteristics.

Information in the 0011 reflects nationwide trends, however the outlook and earnings information
is Ificely to vary from one area to another. Users should pay particular attention to localizing the
information, using wage reports from their particular state, or using the Career Information
Delivery System in their state.

The 0011 is published every two years in both hard cover and paper binding.

Order from: Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

Hard Cover
Cost: $22.00
Stock Number: 029-001-03021-5

Paperback
Cost: $17.00
Stock Number 029-001-03022-3

Occupational Outlook Quarterly
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
Quarterly
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The Occupatiosal Outlook Quarterly (00Q) helps readers keep abreast of current occupational
developments between editions of the Occupational Outlook Handbook. It provides updated, timely
information. There is a wide range of articles in the 00Q, useful for both counselors, students and
clients. The articles are written in an easy to read style and graphs and illustrations help present
the story.

Easy to understand summaries of national projections are included periodically. A regular article
every two years, 'The Job Outlook in Brief1, summarizes new information in the Occupational
Outlook Handbook.

Order from: Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238

or
Regional Government Printing Office Bookstore

Cost: $6.5Wyear

Occupational Pnjectiona and Training Data
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Biennial

Occupational Predectione and Training Data is published biennially as a companion to the
Occupational Outlook Handbook (0OH). This supplement contains the statistics and technical
data that underlie the occupational descriptions in the 00K It focuses on the information needs
of education planning officials, although there is data and analysis that may interest counselors,
students and clients.

This report contains statistics on current and projected occupational employment and on
completers of institutional education and training programs. There are alio occupational data on
worker characteristics: the percent who are wage and salary workers, the percent who left specific
occupations, and the percent of workers who are part-time, female, black and Hispanic. Age and
industry distribution are also presented.

Order from: Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238
or
Regional Government Printiag Office Bookstore

Cost: $5.00
Stock Number: 029-001-03053-3

416
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Military Career Guide, 1988-89, Employment and Training Opportunities in the Military
U.S. Department of Defense
1987

The Military Career Guide is a compendium of military occupational and training information
designed to explore military careers. It is a single reference source for the diverse employment and
training opportunities in the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard.

The book is divided into two major sections. The first section contains descriptions of 134 enlisted
military occupations and provides information regarding the aptitudes needed for each. Persons
who have taken the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) can use their scores to
determine their chances of qualifying for these military occupations. The second section contains
descriptions of 71 military officer occupations. The officer information is new to the 1988-89
edition. It was added in response to requests from educators after the 1985 edition.

Over 75% of all military occupations have counterparts in the civilian world of work. For example,
dental hygienist, air traffic controller, computer programmer, aircraft mechanic, and electronic
technician occupations exist in both the military and civilian work forces. An index of titles also
eves a code number from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. The occupilons in each section
are grouped in broad occupational groups. The Table of Contents will help locate a specific
occupational title or group of related occupations. Copies of the Military Career Guide are
available from military recruiters, high school counselors, and local lthraries.

Order from: U.S. Military Entrance Processing Command
2500 Green Bay Road
North Chicago, IL 60064
Hotline: 1-800-323-0513
Within Illinois, call collect 708-688-4922

Military Career Paths: Career Progression Patterns for Selected Occupations from the
Military Carew Guide
U.S. Department of Defense, 1990

The purpose of Militar, Career Paths is to describe the typical duties and assignments a person
could expect when advancing along the path of a 20 year military career. While the Military
Carver Guide presents an overview of the typical job duties in a military occupation, this volume
presents a more comprehensive description of work performed a various stages of a military
career.

In total, the career paths of 25 enlisted and 13 officer occupations are described. Each occupation
contains important career information, such as requirements for career advancement, training,
typical job duties, and levels of advancement. One of the most interesting features is a "career
profile" that summarizes the career progression of an actual service member in the particular
occupation. Each profile details the places of assignment and duties the service member performed
over hisiber career.
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Order from: U.S. Military Entrance Processing Command
2500 Green Bay Road
North Chicago, IL 60064

Hotline: 1-800-323-0513
Within Illinois, call collect 708-688-4922

Occupational Information Systems
State Occupational Inibrmation Coordinating Committees
Occupational Inibrmation Systems (018) are computerised databases of labor market and
occupational information that contain mechanisms ibr combining data from multiple sources. The
systems am designed to meet the occupational information needs of vocational education, economic
development, and employment and training programs. OIS systems can also help counselors
pinpoint information about particular occupations.

OIS databases in the various states contain much of the same kinds of information. Beat state
may, however, include a? litional data to meet particular needs and interests of users in that state.

OIS databases contain extensive state and locally specific labor market information, including the
current and projected demand for workers by occupation and information on the current supply ofgraduates of related training programs. There is also information on educational requirements,
average wages, percent of females in that occupation and possible employers in the area.

Information developed from the data can identifS, major changes and trends in local and state labormarkets. A careful analysis of the data can help identify current and potential shortages andsurpluses of workers in specific occupations in a given place. The data can also help identify
potential trouble spots in the performance of programs and the related labor market conditionsthat may be causing them. The program includes information on new and emerging occupations pwell.

OIS databases are designed for use on a personal computer. Many states do publish informationfrom the system, making the data more easily available to libraries, teachers, counselors, and jobplacement personnel.

Order from: Contact your state's Occupational Information Coordinating Committee
(See Appendix B)

Outlook 2000
U.& Bureau of Labor Statistics
1990

Outlook 2000 presents revised Bureau of Labor Statistics employment projections for the year2000. Three alternative growth patterns provide estimates of overall and sector economic growth
with consistent industry and occupational employment projections.

Part I consists of five articles reprinted from the November 1990s issues of the Monthly LaborReview. These articles explore the labor force of the 1990s, the structure of the economy, industry
output and employment, occupational employment, emerging issues, and a summary. Part IIprovides a brief review of the methodology behind the projections. Part III presents the
assumptions underlying the specific industry and occupational employment estimates.
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These prtections are the latest product of a program begun more than 25 years ago to study
alternative growth combinations and their Abets on employment by industzy and occupation.
Previous economk and employment projections in the series have been published for the years
1970, 1975, 1985, and 2000. Less comprehensive prtections have been made for a somewhat
longer period.

The articles in this bulletin are written so that counselors, job placement personnel, and interested
clients can understand the population and employment trends in the United States economy. The
statistics of occupational employment are roughly comparable with projections of occupatimal
emplornent published by individual states.

Order film Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 7834238
or
Regional Government Printing Office Bookstore

Cost: $7.50
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Overview of Equal
Opportunity Legislation
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Handout/Instructor Resource

OVERVIEW OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY LEGISLATION

Equal Pay Act of 1963

This act, the first piece of federal legislation forbidding sex discrimination in
employment, is an extension of the Fair Labor Standards Act. It was designed to prevent
sex discrimination in the payment of wages. The act essentially provides for equal pay
for equal work; however, the definition of equal work is left with the courts.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination against students on the
grounds of race, color or national origin in programs receiving federal funds. Title VI
and related case law prohibits discrimination on the basis of race in student admissions,
access to courses and programs, and student policies and their application. They also
require the provision of bilingual instruction or some other method of compensating for
students of limited English speaking ability. Any institution or agency receiving
federal funds is covered by Title VI. Most education activities of the recipient agency
or instruction are covered, even some activities or programs not in direct receipt of
federal funds. Title VI is enforced by the Office of Civil Rights of the US. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.

Tide VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

This act makes it illegal for private employers, labor unions, employment agencies,
state and local governments, and employees of educational institutions to discriminate on
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. It is unlawful to
discriminate in:

recruitment, hiring, firing, layoff, recall
wages, conditions or privileges of employment
classification, assignment or promotion
use of facilities
apprenticeship training or retraining
application of referral procedures
sick leave and pay

- overtime work and pay
insurance coverage
retirement privileges
printing, publishing, or circulating advertisement relating to employment

- promotion opportunities

Harassment on basis of sex is a violation of Title VII (guidelines issued, November
10, 1980)
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OVERVIFW (continued)

Executive Order 11246

This order prohibits employment discrimination based on sex, as well as on race,
color, religion, or national origin, by federal contractors or subcontractors. The order
covers employers with a federal contract of more than $10,000 and does not exempt
specific kinds of employment or employees. Unlawful practices include discrimination in
recruiting or recruitment advertising; hiring, upgrading, demotion, or transfer, layoff
or termination; rates of pay or other compensation; and selection for training, including
apprenticeship. Regulations have been ordered which required hiring women in all
construction craft jobs--3.1% of the work crews in each craft by 1979, 5% by 1980, and
6.9% by 1981. Companies and unions which run federally registered apprenticeship
programs in these crafts have to enroll women at the rate equal to half their percentage
of the general work force in any area--about 20% for most entering classes.

Revised Order No. 4

This order requires cootractors with 50 or more employees and a contract of $50,000
or more to take affirmative action in the employment of minorities in job categories
where they have been underutilized. The order requires similar goals and timetables for
women as well as minorities. In brief, the order requires affirmative action programs to
have the following: (1) A self-analysis of deficiencies in compliance, (2) corrective
action to remedy deficiencies, (3) goals and timetables where numbers/percentages are
relevant to correct situation, (4) development or reaffirmation of an equal opportunity
policy, (5) dissemination of policy throughout community, (6) report system to measure
program effectiveness, and (7) a procedure for getting support from local groups to
improve employment opportunities for minorities and women.

Titles VII and VIII of the Public Health Services Act

These titles forbid schools and training programs in the health profession from
discriminating against students on the basis of sex. The only schools and training
programs affected are those receiving financial assistance under the Public Health
Services Act. Teachers and employers who work with students covered by this Act are also
covered.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

As amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, this title prohibits
discrimination in the employment of personnel on the basis of race, color, religion,
national origin, or sex. All institutions or agencies with 15 or more employees
including state and local governments and labor organizations are covered under the Act.
Title VII prohibits discriminatory practices in most terms and conditions of employment.

Equal Pay Act of 1963, Amended by the Education Amendments of 1972

This amendment prohibits sex discrimination in salaries and fringe benefits. It
covers all employees of educational institutiou--professional, executive, and
administrative positions.
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OVERVIEW (continued)

Title IX

In 1972, Congress enacted Title IX of the Education Amendments Act, which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in any education program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance. Title IX states: "No person in the United States shall on the
basis of sex be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of or be subjected
to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance. . .*

The Title IX regulations were issued after much delay on Jure 4, 1975. The
regulations state that with certain exceptions, the law bars sex discrimination in any
academic, extracurricular, research, vocational or other educational program (pre-school
to post-graduate) operated by an organization or agency that receives or benefits from
federal aid.

The exceptions included U.S. military schools, although such schools began
admitting women in 1976, religious schools, Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts, YMCA/YWCA, and
other single-sex youth service organizations, social fraternities and sororities, Boys
State/Girls State, and father-son and mother-daughter activities.

The regulations are divided into six categorietc general provisions, coverage,
admissions, treatment of significant implications for recruitment, facilities, financial
aid, student rules, counseling programs, housing rules, health care and insurance
benefits, scholarships and other recognition activities, marital and parental status of
students, student employment, athletics and other extracurricular activities, course
content, sexual harassment, single-sex courses, and school district provision of
significant assistance to any organization, agency or individual that discriminates on
the basis of sex. The regulation does not require or abridge the use of the particular
textbooks or curriculum materials.

By July 21, 1976, educational institutions were to comply with the following
procedural requirement of Title IX. Educational institutions were to 1) appoint a Title
IX Coordinator to monitor compliance and to handle grievances; 2) adopt and publish a
grievance procedure for prompt and equitable resolution of complaints; 3) annually
provide notice of the districts compliance with Title IX to students, parents, employees,
job applicants, unions, and other professional associations; 4) provide a public notice
of compiiance with Title IX in a local newspaper, 5) conduct a self-evaluation to
determine where the districts' policies or practices might constitute sex disc-imination
and to set forth remedial steps to eliminate the affects of sex discrimination within a
three-year period; and 6) to file an assurance of compliance with the U.S. Office for
Civil Rights.

When Title IX was enacted, it contained employment-related protections for employees
of educational institutions that were not yet covered by Title VII or state law,
especially in the area of pregnancy and marital or parental status. Prior, to Title IX's
passage, it was common practice to: pay female teachers less than male teachers because
males were presumed to be the head of a household; to pay female coaches less than male
coaches; and to require pregnant teachers to leave the classroom immediately. Title IX
requires that school districts have a grievance procedure for employees to use if they
have a complaint of discrimination, and requires that employees and applicants for
employment be informed that the school district does not discriminate on the basis of sex
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OVERVIEW (continued)

in employment. Between 1979 and 1982, three separate federal district courts ruled that
Title IX protected students only, not employees, from sex discrimination. During that
period of time, the Office for Civil Rights did not accept or investigate complaints of
employment discriminadon under Title IX. In May of 1982, the Supreme Court ruled in
North Haven Board of Education vs. Bell to uphold the validity of Subpart E (Employment)
of the Tide IX regulations.

Women's Educational Equity Act of 1974

Designed as part of the Education Amendments of 1974, this Act was passed to provide
educational equity for women in the United States. Under this Act, the Commissioner is
authorized to give grants to or to enter into contracts with agencies, organizations, or
individuals for activities designed to carry out the purposes of the law at all levels of
education--preschool, elementary/secondary, higher education, and adult education.
Activities included ara the development, evaluation, and dissemination of curriculum,
textbooks, and other materials concerning educational equity, preservice and inservice
training for personnel with special emphasis on programs to provide education equity;
research and development activities designed to advance educational equity; guidance and
counseling designed to assure educational equity, etc.

Nothing in this law prohibits men from participating in any programs or activities.
The act establishes in the U.S. Office of Education an Advisory Council on Women's
Educational Programs composed of 17 people appointed by the President--by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate. The Act is administered by the Women's Program Staff,
Office of the Commissioner, U.S. Office of Education.

Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act

Section 504 prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicap in employment and
programming by all recipients of federal fi.lancial assistance. Section 504 is enforced
by the Office of Civil Rights.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967

The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 prohibits employment discrimination
against persons between the ages of 40 and 65; on January 1, 1979, the act was extended
to protect persons between the ages of 40 and 70. The Act prohibits discrimination in
hiring, discharge, compensation, terms, conditions or privileges of employment. The Act
prohibits mandatory retirement prior to the age of 70. The Age Discrimination in
Employment Act is enforced by the EEOC.

Age Discrimination Act of 1975

The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 prohibits unreasonable discrimination on the basis
of age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance. This Act will
protect all students in community colleges, technical schools, and universities, from
discrimination on the basis of age. The Act does not define age to limit coverage to any
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OVERVIEW (continFed)

particular group; it simply prohibits discrimination on the basis of age at any age, as
long as that discrimination is *unreasonable.* Employment is not covered by the Act,
other than employment funded by the Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA).

Title VII (Section 799A) and Title VIII (Section 845) of the Public Health Service Act as
Amended by the Comprehensive Health Manpower Training Act and the Nurse Training
Amendment Act of 1971

Title VII and VIII of the Public Health Service Act states that institutions
receiving federal funds for their health personnel training programs may not discriminate
on the basis of sex in admissions or in employment practices related to employees working
directly with applicants or students. Every institution receiving or benefiting from a
grant, loan guarantee, or interest subsidy to its health personnel training programs or
receiving a contract under Title VII or VIII is covered. Title VII and VIII are enforced
by the Office of Civil Rights.

Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984

The Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 and its predecessor the
Vocational Education Act (VEA) of 1976, represent the most comprehensive effort to date
to infuse sex equity into an educational program by requiring positive action to end bias
and stereotyping as well as ensuring nondiscrimination. The provisions of the Vocational
Education Act of 1976 required for the first time that each state hire at least one
full-time staff person to coordinate and infuse sex equity throughout the vocational
education system. The law required states to provide incentives to local districts to
encourage nontraditional enrollments and to begin to establish programs for special
target ppulatit ns, such as displaced homemakers. The law required that advisory
councils have a fair representation of females, males, minorities and the disabled. The
Carl Perkins Act retained and expanded upon the key sex equity provisions of the 1976
Act. States are required to assign one person full time responsibility for fulfilling
seven mandated functions. The Act provides two set-asides within the basic state grant;
one for Single Parents and Homemakers (8.5% of the basic grant), and the other for Young
Women and Sex Equity Programs (3.5% of the basic grant). Local school or vocational
districts apply for these funds on an annual basis to implement programs for vocational
education students. The intended long-term outcome of these programs is to provide
greater economic self-sufficiency for girls and women.
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Labor Market
Information Directors



Douglas Dyer, Director 205/2424855 .tim Adams. Cad 208/3344169
Labor Market Information Masan* & Analysis
Department of Induatrtal Relations
se Monroe Street Rrn. 422

FAX: 20512403070 Department cd Employment
317 Man Sur!

FAX: 209/334-6427

Montgomery, AL 36130 Bohm, 837J5

Cemoic Caldwell, Chke 907/4654500 Henry Jackson, Director 312/790-2316

Research & Analysis Economic Monition & Analysis
Departmwe d Labor FAX: 007/485-2101 Dept of Employment Security FAX: 312/7934245
P.O. Bac 25501 401 South Slate St, 2 South
Juneau, AK 999064501 Chicago, IL 60005

Dan Anderson 602/5424871 Keith Kunz*, Motor 317/2=466
Research Administrator Labor Market Information

Dept of Economic Security
1789 West Jefferson

FAX: 602/5424474 IN Dept d Employ. & Training Se. Ices
10 14orth Senate Avenue

FAX: 317/2324950

P.O. Bac Oa Sae Code 733A Indlampolls, IN 48204

Phoenbc. AZ 85005
Stephen C. Smith, Supervisor 515/2814181

Coy Comet 501/682-1543 Aura & Analysts Department

Ste* and Labor Market !donation Departmell d Employment Services FAX: 515 /242-8301

Employrnent Securay OvIebn FAX: 501/6824713 1000 East Grand Avenue

P.O. Box 2981 Des Moines, IA 50319

Lade Rock NI 72203
William Layes, Chief 913/296-5058

Jenne Barnett Ma
Employment Data & Research Div.

916/427-4675 Labor Market Information Services
Department ol Human Resources FAX: 913/296-0179

Employment Developrnem Dept FAX: 918/3234674 401 Topeka Avenue

P.O. Bac 942893, MIC 57 Topeka, 1(9 66503

Sacramento, CA 942804001
Ed BleciNcell. Manager 502/564-7976

William LaGrange, Director
Labor Market Normalcy'

303/8944589 Labor Market Research & Analysis
Department for Employment SWAM FAX: 502/564 7452

Chancey Bola% 8th Fleor FAX: 303/9604167 ens E. Mat Street
1120 Lincoln Skeet Frarildort, KY 48621
Denver, CO 80203

Oliver Robinson. Director 504/3424141
Richard Vannuccint Director 203/646-2120 Research & Statistics Division
Research & Information Department of Employment & Training FAX: 504/3424193
Employment Securfty Melon FAX: 203/566-1519 P.O. Box 94094
CT Labor Department Baton Rouge, LA 709044094
200 Fogy Brook Boulevard
Wethersfield, CT 06109 Reynold A. Fong/ante, Director 207/2894271

DN. of Econo. Analysts & Research
James McFadden. Chief 302/3884962 Bureau Of Employment Security FAX: 207/289-5292
Office of Occupational & WI 20 Unbn Street
Delaware Department of Labor FAX: 302/3884748 Augusta. ME 04330
University Pam Building D
P. O. Box 9029 Pet Arnold, Director 301/3334000
Newark, DE 1970241329 Dept. of Economic & Ernploy. Develop.

Dept. ci Economic & Employ. Develop. FAX: 301/333-7121
1100 North Eutaw Street

Richard (Dick) Groner 202/639.1642 Baltimore, MD 21201
Chief of Labor !Mike Intonation
Dept of Employment Se Niefis FAX: 202/639-1765 Rena Koacamp, Director 81717274e86
500 C Street, N.W., Rm. 201 Research
Washington, D.C. 20001 Mein d Employment Security FAX: 617/727-0315

Stmeford Street, find Floor
Rebecca Rust, Chief 904/488-1049 Boston, MA 02114
Bureau of Labor Market information

af Labor & EmPloyment Sec. FAX: 904/469-2568 Von Logan, Director 313/876-5445
2012 Capitol Circle, SE, Room 200 Bureau of Research & Statistics
Hartman Birk:ling Employment Security Commission FAX: 313/879-5244
Tallahassee, FL 323990674 7310 Woodward Avenue

Ddreit, MI 48202
Mliton L Martin, Director 404/656-3177
Labor Infonnetion Systeme Med Chottepanda, Director 612/2964546
Georgia Department of Labor FAX: 404/6514569 Research & Statistical Services
223 Courtand Street, N.E. Department of Jobs and Training FAX: 812/296-0994
Atlanta, GA 30303 390 N. Robert St, 5th Floor

St Paul, MN 56101
Frakrick Pang, Chief 808/548-7639
Research & Statistics Office Word G. Crews, Chief 601/981.7424
Dept of tabor Induetrlai Fist FAX: 808/548-1224 Labor Market Infonnatiort Dept.
830 Punchbowl St., Rm. 304 Employment Security Common FM: 601 /661-7405

Honoldu, HI 98913 P.O. Box 1699
Jackson. MS 39215-1699
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Tom Righthouse, Chid 314/7514591
Research & Anatysis
Division of Employment Security FAX: 314/751-7973
P.O. Box 59
Jefferson City. MO 26104

Bob Rafferty, Mel 406/4444430
Researdr & Analysis
Dept. d Labor and irdustry FAX: 405/444-2638
P.O. Box 1728
Heim MT 59824

Wendell Olson 402/471-9964
Research Admkrigni lor
tabor Market Warms lion FAX: 402/471-2315
Dissartrnent of Labor
550 S. leh Swel-P.O. Sox sew
Uncda NE easaa-Noo

James S. Hanna. Chid 702/8874550
Employment Security Research
Employment Society Department FAX: 702/6874424
500 East Third Street
Carson City, NV 241713

George Nazer, Director 603/2254123
Labor arket Wometion
Department Of Employrned Security FAX: 603/2284172
32 South MNITI Street
Concord, NH 033014587

Aithur J. O'Neal 609/228-2643
Assistant Convidssioner
Policy & Planning FAX: 609/292-6692
Department of Labor
John Fitch Plata Rm. 1010
Trenton, NJ 08625

Larry Blackwell. ONO 505/8414545
Economic Research & Analysis Bureau
Department of tabor FM: 505/8414421
P.O. Box 1928
Albuquerque, NM 87103

Jeremy P. dchred, Director 518/457-6181
Division of Research Statistks
W Stale Department of Labor FAX: 518/4574820
State Campus, Bldg. 12. Rm. 400
Albany, NY 12240-0020

Gregory B. Sampson, Director 919/733 2938
Labor Market information Div.
Employment Security Commission FAX: 919/733-8662
P.O. Box 25909
Raleigh, NC 27611

Tom Pederson. CNSI 701/n4-2868
Labor ktariast information
Jar Sertke North Dakota FAX: 701/224-4000
P.O. Box 1537
Bismarck. NO 58502

Keith Ewald
Labor Market ktormation Div.
Bureau of Employment Services FAX: 814/481-8543
145 South Front Street
Cokanbus, OH 43215

Bernice Street, Chief 405/557-7116
Research & Planning Division
Employment Security Commission FAX: 405/557-7258
308 Will Rogers Memorial Office Bldg.
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

Wens Crosby 503/373-3220
Assistant Administrator for

Research & Stellstice FAX: 503/3737460

614/544-2689

Oregon Employment Divon
575 Union Street, NL
Salem OR 97311

cad Thames. Director
Research & Statistics DMsion
1216 Warr & Industry Bidding
Hobbies PA 17121

717/787-3285

FAX: 717/772068

Agape* Wept Director 80917544385
Research & Statislica DMaion
Dept. of Labor & Human Resources FAX: None
505 MAMOZ Rivera Ave., 15th Rr.
Hato Rey. PR 00919

Robert Lamb*, Administrator 401/2774730
Labor Market information & Management Semioes
Dept. of Employment & Training FAX 401/277-2731
101 Filendship Strad
Providence, Ri 029034740

David Laird, Director
Labor Market information
Employment Socially Commission
1).41 Bos 995
Columbia, SC 29202

Mary Sue Vickers. Director
tabor Markt irtormation Center
Dwartment of tabor
P.O. Box 4730
Aberdeen, $D 574024730

803/737-2660

FAX: 803/737-2642

605/622-2314

FAX: 605/622-2322

Joe S. Combas, Director 615/741-2284
Research & MOW= Division
Deptelmont at Employment Security FAX: 815/741-3203
cordei ma 011ice Bldg.. Rm. 519
435 6th Annus, North
Nashvgle, TN 37248-1000

Mark Hughes, Director 512/483-2616
Economic Research & Analysis
Texas Employmora Commission FAX: 512/475-1241
15th & Congress Ave.. Room 2081
An, TX 78778

BA Homer. DirectOr 801/533-2014
Labor Market Wormation

and Ream% FAX: 801 /533-2403
Department ct Employment Security
174 Soda, Hail Avenue
P.O. Box 11249
Sall take City, UT 84147

Robert Ware, Director
Policy and information
VT Dept c4 Employment & imp.
5 Green Mountain DrIre
P.O. Box 408
Montpefler, VT 05602

Dolores A. Esser, Director
Econornic infonnation Services Mt
Virginia Employment Commission
P.O. Box 1358
Richmond, VA 23211

Annie I. Smith, ChM
Research & Analysis
Department of Labor
P.O. Box 3159
St. Thomas, VI 001301

802/228-0311

FM: 802/223-0750

804/788-7498

FAX: 804/225-3923

809/776-3700

FAX: 809/774-5908

Gary Bodeutsch. Director 206/4384804
labor Market & Economic Analysis
Employment Security Department FAX: 205/438-4845
212 Made Park, Mail Stop KG-11
Olympia. WA 985044311

4. !! N-2



UMW F. faneld 304/348-2E60
Assistant Director
Labor & Economic Raman* FAX: 304/348-0301
Wow Empeoymant Programa
112 California Avenue
Cladeston, VIY 259054112

Hart* J. Jackson, Motor 608/268-5843
Labor Mad* Information Bureau
Dept. Indusby, Labor 5 Human FAX: 508/2574330
Mations

P.O. Box 7944
!daces* Wi 53707

Tom GOOK Monger 307/2354648
Reason* & Pbnning
Employment 'murky Commission FAX: 307/235-3293
P.O. Box 2750
Cover, WY 82602
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State Data Center Program
Coordinating Organizations
(Includes Business and Industry Data Center. Initiative Components)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Bureau of the Census
Washington, D.C. 20233

June 1990

Alabama

Center for Business and Economic
Resemeh
University of Minna
Box 870221
niscaloom. AL 354874221
*Ms. Annette %nen
allit) 3484191

Alabama Department of Economic
and Community Affain
Office of State Pbnaing
P.O. Box 250347
3465 Norman Bags Road
Montgomery, AL 36105.0347
Mr. Parker Gallas
(205) 234-8778

Alabama Public Libraty Service
6030 Monticello Drive
Monty, AL 36130
Ms. Hilda Dent
(205) 277-7330

Alaska

Alaska State Data Center
Research & Anairis
Department of Labor
P.O. Bent 25504
Juneau, AK 998024504
*Ms. Kathryn Lk&
(907) 4634580

Office of Management and Budget
Divinon af Policy
Pouch AD
Juneau, AK 99811
Mr. Jack Kreinheder
(907) 465-3568

Department of Education
Division of Libraries and Museums
Alaska State Ubraq
Pouch
Juneau, AK 99811-0571
MaPatiento Frederiksen
(907) 465-2927

Department of Community &
Regional Affain
Division of Municipal & Regional
Assistance
P.O. Box WI
Juneau, AK 99811
Mr. Paul Cunningham
(907) 465-4756

Institute for Social & Eamomic
Research
University of Alaska
3211 Providence Drive
Anchorage, AR 99508
Mr. Jim Kerr
(907) 786-7710

Arizona

Arizona Department of Economic
Security
1300 West Von
P.O. Bra 6

l=t
Phoenix, AZ 85005
*Ms. Betty Jeffries
(602) 5424984

Center for Business Research
College of Business Administration
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85287
Mr. Tom Rex
(602) 965-3961

College ci Business Administration
Northern Arizona Univeniry
Box 15066
Flagstaff, AZ 86011
Dr. Joseph Walks
(602) 5234657

Federal Documents Section
Department of Unary,
Archives, and Public Records
1700 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Ms. Janet Fisher
(602) 6214121

Division of Economic & Business
Research
College of Business & Public
Administration
University of Arizona
Tumon, AZ 85721
Ms. Holly Penis
(602) 621-2155

Arkansas

State Data Center
University of Arkansas-Little Rock
2301 South Univtnity
Little Rock, AR 72204
*Ma Sarah Breshears
(501) 5694530

Arkansas State Unary
1 Capitol Mall
Little Rock, AR 72201
Ms. Mary Honeycun
(501) 682-2864

431

Research & Analysis Section
Arkansas Employment Sectnity
Division
P.O. Box 2981
Little Rock, AR 72203
Mr. Coy Cotan
(501) 682-3159

Califonila

State Ceram Data Center
Department of Finance
91$ L Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
*Ms. LW. Gap, Director
(916) 322.4651
Mr. fiklmrd Lovelady
(916)323-2201

Sacramento Arts COG
106 K Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95824
Mr. Bob Pasekr
(916) 441.5930

Association d Bay Area
Governments
Metro Center
ilth and Cak StitatS
P.O. Box 2050
Oakland, CA 94604-2050
Ms. Patricia Perry
(40) 4M-7937

Institute of Southern California
SCAG
818 West 7th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90317
Mr. The Drs/Mike Schoolmrma
(213) 236-

San Diego Association of
Governments
First Pedend Plus
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101
Ms. Karen Lamphere
(619) 236-5353

State Data Center hop=
Unhealthy of California-Benaky
2538 Charming Way
Betteley, CA 94720
Ma Ilona Einowskifind Gey
(415) 6424571

Denotes key contact SDC
+ Denotes key contact BIDC
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Division of the Budget
Room 152-E
Smte Ce Building
Topeka, ICS 66612
Ms. Teresa Floachinger
(91.1) 296.2436

Institute for Public Policy and
Business Research
607 Blake Hall
The University ci Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045-2960
Ms. Thelma Iklyar
(913) 864-3123

Center for Economic Development &
Business Research
Box 48
Wichita State University
Wichita, KS 67208
Ms. Janet Nickel
(316) 689-3225

Population and Amounts Laboratory
Department of Sociolov
Kansas State Univectity
Manhattan, KS 66506
Dr. Jan L. Flora
(913) 532.5984

Kentucky (EIDC)

Urban Studies Center
College of Urban & Public Affairs
University of Louisville
Louisville, KY 40292
II+ Mr. Ron Crouch
(502) 588.7990

Office of Policy & Management
State of Kentucky
Capitol Annex
Frankfort, KY 40601
Mr. Steve Rowland
(502) 564-7300

State Library Division
Department for Libraries & Archives
300 Collett= Road
P.O. Das 537
Frankfort, KY 40601
Ms. Brenda Fuller
(502) 875-7000

Louisiana

Office of Planning and Budget
Division of Administration
P.O. Box 94095
Baton Rouge, IA 70804
*Ms. Karen Paterson
(504) 1414410

Division of Business and Economic
Research
University of New Orleans
Lake Front
New Orleans, Ls 70122
Mr. Vincent Maruggi
(504) 2864248

Division ofBusinent Rama
La:deism Tech University
P.O. Box 10318
Ruston, LA 71272
Dr. Edonzd O'Boyle
(318) 257-3'701

Rekreace Department
Louana State Library
P.O. Bow 131
Baton Rouge, LA 70821
Mrs. Blanche Cretini
004) 342-4918

Center kir Life Cycle and Population
Studies
Depanment of Sodology
Louisiana Sate WWI 'sty
Baton Rouge, IA =03
Dr. Alan C. Acock
(504) 388-5359

Center for Business and Economic
Researdi
Northeast Louisiana Univetsity
Mown, LA 71209
Dr. Jerry Wall
(318) 342-2123

Maine

Division of Economic Analysis and
Itosearch
Maine De=ent of Labor
20 Union
Augusta, ME 04330
Mr. Reynold Fbagemie, Director
Ms. Jain Martin
(297) Is9-22n

Maine State Library
State House Station 64
Augusta, ME 04333
Mr. Gary Nichols
(207) 2894563

Maryland (BIDC)

Maryland Deputment of State
Planning
301 West Preston Stmet
Bakireore, MD 21201
+24r. Mislasi latin

22.54oso

Computer Science Cent=
University of Matyland
College Mt, MD 20742
Mr. John MeNary
(301) 4546030

Oovernment Reference Service
Pratt Library
400 Cathedral Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
Mr. Wesley Wilson
(301) 3964468

4 4

Massachusetts (BIDC)

Massachusetts Institute Aar Social and
Economk Research
128 Thompson Hail
Unisussity of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
+613v.= Cadets, Director
(413)
Ms. Nora Omen
(413) 548.4174

Massachusetts Institute for Social and
Eamon* Research
Box 219
The State Ikon; Rm. 50
Boston, MA 02133
Mr. Milks Murray
(617) 727-3337

Mkhisan

forchigan Information Center
Department of Managment & Budget
Office of Revenue and Tax Analysis
P.O. Bat 30=
Lansing MI 48909
*Dr. UMW* Rosen
(517) 373-7910

MIMIC/Center for Urban Studies
Wayne State University
Faadty/Administration Bldg
fi56 W. Kirby
Detroit, MI 48202
Dr. Mark Neithettut
(313) 577-8350

'The Lawny of Micidgan
Goverment DOCUSIenti Service
P.O. Box 30007
Lansing, MI 48909
Ms. F. Anne Diamond
(517) 3734307

Minnesota (BIDC)

Mats Demographoe's Office
Minnesota SUM Pisaning Agency
300 Centennial Office Building
6511 Cedar Stant
St. Paul, MN 55153
*Mr. David Illekhok
(612) 2974360
+Mr. David Itadamacher
(612) 297-3215

Interagency Resource & Information
Center
Department of Education
501 CapItol Square Buil&ng
St. ?aid, MN 55101
Ms. Pabkla "Dapper
(612) 296-6684

&now key masa SDC
+ Dawes key coma MC
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Mississippi

Center for Popuktion Stikks
The University of Mississippi
Bondman: Bldg., Rm. 3W

MS 377
Dr. Max WU1i, Dilator
Ms Pattie Bytd, Manage,
(IOU 2324258

°meteor's Office of Federal- State
Plaint=
Department of Community
Dmolopment
301 West Pead Suva
Jackson, MS 3920-3096
Mr. Jim Catt
(601) 9494219

Missouri

Missouri State La leery
2002 Missouri Boukvald
PO Box 387
kfferson City, MO 64102
Ms. Marlys Davis
(314) 7514615

Office of Administrstion
124 Capitol Building
P.O. Box 809
Jeffemon Oty, MO 85103
Mr. Boon Burson
(314) 751-2345

Urban Information Center
Uthersity of Missouri-St. Louis
8001 Natural B&W Road
St. Louis, MO 63121
Dr. John Blodgett
(314) 553-6014

Office of Social & Economic Data
Anabois
University a Missouri-Ckiumbia
811 Clark Hall
Columbia, MC 65211
Ms. Eve!yn J. Cleveland
(314) S82-7396

'Montana (BIDC)

COM and Economic Information
Outter
MOMS= Department of Commerce
1424 9th Avenue

Station
MT 59620-0401

ct Ms. Patricis Roberts
(406) 44448%

Montana State Unary
1515 East 6th Amiss
Capitol Station
Helena, wr 59620
Ms. Kathy Brown
(406) 4444004

Bateau of Business and Economic
Research
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
Mr. Jim Sylvester
(406) 3434113

Survey Research Center
Wilson Hall, Rm. 1-108
Montana State Univenity
Bozeman, MT 59717
Ms. Lee Patina=
(406) 9944481

Research & Analysis Bureau
Employment Policy Division
Montana Department of lAbor &
Industry
P.O. Box 1728
He lens, MT 59624
Bob Rafferty
(406) 444-2430

Lewis & Oark Libraty
120 S. Last Chance Mall
Helena, MT 59601
Bruce Newell
(406) 4424388

Nebraska

Center Its Applied Urban Reseasch
The University of Nebraska-Omaha
Peter Kiewit Conference Center
1313 Farnam-on-the-Mall
Omahs, NE 68183
Mr. Jerome Deichert
(402) 5954311

Policy Rama Office
P.O. Box 94601
State Capitol, Rm. 1321
Lincoln, NE 68509-4601
Ms. Prem L Hansel
(402) 471-2414

Nebraska Library Commission
s420 P Street
Lincoln, NE 68508
Mr. John L. Kopischke
(402) 4714045

The Central Data Processing Division
Dep!rtment of Administration
Services
1306 State Capitol
Lincoln, NE 612509
Mr. Ship Miller
(402) moms

Nevada

Nevada State Library
Capitol Complex
401 North Carson
Carson City, NV 89710
Ms. Joan Kerschner
Ms. Betty McNeal
(702) 58.5-SI60

435

New Hampshire

Office ci State Planning
2 1/2 Bea' .4 Weer
Conrosti, NH 03301
*Mr. Tem Duffy
(603) 2714155

New Hampshire State binary
Park soca
Coticord. NH 03301
Mr. Ueda Wiggin
(61:0) 2714342

Office of Biometrics
Univenity of New Hampshire
James Hal, 2nd Floor
Durtam, NH 031224
Mr. Owen Durgin
(603) 862-1700

New Jersey (BIDC)

New Jersey Department of Labor
Division of Labor Market and
Densogrsphic Research
CN 3118-John Fitch Plaza
nenton, NJ 08625-0388

Connie 0. Hughes, Asst Die
(609) 954-2593

New limey State Unary
185 West Stoe Street
CN 520
Trenton. NJ 08625-0520
Ms. Beverly Rabbet*
(609) 292-6220

Priweton-Rutgers Census Data
PTOjeCt
Priweton Univetsity Computer
Center
87 Ptospect Avenue
Princeton, NJ 08544
Ms. Judith S. Rowe
(609) 452-6052

Princeton-Rutgers Census Data
Praject
Caster for Computer & Infotmation
Services

Center, Busch GampuS
P.O. Box 879
Piscataway, NJ 08854
Ms. Gertrude Lewis
(2121) 932-2483

Department of Urban Planning and
Policy Development
%VII University
Lucy Stone Hall, B Wing
New Bnmswick, NJ 08903
Dr. James Hughes, Chair and
Graduate Director
(201) 932-3822

Denoms kzy emwaa SOC
+ Denoees key contact &DC
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New Mexico (BIDC)

&anomie Thiveicputent ad Tourism
Department
1100 St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87503
*Ms. Carol Meek
(80S) 827-0276

New Mexico State binary
325 Don Gasp: Avenue
P.O. Bmt 1629
Sams Fe, NM 87503
Ms. Norma McCallan
(305) 8274E26

Bureau of Business and Economic
Research
University of New Maim
1920 LOMAS NE
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Mr. Kevin Kargecin
+Ms. Juliana Boyk
(SOP 277-2216

Department of Economics
New Moico State University
Box 30001
Las Cruces, NM 88003
Dr. Kathleen Brook
(505) 6464905

New York

Division of PolkaotonsiReTarch
Department of
Development
1 Commerce Plaza, Worn 905
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12245
*Mr. Robert Sardamalla
(518) 4744005

Carta baltlitt for Social r.nd
Economic Research (C1SER)
Cornell Unive ty
323 Uris
Ithaca, NY 14853-7601
Mn Ann Gray
(607) 2S5-1158

Law and Social Sciences Unit
New York State Library
Culture/ Education Center
Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12230
Ms. Sault Schauer
($18) 4744128
Ms. Mary Redmond
(518) 474-39ee

Nelson A- Rockefeller Institute of
Government
411 State Street
Albany, NY 11203
($18) 472-1300

Division of Equalization and
Assemment
16 Sheridan Avenue
Albany, NY 12210
Mr. Wilfred a Paquette
(518) 474-6742

Newth Carolina (BIDC)

North Carolina Mee of State
Budget ad Management
116 West Jones Street
Raleigh, NC 27603-8005
*Ms. numbs Maphemen, Direeta
of State Data Center
+Mr. Alms Barwick
OM 723-7061

State Library
North Carolina Departmeat of
Cultural Resources
109 East Jones Street
Raleigh, NC 27611
Mr. Joel Spurn
(919) 9664683

Institute for Research is Social
SeitliCe
Univenity ot North Carolina
Manning Hail CB 3355
MO MI NC 27514
Mr. Glenn Deane .

(919) 966-3346

Land Resources Information Service
Divigon of Lend Resources
P.O. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611
Ms. Ku= Siderelisirtm Johnson
(919) 733-2090

North Dakota

Department of Agricultural
Er:amnia
North Dakota State University
Morrill Hall, Room 224
P.O. Box 5636
Fargo, ND 58105
*Dr. Richard Rathge
(701) 1374621

Office of Intergovernmental
ASSiStSUCC

Sate Capitol, 140 Floor
Bismarck, ND 58505
Mr. Jim Boyd
(701) 224-2094

Department of Geography
Univmsity of North Dakota
Grand Fats, ND 58202
Dr. Flogtkok
(701)

14orth Dakota State Library
Many Memorial Building
Capitol Grounds
Bismarck, ND SfsSO5
Ms. Susan Pahlmeyer
(701) 724-2490

4.16

Ohio

Ohio Dam Users Center
Ohio Demment of Development
P.O.Box
Columbus, OH 43266-0101
*Mr. Bany Bantu
(14) 466411.5

Oklahoma

Calaboma Smte Data Center
Oklahoma Department of Commerce
6601 Bromley Extension
(Mailing address)
P.O. Bmt 26980
Oklahoma City, OK 73126-0930
*Ms. Kum Selland
(485) 8414184

Oklahoma Depanment of Libraries
200 N.E. 18th Street
Mama City, OK 73105
Mr. Steve Belem
(405) 521-2502

Oregon

Center for Population Research and
Census
Portland State University
P.O. Box 751
Portland, OR 97207-0751
Mr. Ed Shafer
(503) 72.54012

Oregon State Library
State Library Building
Saban, OR 97310
Mr. Craig Smith
(503) 3784502

Bureau of Governmental Research &
Service
University of Oregon
Heruhicks Hall, Room 340
P.O. Box 97403
Eugene, OR 97403
Ms. Karen Seidel
(503) 686.5132

Oregon Housing Agency
1600 aate
Salem, OR 97310-0161
Mr. Mike Murphy
(503) 3784953

Denotes key coat= SDC
+ Denotes key comact
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Pennsylvania (BIDC)

Pennsylvania State Data Center
Institute of State and Regional
Main
Pennsylvania Stain University at
Harrisburg
Middleton, PA 17057-4898
+Mr. Robert Surd*
*Mr. Mkhael Biding
(717) 9454036

Pennsylvania State 1.1brary
Forum Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Mr. John Gerswinsh
(717) 7874327

Puerto Rko

Puetto Rico Planning Board
Min MU Government Crow
Nosh Bldg., Avenida De Diego
P. O. Box 41119
San Juan, PR 00940-9985
*Era. Lillian Tones Aguirre
(S09) 7254430

Recinto Univenitario De Mayaguez
Edi lido Mom Nikko
Carmen Num 2
Mamma, PR 007C8
Prfa. Grace Quinones Sada
009) 8344040

131b Donn Orme&
Ave. Ponce De Lcon-Pamda 1
San Ilan, PR 00901
Sra Carmen Martinez
(509) 724-1046

Rhode Island

=altiat of Mministration
:feMunicipal Affairs

One Capitol Hill
Providence, RI 02908-5873

L. Paul Epn
(401) 2774693

Rhode Island Department of State
Library Services
300 Richmond Street
Providence, RI 02903
Mr. Prank lama
(401) 2774726

Social Science Data Center
Blown University
P.O. Box 1916
Providence, RI 02912
Ms. Donna Souza
(401) 563-2550

Rhode Island Detainment of
Education
22 Ham Street
Prov, RI 02908
Mr. James Xmon
(401) 277-3126

Rhode Wand Depanment of
Economic Development
7 lidcson Way
Providence, RI 02903
Mr. Vincent ilartiopoo
(401) 2774601

United Way of Rhode Island
729 Waterman Street
Proidente, RI 02908
Ms. Florence Delia
(401) 3514500

South C.arolina

Division of Research and Statistical
Services
South Carolina Budget and Control
Board
Remben Dennis B1dg,. Room 425
Columbia, SC 29201
Mr. Bobby Bowen
*Mr. Milts Macfarlane
(303) 7344780

South Carolina State Library
P.O. Box 11469
Columbia, SC 29211
Ms. Mary Bostick
(1103) 734-8666

South Dakota

Business Researdi Bureau
School of Baines
University of Smith Dakota
414 East Clark
Vermillion, SD 5t069
Ms DeVes !blown
(605) 677-52S7

Documenm
South DakotaDUartmlerbrasy

=meat of Minden and
Affairs

1100 Governors Dtive
MUM SD 575014:44
Ms. Marprst Bezpalen
(605) 773-3131

Labor ?dulcet Information Center
South Dakota Department of Labor
420 & Rolm* Box 4730
Aberdeen, SD 574024730
Ms. Mari Susan Vickers
(605) E2-2314

Center for Health Policy & Statistics
South Dakota Department of Health
Fora Banding 523 E Capitol
Pierre, SD rM
Ma Jan Smith
(605) 773-3355

4 .3 7

Tennessee

Tennemee State Planning Office
John Sevier State Office Bldg.
500 Charlotte Ave. Suite 207
Nashville, 174 37229
*Mr. Marks Brown
(615) 7414676

Center liar Business and Economic
Research
Oallege of Busineas Administration
University cif Tennessee
Room 100, Globs Hall

174 379964170
Ms. Betty Vickers
(615) 9744441

Texas

State Data Center
Tens Department of Commerce
9th and Coupon Streets
(maliing address)
P.O. Box 12728
Capitol Station
Austin, TX 76711
*Mr. Susan Tully
(512) 4724059

Department of Rural Sociology
Texas A & M University System

Services=
Swim, TX cth443

Dr. SIM Murdock
(409) 845-5115 or 5332

Twos Naturst Resources Idonnation
System (THRIS)
P.O. Box 133231
Austin, TX 78n1
Mr. Charles Palmer
(512) 4618402

Texas State Library and Archive
Oamnsission
P.O. Box 12927
Capitol Stadon
Austin, TX 75711
Ms. Bonnie Globs:
(512) 4634427

Utah

Office of Planning & Budget
State Capitol, Rm. 116
Salt Lake Oty, tfr 84114
Mr. Brad Barber, Director
tits. Linda Smith
($OD 13S4036

Denotes key comma SDC
+ &nom key coma MC
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Buteau of Economic and Business
Research
401 Guff Building
University of Utah
Salt lake City. UT 84112
Ms. hank Hachinan
(801) 5814333

Population Research laboratory
Utah State University, UMC 07
Logan, vr. 84322
Mr. Yun Kim
(801) 750-1231

Department of Employment Security
174 Social Hall Avenue
P.O. Box 11249
Salt Lake City, L'T 84147
Mr. Ken Jensen
(801) 5334372

Vermont

Office of Policy Research and
Coordination
Pavilion Office Building
109 State Street

1149=, 05602
01 J

vr
enes

(802) 8304326

Center for Rural Studies
Univemity of Vanua
207 Morrill Hall
Bunny" VT 05405-0106
Ms. Cathleen Gent
(802) 6564031

Vennont Determent of libraries
111 State Street
Mompelier, VT 03602
Ms. Patricia Klinek, Siete Librarian
(802) 828-3265

Vermont Agency ci Development
and Community Affaits
Pavilion Office Building
109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
Mr..led Guertin
(802) ins-3211

Vbsinia

Virginia Employment Commission
703 East Main Strait
Richmond, VA 23210
Mr. Larry Robinson
(804) 7064634

Center for Public Service
Univeisity of VkOnia

4th Floor
Maravy Rctg"

Charlotteroille, VA 22903
Dr. Michael Spar
(804) 971-2661

Virginia State library
12th and Capitol Streets
Richmond, VA 23219
Ms. Linda Monissut
(803) 186-2175

Vbsin Islands

Univemity of the Virgin Islands
Caribbean Research Institute
anklet Amens
Si. Thom% VI 00802
*Dr. Frans Mills
($09) 7764200

Virgin Weeds Department of
Economic Development
P.O. Box 6400
Charlotte Amalie
St. Thomas, VI 02801
Mr. Riclund Moose
(809) 7744784

Washbgton (BIDC)

Estimation & Forecasting Unit
Office of Financial Management
bisuratice Bldg, AQ-44
'74ympia, WA 98;00-0202
10 Mr. Michael Knight
(206) 9164304

Documents Section
Washington Siete Library
Al-41
Olymphi, WA 98504

Ms. Ag-4Vein(20 6)

Pvet Sound Council of Govts.
216 1st Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98103
Mr. Deana Dryden
(206) 464-7582

Social Research Center
Depaitment of Rural Sodololy
%Aileron &me Unlvesisty
Ptigmmt, WA 99164
Dr. Annabel Cook
(509) 335-4519

Department of SociologLacastory

re=arkeshington University
Bellinglam, WA 91023
Mr. Ludy Wow, Director
(206) 676-3617

Applied Social Data Center
DepSellelle of
Canal WashiagtosSaMessity
Elle.na=, WA 98926

(509) 963-3131

4 IS

West Virginia (BIDC)

Community Development Division
Governor's Mike of Community and
Indus:Ad Development

=g7,11= 553
Otarleeton, WV 2:;105
*Ms. Mary C. Harless
(304) 3$314010

The Center for Economic Research
West Vkginia University
209 Am Hall
Mumma's, WV 26506-6025
Dr. Tom Win, Director
+Ms. Linda Culp
(304) 293-X37

Refuence Lamely
West Virginia State Unary
Commission
Science and Cultural Center

ChariestonsCangx 25305
Capitol

MS. Una Goff
(Xi) 348-2045

Office of Health Services Research
Department of Community Health
West Virginia Uthenity
900 Onstnut Ridge Road

WV 26505
Ms. Pratt
(304)

Wisconsin (BIDC)
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Foreword

Improved Career Decision Making in a Changing World (ICDM) is designed to help career
development facilitators and their clients make wise decisions as participants in a labor market that
is characterized by economic, demographic and technological change. As the United States
approaches the year 2000, an older and more socially diverse work force must produce, trade and
prosper in a global economy that is technologically advancing at a rapid pace. People of all colors,
ages and cultures are seeking roles in the changing world of work--where and how do they fit into
this modern mosaic of production and distribution?

The purpose of the Improved Career Decision Making in a Changing World Program is to help people
rmd answers to career-related questions through the use of labor market information (LMI). The
need for the answers- -information--is greater today than ever before as more preparation is needed
and competition becomes keener for the better jobs. We also move around more within the labor
market. Most workers can expect to change jobs more than half a dozen times during their lives. We
need information more than ever, but there is so much labor market information in today's
*Information Age° that it is difficult for the average person to locate, sift through and interpret it to
make intelligent career decisions.

The professionals to whom we often turn, career development facilitators, play a key role in career
decision making and specifically, in the information-seeking process. They need to know how to help
their clients find information, process it and use it effectively. The goal of the ICDM Program is to
train career development facilitators to help their clients use labor market information to make
thoughtful, responsible and enlightened decisions about occupations and careers.

Is helping clients in their career development and decision making important work? We certainly
think so. Choosing one's career is no longer an isolated incidence that can be left to chance
circumstances. Our work is too important; it is central to our lives; we are often identified by what
we do. If we are happy, satisfied, and fulfilled in our work roles, these elements spill into our
personal lives.

To provide our citizens with this important occupational and career information, the National
Occupational Informational Coordinating Committee (NOICC) and the State Occupational Information
Coordinating Committees (SOICCs) have accepted the mission to train career development facilitators
to help their, clients use labor market information. NOICC has sponsored the Improved Career
Decision Making (ICDM) Program through cooperating SOICCs since 1981 and to date has trained
over 30,000 career development facilitators. The training is provided through ICDM curriculum
materials and workshops organized by the SOICCs with funding assistance from NOICC.

The ICDM Trainer's Guide and Participant Resource Guide are revisions of the original training
materials, Using Labor Market Information in Career Exploration and Decision Making,pablished in
1986. This newer version is competency-based, using the counselor/staff competencies listed in the
National Career Development Guidelines, also a NOICC Project. This ICDM curriculum is designed
to be user-friendly. It can serve all population groups and it can be delivered in a variety of training
modes and circumstances. It truly represents what is needed for Improved Career Decision Making
in a Changing World.

In closing, I want to acknowledge the contributions of Roger Lambert and Judith Ettinger from the
Vocational Studies Center at the University of Wisconsin, Maile Pa'alani, the Wisconsin SOICC
Director, Walton Webb and Valerie Lloyd from the NOICC Office and the reviewers who took the
time to contribute their expertise to the development of this publication.

Juliette Lester
Executive Director
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GETTING STARTED

Introduction

The Trainer's Guide provides the information, research, theories and implementation activities
messary for conducting the inservice program, /*prayed Career Decision Making in a Changing
World (ICDM). The primary olajective of the inservice materials is to familiarize the participants
with current labor market information resources and to tea& the skills needed to use these
resources in working to facilitate career development and career decision making.

The ICDM inservice program was first developed in the earbr 1980s. It was an inservice and
preservice program for counselors that developed and enhanced their competencies in career
development in general, and specifiadly, in the use of labor market information to enhance career
decision making. Since the inception of ICDM, more than 23,000 counselors and other career
development facilitators have attended workshops conducted by the 54 State Occupational
Information Coordinating Committees (SOICCs). In addition, a number of' counselor education
programs have adopted the ICDM curriculum to use in their master's level programs.

This curriculum is a revision of the original training materials and those developed by the.
Washington SOICC. The revision is:

competency-based, using the pertinent counselor/staff competencies in the National Career
Development Guidelines.
modular, flexible and designed to serve multiple purposes. It includes instructional units
and activities suitable for inservice, preservice and advanced cadre professional activities in
a variety of settings, delivery modes, and time frames.
structured so that the trainer can choose from a variety of lecturettes, small group
discussion questions, case studies, aetivities and problem solving exercises to customize the
agenda so that it meets the specific needd of the audience.

Background

This revision of the curriculum is a reflection of the past, present and future of career development
in our changing world. This program is not only for career counselors, but for all involved in
supporting career development and decision making. To do this, the scope fbr the ICDM program
has expanded to include all those individuals who are involved with the delivery of career
development and career planning and placement services throughout the life span. The audience
is no longer solely counselors and counselors in training. The audience has become the larger
group of workers who are concerned with human remote development. This includes, for
example, those who are involved with Job Service, Vocational Rehabilitation, K-12 counseling and
education, postsecondary education, Job Training and Partnership Act (JTPA), and nonprofit
organizations that work vrith adult populations and troubled youth, private employment agencies,
the JOBS program, and businesses and industries that are concerned with the career development
of their employees.

To reach these new audiences and expand delivery to fit the view of lifelong career development,
this trainer's guide contains the resources that will enable you to address these multiple needs.
Tailoring your presentations to suit your audiences can be accomplished through the way you
choose to staff the inservice program and by constructing an agenda that includes those modules
that best meet the needs of your audience.

ICDM INTRO-1
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Not only did the vision become broader in terms of the constituents that need to be reached, but
also in terms of building links between the many related programs that are part of the NOICC
mission, including the National Career Development Guide limo, Career Infermation Delivery
Systems (CMS), Occupational Infiumation Systems (OM and Developing a Quality Ww*fiaree.
The SOICCi are key resource people in the planning and impkmentation of this intining.

Organization of the Materials

The curriculum is organized into Um modules. Each module teaches specific competencies through
lecturettes, activities, exercises and group discussions. The fives page of each module contains a
listing ci the content, and activities related to the content. The lecturette that follows contains
summary statements in the Itit column to ease preparation and delivery. The content is contained
on the right side of the page. Selected modules contain a section of Background Infbrmation for
the Trainer that will provide more information on the to0c discussed. Depending (m the weds of
the audience, trainers may want to include some of that inibrmation in handouts or in the
lecturette, or, might want to use it to expand their level of expertise.

The trainer's function is to guide participants through the workshop, emphasizing both basic
concepts and the implementation of these concepts through activities and applications contained in
the final section of the Trainer's Guide. The Action Plan is incorporated into the cuxricalum at the
beginning of the workshop, at the end of each module, and at the end of the workshop.

The Trainer's Guide is designed to be used with the Participant's Resource Guide. A brief
description of the contents follows:

The Action Plan. This section contains an Action Plan and a strategy for completing the
plan. This plan is started at the beginning of the workshop. Information and ideas are added
to the plan throughout the workdiop. The plan is completed and discussed at the end of the
in service.

Module 1 - Introduction. This module orients the participant to the content and philosophy
of the inservice program. The focus is on establishing the importance and necessity of using
infonnation to make career decisions.

Module 2 - Definitions of Terms and Concepts Belated to Career Development and
Labor Market Inhumation. It is important to take time at the start of the inservice to
fbmiliarize the audience with key concepts and terms related to career development, career
decision making, the National Career Development Guidelines and labor market concepts.

Module 3 - Demographic Trends that Impact Career Decision Making. This module
explains some of the demographic trends that impact on the labor market. Specifically, they
are the graying of America, the increasing diversity of our population, and the growing number
of women in the labor force.

Module 4 - Theories of Career Development. This medule focuses on theories of career
development and choice, with special attention to career and labor market information. The
argument is made that counselors need theories to bridge gaps between knowledge and the
unknown, to summarize information, to understand and explain infkormation and to make
predictions that improve the knowledge and skill bases for career counseling.

Module 5 - What Is Career and Labor Market Information? Bow Can It Be Ace ssed?
How Can It Be Used? The role of information in career counseling is based on the
assumption that information and knowledge can improve one's ability to make career choices.

ICDM
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This module defines what is meant by career information and examines a variety of delivery
methods Winding Career Information Delivers*, Systems (CIDS). This module contains
significant trends in the labor force, the economy, industries, and occupations projections as an
example of the kind of fa:dined= that can enhance career decision making.

Module 8 - Developing an Awareness of Multicultural Issues. Becoming a culturally
skilled counselor is challenging. The purpose of this module I. to develop multicultural
awareness in those who work in the area of career development and decision making.

Module 7 - Specific Needs of Adults. Given the level of change and movement within the
work force, a large percentage of adults will continually need current information to plan their
changing career needs. The issues concernink an adult in career transition are discussed in
this module.

Module 8 - Specific Needs of Women and 'Nen Parents. Women are now full participants
in the work force. This opens up new horizons tbr them, but it also presents many challenge&
These challenges are first explained and then examined in order to determine the role of
information in effective career decision making. One group of women, teen p mts, need a
great deal of support. The barriers in their career development are also discussed.

Module 9 - Specific Needs of Perms with Disabilities. This module looks at the career
development needs of those individuals with a disability and focuses on the role that good
information plays in their career decision making. In addition, a review of federal legislation
that supports career development of those with a disability is included.

Module 10 - Specific Needs of Children At-Risk. Keeping children in school through high
school graduation is an effective deterrent to a life of poverty. The key to working with
children at-risk seems to be helping them to overcome their feeling of alienation from the
mainstream of society. This module shows how career education and career information can
help students see the relevance in their education by building a connection between school and
the world of work.

Applications and Activities Section

The final section of the Trainer's Guide contains applications of the concepts presented in the
module& These activities, case studies, small group exercises and problem solving scenarios will
be referred to throughout the Trainer's Guide on the front sheet of each module. A variety of
activities will enable you to customize the inservice program to meet the skill level and needs of
the audience.

A matrix appears at the beginning of the Applications and Activities Section that organizes the
content. Within this section, the activities are described and specific directions for completing the
activities are included. Each activity can be used in a number of modules, as noted on the matrix.

Remember that the Action Plan is designed U. be an activity begun at the beginning of the day,
developed, reviewed and critiqued throughout the entire workshop. The final Action Plan
document is the culmination of the training.

The Participant's Resource Guide

The Pa 4ent's Resource Guide contains information on the Action Plan, the ten modules and all
the activities. Each module contains an abbreviated version of the lecturette with copies of the
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transparencies embedded within the text. The Activities Section =gains the same material that
is in the Trainer's Guide.

Formats Far Delivery

The inserviee materials can be &livered in a variety of formats. Some dates have delivered the
workshop in one day drive-in workshops and others have delivered the content in three days. The
materials in this curriculum have been organised to affbrd you maximum flexibility. Each module
could stand alone, or it could be delivered in sequence. The Trainer is encouraged to review the
modules to determine which =es meet the needs of the audience. The agenda should be
developed to meet those nee& within the time amstraints.

Trainers should realize that reducing the length of the inservice may cause participants to feel
rushed and overwhelmed. Hands-on activities take time, but they also remit in a better
understanding of how to use the wide array of resources and informatics. Eliminating these
activities is lilEely to diminish the effectiveness of the inservice.

Several sample agendas follow.

One Day Workshop Six Hours
Introduction, Welcome, and Ice Breaker
Introduce Action Plan
Definitions of Key Terms and Concepts
Module 5
Complete Action Plan
Conclusion

One My Workshop - Eight Boon
Introduction, Welcome, and Ice Breaker
Introduce Action Plan
Definitions of Key Terms and Concepts
Module 5
Select one module from Modules 3, 4 or 8-10 depending on the needs of the audience
Complete Action Plan
Conclusion

One and a Half Day Workshop - 12 Hours
Introduction, Welcome, and Ice Breaker
Introduce Action Plan
Definitions of Key Terms and Concepts
Select two modules from Modules 3, 4 or 8-10 depending on the needs of the audience
Module 5
Complete Action Plan
Conclusion

Two Day Workshop - 10 Hours
Introduction, Welcome, and Ice Breaker
Introduce Action Plan
Definitions of Key Terms and Concepts
Select three modules from Modules 3, 4 or 6-10 depending on the needs of the audience
Module 5
Complete Action Plan
Conclusion

A111=11111111.
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Two and a Half Day Woliishop 20 Hours
Introduction, Welcome, and Ice Breaker
Introduce Action Plan
Definitions of Key Terms and Concepts
Module 3 Demographics or Module 4 Counseling Them
Module 5
Select two or three modules from Modules 6-10 depending on the needs of the audience
Complete Action Plan
Conclusion

Planning

The success of this instruction depends on how well the trainer can incorporate principles of "how
adults learn." Although adults are a group with a vast amount of individual diftmences, the
literature concludes that there are certain characteristics that define the adult learning style.

Adult learners frequently want to know "why" they are learning. They learn what they
consider to be important. When they perceive a need, they are capable of working very
hard. On the other hand, they will drop out when their needs are not being met.
Adults have an orientation to learning that is life, task and/or problem centered. Merely
acquiring new infbrmation is not as important as problem solving. "How" the information
can be applied is really the critical issue.
Adults are time conscious learners. They have many roles that put demands on their time
and energy. This means they want to meet their goals as directly, quickly and efficiently
as possible.
Adults want to be treated as responsible and independent learners. Instruction should be
designed so adults retain as much autonomy as posulle.
Adak learners proceed with an historical base consisting of a myriad of experiences that
serves as a framework into which current learning and &turf)growth are incorporated.
Past success and failure color their attitude towards learning and towards specific
Pedagogical strategies-
Adulte understand that as they pass through stages, they focus their attention on the
knowledge, skills and attitudes that they need during that particular time. This is
sometimes referred to as a "teachable moment." This means that the trainer should design
the inserrice program to include the following.

The learner, rather than the teacher, should be the key decision maker, or at the
very least, be involved in joint decision making.
The applied learning techniques used to deliver the lesson should include
discussions, problem solving cases, simulations and field relevant experiences.
Programs should be focused on meeting real lifb needs and organized by the
mastery of competencies that are sequenced to parallel the learner's readiness to
learn.
Programs should be short in length and to the point.

Remember, the orientation of the audience should dictate planning and delivery of the inservice.

The training team should include individuals who have expertise in the topics covered.
The team might include a SOICC Director counselor educator, labor market analyst, CIDS
staff member, demographer and/or counselor.
If other speakers are to be used, they should be identified and an outline should be
developed for them to use in their presentation. Examples of other speakers might include
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representatives from labor and/or budness, a test specialist, a representative from higher
educatimi, or a staff member from a community agency.
If there is a state Career Inibrmation Delivery System (CIDS) and there is no CIDS person
on the training team, someone should be assigned to gather and present information about
the date CIDS.
Once ICDM workshop trainers have been selected, it is helpfial if formal planning meetings
are held prior to the first workshop to formulate the agenda and assign tasks. After the
first workshop has been completed, another planning meeting is useful to revise the
program, based on the initial experience and bedeck.
Trainers should check to determine how the National Career Develcpment Guidelines are
implemented in the participants' work sites. In particular, trainers should determine what
resources are available and how they are being used. This can be completed informally or
formally with a Pre-Trainim survey. (A sample survey is included at the end of this
section.)
Trainers should check which career information resources are available in their own states.
If the National Career Development Guidelines or state developed guidelines are being
implemented in your stata, contact the appropriate Mate agency for information to include
in the workshop.
Discuas how the Action Plan can best be used throughout the training.
Someone on the team should be designated to make certain there are enough resource
materials available for participants to use in the workshop and make arrangements for
transporting them to the training site,
One member of the training team should take responsibility for duplicating materials,
obtaining name tags, arranging for audiovisual equipment and any other supplementary
supplies that are necessary.
A marketing plan should be in place that ensures that sufficient information about the
training is sent to all potential participants. 'Think creatively about how to offer the
program to all possible audiences. (Sample brochures are included at the end of this
section.)
A mailing to potential participants with registration information should be sent out
approximately two months prior to the workshop. If there is a series of workshops offered,
be sure that the dates, places and times are clear.
Special touches, such as an inviting workshop site, refreshments and attractive handouts
help to improve the ambiance of the inservice program.
Discuss a pay-off as an incentive to finish the training, such as a certificate of completion,
college credit, credit from the National Board for Certified Counselors (NBCC), or CEU's.
Plan for follow-up of participants.

In closing, be sure that your plans include a discussion of the learning environment Eitington
(1989) has developed a Climate Setting Checklist that can encourage learner involvement and
participation. Review this checklist both during your planning sessions and immediately before
the training begins.
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agigammandingt

_ Space
Lighting
Acoustics/Outside Noise_ Decor
Temperature
Ventilation_ Seating: Comfort/Position
Seating Arrangement/Grouping

Mobility/Rest/Change

_Welcoming_ Starting on Time_ Comfort Setting
Informality
Warm up Exercise
Democratic Leadership_ Interpersonal Relations
Handling VIP's

Refreshments
Writing Materials
Rest Rooms
Audiovisual Aids
Coat Racks_ Parking_Traffic Directions
Name Tags or Cards
RecordWAddresses, etc.

_ Relevance to Work Setting
AssestAng Needs
Formulating Ohjectives
Distrilmting a List of Participants
Designing and Implementing Activities
Evaluating
Closing Exercise_ Ending on Time

Organizational

_ Policy
Structure
Clientele
Policy and Structure Committee_ Meeting Announcements
Informational Literature

Teaching Tips

ICDM

Program Theme
Advertising_ Poster, Displays
Exhlits
Budget and Finance
Publish Agenda and Closing Time

(Many of the following ideas have been suggested by SOICC staff members.)

The trainer's tlanctice is to guide the participants through the inservice program,
emphasizing career development as a lifelong process and the use of information in
career decision making.
Explain that the competency based curriculum is designed to teach skills that can be
incorporated into the career development process, regardless of the type of agency or
institution in which they work, or the counseling theory they utilize.
When appropriate, involve knowledgeable counselor educators in both planning and
delivering the training.
Ask ptrticipants to identilY their needs on all topics at the beginning of the workshop.
Then review the agenda and the proceu involved in the formulation of an Action Plan
to see if the participants' needs are being addressed. In this way, the participants will
see how the training can meet their needs. Review the major *actives and emphasize
the variety of delivery modes that will be utilized in the training.
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Be sure to discuss the Action Plan at the beginning of the workshop, after each module
and at the end of the workshop lime needs to be set aside to finalize and fill in the
details of the Actice Plan.
Have the SOICC director, the state Career Guidance Supervisor, and the CMS Director
appear early in the workshop. This gives visitility to primary state resources. Also
involve counselor educators early to lead activities, fitcilitate group interactions and set
the climate.
Prepare a handout and place a list of the most frequently used acronyms on the wall.
At the beginning of the session, identitY and acknowledge the "special language" used
that sometimes creates barriers. Quickly define acronyms that will be covered each
day. At the end of the day, review the list.
To deliver an effective lecture be sure that ytna:

State your objectives at the outset
Know your sullject well
Prepare in advance
Study yourself in action
Over prepare
Use visual aids
Watch techniques of delivery, i.e., voice variation, gestures, movement, and pauses
Vary the tempo
Maintain eye contact
Use humor
Use handouts
Breathe properly
Do not read the lecture
Introduce surprise into the content
Enunciate careftally
Exude confidence and sincerity
Be energetic and enthusiastic
Do not turn down an opportunity for practice
Watch your introduction
Watch your closing
Ask for feedback during the speech to be sure that you are headed in a direction

that fits the needs of the audience
Avoid "uh's" and "ah's"
Know your audiencetheir interests, perceptions, expectations, and background
Assess and reassess your audience during the presentation
Quit on time
Personalize your tall, which can frequently be accomplished by using a lot of

"you's"
Include practical material
Avoid heavy statistics and speak generally about quantitative items
Use everyday language
Try to speak in a conversational tone of voice

(Eitington, 1989)

Be sure you use a variety of methods to deliver the content including:

Current books, magazines, newsletters
Videotapes
Overhead transparencies
Computer displays

ICDM
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Easel and nip chart
Flannel board
Posters and signs
Chalk or cork board
Lecturettas
Process groups
Brainstorming
Simulation
Games
Role play
Cass study
Critical incident
Teaching/learning teams

Using Handouts

Use the following checklist to determine whether your handouts will help or hinder the instruction.

No Yes General
1. Do I regard handouts as aids or tools rather than just "throw sways?"
2. Do I choose handouts carefully and opt for quality rather than quantity?
3. Do I constantly up-date and enrich my handout files?
4. Do I think in terms of variety of fbrmats and uses: outlines, charts, graphs,

models, cartoons, poems, qintes, cases, articles, question sheets for films,
instruction sheets for exercises, editorials, ser-quizzes, topic summaries, etc.?

5. Do I plan their use carefillly?
6. Have I secured permission to reproduce copyrighted materials?
7. Do I use handouts at all stages: 1. Pre-Session; 2. In-Session; 3. End-of-Session;

4. Post-Session?

1 ===IN
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A. Pre-Session
1. Do I utilize pre-work materials for one or more of these reasons:

a. To establish early contact with the participants
b. As a "motivator"
c. As a topic introducer
d. To bring everyone up to a common level of understanding of a topic
e. To facilitate entry from the job to the classroom
f. To save time

2. Is there a plan to tie advance work to specific class activities?
3. Do advance readings, exercises, etc. consider trainee interests and needs?
4. Are instructices on advance work clear and goal-oriented?
5. Time factors:

a. Will the materials be received early enough to work on them?
b. Will the participants' schedules allow for pre-work?

B. In-Session
1. Do I provide participants with a bulky notebook of materiab "for effect" rather

than for actual class use and benefit?
2. Are all or most sessions supported by handout materials?
3. Do I provide outlines so participants can have an overview of an activity or the

total course?

4nommientennnemernirmemmensw
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4. Do I hand out materials to advance the session rather than to compete with it
(e.g., extensive reading in class of handouts is to be avoided)?

5. Do I pass mg more items at any one time than people can digest?
EL Do I tap participant motivation via:

a. Participants-prepared handouts (Le., assembly and reproduction of ideas
developed by participants in their small groups or general sessions)?
Nncouraging trainees to bring in pertinent materials that can be reproduced
for the total group?

7. Do I provide in writing key points or summary statements of talks, learnings from
exercises, complex ideas, etc.?

8. Do I "imagineer" handout distribution (e.g., put an item on everyone's chair during
the break)?

9. IfI use handouts extensively do I try to evaluate their effectiveness?

C. End-a-Session
I. Have I provided materials fbr reading?
2. Have I pointed up the importance of take home materials so they are seen as

reference items rather than "throw awayer
& Have I allowed enough clan time for distrthution of final take home materials?
4. Should all take home materials be distrluted to everyone or, alternately, might

they be placed au a table tbr optional selection?
5. Have I facilitated storage (via notebook, folder or envelope) and retrieval (via

dividers) of handouts?

D. Post-Session
I. Do I think in terms ci follow-up, of stimulating participants via handouts provided

one, three or six months after training's end?
2. Have I considered contacting course "graduates" about additional materials they

might wish to receive?
3. Can handouts developed in class by participants be made available to other

segments of the organization?

Prepared by J. E. Eitington, Bulletin on Training, July/August 1977.

Using Transparencies

The overhead transparencies are located in two places in the Trainer's Guide: at the end of ePch
module and a small version of each transparency is embedded in the lecturette. A list of the
transparencies used in oath module appears on the front page of each module immediately after
the title Me.

Although each transpuency was designed to illustrate a particular point, trainers should feel free
to use them to meet their own needs. You may choose to disregard some or create new ones,
depending on the concepts you wish to teach and the needs of the audience.

Transparencies can be made more attractive by using permanent markers to add color.
Underlining and/or using boxes or circles around certain words, numbers or symbols are effective
ways to add emphasis.
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1
Materials and Equipment Needed for the Wwkshop

(NOTE: If all modules are not included on your agenda, you mig)t not need all the resources and
documents listed below.)

Transparencies tbr workshop
_Overhead projector and screen for transparencies and computer display

Copy of agenda fbr each participant
_Copy of Pre-Training Survey

Flip chart, pens, masking tspe
_Participant Resource Guide fior each participant
_Copy of the National Career Development Guidelines Brochure
_Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC)
_Dictionary cif Occupational Thies (DOT) and Supplemer
_Sekcted Characteristics of Occupations Defined in the
_,Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
_Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE)
_Occupational Outkok Handbook (OOE)
_Occupational Outlook Quarterly
__Occupational Projections and Training Data

U.S. Industrial Outlook
__BLS Area/Industry Wage Surveys

__County Buskass Patterns
_Ste OF8 loN) Matrix or OIS
_')ES Industry/Occupation Employment Projections (state and local)
_Employment, Wagers, end Contributions. ES-202 (state and local)
__Monthly LMI Newsk-ttiars (state and local)
_`..,.greer Informs lion Delivery System Inforrnativ, (soltWare, fact sheets, user materials,

workbooks, etc.)
State Manufacturer's Guide
3tate and Lor.a! Labor Force Data

Rate Career Tabloids
_1990 Census Data

Workshop Evaluation Forms
Other:

Starting the Inservice Program

1. Seat participants in small groups, four to six to a table, depending on the table size.
Round tables are best because they provide more possibilities for the group to interact and
share materials. Some trainer,. prefer to seat participants by team or common interest.

It is important to note the critical nature of a seating arrangement.. The proper seating
can serve to facilitate participation, energize the grorp and communicate the trainer's
philosophy of adult learning and instructional style. If not considered, the seating
arrangement alone can lead to a misdirected training program. Before you decide how you
want to arrange the room, ask yourself, How much involvement of participants do I want?
How much movement should take place to facilitate that involvement?

Eitington (1989) discusses three possOzole levels ci involvement and the seating
arrangements that encourage or discourage the desired level of involvement low
participant involvement, moderate involvement and high involvement
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Examples of Seating Charts

Low Pai1icpant hwolvarnant

0 lnat=
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

0 o= I=C:=I 1==I I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I ==:3
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0 0
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High Participant involvement

Work Table F0p Chan

0
Trainer

Met Table Flip Chart

Moderate Partidpant Irwolvernent

0 Tabor

0 0
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0 0
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0 0 0

High Participant Involvement
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Trainor
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0 0g8ocj:$0 00;18
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Trainer
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2. Introduce the training team and attend to the housekeeping duties. People may have
concerns about lodging, meals, breaks, location of restrooms, credit available for attending
the workshop, and the schedule for the workshop.

3. Have participants introduce themselves, identier their Job/agency/institution and talk
briefly about their reason for attending this workshop. As these reasons are exprened,
another team member can list them on the board. This activity should be limited to 30-40
seconds per participant. The facilitator can link responses to point out networking
opportunities. The list can be displayed in the workshop room and periodically checked
throughout the inservice to make certain participant needs are being met, and to help
trainers learn the participants' names.

4. Begin the formal session with one of the ice breakirs in the Applications filectka. Openers
help participants ease into the suktfect matter. They are intended to set the stage, and
make participants more comfortable and eager to learn. They can give participants the
opportunity to express their reasons ttr attending, their goals and expectation& The size of
the group and the amount of time available fir.- the activity should be taken into
consideration.

5. Provide a brief overview of ICDM.

Workshop Evaluation

A sample evaluation form is included at the end of the Trainer's Guide. Be sure to leave enough
time at the end of the workshop to complete these forms.

1
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A PRE-TRAIMNG SURVEY

We are interested in learning about your knowledge 01 Labor Market information so that we can better tailor the
faIM training program. Please 1W out this survey and return it wkh your registration.

Labor Market bkoredion (LW) is systematized data, produced on a regular basis, about employment.
unemployment. Jobs and workers. It inckides information about people (their demographic characteristics,
incomes, skills, education, etc.), jobs (their structure, content, wages, availability, etc.), and employers (their
locations, industries, hiring patterns, etc.).

A. Below are listed some common types of
labor market information. Please
indicate how each type Ms into your
agency's activities using the following
designations:

.
MIMIpm.

M=IMMII

B.

A
B=

E =
=

IMOIM

relevant and useful
of some mirsar relevance and use
relevaM but not useful as currently
provided end presented
krelevant/not used at all
don't know

state & national labor force statistics
local employment by industry data
wage information
distribution of occupations by industry
ocmpational projections
indusuy outlook information
characteristics of jobs
data on plant closings & mas layoffs
local inemployment rates
data on vocational education graduates
enroliments/completions in secondary
education
erroliments/cornpletions in postsecondary
education
poverty data
welfare data
population and demogaphic data

Indicate how kibor market ktformation
relates to the following functions,
commonly perforated in agencies like
yours. Use the follott4ng designations:

LMI Is relevant and useful
LMI has some relevance and use
LMl Is relevant but not useful as
-urrently provioad 6 presented

Is Irrelevant/not used at all
rion7 know
agency doesn't perform this function

designing labor market policy/s rategy
evaluating performance of different
programs
evaluating overall agency performance

eINNI

sm11

0=1116mI

11.,
.=11

ME1,11

providing information to clients
tracking cikent prowess/outcomes
responding to questions about labor market
conditbns
assessing demand for agency services
Placing Pe0Ple in labs
allocating funds to sub-areas
counseling persons in tralning/careers/jobs
falling federal/state planning/reporting
requirements
analyzing conditions in the labor market
cdorllizing agency activities
refining the agency's missions/goals
evaluating employers' requests for assistance
Mortifying pop:lotion groups in need of
services

C. Where do you find labor market information?
Rank the following resources

=11111.

111.

=1111

Maim.

use frequently
use occasionally
do not consult at all
not aware of

local newspapers
local Job Service LMI analyst
national newspapers and magazines
professional piklications
WI Career Information System (WCIS)
State Bureau of Labor Market information
local Ibaries
State Data Center or affiliate
local vocational college
federal agencies and publications

Please list other types of LMI not listed above which
you would rate as relevant and useful to your
agency's activities.

What are your favorite sources of LW?

Developed by the Wisconsin SOICC, 1991.
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IS YOUR CONCEPT

OF CAREER PLANNING

OUT OF DATE?

Attend the "Career PlanningA Lifelong Process"
Conference, April 10 and 11, 1990 In Great Falls

This conference will provide an opportunity for you to better assist your students or

clients in making career decisions based on the realities of the labor market You will:
Understand why career devebpment is a lifelong process
Learn how occupational and educational inforrrstion Is Lsed in a

career information system
Receive up-to-date information about Montana's economb and
occupational future
Gain informatbn about career opportunties in the mirrtary
Network with others inberested In career counselhg
Lawn to use the National Carew Development Guidelines in your
career counseling progrwn
Apply national and Montana occupational and labor market
information to career planning

Highlights include:
Dal Crow, Center for Career and Work-Related Education,
Northwest Cooperative Education Centff, Des Moines, Washington

DL BfUCe McKirilay, Executhre Director of the National Career

information System, Eugene, Oregon

rakpamtEctian, Director of the Bureau of Business and Economic
Research, Universfty of Mcntarut, Missoula

Chuck Wagon Buffet sponsored by the Department of Defense
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Who should attend? School and job counselors, administrators, teachers, cuniculum
planners, principles, employers and others interested hi career planning.

The conference ki sponsored by the Montana State Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee (SOICC), the Montana Career Information System, the
Montana Council on Vocational Education, the Military Entrance Processing Station
and the Montana Office of Public Instruction.

CONFERENCE DETAILS:

"Career Planning A Lifelong Process" will be held at the Sheraton Great Falls, 400 -
10th Avenue South. The conference will begin at 9:30 a.m., April 10 and will last until
noon, ApriI.11.

The registration fee before March 23, 1990 is $25. Registration after March 23 is $30.
Your registration fee covers all conference activities including a banquet the evening of
AO 10.

The Sheraton is offering a conference rate for sleeping rooms of $39 single occupancy
and $45 double occupancy. A block of rooms has been reserved for state employees
at $24 single occupancy (state identification is required). If you need hotel rooms, you
must make reservations at least two weeks before the conference. To get the
conference rate, please indicate that you will be attending the °Career DevelopmentA
Likdong Process" conference. Call the Sheraton at 800-626-8009 to make your
reservations. YOu can also request a room reservation card from the Montana SOICC
by checking the appropriate box on the registration form.

Participants will receive career and labor market information resources at tne
conference. These include a publication called °Using Labor Market Information in
Career Exploration and Decision Making," and the latest °Occupational Outlook
Quarterly Outlook 2000.'

you have questions about the conference, call the Montan*. SOICC at (800) 633-0229.

We hope to see you there!
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REGISTRATION FORM

O YES, please register me for the "Career Planning A Lifelong Process"
conference at the Sheraton Great Falls, April 10 and 11, 1990.

0 $25registration before March 23, 1990

El $30 registration after March 2311990

O Please send me a Guest Registration form for the Sheraton Great Falls.

O Check here if you are Interested in a post-conference "case study* using labor
market information. If there is enough Interest, this session will be scheduled for the
afternoon of April 11.

NAME:

TITLE:

ADDRESS:

PHONE:

Please return your completed registration form and your check or money order made
out to the Montana SOICC to:

Montana SOICC
P.O. Box 1728

Helena, MT 59624

ICDM
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CAREER COUNSELING INA CHANGING WORLD
Virden Center, University of Delaware

Lewes, Delaware

*0
100...

so

010...-

6-

V'

May 18.19, 1990

Delaware Department of Labor
Office of Occupational and Labor Market Information

Delaware Occupational Information Coordinating Committee

Delaware Department of Public Instruction
ICDM
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CAREER COUNSELING IN A CHANGING WORLD
Virden Center, University of Delaware

Lewes, Delaware
May 18-19, 1990

4.1ely Ada Delaware 9
''. n,

8:00 a.m., May 18 - 12:00 Noon, May 19
teF 11111,..4 t of Lak ffie, Oce of.

"' and Labor Market Informatio

/-101

Delaware Occupadonal Informadon Coordinadng
C.onsmittee, and Delaware Department of Public Imstruction

"A workshop to enhance career decision
making using occupadonal and labor
market informadons.

PAMICIPANTtNvoLvEmENT AND HANDS-ON
OPPORTUNITIES IN A PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE
AT THE BEACH

INSERVICE ausixr WILL BE GRAMM

INIKIMAL AnIRr-ENJOY AS YOU LEARN

MEALS AND OVERNIGHT ACCOMMIA)DATICta PROVIDED

OPTE14AL BOAT TOUR

PARTICIPATION IS 1,TMI1'ItiDRADLINE FOR RESPONSE, MAY 11

NOTE A wakang list may be necessary. If you register and do not attend, we will wed to bill you for

costs we cannot recover. If you mustcancel after your registration is confirmed, please call Ian

McCullough by May 15 at 368-6963.

Regisuadon:

Name Work place

Phone Wok
',HoMe We will call to confirm your registration.

Please check
0 Yes, please register me fir *Career Counseling in a ChangingWorid", May 18-19. If forced to

cancel I will call by May 15.

8 I will need overnight accommodation on Friday night.
I would Wm to patticipme in a boat tour of Lewes Harbor on Seteedessetermaaa.

malty evempio
RETURN BY MAY 11 TO:

Jan McCullough
Delaware Deparmenst of Labor,
Dolmas Oa fondonalInrmaticin Coorrinating Commiuee
P. 0. Box
Newark, DE 19714-9029
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Improve Career Electslon-MakIng MDR) Workshops
vvoiu is or will be important to most of us. For mtuiy of us, work is a major factor in defining *who weare* in our lifetimes. Sooner or later, young people must deal with this realty as they mature.Even when grown, Incivkluals fircl that work-related issues affect their lives throughwt theirOfespans.

Counselors and other heliSng professionals must be prepared to deal with the work and careerconcerns that their clients preserd. In our modem information-age wortdorce, most workus canexpect to change jobs more than haN a dozen times in their lifetimes; and to need assistance Indoing so. Counsebrs and other helping professionals need to know how and where to getcurrent job and auger Information that we best Nato their cards.

To assure that occupational arvi career information is manta* and used to meet that need,Co created the National Occupational information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) andthe Occupational information Coordinating Committee; (SOICCs) in 1978. And to assurethat counselors and others are well-prepared to assist their clients with job and career-relatedissues, NOICC has sponsored the improved Career Decision Making (COM) Program through
cooperating SOICCs since 1981.

The goal of the ICDM program is to train counselors and othos to help individuals use labor marketinformation in making decisions about occtgaations and careers. The Delaware SOICC, workingclosely with the labor market analysts of the Office of Occupatbnal arEl Labor Market Information
and the State Supervisor of Guidance of the Department of Public instruction, tailors the ICOMcurriculum to Delaware's economic and demographic conditions and the needs of the
PafticiPants.

Sections of the curriculum include:

The Changing World:
(The Charving Workplace; Changing Information; The Changing Declsicl-
Making Process, ChanOng Career Counseling)

Labor Market Information In the Changing World:
(Labor Market information-What is It?; Lator Market Infornation-Where Do YouGet lt?; Labor Market Concepts; ClassificaSon System; and Resources) and

Using Labor Market information In the Changing World:
(Use of LMI in Caul Studies; Special Neeck; Populations)

The ICDM Workshops are fast-paced, intense teaming experiences geared to groups of no morethan 25 participants. The informatbn is presented by a variety of visual aids, hands-on acbilies,
and mini-lectures. Workshop participants not only gain a broad umferstandIng of the term labormarket information,* but also gain experience working with an extensive group of labor marketresource materials, many of wifth are theirs to keep and use in the future.

For further information, please call Jan McCullough, Delaware Occupational InformationCoordinating Committee , at (302)368-8963.

ICDM
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Rice Lake - 1990

EVALUATION FORM

USING LABOR MARKET INFORMATION TO ENHANCE CAREER DEVELOPMEN1

Please complete the following evaluation form so that
efforts to serve your needs.

I. Rate the quality and usefulness of the following
for each item.

we may direct our future planning

subjects. Circle one number

RATING
Low High

Unit 1: What is Labor Market Information? 1 2 3 4 5

Unit 2: Demographic Trends 1 2 3 4 5

Unit 3: Occupational Projections I 2 3 4 5

Unit 4: Federal and State Resources 1 2 3 4 5

Unit 5: Local Reso :trees 1 2 3 4 5

Unit 6: CIDS 1 2 3 4 5

Unit 7: Practical Applications 1 2 3 4 5

IL Please respond to the following:
Disagree Agree

1. The amount of tinte allotted for each presentation
was about right.

1 2 3 4 5

2. My awareness of labor market information
was increased.

1 2 3 4 5

3. I learned new ways to use labor market
information.

1 2 3 4 5

Comments and Recommendations:

ICDM

Developed by the Wisconsin SOICC.
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National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for
reacihng goals.

411*
Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job market.

Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and
career sources.

ime
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INTRODUCTION

Work is part of our
identity.

Career decisions are
critical to our sense of

The 1989 Gellup Survey
reiterates the need for
attention to improving
career decision maldng.

Chance and environment
plaiy an important role in
career decision making.

INTRODUCTION
MODULE 1

Introduction
Tin Jane Cruz?

Well in nice to meet you, Jam I'm Tom Chen.-
'You look familiar, Tom, I know Foe seen you before. Do you work in
this wear'

In many first time meetings such as this, the work we do is aten our
most descriptive label. He's a nurse; she's in sales; she's retired; he's
unemployed. How do we arrive at these social definitions? Did he
chooee W become a nurse? Did she aspire to be in sales? How are
these career choices made? Are they the result of long-term goals set
early in life? Did Tom and Jane make decisions and plans years ago
to be in a particular career? Or is Tom a nurse because entry into
other prclessions seemed difficult? Is Jane in sales because she
needed work at age 18 and selling was the first job she stumbled
upon after graduating from high school?

The decisions we make about our careers and leisure activities
throughmt the lifespan are critical to our sense of well-belnz.
Satisfaction in our work can be a key ingredient to our sense of
self-worth. Our happiness can be contingent upco our role a
productive and worthwhile employer or employee. Conversely,
excessive stress on the job can interfere with our mental and physical
health and our personal relationships. Many believe that the person
who finds fulfillment in the work place can maintain a sense of
security and belonging to the society at large.

Despite the importance of a career, a Gallup Survey conducted in
1989 found that less than half (41%) of today's adults made a
conscious and informed career choice. The survey, sponsored by the
National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NO1CC)
and the National Career Development Association (NCDA) contains
data that strongly reinforce the widely recognized need for improved
career decision making.

Many of the adults polled attributed their career patterns to
situational causes, chance encounters and environmental conditions.
The survey found that only four out of ten working adults in the
United States follcwed a specific plan for entering their career.
One-third of the others surveyed got started in their current jobs by
chance (18%) or necessity (12%), by taking the only job that was
available at the time. The social envircoment can also be a dominant
factor controlling career decisions. Twenty-three percent (23%) of the
Gallup respondents reported that their career choice was influenced
by family or friends.

ICDM 1-1
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One step in the career
decision maldng process is
relating self-knowledge to
the available
opportunities in the world
of work.

This inserviee I. designed
to help you locate, access,
evaluate and use the
career and labor market
information that explains
what is available in the
world of work.

Career Influences
(Ilmeito Mospowss PAM

Figure 1.1
plaipateem

Career decision making is a complex process. One step in the process
is to relate self-knowledge to the available opportunities in the world
of work. Unfortunately, many career development facilitatorsan not
prepared to locate, access, evaluate and use information that defines
the opportunities in the world of work.

This inservice program, Improved Career Decision Making (ICDM) in
a Changing World, is designed to aid career development facilitators
in finding, interpreting and effectively using the wealth of career and
labor market information (LMI) that is available. The goals of the
ICDM program follow.

Goals of the
ICDM Program

Train career development facilitators to help
students and clients:

I . Understand labor market information,

2. Use information to make career decisions,

3. Improve decision making skills, and

4. Develop an action plan to make more
effective use of information in career
decision making.

Figure 1.2

ICDM 1-2
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CAREER

O DECISION
MAKING AND
THE ROLE OF
INFORMATION

The National Career
Development Guidelines
&fine the role of career
developsnent fludlitators.

ICDM

Career Decision Making and the Role cdP InfOrmation

What can a career development facilitator do to teal* clients and

students to make effective decisions? Note that the tens "career

development facilitate? refills to anyone who provides a systematic

program ofexperiences and information designed to facilitate an

individual's career development. The National Career Development

Guidelines, developed by the National Occupational Information

Coordinating Committee, define competencies for staff who deliver

career guidance and counseling programs. The competencies are

organized around seven major areas: counseling information,

individual and group assessment, management and administration,

implementation, consultation and specific populations.

1-3



Counseling

information

National Career
Development Guidelines

Knowledge of developmental issues individuals address throughout the life span.
Know IMF of coimseling and career development theories and techniques.
Know le* of skeisiovinaking and transition models.
Knowledge of role relations!** to facaTitate personal, family, and career

development
Knowledge of different cultures to interact effectively with all populations.
Skills to build yoductive rebtionships with counselees.
Skills to use appropriate individual and group counseling techniques to assist

individuals with career decisions and career development concerns.
Skills to assist intfividuals in klentifying influencing factors in career decision

making. such as family, friends, est:rationl opportunities, and finances.
Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype others by

gender, race, aim and culture.
Skills to assist individuals in understanding the relationship between interpersonal

skills and success in the workplace.
Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for reaching

goals.
Skills to assist individuals in continually reassessing their goals, values, interests, and

career decisions.
Skills to assist individuals in preparing for multiple roles throughout their lives.

Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job market.
Knowledge of education, trinaing, employment trends, labor market, and career

resources.
Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling such as career

development, career progression, and career patterns.
Knowledge of the changing gender roles and how these impact on work, family, and

leisure.
Knowledge of employment information and career planning materials.
Knowledge of employment-related requirements such as labor laws, licensing,

credentialing, and certification.
Knowledge of state and local referral services or agencies for job, financial, social,

and personal service.
Knowledge of federal and state legislation that may influence career development

programs.
Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for specific

groups.
Skills to use computer-based career information systems.

individual and Group Knowledge of assessment techniques and measures c, kills, abilities, aptitudes,
Assessment interests, values, and personalities.

Skills to identify assessment resources appropriate for specific situations and
populations.

Skills to evaluate assessment resources and techniques related so that their validity,
reliability, and relationships to race, gender, age, and ethnicity can be
determined.

SkilLs to administer, interpret, and personalize assessment data in relation to the
career development needs of the individual.

ICDM 4S1 1-4



National Career Development Guidelines ciadituad

Management and Knowledge of program designs that can be used in organng career
Administration development programs.

Knowledge of needs assessment techniques and practices.
Knowledge of management concepts, leadership styles, and techniques to implement

change.
Skills to assess the effectiveness of Cateer development programs.
Skills to identify staff competencies for effective career development program.
Skills to prepare proposals, budgets, and timelines for career development

Programs.
Skills to identify, develop, and use record keeping methods.
Skills to design, conduct, analyze, and report the assessment of individual and

program outcomes.

Implementation Knowledge of program adoption and planned change strategies.
Knowledge of barriers affecting the implementation of career development

Folinms.
Skills to impkreent individual and group programs in a variety of areas such as

assessment decision making, job seeking, career information and career
counseling,

Skills to implement public relations efforts which promote career development
activities and services.

Skills to establish linkages with community-based organizations.

Consultation

Specific Populations

Knowledge of consulting strategies and consulting models.
Skills to assist staff in understanding how to incorporate career development

concepts into their offerings to program participants.
Skills to COEISLit with influential parties such as employers, community groups and

the general public.
Skills to convey program goals and achievements to legislators, professional groups,

and other key leaders.

Knowledge of differing cultural values and their relationship to work values.
Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, the handicapped,

and older persons.
Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals with

spetific needs.
Skills to identify community resources and establish linkages to assist adults with

specific needs.
Skills to find appropriate methods or resources to communicate with limited English

proficient individuals.

ICDM
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The Guidelines also
include student
competencies in the areas
of self-knowlettge,
education/occupational
exploration and career
planning.

To master these
competencies, a variety of
selfewareness activities
are completed. The next
step is to relate this self-
knowleilge to the many
available careers.

The Guidelines include student competencies in the areas of self-
knowledge, educational/occupational exploration and career planning.
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Figure 1.4

Within these competency areas, career development staff are
expected to help students and clients acquire, understand and assess
the values, interests, attitudes and skills that will be required of
them at choice points in the planning of their education, work and
future career paths.

To master these competencies, a number of activities are completed,
including administering various assessment instruments, organizing
programs that expose students to a variety of work sites and
disseminating information about training programs and career
opportunities. During this process, clients typically analyze personal
traits, backgrounds and their interests. This process of

ICDM
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Materials containing
career and labor =dud
infermation are a
neeessaa adjunct to
successful career decision
maldng.

In our changing world,
people need help in
locating, evaluating and
using the most up-to-date
and valid inibrmation.

self-awareness certainly aids the choice of a career. However,
because we are faced with a broad, rapidly changing spectrum of
careers, it is difficult to relate this self-knowledge to the many
alternatives available in the world of work. In order to become
knowledgeable about tbe full ranp of options, 'Undies" are needed
to learn about these alternatives. Materials containing career and
labor market information are one of the handles that needs to become
a necessavy ailjunct to successfid career decision making.

According to Pederson, Sampson, and Reardon (1991) information can
be used in the following ways:

to communicate how certain careers can meet an individual's
needs;
to instruct by providing details about potential options;
to decrease inconsistencies between aspirations and
capabilitiee; and
to distinguish between and within careers.

Grasping the information handle can be difficult because of the
quantity of information that surrounds us. To bring some order into
what can well be a chaotic situatke, various schema such as Career
Information Delivery Systems (CIDS) have been devised to organize,
analyze and present information about the thousands of occupations,
careers and educational trainim programs available.

Brown and Brooks (1881) have identified the following reasons for
moving beyond assessment and on to the search for information
during career decision making:

to clarifY which occupational alternatives are congruent with
the client's interests, aldlls, values and current needs;
to generate new occupational alternatives;
to narrow the number of occupational options currently under
consideration;
to help inexperienced clients become familiar with the world
of work;
to correct stereotyped or inaccurate impressions regarding
specific occupations; and
to motivate career decision making by illustrating the
rewards associated with a career choice.

Career development facilitators not only need to understand the role
information plays in career decision making but they also need to
learn how to access, evaluate and use the most up-to-date and valid
information. To reiterate,' the goal is not only to understand one's
potential, but to know how to maximize this potential in the work
force today and in the future.

According to Meyer (1988), the glut of information prohibits us from
stopping once we locate the information. Information only has
meaning if it is evaluated in light of what individuals know about
themselves. Ensuring that it is collected in a manner that best
serves the individual is the crit la] step. First, it is important for

ICDM 1-10



Information only has
meaning if it is evaluated
in light of what
individuals know about
themselves.

Finding answers can be
challenging and time
consuming.

those seeking career information to sort out the relevant from the
irrelevant Second, as facilitators, we need to monitor the process of
collection. Third, the information needs to be processed as it is
collected so it becomes part of the decision about to be made. Fourth,
the results of this processing need to be understood and integrated by
the individual.

To illustrate, a student may be considering a career as a tobar-o
grower. The student wants to know what the job will entail. What
will I do on the job? What will my income be? What kind ci training
do I need? The ICDM training program will teach you about
available resources that contain answers to many of these questions.

Sam& Questions to
Ask of Information:

1. .!ttw will orestimer behavior affect opportunities?

2. What public policies will Impinge en this cum?

3. How num workers are already in this Held?

4. How many new workers will be needed is the foam?

5. Where would I have to live to work in this occupation?

6. What will my w envionment be like?

7. How will technology change the Wintry?

Figure 1.5

This information can be supplemented by researching large issues
such as public policy and consumer behavior that affect the world of
work. Will smoldng habits continue to change with increased heidth
education efforts? Will policies banning smoking in most public areas
be effective? Will the government continue to tax tobacco quite
heavily? Will government subsidies to tobacco growers contim:
Will the pro-smoking lobby of growers, manufacturers, distributors
and users keep tobacco in demand and its price competitive? How
many tobacco growers do wo have today? Do we need more? In what
areas? How will technology change the industry?

When students and counselors can find the answers to these
questions, in the information gathering stage of career decision
making, wiser career choices can be made. Undeniably, finding the
answers to the questions surrounding any career choice is
challenging and time consuming, but nevertheless, critically
important. Some clients are capable of researching and using the
available information to make good decisions; others may need help
in locating and evaluating information to answer their questions.

XEMMEMMINI

ICDM
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WHAT IS CAREER
AND LABOR
MARKET
INFORMATION?
(LMI)

It is inhumation about
jobs, workers, ths work
place and the preparation
needed to work.

A CHANGING
WORK PLACE

Work place changes need
to be understood in order
to make an effective
career decision.

What Is Career and Labor Market Information?
During this inservice program, the term "information" will be used to
refbr to career and labor market lamination. It is information about
jobs and workers; industries and economic development; education
and training. Some examples include job descriptions, wage
information and training program inibrmation. The idermation is
readily available to the public through Caner Information Delivery
Systems ICIDS) printed materials, computer-based systems,
videotapes, microfiche, current periodicals, newspapers and books. It
is used by people who are exploring the world of work. Those who
are presently in the labor force, but are looking fbr other positions,
consult this information when planning their moves. Workers who
have left the labor force and who are seeking reentry also find career
and labor market inibrmation helpful

This same information is also used as a yardstick by employers to set
wages and amditions of employment and to evaluate their present
and figure business opportunities. The information is a valuable tool
ibr planners who assess our figure labor market needs and design
training programs for workers. It is a powerful counseling resource
for those in career education and public and private job service
effices.

A Changing Work Place
It is important for career development facilitators not only to
understand the information about occupations, but also to have
knowledge about the broader issues that result in fluctuations in our
social, political and economic systems, as well as changes in the
occupational structure. This knowledge can only serve to enhance
career decisions. For exantple, the composition of today's labor
market has continued to change as the population shifts and our
economy changes from a national to a global marketplm, from a
manufacturing to a service economy; and from a youth-oriented work
force to a middle-aged work force.
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Workers need

To survive and succeed, students and workers must be aware of these
changes.

Samples of Information

The Middle Aging of the Workforce

Percent Change In Population: 1990 - 2000

Figure 1.6

Career decision making is an individualized, client-centered process.
basic skills Another way to illustrate the importance of decision making is by

examining our national priority for informed and skilled workers.
career education Building a Quality Work Force (1988), a government report, was a

joint initiative of the United States Departments of Labor, Education,
an understanding of and Commerce. It addressed deficiencies in our educational system
the changing world of (including career education) that have not changed to meet our future
work work force needs. Employers were unanimous in their concern that

the basic skills of reading, writing, mathematics and communication
were lacking in entry level workers. Employers also reported that
employees were wanting in abilities such as analysis and problem
solving, cooperation and teamwork, flexibility and adaptability and
personal motivation and initiative.

r. .11.0% 44.3% .2.4%

ICDM
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New entrants to the labor
force will decline.

CONCLUSION

While striving to improve the quality of our work force, we also need
to be cognizant of another concern. The number of people entering
the labor market will decline in the next decade, due to demographic
changes. The supply of workers to meet the demand for a skilled
work fbrce appears to be insufficient, not entirely due to numbers,
but due to educational deficiencies and the lack of sufficient eareer
planning and prepration. How can we help move our citizens into
the work force with the skills they need? How can we translate the
concerns for a skilled work force into a motivation for effective career
decision making? How can we train adults to meet labor market
needs? How can we provide informal= to enable our clients to use
this labor shortfall to make better career decisions?

Conclusion
Knowing how to access, evaluate and use information is necessary 'ir
all career development facilitators. They not only need to be familiar
with career information delivery systems and other information
resources, but they also need to adequately prepare clients for the
information acquisition process and provide them with a method to
evaluate the information that is collected.

For example, how can knowledge of the following trends be
incorporated into career decision making? How can this information
best be used to provide opportunities for our students and clients?

The number of employees in goods producing industries have
remained relatively constant, while employees in industries
providing services have increased dramatically. As a result,
more than twice the number of workers are now involved in
the provision of services as are employed in the production of
goods.
The number of employees in blue-collar occupations remains
relatively stable, while the number of employees in the white
collar occupations has greatly increased.
The average educational attainment of the labor force has
risen appreciably. Lack of an education has become a
formidable challenge to gainful employment..
The proportion of women workers in the labor force has
increased significantly. Over 50* of American women no%
work outside the home. About one quarter of all managers
are now women.
The number of blacks in professional occupations has
increased.
Part-time work has increased considerably, One in every five
workers is a part-time employee.
at turnover has increased for males, that is, the average
number ofjobs held over a work lifetime has increased.
New jobs are created and obsolete jobs are phased out of
existence. Automation will also change occupations; it. will
eliminate some jobs And create others in all sectors of the
economy.
The population and the labor force will grow more slowly
than it did during the 1970s, due to declining birth rates in
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the 18608 and 70a. Females and people of color will make
upthe ingforitzt of the new entrants to the labor force.
A large percentage d the prison population never completed
high school

The wealth of information may seem intimidating and the process for
incorporating this infbrmatim into career decision making may seem
overwhelming. To help you focus on your specific needs, turn to the
Action Plan, specifically 'Program Hopes and Personal Change."
Here, you can spec* changes you can make at your work place after
completing this training.

ICDM
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Career Influences

(BasedonResponses
ofEnployed

Adults)
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choice/Followed

adefiniteplan

1111 Influenced
by parentsor friends

ED Ounce circumstances

O Tookonlyavailable
job

Don't know/Not
sure

Figure 1.1
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°Goals of the
ICDM Program

Train career development ifacilitators to help
students and clients:

understand labor market information;

use information to make career decisions;

improve decision making skills; and

develop an action plan to make more
effective use of information in career
decision making.

Figure 1.2
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National Career Development Guidelines

Inionnetion

Knowledge of mild issues individuals address throughout the life span.
Knowledge of and career development theories and techniques.
Kimwledge of decision-making and transition models.

of role relationships to facilitge personal, family, and career
enL

Knowledge of different cultures to interact effectively with all populations.
Skills to build productive relationships with counselees.
Skills to use appropriate individual and group counseling techniques to assig

hplividuals with career decisions and career development concerns.
Skills to assist individuals in *, influencing factors in career decision

inakin& such as family, friends, opportunities, and finances.
Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype others by

gender, race, ar, and culture.
Skills to assist individuals in understanding the relationship between intdrpersonal

skills and success in the workplace.
Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for reaching

lioals
Skills to assist individuals in continually reassessing their goals, values, interests, and

career decisions.
Skills to assist individuals in preparing for multiple roles throughout their lives.

Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job market
Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and career

MOUrCeS.
Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling such as career

development, career progression, and career patterns.
Knowledge of the changing gender roles and how these impact on work, family, and

leisure.
Knowledge of employment information and career planniing materials.
Knowledge of employment-related requirements such as labor laws, licensing,

credentialing, and certification.
Knowledge of state and local referral services or agencies for job, financial, social,

and personal service.
Knowledge of federal and state legislation that may influence career developmeut

ProVams
Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for specific

grouPs-
Skills to use computer-based career information systems.

Individual end Group Knowledge of assessment techniques and measures of skills, abilities, aptitudes,
Assessment interests, values, and personalities.

Skills to identify assessment resources appropriate for specific situations and
populations.

Skills to evaluate assessment resources and techniques related so that their validity,
reliability, and relationships to race, gender, age, and ethnicity can be
determined.

Skills to administer, interpret, and personalize assessment data in relation to the
career development needs of the individual.

Figure 1.3
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Management and
Admkgstration

Knnwkdge of program designs that can be used in nankin career
development programa

Knowledge of needs assessment techniques and practices.
Knowledge of management concepts, leadership styles, and techniques to implement

chanSr-
Skills to assess the effectiveness of career development programs.
Skilh to identify staff competencies kw effective career ent programs.

Skills to prepare proposals, budgets, and timelines kr career , I gig

programs.
Skills to identify, develop, and use record keeping methods.
Skills to design, conduct, analyze, and report the assessment of individual mid

program outcomes.

Implementation Knowledge of program adoption and planned change strategl-
Knowledge of barriers affecting the implementation of career development

Ixograms-
Skills to implement individual and group programs in a variety of areas such as

assessment decision making, job seeking, career information and career
counseling.

Skills to implement public relations efforts which promote career development

activities and services.
Skills to establish linkages with community-based organizations.

Consultation Knowledge of consulting strategies and consulting models.
Skills to assist staff in understanding how to incorporate career development

concepts into their offerinp to (wog= participants.
Skills to consult ssith influential parties such as employers, community groups and

the general public.
Skills to convey program goals and achievements to groups,

and other key leaders.

Specific Populations Knowledge of differing cultural values and their relationship to work values.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, the handicapped,

and older persons.
Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals with

specific needs.
Skills to identify community resources and establish linkages to assist adults with

specific needs.
Skills to rmd emopriate methods or resources to communicate with limited English

proficient individuals.



Dt\voiorinent Corn p' k's n it.yy Are0 II d LeVel

Middlefjunior
Elementary High School High School Adult

Knowledge of the
importance of self-concept.

Skills to interact with
othets.

Awareness of the
importance of growth and
changc

Knowledge of the
influence of a positive
selkumeka

Skills to interact with
others.

Knowledge of the
importance of growth
and change.

Awareness of the benefits
of educational achieve-
ment.

Awareness of the relation-
ship between work and
learning.

Skills to understand, and
use career infoimation.

Awareness of the impor-
tance of petecmal responsi-
bility and good work
habits.

Awairness of how work
relates to the needs and
functions of s idety.

Knowledge of the benefits
of educational
achievement to career
opportunities.

Understanding the
relationship between work
and learning.

Skills to locate, under-
stand, and time Laieei
information

Knowledge of skills
necessary to seek and
obtain jobs.

Understanding how work
relates to the needs and
functions of the economy
and society.

Understanding the
tnfluence of a positive
self-concept.

Skills to interact positively
with others.

Undestanding the
impact of growth and
detvlopment.

Understanding the
relationship between
educational addevement
and career planning.

Understanding the need
for positive attitudes
toward work and learning.

Skills to locate, evaluate,
end interptet UMW
information.

Skills to prepare to seek.
obtain, maintain, and
change lobs.

Understanding how
societal needs and func-
tions influence the nature
and structure of work.

Skills to maintain a
positive self-concept.

Skills to mamtain effective
behaviors.

Understanding develop-
mental changes and
transitions.

Skills to enter and partici-
pate in education and
training.

Skills to participate in
work and life-long
learning.

Skills to locate, evaluate,
anti lines riei tweet
information.

Skills to prepare to seek.
obtain, maintain, and
change jobs.

Understanding how the
needs and functions of
society influence the
nature and structure of
work.

Understanding how to
make decisions.

Awareness of the interrela%
tionship of life rules.

Awareness of different
occupations and changing
male/female roles.

Awareness of the career
planning process.

Figure 1.4

Skills to make decisions.

Knowledge of the interre-
lationship of life roles.

Knowledge of different
occupations and changing
mak/ femaie roles

Understanding Ow process
of career planning

Skills to make decisions.

Understanding the
interrelationship of life
roles.

Understanding the
continuous changes in
male/female roles.

Skills in career planning.
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Skills to make decisions.

Understanding the impact
of work cal individual and
fanuly life.

Understanding the
continuing changes in
male/female roles.

Skills to make career
transitions.

National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee Suitt 136, 2100 hi Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037 1202) 633-9669



tample Questions to
Ask of Information:

1. How will consumer behavior affect opportunities?

2. What public policies will impinge on this career?

3. How many workers are already in this field?

O. How many new workers will be needed in the future?

5. Where would I have to live to work in this occupation?

6. What will my work environment be like?

7. How will technology change the industry?



The Middle Aging of the Workforce

Percent Change in Population: 1990 - 2000

Figure 1.6

n +11.0% -;,.3% M +2.4%
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111=11111111 The Action Plan

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Skills to implement individual and group programs in a variety of areas
such as assessment, decision making, job seeking, career information
and career counseling.

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for
reaching goals.

4 :38



THE ACTION PLAN
Nothing is more terrible than activity without insight."

,Thomas Carlyle, 179b-81.

Changes A Personal Challenge

Most of us have heard the familiar saying, 'There are people who make things happen, people who
watch things happen, and people who wonder what happened." From personal experience, we
admire people who "make things happen." Thromis our own efforts, however, we realize how hard
it is to take action and make thanes in our lives. We recognize what it takes to accomplish our
goalsmotivation, hard work, determination, tenacity, support from others, and sometimes, just
plain luck.

Despite the personal sacrifices that may be required, many of us do want to change or improve
certain aspects of our personal lives or work situations. We are motivated to make changes when
we are exposed to new concepts and ideas that can improve or enrich our lives. As a result of
these influences, we are charged with a mental and physical energy to change our behavior in
some wayto quit smoking, to lose weight, to take a course in speed reading, or to develop a new
program to better meet the needs of our students. Unfortunately, our motivation to act often
withers, wanes and gradually subsides, due to fluttors such as the time needed to achieve change,
the people who may be standing in the way, the money to implement our plans, the personal
discipline that is necessary, or simply the pressures of daily life.

Needed: A Road Map

What is often missing is a "road map" to reach our destination. By studying persons who have
achieved, psychologista have discovered that they have two common characteristics:

1. they set goals for themselves; and
2. they write them down.

In other words, they have plans of action, which serve as detailed road maps to their goals. The
purpose of this section is to help participants develop their own road maps, or action plans, of
professional growth and development in career facilitating through the effective use of labor
market information.

Some Barriers To Change

What prevents career development facilitators from applying what they have learned? There are
three distinct types of barriers that prevent the transfer of skills from an inservice program to the
work site:

The participant. Because of personal standards and ideas about how the career
facilitating should be accomplished, the participant may reject the values and concepts in
the training course. Or, the participant may lack the confidence to use or apply the new
skills developed during training.
The participant's supervisor. The supervisor may not encourage the participant to use
the new skills; or, may not support the participant who applies what has been learned.
The organization. The participant's new skills may not be accepted in the work
environment due to time constraints, pay structures, incompatible office policies and
procedures, or the lack of authority to act.

ICDM ACTION PLAN-1
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Overcoming Barrier= A Training Approach

To prevent these barriers from occurring, a comprehensive plan of action should be initiated before
the training begins. We suggest the following approach:

Step I.
The participant and supervisor develop mutual training objectives.
Action to be taken: This should be completed ' Are attending an ICDM inservice.

The participant's supervisor can work cooperatively with the participant by communicating
his/her needs. The supervisor who has a voice in defining the skills that are needed will
take a reater interest in the outcome of the training. An involved and concerned
supervisor will also be more likely to support the skills of the participant For these
reasons, a meeting should be held between the participant and hisAier supervisor before
the onset of the training session to develop some clearly stated mutual objectives in written
form.

An example of a mutual objective might be:

To develop stronger ties between the school and the business community in order to
place more students in work experience or internship programs.

Step 2.
Participant lists pre-training objectives.
Action to be taken: Instruct participants to complete 'Program Hopes and Personal Change."
Allow five minutes.
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The participant's first task in the training session is to outline what halshe wishes to gain
from the inservice. This enables the trainer to better meet the participanes needs. The
*Wives listed* the participant will be translated into an Action Plan at the conclusion
of the training session that will contain activities to be completed back at the wwk site. A
form for this purpose, "Program Hopes and Personal Change," is in the Participant's Guide.

An example of a participant oltective might be:

To become skilled in how to access local labor market information to better advise
students who wish to work in the community.

Step 3.
The training instills confidence in the participant.

Action to be taken: Instruct participants to take a minute to examine and ask questions about
the "Daily Planner."

In order to instill confidence, each training module should incorporate bands-on, work-
related activities to develop the participant's skills in the use of labor market information.
Practical activities that can be easily adapted to the work place will enhance the
participant's motivation and confidence. These activities should be related to the
participant's training oltiectives. A written form to outline this learning transfer for the
participant, the "Daily Planner," can be found in the Participant's Guide.
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it is important that the participant be given at least five minutes to fill in the "Daily
Planner" at the conclusion of each training module. When the training modules have been
concluded, the "Daily Planner" is used by the participants to create an Action Plan.

An example of a practical training activity might be:

Role playing a career counseling session during which the counselor is showing a client
how to scan and evaluate the help wanted ads in a newspaper to gain a broader
understanding of the local labor market

ICDM ACTION PLAN-3
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Step 4.
The training enables the participant to develop a supportive network.

The participant's organization may need to be modified order to accomplish training
goals. The training should provide the participant with tools to implement organizational
change and the human resources to assist himiher. These tootle and resources should
become components of the participant's Action Plan.

An example of a training activity to enable the participant to develop a peer network would
be:

A brainstorming session on how to develop ties between the school and the business
communitr that results in the formation of interest or support groups among the
participants that would continue beyond the training session.

Step 5,
The Action Plan is completed at the conclusion of the training.

The participant's concluding activity will be the formulation of a plan of action. The
procedure for "Developing an Action Plan" and directions for the small group work to
review and critique the plan follow in the Participant's Guide.
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Figure 3

A two page worksheet, "My Action Plan," helps the participant create a specific outline
with details, such as resources needed and time frames required. When writing the plan,
it is important that the participant consider the factors that will enable him/her to reach
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the Action Plan goals, as well as the obstacles that must be overcome. By doing so, the

participant can develop realistic stntegies to reach the oWectives.
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Pages 7-10 are included in the Participant's Resource Guide-Action Plan.

The Action Plan

As a result of this training in Improved Career &deice; Making (ICDM), you will be better
informed about how the labor market works. You will develop skills in maintaining up-to-date
information about its fluctuations and changes. You can utilize these skills by integrating
information resources into your work. It is critical that the skills devolved during your training
be transferred- By applying what you have learned, you can help your clients make the bestpossible career choices.

Your Action Plan is the culmination of the training session. Once you have achieved your training
objectives, an Action Plan needs to be developed as a mechanism to assist you in making the
important transfer ri skills from the training session to your work environment.

It's Easy!

The creation of an Action Plan should not be intimidating, because the framework *kr your planalready exists. You have been ibrmulating your plans from ethe very beginning ofyour trainingwhen you listed your hopes for the program and possibilities for change. Please see "Program
Hopes and Personal Change" from the Participant's Guide. During training, you have vadually
added pieces to your plan. A review of your notes frosd each training module will reveal this
information on your "Daily Planner."

Your final Action Plan will combines

your original objectives BS stated in "Program Hopes and Personal Change,"
the actions listed in the last column of your module notes from your "Daily Planner," and
any additional goals you wish to set for yourselfand your organization.

A systematib approach to writing your plan is outlined on "My Action Plan." Once formulated, theAction Plan becomes a self-pledge, it is a commitment to engage in new behaviors as a resultof the training.

The plan itself should be simple, realistic, and measurable. The plan defines what you want todo, how and when you will do it, what help you will need, and how you will measure what you
have accomplished. See the next page for an example.

ICDM
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Example of an Action Plan

Ae a result of my training I plan to:

set up a resource center called "Jobs in River City," with information on loul employment
opportunities;
become active in the local Chamber of Commerce in order to establish ties with community
businesspersons; and
work with other facilitators to establish a new work study partnership between my
organization or school and a local business or industry.

To illustrate the complete Action Plan process that is outlined on the participant's worksheet, we
will use the first goal, setting up a resourcs) center on local employment opportunities, as an
example. Some of the services this center might provide would be:

a Career Information Deliver), System (CIDS) for career exploration and information;
federal, state and local labor market information publications, such as the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT), Standard Occupational Classification (SOC), Occupational
Outlook Handbook (0011), Standard Industrial Classification (SIC), local newsletters, etc.;
a list of the major employers in the community, with descriptions of their businesses or
industries and the principal occupatioqs found within them;
telephone numbers of personal contacts that may be helpful, e.g., job telephone lines,
human resource departments of governmental agencies and large employers, Job Service,
JTPA contacts, private employment agencies, etc.;
a chart showing the major occupational classifications in the local labor market, with
information on qualifications, wages, hours and conditions of employment;
cost of living information for River City: food, utilities, housing, etc.;
information on tax deductions taken from paychecks, employee benefits and legal rights,
a map showing where major employers are located, along with local public transportation
services and schedules;
video/audio tapes of local employers describing the qualifications they are seeking in
prospective employees;
a listing of postsecondary educational and training institutions, with catalogs of their
offerings;
a job bulletin board taken from the listings in the local newspaper or Job Service Office;
a file ofjob postings from public institutions and any other large employers within the city;
intaructions for resume and cover letter writing; files of sample resumes and
introduction letters;
samples of common job application forms used by major employers in the area with
instructions to follow; and
a sign-up sheet for personal counseling services.

With this goal in mind, a Jobs in River City Resource Center, "My Action Plan" could be outlined
in the following way on the worksheet:

I. Defining my concern

A. I have carefully reviewed my professional environment; the area that I would like to see
improved relates to the lack of information our students have about job opportunities in
River City.

B. I am concerned about this situation because:

ICDM
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1. many of our students wish to remain in River CiV and will be seeking work in this
area;

2. national and state labor market information does not always apply to conditions in
River City; and

3. our students lack job search skills.

C. The major facts that relate th my problem are:

1. sixty percent of our high school graduates remain in River City;
2. fifty percent have completed their education; they will not go on to a postsecondary

program; they will be looking for work in River City;
3. students need information about where they can find work and how to get it;
4. "Education for Employment" is a goal of our school district; and
5. my principal supports school-wide efforts to educate fbr employment..

II. Seeking a solution

A. The elements of my situation most amenable to change are:

1. having the cooperation of most teachers and the school administration in setting up
this Resource Center;

.4" learning about the labor market in River City, thereby improving my career counseling
skills; and

3. the frustration expressed by students looking for work; they have a need for a Jobs
Resource Center.

B. The elements of my situation least amenable to change are:

1, the limited availability of time to set up the Center: finding materials, interviewing
employers, developing handouts, ete.;

2. finding money in our budget to purchase some of the publications and computer
software that would enhance the Resource Center;

3. convincing all staff members to support and contribute to the Resource Center; and
4. assuring that all students have access to the Resource Center.

C. I would use these indicators to consider my concerns to be satisfactorily resolved:

1. the completion of a Resource Center within three months;
2. the Resource Center will be used by at least 60% of the student body before the end of

the school year as determined by a record keeping procedure;
3. students, staff members and administrators who use the Center will complete written

evaluations of its effectiveness;
4. the Center will establish working relationships with public and private agencies, such

as Job Service and JTPA; and
5. the evaluations of the Center will be used to improve its future content and operation.

D. The forces that I see as unfavorable to tor blocking) the hoped-for change are:

1. coworkers who may not approve of the time that I will be spending to set up the
Center,

2. teachers who may be unwilling to allow their students class time to use the Jobs
Resource Center,

ICDM ACTION PLAN-8
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3. local businesses and industries that may be uncooperative; and
4. a lack of student awareness as to how the Center can help them.

E. The forces I see as favoring (supporting) the change are:

1. students looking for work;
2. the school district administration;
3. the library director;
4. special education teachers;
5. parents; and
6. local employers who envision the value of the Center.

F. The solution I see to my concern is:

1. to work closely with those persons who will support my efforts to establish the Center,
2. to communicate frequently with persons who may oppose or resent my efforts in order

to address their concerns and enlist their support and cooperation;
3. to involve local business people in the planning of the Center; and
4. to ask my principal to appoint an ad hoc advisory committee composed of teachers,

parents and local business people to assist in the planning and development of the
Center.

III. An Action Plan to Implement my solution

A. I see the time frame for the plan to be operative as follows:

1. Center established in three months;
2. student, staff and administrative evaluations of the Center in nine months; and
3. Center revisions in twelve months.

B. I will need the assistance of these individuals to implement my plan:

Name: Principal Sam Martinez
Mout: Administrative and financial support of the Center

Name: Library Director Helen Han
About: Help in finding information resources

Name: Chamber of Commerce President Sue Young
About: Getfing cooperation from local businesses

Name: English teacher Michael Fekiman
About: Sample resumes, cover letters and job applications

C. I will need to communicate the plan to:

Name: Staff members, administrators and students
About: Purpose/design/time frune for the Center

Name: Local employers
About: The purpose of the Center, their employment needs

ICDM ACTION PLAN-9
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ICDM

Name: Parents of students
About: How the Center can help their child

Name: Members of my own dePartment
About: Duties, responsibilities, time frames, etc.

D. I intend to follow up and evaluate the success of my plan by doing the following:

1. reviewing, tabulating and analyzing the evaluation of the Jobs Resource Center
completed by the students, staff and administration by the end of the school year;

2. using the findings from the evaluations to set goals to improve the Center during the
following school year; and

3. communicating these future plans to students, staff and administration.

Conclusion

As you can see by this example, your Action Plan can be a powerfill instrument of change. Your
plan outlines your goals and develops strategies to achieve, monitor and refine them. It is truly
amazing what people can accomplish by simply setting realistic goals and writing them down.

tJ
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After tile Action Plan has been completed, it is important that time be allowed fbr each participant
to discuss hislher plan with Mow trainees. Research has shown that group discussion is very
valuable; the "talking it over" process creates a bond between the participant and the plan of
action. Through the process of discussing the plan with otlune, the participant receives
constructive criticism, usella suggestions, and most importantly, the support of the group. As a
result of the group encouragement and feerback, the participant becomes more publicly committed
to the Action Plan.

Returning to the pressures of the work place, however, may diminish the commitment and
enthusiasm of the participant. Work day realities, such as time constraints, budget considerations
and coworkers who are resistant to new ways ci doing things are often difficult to overcome. For
these reasons, strategies ars developed in the written Action Plan to diffuse the forces blocking
change. Persons whose assistance will be needed are identified, as well ^s in Ividuals with whom
the participant must communicate. By preparing for anticipated barriers, the participant will be a

better able to overcome them.

Step 6.
The final consideration for the trainer is to make provisions for follow-up with the
participants and their progress in the work place.

For these reasons, trainers should try to retain a copy of the Action Plan developed by each
participant. In order to reduvenate the participant's commitment after a period of time has
elapsed, be/she may need to be monitored and encouraged by a supervisor, the support
network formed during the training, a peer group at the work site and the trainer. Some
suggestions for follow up are:

Self-addressed postcards to the trainer for participant feedback or requests for
trainer assistance.
A three month evaluation of the txaining results by the participant and hiaiher
supervisor, focusing on a review of the participant's Action Plan.
A meeting or telephone conference between the participant and hia/her support
network at a specified time to disease the progress of each Action Plan.
A mail, telephone, or face-to-face progress report on the Action Plan between the
participant and the trainer at three, six or twelve month interval&

Summary

The most critical aspect of the training process is whether or not the training can be sustained.
Are the skills learned by the participant transferred to the work place? There are many reasons
why training does not take: the wary or unbelieving participant, an =involved superviscr, or a
non-responaive work environment. Because of these barriers to the transfer of training, it is
critical that each participant overcome them by developing a written, specific and measurable plan
to use the skills that hefshe has developed. Group discussion and feedback provide the participant
with not only a supportive peer network, but help to increase the participant's commitment to
his/her Action Plan. The final document, "My Action Plan," is the culmination of the training. For
maximum efiktiveness, Action Plans should be followed up and evaluated by timely reports from
the participants, their supervisors and coworkers and the trainers. Specific col:datives, practical
learning experiences, plans of action and follow-up--these are all needed to make training truly
"take" and be effective.
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Flat Component (Nii!yidon plan or
name

Program Hopes and Personal Change

My hopes and expectations for this training are. . .

2. If my supervisors could have a goal tor this training, they would want me to. .

3. If my peers or associates could have a goal for this training, they would want me to. . .

4. If the individuals that I supervise could have a goal for this training, they would want
me to.

IIIAdapted horn The Winning Trainer, J.E. Eitington, Gulf Publishing Co., Housttn, TX, 1990



Second component of Actbn Plan Mr
tune

Directions: Notes shoukl be taken by the participant on this worksheet at the end of each training session (allow 5 minutes).
When the training is concluded this Planner is used to create the Action Plan.

Daily Planner

Key Points of Module Key Points Related to MY Needs Action I Intend to Take

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

Module 5

Module 6

Module 7

Module 8

Module 9

Module 10

511
Adapted from The Wnning Tnener, J.E. Ellington, Gulf Publishing Go., 1990.
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Developing an Action Plan

I. Purpose

The iinal phase of this program is designed to give you an opportunity to apply the
concepts and skills that you have learned to an actual on-the-jobconcern of your choice.
Thls should provide real and lasting meaning to your training experience. It will also
provide you with a maximum return from your investment of time and effort in the training
session.

IL Procedure

A Select a topic about which you have a genuine concern; that is, an area that requires
some worthwhile improvement or remedial action. The concern may relate to
management, an operational matter, an administrative change, a plan for self-
improvement, an improvement in relations with others (supervisors,coworkers), etc.
It may involve overcoming a deficiency or meeting a new challenge or opportunity.
You alone know where a real need for change or betterment exists.

B. Individual work (20 minutes): Use the three-part Action Plan Woftheet to help you
work through the details of your problem-solving activity.

C. Small group work (30 minutes): You will be assigned to a team of three (two other
participants who share your concerns and yourself). Each of you will have the
opportunity to present your concern and plan for action to the other two members for
review, critique, feedback, and counsel. Each presenter will have 10 minutes to
seaire help from the other two participants. Although this is your concern, objective
"outsiders* can be of real help, because they may see things you might have
overlooked. Feedback from your teamates will sharpen the issues for you and help
you think through the steps outlined in your action plan.

Adapted from The Winning Trainer, J.E. Ellington, Gulf Publishing Co., Houston, TX, 1990



Act km Plan of
name

My Action Plan

I. Defining my concerns

1. I have carefully reviewed my "back-home" situation, and the area I would
Oke to see improved relates to. . .

2. I am concerned about this situation because. . .

3. The major facts that relate to this situation are. . .

H. Seeking a solution

1. The elements of my situation most amenable to change are. . .

2. The elements of my situation least amenable to change are. . .

3. I would use these indicators to consider my concerns to be satisfactorily resolved.

4. The forces that I see as unfavorable to (blocking) the hoped for change are. . .

5. The solutions I see to my concerns are. . .

6. The major facts that relate to my concern are. . .

Adapted from The Winnkw Trainer, J.E. Eitington, Gulf Publishing Co., Houston, TX, 1990
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Action Plan

My Action Plan cont.

III. An action plan to implement my solution

1. i see the time frame for my plan to be operative as follows:

2. I will need the assistance of these individuals to implement my plan:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

e
3. I will need to communicate the plan to:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

Name: about:

4. I intend to follow up and evaluate the success of my plan by doing the following:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Action taken: Date:

Adapted from The Winning Trainer, J.E Eltington, Gull Publishing Co., Houston, TX, 1900
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Module 2
Definitions of Terms and

Concepts Related to Career
Development and Labor

Market Information
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1
Knowledge of employment information and career planning materials.

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and
career resources.
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AND CONCEPTS
RELATED TO CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND

LABOR MARKET INFORMATION
MODULE 2

Outline Topic Delivery Methods Trainer's Notes

Terms and Lecturette or reviewed when related concepts
concepts Related to are introduced in Modules 3-10. pp. 1-3

Career This section is contained in the Participant's
Development Resource Guide.

Career
Job
Work
Occupation
Skill
Task
Career
Development
Career Decision
Making
Career Guidance
Career Education
Developmental
Guidance
The National
Career
Development
Guidelines

Terms and Lecturette or reviewed when related concepts

Concepts Related to are introeuced in Modules 3-10. pp. 3-13

thing Labor This section is contained in the Participant's
Market Information
in Career Decision

Resource Guide.

Maldw
What Is a Labor
Market?
What Is Labor
Market
Information (LMI)?
Who Uses LMI?
Who Collects LMI?



Outline Topic Delivery Methods Trainer's Notes

Defining the Labor Figure 2.1
Ftwee Labor Force Concepts
What Are Figure 2.2
Industries? Industrial Sectors
Industry
Definititms
According to the
SIC
What Is an
Occupation?
Occupational
Shifts
Occupational
Definitions and
Coding Systems

Technical Terms This section is not included in the

and Concepts ParticipanCs Resource Guide.

Related to Labor
Market Information
and Data Collection
Programs Figure 2.3

NOICC I SOICC Organization
The NOICC
Role of the SOICC
Role of the SESA
Labor Market Area
External Versus
Internal Labor
Markets
Supply and
Demand
Measuring the
Labor Force
Benchrnarking
Seasonal
Actjustments
Covered
Employment
Labor Surplus
Area
Labor Turnover
Federal Data
Collection
Programs for
Industries
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS AND CONCEPTS
RELATED TO CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND

LABOR MARKET INFORMATION
MODULE 2

Please note: The sections on Career Development and Using Labor Market Information in Career
Decision Making contain definitions that should be included in all insenrice programs. They can be
discussed either before you begin Modules 3-10 or incorporated into the discussions and/or lecturettes as
you procesd through the agenda. Copies of these pages are also contained in Module 2 of the Participant's
Resource Guide.

The section on Technical Terms and Concepts Related to Labor Market Information and Data
Collection contains definitions that you might want to include in your presentation or use to increase
your personal knowledge of the sullject matter. If you decide to discuss these terms and concepts, make a
copy of these pages for all participants.

TERMS AND
CONCEPTS
RELATED TO
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

Career

Job

Work

Occupation

Skill

Task

Career Development

Terms and Concepts Related to Career Development

Career
Career is a life style concept that involves a sequence of work or
leisure activities in which one engages throughout a lifetime.
Careers are unique to each person and are dynamic, unfolding
throughout life. They include not only occupations but pre-
vocational and postvocational concerns as well as how persons
integrate their work life with their other life roles. (Herr and
Cramer, 1984)

Job
A group of similar, paid positions requiring some similar
attributes in a single organization. (Super, 1976)

Work
Conscious effort, other than that having as its primary purpose
either coping or relaxation, aimed at producing benefits for
oneself and/or oneself and others. (Hoyt, 1991)

Occupation
A group of similar jobs found in different industries or
organizations. (Herr and Cramer, 1984)

Skill
An attribute required of the worker in order to complete a work
task. (Jepsen, 1991)

Task
An element of work to be completed. (Jepsen, 1991)

Career Development
The total constellation of psychological, sociological, educational,
physical, economic, and chance factors that combine to shape the
career of any given individual. (Splete, 1978)

ICDM 2-1
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Career Decision Making Career Decision Making
The following steps constitute the decision making process:

determine the concern to be acted upon,
project possible alternative actions,
review possible consequences of each alternative action,
choose the best alternative at this time,
decide hew and when to implement the alternative,
implement it,
evaluate the results of the action, and
determine whether a related decision needs to be made
now or if further planning is needed.

(Splete, 1978)

Career Guidance Career Guidance
A systematic program of coordinated information and experiences
designed to facilitate individual career development, and more
specifically, career management (Herr and Cramer, 1984)

Career Education Career Education
The totality of experiences by which persons acquire knowledge
and attitudes about self and work, and the skills by which to
identify, choose, plan and prepare for work and other life options.
(Herr and Cramer, 1984)

Developmental Guidance Developmental Guidance
Developmental Guidance is based on the premise that as children
and adults mature, they pass through various developmental
stages vital to their growth. Programs that systematically
address the learning, personal/social, and career development
needs of all individuals are the basis for this preventative
approach to counseling and guidance. (Wilson, 1986)

National Career
Development Guidelines

National Career Development Guidelines
The National Career Development Guidelines are based on
developmental guidance concepts and as a result are preventative,
goal oriented and proactive in nature. (NOICC, 1989)

They reflect the national movement to improve career guidance
and counseling programs throughout the life span and to support
standard-setting efforts which:

increase the understanding of Wong career development
needs, based on the conceptual framework of
developmental guidance;
expand the definitions of comprehensive career guidance
and counseling programs;
emphasize competency-based education and training;
support program accountability efforts;
heighten interest in achieving professional consensus on
program guidelines and standards;

ICDM 2-2



TERMS AND
CONCEPTS
RELATED TO
USING LABOR
MARKET
INFORMATION IN
CAREER
DECISION
MAKING

What Is a Labor Market?

renew legislative support for career guidance and
counseling programs; and
increase emphasis on certification of counselors, including
career specialization.

(Bee Figures 1.3 and L4 for a listing of the Guidelines.)

Mgjor components addressed in the Guidelines include:

Student Competencies and Indicators. Guidelines for
the outcomes of career guidance and counseling programs
are the basis for program development. The competencies
are stated as broad goals. The indicators describe specific
attitudes, knowledge and skills related to career
development. They are divided into five sequential levels:
elementary, middle or junior high school, high school,
young adult and adult. They are organized into three
broad areas: self-knowledge, educational and occupational
exploration, and career planning.
Institutional Capabilities. This section provides a
statement of the necessary commitment, structure, and
support required for effintive career guidance and
counseling programs including administrative
commitment*, physical facilities, and supportive materials.
Personnel Requirements and Counselor
Competencies. This section provides a description of the
roles of various staff members as well as specific
competencies needed by counselors to deliver career
guidance and counseling programs.

A basic understanding of the key concepts, vocabulary and measures
of labor market information is essential to its effective use.

For those engaged in education, counseling, job development and job
placement, an understanding of how to use labor market information
effectively in career decision making is criticaL Although one might
not want, or necessarily need, technical knowledge of numbers and
statistics, knowing the terms and concepts will help explain
information found in the lay press or in technical reports.

What Is a Labor Market?
Labor markets bring together buyers and sellers seeking to exchange
one thing of value for another. Sellers are individuals seeking work,
and buyers are employers offering wages and other benefits in
exchange for work. Through the operation of the market, employers
obtain the labor needed to transform raw materials into goods and
services, and workers earn an income to support themselves and
others.

Labor markets are dynamic and constantly changing. They tend to
be more complicated than other kinds of markets. There are many
interacting variables that influence supply and demand in a labor
market. The commodity being sold, the labor supply, is controlled by

ICDM
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What Is Labor Market
Information (LMI)?

Who Uses Labor Market
Information?

Who Collects Labor
Market Information?

human beings with individual values and abilities who are free to

make choices about education, training, occupation and geographical

location. Moreover, workers can even choose to work for themselves

td become their own employers.

What Is Labor Market Information?
Labor market inibrmation (LMD is systematized data, produced on a

regular basis, about ern;loyment, unemployment, jobs and workers.

It includes infbrmation about people, jobs aud employers.

Although many people may think of LMI as only basic employment

and unemployment statistics, labor market information is, in fact, a

wide array of employment related data on economic conditions and

labor force characteristics, such as population, education, income,

occupational descriptions and employment conditions.

Who Uses Labor Market Information?
The interpretation of labor market information contributes to the

development of public policies and programs. Educators and students

need data on occupational outlooks to make sound dt.cisions about

programs of study and careers. Young people need information about

occupational descriptions, educational requiremen* wages, and the

employment outlook to make choices about careers and training.

Managers ofjob training and retraining programs need labor market

information to identity those most in need oftraining programs, to

develop new curricula for vocational training, to design and

implement appropriate programs and to place graduates in jobs.

Employers use labor market information to set wages, design working

conditions and evaluate alternative business opportunities.

Who Collects Labor Market Information?
The federal government is respontolle for developing, maintaining

and reporting labor market information and information about the

nation's economy. The states collect this raw data for the federal

government..

Several federal agencies are involved in the collection effott They

play a nudor role in data development by specifying a common

methodology for data collection, processing and reporting that results

in standard data available for each state. The major agencies are:

The U.& Bureau ofLabor 5* *qtics (BLS) collects and

issues statistics on labor mark...onditions and social trends

that affect the demand for labor. BLS is responsible for the

methodology and procedures used by state agencies to collect

data on the labor force.
The U.S. Bureau of the Census collects a wvie range of
demographic, social and economic data. The Census also

collects national, state and local data to describe the size,
characteristics and status of the labor force.
The U.S. Office ofEducational Research collects and

disseminates information about educational institutions, levels

ICDM
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Defining the Labor Force

of enrollment, basic literacy skills attainment and information
about school leavers.
The MIL Office of Vocational and Adult Education
(OVAN) sets *lands tbr spending federal vocatiimal
education fimds. The planning requirements issued by the
OVAB have a significant impact on the kinds of occupational
information needed fbr vocational planning.

Defining the Labor Force

LABOR FORCE CONCEPTS

EMPLOYED utempurneo

Figure 2.1

WANT A JOB

.ASCOMIND MIA
RISASONS

tjOAJOG

NOT WANT

41==m11,

Civilian Noninstitutional Population
This group consists of all persons 16 years of age and older who
are not members of the resident armed forces end who do not
reside in institutions, such as nursing homes, prisonsor mental
hospitals. This is the group from which potential workers are
available.

Civilian Labor Force and Labor Force Participation Rate
This group consists ci the total number of civilians who are
employed and unemployed. It does not include those persons
employed by the armed forces. The proportion of the total civilian
nwinstitutional population, or of a demographic subgroup of that
population classified as "in the labor force," is known as the labor
force participation rate.

Employed
The BLS definition for employed are those people who:

worked for pay or profit at any time during the payroll
period which included the 12th day d the month;
held jobs, but were temporarily absent from them for such
reasons as a vacation, weather, personal illness or an
industrial dispute, or

IC= 2-5
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worked without pay in a family-owned business for 15 or
more hours.

The number of employed are estimated monthly through the
Current Population Survey. The employed group includes three
sub-groups te workers, wage and salary workers, self-employed
workers and unpaid family workers.

Wage and salary workers - People who work for wages,
salaries, commissions, tips or pay in kind from a private
employer, a non-prdit employer or a governmental unit.
Nonfarm wage and salary workers make up the midor
portion of this category.
Self-employed workers - People who work ibr profit or fees
in their own business, profession or trade, or who operate
a farm.
Unpaid family worker - Persons who work without pay for
at least 15 hours a week on a ikrm or in a business
operated by a household member who is related by birth
or marriage.

Full-Time Employed
These are people who are employed 35 hours or more per week.

Part-Time Employed
These are people who are employed less than 35 hour a week.
Part-time workers are fkrther broken down into two groups: those
who are part-time by choice, and those who are part time for
economic reasons. The economic reasons include slack work,
material shortages and the inability to find a full-time job. Some
of these people are referred to as the "underemployed".

Unemployed
This group is defined by BL3 as those persons who meet the
following criteria:

performed no work at all for pay or profit in the week of
the 12th of the month;
looked for a job at some point in the past four weeks; and
were available for work in the survey week.

These people represent an unutilized but available labor supply.

Out of the Labor Force
This is a residual category of persons who are neither employed
nor unemployed. These include people who are enrolled in school,

those with family care responsibilities, persons with disabilities
and those who are retired. Many of these people may move into
and out of the labor force as economic or personal conditions
warrant.

ICDM
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Want a Job
These tend to be the people who want a job, but who are not
actively looking because they perceive there are no jobs available,
or believe they are not skilled. They are sometimes thought of as
"discouraged.* This category may also include persons who want
a job, but are not highly marketable, such as those lacking skills
or who are differently abled.

Hidden Unemployment
These are discouraged workers, who for a variety of reasons think
they cannot find work and sooner or later cease looking.
Example: Unskilled workers in the ghettos of many large cities
who, lacking education and/or transportation, often cannot find
jobs and become resigned to litlt on the dreets or on welfare.

Underemployment
This occurs when a worker is either overqualified for a job or
works fewer hours than desired. Example: A college graduate in
microbiology who can find no work in hislher field and ends up as
a clerk in a department store.

Do Not Want a Job
These are people who have other responsibilities, such as
schooling or caring for family members, as well as those persons
who have already retired.

Types of Unemployment
Frictional Unemployment, usually for a short duration, is
caused when people are between jobs. Example: A waitress who
quits a job to look for a position that offers better wages.

Structural Unemploymeat arises when there is a job skill
mismatch such that the skills workers possess are not those that
employers require. Example: A football player who has been
released and who has no other job skills on which to rely.

Seasonal Unemployment is created when jobs are available for
only a portion of the year. Example: Migrant workers who
"follow the harvest" of various crops, but who have little chance of
working in the colder months.

Cyclical Unemployment is caused by boom and bust cycles in
the economy. Example: Oil field workers who enjoy plentiful and
lucrative work when the price of oil is up and suffer economic
setbacks as the price drops.

Unemployment Bate represents the number of unemployed as a
percent of the labor force. The seasonally adjusted unemployment
rate eliminates the influence of regularly recurring seasonal
fluctuations which can be ascribed to weather, crop-growing
cycles, holidays, vacations, regular industry model changeover
periods, and the like, and therefore, more clearly shows the
underlying basic trend of unemployment.

ICDM 2-7
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What Are Industries? What Are Industries?
Industries are groups of firms that produce similar goods and
services. Our economy has two basic kinds of industries: those that
produce goods and those that provide services.

Industrial Sectors

The goods producing industries supply everything from gasoline to
drill presses to lamb chops. These industries employ less than one-
third of U.S. workers. MAjor goods producing industries include:

Agriculture (fanning, food and fiber processing, and
manufacturing of farm tools and fertilizers, to name a few
elements of a basic industry)
Mining (industries producing most of the basic raw materials
and energy sources that industries and consumers use,
including coal mining, metal mining, and oil exploration and
processing)
Contract construction (industries that build, alter, and
repair roads, bridges and structures, such as factories)
Manufacturing (industries that manufacture goods ranging
from miniature computer circuits to textiles to spacecrafts)

The service industries either provide services such as medical care
or haircuts, or maintain and distribute the goods listed above. More
than two-thirds of U.S. workers are employed in these major
industrial groups. They include:

Transportation, communication and public utilities
(industries grouped together because they provide a public
service. They are regulated and sometimes owned by public

=1111i =111M1a1151111M=1,
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Industry Definitions
According to the Standard
Industrial Classification
(SIC)

What Is an Occupation?

agencies, such as telephone companies, power companies,
airlines, and truckers)
Trade (industries involved in the distribution and sale of
goods from producers to consumers, such as restaurants,
wholeaak textile dealers, and department stores. There are
two divisions, one called wholesale trade and another called
retail trade.)
Finance, insurance and real estate (industries that
provide financial services, protection, and property to
businesses and consumers; among those in this group are
banks, consumer credit agencies, insurance companies, and
real estate broken.)
Services (industries engaged in providing a personal service
to consumers, such as private hospitals, private schools,
hotels, and the Girl Scouts)
Government (national, state and local agencies including
public schools, the postal service, police and fire protection,
the Army)

There are several groups of industries in each division. For instance,
under "services" one would find business services, legal services,
educational services, health services, etc. Health services includes
hospitals, offices of dentists, medical and dental laboratories,
outpatient care facilities, nursing and personal care facilities. It is
important to understand this type of industry breakdown because it
provides a useful means for analyzing labor force activity.

Industries, like people, are highly dependent on each other. For
instance, the trade industry depends upon the manufacturing
industry to provide the goods it sells, and manufacturing depends
upon the finance, insurance and real estate industries for the loans
needed to buy goods and to expand. The manufacturing eector also
depends on the finance industry for insurance and for the land and
buildings needed for warehouses and stores. In turn, the trade
industry relies upon public utilities industries for transportation,
electricity, telephones, and so on.

Industry Definitions According to the Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC)
In an economic context, industries are groups of firms that produce
essentially the same goods or services. The Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) system of the US. Office of Management and
Budget provides definitions and coding of industries based on their
products or services. Narrower definitions of products or services are
used to distinguish industries from one another at finer levels of
detail. The SIC system is based on an ordering of products and
services, arranged at increasingly greater levels of detail.

What Is an Occupation?
An occupation :s a group of similar jobs found in different industries
or organizations. With hundreds of thousands of meaningful
differences existing in the overall marketplace, it is important to be

cillmoommimirimIm
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Occupational Shifts

Occupational Definitions
and Coding Systems

able to recognize nudor categories ofoccupations when performing
human resources planning, vocational counseling and economic
development activities.

Data on occupational employment are needed to generate insights
into the types of As held by workers, the characteristics of the job
duties performed, and the skills and abilities required to &notion
within the job in an acceptable manner.

Not only do jobs differ in their skill requirements, but all jobs are not
available to all potential workers. Arising from attempts to restrict
the entry of unqualified workers or other potential compatitors, job
qualification barriers reinfbrce the skill distinctions that exist
naturally. Such barriers may include certification or registration
guidelines, occupational licensing and appanticeship requirements.

Occupational Shifts
Occupations undergo change. There are at least three designations to
descrale this change process.

1. A new occupation is an occupation in which major tasks,
skills and duties are not included in any currently existing
occupation, or in which tasks are combined in significantly
different ways that preclude workers from other occupations
performing the work without training beyond a short
demonstration.

2. A changing occupation is an existing occupation that has
experienced change in duties, skills or tasks significant
enough to require training beyond a short demonstration, but
not significant enough to classify into another occupation, or
to create a new occupation.

3. An emerging occupation is an occupation (defined by a
reasonably well accepted descriptive phrase) that is growing
rapidly from a small base either within an economy as a
whole, or within a particular industry, and has significant
education or initialing implications.

Occupatkonal Definitions and Coding Systems
Occupational definitions and coding systems were developed for the
purpose of assembling and simplifying detailed data cm the skill and
performance requirements of jobs. There are many ways to classify
occupations. Each is designed for a different audience to meet a
different need. Each system is based co &notional differences in the
work done and the work settings where work is performed.

The Dictionary of Occupational Mies (DOT) is probably the most
fluniliar occupational classification system and contains the greatest
level of detail. The DOT was first developed in the 1930s. It provides
concise descriptions of job tasks for over 17,000 separate occupational
titles. The system tries to describe jobs based on the nature and
content of the specific tasks a worker needs to perform. Formal
education and training requirements for individual occupations are
also described.

ICDM 2-10



The Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) system was
developed by the U.S. Department of Commerce. The SOC provides
mechanism for cross-refuencing and aggregating occupation-related
data collected by social and economic statistical reporting programs.
The system covers all occupations in which work is performed for pay
or profit, including work performed by unpaid family workers.
Occupations unique to volunteer settings are not included. The SOC
is hierarchically structured on four levels: division, major group,
minor group and unit group. Subsequent levels represent finer levels
of detail. Residual categories are included where needed to handle
groups of occupations that do not warrant separate identification or
do not fit into one of the specific groups.

A third occupational classification system developed by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics is the Occupational Employment Statistics
(OES) system used in the OES survey. 'This schema is closely related
to the SOC and is used to collect occupational staffing patterns from
employers and to develop occupational pritections. The OES contains
over 750 job titles and definitions that specify job tasks and functions
for individual occupations, sometimes on an indusby specific basis.
The OES system combined with benchmarked industry employment
data, is crumble of identiOing and measuring the level of employment
for specific categories of workers engaged in similar job tasks.

The OES helps to develop an accurate profile of occupational
employment by industry, to provide basic data for projecting future
occupational requirements, and to identify new and emerging
occupations and declining occupations.

The OES survey is a mail survey which includes a sample of nonfarm
establishments reporting to the state's Unemployment Insurance
program. The survey collects data on both &II- and part-time
employees. The survey cycle covers a three-year period.
Manufacturing industries are surveyed in one year, selected
nonmanufacturing industries another year, and the balance the next
year.

The primary source of occupational employment information is the
OESIMatrix program generated with state and national data
(Micro-Matrix). This program is designed to provide very detailed
information on the occupational employment outlook for use in career
guidance and planning employment and training programs. Outputs

from the Matrix program show base year employment, projected
employment in the target year, and the estimated number of average
annual job openings. Job openings consist of new jobs expected to
be created by growthor job loss due to projected employment
declinesplus openings likely to be created by mortality and labor
force withdrawal. Matrices may be available statewide and for
selected LMAs.

The projections are a key element in assessing the employment
potential of different occupations and making an informed judgment
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on whkh trnining programs to provide. The projections show which
occupations are expected to grow most rapidly and which are trailing
or declining. The projections also provide estimates of the number of
job openings likely to be created in each occupation. The number of
future job openings is a function of the size of the occupation and the
demographic and age structure of the workers in the occupation, in
addition to projected economic growth.

In evaluating employment prospects, it is important to consider the
level ofjob openings, as well as the growth rate of the occupatkm.
Sometimes, there is a preoccupation with growth in ranking
occupations for training. This can be misleading since some
slower-growth occupations may be generating a large number ofjob
openings, or, alternatively, only a small number of workers may be
employed in high-growth occupations. (For a &Her discussion of the
projections, see Module 5.)

The survey questionnaire includes a list of occupations appropriate to
each industry in the survey. Each surveyed employer is asked to give
information about the number of full- and part-time employees for
each occupation represented within the establishment. Employers are
asked to list any occupations that do not fit under the titles provided
in the questionnaire. Larger employers ars asked to include
ink. nation about new occupations in their firms that require
substantial training or are emerging due to technological changes in
the Industry. This information provides valuable data for improving
fixture occupational lists and for identifying occupations that are
changing in nature or are new altogether. Currently, occupational
employment estimates by industry are developed for approximately
750 occupations.

A fourth system for classifying occupations is used by the Bureau of
the Census. This system over time has come to look much like the
Standard Occupational Classification.
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TECHNICAL
TERMS AND
CONCEPTS
RELATED TO
LABOR MARKET
INFORMATION
AND DATA
COLLECTION
PROGRAMS

The National
Occupational Information
Coordinating Council
(NOICC)

The National Occupational Information Coordinating Council
NOICC is a federal interagency committee originally established by
Congressional legislation in 1976 to promote the development and use
of occupational and labor market infbrmation. NOICC is composed of
representatives from several agencies within the federal government.

Federal mandates have directed NOICC's efforts to develop and
implement, in cooperation with state and local agencies, an
occupational informatim system to meet the needs of those wishing to
enter, and those already part of, the work force. In June of 1988,
foreseeing that new and changing technologies, growing international
competition and demographic shifts will create m4or changes in the
labor market, NOICC released its first long-range plan in an effort to
analyze how it might best respond to rapidly changing information
needs. NOICC's primary responsibilities are:

to meet the career information and development needs of
young people and adults,
to foster communication and coordination between the users
and producers of occupational and career information,
to address the occupational information needs ofplanners and
administrators, and
to support state oftupational information programs.

To carry out these duties, NOICC has defined specific objectives:

to support printed and computer managed career information
delivery systems (CIDS) for state and local sites for the use of
individuals who are making career decisions,
to continue to serve those who work in the administration of
human resources with occupational information systems
(01S),
to conduct special studies of the effects of technological change
and how these changes affect present occupations and create
new ones, and
to strengthen NOICC's ties to state and local governments
and provide technical assistance to public and private
agencies to work cooperatively to list job opportunities.

In setting these goals, NOICC has defined several trends that
demand attention. They are:

continuing technological and structural unemployment,
causing displaced workers;
changing demographic conditions, due to increased
immigration and the aging of our work force; and
increasing the number of "at-risk" young people.

In addition to the Improved Career Decision Making (ICDM)
curriculum, NOICC initiatives that have responded to these needs
include the following programs:

Career Information Delivery Systems (CIDS)
They are systems that collect, organize, analyze and deliver
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The Role of the State
Occupational Information
Coordinating Committees
(SOICCe)

national, atate and local information to individuals who are
exploring careers or seeking employment. These systems are
the primary source of LMI related career information. CIDS
generally provide national, state and local infimmation on
civilian and military occupations, educational institutions and
training programs. CUM are used to help individuals learn
about the wide range ti career opportunities available to
them. CIDS help individuals become more aware of
occupations that suit their aptitudes, internts and
preferences, to learn about educational and training
opportunities and encourage them to seek out more
information on their own.
Occupational Information Systems (018)
An OIS is a specialized database organized and formatted for
two primary user groups:

1. education and training program planners and
administrators; and

2. individuals and professional staff involved in career
planning, guidsnce and job seanh activities.

The four primary information comments of the OIS database
are information on occupational demand, occupational supply,
occupational characteristics and complementary information.
National Career Developimmt Guideline§
This initiative represents a major natiotwide effort to foster
career development throughout the lifespan. The Guidelines
are statements of desired client and counselor competencies
and agency capabilities. They provide the framework for a
comprehensive career development program.
Employee Career Development Project (ECDP)
This is a counselor training project that focuses on assisting
adult workers in career transition. It is designed to train
counselors and human resource advisors to help working
adults make informed decisions about their faun education
and training needs. The ECDP is designed to meet the needs
of adults as defined by NOICC's National Career Development
Guidelines. It can also contribute to the development of an
employer-based canvor development model.

The Role of the State Occupational Information Coordinating
Committees (SOICCs)
In order to implement these initiatives, NOICC works at the state
level through State Occupational Information Coordinating
Committees (SOICCs), composed of representatives from state
vocational education boards, vocational rehabilitation agencies,
employment security agencies, job training coordinating councils and
economic development agencies, and other state agencies that
generate education, training and employment statistics. SOICCs
exist in each of the fifty states, as well as Washington D.C., Puerto
Rico, American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, and the
U.S. Virgin Islands.
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In summary, the primary ohjective of' NOICC and the SOICCs is to
improve communication and coordination among developers and users
of occupational and career informatice.

The Role ci the State The Role of the State Employment Security Agency (SESA)
Employment Security The State Employment Security Agency administers the
Agency (8E8A) unemployment insurance prcgram, operable the employment service,

and gathers data for the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and other
labor market information programs. In peribrming these three
&net:ions, the SESA develops a rich and powerful data base which is
used tA) generate employment information.

Labor Market Area (LMA) Labor Market Area (LMA)
In defining a LMA, the Department of Labor uses commuting time
and distance factors in combination with certain density criteria. A
labor market area is defined as: that geographic area in which a
concentration of workers can live, work, and change jobs without
changing their residences. Its existence is based primarily on the
ability of labor to exercise its freedom of choice in accepting job
opportunities within practical commuting limits, without undue
hardships of dislocation, or change in customary social habits or
living standards. The basic factor in defining a local labor market
area, therefore, is the relationship between place of residence and
place of work.

LMAs are not any one size; they may be large, covering several
counties, or they my be small, covering a single county. The outer
limits of an area's boundary are determined in large part by
transportation time and cost, rather than by the distance.
Furthermore, in certain areas, because of the nature or geographical
concentration of the job opportunities, people are willing to travel
shorter or longer distances t.-, work.

There are only two U.S. Department of Labor designations of labor
market areas currently in _ small LMAs and major LMAs. Small
labor market areas are defined as having a central community and
surrotmding territory that do not meet the standards for size or
metropolitan character specified for major LMAs. Small LMAs must
include a town or city that acts as the "employment nucleus" of the
area, but they are not required to include whole counties, which may
or may not overlap into labor market areas. Major labor market areas
are those that have a central city (or adjoining cities) with a
population of 50,000 or more as designated by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census. With few exception', major LMAs correspond with

Mdropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) (kilned by the office of Federal
Statistical Policy and Standards as a county or group of contiguous
counties with a tctal population of at least 100,000. The area must
also contain at least one city with a population of 50,000 or more.
Outlying counties are included in an MU based on their population
densities and the volume of commuting to central counties.

Also with few exceptions, (New England is defined by towns and
Louisiana by parishes), MSAs are comprised of counties as their
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External versus Internal
Labor Markets

Supply and Demand

major building blocks. Mthough a MSA may cross state boundaries,
it must include or exclude whok counties rather than only portions of
a county, so the political integrity of the county unit is maintained.

External vtusus Internal Labor Markets
Labor markets are the arena in which employers hire worker&
Differtmt employers view this process in varfing ways. Some firms
fill all or most jobs with people from outside the organization, or an
"extemar labor market. They may use a private placement service or
a public one like the Job Service to do their screening. Others,
especially larger organizations, create "internal" labor markets, in
which new employees may be hired in only entry level jobs while
other jobs are filled by promotion. Knowing how different firms
recruit and hire can dictate strategies for finding a job.

Employers view the demand for labor services in a way that is
different from the way they view transactions in final output or
financial markets. Employers do not hire labor for the pleasure of
having a number of people on the payroll; they hire workers with a
particular mix of skills and experience, such as an engineer as
opposed to a doctor. Workers are hired because they help produce a
product or service. This means that the demand for labor is a derived
demand; that is, the demand for labor is dependent on the consumer's
desire for the products or services produced by the firm. These
consumers may be individuals, households, other businesses,
nonprofit agencies, or government

Supply and Demand
The demand fin. labor varies as new jobs and occupations are
created by social, economic, and technological changes in society. For
example, population growth increases both the demand for products
and services and the supply of people available to work. Social
changes may affect the demand for certain kinds of workers. As
women have increased their participation in the labor market, the
demand for child care workers and restaurant workers has also
grown; these services once provided within the home have
increasingly become services forchased in the market place.

The adoption of new technologies, or ways of doing things, changes
both the kinds of skills workera need and the kinds of products or
services that business can provide. The introduction of electronic
bank teller machines, for example, has decreased the need for more
human bank tellers, but increased both the number of people needed
to service these machines and the hours and locations where banking
services are available.

Much economic activity takes place at fixed locations. Thus, demand
in a local labor market may differ from that in the state or nation as
a whole. Factors that affect the demand for labor at a local level
include the natural resources available in an area, the kinds of
products or services already available in the area, the educational
institutions in the area, the forecast of future demand for products
and services by local businesses, by the local community and the
global economy, and the hiring practices of local businesses.
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Measuring the Labor
Force

The supply of labor is the number of persons working and those
seeking work. There is no fixed supply of labor in an economy since
people move in aml out of the labor market. People choose to be in
the labor market in response to changes in individual circumstances,
tho local demand for labor, general economic amditions, and cultural
norms.

Jobs differ in the kinds and numbers of special skills they require.
Some ,kilm require special skills that cannot be learned quit:My, but
are acquired over a p( ',Al of years through a combination of
education, special training and experience in the labor fb
Shortages can occur in these occupations when employers seek more
workers than have obtained the necessag training or when
employers are unwilling to offer good enough wages or working
conditions to retain already trained workers. These include
occupations such as nursing or engimwring.

Most openings in the labor market are created, not through growth in
the overall number ofjobs in the economy, but through jobs left
vacant as workers leave the labor fbrce te retire, stay home, attend
school, move out of th- area, or move from one occupation to another.
This concept is sometimes referred to as the separation rate. It is
important to recognize that workers move among occupations fbr a
variety of reasons. As they acquire more training and experience or
their life circumstances change, people may leave one occupation to
pursue another. Moreover, workers are sometimes forced to change
occupations as technological changes or plant closings result in their
specialized skills no longer being needed. Other workers may be
forced to leave an occupation as demand drops for a particular
product or service they provide.

Measuring the Labor Force
Current Population Survey MPS/
To gather data between census years, the Bureau of the Census
conducts the Current Populatice Survey (CPS). The CRS is a
sample household survey gathered monthly in all fifty states.
Census Bureau interviewers contact approximately 59,500
households throughout the nation. The same questions about
labor force activities of all persons 16 years old and over are
asked of the sample households. On the basis of the labor force
activity of these persons during the calendar week including the
12th day of each month and the preceding four-week period, they
are classified in we of three categories: unemployed, employed or
not in the labor force.

Li specified months there are additional questions that collect
informatimi about income, education, fertility and households.
Because it is a sample survey, most data ars not valid except at
the national level. Limited data are available at state and
metropolitan area levels. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics is
the mAjor user of CPS data for calculating the national
unemployment, labor force and employment statistics each month.
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Benchmarking

Seasonal Adjustments

Covered Employment
(State)

Labor Surplus Area

Local Area Unemployment Statistics Program
The Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS) program
develops monthly estimates of unemploymmt, employment and
the labor force for the state, counties and selected cities within
the state. The program uses methodologies provided by the U.S.
Burs= of Labor Statistic&

The basis of the IAUS methodology is data from the Current
Population Survey (CPS). Eleven states have a sufficiently large
sample of households in the CPS to provide statistically
significant data each month. The other states with smaller
samples use the survey results in combination with a
standardised estimating methodology. This methodology uses
data from Unemployment Compensation records, the Current
Employment Statistics Program, and the decennial Census of
Population to augment information collected in the CP&
Definitions used in the, methodoloty follow those of the Current
Population Survey.

Benehmarking
This is the process of re-estimating statistics as more complete
data become available. Estimates are usually calculated using
only a sample of the universe (total count). Therefore,
benchmarking allows for the correction of previous estimates.
New benchmark levels are introduced on an annual basis for
many programs that measure employment and unemployment

Seasonal Adjustments
These are statistical modifications in a time series such as
unemployment rates. They are made to compensate for
predictable fluctuations that recur more or less regularly every
year. These fluctuations can be so strong as to disrupt the
underlying changes in trends. For this reason, some states report
unempkyment rates on a seasonally adjusted basis, compensating
for such influences as the summer closing of schools, temporary
hiring for the holiday season, seasonal weather influences and the
like. Such adjustments facilitate the evaluation of the more
important underlying reasons for month-to-month changes in
joblessness.

Covered Employment (State)
This refers to employment in any industry insured under the
provisions of the Unemployment Insurance Law.

Labor Surplus Area
A civil jurisdiction is classified as a labor surplus area when its
average unemployment rate is at least 20% above the average
unemployment for all states. During periods of high national
unemployment, the 20% ratio is disregarded and an area is
classified as a labor surplus area if its unemployment during the
previous two calendar years was 10% or more. This designation
allows establishments in the area preference in bidding for certain
federal contracts.
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Labor Turnover

Federal Data Collection
Programs for Industries

Labor Turnover
Strictly defined, this refers to the gross movement of workers into
and out of employment with individual establishments over a
certain period of time. Most often, when workers separate or
move out of employment, openings are generated. To the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, turnover consists of accessions and separations
that have the following component parts:

Accessions = New hires + Recalls + Other accessions
Separations = Quite + Layoffs + Other separations

Job creation, on the other hand, is the term used for new
positions that previously did not exist. Both components together
represent total job openings.

Federal Data Collection Programs for Industries
Current Employment Statistics Program (CES)
The Current Employment Statistics Program is one of the oldest
data collection programs of the Bureau of Labor Statistics. It
provides the most up-to-date picture of employment, hours worked
and earnings by place of business and industry. This program
has evolved from some of the earliest efforts in the United States
to obtain monthly estimates of employment and unemployment
These data not only give a snapshot of the current employment
situation, but also, over time, describe cycles of economic
expansion and recession.

State labor market information agencies identify a sample of
establishments in all nonagricultural activities, including
government, in the state. Currently, the CES program samples
include about 300,000 firms nationwide. Sampled employers
receive a survey form each month requesting data on total
employment, women employed, production or non-supervisory
worker employment, gross payroll, associated total hours worked,
and total overtime hours worked (in manufacturing). State
analysts compile the survey returns and use sample responses to
prepare and publish data on total employment, hours and earning
averages.

Covered Employment and Wages Program (CEW)
The Covered Employment and Wages Program collects
employment and wage data from employers covered by the states'
Unemployment Insurance (U.I.) Law. The CEW program is the
most comprehensive source of employment and wage data
available * location and industry. The CEW program files
contain data on employment, wage and taxes due by county of
employment, ownership, Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
and the number of reporting units (employers).

Mass Layoff Statistics (MLS) Program
The Mass Layoff Statistics Program collects and reports data on
employers and claimants involved in major permanent layoffs and
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plant closings. Employers with layoffli of 30 days or more are
minsidered to have permanent layofill. A layoff of less than 30
days is considered temporary for purposes of this program. The
MLS program identifies potential layoffi by monitoring
Unemployment Insurance weekly initial claims. If a firm has 50
or more claims filed in a three-week period, a telephone contact is
made to collect information about the firm and the nature ci the
layo. Intbrmation solicited includes the reason for the layoff's,
the expected duration and the number of employees affected.
Demographic information about persons affectad by the layoffs is
collected from the claimant's Unemployment Insurance claim file.
There are several groups of industries in each division. For
instance, under "services" one would find business services, legal
services, educational services, health services, etc. Health
services includes hospitals, offices of dentists, medical and dental
laboratories, outpatient care facilities, nursing and personal care
facilities. It is important to understand this type of industry
breakdown because it provides a useful means for analyzing labor
force activity.
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Definitions of Terms and Concepts Related to Career Development and Labor Market Information
Module 2
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Module 3
Demographic Trends That

Impact Career
Decision Making

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job market.

Knowledge of changing gender roles and how these impact on work,
family, and leisure.
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DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS THAT IMPACT
CAREER DECISION MAKING

MODULE 3

(Dr. Paul Voss, University of Wisconsin-Madison, contributed many cf the comments in this module.)

INTRODUCTION

By knowing this
county/a dernograPhleet
we can identity
predictable fkotors that
will have a direct
bearing on the fixture
labor force.

DEMOGRAPHIC
TREND #1: THE
MATURATION
OF AMERICA

Introduction
There are a number of relatively predictable factors thatwill have a
direct hearing on the figure labor force in this country. Many are
demographic in nature; this refers to the number ofbirths, deaths, and
the distribution of the population across the country. By knowing the
demographics of our country and how they are changing, we can
identify some predictalAs forces. Demographics help us understand a
great deal about the workers in our labor force: How many young
adults will enter the work force over the next ten years? How many
workers are likely to retire during that period? Will there be a labor
shortage or surplus?

These are the kinds of questions that can be answered with the help of
demography. In this module we will discuss demographic trends that
interact with and affect the work place. (For an extensive discussion of
the occupational, industrial and labor force trends that often are
related to demographics, see Module 5.)

Many d the demographics that are part of America's future are quite
elm. America will not look the same in the year 2000. Three major
demographic trends that will affect the work force include:

1. the maturation of America;

2. the increasing diversity of our population; and

3. the increasing number of women in the labor force.

Demographic Trend f 1: The MMuratioa of America
America is graying. There are few demographic forces at work in our
society that are as powerful in their consequences and as predictable
and certain in their outcome as the aging of our population.
Specifically, over the coming decade, a shrinking pool of younger people
will he available to enter the work force due to prior trends in lower
birthrates. In addition, people are living longer; there is an increase in
life expectancy.
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There is an increasing
number ti people at the
upper end of the age
spectrum. This effects
the age of the work force
and also the projected
occupations and
industries that provide
goods and services to the
elderly.
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Number of Older Americana Will Experience
Fastest Growth Rats from 1990 to 2000
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Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1989
Figure 3.1

There are two separate components to this phenomenon that imply
different sets of consequences for the work force. The first is the
increasing number of people at the upper end of the age spectzum. The
size of the population over the age of 85 has increased by 38% during
the past decade, due to medical advances and better health care.

What does the increase in olckr persons imply for tomorrow's work
force? The aging populatico has implications for the demand side of
the labor equation. The Bureau of Labor Statistics projected an
increase in many oampations between 1988 and 2000. Those showing
the greatest gains in rate of increase include oe apations that provide
services and treatment to the elderly. For example:

Oecuoations Percentage of Increase

Health diagnosing occupations 25%
Health assessment and treating occupations 38%
Social welfkre service aides 52%
Physical therapists 57%
Home health aides 68%
Medical assistants 70%
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The baby boom
generation is aging.
Their influence will
continue to be felt in all
our institutions.

The second component involves what is commonly referred to as theaging of the "baby boom generation. The baby boom generation hasmatured; tha will be entering their prime working ap from 1985-95.
As a resultv the average age of the work free will increase as the babyboomers reach middle age.

[The Middle Aging of tfle U.S. Work Face

311-54 r2

Source: Wocidorce 2000, 1987
Figure 3.2

The baby boomers have bad an overwhelming impact dating from the
1940. and their influme will continue to be felt through the next few
decasles. Between 1948 and 1985, 75 milli= babies were born in this
country: 70% more than the number in the preceding 20 years andaround 25% more than the number in the 20 years following 1965.
Thaw *baby boomers" now represent one third ofour total population
and comprise one half of our wvrk force.

Since their arrival, this generation has, at different times, placed
enormous strains on the institutions of American society and will
continue to do so. From overcrowded maternity wards in the late
1940, we moved to overcrowded elementary schools in the 1950s. Thebuilding of new high schools was followed by an expansion ofprogramsat our colleges and universities in the 1960s.

During the 1970s, we accomplished an enormous 'eat by putting the
baby boomers to work. This involved a tremendous movement of
people into the labor force. Approximately two million jobs per year
were created to make room for the baby boomers. This was notwithout cost to our society, however. Those at both ends of the agecontinuum paid a price. There was high youth unemployment,
especially among disadvantaged minorities. There was also a loss of
older, experienced workers, many of whom took early retirement due toincentive programs that were designed to eliminate them from thework force.
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As the age wave moved
forward, it continued to
have a powerful impact
on our institutions.

Today, the peak of the
baby boomen is well
into middle-age.

The "baby bust"
generation has caused
labor shortage in certain
industries.

As a result of the baby
bast, employers are
paying attention to
underutilized non.
iraditional workers,
such as older people,
younger minorities and
persons with disabilities.

As the age wave moved forward, we experienced another set of social
and economic response& During the 1970s, we had a =plus cl
elementary &Imola, as a result of smaller enrollments. A similar
impact at the college level was seen in the 1980s, when the baby
boomers left universities. Their absence is now being felt in the 1990s.
College administrators are trying to initiate programs to attract
nontraditional students to their campuses. Some colleges find
themselves financially overburdened with the maintenance of excess
fhdlities and tenured faculties.

Today, the peak of the baby boomers is well into middle-age. Most
forecasters believe the consequences of their aging, fen at least the next
decade, are rosy. The baby boomers are moving into the most stable,
productive years of their lives.

When looking at the individuals themselves, however, we see a picture
that is slightly different from that of the agregate group. These same
people who competed for space in public schools, admission to college,
and for entry level sloth in the work force, are now competing fbr a
small number tf senior level management and supervisory positions.
Although some will make it through this "promotion squeeze," many
will experience considerable disappointment and frustration when they
find themselves stuck in lower level jobs for a long portion of their
work lives.

Coming on the heels of the baby boom bulge is a much smaller
gmeration sometimcn referred to as the "baby bust" or the "birth
dearth" generation, born in the 1970s. In this population lies the
impending deficits in our work force. Their outlook is considerably
different. Their smaller numbers mean that instead of competing
among themselves for scarce positions, the competition will shift.
Employers whose survival depends co young people to work, such as
fast-food industries, will be competing for the limited number ofyoung
workers.

As a result of the baby bug, employers today are paying attention to
underutilized nontraditional workers, such as older people and younger
minorities. Another underutilized labor source is persons with
disabilities. More persons with disabilities will be entering the labor
market, due to the recent passage of the Americans With Disabilities
Act, which assures their rightful position in the work place.

Automation is another way employers increase productivity and reduce
labor needs. The work place will not only be authmated in the
manufacturing sector, but also in the service sector where labor needs
can be kept down in the hotel and restaurant industries (automated
video checkout), banking (automatic teller machines), and the
supermarket (barcode checking system).

A clear indicator of these labor shortages is the commonplace
appearance today of Help Wanted signs in fast-food establishments.
The shortage is clearer in the number of tetry level workers. For
example, in 1980 there were 42.5 million persons aged 15-25; in 1996,
there will be 35.0 million persons in this age cohort. That is a
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The labor shortage I.
exacerbated by basic
skill deficits in entry
level workers.

DEMOGRAPHIC
TREND #2: THE
INCREASING
DIVERSITY OF
OUR
POPULATION

reduction of 7.5 million co 17.5%. Where there was once an overarm*
of young workers competing ibr scarce kes, there is now a limited
supply of workers fiw many entry level positions.

The tight labor supply is exambated by another problem. Many
employers have inand that a portion d entry level workers have
&Ws in their basic skills. This lack of skills was confirmed in a
number of surveys completed by American companies. In general,
employers report 50% of all job applicants do not possess satisfactory
writing skills; 44% are not qualified in job-specific technical expertise;
37% do not have woper command of the English language; nearly 33%
are deficient in math; and almost 30% do not read well.

To summarize, the American population is motoring. One result is a
very real labor deficit at the entry level stage. This shortage will be
with us during mart of the 1990s. To add to the prthlem, many of the
workers entering the labor twee have a deficit in their basic skills.
This will affect the labor market in several ways. There will be a
greater need far training and retraining, and new sources of entry level
workers will come from other segments of the population such as young
minorities, older people, and persons with disabilities. Some say this
labor shortage will be the number one ihetor guiding business decisions
in the near &tun.

Demographic wend #42: The Increasing Manny of Our
Popnistion
Not only is the work force older, but its composition is changing.
Slacks, Ilispanics and other minorities will make up a large share of
the expansion of the labor force. Non-whites will comprise 29% of the
net additions to the work force between 1955 and 2000 and will be
more than 15% of the work force in the year 2000.

NON-WHITES ARE A GROWING SHARE
OF THE WORKFORCE

(numbers Wi aeons)

ISM nal SUR

Worldng Age Population 137.1 184.1 213.7
(16+)

WI-White Share 10.9% 13.8% 15.7%

LabOir FOrC0 92.9 115.5 140.4
Non-Witte Share 11.1% 13.1% 15.5%

Labor Force Increase
(Over Pf9VIOUS Period) X 32.7 25.0

Non-White Share X 18.4% 29.0%

&WM Wor1det00 2000, 1027

TIgure 3.3
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Personnel policies and
employee benefit
program are changing
to attract and keep
qualified workers who
do not fit the traditional
mold.

Findhag good employees
is one issue and keeping
them is another.

DEMOGRAPHIC
TREND #3: THE
INCREASING
NUMBER OF
WOMEN IN THE
LABOR FORCE

ICDM

programs and emploies benefits to determine how they can organise
work tasks to meet the needs of the new work tbrce. This commitment
I. exemplified * George Harvey, chief executive of Pitney Bowes, a
Connecticut-based office equipment comixtny. Since 1985 Harvey has
established the 35-15 plan: at least 35% of all new employees hired
must be women, and 15% or more must be members of minority. He
has also has banned sexist comments from the work place, and
persistent ofilmders are fired.

Finding and promoting good employees is one issue, and keeping them
is another. Companies that are serious about moving women and
minorities up the organisational ladder might may need to rethink
some traditional policies and practices. This might result in flexible or
part-time schedules, and providing work site child care services to help
parents balance work and family responsibilities.

One bright aspect of the employment picture is the upward mobility of
bled' women, who will comprise the largest share of the increase in the
non-white labor force. Young black women have also surpassed their
male counterparts in their labor force pa- 'cipation rate and in earning
advanced degrees in higher education.

Demographic Trend I& The Increasing Number of Women in
the Labor Force
The last demographic trend diecussed in this module is the increasing
number of women in the labor force. By the year 2000, approximately
47% of the work force will be women. It is expected that 61% of
women will be in the paid labor force.

Women are a Wowing Share of the Workforce
(manlier in thousands. map pawns)

MU MS UN 1111 111)2

Women in tho Worldutc4 111,382 23210 31.543 48.417 57230 88,870

Amu* LW Face
Paittipeon R. UV 37.7 43.3 51.5 57.8 81.1

Finale Shwa al Ow
Wanda= 23.8 33.4 38.1 42.8 45.8 47.5

llama Wakboo.1000. fW7

Figure 3.5

It should be noted that labor market activity has become the norm
rather than the exception for most women today, and this is true for all
colors and for all marital statuses.
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Historically, women
participated in the labor
force, but in different
ways than we are seeing
today.

In the 1960s women
demanded equality. Yet
most women were still
segregated in lower
paying, less valued jobs.

In the 1970s women
entered the labor force
in great numbers.

Historically, women have always participated in the labor force, but in
different ways than we are seeing today. At the beginning of this
century, most of the women in the paid labor force were single and
other unmarried women, such as widows. The work performed by the
majority of women who were married was unpaid domestic labor in the
home.

Before World War U:

12% of office firms in a 1931 survey had a formal policy of
firing women workers when they marriect
29% of firms bad policies against hiring married women;
another 24% had less formal, but discretionary, policies against
hiring married women; and
in 1928, 61% of school boards would not hire a married woman;
52% of them would not retain a woman teacher who married.
This figure increased until the eve &World War II, when 87%
would not hire a married woman and 70% could not retain one.

Many firms in the first half of this century used marriage rules to
encourage a turnover of the female labor market. Firms could afford a
turnover because there was always a large pool of available young,
single women who were not in school and were willing to work for
entay level wages.

Dramatic changes in the status of all women, both married and single,
began to take place in the turbulent 1960s. As blacks nnd whites
joined hands in the Civil Rights movement for racial equality, women
began to organize and demonstrate for gender equity. More women
entered the labor force, but the vast maiority of women were still
employed in the lower paying, less valued occupations.

In the 1970s significant changes in women's participation in the labor
force began to appear. Women entered the labor force in great
numbers. Women were beginning to gain entry into occupations that
had been previously dominated by males, such as legal and medical
careers. Although the increased participation of women was seen as
positive movement for both the individual and the economy, a closer
examination shows that the majority of women were still clustered in
"traditionally female" jobs that were characterized by low status, fewer
opportunities for advancement and low rates of pay. In the early
1970s, more than two-fifths, of all women were employed in ten
occupations: secretary, retiil trade sales worker, bookkeeper, private
household worker, elementary school teacher, waitress, typist, cashier,
sewer and stitcher, and registered nurse.

However, in the 1970s, for the first time, more women than men were
enrolled in college. Participation in higher educathrin resulted in a
delay in marriage and also paved the w91 th more attractive careers for
women.

Over time, it became clear that educated women, who were
professionally trained, did not have to abandon their long career

ICDM
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Changes in wonum's
work patterns have
increased attention to
dual career hisilies,.
adequate child care, and
oaring for aging parents.

SUMMARY

preparation when they married and had children. More specifically,
the distinction between a job and a career had become clear to the
women who were fall participants in the labor three. There was
increased attention to family issues, such as coping with the stresses of
be4ng working parents in dual career homes, finding good day care
programs for the children, and caring for aging parents.

Despite the improved status of women in the work force, barriers still
exist. For a discussion of these issues, see Module 8.

tikumnary
We live in a changing labor market. In order to make sense of the
many changes, we need some 'Undies" to grasp. One of these handles
is the body of information gleaned from a number of relatively
predictable trends in our population. By understanding demographics
we can understand some of our labor three needs. Demographics tell us
that the work forte of the year WOO will look mush different than the
work force of today. There will be fewer young people available for
work, and the average age of the work force will increase as the
American population matures. Minorities, women and persons with
disabilities will represent a growing share of the work force. These
demographic changes, coupled with technological changes, will create
oppoitunities and stresses in the labor market,.

The three tzends discussed in this module ars national in scope. Local
trends may or may not follow these patterns. Understanding these
trends and how they appear in a local, regional or state labor market is
valuable when making career decision&

Demographic Trends That Impact Career Decision Making
Module 3

References
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Number of Older Americans Will Experience
Fastest Growth Rate from 1990 to 2000
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The Middle Aging of the U.S. Work Force
=1,

0 1 6-3 4 / 3 5-54 23 55+

Source: Woddorce 2000, 1987
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NON-WHITES ARE A GROWING SHARE
OF THE WORKFORCE

(numbers in millions)

Working Age Population
(16+)

Non-White Share

Labor Force

Non-White Share

Labor Force Increase
(Over Previous Period)

Non-White Share

1910 1.11/ X1/2

137.1 184.1 213.7

15.7%10.9% 13.6%

82.8 115.5

11.1% 13.1%

X 32.7
X 18.4%

140.4

15.5%

25.0
29.0%

Source: Workforce 2000, 1987
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Women are a Growing Share of the Workforce
(number in thousands, except percent)

lifit Mil Mg i 12912

57,230 66,670
Women In the Workforce 18,389 23,240 31,543 45,487

Female Labor Forte
Participation Rate 33.9 37.7 43.3 51.5

Female Share of the
Workforce 29.6 33.4 38.1 42.5

57.5 61.1

45.8 47.5

Source: Wc *force 2000, 1987
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Module 4
Theories of Career
Development and
Decision Making

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of developmental issues individuals address throughout the
life span.

Knowledge of counseling and career development theories and techniques.

Knowledge of decision making and transition models.

Skills to use appropriate individual and group counseling techniques to
assist individuals with career decision and career development concerns.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.



THEORIES OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND
DECISION MAKING 0

MODULE 4

Outline Topic Delivery Methods Trainer's Notes

Goal, Purpose and lacturette 13- 1

Scope

Introduction Leeturette p. 1

What Is Career Lecturette p. 1

Development?

What is a Career Lecturette pp. 1-2

Development
Facilitator?

Career Lecturette p. 2

Development
Facilitators Need to
Be Competent in
Using Theories

What Are Career Lecturette p. 2

Development
Theories?

Why Do Career Lecturette pp. 2-3

Development
Facilitators Use
Theories?

How Do Theories Lecturette P. 3

Help Career .

Development
Facilit ttors?

What Theories Do Lecturette PP. 34

Career
Development
Facilitators Use?

5 6 2



Outline Topic Delivery Methods Trainer's Notes

Selected Career
Lecturette pp. 4-8

Development
Theories

Emerging Career Lecturette p. 8

Development
Theories

Promoting Decision Lecturette P. 6-8

Making in Life and
Career
Development

The Process of Lecturette p. 8

Career Counseling:
A Model

Client Debriefing/ lacturette p. 9

Processing and
Related Concerns

Goal or Problem Lecturette pp. 9-11

Identification

Using Career and Lecturette pp. 11-12

Labor Market
Information in
Career Counseling

Developing,
Lecturette pp. 12-13

Implementing and
Evaluating An
Individual Career
Plan

,)t.



Outline Topic

How Do Career
Development
Theories Help in
Making Diagnoses?

How Do Career
Development
Theories Help in
Setting Goals?

How Do Career
Development
Theories Help
Clients?

Conclusion

Background
Information

Activities

Delivery Methods

Lecturette p. 13

Lecturette pp. 13-14

Lecturette pp. 14-15

Lecturette pp. 15-16

pp. B4-1 to B4-19

6, 7, 21, 23

Trainer's Notes

AIMIIIIMMII111110111I
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THEORIES OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND
DECISION MAKING

MODULE 4

GOAL, PURPOSE
AND SCOPE

INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS CAREER
DEVELOPMENT?

WHAT IS A
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
FACILITATOR?

Goa, Purpose and Scope
This module focuses on theories of career development and career
choice, with special attention to inlbrmation rteources, decision
making and career counseling. This discussion of theories and their
uses ibr &casting career development is designed ibr the purpose of
stimulating and Minim the knowledge and skill of practicing and
aspiring career counselms, other career develvment professionals,
paraprofessionals and their colleagues. In this module, career
development and the role of the career development facilitator will be
discussed. A rationak ibr using theories in the career development
process will be presented. Highlights ofselected theories of career
development will be summarised. Finally, a career counseling model
will be offered to provide an overview of the career counseling process
and to serve as a tool to illustrate how various theories can help in
the process of facilitating career development..

Introduction
In the United States and much of Western Society, people are
medal and encouraged to work fOr a living in nations
constitutIonally based on equal opportunities ibr all. Substantial
resources are directed to making education and work opportunities
available and valuable to all citizens. Because numerous individual,
social and other barriers may interfere with human and
constitutional rights and ideals, people often need various forms of
assistance to find work opportunities to enrich their lives. People
need help in their career development.

What Is Career Development?
Career development bas been defined as the interaction of
psychological, sociological, economic, physical and chance factors that
shape the sequence of jobs, occupations or careers that a person may
engage in throughout a lifetime. Career development is a major
aspect of human development. It includes one's entire life span and
concerns the whole person. Career development involves a person's
past, present and figure work role& It is linked to a person's self-
concept, family life, and all newts of one's environmental and
cultural conditions.

What Is a Career Development Facilitator?
A career development facilitator is a person who is trained to assist
people in their career development. Career development facilitators
work with people of all ages; from young children, adolescents, their
parents and teachers; through young, middle-aged and older adults;
to others preparing to retire and retirees seeking vocational and
avocational pursuits. To serve these diverse populations, career
development facilitators work in a wide range of public and private
educational, social and fraternal environments such as schools,

ICDM 4-1



CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
FACILITATORS
NEED TO BE
COMPETENT IN
USING THEORIES

WHAT ARE
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
THEORIES?

WHY DO CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
FACILITATORS
USE THEORIES?

Scouting, 411, Young Men's and Women's Christian Associatione,
local chapters of the American Association of Retired Persons; in
public and private sector agencies and private practices and in
business and industry settinp.

Career Development Facilitators Noed to be Competent in
Using Theories
Career developmert professionals and paraprofessionals have special
competencies fir planning, organising, implementing and
administering career development programs and services to
individuals and groups in a wide variety of settings. Competencies of
career development facilitators are described in professional
publications such as; The National Career Development Cu' alines
(1989) published by the National Ocomational Information
Coordinating Committee (NOICC), The Vocational/Career Counseling
Competencies (1991), the Ethical Standards (1988) of the National
Career Development Association, and The Professional Counselor
(Enpls and Dameron, 1990). Among the most imptniant
competencies of career development facilitators 1111) knowledge of and
skill in using career development theories.

What Are Career Development Theories?
Counseling theories are conceptual frameworks for describing or
understanding complex human developmental processes. Theories
describe, explain, generalise and summarize what we do in counseling
to help clients make constructive changes that lead to success and
satisfaction. Theories of career choice and development are points of
view, conceptual tools, or road maps for counselors to use in working
to help people choose, create, design, refine, develop and/or manage
their careers. Career development theories are based on a need for
progress from where we are to more desirable circumstances and
situations.

Why Do Career Development Facilitators Use Themies?
The "why" we do something rather than the "how" we do it is
explained through the use of theories. The reason we use theories is
to help us reduce or manage uncertainty and make more responsWe
decisions. Jepson (1984) notes that many practitioners see little use
far theory. Isaacson (1985) points out that beginners in most fields
are primarily and almost exclusively interested in how to do
something rather than why to do something. In effect, many new,
inexperienced counselors would prefer dotting instructions, such as
cookbooks and pmen recipes, to confidently and accurately help
clients develop their careers.

Following this line of reasoning, the practice of a career development
facilitator would be purely technical. In reality, the "why" can be
more fundamentally important than the "how." The "why" is based
on the theoretical or factual background that serves as the frame of
reference with which the prctessional approaches each student, client,
Or patient (Isaacson, 1985). It is this frame of reference that helps
the practitioner move beyond a cockbook approach to the process of
facilitating growth and developmes.t. In a field such as career

ICDM
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HOW DO
THEORIES HELP
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
FACILITATORS?

WHAT THEORIES
DO CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
FACILITATORS
USE?

development, where the unknown may outweigh the known, theory
can help the counselor and client make informed dilute to reduce
uncertainty and its impact (Herr, 1977).

How Do Theories Help Career Development Facffitators?
Theories help make sense of expeeiences; they bridge the gap between
knowledge and the unknown. Career development theories offer
rationales, guidelines, directions and goals fbr fiscilitating career
development While much profinnional knowledge in the field of
counseling has been generated, there remains a great amount of
uncertainty and undiscovered knowledge. The most dependable,
efficient bridge to that potential knowledge Ike in the realm of
theory. Just as physicians need both knowledge and theory to
diagnose and treat patients, so do counselon who deal with far less
physical concerns. Career development theory helps to:

make sone of what we experience and learn;
bridge gaps between knowledge and the unknown;
summarize infbrmation;
explain infbrmation;
make predictions;
point out relations between means and ends;
fbrmulate and
stimulate research aimed el improving the knowledge and
skill bases fbr career counseling

(Shatter and Stone, 1974)

In brief, theories provide more systematic and dependable approaches
to fiesilitating career development than mere hunches, conjectures or
intuitive guesses. The ultimate test of a career theory is bow well it
works to achieve the goals agreed to by career development
facilitators and their clients. Despite many serious research and
development needs in career theory, there is some empirical evidence
to euggest that good career development theories can be very
practical with a variety of clients in many settings.

What Theories do Career Development Facilitators Use?
There are many theories of career development and career choice.
Moreover, just as is the case for most counseling theories, it must be
said that approaches to facilitating carer development are more
techniques-in-search-of-theories than actual theories (Isaacson, 1985;
Zunker, 1998). At the same time, however, extant 06:x0 at theory
building have progressed over time and offer much practical insight
fiv practitioners.

How does an understand*/ of career developmew theories help me
as a counselor? How can theories help me use zn- ser and labor
market information more effectively with individuals and groups?
How do theories help me provide carer exploration and decision
malting assistance? How do they heir/ me work with individuals who
need help finding a pb? To =MU these and similar questions, a
brief description of some selected theories of career development and
a model of the counseling process follow. The model is presented as
one example of a structure to help career development facilitdors in
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SELECTED
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
THEORIES

Trait and Factor

Holland's Theory of
Vocatkonal Personalities
and Environments

Socioeconomic Theory

their work with clients. Additionally, the model provides a format for
illustrating how theorion can h* with various aspects of ibeilitating
career chvelopment.

Selected Career Development Theories
While there are many ways to categorize career development theories,
Jepson (1980 has constructed a global alassiiicatice system that will
be used in this module. Career development dm** can be divided
into two major claws: Structural and Developmental. Numerous
theories could be kchuled in each area, however, coverage in this
module will be abbreviated to highlight some me* points of selected
theories. The Background Inibrmation in this module contains more
detailed explanations of these theories, and their implications for
practice. Readers wanting more conwlete explanations of the theories
covered here and other career development theories can find such
iniv nation in works by the originators of the theories, such as books
by Brown and Brooks (1990) end Osipow (1983), and in other works
listed in the Selected Readings sections of this modelle.

Structural theories focus on individual characteristics and differences
amcmg and between penons. The structaral theories discussed in
this module are: Trait and Factor Theory, Holland's Theory of
Vocational Personalities and Environments, and Socioecimomic
Theories.

Trait and factor
This theory originated with Parsons (1909) who believed that the
best way to choose an occupation was to know one's self and the
world of work and make a connection between the two sets of
knowledge. Williamson (1939) and others expanded this theory
through the use of tests and other assessment tools to measure
people's traits and the traits required in certain occupations. Two
major assumptions of trait and factor theory are that individual
and job traits can be matched, and that close matches are
positively correlated with job success and satisfaction.

Holland°. theory of vocational personalities and
environments
Over a series of years, Holland (1988, 1973, 1985) presented his
theory, which I. based on assumptions that: people's occupations
are extensions or maniibstations of their personalities; that people
working in an occupatice have iimilar personality characteristics;
and that hump personalities and work environments can be
classified into six categories of vocational personalities and
environments. The six penonality types and work environments
are labeled: realistic, investigative, artistic, social, enterprising
and conventional and share the acrceeym RAISEC. Holland
suggests that people can %notion and develop best and find job
'addiction in work environments that are compatalle with their
personalities.

Socioeconomic theory
Sociologists and economists provide detailed explanations and
descriptions of how one's culture, iluaily background, social and
economic conditions and other lectors outside an individual's
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Super's Theory

Krumbolta's Social
Learning Theory

Decision Making Theories

Cognitive Theories

control, strmgly influence me's klentity, values, and overall
human and career development. Socioeconomic theory is also
known as the chance v.. accident theory. This approach to
undentanding career development suggests that many people
follow the path of least residence in their career development by
simply falling into whatever work opportunities happen to come
their way.

Developmental theorim haus re intrapersonal differences across the
lib span of an individual's human developmmt. The developmental
theories that will be discussed are: Super's, Krumboltz's, Decision
Makin and Cognitive.

Super's theory
Super (1957) and other theorists of career development recorize
the changes that people go through as they mature. Career
patterns are determined by socioeconomic factors, mental and
physktal abilities, personal characteristics and the opportunities
to which persons are exposed. People seek career satisfaction
through work roles in which they can express themselves and
implement and develop their self-concepts. Career maturity, a
main concept in Super's theory, is manifitsted in the successikal
accomplishment of age and dap developmental tasks across the
life span. Super pays close attention to the interrelationships
among and between career stages and life roles, such as child,
spouse and parent.

Brumboltes Social Learning Themy
Krumboltz (1979) developed a theory of career decision making
and development based on our social learning, or environmental
conditions and events, genetic influences and les-raing
experiences. People choose their careers on the basis of what
they have learned. Certain behaviors are modeled, rewarded and
reinforced.

Decision Making Themies
Some decision making theories hypothesize that there are critical
points in our lives when choices are made that greatly influence
our career development. These decision making points are such
events as educational choices, entry level job positions, changing
jobs, etc. Other decision making theories are concerned with
ongoing choices acrAss the life span. The decisions that we make
are influenced by car awareness of the choices that am available
to us and our knowledge of how to evaluate them.

Cognitive Theories
Cognitive theories of career development are built around how
individuals process, integrate and react to information. The ways
in which individuals process information are determined by their
cognitive structures. These structures influence how individuals
see themselves, others and the environment. Cognitive theories
suggest ways to help clients build or refine a hierarchy of
thinking skills and decision making skills that influence career
development.
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EMERGING
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
THEORIES

PROMOTING
DECISION
MAKING IN LIFE
AND CAREER
DEVELOPMENT

The selected thewies that have been very briefly highlighted can be
seen as representative of the majority of career development theories.
At the same time, however, it must be noted that theory development
and expansion need to contintie to appropriately address the career
development needs of specific populations, especially women and
minorities.

Emerging Career Development Theories
Recent publications by Brown and Brooks (1990), Isaacson (1987)
Zunker (1286) and other works on career development theory cited in
the rtferencat to this module pay considerable attention to the need
to expand and refine existing theories. New theories must be
developed that address the needs of specific populations, such as
females, the gifted and tainted, people of color, ethnic -iinorities, ex-
panders and perms with disabilities. It should be noted that while
emerging theories exist and are being developed, they are beyond the
scope of this module. Readers are advised to consult the works cited
in the References List, most notably works by: Brooks (1990);
Atkinson, Morten & Sue (1989); Greeley, (1975); Ivey, (1987);
Pedersen, (1888); Gottfrodson, (1981, 1984); Schlossberg, (1980
Gilligan, (1982a, 1982b); Sue (1978, 1981); Heinrich, Corbine and
Thomas (1990); and Lea and Richardson (1991); for coverage of these
vital developments.

Promoting Decision Making in Life and Career Development
Knowing how to ident* owortunities for choice and how to make
responsble thaws can empower people to enrich their lives and
careers. Unfortunately, many people have neither taken the time nor
made the efforts to logically think through and plan their career
development. An abundance of research (Fredrickson, 1982; Isaacson,
1987; Zunker, 1986) indicates that the socioeconomic "chance" or
"accident" theory is the single best descriptor of most people's career
development. Many people fail to notice opportunities and
responslilities for choice in life or look to others to choose for them.
Career development facilitators need to provide their clients with
guidance and assistanm in the decision making process.

The career development facilitator I. frequently faced with cliente
who are unaware or ignorant of their career opportunities. Clients
often say "tell me what to do" or "I want to take that test that will
tell me what to do." Counselors do not tell their clients what to do.
The goal of most counseling is to help clients become aware of
opportunities for choice and to assist them in learning to make
important choices. Therefore, most counselors are advocates for
decision making; for informed, knowledgeable, responale and wise
choices as a primary means of positive self-governance.

Think and Do was the title of the workbook that accompanied the
basal reader, Fun With Dick and Jane, which was used in mwat
public and private schools in the United States during the 19405 and
1950s. The simplistic title of that workbook delivered an essential
message think, before doing.
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In our action-oriented society today, with its catch phrases such as,
"Do it now," "Don't just sit there do something," "Just do it," comes
an implicit message that action is always better than inaction, that
even random behavior or impulsive behavior is valued over inaction.
Thinking before doing lies at the heart of wise decision making and
underscores the goals of most counseling to help clients become
aware of opportunities and responsibilities fbr choice; and to help
them learn appmriate ways to establish priorities, set goals and
make choices. Counselors vivrk to help clients appreciate, own and
exercise their personal reaponsthility for self-governance. If life is a
ear, each of us is a driver. As Miller-Tiedeman and Tiedeman (1990)
say, each of us is or can be the captain of our own destiny in the ship
of life.

As we think through the decision making process, what guidelines do
we have? One approach is to look for guidance in the works of those
we admire as people cl character (Moline, 1981). Joan of Arc,
Gland', Helen Keller, Abraham Lincoln, Mother Teresa, and others of
wominence and virtue wow the ages can be looked to as models of
and for wise, prudent, intelligent and responsible decisions and
accomplishments. Additional moral and ethical guidance in decision
making can be found * looking at hierarddes for choices in our lives.
For example, one could look th works on cognitive and affective
development, such as Bloom's Taxonomies (Krathwobl, Bloom &
Masia, 1964) and Kohlberg's (1981) or Gilligan's (1982) models of
moral development. In fact, it is difficult to imagine a decision of
magnitude that does not have moral and ethical dimensions and
implications (Janis & Mann, 1977).

Moral, ethical and responsthle decision making requires more 'San
knowledge a factual information. One might look at a hierarchy of
decision making, starting with data, and moving through information,
and knowledge, to wisdom. If knowledge tells us how to do
something efficiently, wisdom helps us think about whether we want
or ought to do it. In moving from knowledge and skill or application
to wisdom, we move to a higher moral level. People of character,
positive role models, can be seen as providing examples of applied
wisdom and moral behavior. Ultimately, it seems such a moral level
a applied wisdom is the desired outcome, or at least an ideal, for
responsthle self-governance. For these reasons, it is important that
counselors work to help clients to notice and positively and
responsibly expiait their opportunities fr choice in the decision
making process.

Many career theories do not give much .ttention to the process of
choice. In spite of the importance of decision making to all
counsAing, many career theories seem to fall sh ort in their attent on
to this vital dimension of career develorment. Brown (1990) suggests
this deficit could be attended to througn adaptation of non-career
focused approaches to decision making by people such as Janis and
Mann (1977) and others who specialize in various approaches to
decision making processes. Jepsen and Dilley's (1974) iefinitive
discussion of prescriptive and descriptive models of decision making
provides excellent background information and model comparisons for
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THE PROCESS OF
CAREER
COUNSELING: A
MODEL

Ithcee seeking useful decision making models. Additionally, a wealth
of new f1985 and MOTS recent) works On or enWhasking career
counseling techniques by: Brown & Brooks, (1991); Peterson,
Sampson and Reardon (1991); Gysbers & Moore, (1987); Isaacson
(1145) ard Spokane, (1991); for example, oftbr much needed attention
to various aspects of facilitating career development and career
decitbn making was the lifi3 span, with numerous highly practical
case excerpts and illustrations.

The Process a Career Counseling: A Model
A number of writers have described what is involved in the career
counseling process beginning with Pmsons (190) up to the present
(Brooks, 1984; Brown & Brooks, 1$91; Crites, 1981; Gyslmrs & Moore
1987; kinacson 1985; Kinnier & Krumboltz, 1984; Peterson, Sampson
& Reardon, 1991; Reardon, 1984; Spokane, 1991; and Super, 1983,
1984). Building cm the work cf these authors, especially Gysbers and
Moore (1987), an outline of the career counseling process follows that
has two um,* phases:

identifYing the clients goal or problem; and,
resolving the goal or problem

The Process of Facilitating Career Development and Career
Counseling

I. Client goal or problem identification
A. Establishing a client-counselor relationship, including client-

counselor responsibilities
B. Gathering client self and environmental information to

understand the client's goal or problem
1. Who is the client?

a. How does the client view himseliTherself, others, and
his/her world?

b. Mat language does the client use to represent these
views?

c. What themes does the client use to organize and
direct his/her behavior based on these views?

2. What are the client's current status and environment?
a. Client's life roles, settings, and events
b. Relationship to client's goal or problem

C. Understanding client self and environmental information by
sorting, analyzing, and relating such information to client's
goal or problem through the use oE
1. Career development theories
2. Counseling theories
3. Classification systems

D. Drawing conclusions-making diagnoses
II. Client goal or problem resolution

A. Taking action with interventions selected based on diagnoses
1. Counseling techniques
2. Assessment, personal styles analyses
3. Career and lakor market information
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CLIENT
DEBRIEFING-/
PROCESSING
AND RELATED
CONCERNS

GOAL OR
PROBLEM
IDENTIFICATION

B. Developing an individual career plan
C. Implementing an individual career plan
D. Evaluating the impact of the interventions used: Did the

client accomplish the goal or resolve the problem?
1. If goa: or problem was not resolved, recycle.
2. If goal r woblem was resolved, close counseling

relationship.
(Adapted from Gysbers, NC. & Moore, LI. (1987)

These phases and elements in the career counselin process may take
place durhig one interview or may unfold over two or more sessims.
While the step logically Mow one another on paper, in actual
practice, they may not. There often is a back-and-forth flow to the
process; some clients may only need limited counseling and may
choose to terminate it at any point, preferring instead to work alone
or with other resources.

Client DebriefingiProcusing and Related Concerns
For maby counselors, it is essential that clients continually "process"
or debrief throughout the progress of counseling. At the conclusion of
each counseling session, the counselor and client should summarize
what has been discussed and what actions, if any, are to be taken. In
active debriefing or processing, the counselor pays close attention to
client behavior, understanding, ins*hts and lessons learned. The
counseling fbcus is on client self-governance and how the lessons
learned can be generalized and applied by the client in the future. It
is essential that attention be directed to helping clients learn decision
making skills. Likewise, when clients' homework assignments are
used as activities between counseling sessions, it is essential that
they be discussed and evaluated. There is a need for closure on
specific topics before moving on to new topics. Closure is also
necessary at the end of individual sessions and at the conclusion of
the counseling relationship.

In summary, some people may require or desire little or no formal
career counseling and still develop their full potential, while others
may need assistance. For those who need help, there is no one best
career counseling process for all counselors and clients. However, the
use of a career counseling model and an understanding of underlying
theories can provide a structure to the counseling process. The
remainder of this module will addresa practical questions about
theory in terms of the context and stages of the career counseling
model that has been presented. This discussion will follow the
outline of the model.

Goal or Problem Identification
Some clients seek help to improve the quality of their lives. No
apparent problems ars present, and their goal is self-improvement
At the same time, other client: are in difficulty. They have problems
and they need and want assistance to address or resolve them. The
point is that one starts where one's chants are. Do not assume there
is a problem when one may not exist. Some clients want information
only, not counseling. Other clients may ask for information initially,
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but later they may talk about a problem that is troubling them.
Clients may engage in an initial lasting" time to see if it is safe to
discuss a problem with a counselor.

Sometimes, the client's goal or problem identification is
skaightfonvard. No feelings of anxiety, insecurity or frustration are
evident; the client merely wants information about jobs in the local
labor market. At other times, problem or goal identification is more
complex, and the counseling focus may need to be on both personal-
emotional and career concerns. The need for infirmation about jobs
may be mixed with doubts about self-worth, emotional issues or
tunny problems. If such personal concerns are subrdantial, the
career sped& aspects of counseling may need la be delayed or &-
emphasised urstil some progress is made in helping the client deal
with hisilter more compelling personal issues.

Establishing the Client- Establishing the Client-Counselm. Relationship
Counselor Relationship Effective counseling requires a positive counselortlient relationship.

Respect for the uniqueness, dignity, worth and potential of the client,
empathy, and counselor-client rapport are vital to the relationship.
Readers could look to works by Brammer (1988), Benjamin (1981) or
any number of other rich resources on building and maintaining the
counseling relationship.

A final aspect of the counseling relationship focuses on the nature,
structure, potential costs, ethical obligations and possible results of
career counseling. What are the client's expectations regarding time,
cost, confidentiality and outcomes? Are client expectation:, realistic?
What respective responsibilities do the counselor and client have in
the relationship? Counselor and client need to reach a common
understanding concerning the nature, structure and expected results
of career counseling.

Gathering Client Self and Gathering Client Self and Envircamental Information
Environmental While the counseling relationship is being established, the task of
Information gathering client self and environmental information begins as a

means to help understand the client's goal or problem. Kinnier and
Krumboltx (1984) pointed out that although the ways in which this is
done vary according to counselor style and theoretical orientation, the
opening questions are similar. "Who are you?, What is troubling you?
Why have you decided to seek counseling now? Tell Ms more about
yourself and what you want," and, "What do you want to gain from
counseling?"

Understanding Client Self Understanding Client Self and Environmental Information
and Environmental While working to develop the counselor-client relationship, the
Information counselor uses the key interviewing skill of active listening to

systematically elicit, gather, understand and interpret client
informalion and behavior. These interviewing skills are based on in-
depth knowledge of theories of human behavior and human growth
and development. In turn, these theories of human development
provide the necesnry language and constructs to interpret and
explain the information presented and the behavior exhrlited by
clients. In this phase of counseling, considerable effort must be
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Drawing Conclusions -
Making Diagnoses

11111 Client Goal or Problem
Resolution

USING CAREER
AND LABOR
MARICET
INFORMATION IN
CAREER
COUNSELING

directed to belting clients assess their many life and career roles
(human, citizen, sibling, spouse, parent, subordinate, supervisor, etc.)
with some attention to how clients' career issues might affect their
signifimint others.

Drawing Conclusions Making Diagnoses
As the counselor gathers, understands and interprets client
information and behavior during career counseling, the counselor
begins to draw tentative conclusions or diagnoses about their
meaning. Conclusions or diagnoses made initially are not one time
judgements applied for all time. 'They are, instead, hypotheses that
the counselor substantiates, modifies or discards as the career
counseling process unfolds.

Crites (1981) suggested that there are three types of diagnoses that a
counselor may want to consider making: differential, dynamic and
decisional.

Differential diagnosis focuses on the identification and
categorization of client goals or problems. Differential
diagnosis answers the question, "What is the client's problem
or goal?" Descriptive labels such as undecided and indecisive
are often used.
Dynamic diagnosis, the second type, focuses on whyon
reasons and possible causes for the client's problem or goal.
Decisional diagnosis focuses on assessing and helping
clients develop decision making strategies, processes and
skills.

Client Goal or Problem Resolution
After extensive efforts to get to know the client and identify, clarify
and specify the client's goals or problems, the counselor and client
work to achieve goals and/or resolve y.-e nblems (Crites, 1981a).
Counseling tools such as appraisal data, personal and labor market
information, all play a part in how and when problem or goal
resolution occurs. For example, formal use of tests, inventories,
structured questionnaires, essays and interviews can facilitate client
self-understanding. These assessments also allow a client to compare
himselnerself to workers in various occupation&

Using Career and Labor Market Information in Career
Counseling
In this phase of goal resolutwn or problem solving, career and labor
market information can be used to:

help clients gain current and accurate information about
occupations and the world of work;
instruct individuals about the realities of the work world;
help clients expand their occupational and career horizons;
help clients narrow their range of potential occupations;
help clients obtain and interpret subjective career
information, such as how it feels to work in career fields and
specific occupations;
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DEVELOPING,
IMPLEMENTING
AND
EVALUATING AN
INDIVIDUAL
CAREER PLAN

motivate individuals to explore Ale,/ options; and
help individuals develop a balance between their needs and
wants and occupational supply and demand in the labor
market.

Developing an Individual Career Plan
When clients begin gathering and organizing information, they can
relate and apply it to their career planning and decision making. By
piitting infbrmation together in certain ways and categories,
relationships become more apparent. This tight focus can help clients
identify and commit to clear career goals with specific ohiectives, such
as the education, skills or training they will need. Clients can then
draw up strategies and specific plans for accomplishing their goals.

Implementing an Individual Career Plan
What types of education/skills/training are needed by clients for
specific careers? Self-appraisal information and experience auditing
can and must be done by the client. This information can be
translated directly into job-related knowledge, attitudes, skills and
deficits or limitations. When these relationships are seen and
understood, client self-confidence and self-worth can be increased
(Oysbers, 1983). The client's short and long term goals can be refined
and formal implementation of plans can commence or continue.

Evaluating and Closing the Counseling Relationship
The final phase of goal or problem resolution is assessing the
behavioral changes that may have occurred during counseling and
evaluating the impact of' the interventions used during the process.
One way to accomplish this is to have the client review and
summarize what has taken place and generalize beyond the
counseling process into the future. This is the point in the counseling
process where maximum debriefing is essential, especially to tease
out implications for future plans, actions and client success. Was the
counselim eftbctive? What steps have we taken toward the goal?
Are we on the right track? Have we reached our goal? What steps
could be taken in the future? Finally, the counselor and client can
mutually review, summarize, and draw conclusions and implications
from the counseling relationship and process.

During the summary, counselor and client may identify some
unfinished business, such as a personal problem or educational
deficits. The client may need more information or more time to
consider and reflect on the information already available. As a
result, the counselor may recycle previously used interventions, to
allow more time for counselor-client consideration and reflection, or
the counselor may try other interventions. The counselor may say,
"We tried this . . ., shall we try again or make a new plan?".

Also, during the summary, the counselor may find that the client is
unsure about closing the counseling relationship. In this event, the
client's feelings of insecuriV need to be addressed The counselor
may want to open up this topic by saying, "It seems as if we have
achieved what we set out to do during our time tcsether. Sometimes
when people reach this point, having made some of the changes you
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HOW DO CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
THEORIES HELP
IN MAKING
DIAGNOSES?

HOW DO CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
THEORIES HELP
IN SETTING
GOALS?

have made, they wonder if they are ready to hsIdle new situations.
Could it be that you feel this wayr If a counselor senses a client's
hesitancy to end the relationship, these feelings need to be addressed
directly. Part of closing the process is working through any
emotional investment associated with the career counseling
relationship (Brammer & Shostrum, 1982). The client should not feel
emotionally dependent on the counselor.

Using Career Development Theories in Career Counseling
The preceding description of the phases and activities of a career
counseling process is an overview of many of the issues and tasks in
career counseling, such ac approachte to stimulating client self-
knowledge; decision making goal setting; resource utilization and
goal attainment. The next step in this module is to focus directly on
how career development theories can help in understanding and
ikcilitating client career development.

Bow Do Career Development Themies Help in Making
Diagnoses?
Diagnoses ars based on all available client data and information,
such as athievemert tests, interest inventories, etc. In counseling, all
available data are analyzed in terms of the models of human behavior
that best help the counselor understand the client's goals or
problems.

The career developmcot facilitator and client analyze the data
through the lens dation development theory, searching for clues
and ideas to help them identity goals or resolve problems. Human
beings and their behavior, however, are highly complex. There is no
exact science to define them. Nevertheless, theories are guideposts to
human behavior.

Socioeconomic theories can also be helpfial in making diagnoses.
These theories provide ideas concerning what to look for in people's
growth, development, andl environment that will help in
understanding how they discover, refme and maintain their identity.
For example, an understanding of clients' family values could help us
understond the value structure underlying their choices in terms d
gender stereolvping and occupational selection.

How Do Career Development Theories Help in Setting Goals?
During goal or problem identification, clarification, and specification,
Crites (1981a) sweets that "the client and counselor collaboratively
ideal* the attitudes and behaviors in the career problem that are
intaffering with the decision making process and together they
survey the range of possalle solutions." During this period, career
theories can be helpful.

All career development theories contain ideals and goals that can
help to guide career developmer` For example, decision theories also
can help a client make a specific choice, such as a short-term goal.
Decision theories can also help a client learn a process of decision
making, which the client can use to set long-term goals to enrich all
aspects of his/her life.

11'
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HOW DO CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
THEORIES HELP
CLIENTS?

By inference, every career theory can be seen to have some concept of
self-actualisation, competence or career maturity that can serve as an
ideal or long-term goal to aim for in counseling. Holland's concept 0'
congruence, consistency and identity, Super's concept of career
maturity, and Miller-Tiedeman and rredeman's concept or being
captain of the ship of one's lifecareer" can serve as long term goals or
ideals to aim for in career counseling.

How Do Career Development Theories Help Clients?
Crites (1881a) suggests that there are at least three mgdor outcomesof career counseling - making a choice, acquiring decision making
skills, and enhancing general adjusiment. Knowledge gained fror
theories can be helpful in dealing with each of these outcomes.

Making a Choice
To enable counselors to help individuals make career choices, trait
and factor theory offers interest, aptitude, values and career maturity
assessment. Trait and factor theory helps clients assess their
personality traits that might be desirable in certain careers.
Personality and developmental theories also suggest possthle patterns
of previous behaviors that may facilitate or hinder choice making.
Socioeconomic theory offers clients an understanding of posseole
environmental pressures (parents, peers, sprains) and how they affect
career development Cognitive theories provide insight into how
individuals process and use information in choice making. Cognitive
theories can illustrate the need for clients to develop skills in
processing the information that is available to them. Decision
theories and strategies provide clients with specific and general
approaches to making choices and to overall decision making ability
and responsibility.

Acquiring Decision Skills
The second outcome of the counseling process is acquiring decision
skills. Counselors' abilities to assist individuals in acquiring deesion
making skills can be increased by the knowledge provided by career
development theories. Decision making theory provides possible
models to use and outlines and explains the decision making process
so counselors can use and share this knowledge with their clients.
While some clients may need direct help in seeing how to go about
making a decision, others may need help in how they proms
information as they make decisions. lig the latter cases, cognitive
theories may provide some answers concerning how to help work withthe problems clients may have in processing information.

Enhancing General Adjustment
The third outcome is general adjustment. Because work roles, work
settings, and work-linked events play a substantial part in people's
lives, attention to adjustment is crucial. A number of theories
provide good insights into this issue. Holland's theory, especially hisconcept of congruence, can help one understand and assess
relationships between personality and work environments.
Developmental theories, such as Super's, can also be helpful,
particularly the concept of developmental tasks at certain stages of
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CONCLUSION

life, such as selecting a mate, rearing children, etc. Understanding
developmental tasks to be mastered at diffi3rent ages and stages
across the life span and how the person has performed them can
provide insight into the nature and quality of a person's adjustment
A related developmental concept is career maturiV, or, for adults,
career adaptability. Instruments are now available to help oktain
measures of career maturity or of the general adjustment and
adaptability of individuals to their work roles.

Decision making theory can be helpful in promoting a person's
general adjustment. Tiedeman and O'Hara's model =mines the
processes that lead up to choice as well as what happens once a
person is on the job. Tiedeman and O'Hara use such terms as
induction, reformation, and integration to describe the phases a
worker may go through as he/she deals with job adjustment and
advancement. Similarly, the concept of life career roles and role
conflict can be usefill to help explain and remedy life and job
adjustment problems and issues.

Summary
In this module, discussion has focused on career development theories
and their importance in facilitating career development Career
development theories were classified into structural and
developmental categories. Highlights of selected theories from each
classification scheme were briefly described. A model of cireer
development was presented to offer some guidelines and stnicture for
the process of career development facilitation. Illustrations of how
career development theories fit into the counseling model were
presented. Special attention was paid to decision making and
career and labor market information as major aspects and tools in
facilitating life career development

Conclusion
Career development is a complex process. Career development
facilitators need theories as a basis for what they do, how they do it
and why they do it. Many career development theories stress the role
of self-concept in career exploration and decision making. Therefore,
the first task of the effective counselor is to get to know the client In
making diagnoses of or drawing conclusions about an individual's
problems and concerns, every effort should be made to individualize
the process, with attention to both interpersonal and intrapersonal
differences. Self-understanding in occupational terms (worker roles)
needs to b.; connected to the individual's other life roles. Career
development and career choices may also need to be mutually agreed
upon by the client and significant others, such as a spouse and
dependents.

All who work to facilitate career development must demonstrate:
understanding of the complexity of human development;
understanding of career development as a major subset or part of
human development; respect for the complexity of human, social and
global issues; commitment to career development; awareness of client
needs and coordination of resources for meeting those needs; the
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requirement fbr continuing prolbssional educatim and respect fir the 
worth, dignity, uniqueness and potential of all people. 

Career development workers need to help clients expand ways they can: understand themselves, dream, set priorities, establish short 
term and long term life career goalg plan; explore, understand and 
enter the work world; compare their work-related needs, plans, 
desires and expectations to options available in the labor market; 
refine goals; and act to achieve goals. Helping clients learn to gather, 
ana/yze, and use career and labor markd infirmation is a vital 
aspect of this process. Using career development theories is essential 
in working to help people find empowerment, satisfaction and success 
throughout their life career development. 
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THEORIES OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND
DECISION MAKING

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
MODULE 4

Jepsen's (1984) global classification system will be used to organize this Background Information
section for Module 4.

Career development theories can be divided into two major classes:

1. structural, focused on individual characteristics and differences among and between
individuals, and

2. developmental, focused on intrapersonal differences across the life span of a person's
human development

While numerous theories could be included in each area, the coverage in this chapter will be
limited to midor points of the following selected theories:

Structural Theories

Trait and Factor
Holland's Theory of Vocational Personalities and Environments
Socioeconomic Theory

Developmental Theories

Super's Theory and Adult Career Development Theories
Krumbolts's Social Learning Theory
Decision Making Theories
Cognitive Theories

Readers wanting fuller summaries of the genesis, history, development, research base and impact
of the theories covered, as well as theories not included, can seek that information in source works
of the theories, in works cited at the start of this section, especially Brown and Brooks (1990) and
Osipow (1983), and in additional works listed in the Suggested Readings sectilm at the close of this
chapter.

Structural Theories
Trait and Factor

Trait and Factor counseling was first called "vocational guidance" (Parsons 1909) and then,
"vocational counseling," before getting its current title. Parsons' work in vocational guidance,
which started in 1905, established a longstanding trend in career counseling and remains strongly
influential today. Parsons conceptualized a simple three step process for facilitating vocational
development by helping counselors emphasize:

1. "...clear understanding of yourself, aptitudes, abilities, interests, resources, limitations, and
other qualitieo."

2. "...knowledge of the requirements and conditions of success, advantages and disadvantages,
compensations, opportunities, and prospects in different lines of work."

3. ..true reasoning on the relations of these two groups of facts"
(Parsons, 1909).
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Parsons' view of the vocational guidance process culminated in helping the counselee fit into a
chosen occupation. Because of Parsons' acknowledged historical primacy in fkcilitating career
development and because elements of task and factor approaches have remained influential for
over 85 years, a brief history seems in order.

Parsons' conceptualization and approach to vocational counseling readily lent itself to expansion
and extension, especially by industrial psychologists, the United States Governmeat, the National
Vocational Guidance Association and others wce-king to understand occupational success and
organize information about occupational posskolities and characterittics throughout the 1920s and
1930s. During the same period, parallel effbrts were undertaken by differential psychologists and
psychometrists who focused on measurement of individual difikrences. The Great Depression in

the 1930s and entry into World War II in December 1940, greatly expanded these assessment and

information movements as there was greater governmental and public concern for the American
work force.

Williamson (1939) meg others clarified the concepts of trait and factor theory, ident*ing a six step
process:

1. analysis: gathering data from the client and all available sources;
2. synthesis: assembling, summarizing and arraying analysis data;
3. diagnosis: description and explanation of client and client concerns based on inferences

drawn from data;
4. prognosis: predictions of potential success of alternatives and suggestions;
5. counseling: facilitating client understanding of courses of action and respective possibilities

of success; and
O. follow up: processing/debriefing with a client to learn what happened; see if additional

concerns exist and evaluate the effectiveness of counseling.

Many aspects of this process remain in career counseling today, especially attention to assessment
and occupational information in career counseling, career and educational placement and
personnel selection. However, contemporary approaches are more encompassing in underlying
assumptions, scope and focus, and numerous concerns have been raised in terms of the limitations
of trait and factor counseling.

Narrow Assumptions

Fredrickson (1982), Isaacson (1985) and Brown (1990), among others, highlighted and critiqued
problematic assumptions of the trait and factor approach, such as:

one best job for each person (no empirical bags);
one main type of person for each occupation (no empirical basis);
conscious, reasoned choice of occupation as the norm for most workers (ignoring the
pervasive role of chancel; and
occupational choice as a single choice point (rather than a continuous process of slow,
incremental development across the life span with many subsequent choices throughout
life).

Literal interpretation of these and other assumptions finds them overly simplistic and generally
unsupported by research. Matching a person's traits with perceived job requirements is
insufficient for effective counseling and career development Today, it is generally agreed that
people are highly complex and that occupations are sufficiently more varied and diverse than these
assumptions suggest. At the same time, a broader interpretation of career development leaves
room to see the potential value of some of the assumptions of trait and factor theory, such as the
idea that people and jobs have measurable traits or characteristics, and these traits can be
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m.
instrumental few success in specific occupations. The flict is that ingrnces of trait and factor

ramom

approaches are evident in much counseling today. The rich legacy of established empirical data in
some aspects of trait and factor theory also distinguish the formative contributions of this theory
as a major base for many contemporary approaches to career counseling.

Among implications of the trait and factor approach for career counselors, me should note:

Standardized assessment hu both strengths and limitations in helping individuals achieve
better understanding of themselves, their abilitim, aptitudes, interests and other
characteristics;
Because testing has so pervasive a role in current society and because career ass.,s, went
data summaries appear to be objective, people may unwittingly equate career assessment
with testing. The counselor must help clients appreciate the difference between tests that
have right and wrong answers arid other &rm. of amassment, especially interest
inventories, which are commonly used in career counseling;
Counselors need to understand, explain, and help clients exploit objective occupational
information and labor market opportunities; and
Because subjective information can complement other forms of labor market information,
counselors need to help clients appreciate, access and exploit subjective career information
on topics such as how it feels to work in a particular occupation.

Holland's Theory of Vocational Personalities and Environments

Over a series of years, Holland (1966, 1973, 1985) presented his theory based on the assumptions
that:

people's occupations are manifestations of their personalities;
people in occupations have similar personality characteristics; and,
p-ople and work environments can be classified into six categories of vocational
personalities and environments.

Both personality and environmental typologies share the same six labels and the acronym,
RIASEC. Holland's personality and environment types are:

Realistic
Farmers, skilled trades workers and engineers typify this group of people who prefer working
with things, tools and animals rather than data or people. These people are focused primarily
on the here and now, tend not to be socially adroit, and prefer repetitive tasks, rather than
more creative or intellectual tasks. Realistic work environments are focused on mechanical
and technical knowledge and skills and provide material reward structures.

Investigative
Scientists, highly specialized technicians and mathematicians typify this group of people who
prefer using intelligence and abstract reasoning in disciplined inquiry, data gathering and
analysis rather than working with people or things. Investigative environments encourage and
reward disciplined, scientific inquiry.

Artistic
Writers, performers, and artisans typitf this group of highly creative people who concentrate
on feelings, originality, self expression and intuition and may be nonconformist They may
work with tools in creating original works or they may work with people through their
expressive media. Artistic environments stimulate, encourage and reward creative expression,
artistic accomplishment and resultant art objects.
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Social
Counselors, social workers, and hospitality workers typify the people in this group who greatly
prefer working with people to working with data or things. They enjoy working with and
helping others through service, teaching and communkcation. Social environments encourage
and reward skill and knowledge in teaching, communitating and modeling values and
providing services related to social justice, such as equity and advocacy.

Enterprising
Salespeople, supervisors, and attorneys typifY the people in this group who seek and enjoy
leadership and persuasion of others for purposes of accomplishing organizational, political or
financial goals. Enterprising environments encourage and provide material rewards for
leadership, persuasion of others and sales.

Conventional
Accountants, financial workers, secretaries and clerical workers typify people who enjoy
working with data more than with people or things and who enjoy order, clear rules and
strong, stable leaders. Conventional environments encourage and reward the abilik/ to follow
directions.

Holland assumes that, while no one is exclusively described by one personality type, most people
can be typed by a combination of three related personality types. He uses codes consisting of the
first letters of each RIASEC type to describe people. Seen in this light, a person who works as a
fkrmer, is seen as Realistic, but would also be typed by two additional designators, such as
conventional and investigative. This farmer would be typed using the three RIASEC letters, RCI.
Holland applies the same subtyping scheme of using three letters to more closely describe and
codify occupational settings. Relationships between and among Holland's six personality and
occupational types can be illustrated on a Hexagon (Holland, 1985) with the personality and
environment types arra3red in the same sequence listed above.

Holland's hexagon model

Figure 4.1
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Central concepts underlying Holland's theory are labeled: consistency, differentiation, congruence,

identity and calculus.

Consistency: Consistency is the degree to which pairs of personality and environment

types ars related or similar. As one notes in the hexagon in Figure 4.1, some pairs are

more closely related than others. For example, Realistic and Investigative types share

more similarities and are more consistent than Realistic and Enterprising types. Similar

types are closest on the hexagon; dissimilar types are &Wiest apart. The simplest way to

depict consistency is using the first two letters, e.g., RI is more consistent than AC. The

person whose personality types are closest on the hexagon is deserled as consistent and,

theoretically, should have a greater opportunity for a potentially successful personality-

work environment mat&
Difibrentiation: Differentiation, the degree to which a peraon or environment is closely

related to one single type, is measured by Holland's Vocational Preference inventory or his

Self Directed Search (Holland, 1985). A highly differenUated person shows great similarity

to one type, and little similarity to any other type. Someone who shows equal similarity to

more than one type is described as undifferentiated.
Congruence: Congruence is the degree of fit between people and their environments. It
is important in terms of rewards and situational and other environmental characteristics.
Artistic people tend to thrive in artistic environments, while they would have greatest

difficulty in conventional environments. The next preferable state to an actual match of a

social person in a social environment would be a social person in an artistic or enterprising

envimment.
Identity: Identity relates to the clarity and stability of a person's occupational interests,

abilities and commitment Environmental identity consists of the clarity and stability of an

organization's announced goals and rewards (Holland, 1985).
Calculus: Relationships within, between and among personality types and occupational

environments can be mathematically calculated. Correlations derived from Self-Directed

Search scores provide some confirmation for the theoretical stipulation that similar types

are closer on the hexagon, while greater distance equates with dissimilarity.

Holland's theory provides many implications for facilitating career development, such as:

Because Holland's system can be helpful in career exploration and decision making,
counselors might teach the system to clients as a means to enhance client career
exploration and decision making.
Because Holland's categories can be problematic for rnultipotentialed clients (Fredrickson,

1982), counselors must help all clients appreciate that the Holland codes are general

concepts, and not all-encompassing.
Because Holland codes and types are employed in assessment processes, counselors need to

know how to interpret the codes for client use.
Because Hollsnd codes are widely used and have some empirical support, counselors can

use the codes as tools to facilitate client exploitation of occupational information resources.

Because Holland has developed instruments and tools for counselor and/or client

assessment and other uses, counselors need to be able to evaluate the appropriateness of
such instruments for use with or by clients.

Socioeconomic Theories

Sociologists, economists and researchers in related fields have much to offer those interested in

promoting career development. Sociologists afford informed perspectives through study and
analysis of cultural, social, familial, religious and related developmental and demographic
influences. Economists provide global and detailed ideas, strategic outlooks in world and domestic
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economies, and mountains of data to support labor market information bases, labor supply and
demand projections and sin gar potential resources for career development

Socioeconomic theories of career development have considerable potential value for facilitating
career development. "Zeitgeist", the German term meaning spirit of the times, captures the central
concept underlying much of this approach to explaining and deszribing career development A
major part of this view stipulates that who one is and what one does are heavily influenced by
when, where and the socioeconomic conditions in which one lives.

While these theories do not directly guide counseling practice, they certainly provide rich
information and perspectives that take on increasing value in the face of population shifts, greatly
increased numbers of dual career couples, heightened rates of divorce and single parenting and all
their attendant impacts and implications for counselors. This point is undencored when those
specific changes are coupled with the sweeping national and international social and economic
changes inherent in the Information Age and global economy.

In more specific terms, Isaacson (1987) cites Hotchkiss and Borow's 1984 view of how social
changes impact career development in terms of: socialization of individual workers as a function of
their respective work places, social lives and affiliations; economic and situational bases for
material and social values and lifestyles; and substantial impact to career development due to
relocations and changes in work place status and responbibility.

Chance or A-cident

Miller and Form (1951), two occupational sociologists who conducted major studies of large groups
of workers, reached a conclusion that can be seen as a direct challenge to all who work to facilitate
career development They concluded that chance was the major factor that influenced career
development.

"One characteristic is outstanding in the experience of most of their case histories that have
been cited. In their quest of a life work there has been a vast amount of floundering, and
chance experience appears to have affected choices more than an3rthing else. No single
motivating influence appears that has finally crystallized into a wish for a certain occupation.
Chance experiences undoubtedly explain the process by which most occupational choices are
made (p. 660)."

Osipow (1969) expanded this point on chance or accident as the strongest and clearest explanation
of human and career development.

"The view may be summarized in a single sentence. People follow the course of least resistance
in their educational and vocational lives. It may be a moot point as to whether the least
resistance theory is more valid than one of the more self-conscious views of career
development. The fact remains that in many cases people do react to their environments and
follow those educational and vocational avenues which they perceive to be open to them with a
minimum of difficulty (p.15)."

Both these views, chance (or accident) and least resistance, theorize that most people consciously
or unconsciously abdicate, avoid or are ignorant of the opportunities for personal responsibility for
self-direction and self-development, and consequently, end up reacting to external forces outside
their control (Caplow, 1954; Hall, 1983; Hotchkiss and Borow, 1990). Concepts such as being in
the "right" place at the "right" time continue to seem highly descriptive ot this passive process
called the chance theory.
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Implications of Socioeconomic Theories

Among implications of socioeconomic theories are the following:

Because current economic, social mid other changes are unprecedented in their magnitude,

pace and scope in a shrinking world and global economy, counselors must stay aware of

changes, trends and scholarly and popular advances for helping clients become able to cope

and prosper in such times.
Because demographic changes such as population diversit$ and increased entry of women

into nontraditional employment are profound, ccunselors must stay aireut of professional

and popular literature and work to educate clients and the various publics they serve as to

practical and sensitive ways to facilitate those changes.
Because socioeconomic factors are so pronounced in their potential effects on career

development, counselors need to help clienth appreciate these potential effects and find

ways to maximize opportunities.
Because culture and family can profoundly effect development, counselors need to hold and

model a multicultural perspective and th help clients become aware of these influences and

their respective potential advantages and disadvantages for clients from a variety of

specific populations and subpopulations.
Because chance and least resistance are such powerful and pervasive influences in human

and career development, counselors need to help clients appreciate and exploit

opportunities for choice in life; own personal responsibility for self-governance and

development; set goals and master personal decision making knowledge and skill.

Developmental Theories
Super's Developmental Theory

While several theories focus on career as a developmental process, one theorist stands out in this

area. Drawing heavily on the works of Buehler (1e33), Donald Super commenced over 40 years of

study and refinement of his theory, emphasizing the lifelong process of career development as a

major subset of human developmfmt, with strong emphases on career maturity, self-concept and

multiple life roles. Fourteen basic propositions form the base of Super's theory, which he describes

as "a life-span, life-space approach to career development". (Super, 1990)

1. People differ in their abilities and personalities, needs, values, interests, traits and self-

concepts.
2. People are qualified, by virtue of these characteristics, for a number of occupations.

3. Each occupation requires a characteristic pattern of abilities and personality traits, with

tolerances wide enough to allow both some variety of occupations for each individual and

some variety of individuals in each occupation.
4. Vocational preferences and competencios, the situations in which people live and work,

and, hence, their self-concepts change with time and experience, although self-concepts, as

products of social learning, are incrJasingly stable from late adolescence until late

maturity, providing some continuity in choice and adjustment.
5. This process of change may be summed up in a series of life stages (a "maxicycle")

characterized as a sequence of growth, exploration, establishment, maintenance and

decline, and these stages may in turn be subdivided into (a) the fantasy, tentative, and

realistic phases of the exploratory stage and (b) the trial and stable phases of the

establishment stage. A small (mini) cycle takes place in transitions from one stage to the

next, or each time an individual is destabilized by a reduction in force, changes in type of

manpower needs, illness or injury, or other socioeconomic or personal events. Such

unstable or multiple-trial careers involve new growth, re-exploration, and re-establishment

(recycling).
6. The nature of the career pattern, that is, the occupational level attained and the sequence,
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frequency, and duration of trial and stable jobs, is determined by the individual's parentalsocioeconomic level, mental ability, education, skills, personality characteristics (needs,values, interests, traits, and self-concepts), and career maturity and by the opportunities towhich he or she is exposed.
7. Succem in coping with the demands of the environment and the organism in that contextat any given life-career stage depends on the readiness of the individual to cope with thesedemands (that is, on his or her career maturity). Career maturity is a constellation ofphyskial, psychological, and social characteristics; psychologically, it is both cognitive andaffective. It includes the degree of success in coping with the demands of earlier stagesand substages ofcareer development, and especially with the most recent.8. Career maturity is a hypothetical construct Its operational definition is perhaps asdifficult to formulate as is that of intelligence, but its history is much briefer and itsachievements even less definitive. Contrary to the impressions created by some writers, itdoes not increase monotonically, and it is not a unitary trait

9. Development through the life stages can be guided, partly by facilitating the maturing ofabilities and interests and partly by aiding in reality testing and in the development ofself concepts.
10. The process ofcareer development is essentially that of developing ami implementingoccupational self-concepts. It is a synthesizing and compromising process in which the self-concept is a product d the interaction of inherited aptitudes, physical makeup, opportunityto observe and play various roles, and evaluations of the extent to which the results of roleplaying meM with the approval of superiors and fellows (interactive learning).11. The process of synthesis of or compromise between individual and social factors, betweenself-concepts and reality, is one of role playing and of learning from feedback, whether therole is played in fantaey, in the counseling interview, or in such real-life activities asclasses, clubs, part-time work, and entry jobs.

12. Work satisfactions and life satisfactions depend on the extent to which the individual findsadequate outlets for abilities, needs, values, interests, porsonality traits, and self-concepts.They depend on establishment in a type of work, a work situation, and a way of life inwhich one can play the kind of role that growth and exploratory experiences have led oneto consider congenial and appropriate.
13. The degree of satisfaction people attain from work is proportional to the degree to whichthey have been able to implement self-concepts.
14. Work and occupation provide a focus for personality organization for most men and women,although tfo. some persons this focus is peripheral, incidental, or even nonexistent Theother foci, such as leisure activities and homemaking, may be centzal. (Social traditions,such as sex-role stereotyping and modeling, racial and ethnic biases, and the opportunitystructure, as well as individual differences, are important determinants of preferences forsuch roles as worker, student, leisure, homemaker, and citizen) (Brown and Brooks, 1990Used with permission of the publisher).

Career maturity is a most important concept in Super's theory of career development Careermaturity is manifest in one's ability and preparedness to address successfully age and stageappropriate developmental tasks at any particuhr point across the life span. In terms of adultcareer development, Super (1988) revised this concept ofcareer maturity with the more descriptivelabel, career adaptabintr.

Super's attention to life stages and life roles in career development is summarized in his life-careerrainbow, depicted in Figure 42, entitled, "The Life-Career Rainbow: Six Life Roles in SchematicLife Space" (Brown and Brooks, 1990). This rainbow depiction has bsen used in a number ofstudies and curricula to illustrate the simultaneous interworkings and relationsliips among andbetween developmental life-career stages and life roles, such as child, sibling, parent, worker, withadded attention to biological, psychokgical and socioeconomic influences.
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Figure 4.1
711, Un-Camer Rainbow

(Used with permission of Jossey-Bass.)

Super (1990) clarified the career rainbow illustration in the late 1980s with his presentation of the
Archway or Segmented Model whit& celled attention to, "...the segmented but unified and
developmental nature of career development to highlight the smments, and to make their origin
clear." The archway might be called a scholarly tribute to human complexity in its extensive and
informative attention to many facets uf the complex process of career development as central to the
overall wondrously complex process of human development.
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Asimptions UnihwtOng the Cognitive Inemagnen Pioasssing (CtP)
Pargralft of Carew Dowelopment

Figure 4.3

(Used with permission of Jossey-Bass.)
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Implication; of Super's TheorT

Because career development is a complex process which is a subset of the larger, morecomplex developmental process of life, it becomes essential thatcounselors atknowledgethese complexities and work to see if and the extent to which this or any theory has utilityin descraling, explaining or facilitating the development of an individual. In other words,counselors should work to see if and how the them fits, applies to, or is pertinent to anyspecific client(s), as appropriate, rather than "fitting" the client into the theory.Because work and career are so pervasive in lift), it is essential that counselors help clientsappreciate the interrelatedness af life and career and act accordingly, i.e., help clients seethe interrelatedness of their occupational and life roles, 90 that clients make occupationalchoices that take life roles into account. For example, a married parent considering jobrelocation may be helped to see the importance of involving the spouse and children inmaking the potential relocation decision.
Because opportunities and requirements for occupational decisions occur across the lifesPen, counselors need to help clients appreciate this point as yet another reason to acquiredecision making competence.
Because career maturity varies greatly among people, it is essential that counselors helpclients appreciate this variability and that counselors tailor their work to appropriatelymeet diverse needs of clients.

m .1 I I Ilk.

Krumboltz's Social Learning Theory

While socioeconomic theories concentrate on global dimensions and influences of natianal andinternational environmints (social, cultural, economic, etc.), social learning theories of humanbehavior work to describe and explain how a person's environment influences that person'sdevelopment and decision making.

John Krumboltz developed a eocial learning theory of career decision making (Krumboltz & Baker,1973; Mitchell & Krumboltz, 1990), expanding on works of others, perhaps most notably Bandura(1977).

Social learning theory emphasizes three main femme of learning experiences, reinforcement,modeling and classical conditioning. Reinforcement, or instrumental learning, focuses on rewardsone gets from self, others or the environment following one's behavior. Positive reinforcers arestrongest, but one's behavior is also influenced by negative reinforcers, such as threats orunpleasant experiences.

Classical conditioning, associative learning, or contiguous pairing, focuses on how people learn byassociating ordinary or value neutral environmental events or stimuli, such as the ringing of a bellat an airport baggage unloading carousel just before the bags start moving on a conveyor belt, or athe sight of a particular building, such as a jail, with a reward or punishment. Someone could seea jail as a place of punishment, while another person might see jail as a place that protects thepublic, and another might see it as a place of rehabilitation.

In an Information Society, people often learn what they know through vicarious meat's. The sociallearning ideal of modeling focuses on how people learn their skills and preferences by observingothers directly or indirectly, e.g., through television or through reading about the ideas andexperiences of others.

These concepts of learning are seen as explaining how and why people learn and behave in careerdevelopment and career decision making across the life span. While many career theories focus oninterests, Krumboltz points out that interests are derived from learning experiences. Thus,learning (rather than interests) influences people's choices, and changes in learning produce
ICDM
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changes m people's interests, desires and behaviors. Social learning theory explains career
maturit4t as stemming from sufficient or insufficient learning. Hence, people need an array of
learning experiences to enhance their career development Career development is &militated by
helping people learn about and explore careen through direct and vicarious experience&

Implications

Some implications stemming from the social learning approach are as follows:

Because interests and decision making skills are learned, provide experiences through a
coordinated career development program to enable people to be exposed to as wide a
variety of experiences as postal:Ile.
Because career decision making is a learned process and because it is similar to decision
making in noncareer areas of life, teach decision making as a skill that can be used in all
areas of life.
Because learning is essential in a rapidly changing Information-Learning Society,
counselors need to be actively involved in positively impacting career education and career
education policy at all levels across the life span.
Because learning is essential for vocational survival in an Information Age, counselors and
educators need to encourage, stimulate and emphasize study skills and other means of
learning to learn, rather than merely learning to solve particular immediate problems.
Because people establish their values, interests and decision making competencies through
learning, career development facilitators need to stimulate and provide learning
experiences through comprehensive focused career development programs, such as those
based on the National Career Develoroent Guidelines (NOICC, 1989), to make it easier to
expose people to wide varieties of career possibilities.
Because modeling is such a potentially strong form of learning, career development
facilitators need to provide direct and vicarious opportunities for positive modeling in a
wide variety of career opportunities.

Specific Decision Theories

Decision making theory suggests that although career development is a continuous process, there
are critical decision points that occur when individuals face the selection of an entry job for the
first time, a change in jobs, a change in educational plans, or a major occupation or career change.
Tiedeman and O'Hara (1963) established a theory that fits in the area of decisim theories of career
development, especially in terms of concentrated expansions by Dudley and Tialernan (1977) and
Miller-iriedeman and Tiedeman (1990). In its early manifestations, Tiedeman and O'Hara's ideas
bear an interesting correspondence to the very simplistic, important sequence of concepts in the
title of the workbook that accompanied the Dick and Jane readers of the 1940s and 19508Think
and Do.

The Tiedeman and O'Hara model is an attempt to help individuals bring to their consciousness all
of the factors inherent in making decisions so that they will be able to make choices based on the
full knowledge of themselves and on appropriate external information. Tiedernan and O'Hara's
model divides the process of decision making into two aspects, anticipation and accommodation or
implementation. The anticipation period consists of an individual's preoccupation with the steps
and details from which decisions are fashioned. The accommodation period is the change from
imagination and choice to the implementation and reality-based 84h:strands that occur between
self and external reality, once a choice is made and implemented (Dudley & Tiedeman, 1977).

In the case of both anticipation and accommodation, the following substages were added to explain
further the process of decision making (Dudley & Tiedeman, 1977; Gordon, 1981):
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Anticipation Period
Exploration Stage

Aware of problem
Lack information of self and occupation
Not motivated to explore options

Crystallization Stage
Idea** alternatives
Cost and benefit of goals considered
Values are hierarchically arranged
No commitment publicly

Choice Stage
Motivation toward choice determined by certainty that is 'related to thoroughness ofdecision process
Relief from anxiety beems

Clarification Stage
Image of figure becomes more accurate and elaborate
Removes doubts
Details are made more explicit

Accommodation Period
Induction Stage

Reality mntact with wait environment
Identification of self with work environment
Acceptance by group

Reformation Stage
Assertively involved in group
Tries to bring group's values more in line with self values
Stronger sense of self than group

Integration Stage
Differentiation in identification achieved
Synthesis of self and group
Successthl image of self and group considers one successful

In this and all decision making models, clients may need considerable help to notice opportunitiesfor choice and own or accept responsibility for choice and for the consequences of choice.

Another decision-making model was developed by Gelatt, Varenhorst, Carey, and Miller (1973). Itwas published by the College Entrance Extunination Board under the title Decisions andOutcomes. These authors identified the three major requirements of skillfhl decision making asfollows:

1. Examination and recognition of personal values (the deciding self)2. Knowledge and use of adequate, relevant infOrmation (before deciding)
possible alternative actions
possible outcomes (consequences of actions)
probability of outcomes (relationship between actions and outcomes)
desirability of outcomes (personal preferences)

3. Knowledge and use of an effective strategy for converting this information into action
Still another decision-making model was developed as a part of the Career Skills AssessmentProgram of the College Board (1977). The steps involved and examples ars as follows:
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SUP, Examples

1. Define the problem. "What should I do the year after I graduate from high
school?'

2. Establish an action 'TR spend tim hours between now and December 15

Plan. investigating possibilities."
3. Clarify values. "Whaes important to me is to train for a job that will bring me

into daily contact with many different people."

4. Identify alternatives. 'TR list possibilities: (1) attend the cconmunity college,
(2) work a year first, (3) . . ."

5. Discover probable 'Tm going to talk with a number of people who are now
outcomes. doing the kind of work I bite and see how they got started."

8. Eliminate alternatives 'Tve dropped State College from consideration. Now I'll look

systematically. more closely at the remaining two alternatives."
7. Start action. "By January 15 I'll apply to three colleges that have work

experience programa."

Note: Reprinted with the permission of Educational Testing Service, the copyright owner.

Miller-Tiedeman and Tiedeman's recent (1990) work expands the concept of choice points in life to

a concept of ongoing choices and decision processes as a central dimension of lifecareer"
development. In fact, the process ci decision making is so central to their analogy of lifecareer" as
a life-long voyage that the ship in their voyage is called "Decision Making." Gelatt has also refined
his views on decision making in an effort to address the incredftde magnitude, scope and pace of

change in contemporary life. The title of his article, "Positive Uncertainty: A Strategy fbr Making
Decisions in Modern Times" (1987), seems to suggest that, in times of rapid change, decision
maker will need to be able to tolerate considerable ambiguity in planning and in choice. It
logically follows, as well, that career development facilitators may need to increase their efforts to
help people establish multiple occupational plans (Plan A, Plan B, etc.) to accommodate
unexpected, unanticipated or other changes.

Jepson and Dilky's (1974) landmark literature review, comparison and analysis of &vision making
theories provides an excellent base and perspective fir assessing how several decision theories
could be applied to career development. Brown (1990) and Brown and Brooks (1991) offer
insightika chapters on decision theories and their application in career counseling.

Implications

Among implications of career decision making approaches, the following may be very important for
facilitating career development:

Because decision making is related to personality and values development, provide or
suggest experiences to individuals that contribute to their emotional maturities, self-
concepts and values orientations.
Because one of the first steps in decision making( is gathering information, help clients gain
access to information resources and the know-how to use them.
Because individuals habitually employ different decision making strategies, facilitate
learners' discovery of what their strategies are and how they might be improved.
Because decision making is a learned ',mess, teach the specific skills of decision making to
individuals.
Because making choices is the responsibility of the choosers, give individuals the tools with
which they can identify and make their own decisions.
Because decision making is central to responsible self-governance, counselors need to help



clients appreciate, own and exercise their responsthility for choices and the consequences ofchoices and to devehm and refine decision making competencies.
Because decision making is central to responsille self-development and because people vary
in their capacities and decision styles, counselors need to be able to explain, demonstrate,
teach and critique a variety of decision making models to clients.
Because some decisions will affect significant others, help clients learn to share decisionmaking responailities as appropriate.

Cognitive Theories

Cognitive-Behavioral Theory

The application of cognitive theory to career development is relatively new. It grew out of the
cognitive-developmental and cognitive-behavioral models used in counseling therapy. Theorists
such as Bandura, Beck, Ellis, Meichenbaum, and Skinner laid much of the groundwork for these
theories. During the past decade, others have modified and extended their ideas and applied them
to career counseling (Keller, Biggs, & Gysbers, 1982).

According to Rest (1974), cognitive-developmental theories are built around structural
organization, developmental sequence, and interactionism.

Structural organization. Human information processing is of central importance incognitive models. Individuals are seen as active interpreters of their environment.
Indivi4uals selectively attend to certain stimuli, place a meaningful order on these stimuli,
and develop principles to guide behavior and solve problems. The way persons process
information is determined by relatively fixed patterns called cognitive structures. These
structures or thought processes define how persons view themselves, others and the
environment. The way people think will determine how they behave. Thus, changes in
cognitive structures must take place before changes in behavior can occur.

Developmental sequence. Individual development is seen as progressing through a fixed
sequence of hierarchical stages. Finch stage involves a different way of thinking. Greater
cognitive differentiation and integration are required as persons advance to higher levels.
As they pass through different stages, their views of themselves and the world are
expanded and become more complex.

Perry (1970) was one of the first to define the stages a person goes through in the careerdevelopment process using a cognitive model. Knefelkamp and Sleptitza (1976) revised andextended this model. Their revised model contains four categories and nine stages. The categoriesinclude dualism, multiplicity, relativism, and commitment within relativism and are described asfollows:

1. Dualism is characterized by simplistic thinking and reliance or external factors to control
decisions. Individuals lack the ability to analyze and synthesize information and tend tomake false dichotomies. Occupations are seen as being either right or wrong for them,
with little understanding of the complexity that is actually involved.

2. Multiplicity occurs when individuals accept a decision making process provided by a
counselor. The locus of control is still outside, but they are beginning to analyze
occupational factors in more detail. An awareness of the relationship between
consideration of multiple factors and an occupational decision begins to develop.

3. Relativism murs when the locus of control is shifted from an external reference point to
an internal one. Individuals see themselves as being primarily responsible for the decisionmaking process and begin to use higher levels of processing to analyze occupations.
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Individuals are able to deal with the positive and negative aspects of many occupations and
can see themselves in a variety of life roles, including the worker role.

4. Conunitment within relativism occurs when individuals been to realize that
commitment to an occupation is not simply a narrowing of the old world, but also is an
expansion into a new world. The self becomes more integrated with the environment.
Career identity and self-identity become more closely related. Values, thoughts and
behaviors become more consistent with one another. Individuals can now deal with more
challenges and changes.

Development is seen as the result of interaction between people and their environment. Individual
maturity or readiness must be matched with environmental opportunity in order for growth to
occur. Growth is produced when individuals are confronted by stimuli from the environment that
their cognitive constructs cannot handle. To reduce this tension, individuals must change their
cognitive structures to accommodate greater complexity. Too much dissonance can be
overwhelming, however, and can prevent growth. Therefore, it is important that growth take place
at a steady, gradual pace.

The following is a list of five cognitive intervention strategies that have been found to be effective.

1. Guided career fan tilsy exploration. Individuals are asked to imagine a typical workday
in different professions, what they would like to be doing at different periods in the future,
what benefits they would enjoy in different jobs, and so forth.

2. Rational emotive therapy. This strategy is aimed at eliminating the irrational ideas
that prevent individuals from thinking and acting productively. As they develop more
rational belief systems about themselves and their environments, they become better able
to make appropriate career decisions.

3. Elimination at dysfunctional cognitive schema. Effort is directed toward identifying
and eliminating the following: drawing conclusions where evidence is lacking, making
decisions on the basis of a single incident, exaggerating the negative or ignoring the
positive aspects of a career event, overly self-attriluting negative occupational occurrences,
and perceiving career events only in extreme terms.

4. Self-instruction techniques. Individuals are taught to talk to themselves about the
processes that promote goal attainment This self-talk may include such actions as
identification of goals, the steps necessary to achieve goals, potential problems blocking
progress, alternate solutions, and self-praise for each step that is accomplished.

5. Cognitive self-control. Individuals are taught to promote career development by seeking
relevant information, self-monitoring their own behavior, using self-reinforcement and self-
punishmint to develop appropriate behavior, and engaging in alternative activities that
interfer with or eliminate undesired behavior.

Peterson, Sampson and Reardon (1991) have focused on cognitive information processing (CIP)
theory, stemming from cognitive psychology, and emphasizing how people use information in
career decision making and how CIP can help career development facilitators integrate existing
career theories. Peterson, Sampson and Reardon's approach is based upon ten central
assumptions, focused on decision making and the decision maker.
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(Used with permission of the publisher.)

They define "...career maturity as the ability to make independent respcelsible career decisions
based co the thoughtild integratim of the best information available about oneself and the
occupational world" (Peterson, Sampson and Reardon, 1991). Their emphasis on learning is
similar to the theories of Krumboltz and Gysbers, et al., with an emphasis similar to Miller-
Tiedeman and Tiedeman on client acquisition, refinement and utilization of responsible career
decision making (and by extension, an decision making) throughout life. What is unique about
their work in the area of career development is their extensive attention te effective information
processing and transformation, essential activities in an Information Society.
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Some implications of cognitive theory are as follows:

Because counseling strategies are based on the current abilities individuals possess,
identifYing where individuals ars in their developmental sequence is the first step in
helping them advance to the next level.
Because individuals cannot skip stages, but must instead advance one step at time, a
counseling strategy that is aimed at a level beyond an individual's next stage a
development will be inafective and may even be detrimental. If individuals do not have
the cognitive complexity to understand and integrate the information that is presented,
they may become frustrated and temporarily fixated at their current level. Counselors
need to design strategies that will guide individuals through their developmental stages
with as few disruptions as possible.
Because the emphasis is on process rather than content, counselors need to help
individuals think in increasingly complex ways about themselves and their environments.
Counselors need to interact with individuals at their level and then provide enough
cognitive dissonance to stimulate the expansion of their thought processes. This process is
called "plus7one staging." Individuals are helped to move from one stage to the next in a
deliberate manner. Support and challenge is used to stimulate growth, and support is used
to prevent overloading and to stimulate self-confidence.
Because the cognitive approach to career development is based on the broader cognitive
theories of counseling and therapy, counselors need to apply techniques useful in cognitive
therapy to career counseling (Keller, Briggs and Gysbers, 1982).
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Emerging Career Theories

As noted previcusly, coverage of theories in this Module is global rather than all-encompassing and
detailed. Additionally, while emerging theories are beyond the scope of this brief overview of
career developmeet theory, it is essential to point out significant concerns regarding the relative
utility of existing career theories for work with a variety of specific populations. Therefore, a brief
introduction to emerging career development theories and practices will be presented along with
some attention to implications and suggestions for fiirther study.

Sex Role Stereotyping

Sundal-Hansen (1984) raises vital points on the many interrelated life-career roles of all people
and other important overlapping aspects of inter-personal, intra-personal, cognitive, emotional,
psychological, familial, socioeconomic, political and spiritual contexts of life career development
her literature review contains a lucid discussion of the pervasive negative consequences of gender-
role stereotyping for both women and men. She also presents evidence of many restrictive aspects
of female socialization ,from early childhood throughout the life span, which contribute to a "deficit
model" which limits women's options, devalues their contributions and keeps them from developing
their human potential in getting the world's work done.

Positive Life Career Goals for All

As a major goal of career development facilitation, Sundal-Hansen (1984) proposes education and
modeling and advocacy activities aimed at freeing all males and females "...from rigid sex-role
constraints perpetuated by stereotypes and socialization and implemented in societal institutions,
structures and policies." Among her many constructive recommendations for positively facilitating
career developmert for all are: empowering all clients to become less reactive to market and
related faders and more proactive architects of their own career socialization and futures; helping
males learn to take a greater part in family and parenting responsibilities; helping females learn
to be economically independent; and helping males and females learn to discuss and negotiate,
thoughtMly and with mutual respect, relationship, marital and family tasks and responsibilities.

Gender Aware Counseling

In addition to sensitive attention to minority ethnic and racial issues in career counseling, Brown
and Brooks (1991) present a lucid discussion and illustrati:on of "gender-aware career counseling"
which treats men and women as equal human beings while also intentionally incorporating "...an
understanding of the pervasive effects of gender and sexism on the client.., and on counseling
strategies and goals..." They advocate extensive efforts to understand and help clients understand
the personal, socioeconomic, political and other contexts of their clients' development, as a prelude
to working to facilitate clients' life career development

SYnergy and Work Spirit

Career development facilitators and theorist need to continue studying their own development,
values, biases and prejudices as a point of departure in helping themselves, their clients and the
various publics and they serve to become more aware of, to commit to and foster and refine a
gender fair, gender free, synergy of life career development and positive, fulfilling work spirit for
all (Zweig, 1983).

Studies of most of the theories cited in this Module focus on middle-class Caucasian males,
resulting in negative criticisms that the theories have little empirical support for their cogency or
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utility for populations other than middle-class Anglo males. Conceals about a variety of specific
populations and gender, c4hnic, cultural and racial issues have been raised by critics, and to a very
limited, extent, addressed by the theory originators and others. While it appears that more
attention has been paid to theoretical issues regarding women than regarding racial or ethnic
minorities, overall, very little progress has been made, and much research remains to be me
regarding these specific populations (Brooks, 1990).

Selected References on Emerging Theories

Books by Brown (1990), Herr and Cramer (1988), Isaacson (1987), Osipow (1983), Zunker (1986)
and other works on career development theory cited in the references to this chapter pay
considerable attention to the needs and initial efforts to expand and refine existing theories and
develop new ones which pay Adler and more appropriate attention to a wide variety of specific
populations such as females, the gifted and talented, people of color, ethnic minorities, ex-offenders
and persons with disabilities. For more details literature summaries, thought pieces and efforts at
extending theory and practice, readers are advised to consult the Suggest Reading section of this
module, especially works by: Astin (1984); Brooks (1990); Fanner (19W: Gilligan (1982a, 1982b);
Gottfredson (1981); Greeley (1975); Hackett and Beta (1981); Heinrich, Corbine and Thomas (1990);
Ivey (1987); Lea and Leibowitz (1991); Pedersen (1988); Schlossberg (1984); Sue (1978, 1981); and
Sundal-Hansen (1984); for coverage of these vital developments.
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Stages Forms of information Processing
,

1.0
Input

(short-term register)

1 .
2.0

Translation
(STM)

_

I ,

3.0
Internal representation

of the event (LTM)

I
4.0

Problem representation
(WM)

,

5.0
Transformation

(WM)
,

6.0
Solution

Ned's(a client's) fathees statements and
environmental stimuli are screened

The message is encoded in short-term
memory.

The message is stored in long-term memory.

Schemata are activatedand retrieved related
to:

Ned's father (values)
chemistry teachers in general
Ms. Jones (a specific chemistry teacheil
Ned's self-representation
(abilities, interests, values)

Algorithms and heursistics are retrieved to
identify the appropriate information for the
solution of the problem.

Relevant information is transformed, using
specific algorithms, to solve the problem.

A career choice is made.

Cognitive Process Components Used in Transforming Information

Figure 4.4
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ASSUInption Explanation

1. Career choice resuis from
an kileractbn of cognitive
and affective processes.

CIP emphasizes the cognitive domain in carew decision making; but is
also acknowledges the presence of an affective source of Information in
the paces. (Hopper and Krauskopf, 1987; Zalonc, 1980). Ultimately,
commilment to a career goal Involves an interaction between affective
and cognitive processes.

2. Making career choices is a
problem-9°1ft activity.

Individual can learn to solve career problems (that is, to choose careers)
just as they can Warn to SOIVO math, physics, or chemistry problems. The
major differences between career prcblems and math or science prob-
lems lie in the complexity and ambiguity of the stimulus and the greater
uncertainty as to the correctness ca the sokrtion.

3. The capabilities of career
goblem SOMWS depend on
the availability of cognithre
operations as well as
knowledp.

One's capabilfty as a career problem solver depends on one's self-
kr wledge and on one's knowlerte of occupations. It also depends on
the ^gnilive operations one can draw on toderive relationships between
thef two domain&

4. Career problem solving is a
high-memory-load task.

The realm of self-knowledge is complex; so is the world of work The
drawing of relationships between these two domahls entails attending to
both domains simultaneously. Such a task may easily overload the
workirg memory store.

5. Motivation

111

The motivation to become a better career problem solver stems from the
desire to make satisfying career choices through a better understanding
of oneself and the occupational worid.

6. Career development in-
volves continual growth and
change in knowledge struc-
ture&

Self-knowkidge and occupational knowledge consist of sets of organized
memory structures called schemata that evolve over the person's life
span. Both the occupational world and we ourselves are ever changing.
Thus, the need to develop and integrate these domains never ceases.

7. Career identity ckpends on
self-knowledge

In CIP terms, career identify is defined as the level of development of self-
knowledge memory structures. Career identity Is a function of the
complexity, kdeckation, and stability of the schemata comprking the self-
knowledge domain.

8. Carver mrturitydepends on
one's ability to solve career
problems.

From a CIR perspective, career maturity is defined as the ability to make
independent and responsible career decisions based on the thoughtful
integration of the best information available about oneself and the
occupational world.

9. The ultknate goal of career
counseling kr achieved by
facilitating the growth of in-
formation processing skills.

From a CIP perspective, the goal of career counseling is therefore to
provide the condilions of learning that facilitate the growth of memory
structures and cognitive skills so as to improve the client's capacity for
processing information.

10. The ultimate aim of career
counseling is to enhance
the client's capabilfties as a
career problem solver and
a decision maker.

Figure 4.5

From a CIP perspective, the aim of career counseling is to enhance the
client's career decision making capabilities through the development of
information processing skills.





Module 5
What Is Information?

How Can It Be Accessed?
How Can It Be Used?

41IM

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifyhig strategies for
reaching goals.

Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job market.

Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and
career resources.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Knowledge of employment information and career planning materials.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Skills to use computer-based career information systems.
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Labor Market
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Information Be
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WHAT IS INFORMATION? HOW CAN IT BE Ak
ACCESSED? HOW CAN IT BE USED? ur

INTRODUCTION

Career decision making is
a complex process.
The more knowledge one
can obtain about self and
the world of work, the
better the career choice.

We are surrounded by
information. Our
challenge is to understand
it and integrate it into
career decision making.

Various federal and state
agencies cooperate to
produce most of the data.

Labor market statistics
are used in a variety of
was.

The challenge is to
understand the
information, help others
understand their
information needs, and
integrate that information
into the process ofcareer
decision making.

MODULE 5

Introduction
Career decision making is a complex process. One step in the process
is to relate self-knowledge ta the available opportunities in the world
of work To do this successfidly one must be able to locate, access,
evaluate and use information that defines optices and opportunities.
Career decision maldng using labor market infimmation is based on
the assumption that the more knowledge one can obtain about oneself
and the world of work, the better the career choice.

We are surrounded by career and labor market information. The
newspaper reports the latest unemployment rate; a business
magazine discusses possible labor shortages; a company's annual
reports announces a plant expansion; a women's magazine has an
article on male and female earnings; a career information system
provides students with information about job outlook.

At the heart of many articles, news analysis and research reports are
the statistical data collected by the federal and state governments.
The data are sometimes referred to as career and labor market
informatics). Various federal and state agencies cooperate to produce
most of the data series that form the basis for existing labor market
information. These federal and state programs rely upon the
cooperation of private businesses and individuals to provide the
actual data through various surveys and administrative filing
requirements.

Labor market statistics are used in many ways. As raw data they
report the labor market environment of the nation, or of a particular
locale. Statistics are compiled to tell the stoly of a salected group of
people or to make a compelling argument for changes in policy or
programs. Statistics are also selected to augment occupaticnal
descriptions and information. It is a challenge to understand the
information, to help others understand their informatics) needs and to
help them integrate that information into the process ofcareer
decision making. To relate to the multitude of educational and career
alternatives, career development facilitators need °handles" to help
organize, understand and integrate information about the world of
work.

In this module we will define career and labor market information
and then discuss where you can find it and how you can use it. We
will then look more carefilly at one kind of career and labor market
information, labor force, industry and occupational projections.

ICDM
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WHAT IS CAREER
AND LABOR
MARKET
INFORMATION?

In a very narrow sense,
laor market infOrmation
refers to data about
people, jobs and
emPloYers

What Is Career and Labor Market Information?
In a very narrow soy" when we use the term, labor market
inibrmation" (LMI) we refer to data about people, jobs and employers.
LMI can also include demographic, economic and educational data.
This infbrmation also provides us with an understanding d the labor
market and our economy. It can tell us how many people over
sixteen years ci age are available for work, how many workers are
employed and unemployed and whether they are engaged in &II-time
or part-time wor7t. This information also describes the kinds of
businesses located in a particular cisy, county, metropolitan area or
state. It explains the growth or decline of employment in particular
industries.

Two Exam*, of Information
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Career and occupational
information is synthealsed
labor market information.

Most published sources
contain numbers, words,
graphs andior pictures.

Primary sources of career
and labor market
information report
original raw data.

Secondary sources draw
on primary data to
address a specific
Purpose.

Career information and occupational information is synthesized labor
market infbrmation. It can take the hrm, for exainple, of labor
market infbrmation, educational and training information, financial
aid and budget planning guidelines. It also includes information that
defines specific tasks to be mastered before entering an occupation, or
an explanation of the skills needed to get and keep a job.

Most published sources of career and labor market information can be
characterized as containing numbers, words, graphs andtor pictures.
The continuum from numbers to words could also be descrIled in
terms of the transformation si primary data to synthesized
information to knowledg&

compito0
owl ptoomood

A Continuum Ow Primly Deo to tinowtalgo

Figure 5.2
Figuti 52

As analysis and synthesis are added to primary data, it becomes
easier to understand and integrate into the process of career decision
making.

There are many was to categorize published information. The
following system is one way.

Primary sources of career and labor market information are those
that report original raw data. Most are government reports or
specific research studies that display data and may or may not
include analysis or explanation& Almost all other sources of career
and labor market information are based on these primary data.
While many of these primary sources are intimidating, they do
provide the most comprehensive and detailed data on specific aspects
of the labor market. Examples include the area wage surveys and
Employment and Earnings.

Secondary sources draw on primary data to address a specific
purpose. They may include data from many primary sources and not
necessarily the data from any one source. For example, a Career
Information Delivery System represents a highly analyzed and
synthesized form of primary data into a secondary resource. Other
secondary sourcis include reports of research on particular topics
such as the U. S. Women's Bureau Fact Sheets, state occupational
projections, American Demographics, or the local newspaper.

ICDM
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Reference materials help
make statistics more
intelligible.

Career and labor market
information has increased
in volume and
sophistication.

Congress relies heavily on
information to shape,
refine or cut back
government propams.

The use of LMI is one waY
to target funds when
resources are limited.

These secondary sources not only present analysis and synthesis but
they Aen contain the perspective of the author in the presentation of
information. They typically include words, numbers, pictures and
graphs to help present the information represented in the text.
Secondary sources are created for easier access.

Reference materials are other types of resources that organize
career and labor market information. Rather than offer new
infbrmation, they help labor market statistics become more

Career and labor market infbnnation has increased in volume and
sophistication as our technologies for collecting, storing and
communicating information have advanced. Congress has learned to
rely heavily on information to shape, refine or cut back government
programs. Three federal policy concerns that have been shaped by
labor market information are unemployment, poverty and the need
for job training.

An example of the federal government's concern for unemployment is
illustrated by Title III in the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) of
1982. JTPA was crafted not only to prepare people to enter the labor
force, but also to meet the needs of dislocated workers, such as
automobile plant employees in Michigan. IldI defined how many
pAople were unemployed, identified the industry or industries that
were declining, and determined the geographic areas where the
unemployment was occurring. To address the needs of workers who
had been dislocated, job training programs were developed.
Government policy makers used UM because they were concerned
that job training be provided, but only for occupations where a
demand was anticipated. It is also important to note that JTPA
programs and others are frequently evaluated for their effectiveness
by using labor market information to measure their results.

The federal concern for poverty can be seen in the Family Support
Act of 1988, otherwise known as welfare refbrm. A key section of this
legislation, the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills (JOSS) Training
program, required the states to develop plans for providing education
and job training for parents who were receiving welfare funds. LMI
was used to determine the number of parents who would be eligible
fbr the program and for which occupation they should be trained.

A piece of fbderal legislation that illustrates a concern for job training
can be found in the 1976 amendments to the Vocational Education
Act of 1963. Congress revised federal job training programs by
mandating that they must be evaluated according to how the
employment obtained by the program participants related to their
training. In other words, to receive continued fimding, programs that
trained individuals to be key punch operators had to show evidence of
placing individuals in those jobs.

Legislators in Washington will continue to support programs for
unemployed or dislocated workers, the poor and the untrained. To
get the most from the limited tax dollar, funding needs to be targeted

ICDM 5-4
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HOW CAN
CAREER AND
LABOR MARKET
INFORMATION
BE ACCESSED?
HOW CAN IT BE
USED?
When we talk about
"access" we are talking
about information
delivery systems. When
we talk about "using"
inhumation, we are
yeferring to the process of
integrating inhumation
into career decision
making.

To be effective, this
process must be client
centered.

There are three key
decision areas that
represent ports of entry
into a wide variety of
information resources.

to thwe most in need. The use of LMI is one way to effectively direct
these fimds in a time of limited resources.

How Can Career and Labor Market Inhumation Be Accessed?
How Can it Be Used?
Career and labor market infbrmation is a large body of data and
infermatim Infbrmation I. generated on the industrial structure and
economic base el oath part of the country. Similarly, each business
and industry employs a unique occupational distribution of skills.
The complex relationship between geographic area, industry,
occupations and personal interests also needs to be amaidered when
using inibrmation for career decisitm making.

When we talk about "access" we are talking about information
delivery systems. What are they? Where are they? When we talk
about "using" information, we are referring to the process of
integrating information into career decision making.

To be eflIctive, the career decision making process must be client
centered. A client's interest in lakr market infbrmation frequently
begins with personal interests, experience and aptitudes. The goal is
to help a student or cast achieve a better understanding of hiather
abilities, experiences and interests as they relate th occupations.
There are many assessment tests and processes available th career
chwelopment facilitators to achieve this goat Following a better
tanderstanding of self, the client can begin the process of occupational
and job exploration. The next step is to explore career options and
integrate that information into career decision making.

There are three key decision areas that represent ports of entry into
a wide variety of information resources. The decision areas that use
information in the career development process are:

1. Choice of an occupation;
2. Choice of a work setting (business or industry); and
3. Choice of a geographic area.

For example, clients may be uncertain about the kind of career they
want to Tarsus, but they may be certain that they want to live in a
particular city. In such cases, the industrial and occupational
structure of the locale can be accessed and understood by using local
career and labor market information. This infbrmation can then be
used to move the decision making process forward.

Another example might involve a client who knows that hatshe wants
to work in a particular industry, out& as advertising. This decision
would start the access of information through the industry of interest
After the information has been accessed, issues related to a career or
geographic relocation could be discussed.
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DECISION AREA:
AN OCCUPATION

Career and labor market
infbrmation helps people
ezliore a variety of
occupational
opportunitim

Each system uses a
structured methodology to
assign a classification
code to an occupation.

These systems give order
and meaning to
occupational information.

Decision Area: An Occupation
Clients and students initially ma consider an occupation fbr many
reasons. For example, a student may have always wanted to be a
teacher. A laid off worker may want to look at occupations related to
hia/her modems and training. A student may have helped a parent
at work and expresses an interest in entering a similar occupation.
An occupation is a convenient port of entry to infbrmation. Learning
about occupations I. relatively easy; there are many resources and
classification systems.

Career and labor market infbrmation helps people explore the variety
of occupational opportunities that comprise the world of work This
information also provides in-depth information about the nature of
the occupation's training and qualifications, working hours, earnings
and related occupational fields.

The terms "occupational description" and "job duaiption" are
frequently used interchangeably even though the term job description
technically refers to a narrow scope of tasks or dudes. An
occupational thecription typicak includes characteristics of several
closely related jobs.

Occucotional classification systems use a variety of &eters such as
tasks performed, skill level required, worker interests, training
requirements, the industries where work is performed and other
characteristics as the basis for the classification system. Examples
include the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) and the Standard
Occupational Classification Manual (SOC).

All systems use a structured methodology to assign a classification
code to an occupation or program. This sydematic process is referred
to as job analysis, industry analysis, or program analysis, depending
upon the type of classificatice system being developed. These coding
characteristics can be used to relate one classification system to
another, or to make connections between the characteristics of an
individual with an occupation or program. Classification systems
make it possible to draw comparisons between individual °ovations
and groups of occupations. Systems that group occupations according
to similar types of work performed are usehl in identiefing skills
that are transferable from one occupation to another.

Other systems, which group occupations by instructional program
areas, make it possible to link vocational and educational programs to
specific occupational training nods. A system in which interests are
the basis for classification can be used by those who express an
interest in certain kinds of activities, even though they may have
little work experience.

Occupational classification systems are used to:

analyse the tasks completed by people in the occupation;
examine projected employment opportunities;
learn about job openings;

ICDM 5-6
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CAREER
INFORMATION
DELIVERY
SYSTEMS (CIDS)

CIDS provides current,
accurate and locally
relevant occupational and
educational information.

become informed about preparation and training
requirements;
discover advancement opportunities and career ladders;
determine wage levels within an occupation; and
find out whom and how to locate more information.

Resources ibr occupational inibnnation include:

Career Intbrmation Delivery Systems (CIDS);
Occupational Outlook Handbook (DOM
Dictionary of Occupational Mks (DOT)
Guide to Occupational Exploration (GOE);
Military Career Guide; and
Standard Occupatknal Classification System (SOC).

Career Information Delivery Systems (CIDS)
In 1984, Congress reinforced and expanded the NOICC/SOICC role in
the development and use of occupational information * involving
them in helping to meet the labor market information needs of young
people and adults making weer decisions. Thus, NOICC and the
SOICCe became involved in the development of Career Information
Delivery Systems (CIDS).

CIDS are systems that provide individuals with current, accurate and
locally relevant occupational and educational information. To do this,
CIDS use computer programs, print materials and videos that allow
individuals to search for and access information about themselves
and career options. CIDS ;serve as career guidance tools, helping
individuals relate personal characteristics such as interests, abilities,
experience and educational goals with compatible job, career and
training opportunities.

The following chart illustrates the type of information found in CIDS
program

CIDS Fifes end File Cross References
Plann04

Programs Onotatationa
Noose Dunes
eve cosmos Wet CondMons
&hoots Otteratp Jot Requirements

UMW. of Entry Appentleetrep
sofioymisa OJT

Esminp elves:corn
Rot MI Ttertarc Programs Traintry

Salm*
4 Year

2 Year

Patertetery

Pogo= Offered
teaswesPi lbw wilostries Mona Maim OW

The chart ttostrates the typo af Intonnattan need In CMS program

Figure 5.3
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so

A typical CilX3 describes 250 or more occupation& The systems
describe occupational duties, working conditions, worker
requirements and employment outlook. The CIDS also describe
occupational wage and sahuy levels and educational and training
requirements. Many include infbrmation on financial aid, =dor
employers in the state, and job openings listed with the state
employment security agency. In addition, the systems provide
information on postsecondary institutions, such as admissions
requirements and programs (Oared. Most CIDS now include military
occupational and training information.
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Example from a CIDS Printed Resource

3620.2

Ultrasound Technologists

Work Description
Ultrasound technologists use special kinds of

sound waves to help people who are RI. They are also
known as &agnostic medical sonographers. They use
machines known as ultrasound acanners to find med-
ical problems In patients.

A technologist carefully places a patient against
the machine. Only the area of the body that must be
tested is put against the machine. A technologist then
starts the scanner. This points high frequency sound
waves at the correct part of the patient's body. Sound
waves go through the outside of the body and bounce
off the patient's body organs and tissues. Shadowy
pictures, called images, can be recorded ou a saves' or
film. The images show the ahape and position of body
parts such as the heart, kidneys, or muscle and tissue
masses. These images can show places wlerr
called fluids, are building up in the body. They can
also show the rate of growth of a baby while it is
inside of its mother. Then doctors study these images
to find out what kind of treatment the patient needs.

An ultrasound technologist must first study the
results of other medical tests, called diagnostic tests,
that have been done on the patieat. They look for
information that will help them choose the right ultra-
sound equipment. This information also helps them
find which area of the patient's body to treat. Tech-
nologists explain to patients how each test works and
what it is for. They make sure that the images the
machine makes can be read and understood clearly.
Only then do they record the test results.

Some ultrasound technologists specialize in brain
testing, heart testing, eye testing or testing how ba-
bies develop in the womb. 'lb become certified to
give a special type of test, an individual must pass a
national exam In each specialty area.

Working Conditions
Ultrasound technologists generally work 40 hours

per week. Some work rotating shifts. Others must be
ready to go to work at any time.

Work Places
Ultrasound technologists work in hospitals and

clinics. They may also work in some doctor's offices.

Workers' Comments
Ultrasound tecluaologists like working with pa-

tients. They like giving ultrasound tests because
the tests are painless and do not expose patients or
themselves to any harmful effects. Ultrasound tech.

Figure 5.4

nologists like being members of health care teams.
They think doctors respect them and the work that
they do.

Getting the Job
Some hospitals have training programs in ultra-

sound technology. Training programs generally last
one year. To get into one of these prvirams, ultra-
sound technicians must Walt two years of college or
a two-year vocational school program in allied health.
After finishing the one-year training program, an ul-
trasound technologist may become certified by taking
an exam. The Amerkan Registry of Diagnostic Med-
ical Sonographers gives this exam. Technicians may
be certified in one or more specialties and are then
known as registered diagnostic medical sonographers.

Applicants must have good grades in math,
physics, biology, zoology, and English. Some under-
standing of haw to use computers may be valuable in
the future.

Pay and Employment
Typical salaries range from about $19,700 to

932,900 per year.

Salaries vary a great deal from hospital to hospi-
tal. Ultrasound technologists are often paid on the
same salary scale as X-ray technicians.

The national outlook for this occupation Is good.
Job openings may exceed the number of qualified ap-
plicants throughout the 1980's.

Moving Up
Ultrasound technologists may be promoted by be-

coming certified to give more thaa one kind of ultra-
sound test. With more work experience, a technolo-
gist may be promoted to a supervisor or educational
coordinator. Some technologists earn college degrees
so they can teach ultrasound technology to others.

Where to Write
You may be able to get more Information about

this occupation by writing to:
American Soc of Radiologic Technicians
15000 Central Avenue,S.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87123
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Within each state, SOICCs
promote the use of CIDS.

CIDS are designed to
dimwit a multitude of local,
state and national career
and labor market
infOrmation. Each state
has its own program of
collection, analysis,
synthesis, organization
and linkage of data.

Each state has a process
for updating and
distributing CID&

Within each state, SOICCs promote the use of the systems and t a
information in them. State CIDS are located at some 18,000 sites
nationwide, including schools, colleges, libraries, job training centers,
corrections facilities, vocational rehabilitation centers, employment
security offices and community organizations. It's estimated that
they serve over six million people each year. More than half of the 48
state CIDS now in operation were originally developed with NOICC
fimding. Today NOICC is the federal program with responsibility for
assisting statewide CIDS.

Each state has its own history of development and operation.
(80wifics of your state's system should be included here. This would
include how ond when the system was established, who is currently
responsible, how it is fundal, make-up 01 advisory board, staffing,
extent of services, i.e., number of sites, number of users, link to
national data bases, training provided, ond any other details that
describe the state system operation. Fees charged, methods cf
distribution, frequency of update and evaluation procedures or
experience also are determined by each state.)

The CIDS is a primary provider of information necessary for career
awareness, exploration, planning and decision making. CIDS are
designed to digest a multitude of local, state and national labor
market information, education and training information, and
employability requirements. The interpretation and synthesis of
information is provided through the CIDS. Likewise, the links
between occupations and education and training are made within the
systems. Each state system has its own program of collection,
analysis, synthesis, organization and linkage of data.

Essentially, CIDS processes a large amount of labor market
information. The Bureau of Labor Statistics provides the bulk of raw
data from wage surveys, wage reporting, employment outlooks,
employment trends, current employment numbers, current
employment openings and other labor market information. In
addition, census data, reports from trade and professional
associations, review boards and other groups of govenunent agencies
supplement data gathered by the state and national labor
department. State educational data and training information come
from postsecondary training institutions and agencies, including
community and technical colleges, colleges and universities,
proprietary and trade schools, apprenticeship programs, Job Training
and Partnership Programs (JTPA) and other sources. Most CIDS
also have national postsecondary education program information that
is gathered by one of several national companies and resold to the
states for use in local systems.

Many states collect and organize information on services, agencies
and organizations that provide career development, job placement
and job training assistance. In addition, financial aid information,
including state and national programs of loans, scholarships, grants
and eligibility requirements is assembled for use with the CIDS

Sr
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Contents and Use of CIDS
Information

program. A number of CIDS also provide teaching activities,
workbooks and other resources, each as videos, whia help
individuals learn and understaml the information presented in the
CIDS. This vast array of data and information from many difibrent
sources is analyzed, anthesized and organised into a systematic
structure that allows individuals access in a way that is meaningful
to them at their level of career development. This is the primary
value of a CIDS. It digests an enormous amount of raw information,
often in a variety cd* incompatible fbrmats that are hard to
understand, and delives in a filmst that is user.friendly.

(Each state system should 'now aplain where thq okain their data,
who gathers, anabses and organises it. What are the limitations of
the daia? How is it updated? How is the quality assured? Include
irkformatim about reading levels c( materials and how information is
targeted to a g e levels and to specific populations.)

Contents and Use a CIDS Infbrmation
The following types of information are included in a CIDS.

Occupational Descriptions
Wages, Hours and Fringe Benefits

Local
State
National

Employment Trends and Outlook
Local
State
National

Method of Entry, Qualifications
Advancement Opporbmities
Educational#Training Programs
Military Training and Emphyment
Type of Industry or Business
Educational Program
Financial Aid Packages
Occupatitmal Classification Systems Based on Similarities in
Work Peiformed Interests
Occupational Characteristics

Aptitudes
Industry Designation
Environmental Conditions
General Educational Development (GED)
Reasoning
Mathematics
Language
Physical Demands
Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP)
Temperaments
Work Fields (Work Methods)
Worker Functions (Data-People-Things)
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Occupations frequently
represent many specific
jobs.

CMS contains details on
a worker's job tasks.

Descriptions help users
visualize occupations.

Wages, hours and fringe
benefits are an important
part of career decision
maldng.

Earning potential offers
life style and career
choice.

Occupational Descriptions
What me they?
Occupational descriptions are composed of summary statements that
reflect the tasks performed in an occupation. What is done and how
it is done is clarified. Occupational descriptions usually contain some
or all of the following in summary form.

What the worker dpes
How the worker does it
A decription of the physical and mental activities required
Job duties by industry, type or size of employer, and size of
firm
What the workers produce (.4. accomplish
The hazards or environmental conditions that are present
The impact of technology on the work tasks
The working relationship to other people
The degree of specialization and responsibility
The tools, machines and materials used
The alternate job titles used in some industries

How are they used? Occupational descriptions contain information
that allows decision makers to visualize the work situation
realistically, thus increasing the chances of a better choice when
selecting an occupation.

Occupational descriptions can also help those considering work in a
general field to narrow their choice to a more specific area, then
choose among Join within that area.

Wages, Hours and Fringe Benefits
What it? The terms "wages," "salary," or "earnings" are often used
interchangeably in CILS. They are stated in hourly, daily, weekly,
monthly and annual terms. The dollar figure used in stating a wage
rate usually does not include *fro benefits, such as medical
insurance, sick leave and paid vacations, which, if available, are
listed separately. Normal work week hours, usual work schedule
(days of the week), shift work and overtime pay also are covered.

Wage information is usefid only when the relevant beton associated
with a particular wage rate are known. For example, the amount of
experience or braining needed to qualify for a given salary rate would
have to be known for the information to have value.

How are they used? The earning potential for an occupation is a
prime consideration for many when choosing an occupation.
However, the type of wage data required will vary, depending on the
decision being made at the time. For example, a person inquiring
about a particular job opening would want accurate informatism
regarding the current wages being paid. On the other hand, someone
involved in long-range career planning and the study of several
occupations would probably be more interested in the general
earnings potential for each occupation, or the comparative levels of
earnings between occupations.
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Employment trends
predict the future of an
occupation.

Outlook information is an
estimate of Liture
employment.

Method of entry helix;
define how to get into an
occupation.

This information is vital
to long-range planning.

Advancement within and
across jobs is a
consideration in choosing
a career.

Dead-end jobs may be
stepping stones or may
provide transferable
skills.

Employment Trends and Outlooks
What are they? Employment trend data indicate past and current
increase or decrease in employment in an occupation or industry.
Employment outlook is an:estimate of fitture employment.
Underlying reasons fir changes in employment trends and outlook
are explained in the outlook sections of a CIDS. Variations in supply
and/or demand for an occupation in one or more industries are also
included.

How are they used? Current employment trend and outlook data
can be important to career decisions. Popular perceptions of the
outlook for any given occupation may be outdated. That is, there
may have been a surplus of job seekers for a particular occupation at
a given time. That may no longer be true, although the general
public is unaware of any change in the supply or demand for workers
Investigation of current labor market information would correct
misconceptions.

Method of Entry/Qualifications
What are they? This is information regarding employer hiring
requirements, as well as the education and training necessary to
compete for jobs in an occupation. Specific information consists of
items such as experience, education, physical requirements, and state
licensing or certification standards. Personal interests and aptitudes
important for success on the job are also included. Recommended
high school courses, part-time and summer employment, on-the-job
training, related military training, union apprenticeship, and hobbies
are some of the more important items listed under training and
educational requirements.

How are they used? This information is vital in making plans to
prepare for employment in an occupation. Long-range planning must
take into consideration any lengthy training or educational
requirements for a job. Experience, hobbies, interests and aptitudes
also can be valuable clues to whether a person has previously
acquired skills that can be tranderred to an occupation.

Advancement Opportunities
What ars they? Advancement and promotional opportunities in a
field refers to the kinds I promotions one can expect and the rate of
advancement within specific occupations. Opportunities for job
improvement without promotion, such as higher pay, a wider span of
authority, self-employment, title or rank, professional standing, or
relocation for more pay or prestige, are covered. Requirements for
promotion, such as a willingness to move, advanced degrees, or years
of service, as well as occupations to which workers may trandel, are
also discussed in CIDS.

How are they used? A realistic look at promotional opportunities
and job improvement potential in an occupation is provided. It can
help career planners eliminate misconceptions about jobs. For
example, some jobs considered to be "dead-end" jobs can, in fact, be
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State and national
educational program data
provide a basis fbr career
planning.

Many military jobs have
civilian counterpart&

Type of business or
industry can influence life
style, work conditions and
statu&

Knowing about the work
site helps the individual
understand an occupation.

stepping stones to better jabs. Skill transferability is also an
important concept, both within an occupational area and between
occupational areas.

Educational and Training Programs
What are they? This intbrmation provides descriptions of programs
of study and the locatims of institutions that offer them. Some CIDS
include a shmt description of the educationftraining program
including subject matter, length of course, prerequisites, the
objectives of the course and a description of the institution.

How are they used? Information about education and training
programs tell whether particular courses are offbnd locally. The
length of time required to complete a course also is important
Course prerequisites also should be considered in planning an
educational program.

Military Training and Employment
What is it? Military occupational infbrmation describes military
occupations, the education required when enlisting, the training
provided and the branch of the armed services employing workers.
Information about military occupations also identifies civilian
counterparts. Gender restrictions are indicated for combat-related
jobs. Required scores from the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB) are listed for each elitary occupation.

Row is it used? The armed services are a s*nificant trainer and
employer of young adults. Thus, civilian labor market information
alone does not provide a comprehensive base for making career
decisions. It is important to include military training and career
information, especially about occupational areas with civilian
counterpart jobs.

Type of Industry or Business (Work Site)
What is it? Each .! of industry or business has a different
working environment, even though they may employ persons in
similar occupations. For example, a truck driver who works for a
moving and storage company will usually have to load and unload the
trucks by hand, whereas an over-the-road driver may not touch the
freight Lilewise, the skills and work of a plumber will vary
considerably between residential construction and repair work. The
type of industry or business is a major influence on the speudic job
skills that are most frequently used, the environmental working
conditions, pay and benefits, and numerous other conditions of
employment

How I. it used? Knowing the work site in which an occupation is
located provides significant help. With informed= on the operating
conditions within an industry and the products they produce, a CIDS
user can make better decisions.
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Education and training
programs are organized
and presented in a ClDS.

Financial Aid Packages
help parents and students
learn about the
availability of assistance
to support an education
beyond high school.

Occupational
characteristics give life to
opeupations.

Characteristics help to
sort or discriminate
within or between
occupations.

Individuals may compare
their personal
characteristics to
occupational
characteristics.

Educational Programs
What are they? Educational programs are organized in a system
called the Classification of Instructional Programs. It organizes all
instructional programs at the high school and post-high school levels
into a common taxonomy that is presentad in a CMS.

How are they used? The Educational Programs section ci CIDS is
used at state and national levels to collect data on enrollments and
graduates at various institutions and levels of education. Data on
graduates is useful in career planning since this represents the
primary source of labor supply for many occupations. Comparing
supply data with demand forecasts will enable a person to predict the
likehlood of employment in a specific area of training.

Financial Aid Packages
What are they? Financial Aid Packages are mainly for high school
students and their parenta, but also can be used by older persons who
need financial aid fbr an education beyond high school. They are
included in most CIDS.

Bow are they used?. Financial Aid Workbooks help parents and
students learn about the toes of financial aid available to support
education beyond high school, estimates eligibility levels, and
provides directions on how to apply for financial aid.

Occupational Characteristics
What are they? Occupatiomal characteristics are the identifying and
descriptive factors that are unique to a given occupation. The
Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) is used in most CIDS
and by the state and federal governments to organize and report
employment data.

How are they used? Characteristics are used in the CIDS to
describe an occupation in terms that are useibl in several ways.
Since job characteristics are expressed in common terms, they allow
comparisons between occupations. Thus, occupations that share some
of the same or similar characteristics can be grouped together to
produce lists that are useful in searching for occupations associated
with an individual's transferable skills.

Individuals may compare their own skills, knowledge, intereste and
abilities with those required by occupations they have an interest in,
thus improving their chances for a better career choice. For example,
the physical demands of an occupation can be an important
consideration, not only for persons who have a physical impairment,
but also for anyone who is unwilling or unable to engage in certain
physical activities, such as lifting heavy *acts continuously.
Similarly, the length of training time required for an occupation
might be a determining factor for someone who needs an immediate
income to support a family.
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To access data, a search
and retrieval schema is
available in each CILN.

Occupational or
educational
characteristics can be
used to search and
retrieve data.

CIDS address a significant
number of the
competencies in the
National Career
Development Guidelines.

Other Print, Computer and Video Resources
Many CMS have developed materials to supplement the occupational
and educational data files. Some of these include computer programs
that deal with scholarships, job seeking skills and resumes.
Supplemental print materials include tabloids and student workbooks
covering interests, abilities, employability skills, and career
exploration activities. Video tapes are avafiakde that cover many of
these arms, as well as career exploration, subjects such as career
planning and declaim making.

Information hem a CUM Computer Program
All CIDS have a search and retrieval program designed to sort
occupations and educational training programs based on the user's
interests, abilities, outlook and many other characteristics. Some of
these characteristics may include:

Intends
Abilities
Physical Effint
Office of Education (OE) Occupational Clusters
Dictionary y Occupational Titles (DOT) Occupational Families

Data, People, Things, Ideas, Interests
Standard Occupatimal Classification (SOC) Divisions
Educational Program
Years of Post-High School Education and Training
Out-of-School Training
Other Qualifications Required
Wages and Salary
Urban or Rural Job Settings
Travel
Working Conditions
Exposure to Unpleasant Working Conditions
Guide for Ompational Exploration (GOE) Work Areas
School Sullfects of Interests
Field of Work
Reading, Writing, and Speaking Abilities
Reading Levels
Writing Levels

National Career Development Guidelines Linkages
CIDS can he an integral part of the career development process for
all individuals, from ldndergarten through their adult years. The
National Career Development Guidelines provide a framework for the
career development process. These guidelines identitt the student
competencies needed at each level of elementary, middle, high school
and adult development to enable individuals to progress along the
career development path. These competencies are supplemented with
statements of what students will be able to do when they have
mastered the competency. These statements are called student
indicators The competencies and indicators are divided into three
areas: self-knowledge, educational and occupational exploration and
career planning. (See Figure 1.4)
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Each state has its own
plan for adopting the
Guidelines and using the
CIDS to interface with the
Guidelines.

CMS data and resources
should be integrated into
the daemon) to teach the
competencies.

All users of CMS need
inservice training.
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Many states are either adopting the National Career Development
Guidelines or have developed their own set, which are typically very
similar to the national guidelines. CIDS have, or are in the process
of correlating, their system's components and products to the national
or state specific guidelines that are being used in the respective
states, (Each state should provide wecific examples of what they are
doing to interface their CIDS with the career development
competencies used in tlwir state. An illustration of how this can be

done follows.)

An Example of a CIDS Interfaced With Career Development
Competencies
Many of the national career development competencies are related to
what students need W learn. Frequently this can best be
accomplished through classroom and small group instruction
conducted tly counselors and/or Mothers. To accomplish this, many
CIDS have classroom activities and/or student workbooks thot
facilitate teaching these competencies.

(Each state should illustrate their own specific teacher/ classroom
materials at this point and show how these relate to the career
development competencies.)

Some materials have been developed for classroom use that are keyed
directly to the national guidelines and can be used in any state.
Examples are included in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
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Sample Classroom Activities

INTERVIEW A WORKER

OBJECTIVE
Students will obtain information about careers they are interested in.

MATERIALS
chalkboard
chalk

ACTIVITY
1. Ask each student to identify a career that they would like to know more

about. Record their answers an the chalkboard.
2. Ask the class if they know anyone who works in any of these careers.
3. Have students interview someone who is In the career that they are

interested in.
a. What do they do on their job?
I). What education/training is needed?
c. How did Ow-, P.ad thisjob?
cl. Other otsesUons suaested by class

4. Have studaits report the results of their intemiewback to the class.
5. Discuss with the class, 'Are you mare or less interested in this career

as a resuk of this interviewr

COMMENTS
This exercise may be repeated a number of times throughout the year.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
'The middle/polar high school student will be able to:
12.4: Describe skills needed in a variety of occupations, including self-

emPloYalent

EVALUATION
Each student has personally interviewed someone engaged in a career of
interest to the student.

RESOURCES
Career Earkratiort Workbook EVroC)

Schrank. Louise. 1.4feplan A Pnxtical Guide to Successful Ccreer Planning.
(Workbook)

Figure 5.5
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Sample Index

NATIONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT GWDEUNES COMPETENCIES
AND STUDENT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each competency is broken down into its corresponding student performance indicators. The numbetisi
in parentheses following each performance indicator denote the activities in this book (for grades 7-9)
that address that specific performance indicator. Note: while each activity addresses several perform-
ance indicators only the key Indicators are listed on the activily page under 'Performance Indicators."

NATIONAL STUDENT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
FOR MIDDLE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Seintsowiedge
1. Knowledge of the Influence of a positive self-consept.

1.1 Describe personal likes and dislikes.
15. 6, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 30, 34, 35, 44, 45, 53, SO. 58, 60. 66, 69, 70, 71, 72, 79. 83,
86, 87, 90, 93, 95, 100, 108, 109, 114, 115, 117, 120, 121, 132, 134, 137, 139, 141)

1.2 Describe individual skills required to fulfill different life roles.
(6. 13, 19, 22, 27, 80, 38, 54, 58, 58, 60, 61, 82, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 71, 75. 82. 83,
115, 86, 91, 93, 94, 97, 100, 103, 105, 1081109, 110, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 120, 121,
123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 134, 135, 138. 140)

1.3 Describe how one's behavior influences the feelings and actions of ethers.
(3. 23;24. 80. 84, 88,81. 82.79,130, 84, 83, 843, 87, 89, 90, 91,94, 97. 98. 101, 10a. 108.
108, 111, 114, 115, 116, 117, 120, 122. 124, 128, 128, 129, 130)

1.4 Ident* environmental influences on attitudes, behaviors, and aptitudes.
(18, 38, 57. 78, 80. 81. 82. 84, 90, 92, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, 102, 103, 108, 107, 108, 110.
112, 114, 118, 119, 122, 123, 125, 127, 133, 134)

2. Skills to interact with others.
2.1 Demonstrate respect for the feelings and beliefs of others.

(14.17, 29, 41, 54. 59, 62, 83. 70, 72.79. 80, 84, 83, 86, 87. 91, 93, 96, 97. 99, 100. 101,
102, 103, 105, 111, 112, 114, 115, 117, 120, 122, 123, 124, 125, 128, 127, 128, 137,
139)

2.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for the sinailarities and differences among people.
(17, 23, 24, 54, 81, 62, 63, 71, 79, 86, 87, 88, 93, 93, 97. 99, 100. 101, 103. 109, 110.
112, 113, 114, 117, 121, 133, 127. 139)

2.3 Demonstrate tolerance and fledbility in interpersonal and group situatlims.
(% 14. 23, 29, 39, 39, 41, 81, 62, 63, 89, 71, 72, 79. 815, 87, 91, 92, 93, 95, 99, 102, 103,
105, 108, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 117. 120, 122, 125, 126, 127, 128, 130, 131,
137, 139)

2.4 Demonstrate skills in responding to criticism.
(69, so. 84, 91, 100, loa. 111, 122, 131, 134)

2.5 Demonstrate effective group membership skills.
(9, 14, 23, 27, 36, 39, 41, 50, 51, 54. 56, 59, 81. 82. 63, 69, 70, 71, 72. 74, 76, 79, 83,
84. 65, 84, 88, 89. 91, 92, 93, 95, 98, 97, 98, 99, 101, 102, 103. 104. 105. 106. 107, 108.
114. 116, 116,117, 119, 120, 122, 122, 124, 126, 127. 128, 129, 130, 134, 137, 1313,
139, 140)

2.8 Demonstrate effective social skiTh
fe. 21. 35, 38, 44. 54, 62. 72. 84, 88, 89 , 93. 97, 99, 103, 113, 114, 115, 116. 117, 120,
123, 124, 128, 129, 137, 139/

2.7 Denanstrate understanding of different cultures, lifestyles, attitudes, and abilities.
(2, 18, 38, 39, 54. 70,72, 74, 79,86,93,95, 100, 103, 109, 110, 112, 115. 119, 123, 127,
132, 133, 139, 141)

Figure 5.6
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CIDS applications and
uses cover a wide range of
applications and
practices.

Training and Inservice
Training CMS users is a mtor obligation and the purpose ci CMS.
Effective use by students and adults can only be accomplished when
the local CIDS site coordinators and others responsille for CIDS
programs and materials thoroughly understand their purpose,
operation and use. Training is carried on through on-site visits by
CIDS staff, regional workshops and statewide conferences. In
addition, much of the CIDS training is provided through written
materials, such as Asir manuals, professional manuals, system
directions, user-fif, computer instructions and student
workbooks.

(At this point each state should describe and define training programs
available, training materials used and any other inservioe capability
they have, including graduate latel or CEU courses or workshops
wkich are planned.)

CMS Applications and Exemplary Practices
CMS applications and uses will vary from state to state. The
following ars examples of where and bow CIDS can be used.

(Each state should provide illustrations of where and how they are
using wad
Elementary Schools

1. CounselonCareer Center
Elementary level CIDS resources such as occupations
handbooks, ehildrens' dictionaries, posters, videotapes and
computer software are used at this level for both student
access and counselor/teacher information.

2. Classroom
Teachers can include career classroom activities into
their teaching plans. These activities may involve the
use of a variety of resources available in the classroom
and/or in the Counselor/Career Center. These would
include videos, student activity books, children's
dictionaries, awareness activities, computer software,
bulletin board materials, learning activities and
presentations by community and business people.

3. Library
The library can have resource materials,
reading materials, software and other career
resources that children can check out and use
during library time.

Middle Schools

1. Counselor/Career Center
A complete CIDS may be operational in the
counseling/career center. Computer, print and video

111
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services will be availaNe for student exploration. A
career planning record system will be used to help
students organise their career and self-exploration
activities into a guide for career and high school planning.
These resources will be used by teachers and counselors
for infivmation and teaching projects. Every student
should have a career plan * the end of the eighth grade.

2. Classroom
All classrooms should relate subject matter to careers.
For example, Language Arts classes will have
students research and writs about careers of interest.
Math classes will have a unit on math applications in
various careers. Career classroom activities will help
teachers adapt appropriate teaching units to their
classes. Students will be assigned homework W use
computers and/or print data to find career information
and write reports.

3. Library
The library can have resource materials,
reading materials, software and other career
resources that students can check out and use
during hlarary time.

High Schools

1. Counselor/Career Center
Complete CIDS software and data should be available
allowing students access at any time. Posters, self-
instructional materials, books, worksheets etc should
be included in the Career Center along with employability
skills and career information databases for student and
staff use.

2. Classroom
All classrooms should relate suldect matter to
careers. For example, Language Arts classes
will have students research and write about
careen of interest. Math classes will have a
unit on math applications in various careers.
Career classroom activities will help teachers
adapt appropriate teaching units to their
classes. Students will be assigned homework
to use computers and/or print data to find
career information and write reports.

3. Library
The library should have resolves materials,
reading materials, software and other career
resources that students can check out and use
during hlvary time.

ICDM
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4. Vocational Classrooms/Shops
Print, computer and video resources related to specific
occupations and education and training programs can
be available ibr student use.

5. Special Needs Classroom
All classrooms should relate subject matter to careers.
For example, Language Arts classes will have
students research and write about careers of interest.
Math classes will have a unit on math applications in
various careers. Career classroom activities will help
teachers adapt appropriate teaching units to their
classes. Students will be assigned homewort to use
computers and/or print data to find career information
and write reports.

6. Networks/Labs of Computers
All computer software should be available in networks or
labs for large groups. The setting can be used to teach an
entire group a single program, such as a career search, or
the lab can be used for an individual to independently
search and gather information for their career plan or
classroom assignment&

Community Colleges, Technical Colleges, Universities, and
Proprietary Schools

1. Career Advising Centers
2. Admissions Offices
3. "Help" Lines
4. Schools or Division Offices
5. Lfloaries
6. Remedial Classrooms
7. Outreach Sites in Community
8. Financial Aids Offices
9. Teacher Ed/Counselor Ed/Departments and Classrooms

Other Agencies and Community Organizations

(Each state should describe how the following are using the CIDS)

1. Job Service Offices
2. DVR Offices
3. JTPA/FIC Offices
4. Correction Facilities
5. Foster Care Offices
6. Youth Homes/Facilities
7. Job Centers
8. Private Counseling and Rehabilitation Offices
9. Public Llraries
10. Military Installation
11. Communh 'awed Organizations
12. Business and Industry
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The Occupational Outlook
Handbook (00H) is an
affordable reference on
current and future
occupational prospects.

The 00H =wen many
general questions about
occupations.

Demonstration of State C1DS and Resources
at this gnu, each state will pnvide examples of selected computer,
print and video invducts appropriate to the audience. The
demonigration should include the computer prvgrams using a dota
divlay system. Print materials should be dieployed and I or
circulated as well as overhead transparencies made of selected key
pages for Nue/intim Videos can be Mown in entirety or samples
from each can be Mown to help pea* understand the lunge of
inibrmation mailable. For some groups it may be advisable to
actually do a hands.on exercise fisen some portions 01 a workbook
worksheet or other student activity materials. Every demonstration of
a state CIDS should include Wustratiew cf how the CIDS products or
components address the national and 1 or state career development
competencies.)

Other sources of occupationtl information will now be described.

Occupational Outlook Handbook
What is it? The Occupational Outlook Handbook (00H) provides
detailed national infbrmation fir approximately 250 occupations and
was recently organized according to SOC codes. It is an affordable
reibrence on current and fhture occupational prospects. It gives
greatest attention to those occupations that are projected to grow the
most rapidly Or require lengthy training andicor education. In
addition, a major section discusses employment trends and
projections. The remainder of the book describes the nature of work;
working conditions; employment, training, and advancement
opportunities; job outlook; earnings; and sources of additional
information. The infbrmation is nontechnical and easily accessed.

How I. it used? This reference will answer many general questions
about occupations. It descries what workers do, the training and
education they need, earnings, working conditions and expected job
prospects.

5-23
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The Dictionary or
Occupational Mks (DOT)
provides infbrmation on
the structure of work,
particularly the data-
people-things functiOns of
an occupation, the
relationships *mow
occupatiorz and a
summary of what a
particular worker does.

Some find this publication
overwhelming and
difficult to znanage.

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles
What is it? The Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) is the most
aimprehendve document containing occupational information. It not
only contains descriptions of over 20,000 occupations, but also has a
unique coding number that is indexed, ar cross classified, with many
other frequently used sources, such as the Standard Occupational
Classification, the Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE) and the
Military Career Guide.

524625-014

526.6N-014 COOK, FRY, DEEF FAT (em £ pressn. _hotel it rest.)
Tends deep-fat ,tms to fry meats, or fish in cooking

oil: Empties containers or opens valves to fill cookers with oil. Sets
thermostat to heat oil to specified temperature. Empties containers of
meat, vegetable, or fish into metal basket and illIMOISIS basket imp vat
manually or by hoist. Sets timer. Observes color at end of trying time
to determine conformity to standards and extends frying time ac-
cordingly. Removes basket from cooker, drains it, and dumps contents
onto tray. May dip foods into batter or dye beim frying. May special-
ize particular food po.0 fbr canning or freezing or may fry
variety of foods for consumption.
526.685-015 COOL VACUUM KETTLE (OM &

Tends vacuum cooker and open kettle to cook fruit and berries
preparatory to making jams and jellies: Observes thermometer, turns
rheostat and steam valve, or pushes switch ot lights burner to heat
vacuum cooker and open kettle to specified temperanne. Turns valve
to transfer contents of kettle into vacuum cooker. Observes refnanonw-
ter an vacuum cooker to determine sugar content and adds ingredients
according to female. Places container under discharge outlet of distil-
lation jacket of cooker to reclaim esters. Opens valve or SLIM pump
to transfer contents of vacuum cooker to holding tank or Ming
machine.

5264115-022 COOKER (emel)
Tends steem-hcated pressure cookers to cook cracked and tempered

grain for further processing into cereal products: PresSeti button to load
firet cooker with measured amount of grain and liquid flavor. Clamps
lid of cooker in place, using wrench. Moves dials and turns valves to
attain specified temperature and pressure in cooker. Removes lid of
cooker and dumps cooked vain onto conveyor after determining that
grain has reached specitiW color and consistency. Records cooking
time and number of batches prepared. May start automatic equipment
that admits steam, rotates cooker, and stops cooker after speclflcd time.

Figure 5.8

The DOT provides information on the structure of work, particularly
the data-people-things functions of an occupation. It describes the
relationships among occupations and a gives summary of what
particular workers do. A companion publication, Selected
Characteristics of Ocaspations Defined in Me Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, provides detailed supplementary information
about occupations in the DOT. It descrthes physical demands,
environmental working conditions, and the amount &training time
required. Many find the DOT overwhelming and difficult to manage.

Because of the technical style used to describe occupations, the
voluminous amounts of information, and the complexity of accessing
the information, the DOT is not used as frequently as the OWL
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The DOT can be used to
collect information that
answers key questions
about occupations.

The Guide for
Occupational Esploration
assists job seekers in
fhiding occupations that
are in accord with their
interests, skills, values
and abilities.

How is it used? The DOT enables the user to learn facts about
occupations to incorporate into the decision making process. It can be
used most effectively to determine the following:

specific tasks and skills required of occupations;
purpose of the occupation;
the machine, tools, equipment or work aids used;
service, products, materials and academic subject matter
included;
industries with which the occupation is typically identified;
workerffunction requirements; and
location of work for each occupation.

The following are examples of key questions about the occupation,
Recording Engineer.

Question

What are the typical work
activities performed?

What skills are needed to
perform the required work?

What is the typical indusby
where the iob is performed?

What are the work aids Recording machines, microphones,
vpically used? earphone machines to adjust volume,

log book

The Guide for Occupational Esploration
What is it? The Cuide for Occupational Exigoration (GOE) is
designed to assist job seekers find occupations that are in accord with
their interests, skills, values and abilities. Information is presented
to assist users in evaluating their own interests and potential.

Answer

Operates ncording machine
Liston for imperfections
Keeps record of recordings
Services and repairs machines

Listening, recording, observing,
manipulating equipment, repairing and
servicing

Radio and TV Broadcast

11,=11INIMMOIWIR,
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Example from the-Goa

Safety and Law Entornamard GSM

04.01 Safety and Law Enforcement
Waken in this group aro In charge of enlisming laws and regulations. Some Investigate crimes, while others

supervise workers who stop or arrest lawbreaken. Others make inspections to be sure that the laws are not broken.
Most jobs sre faund in the Federal, State. of boil governments. such as the Police and Fire Departments. Some
are found in private businesses, such as factories, stores, and similar places.

Must kind of work would you do?

Your work activities would depend upon your specific
job. For wimple, you might

set procedures, prepare work schedules. and assign
duties for jailers.
direct and coordinate daily sctivities of a police
forge.

direct and coordinate activities of a fire depart-
Mont.
hire, assign, and supervise store detectives.
investigate and arrest persons suspected of the il-
legal sale or use of drugs.

patrol an assigned srea in a vehicle or on foot and
issue tickets, investigate disturbances, render first
aid, and arrest suspects.

patrol an assigned area to observe hunting and
fishing activities and warn or arrest persons violat-
ing fish and game laws.

Whit skills and abilities do you need for Ms kind af
work?

To do this kind of work you must be able to:
work with laws and fegulaffOsts, sometimes written
in legal language.

use practical thinking to conduct or supervise in-
vestigatioos.

supervise other workera
plan the work of a department 'or activity.

deal with various kinds of people.
work ender pressen or hi the face of danger.
patrol an assigned arra to observe hunting and

fishing activities and warn Of arrest persons violat-
ing fish and game laws.
keep physically fit.

guns, fim-fighting equipment, and other safety
devices.

How do you know if you would like or could learn
to do this kind of work?

The followina questions may give you clues about
yourself as you consider this group of jobs.

Have you had courses in government, civics, or
criminology? Did you find these subjects interest-

Have you been a member of a volunteer fire de-
partment or emergency rescue squad? Were you
given training for this work?

Figure 5.9

Have you watched detective television shows? Do
you read detective stories? Do you try to solve
mysteries?

Have you been an officer of a school safety patrol?
Do you like being responsible for the work of
°then?

Hare you used a gur for hunting or In target prac-
tice? Are you a good shot?

Have you spoken at a civic or community or-
ganisation? Do you like work that requires
frequent public speaking?

Have you been a military officer?

How can you prepare tor and enter this kind of
work?

Occupations In this group usually require education
and/or training extending from one to over ten years, de-
pending upon the specific kind of work. Local civil set-
vice regulations usuaNy control the selection of police of-
ficers. People who want to do this kiod of work must
meet certain requirements. They must be U. S. citizens
and be within certain height and weight ranges. In addi-
tion. they may be required To take written, oral, and
physical examinations. The physical examinations often
include tests of physical strength and the ability So move
quickly and easily. To work in these jobs, persons should

ICDM 5-27
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Example from the GOB continued

04.01

have the physical condition to use firearms or work on
dangerous missions. Personal investigations are made of
all applicants.

Most pollee departments prefer to hire people who
hove a high school education or its equal. However. some
departments hire people If they have worked its related
activities, such as parding or volunteer policework.

Jobs with federal law entisreement agencies usually
require a college degree. For example, to be hired as
customs enforcement officer, a defile a duce feat tif
related work eaperience is required. FBI Special Agents
are required to have a degree in law or accounting. Ac-
counting degrees should be coupled with at least one
yeas of related work experience.

040i.01 Mussing
Fire Marsha/ (any ind.) 373.167-011
Guard. Chief (any ind.) 372.167-014

Most management or supervisory jobs in this group are
filled from witLS the ranks. Promotions are usually hued
on written examinations and job performance and are
usually subject to wive service lbws.

What the should you consider about these Jabs?

Most worken in these jobs are on call any time their
services are needed They may work overtime during
emergencies. Many of these jobs expose workers to great
physical danger.

If you think you welshi like to do this kind ef work,
look at the job titles listed on the allowing peps. Select
these that interest you and read their definitions la the
Dictionary of Occupational Tides.

Safety and Law Enforcement
Polies Consminirma (goy. seri 1 1$1.117.1111
Police Inspector (gov. set.) I 373.267-026
Mee Unto:out, Petrol lsov. ser.) 375.167431
Polies Serpent, Precinct (got. ter. )1 373.133-010
Swift Deputy. Chief fgov. ser.) 377.117-010
Traffic Lieutenant (goy. ser.) 375.167446
Traffic Sergeant (goy. ear.) 375.137-016

Special Agent-in-Climie (tr. trans.) 376.167410

04.01.02 bvemigesIng
inesstigator. Private (bus. tor.) 376.1 7-011

Fire Warden (forestry) 44.167410

Accident-Prevention-Squad Mica Officer (goy. sec)
375.263-010

Customs Patroi °Maw (gov. ter.) 161.167-010
Deputy Nowa Civil Division (gov. arr.) 377.667-011
Detective Wm. ser.) 375.267410
Detective. Nerveties and Vies (gov. set.) 375.247414
Fire Marshal (gov. ter.) 373.267-014
Fish and Cisme Warden (pv. sal 379.167410
InvestIpter. Narcotics tan. 375-267411
Investipter. Vies (gov. rer.) 375.267422
Pilot, Highway Petrol (ger. est) 375.163414
Pollee Inspector (gov. isr.) U 313.267430
P011ee Offker (goy. ass-Il 375263-014

Dartly tgov. sal 377.263.010
Special Agent ( . ter.) 375.167-042
Spend Awn. Custom. (goy. sa.) 111.167-090
State-Highway Poen Offleer (pm. se.) 379.263.011
Wildlife Agent Regional (gov. mr.) 379.137411

Meager. Internal Security (bus. sec) 376.137-010

Bauslioe Chief (vv. tor.) 373.167-010
Captain. Fire-Prevention Bureau (gin. tor.) 373.167-014
Commanding °Meer. Homicide Sewed Wm. all 373.167-

010
Commanding Officer. Investigation Division (gov. sir.)

371.167-014
Commanding Officer, Motorized Squad (gov. sm.)

315.163-010
Conection Officer. Head (gov. eel.) 372.137410
Deputy. Court (gov. en.) 177.137-011
Deputy Sheriff. Chief (gov. ter.) 377.167-010
Deputy Sheriff. Commander. Civil Division (gov. sal

377.137410
Deputy Sheriff . Commander. Criminal end Patrol Division

(gov. sm.) 377.137-014
Desk Meer Igor. sat) 375.137414
Detective Chief (goy. ter.) 373.167-022
Pint Ambient (pv. ler.) 169.167-022
Fire Captain (gov. en.) 373.134-010
Fite Chief (gem ter.) 373.117-010
Harbor Master (go sec) 379.167-026
Jailer, Chief (gov. ler.) 372.167-011
Leseeh Commander, Harbor Poem, (goy. ter.) 373.167-

030
Park Superintendent (goy. ter.) 111.167-062
Police-Academy infillifter (fp,. Mt.) 373.227.010
Police Captain. Precinct (gov. ler.) 375.167-034
Pollee Chief (gov. est.) 375.117410

Figure 5.9 continued

Investing*, (light. beet. 6 power) 376.367-022

ICDM
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The Military Career Guide
provides descriptive
infbrmation on various
military jobs.

How is it used? The GOB is a rich source of material for career
exploration and decision making. The authors Went* a five step
mews kr using the GOB. The firet step direct* the individual to
relate their interests to job titles. In the secmd step, one or more
work groups are chosen to explore and investigate. Step three
focuses attention arid information on the most interesting work
group. Step fbur involves exploring subgroups in magic occupations.
Step five involves the process of integrating the inibrmation into the
decialon maldng process. Details on the mod efibctive way &using
the GOB are included in the probes d the book

The Military Career Guide
What Is it? The Military Career Guide provides descriptive
inkrmation on various military jobs. It is a compendium of military
occupational and training inkrmation. It is a single reference source
kr the diverse employment and training opportunities in the Army,
Navy, Ail' Force, Marine Corps and Coast Guard. It contains
descriptions of 134 enlisted and officer military occupations arranged
in 12 broad career groups.

ICDM 5-29
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The Standard
Occupational
Classification (SOC) is a
classification system that
group, occupations on the
basis of the P. ofwork
performed.

The SOC
research
purposes
pnctkal
unclear .

is useful for
and classification
but its valua in
applications is

Bow is it used? This resource cross rareness occupations with
DOT codes so information on related civilian occupations in the DOT

can be accessed. Also if a student has taken the Armed Services
Vocation& Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), they can identify military

careen related to the highest compostte scores.

SWandard Occapaticasal Classifkation
What I. it? Since 1982, many ibderal government occupational
publications have been manized and aces reformed by the

Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) codes. Aid& from the

SOC's value as a classification system, the SOO groups occupations

on the basis cl the type !work peribrmed. Therebre, it is a valuable

reference for identifying occupations related to each other.

STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL

$233 Health Aides, Except Nursing

The yak ip Gap includes ocespedeas involvins perfbneing various duties ender the &notion of
trained medical praetitioness, web es mizinspboarzoinacetatitirorreperations, Isla* nattlisinesdicrsift

ucst

sutler vAimpstsestrsistini=staspesins trestatent room= szUednelfid klunusen*
preparing and sterilizing teratelae. May also mist in phyneal other therapy slew

213611L

Pherusacy...a.. -helper-

Physical
573,--876224010

OctsupetiTZWespy sminens-- ----7)--976361010
Lehossemy submit, Mood and ylanne- - -----323-571.....07$0/010
ashrerenter eashaset-...........-....-............------.........- 573-.41793154012

bledleal assbmnt-------- .......W...... warame.. SAN.. ------11-M9367C110
Pedtivic mchessc-.--------- ---- -------------Pfl-Ol93740lS
Physical therapy - 371-13531401111

Ambulance Illtaidial.**.......***........**.11*573-11$11374010

Ompational Maw shia--------------------------II73-JtilXrF7010litersise etsendint........****.ertlearaa.......... 573-315661010
Orme impstnahan spopabllos.-----------------. $74.-4141817014

Pecculaoscom watimr.- - --------- ----.--- -----313471-5204117014Assbufsnor driver---- - ---- --.----- $73-.9131$3010

*ea 6.4 p 573-.074311010

Pig= 5.11

How is it used? If a client is interested in a larticular occupation,

but finds the industry or work setting in that locale is undesirable, he

or she can idantifY occupations that are similar in nature, but may

erne into other induatay settings through the SOC. The SOO has

been partieula* Iambi far research and classification purposes but

its value in practical applications I. unclear.

Local Source* of Occupational InfOrmation
(At this time the trainer should discuss kcal mares of occupational

infbrmation.)

(See Appendix L for a more detailed description of occupational

resources.)
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DECISION AREA:
A WORK SETTING
(Business or
Industry)
Information about a work
setting is commonly
referred to as information
about an industry. It is
another dinmnsion of
career decision making.

Once the industry is
identified, oacupatiOnal
staffing patterns will
reveal the types a
occupations employed in
that industry.

ICDM

Decisions *rem AWork Setting (Business or Industry)
Infbrmathin about a work setting is commonly referred to as
infimmation about an industry. It is another dimension of career
decision making. Clients and students need some understanding of
the environment in which occupations exist. As mentioned earlier,
each type of industry or business has a difikent working
environment even though they may employ persons in similar
°impatiens. For example, a truck driver who worked *r a moving
and storage company will usually have to iced and unload the trucks
by hand whereas an over-the-road driver may not touch the freight.
Likewise, the skills and work of a plumber will vary considerably
between residential and industrial work settings. The type of
industry or business is a major influence on the specific job
conditions, pay, benefits and numerous other conditions of
employment

Adults who have been laid off may have worked in a particular
industry and would like to find another job in a similar industry.
Students who have not serimuly coniddered a specific occupational
area may be more interested in car' lin industrial sectors of the local
or national economy. They may be ii;..rtested in a particular local
firm, such as a health care fluilith a bank or a local food processing
plant
To assist the student or client in such a situation, the career
development facilitator needs to idenigy the industry and help
research its occupational staffing pattern. This process will reveal
the types of occupations employed in that industry, giving the client a
choim of occupations to investigate.

All students and clients can use industry information during the
career decision making process. Few occupations are industry
specific; most occupations are employed in all types of industries. For
example, welders can be found working in industries ranging from
agricultural services to paper processing to government

To begin gathering information about the work setting, the following
should be completed:

Find the industries that employ a given occupation;
identify a specific industry of interest;
determine the projections for this particular industry; and
identiti the occupations employed in the industry (staffing
pattern)

Two references can be used to collect this information: the Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual and an Occupational
Information System (018). The SIC can help identify industries and
places of employment The OM can help identify the industries that
employ a given occupation and will identitr the occupations employed
within a given industry (the staffing patterns), and their
demand/supply outlook.
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The Standisrd Industrial
Classification la a system
by which similar
industries, or work
settings, are elasaitial.

Standard Industrial Classification
What Is it? The SIC is a system by which an industry, or work
setting, is classified. It gives a detailed description ofths industrial
divisim and midor groups classified within each industrial division.

Dor 100
r"-N
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Ezample from the SIC

Major Group 54.--FOOD STORES

The likVor Group as a 111;ole

This rosier group includes retail stores primarily engaged in selling food for home prepa-
ration and consumptims. Establishments primarily engaged in selling prepared foods and
drinks for consumption on the premises are classified in MA* Group 58, and stores primari-
ly engaged in selling packaged beers and liquors are classified in Industry 5921.

Industry
Group ledustay

No. No.

541 GROCERY STORES

&ill Grocery Stores
Stomp, commonly known as supermarkets, food stores, and grocery stores,

primarily engaged in the retail sale of all sorts of aimed foods and dry goods,
ouch as tea, coffee, spices, sugar, and flour; fresh fruits and vegetablag and
fteih and prepared meats, fish, and poultry.

Comtism hod stgessgdeil WOW/ stooge, with or without huh
/sod Isseistssessil egestestall
?mem hod sad hewer sham saw& hipsgsossioss potoTTrodag

goestgslidi

542 MEAT AND FISH (SEAFOOD) MARKETS, INCLUDING FRU=
PROVISIONERS

5421 Meat and Fish (Seafood) Markets, Including Freezer Provisioners

Establishments primarily engaged in the retail sale of fresh, frozen, or
cured meats, fish, shellfish, and other seafood& This Whisky includes estab-
liniments primarily engaged in the retail sale, on a bulk basis, of meat for
freezer storage and in providing home freezer plans. Meat markets may butch-
er animals on their own aecomt, or they may buy from others. Food locker
plants primarily engaged in renting locker space kr the storage of food prod-
recta for individual households are classified in Industry 4222. Establinhmenta
primarily engspd in the retail sale of poultry are clandfied in Industry 5499.

Fhb no tstsgetsn Ms& assdistrostail
Proem hod *ow tosseretsil Mita gossistsoguil

Tor==rframe Om sew
?skid

543 FRUIT AND VEGETABLE MARKWEI

5431 Fruit end Vegetable Markets

Establishments primarily =gag* in the retail sale of fresh fruits and vep-
tables. They are frequently found th public or municipal markets or as road-
side stan& However, establishments which grow fruits and vegetables and
sell them at roadskle stands are classified in Agriculture, War Group 01.

Fruit aserkete sad otandeestsa Vodotoble asorkete and ossoodsrotoil
Prole* markets sod Ilti06-10114

Figure 5.12
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INDUSTRY/OCCURVIONAL RELATIOta/DPS ROUTE
cChot 3>

Direct Access Selected Search 1:'. OduIIYAIdortil
,it...f.r.Ralstionalips ,

1

074. ,...p.dt ..;,-- x

TnVning Directory

industries within an occIo4 Oons within an Iriduehy

Ouster cods Occupational
Employment
Matilda Code

Ust ct industries WNch
Empioy a Given Occupation

Figure 5.13

Standard Industrial Clasafficalion Code

LIM of Occupations Employed
ln Given Industry
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DECISION A.REA:
GEOGRAPHIC
REGION

Where one lives has
considerable bearing on
the option that are
available.

For example, Figure 514 illustrates where the occupation
Bookkeeping and Accounting Clerks are employed in North Dakota
industries.

(FIGURE 271 INIXISTRIES WITHIN AN OCCUPATION REPORT (sampis}

Figure 5.14

The codes and titles on the left are Standard Industrial Coda (SIC)
and select groupings of businesses by common activity or product.
The percent of employment shown in the right column is a percent of
the total employmmt, which is listed in the heading of the report,
"Employment Level." To determine the number of Accounting and
Bookkeeping Clots within a given industry, multiply the percent
times the Employment Level. Fe r example, Eating and Drinking
places employ 177 (2.5% of 6111) bookkeeping and accounting clerks
in North Dakota. Farm Products and Raw Materials employ 257
Accounting and Bookkeeping Clerks (4.37% of 5111).

(At this time, the trainer should present local sources o f Industry
initirmationJ

Decision Area: GeograPhks Bee=
This decision area allows the student or client to explore career
options based on a preference for a particular geographic area. For
'Wants or adulta who are undecided or unenthusiastic about any
particular occupational or industrial sector, the most important
starting point may be geography. Where would the person prefer to
live? Sometimes people begin to explore options by cmsidering
family ties, or the weather, and maybe the unemployment rate.
Sometimes a particular industry in one part of the country is
attractive. In other cams, the attraction may be firmily or friends.

Whatever the remon for considering geography first, there are basic
beton to consider. The decision of where one lives has considerable
bearing on the cieeuPetional or career *ions available. Each labor
market has its own industrial structure that defines the job

ICDM 5-37
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It is also useful to
understand the supply
and demand of a local
labor market.

Locally developed
publications can tell
detailed information
about a community of
interest.

opportunities. The interaction between geography and industries can
appear in several ibrms If a penon is interested in volcanos, a job
search may bmin on the West coast or in Hawaii. If a client is
interested in living in northern Wisconsin, career exploration might
include self-empkorment in the hosigtality industries. State capitols
usually oilbr the variety cf occupations needed to conduct the
business of government.

To illustrate the importance of geographic location, consider the
ibllowing. McKee and Froeschle (1985) ibund that two metropolitan
areas &roughly the same population, Pittsburgh and Dallas-Fort
Worth, diffiwed significantly in their typortunities fir clerical
workers. Pittsburgh anticipated that 195,303 denial workers would
be employed in 1885, while Dallas-Fort Worth anticipated 3521100.
This discrepancy was accounted ibr by the industrial etructure of the
areas. Dallas-Fort Worth is a reglonal service center and financial
hub. Thereibre, it has a greater need ibr clerical support positions
Conversely, Pittsburgh has more of a manuiheturing economy and
has a lower demand for clerical positions

In addition to understanding the industrial structure in a particular
location, it I. also pod to know about the people in the labor market.
Several years ap it appeared that Alaska was an opportune place to
find employment because of the activities of the oil companies
However, a person would have also ibund that the cost of living was
high and that there was already a surplus of interested job seekers

When looking for bformation by gmgraphic area, many have noted
that in contrast to the abundance of national and state infbrmation,
local inibrmation is often the most difficult to find. There are several
sources that provide details on the local economy and industrial
structure. Two of these sources, C1DS and OLS, provide local data
that is easily accessed. 0=0 Business Patterns is another example
that identifies the number of business establishments in each
industry and the distribution of business mtablishments by employee
size.
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Example of Local Information

DANE COUNTY AREA INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT

INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT
Same =WM. 411171711111 Hie

wa (11.111)

Preliminary figures indicate ARJERNMENT (Gov), Dane County's
largest employing sectcr, increased 400 in October for a total of
6.;.700. State government increased by 100 to 41.900, and local
go,,ernment increased by 300 for a total of 13.800. Federal
government lost 100 positions for a total.of 3.300. There were
1.500 more public sector jobs this October than last year.

/AA2A_(7rade) increased by 800 to 52.700 positions in October.
Witt iesale trade remained the Same at 9.000 ,but retail trade
increased by 800, for a total of 43.700. Area retail locations are
eddiAg new positioas for the holiday trade. This is the second
month in a row that retail trade has added 800 positions.

SERVICES (Serv) increased by 400 from 49.000 in September to 49.200
in October. 1990. There were 1,000 more jobs in the service sector
this October than last.

NANUFACTURINS (Mfgl decreased 300. for a preliminary ioctober total
of 26,300. Durable goods remained the same at 13.800. while
nondurable, fell by 300 to e preliminary 12.400. There were 1.300
more manufacturing jobs this October than in October of last year.

FIXANCE, mulung. 6 REAL ESTATE (FIRE) reported in with 19.400
jobs. This was the same as last month. September. However, there
were still 300 more FIRE industry positions this October than last
ye ar

ILAILELLTALLIm_sauxuniL (Trans/Comm) also
remained unchanged at 8,700. but was dowL 100 from last year.

counticylow (Comet) was down by 100 from September to October at
8.900. Employment in this sector Was up 800 from last year,

657
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USING
CROSSWALKS TO
EASE THE
PROCESS

Crosewalldng enables the
user to move back and
forth across various
classification systems.

LABOR FORCE,
INDUSTRY AND
OCCUPATIONAL
PROJECTIONS

The State Employment Secaritv Agency (SESA) also publishes
industrial employment data fir individual counties.

Another source, often overlooked, is the Yellow Pages in the local
telephone directory. With this resource, one can determine the
number of industries in the local area and can easily find employer
names, addresses and telephone numbers.

at this time the trainer should present local sources all career and
labor market information.)

Using Crouwallm too Ease the Prooeu
Accessing the most usefial informatkin can be complicated fOr the
novice because there are many data collection privrams that provide
career and labor market infirmation. In addition, there are many
different ways to classifY and organize that information.

Within the descriptions of various resources, it was pointed out that
one could move from one system to another, such as from the Military
Career Guide to the DOT. This movement is called "cresswalking."
It enables the user to move back and forth across the various
classification eystems in order to analyze and compare occupations.
To mmdmize our use of information, these bridges, or crosswalks,
between the various inftwmation systems are actually conversion
tables between the different systems. Crosswalks are similar to a
dictionary, which moves us from an English word to its Spanish
equivalent; they allow the user to translate one lamination system to
another. An example of a crosswalk can be ibund in a CIDS. The
gystem links occupational information with related educational and
training requirements behind the scenes. These two pieces of
information are linked in the eystem and presented in a single profile
so the user has a more complete picture of the occupation.

For more information an crosswalks, contact the National Crosswalk
Service Center at the Iowa &MCC office (515/242-4E60).

Labor Force, Indusby and Occupational Projections
The following is an example of career and labor market information
that can be used to enhance career decision making. These labor
fbrce, industry and occupational projections can provide insight into
how the nation's work fbrce and economy are likely to grow, e.g.,
which occupations will grow the fastest, which will decline, which will
provide the greatest number of new jobs, and which occupations have
the highest and lowest turnover rates.

(ro the Trainer: Many of the terms and concepts contained in this
section d Module 5 are defined in Module 2.)

Introduction
We operate with imperfect knowledge in an imperfect world. In order
to answer the often asked question, "Where can I find a job in the
figure?" we must put our imperfect knowledge into context and
understand its strengths and limitations. We know with certainty
that the labor force of the year 2000 is already born. This makes it
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The goal Is to discuss
trends that will impact on
the effiactiveness of carom
decision making.

easy to describe the demographics of the labor supply, but not
necessarily the skili levels of the labor supply. Projecting which way
the economy will go and which industries and occupations will grow
and decline is not as predictable. A combination of statistical
techniques and human judgment is required.

The major goal of this section in Module 5 is to present information
that describes and analyzes significant trends in the labor force,
economy, industries and occupations that will have an impact on the
effectiveness of career decision making. In addition, the methodology
and assumptions used to project trards are included. The results of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) projections from 1990-2005 are
included. (Much of the information in this section is available at the
state and local levels through offices of labor market information and
SOICC&)
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Several trends need to be
noted as the projections
are discussed:

the rate of maim-
ic growth will be
much slower
through 24105 than
during the 1970's
and mic1-1980'g

women's share of
the labor force will
continue to in-
cream;

the work force will
age;

employment will be
concentrated in a
few industries,
namely the services
and retail trade
industrieg

workers with the
most education and
training will have
the best opportun-
ities; and

technology will
continue to change
the structure of
employment and
how work is done.

Throughout the projections section please note several trends:

the rate of economic growth will be much slower through 2005
than during the 1970's and mid-1980's;

women's share of the labor force will continue to increase, but
more slowly than the past 20 years;

the work force will age;

employment will be concentrated in a few industries, namely
the services and retail trade industries;

workers with the most education and training will have the
best opportunities; and

technology will continue to change the structure of
employment and how work is done.

These trends have far reaching implications for how we direct our
clients and students to make educational and career choices.

It is ir iportant to keep in mind that in addition to the national
projet%., )ns, each state goes through a process to determine statewide
and local area projections for the labor force, indusbles and
occupations. States vary in the amount of detail included in their
economic forecasting. Many states use the micro-matrix program
from Utah as the basis for their own projections of industry and
occupational growth. Labor force projections are derived
independently by the state. National labor force participation rates
are adjusted based on differences in the decenniid census for the
state, or other survey source.

SOICCs or state labor market statistics units publish prcdections data
in various forms, and for various time periods. These may not
coincide with the national projections cycle. All states have printed
prgjections. Some states also make the projections available through
mainframe or micro computers. If the state has a career information
delivery system (CIDS). the occupational projections data will be
included for the state and the local areas. Projections may also be
available through Occupational Information Sybtems at many state
SOICC offices.
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These prnjections were
made &On the ibliowing
assamOions about
general economic or social
conditions

Work patterns will not
change significantly.
Broad social and
educational trends will
continue.
There will be no major
war.
There will not be a
significant change in
the Armed Farces.
Fluctuations in
economic activity will
continue to occur.

Assumptions
All projections are made with certain assumptions. The projections
contained in this module were made given the following assumptions
about general economic or social conditions:

Work patterns will not change significantly over the
projections period, meaning that the average workweek will
not change markedly.
Broad social and educational trends will continue. For
example, women will continue to be a large portion of the
labor force.
There will be no major war.
There will be no significant change in the size of the Armed
Forces.
Fluctuations in economic activity due to the business cycle
will continue to occur.

BLS analysts also look at factors that previously have exerted a
strong influence on projection results, and will determine whether
these factors will continue to influence resulth into the projected
period. An example is the continued participation of women in the
labor force.

(Specific industr3f and occupational assumptions can be found in the
November 1991 issue of the Monthly Labor Review, or in Outlook
199040:15, published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.)

OUTLOOK 1990 - 2005

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Office of Employment Projections

The BLS projectbns program kr carded out in the Office of Employment
Projections.

The program began with the development of career guidance information to
assist returning veterans from World War IL

Projections for a 10- to 15-year period have been developed own, other year
since the mid-1960's.

The latest set of projections, which COVelli the 1990 - 2005 period, is the
subject of this slide presentation.

Fiprie5.16
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The Bureau of Labor
Statthtice (BLS) is
responsible for making
projections of the labor
force, economic outlook,
industrial employment
and occupational
emPloyment.

These wojections cover
the period of 1990-2005.

A four step analysis leads
to the projections.
Components analyzed ann

History of Padections
The Bureau of Labor Statistics is the agency responsible for making
prodections of the labor force, economic outlook, industrial
employment and occupational employment. The BLS prqjections
program is carried out in the Office of Employment Projections. The
program began when the BLS was asked to generate career guidance
information to assist returning veterans from World War IL Since
the mid 1960s, projections k ave been developed every two years,
covering a ten to fifteen year time span. The pojections discussed
here cover the period 1990 - 2005. Ordinarit, three scenarios are
prepared, a high, moderate and low growth view. The following
comments are taken from the moderate growth scetwio. (Much of
the analysis is taken from the Occupational astloo.. Quarterly, Fall
1991, U.S. Bureau 40 Labor Statistics. The Office of Employment
Prqjections in the Bureau of Labor Statisties has prepared a slide
series entitled "Outlook 1990-0305' which accompany this portion of
Module 5.)

Sequence of Projection Procedures
There are (bur componenth that effect the status of a particular
occupation. They are:

Who is in the labor force?
Labor Force What is the level of activity in the economy?
Economy Which industries are strong and which are weak?
Industry What I. the status of occupations within these industries?
Occupations

A flowchart of the steps in the projection process is illustrated in the
Sequence of Projection Prot: duns to Determine Occupational
Demand.

ICDM
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Figure 5.17

Sequence of' Projection Procedures to Determine Occupational
Demand

Swam* of Projection Procedures
to Determine Occupational Demand
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Methodology:
There is a formula for
calculating the
anticipated labor force.

Component Ow: Labor Force Participadon Rates
Methodology The lint component in the predations describes the
labor ibree. This includes people who are working or who are looking
fi:r work.

OUTLOOK: 1 990-2005

Labor force

Economic outlook

Industry employment

Occupational employment
figunrius

The size ce the anticipated labor force is calculated by multiplying the
labor force partiapation rates by the population pndections (births,
deaths and migration) for 100 different age, sex, race, and Hispanic
origin grouPo.
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Padget Ions
The labor bree is
=petted to expand but at
a slower pace than In
1975-90.

Projection The labor Sum is expected to expand but at a much
slower pace than in 197540. Fut growing segments include blacks,
Hivanics, Asians and other groups, although the vast majority of
workers will be white non-Hispanics.

Mar*
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100
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I
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The declining birthrate
and the slower increase in

.0 the participation rate will
contribute to this slowing
of the growth rate.

IC'DM

The rate of growth, 21 percent, will be slower than during the past 15
yeara Labor tbrce growth will slow for two reasons:

Growth of new entrants to the labor brew will slow, reflecting the
lower birth rates in the 1970's and 1980's compared to the 1950's
and 1960's.
The proportion of the population participating in the labor force
will increase at a slower rate than over the 1975-90 period.

Labor form grows Misr than popuiation
P110401 41440410
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Maim noolnalluitonal
population Wows and older

110UACZ &ohm al Lacr Siang
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Pow 220
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u
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The baby boom, declining
birth rates in the 1960s,
and children of the baby
boom cohort will continue
to have an impact on the
labor force.

ICDM

The changing age ci the baby boom generation has had, and will

ontinue to have, a midor impact on the age distrbution of the labor

force. In 1975, the baby boomers, people born between 1946 and

1964, were concentrated in age groups 16-24 and 25-34. In 1990,

most were in age groups 25-34 and 35-44.

By 2005, the baby boomers will be concentrated in the 45-54 age

group which will increase by 15 million from its level in 1990. The

over 55 group wfil also show significant increases.

The decline in the birthrate in the 1960's will result in a decline in

the 25-34 age group between 1990 and 2005.

The children of the baby boom generation will be entering the labor

force from 19904005 As a result, beginning in the mid-1990's, there

will be an increase in the 18-24 age group.

6f;7
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Labor terse partpation rate trends
differ for man and women
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Minorities' share of the
labor force will continue
to grow.

The rate of increase however, will be slower over the 1990-2005
period durir g the past 15 years as the rates I* women approach
those of men. Historically, the labor fbrce participation rate of
women rose steeply during the 1960's and 1970's. The rate will
continue to rise but more slowly.

labor footo

Labor tone growth by ran and Illaportio origin

21
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sa0Georl.11111111 75

14iponlo11111.1.1 72

0 25
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59 75 100 125

OME: Weft of Ulm Iliftist
Peso's el Mono sop way to of arg rift

FtweeSS

Minorities' share of the labor force will grow. Blacks, Hispanics, and
Asians and others will continue to increase in numbers faster than
the average growth of the labor force as a whole.
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Hispanics, Asians and other races will grow faster than other groups.
For Asians and others, this is primarily due to immigration. The
number of Hispanics will increase because of immigration and a
higher birthrate.

Labor force participation of blacks will grow hater than whites
because the birthrate for blacks did not decline as much as the white
birth rate during the 1970's.

L a b o r f o r c e entrants by race and Hispania origin,
projected 1100400

Malone

else Ain inpside
nen4lispanio and other

110/1111016: ihmanteidar egos Flpsollt?
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Some of the entrants into
the labor market will be

A111 needed to replace those
W leaving the labor tbrce.

The others represent a net
growth of 26 million
workers.

The majority of the
entrants will continue to
be white, non-Hispanic,
men and women.

Of the projected 151 million workers who will be in the labor force in
2005, 56 million will enter during the 1990 to 2005 period. Of these
entrants, 30 million will replace workers who will leave the labor
force between 1990 and 2005.

White, non-Hispanic, men and women will acwunt for the mitiority of
entrants to the labor force. Hispanic entrants will account for 15.7
percent of all entrants. Asians will only account for 6 percent of all
entrants. Blacks will account for 13 percent of its new entrants.

Poems
100

Distribution of the labor forte
by rocs and Hispanic artily

V 1

IWO

SOME: Ihresu ci tabor WM= Pomo Sitil

OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

Labor force

Economic outlook

Industry employment

44 Occupational employment
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Methodology:
The next step is to
determine the sum total of
all economic activity in
the country.

Macroeconomic models
are used to determine the
relative wealth of the
country.

Estimates of demand are
then made by industry,
both public and private.

The Input-Output atage of
the projections estimates
the goods and services
needed to produce the
projected GNP.

Component Two: Economic Outlook
Methodology After labor force participation rates are projected, the
second stage is to determine the sum total of all economic activity in
the United States, also known as the aggregate economic activity.
This includes real gross national product (GNP), and the distribution
of GNP across five m4or demand and income categories:

1. personal consumption expenditures (buying a ear);
2. gross inivate domestic investment (business

investment in equipment);
3. exports (e.g., selling wheat to Russia);
4. imports (buying oil from OPEC); and
5. government (ePeading ea Medicaid).

This is accomplished uaing a macroeconomic model that correlates
various aspects of the economy. In some cases the model can include
over 200 variables covering such items as population projections,
household formation, defense and non-defense purchase%
grants-in-aid to State and local governments, federal transfer
payments to individuals, taxes, etc. Through this analysis, the
relative wealth of the nauon is determined.

Aggregate estimates are then made by industry. The economy is
disaggregated into 226 producing sectors covering both private and
public industries. The Input-Output model provides the major
framework, data is provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis,
U.S. Department of Commerce.

This stage of the projections process estimates the flow of goods and
services needed to produce the projected GNP. A mathematical model
is used to estimate all intermediate inputs given relationships among
industry inputh and final demand for products and services.
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Projection:
The components of GNP
will grow but at a slower
rate than over the past 15
years.

Over the 1990 to 2005 period the components of GNP, the types of
goods and services in demmd, will grow at &Arent rates, but most
will grow slower than over the put 15 year& It I. this growth and
demand that determines employment growth in the industrhs that
produce those goods and service& Chews in the demtmd for goods
and services also change employmmt demand for workers *
occupation.

Consumption - Goods and seivices purchased by individuals will
grow at about the same rate as toWl GNP and will continue to be the
largest component of demand.

Investment - This component will continue to grow faster than total
GNP, but growth will slow significantly compared to the past 15
years, in particular fbr residential construction.

Exports and Imports - Exports wal grow faster than imports but
both will continue to be du: ikstest growing categories of GNP over
the 1990 to 2005 period.

Federal Government - These expenditures will continue to decline
due to cats in defense expenditure& This is a =Akar chanp from the
1975-1990 period when defense expenditure increued faster than the
total GNP.

State and Local Government - These expenditures are the only
m4or category that will increase faster over the 1990 to 2005 period
than it did from 1975 to 1990.

ICDM
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The unemployment rate is
assumed to remain
unchanged in the
moderate growth scenario.

GNP growth and projected alternatives

Amami mem dump
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From 1990 to 2005, the unemployment rate is assumed to increase in
the low-growth alternative to 7%, to remain unchanged in the
moderate growth scenario at 5.5%, and to decline in the high growth
scenario to 4%. None of these scenarios takes into consideration the
possibility of war or natural disasters.

Unemployment rates and projected alternatives
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This component, Industry
Projections, analyzes the
trends in employment by
industry.

Projection:
Of the 26 million new jobs
by the year 2005, the
service-producing sector
will dominate and the
goods-producing sector
will remain stable.

Component Three: Industay Projections
Methodology The next step in the projections process use estimates
of the change in output, labor productivit/ and hours of work to
quantify overall productiviV changes.

OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

O Labor force

Economic outlook

Industry employment

O Occupational employment
Figure 542

This step of the projection process analyzes the trends in employment
by industry. The number ofjobs, the average workweek, and the
number of employee hours are pro4ected for each of the 226
industries. Computations are based on the projected changes in
output and other factors. For each industry, an equation is estimated
that relates the demand for labor in that industry to the utput of the
ineeastry and to certain other economic variables.

Employment growth will vary significantly among industries,
reflecting changes in the demand for goods and service& Industries
employ workers in different types of occupations. Therefore, the
changing industrial structure has an affect on occupational
employment trends.

Projection Of the 26 million new jobs expected by 2005, the
service-producing sector will dominate, with about half added to
retail trade, health services and business services. The
goods-producing sector will remain stable.

ICDM
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Total employment is
projected to increase but
at a slower rate. This
slowdown reflects the
slower growth of the labor
farce.

Employment growth by major economio eectors,
19794005
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Total employme it (includes wage and salary workers, self-employed
workers, and unpaid family workers) will increase by 24 million from
1990 to 2005, much less than the 35 million increase from 1975 to
1990. The rate of employment growth will be half the rate of growth
during the previous 15 years.

Employment growth, 197540 ami projected 1990-2005
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Again, employment gains
will continue to be in
service producing
industries.

Job coy/thin services ovalloo elms
other sions, 1

WW1: bresuefLabrilitists 110.146

The rapidly growing services division will add 13 million jobs over the
1990 to 2005 period. Services is the only industry division projected
to grow sigmificantly faster than the average growth of 20 percent.

Health, business, education, and engineering and management
services will account for about two-thirds of the growth in the
services industry division.
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Occupations in the health
services industry will be
among the most rapidly
growing occupation&

Occupations concentrated in the health services industry will be
among the most rapidly growing occupations. They have very
thvorable employment prospects. Employment in the health services
industry will grow by 3.9 million.

Im Madge adding the most jobs, 71196a03
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Industries projected to add the most jobs during 19904005 include
eating and drinking places, local government education, offices of
health practitioners, hospitals, wholesale trade, state and local
government, nursing and personal care services, computer and data
processing, and other hal* services. Mthough eating and drinking
places will add the most jobs, the projected gain is much less than the
growth over the period 1976 to 1988 (2.6 million jobs). Tne increase
in state and local education reflects an increase in the school-age
population (the children of baby boomers). Although goods producing
industries are not represented on the charts, their employment is
projected to remain 'stable.
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Industries which reflect
the largest percentage of
changv are again
concentrated in the health
services industries.

ICDM
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htclustrise with the fastest Job growth, 11190-2005
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"Industries with the fastest job growth" means that these industries
reflect the largest percentage of change for a given period. For
example, between 1990 and 2005, industries with the fastest job
growth are concentrated in the health care or business services. The
&nest growing health services industry will be residential care.
Computer and data processing services continue to add a large
number ofjobs.
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The =clarity of the moat
rapidly declining
industries will be in
manufacturing.

ICDM

Indust leo with the most rookl job deotinee, 1990-2005
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The mAjority of the rapidly declining industries in terms of
employment, between 1990 to 2005, are in manufacturing.
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Another way to talk about
industries is to look at
their output. High
technology manufncturing
indultries will be among
the fastest gnawing in
terms of output.

Another way to look et industries is by their output. Some high
technology manufacturing industries will be among the fastest
growing in terms of output. These include computer equipment,
semiconductors, and medical instnunents.

industries with the fastest growing output, 1990-2005
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Some manufacturing
industries will increase.

08010111.21W

1CDM

Even though total manufacturing employment will decline slightly, a
handfid of manufacturing industries are projected to experience some
employment growth. Over half of these industries are associated
with printing or fiirniture and fixtures. Those industries that are
pro,jected to decline will do so either because they face shrinking
markets, such as the tobacco industry, or will be able to meet rising
demand with fewer workers because of expected productivity
increases.

Fastest growing and decliffing manufacturing industries, 1990-2005
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Methodology:
An industry-occupation
matrix f4 used to project
employment in
approximately 500
occupations.

Projection:
Jobs will be available for
workers at all educational
levels, but those with the
most education and
training will esdoy the
best opportunities.

Component Four: Occupational Pritections

OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

* Labor force

* Economic outlook

O Industry employment

Occupational employment
Pp" 542

Methodology The fourth mAjor phase of the projections process is to
develop employment projections for approximately 500 occupations.
These 500, or so, occupations cover 100% of the working population.
An industry-occupation matrix is used to project employment in
approximately 500 occupations for over 200 industries.

Occupational staffing patterns for the industries are based on data
collected by State Employment &cur*/ Agencies (SESAs) and
analyzed by BLS. The projected industry employment data are
applied to the projected industry occupational staffing patterns,

yielding employment by occupation for each industry. The staffing
patterns are aggregated across all industries to yield total
occupational employment for the projected year.

Projection The future occupational structure is projected to provide
jobs for workers at all educational levels but those with the most
education and training will enjoy the best job opportunities.
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Employment growth by major ocoupetlonal group, 1109040011
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The cccuPatieaal groups with the highest /eve Is of echicational
attainment will experience faster than average growth. 7'hey are:

technicians,

managers.
proikssional specialty occupations, and

Voted to have faster than average growth.
Of the other mayor groups, only service workers and sales workers are
Pno

In contrast, precision preduction, operators, and agriculture related
ocaipations have the lowest ProPortion of worken with college

eznpwyment growth.
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Jobs will be available for
workers at all levels of
education.

Due to rapid growth in
the health services
industry, many growing
occupations are health
related.

ICDM

Nevertheless, jobs will be available at all levels of education because
of the large size of the occupation groups requiring less than college
training and the need to replace workers who vAll leave their jobs

from 1990 to 2005.

Fastest growing occupations, 11190.2005

90111101: %PIM 01 Labor Stab*, Mon VA

In conjunction with the projection of rapid growth in the health
services industries, it makes sense that many of the fastest growing
occupations are health-related. Related occupations such as medical
secretaries, not considered a health service occupation, are also
expected to grow rapidly because of their role in health service
Industrie&

It should be noted that of thP fastest growing occupations requiring
at least a bachelor's degree or more education, the top occupations
are tied to the health service industry or computer technology.
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Fastest grawkw occupations gallantly requiring
at lewd a baeholorll degree, 1990-2008
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Once again, health related
occupations dominate the
lists of growing
occupations at all levels of
educational attainment.
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Once again, health service) occupations are a sizable proportion of

the fastest growing occupations requiring some post secondary
training or extensive employer training.
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In general, occupations
that do not require high
levels of educational
attainment are expected
to grow more slowly than
average.

Fastest growing occupations gonsraily=212
no mon than a high school diploma, 1
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Of occupations requiring no more than a high school diploma, five of
the ten fastest growing are in delivering personal services such as
home health aides, personal home care aides, human service workers,
and child care workers. These jobs often require some on-the-job
training.

In general, major occupational groups with lower levels of educational
attainment, except sales and service workers, are expected to grow
more slowly than average.
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Do not always assume that
occupations with the
fastiot growth rate

4111
provide the most new jobs.
Remember, "growth" refers
to the percentage of
already existing jobs, not
the actual number of jobs.

Job growth may be viewed in two ways:
Changes, 19.0-2005
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Occupations with the fastest growth rate do not necessarily provide
the most new jobs. For example, although employment of registered
nurses is projected to grow Icss in percent change than paralegals,
this occupation will generate ten times more new jobs in actual
numbers because there are many more registered nurses than
paralegalc. In general, fast growth is an indicator of favorable job
opportunities. But "large numbers of new jobs" strongly indicates
favorable job opportunities.
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Occupations adding the meet jobs, 19911.2005
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Among the 500 occupations for which projections were developed, 30
will account for half of total employment growth over the 1990 to
2005 period. Growth stems from the rising demand and the need to
replace workers who will leave their jobs from 1990 to 2006.
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Occupations with the
greatest decline in
employment are
concentrated in declining
industries'or afkated
technological change.

Another way to use labor
market information is to
combine it with other
indicators such as
educational attainment
and earnings.

Employment change In destining occupations, 19904003
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Occupations with the greatest decline in employment are
concentrated in declining industries or industries affected by
technological change. Some occupations are affected by both factors.
About half the declining occupations are concentrated in
manufacturing. Even though the demand for a particular occupation
may be declining, there will still be a need for new workers to replace
people leaving these occupation&

Combining Projections with Other Information

Another way to look at labor market information is to combine
occupational information with other indicators, such as educational
attainment, earnings, and unemployment

111110 MINIMMINNIIMMINIMINMEINNII=11.
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The level of education attained is one of many factors which
contributes to the low representation of blacks and Hispanics in
certain occupational groups.
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Iaverage earnings and are expected to c4fer firvorable employment
prospects due to projected growth rates that are at least average, and
to replacement rates. However, these jths may still go to those with a
college degree because of employer prehrence.

The bottom line remains that time without some education beyond
high school will be at a serious disadvantage in the labor market.
They will thee low wages, dislocation and disruption throughout their
working life.
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Given these projections,
we need to consider a
number of challenges.

The plight of the
American economy could
ease if we coula combine
lower unemployment rates
with higher productivity.

Productivity:
Development of world
markets should provide an
impetus to focus on high
technology goods and
services.

Education:
The potential imbalance
between the educational
preparation of those
entering the labor force
and the skill requirements
of industry, requires
attention.

Issues and Implications
The projection just described highlight certain implications for the
future.

Productivity growth is linked to future increases in the
American standard of living and our global competitiveness.
We are challenged educationally to prepare all our potential
workers, especially our mkority populations, ibr the types of
jobs that our economy is gmerating.
A general shorthll in the educational attainment of the labor
force will greatly influence our ability to address the previous
two points.
Slower projected growth of the labor force coupled with an
economy continuing to produce jobs could result in lower
unemployment rates than experienced in the last couple of
decades. If lower unemployment rates could be coupled with
increased productivity growth, the plight of the American
economy could ease. A number of problems continue to be
present, however, not the least of which is the
unpreparedness of the work force.

Productivity
Productivity growth has slowed in the past 10 to 15 years as
compared to earlier periods. This contrilutes to dampened growth of
real GNP and real disposable personal income. Productivity growth
also affects our ability to compete in the global market. Foreign
trade is projected to grow rapidly. The development of worldwide

markets demand a continuing emphasis on producing high
technoloor goods and serviccs to sell both at home and abroad.

Education .

The potential imbalance between the educational preparation of those
entering the labor force and the skill requirements of industry,
requires attention. Not only are there significant numbers of people
who do not graduate from high school, workers currently in the work
force are also unprepared to meet the challenges technology brings to
various jobs.

Current projection suggest that the occupations requiring the most
overall education (managerial, professional and technical
occupations), will experience a faster rate of growth than occupations
with the lowest educational requirements. Some conclude that the
difference between the educational requirements for some jobs and
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For example, the rapid
growth of jobs for
technicians with
postsecondary training
below the bachelor's

4111 degree could result in a
shortfalL

markets demand a continuing emphasis on producing high technology
goods and services W sell both at home and abroad.

Education
The potential imbalance between the educational preparation of those
entering the laba force and the skill requirements of industry,
requires attention. Not only are there significant numbers of people
who do not graduate from high school, workers currently in the work
force are also unprepared to meet the challenges technology brings to
various jobs.

Current pro*tions suggest that the occupations requiring the most
overall educed= (managerial, professional, and technical
occupations), will experience a faster rate of growth than occupations
with the lowest educational requiremests. Some conclude that the
difference ;Jetween the educational requirements for some jobs and
the educational attainment of the potential labor force sugmts a
potential mismatch. This perceived mismatch of educational
attainment and educational requirements for jobs requires a closer
look.

For example, the latest projections of the supply and demand for
college educated workers suggests an easing of the competition in the
job market for college graduates from the early 1970s to present.
This does not rule out the possibility of there being a mismatch of
graduate skill levels and the needs of industry. The rapid growth of
jobs for technicians with postsecondary training below the bachelor's
degree could still indicate a potential gap. A shortfall could result for
primarily three reasons:

1. The proportion of high school graduates going on to college
has increased over the last decade. In previous years, some of
these students would have opted for technical training.

2. A growing number of young people do not complete high
school. Hispanics are the fastest growing component of the
labor force and their low high school completion rate
exacerbates this concern.

3. Some students who do complete high school are not skilled
enough to enter secondary training. The United States
continues to rank low in mathematical proficiency in a
comparison of 13 year olds in several countries. The results
of science and language proficiencies are similarly
discouraging. Such data increases the concern that we need
to do a better job of preparing workers for increasingly
demanding jobs.
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Labor Shortage
Thom employen looking
for :..;144 year old workers
will feel increasing
competition in
recaNdtment.

lightened immigration
laws will also effect the
numbers of entry level
workers.

Labor Shortage
Is there or isn't there one? The difficulty experienced by employers in
hiring entry level workers is a result of the sharp decline in the
number of 18 to 24 year olds entering the labor market. This will
continue. Institutions such as colleges and universities, the military,
and firms who primarily recruit from this age group will experience
the greatest pressure. There are and will be sufficient people in the
labor fince but they are already working. Employers will need to
count on the workers they already have and provide the necessary
continuing education.

Another factor that cannot be overlooked is the effect of U.S.
immigration policy. The significant numbers of immigrants that
came to this country during the 1970. and 1980. came primarily to
be reunited with family. Many of these prople became part of the
entry level worker pool and were almorbed into the labn, market.
Illegal immigration has also provided a supply of entry le workers
for selected occupations in some geographic areas.

Immigration policy is changing. The emphasis on who is allowed to
immigrate is increasingly on the skill requirements of the immigrant,
not on their familial connections. As control is tightened, the supply
of entry level workers is also affected.

ICDM
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Minorities:
An minority groups are
wojected to increase their
share of the labor force.

8pe44114 outreach
programs will be needed
to educate and train all
minority groups to
compete efketively.

Employers accustomed to a large labor supply have had to attust
their hiring standards and management accordingly. Employers can
no longer just turn away those who are less qualified.

Minorities
AB minority groups are prOected to increase their share of the labor
force to the year WOO. Blacks and Hispanics currently are
overreprmented in occupations with the slowest rates of projected
growth, and underrepresented in occupations of fastest growth.
These two groups also experience persistently high unemployment
rates. Combining these &dors with their lower educational
attainment level suggeits that these groups will be among the least
able to adapt to increasin skills requirements and job opportunities.
While there are jobs available for noncompleters of high school, entry
frito better paying jobs will be severely limited.

Blacks are also more likely to be counted among the discouraged. In
1988, blacks made up 11% of the work force but constituted over 27%
of the discouraged workers. Among the 16 to 24 year olds, these
figures are even more alarming. In 1988, blacks made up over 37% of
young discouraged workers; young Hispanics made up nearly 1.6%,
compared to their labor force participation rate of 2.2% and 1.8%
respectively. Black male participation in the work force is decreasing
at a significant rate and there is a very high rate of incarceration
among young black males. To Anther exacerbate the problem,
teenage pregnanq also is high among black families. It will take
specific outreach programs to bring these groups back into the labor
force, and educate them to compete effectively.
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Industrial Shifts
Closer collaboration with
public tasining
institutions can help
industries mabitain a
skilled work brae.

Occupational Shift;
Shifting skills within
occupations requires a
flexible work force.

Industrial Shift
Many believe that the bulk of jobs created will be in firms least able
to provide systematic work force training. While employers will
continue to provide the majority of training, the trend is toward
closer collaboration with the public sector. Despite overall growth,
there are still industries and occupations experiencing absolute
declines in employment. These declines result from technological
change, the substitzition of ibreign-made products for domestic ones,
changing consumer tastes and shifting pvernment priorities.
Individuals displaced from theee As and industries will continue to
need retraining. While the manufacturing sector will decline in total
share of employment, the retirement of workers in those industries
points to a need for replacement workers through the year 2005. The
modest decline prciected in factory jobs masks a pronounced shift
occurring in the occupational distri,bution of manufacturing
employment to more highly-skilled jobs.

Occupational Shift
Even though the overall structure of occupations will remain
constant, there will be dramatic shifts that occur within particular
occupations. The title of the occupation may not change, but the
skills required may change due to new technology and reorganization
of work to improve quality and productivity. This kind of flezthility
usually requires a more educated and skilled work force, and people
already working will require training.

Conclusion
All of these issues are interrelated. Understanding the dynamics of
the labor lime and the specific project;Jns for the economy, industries
and occupations can guide career development professionals to assist
clients and students in making good career choices. The slowing rate
of growth in productivity is linked to the need for our economy th
remain competitive. Remaining competitive requires an available
pool of highly skilled, educated and adaptable workers. The
increasing sophistication ofjobs in the fidure challenges all of us to
meet the educational needs of all those who will enter the labor force.
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OTHER USES OF
INFORMATION

Career and labor market
information also describes
the specific populations in
our country.

It can be used to break
down sexist and
stereotypical
preconceptions about
people in the labor force.

Other Uses of Information
So far this module has concentrated on questions and information
sources that can be used with clients and students. These are
questions that enable an exploration of occupations, work settings
and labor markets.

Career and labor market information also describes the specific
populations in our country, where they are located and where they
are not. It provides us with usefid background information that can
help both counselor and the client understand the world in which we
must work. It can be useful in working with students and adults to
help break down sexist and stereotypical preconceptions about people
in the labor ftwce. This kind of inhnnation can be used, for example,
to show people in specific populations what others have accomplished
in their working liv&s, i.e., to point out the occupations employing
concentrations of women or minorities, the incomes of people with
different levels of education, the differences in the incomes of men,
women, whites, blacks and Hispanics, high school graduation rates,
and poverty levels. These data could be used with people of color to
point out their economic and labor force conditions, and to provide
them with an impetus for changing their situation.

Counselors in a high school setting may be aware that students learn
some of this information in economies or social studies classes.
Counselors may be able to coordinate with these classes or add
fathoms curricula. Career and labor market information could also be
used as an introduction to units on career exploration which are
common in middle school and high school grades.

The following example illustrates how educators have used labor
market statistics to promote self-awareness and sex equity in the
classroom. The boxed statements indicate those built upon labor
market information. A point to keep in mind is that similar kinds of
statements can be created for other specific populations, such as
blacks and Hispanics.
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Sample et How Labor Market Information Is Used
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LIMITATIONS OF
CAREER AND
LABOR MARKET
INFORMATION

An understanding of the
limitations is helpful in
understanding and using
various sources.

Most surveys are
completed by a sample of
the population and then
inflated to represent the
entire country.

Given the limitations of
sample surveys, it is nos
always easy to find
current, local data.

Limitations of Career and Labor Market Information
We tend to think that with so many surveys going on that we should
have data to answer all possible questions. However, there are some
basic limitations to the process of data collection and publication.
There are omstant trade-offit when selecting data to answer a
question. Sometimes we ask questions and want statistics that no
one collects. Sometimes the data we want are not available for the
location or the time perk(' we specify. Sometimes data elements are
not defined in the way in which we want the information defined. A
basic understanding of the limitations of career and labor market
information is helpfial in understanding and using various sources.
Conigete vs. Sample
One of the most basic limitations of labor market statistics comes in
the data collection process. Surveys are expensive, and individuals
and businesses frequently resent the time necessary to fill out a
survey. There are niles of statistical reliability that must be followed
in creating and evaluating a survey.

The only data collection program that attempts to reach the entire
populatka is the census, and even then only a select number of
questions (the short form) go to the entire population. The long form,
which asks questions about employment., education, and income, goes
to an average of 20% of the population.

All other surveys are ccolducted on a scientifically selected "sampk"
of the nation. Data from the sample are then "inflated" to represent
the entire countay. It is the nature of a sample survey that there
must be a specified number of respondents in the survey for the data
to be accurate for the given geographical location, or for the type of
data. The nature of e given survey determines the limitations of the
data that can be reported.

National vs. State vs. Local Data
When working with students and clients, it is usually best to have
the most local and most current information postale. Locating local
and current information can be a frustrating exercise. Given the
limitations of sample surveys, it is not always easy to find current,
local data. Many states, however, do make serious efforts to develop
local data.

The census is the best source of local data because it has information
about places as small as 2,500 population. Selective monthly labor
force data from B1.8 programs are usually available for states,
counties and metropolitan areas.

Data about the characteristics of people in the labor force are usually
only available at the national level through the decennial census.
The sample in the Current Population Survey (CPS) is not sufficient
to give us detailed data for most states. Our understanding of local
trends and changes in the labor market must then be based on, and
compared to, trends and changes observed at a national level.
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Not all data are updated
monthly or even annually.
Another problem is the
length of processing time
fbr the larger data
collection programs.

It should bo noted that the
slowness of significant
statistical changes means
that information that is
several years old may still
be useful and reliable.

Remember that those who
have an argument to
present will select the
data necessary to make a
point.

Timeliness
There are at least two reasons why we cannot always find data tbr
selected time periods. One is that not all data are updated monthly
or even annually. Another reason is that the larger data collection
programs require longer processing times.

The best example of the "timeliness" limitation is the decennial
census data. Because it is so lam and expensive, the census is
conducted only once every ten years. The detailed information in the
Current Population Survey (CPS) is collected once a year. The CPS
collects limited labor force data ea& month. At each level, the data
are more limited.

These surveys also ofk an illustration of the processing problems.
The limited information on the labor force is processed and releasedwithin a month. The more detailed information from the CPS is
processed and becomes available six months to a year after collected.
The 1990 Census of Population data began to be released one year
after they were collected, and release of detailed information for
states and places will continue tbr another two years, at least. This
means that it will be about 1903 when the most detailed information
about occupational employment, educational attainment and income
becomes available.

Fortunately, while specific numbers may indeed change from year to
year leading us to think that only the most recent data are reliable,
in fact, changes in data about any given demographic characteristicdo not change greatly from year to year. It is only over time that we
see significant changes. The slowness of significant statistical
changes means that data that are two, or five or ten years old may bereliable and useful.

Institutional Him
Except when dealing with the primary data sources, we encounter
data that have been selected for us, usually for a particular purpose.
There are many jokes and serious admonitions about the truth that
statistics can be used to prove anything. This is not th say that thedata are biased or unreliable: However, the people who have a
particular story or argument to present select from the mass of data
very carefully in order to make a point This tendency is useful when
we are looking for data about a particular ethnic population, a given
age group or a given geographical location. It means that special
interest groups have already sorted through all the statistics to find
what is relevant to their causes.

"Information" is created when data are selected, compared, added,
subtracted, analyzed and formed into a story or an argument. While
it is important to know who has turned statistics into informatihn,
one should not assume that the bias of the analyst is necessarily bad.We rely on special interest groups to cull from the mass of numbers
data that are related and present a desired picture. As an example,
the Women's Bureau in the Department of Labor compiles data about
women from the Current Population Survey. The Bureau regularly
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NETWORKS AS
SOURCES

Thme are people in the
community or state who
can help you locate the
information you need.

One of the closest
resources is the local
library.

Other iesources includa
SOICCs

Regional planning
agencies

State Data Centers

Employment Security
Offices

Government Printing
Office Bookstores

Chambers of Commerce

publishes highly usefel intermation about the conditimi ofwomen in
the United States. Without this work, all of us would have to do our
own selecting and eynthesizing.

Networks As Sources
The old manias It I. not what you know, but who you knows also
applies to finding people to help you access mid interpret labor
market information. If the long list of published sources seems more
like a maze, remember that there are people in the comma*" or
state who can help you find the information you need. Most of these
human resources are more than willing to help you answer the
occasional question or direct you to resources that you can use with
clients or studenb.

One of the closest resources is the local library. Many libraries have
baMc reference materials: the decennial mum the U.S. Statistical
Abstract, the state Blue Book, a manutecturtnie directory to name a
few. Other large libraries may be part of information networks that
supply them with reports from the Bureau of Labor Statistics or the
Bureau of the Census. Three of these networks arc the Government
Printing Office Depository Libraries, the Census Depository Libraries,
and the State Data Center Affiliate& Some libraries may also have
CIDS and other career resource& Each of these Binaries are sent
copies of government reports. The librarians are trained ate helping
users begin to use the sources.

The State Occupational information Coordinating Committees
also offer another point of access to the wide range of LMI. (See
Appendix B for a list of the SOICCs.)

Regional planning agencies frequently have staff slulled at
analyzing labor market statistics.

Each state has a State Data Center affiliated with the Bureau of
the Census, which prepares reports and helps people use data
produced by the Bureau. (St(te Appendix 0 for a list of the State Data
Centers.)

Employment Security Offices in each state have labor market
analysts, sometimes at both state and local levels, who collect,
analyze, and disseminate labor market statistics.

Government Printing Office Bookstores are located in several
mg* cities. They serve as retail outlets for publications of the
federal government They usually have copies of the mkfor reference
works as well as copies of the most recent releases. They frequently
concentrate on reports with information about the state and region in
which they are located. (See Appendix /7 for a list of the Government
Printing Office Bookstores.)

State and local Chambers of Commerce are another possalle source
of labor market infermation, especially information about local
geographical areas.
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WHAT IS CAREER AND LABOR MARKET
INFORMATION? HOW CAN

IT BE ACCESSED? HOW CAN IT BE USED?
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

MODULE 5

Occupations have been classified since primitive times. At first, workers were divided into two
categories: hunters and gatherers, and later into laborers and non-laborers. As we look ba k into
history, other class systems emerged, such as the peasantry, the royalty, the clergy and the
educated. As society became more complex, so did the work and the toncomitant classification
systems. In Europe during the Middle Ages, a system of workers' craft unions, or guilds, surfaced
and first created the category of skilled workers.

By the early 1900s, the subordinate role of laborers was widely recognized. Some theorists
believed this was due to workers having a smaller head size and brain width. The theorists
contended that the brains of the more academic types, such as universibt teachers, averaged a
weight of 1500 grams, versus the brain weight of unskilled laborers, which averaged only 1410
grams. Intelligence was measured by the size of people's heads and was correlated with their
occupations.

During the depression, the government tried to ascertain how many citizens were
employed or unemployed. In the United States, federal involvement in the classification of
workers dates back to the 1820 census, when statistics about the work force were tabulated for the
first time, The Bureau of Labor was established in 1884 within the Department of the Interior. In
1888, the Bureau became an independent federal agency. The Department of Labor was created
by an Act of Congress in 1913, making it the ninth executive department.

Direct government involvement in the labor market and the national economy did not take place
until the country faced its most severe economic downturn after the Stock Market Crash of 1929
that led to the Great Depression of the 1930s. The current configuration of programs can be traced
back to the 1930s when the government attempted to ascertain how many citizens were employed
and unemployed as the Depression deepened. M the Depreseion's lowest point, one out of every
four workers was unemployed. In response to those conditions, the government developed many
programs to stimulate the eanomy and put people to work, such as the Civilian Conservation
Corps (CCC) in 1933, and the Works Progress Administration (WPA) in 1935.

During World War II, the government needed labor market information to train workers
and fill jobs. Despite the efforts of the Roosevelt Administraticm to spur economic recovery, the
Depression lasted throughout the 1930s until the United States became involved in World War II.
As the nation geared up for war, workers were needed in every industry. In contrast to the 19300
when the government was creating jobs for workers, the government was now looking for workers
to fill the jobs as industries raced to speed up the production of war :iaterials. In both of these
critical time periods, the government needed information about the labor market in order to
formulate policy and develop programs. Labor Market Inftrmation became increasingly important
during this period as the United States developed its strong industrial economy and its position as
a leading world power.

What follows is a brief survey of selected topics in career and labor market information. These
topics include answers to questions commonly asked * students, counselors, job seekers and job
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placement staff. The sources menticuted in each section are relatively accessible through KoIC Cs,
pttblic or school libraries or employment security officea. For the most part, these sources are
published by the tbderal government. Private publications are cited when they are a unique source
of intbrmation.

Population

All of us are curious about the population. Somehow it is intriguing to watch our particular age
cohort move across the years. If we are part of the Baby Boom, it ie easy to watch our bulge move
like a tidal wave across population charts. Or, if we are teachers or employers, we watch the Baby
Bust (or Birth Dearth) generation grow into the 1990s and we waxier where to recruit new fast
food workers or how are we going to use the empty classrooms until there are more students.

Knowing about population trends helps in understanding the trends in the labor &rm. For
example, the labor force of the 1990s and the year 2000 is already born. We know, therefore, that
there ars fbwer youth entering the labor force than at any time in the past twenty years. This
trend affects the way employers recruit new workers and establish retraining programs ftr existing
workers. Reports fkom the Current Population Survey and projections from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics in Outlook WOO and the Monthly Labor Review offer us the data that show these trends.

Most states have programs that work with the Bureau of the Census to estimate state and local
populations. A Demographic Office or State Data Center would be a local source to contact. Area
libraries should also have easily available sources.

Other federally published reports that contain population data for states and metropolitan areas
include the Statistical Abstract of the United States, the City and County Data Book, the State and
Metropolitan Area Data Boot There also may be state published statistical abstracts, Blue Books,
which are labor market reports that contain population statistics.

The 1990 Census data will provide the most complete population profile, not only of the country,
but also of states, metropolitan areas, cities, towns, villages, reservations and numerous
unincorporated areas. The first data, released in early 1991, is a population count by race and
ethnic group; the data is used for defining new voting districts. The second wave of data includes
age and marital status details. This I. the beginning of the wealth of data that will become
available between 1991 and 1993.

Wage and Income Information

Career development facilitators know that whatever other information is provided, clients are most
hltely to ask, 'Mow much does it pay?" Sometimes it is easy to answer this question. Other times
a complete exploration of wages and income and cost of living is necessary to fitlly appreciate the
financial implications of an occupation, a labor market, or a level of education. Wage and Income
Information inchides a wide array of data: wage and earnings; personal and fbmily income; cost of
living; and earnings by occupation, industry, education, sex, race, age and poverty levels.

Counselors and teachers in high schools may use income information to try to persuade marginal
students to graduate. Teachers construct exercises in budgeting to enable students to understand
the realities of independent living and, perhaps, the desirability of fitrther education or training.
Professionals counseling displaced workers may explore job potential in terms of providing a
"standard of living." Counselors and teachers working with high school girls or displaced
homemakers find comparisons of male and female earnings usefitl. Such comparisons are basic to
encouraging the client to explore nontraditional occupations.
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Many states conduzt wage surveys, providing the most local, current and occupationally specific

data available. Contact an Employment Security Office to locate these kinds of reports. The

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) conducts annual wage surveys in selected mebepolitan areas
throughout the country. The reports are called Area Wage Samos. These data are current and
local. However, only a limited number of occupations are repated. BLS also =ducts Industry
Wage Surveys for selected industries. The occupations in these reports are those commonly found

in industries, such as banking, nursing homes or contract construction. Sometimes local wages are

reported for areas that have a high concentration of employment in the indudry. There is about a

two year time lag from when data are collected to publication.

Professional and trade associations are another source of occupatimral wage data. Sometimes
associations publish special reports; sometimes data are published in proftesional journals.

Awareness of this source di data may be limited to memben of the trade or prolbssion.

The popular press often publishes occupational wage intbrmatism. Special interest magazines often

do surveys. It ;is useful to keep a clipping file of these kinds of stories; sometimes the information

is unique and will not appear in regular surveys.

At the national level earnings by occupation and sex are collected * the Current Population
Survey. These data are published in Empictyment and Earnings each quarter, with an annual

average in the January issue. Earnings are reported fbr year-round, full-time workers separately

from all workers or part-time workers. These data ars the bids fbr almost all comparisons of male

and female earnings.

While occupational wages are most commonly requested, there are also data on wages by industry.

There are two national programs, directed by the BLS, which provide this kind of information.

Each month the Current Employment Statistics (MS) Program oolloola earnings of
non-supervisory and production workers. These data ars available by state and metropolitan areas

for manufacturing industries. They also are available by state for non-manufbcturing industries.

Each state's labor market information office, in the Employment Security (Job Service) office, I. a

common source of this information. The CES offers the most current earnings information

possible. These data are usually published by each state, but they also are available each month

in Employment and Earnings, publishb:. by BLS.

The second program is Covered Employment and Wages (CEW), which collecta intbrmation from all

employers covered by states' Unemployment Insurance laws. The data are processed quarterly,

with about a six month time lag Each state has a different way ofproviding this information.

Annually, BLS publishes press releases with the annual average wage information for states and

metropolitan areas. Detailed industry data for each state are published in the annual report,
Employment and Wages.

Because data on earnings and wages by industry are available for prescribed geographical areas, it

is possible to compare the wages offered by different industries. Clients and students can easily

see the economic benefit of seeking a job in one industry compared to another.

Job seekers of all ages often try to compare their own wages with the cost of living "If it costs too

much to live in one city, will it be cheaper to live in a different city?" "Can I move out of my
parent's house if I get this job at this rate of pay?" "How much more does it cost today than it did
last year; should I find a new job that pays morer

Job placement professionals and counselors should know how to answer these kinds of questions or

where to find the information There are two different cost of living indexes. One is the Bureau of
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Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index; the other is the American Chamber of Commerce
Researchers' Association report, Cost of Living Index.

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is the most often quoted cost of living index. It is most valuable
for comparing changes in the cost of living in particular places. Each meth the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BIS) collects the cost for a market basket of goods and services in cities throughout thecountry. Each surveyed location has its own market basket and its own index number. There is a
combined number fbr the whole country. Because of the way the CPI is salculated it is not
possible to compare the index mnnbers of different metroolitan areas, it is only posaille to
compare the pertentap change in the index numbers from one date to another. It is the basis for
numerous wage contracts, rental agreements and cost increase agreements. The CPI is reportedeach month in numerous news articles in local newspapers and national magazines.

The Cost of Living Index from the American Chamber of Commerce Researchers' Association is
valuable because it allows comparison of the cost of living in different cities across the nation.
Each month the national index is 100 and the index numbers for each location are compared tothat. This method allows the comparison of index numbers from one city to another. Data arecollected by local Chambers of Commerce in cities across the tountry. Information is published
quarterly. It is most easily available from the local Chamber of Commerce.

A third source for cost of living information is another BLS program, the Consunser Expenditure
Survey, which reports dollars spent rather than an index number. This survey asks households
how they spend their income. The reports, published with about a two year lag time, show in
detail and in dollars, expenditures for housing, food, utilities, clothes, fuel, and taxes. There is alimited amount of information for different regions in the country. Expenditures for households
with different levels of income also are reported. This kind of information would be useful for "real
world" exercises in the cost of living.

Family and Household Income

The Current Population Report, Series P-70, which reports the results of the Survey of Income and
Program Participation, reports earnings by education in the issue titled "What's It Worth."

Many questions are asked about household or family income. Household or family income isfrequently used as a standard for program eligibility. Grant applications often ask for family
income. Family income offers a way to measure economic health. Poverty levels are defined interms of household income.

The census income information is the most recent hard data for states, counties and cities. Allestimates of local household or family income are created by a formula. The Current Population
Survey collects income information each year at the national level. These data are published eachyear in .the Series P-60, Consumer Income reports. Data are offered for households, families andpersons.

Median family income is a commonly sought after number. A median is the number that
represents a half-way point; half of families have an income below that number, half, above.
Family is defined by the Bureau of the Census as persons living together, related by blood,
marriage or adoption. There are no one-person families. There are, however, one-person
households. Household income, therefore, tends to be lower than family income.

A source for more looslized information is the Survey of Buying Power, created and published bySales and Marketing Management Magazine each summer. It presents what is called median
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household Effective Buying Income MM. EBI is defined as income after taxes are taken out; in

other words, disposable income. EBI is given fbr all states, counties, metrocatan areas, and cities

in the metropolitan areas.

Per Capita Personal Income

One of the best measures of changes in income in local areas is the Per Capita Personal Income

created by the U.& Bureau of Economic Analysis, Department of COMMECCO. This swam of

income comes from the total earnings of persons in an area. The income may be from wage and

salary, from self-employment, or from trough?' payratmts. This total income figure (usually in

billions of dollars) is then divided by the entire population in the area, to derive the per capita

personal income figure. Because personal income measures actual dollars of income, it is possible

to see real economic change in an area and to compare the income in more than one area.

The Bureau of Economic Analysis publishes Per Capita Personal Income for states, counties and

metropolitan areas each year, though because of the processing time there is a time lag of more

than a year. The published report is titled Local Area Persmal Inanne.

Poverty Data

Poverty data provide valuable information about a given geographical area. They may offer

insight into the economic andition of the labor market or school district. They can provide

advance notice to a counselor about the living conditions of the client population. The data
certainly provides supporting evidence of the need for various employment, training and economic

development programs.

Poverty guidelines are established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services each

year and are intended to be used for establishing eligthility for various government programs. The

guidelines are based on estimated expenditures for a nutritious diet, and are updated each year

using the Cffltsumer Prke Index.

Estimates of the number and percent of persons and families at the poverty level are based on

income information. The poverty guidelines are used as the income cutoff: The Current

Population Survey provides national level data on the numbers of persons, households and families

with different levels of income. The poverty rate for the country can then be estimated.

Income by Education

The relationship between schooling and income is of great concern to students, parents, counselors

and adult job seekers. The questions are: "How much more can I expect to earn If I graduater or

"Can I recover my investment if I take this training class for a different occupation?"

There are data gathered at the national level to answer these questions. Two sources give the

clearest information. Money Income and Poverty Status in the United States (annual, Series P40,

Current Population Reports) contains information on income by education. The table "Educational

Attainment of Persons - Percent Distribution and Median Earnings of Perscos with Earnings, by

Occupation of Longest Job, Age, Work Experience, and Sex" offers a lot of ammunition to help

convince students to stay in schooL
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Table 15. Educational Atta ir fnent of Persons-Percent Distribution and Median Earnings in
1968 of Persons With Earnings, by Occupation of Longest Job, Age, Work
Experience, and Sex
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'Figure 5.59

'The second source is What's it Worth? Educational Background and Economic Status: Spring 1587(Series P-70, Current Population Reports). This report presents information from the Survuy ofIncome and Program Participation (SIM another Bureau of the Census survey. Often, educationis measured by the number ofyears of schooling an individual has completed. In What's it Worth?educational attainment is based on formal degrees received and the field of study in which thedegrees were obtained.
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Table 2. Four-Month Average income, Earnings and Work Activfty, and Educational Attainment, by Sex,
Race, and Age: Spring 1997

Educationai ettarnment
Monthly Income

i
A144117111 811lin99

Months with
work nth*

Mean
Standard

agar Mean

....

Slanderd
gnat

Standard
atTel

TOTAL. 18 YEARS AND OVER

Both efla03 $1,225 614 21,076 $14 2.55 0.02

Doctorate 4,118 565 3,53? 557 3.40 0.14

Professional 4,323 358 4.003 369 3.45 0.11

Mastacs 2,776 81 2,378 73 138 0.05

Bachefor's 2,109 47 1,829 41 3.19 0.03

Associate 1,630 58 1,458 54 3.18 0.05

vocational 1,417 91 1,088 66 2.84 0.07

Some cortege. no degree 1393 30 1,088 23 2.81 0.03

Nigh school graduate only 1,135 14 921 14 2.51 0.02

Not a high school graltate 761 13 452 15 1.58 0.04

Mate 1.810 24 1,540 25 2.96 0.02

Doctorate 4.493 661 3,950 867 3.43 0.15

Professional 4,940 430 4,460 449 3.49 0.11

Master's 3,327 111 2,901 110 3.59 0.05

Bachelor's 3.777 76 2,471 71 3.49 0.04

Associate 2,133 99 1,977 84 . 3.80 0.06

Vocational 1,917 112 1.069 129 3.33 0.11

Some cceege. no degree 1,693 54 1.483 42 3.08 0.04

Nigh school graduate onlY 1,578 23 1,350 23 109 0.01

Not a high school graduate 1,046 33 709 25 2.09 0.05

Female 893 12 852 10 2.19 0.02

Doctorate
Professorial

034
2,494 338

iiii
2,111

(5)
346

(S)
3.34

MI
0.24

Master's , 2.098 104 1,733 91 112 009

Bachelor's 1,388 36 1,138 30 2.94 0.05

Associate 1.200 24 1,022 BO 2.82 0.08

Vocational 1,159 '14 773 49 2.58 0.10

Some cottege, no degree 892 16 710 16 2.55 0.04

hugh school graduals only 785 14 583 13 2.25 0.03

Not a high school graduate 489 9 207 9 1.09 0.04

Recent concerns about the quality and quantity of the labor force inwe sent educators and planners

to statistics generated by the educational system. Schools him been anxious about the number of
dropouts as well as the number of graduates going to college. Businesses assess local labor force

potential by looking at the educational attainment of the populaticm and the training programs
from which workers graduate. Program planners need to know about target populations for

training programs.

One of the biggest issues in the labor force is that of literacy. There are many different definitions

of literacy, ranging from the ability to read anything to the ability to read materials at a specified

reading level. Unfortunately there are no precise ways to measure literacy levels in the population

as a whole, in general, if one completed more than eight years of school, one is considered literate.

However imperfect they may be, estimates of illiteracy in the population are based on statistics of

persons with less than an eighth grade education.

Statistics of educational attainment are found in the census, especially for small geographic areas.

Estimates for the nation are updated with the Current Population Survey.



Another hone ofconcern is data about dropouts. While there is much concern about dropouts
there is little statistical data to analyze the dropout situation. There are several different
measures of a dropout rate, each providing a significantly difibrent picture of the situation. At the
present time, there seems to be no way to comma's statistical collected at the state level with
statistics reported at the national level, unless the definitions and calculation methods are theSame.

Other education indicators include graduation rates, enrollment levels, graduates in major
sulljects, and surveys of graduates anticipating fiirther education.

The National Center for Education Statistics MVO in the U.S. Department of Education
publishes several statidical compilations. The data in these reports comes from federal and state
agencies, private research organizations and professional associations.

A major source of this information is the Digest of Education Statistics, published annually for
twenty-five years. It contains data about schools, students, teachers and programs. Some is
presented tbr the entire nation; some by state. There are data for public and private schools, frompreschool to graduate and professional schools.

Another compilation is The Condition of Education, which presents selected statistical data in theform of education "indicators," defined as key data that measure educational trends. This report isannual and mandated by federal law. A companion piece to this report is Education Indicators,
designed to present statistical information in an accessible manner tbr a general audience.

Still another series is PnVections of Education Statistics. The 1989 edition offers projections to theyear MO. Included are projections for enrollments, graduates, instructional staff and
expenditures for elementary and secondary schools and postsecondary institutions.

State departments of public instruction are the main source of education statistics at the state andlocal level.

Specific Populations

The term "Specific Populations" can refer to a large number of special, identifiable groups of ourpopulation. These populations may be people of various racial and ethnic backgrounds. They maybe people of a designated age group, such as teenagers or older workers; they may be people in aparticular situation, such as teenage mothers, displaced homemakers, workers with disabilities ordislocated workers. ,

While the people in these groups are individuals with particular idiosyncrasies and needs, they arsalso identifiable by the characteristics attributed to the group. Statistical information about the
group is useful in understanding its demographic characteristics, labor force participation andeconomic conditions. Counselors and job placement professionals may find these data useltil in
their dealings with people of these population.

Curricula developed for working with teenage girls, displaced homemakers, and racial and ethnic
groups offer suggestions for the types of information that are important to share with students andother clients. Information can be used to dispel stereotypes, offer possibilities and explainrealities. For example, it is important for Hmong youth to learn where other limong live in orderto find another community. It would be exciting fbr Hispanic women to see the full range of
occupations in which Hispanic women are employed. It is instructive for teenage mothers to knowthe difference in earnings between men end women in certain occupations. It might be comfortingfor older people to know how many others over age 65 are working for pay.

ICDM
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The information commonly included in curricula includes deMographk characteristics such as age,
sex and location; labor force participation including employmett and unemployment rates; and
economic conditions such as income, earnings, poverty status and education attainment. Such
information provides incentives for overcoming the difficulties that may confront people in the
group, while offering the vision of what is possible. Thew kind of statistics can be accompanied by
stories about real life people who can serve as role models for persons with special needs.

The most complete source of this important statistical data is the census. Information about the
race and age of the population at national, state and local levels is the first data released from the
1990 Census of Population. As these data are published by the Bureau of the Census, there will
be many articles in the popular press. Full reports are available in libraries and State Data
Centers.

To help broaden public understanding of the census, the Bureau ci the Census and the education
community have developed the 1990 Census Education Prcdect. One result of this collaboration is
a teaching kit containing ten temiler-ready lessons for K-12 classes. The lessons introduce
students to a variety of concepts about information from the census. Some of the exercises have
classroom extensions that can be performed to complement outreach suggestions. The 1990 Census
Education Project was developed before April 1, 1990 to help prepare the public before Census Day.
The lessons, however, are timeless and certainly can be used now that 1990 data is being
published. One kit was sent to all school principals and superintendents in spring 1989. Contact.
Census Awareness and Products Program Staff in any of the 12 regional census centers for both
actual information and for training and technical assistance.

Current estimates of minority population are problematic. The Bureau of the Census, in the
Current Population Reports, Series P-25, Population Estimates, publishes annual estimates of state
populations with breakdowns by age and sex. There are also annual estimates of black and
Hispanic populations by state. The most complete data, especially for local areas, are in the 1580
Census.

To provide a snapshot of ethnic and racial populatiors following the 1970 and 1980 Censuses, the
Bureau of the Census published a series of booklets. The booklets from 1980 were titled: We, the
Americans; We, the American Women; We, the Black Americans; Nosotros...We, the Mexican
Americana, the Puerto Ricans, the Cubans, and the Hispanos from other countries in the Caribbean,
Central and South America, and from Spain; We, the First Americans; We, the Asian and Pacific
Islander Americans. While the booklets do not have state or local information, they do provide a
summary of information about the populatice, its households, education, employment and income
levels. Large public and academic libraries should have copies of these reports.

Until 1993, and between Censuses, we rely on the data from the Current Population Survey. The
U.S. Bureau of the Census publishes these data in Currtsit Population Reports. The U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics publishes data in Employment and Earnings and articles in Monthly Labor
Rev;eg v. Organizations like the Urban League, La Reza, the Children's Defense Fund, the U.S.
Women's Bureau and the American Association d Retired Persons use these data in their analyses
of specific populations. Newspapers frequently report on information provided from these
publications. Local chapters of these national organizations often will have copies of the reports.

How Others Use LMI

In the past years curricula for career exploration and job search skills have been developed for use
with various populations. Though written with a specific audience in mind, these curricula share
certain characteristics of organization, activities and information. Most of these courses involve

ICDM B5-9



teacher presentations and research by the participant& The teacher presentations usually include
refennce to the wider labor market and incorporate various types of labor market data.

Below is a list of resources that have incorporated, to one degree or another, labor market
information into curricula or presentations.

An America that werks: the life-cole approach to a competitive win* 'brew A gatemen: by the
research and policy committee of the cronmittee r nonomic devekpment (1990). New
York: Committee tbr Economic Thrvelopment.

A study of ww* Ant* integration Imes, (1990). Augusta, MN: Maine Occupational Information
Coordinating Committee.

Allison, P. B., (ad.) (1984). Labor, worklife, and industrial relations: Sources cor informatim NewWyk: Haworth Press.
Audiovisual Career Infirmation Delivery System Enhancement (ACE) Consortium. Available from

ACE Distribution Swiss do Kansas Careen, Bluemont Hall, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, XS 085084803.

Chickenomics. Video 'available from WRI Educational Institute, SanDiego, CA
Gasman, B. and Deutsch, N., (1990). Increasing options through live I gawk planning, * teachers

and counselors to use with young peg* ogee 1348. Madison, WI: Wisconsin Department
of Public Instructim

Graff', A. and Leonard, D., (1980). The tools of the trade: A blueprint fir moving young women into
nonbaditional careers. Madison, WI: Skilled Jobs fbr Women, Inc.

It$3 your figure Oudot career guide for high trehool girk, (1984). Princeton, NJ: Peterson's
Guides.

Keller, B. and Tonelli, J., (1986). Ready, willing, and able...A life and career planning series *
women with disabilities. Wausau, WI: North Central Technical Institute.

LeCompte, M. (ed.). (1991). Job hunter's source book: Where to find employment leads and other fob
search resources. Detroit: Gale Research.

Lindquist, C. L., & Feodonft P. L. (1989-1991). Where to start COMP planning: Essential resource
guide for career aanning and Job hunting. Princeton, NJ: Peterson's Guides.

Norwood, V., (1979). How women lind jobs: A guide ibr workshop leaden. Santa Fe, NM: New
Mexico Commiuion on the Status of Women.

Perry, N. and Donald, B. N., (1990). PREP, planning to realise educational potential. Augusta,
MN: Maine Occupational Information Coordinatirg Committee.

Sanders, J. &, (1986). The nuts and bolts of NTO: How to help women enter non traditional
occupations, 2nd edition. Netachea, NJ: Ths Scarecrow Press, Inc.

Savage, K. M., & Dorgan, C. A. (eds.). (n.d.). PrOtssional careers somebody An information guide
* career planning. Detroit: Gale Research.

U.S. Women's Bureau, (1984). Women in nontraditional careers (WINC): Curriculum guide.
Washington, DC: U.S. Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office.

Women's Center of Dallas, (1980). The career shopper's guide, a development plan manual for an
employment resource and training service. Dallas, TX: The Women's Center of Dallas.
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CIDS Files and File Cross References
(Example)

Programs
Purpose

Core Courses

Schools Offering

Schools
4 Year

2 Year

Proprietary

Programs Offered

Occupations
Duties

Work Conditions

Job Requirements

Methods of Entry

Employment

Earnings

Related Training Programs

Military
MOTD

Apprenticeship
OJT

Classroom
Training

The connecting lines indicate cross references between files.

This chart illustrates the type of information found in CIDS programs.

Figure 5.3



Example from a CIDS Printed Resource

3620.21

Ultrasound Technologists

Work DescrOtion
Ultrasound technologists use special kinds of

sound waves to help people who are ill. They sre also
known as diagnostic medical souographers. They use
machines known as ultrasound scanners to find med-
ical problems in patients.

A technologist carefully places a patient against
the machine. Only the area of the body that must be
tested is put against the machine. A technologist then
starts the scanner. This pointa high frequency sound
waves at the correct part of the patient's body. Sound
waves go through the outside of the body and bounce
off the patient's body organs and tissues. Shadowy
pictures, called images, can be recorded on a screen or
film. The images show the shape and position of body
parts such as the heart, kidneys, or muscle and tissue
masses. These images can show places where liquids,
called fluids, are building up in the body. They can
also show the rate of growth of a baby while it is
Inside of its mother. Then doctors study these Images
to find out what kind of tzeatment the patient needs.

An ultrasound technciogist must first study the
results of other modical tests, called diagnostic tests,
t'at have been done on the patient. They look for
information that will help them choose the right ultra-
sound eqaipment. This information also helps theni
find which area of the patient's body t,1 treat. Tech-
nologists explain to patients how eath test works and
what it is for. They make sure that the images the
machine makes can be read and understood clearly.
Only then do they record the test results.

Some ultrasound technologists specialize in brain
testing, heart testing, eye testing or testing how ba-
bies develop in the womb. 'lb become certified to
give a special type of test, an individual must pass a
national exam in each specialty area.

Working Conditions
Ultrasound technologists genzrally work 40 hears

per week. Some work rot ting shifts. Others must be
ready to go to work at aoy time.

Work Places
Ultrasound technologists work in hospitals and

clinics. They may also work in some doctor's offices.

Workers' Comments
Ultrasound technoloests like working with pa-

tients. They like giving ultrasound tests because
the tests are painlesi and do not expose patients or
themselves to any harmful effects. Ultrasound tech-

nologists like being members of health care teams.
They think doctors respect them and the work that
they do.

Getting the Job
Some hospitals have training programs in ultra-

sound technology. Training programs generally last
one year. To get into one of these programs, ultra-
sound technicians must finish two years of college or
a two-year vocational school program in allied hoalth.
After finishing the one-year training program, an ul-
trasound technologist may become certified by taking
aa exam. The American Registry of Diagnostic Med-
ical Sonographers gives this exam. Technicians may
be certified In one or more specialties and are then
known as registered diagnostic medical sonogriphers

Applicants must have good grades in math,
physics, biology, zoology, and English. Some under-
standing of how to use computers may be valuable in
the future.

Pay and Employment
Typical salaries range from about $19,700 to

$32,900 per year.

Salaries vary a great deal from hospital to hospi-
tal. Ultrasound technologists are often paid on the
same salary scale as X-ray technicians.

The national outlook for this occupation is good.
Job openings may exceed the number of qualified ap-
plicants throughout the 1980's.

Movhg Up
Ultrasound technologists may be promoted by be-

coming certified to give more than one kind of ultra-
sound test. With more work experience, a technolo-
gist may be promoted to a supervisor or educational
coordinator. Some technologists earn college degrees
so they can teach ultrasound technology to others.

Where to Write
Yon may be able to get more information about

this occupation by writing to:
American Soc of Radiologic Technicians
15000 Central Avenue,S. E.
Albuquerque, NM 87123

P't
Figure 5.4
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Sample Index

NATIONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT GUIDEUNES COMPETENCIES

11111
AND STUDENT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each competency is broken down into its corresponding student performance indicators. The number(s)
in parentheses following each performance indicator denote the activities in this book (for grades 7-9)
that ...3dress that specific performance indicator. Note: while each acUvity addresses several perform-
ance indicators only the key indicators are listed on the activity page under "Performance Indicators.'

NATIONAL STUDENT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
FOR M1DDLE/JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

SW-Knowledge
1. Knowledge of the influence of a positive self-concept.

1.1 Describe personal likes and dislikes.
(5. 6, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 30, 34, 35, 44, 45, 53. 54, 68, 60, 66, 89, 70, 71, 72, 79, 83,
88, 87, 90, 93, 95, 100, 108, 109, 114, 115, 117, 120, 121, 132, 134. 137, 139, 141)

1.2 Describe individual skins required to fulfill different life roles.
(6, 13, 19, 22, 27, 30, 38, 54, 56, 58, 60, 61. 62, 64, 65, 66, 87, 68, 69. 71, 75. 82, 83,
85, 86, 91, 93, 94, 97, 100, 103. 105, 1C,8, 109, 110, 114, 115. 116, 117, 118, 120, 121,
123, 124, 125, 128, 127, 128, 129, 130, 134, 135. 138, 140)

1.3 Describe how one's behavior influences the feelings and actions of others.
(9. 23;24, 50, $4, 55, 61. 62, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89. 90, 91, 94, 97, 98, 101. 103, 105,
108, 111, 114, 115, 116, 117, 120, 122, 124, 128, 128, 129, 130)

1.4 Identify environmental influences on attitudes, behaviors, and aptitudes.
(18, 38, 57, 78, 80, 81, 92, 84, 90, 92, 94, 96, 97, 99, 101, 102, 103, 106, 107, 108, 110,
112, 114, 118, 119, 122, 123, 125, 127, 133, 134)

2. SIdlis to interact with others.
2.1 Demonstrate respect for the feelings and beliefs of others.

(14,17, 29, 41, 54, 59, 62, 63, 70, 72, 79, 80, 84, 85, 86, 87, 91, 93, 96, 97, 99, 100, 101,
102, 103, 105. 111, 112, 114, 115, 117, 120, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 137, 128, 137,
139)

2.2 Demonstrate an appreciation for the similarities and differences among people.
(27, 23, 24, 54, 61, 62, 63, 71, 79, 86, 87, 88, 93, 95, 97, 99, 100, 101, 103, 109, 110,
112, 113, 114, 117, 121, 123, 127, 139)

2.3 Demonstrate tolerance and flexibility in interpersonal and group situations.
(9, 14, 23, 29, 38, 39, 41, 61, 62, 63, 69, 71, 72. 79, 85, 87. 91, 92, 93, 95, 99, 102, 103,
105, 108, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115. 117, 120, 122, 125, 128, 127, 128, 130, 131,
137, 139)

2.4 Demonstrate skills in responding to criticism.
(69, 80, 84, 91, 100, 103, 111, 122, 131, 134)

2.5 Demonstrate effective group membership skills.
(9, 14, 23, 27, 36, 39, 41, 50, 51, 54. 66, 59, 61, 62, 63, 69, 70, 71, 72, 74, 78, 79, 83,
94. 85.96. W. 89, 91, 92, 93, 95,96, 97, 98. 99.101, 102, 103. 104, 105, 106, 107. 108.
114, 115, 110, 117, 119, 120, 122, 122, 124, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 134, 137, 138,
139, 140)

2.6 Demonstrate effective social sldlls.
(9, 21, 35, 36, 44, 54, 62. 72, 94, 88, 89 . 93, 97, 98, 103, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 120,
123, 124. 126, 129, 137, 139)

2.7 Demonstrate understanding of different cultures. lifestyles, attitudes, and abilWes.
(2, 18, 38, 39, 54, 70, 72, 74, 79, 86, 93, 95, 100, 103, 109, 110, 112, 115, 119.123, 127,
132, 133, 139. 141)

Figure 5.6
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Example from the DOT

526.685.014

526.685-014 COOK, FRY, DEEP FAT (can. & preserv. hotel & rest.)
Tends deep-fat cookers to fry meats, vegetables, or Ash in cooking

oil: Empties containets or opens valves to fill cookers with oil. Sets
thermostat to heat oil to specified temperature. Empties containers of
meat, vegetable, or fish into metal basket and immerses basket into vat
manually or by hoist. Sets timer. Observes color at end of frying time
to determine conformity to standards and extends frying time ac-
cordingly. Removes basket from cooker, drains it, and dumps contents
onto tray. May dip foods into batter or dye before frying. May special-
ize in a particular food product for canning or freezing or may fry
variety of foods for immediate consumption.
526.685418 COOK, VACUUM icznix (can. & prmrv.)

Tends vacuum cooker and open kettle to cook fruit and berries
preparatory to making jams and jellies; Observes thermometer, turns
rheostat and steam valve, or 'swim switch or lights burner to heat
vacuum cooker and open kettle to specified temperature. Turns valve
to transfer contents of kettle into vacuum cooker. Observes refiuctome-
ter on vacuum cooker to determine sugar content and adds ingredients
according to formula. Places container under discharge outlet of distil-
lation jacket of cooker to reclaim esters. Opens valve or starts pump
to transfer contents of vacuum cooker to holding tank or filling
machine.

526.685-022 COOKER (cereal)
Tends steam-heated pressure cookers to took cracked and tempered

grain for further processing into cereal products: Presses button to load
first cooker with measured amount of grain and liquid flavor. Clamps
lid of cooker in place, using wrench. Moves dials and nuns valves to
attain specified temperature and pressure in cooker. Removes lid of
cooker and dumps cooked grain onto conveyor after determining that
grain has reached specified color and consistency. Records cooking
time and number of batches prepared. May start automatic equipment
that admits steam, rotates cooker, and stops cooker after specified time.

Figure 5.8
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Example from GOE

Safety and Law Enforcement 04.01

04e01 Safety and Law Enforcement
Wo avers in this group are in charge of enforcing laws -.1 regulations. Some investigate crimes, while others

supervise workers who stop or arrest tawbreakers. Others m . inspections to be sure that the laws are not broktn.
Most jobs are found in the Federal. State. or local governments, such as the Police and Fire Departments Some
an round in private businesses, such as factories, stores, and similar places.

What kind td work would you do?

Your work activities would depend upon your specific
job. For example. you might

set procedures. prepare work seteduks, and assign
duties for jailers.

direct and coordinate daily activities of a police
force.

tirect and coordinate activities of a fire depart-
ment.

hire, assign, and supervise store detectives,
investigate and arrest persons suspected of the il-
legal sa! or use of drup.

patrol ii. sniped area in a vehicle or on foot and
issue deltas, investigate disturbances, render first
aid, and arrest suspects.

patrol an assigned area to observe hunting and
fishing activities and warn or arrest persons violat-
ing flth and game laws.

What Allis and abilities do you need for this kind of
work?

To do this kind of work you must be able to:
work with laws and regulations, sometimes written

in legal language.
use practical thinking to conduct or supervise in-
vestigations.

supervise other workers.
plan the work of a department 'or activity.
deal with various kinds of people.
work under pressure or in the face of danger.
patrol an assigned area to observe hunting and

fishing activities and warn or arrest persons viotat-
ing fish and game laws.
keep physically fit.

use guns, fire-fighting equipment, and other safety
devices.

How do you know if you would like or could learn
to do this kind of work?

The following questions may give you clues about
yourself as you conskier this group of jobs.

Have you had courses in government, civics, or
criminolosy? Did you find these subjects interest-
ing?
Have you been a member of a volunteer fire de-
partment or emergency rescue squad* Were you
given training for this work!

Flgure 5.9

Have you watched detective
you read detective stories!
mysteries?

Have you been an officer of a school
Do you like being responsible for
others?

Have you used a gun for hunting or
tice! Ate you a good shot?

Have you spokes at a civic or
ganization? Do you like work
frequent public speaking!

Have you been a military officer!

now can you prepare for wad enter this kind of
work?

television shows! Do
Do you try to solve

safety patrol'
the work of

in target prac-

community or-
that requires

Occupations in this group usually require education
and/or training extending from one to over ten years, de-
pending upon the specific kind of work. Local civil ser-
vice regulations usually control the selection or police of-
ficers. Peqle who want to do this kind of work must
meet certn requirements. They must be U. S. citizens
and be within certain height and weight ranges. In addi-
tion, they may be required to take written, oral, and
physical examinations. The physical examinations often
include tests of physical strength and the ability to move
quickly and easily. To work in these jobs, persons should
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ezethe physical condition to use firearms or work on
rotas missions. Personal investigations are made of

all applicants.
Most police departments prefer to hire people who

have a high school education or its equal. However, some
departments hire people if they have worked in related
activities, such as guarding or volunteer police work.

Jobs with federal law enforcement agencies usually
require a college degree. For example, to be hired as
customs enforcement officer, a degree Of three years of
related work experience is required. FBI Special Agents
are required to have a degree in law or accounting. Ac-
counting degrees should be coupled with at least one
year of related work experience.

Safety and Law

04.01.01 Managlog
Fire Marshal (any ind.) 373.167-018
Guard, Chief (any ind.) 372.167-014

Manager, Internal Security (bus. ser. ) 376.137-010

Battalion Chief (goy. ter.) 373.167.410
Captain. Fire-Prevention Bureau (gov. ser.) 373.167-014
Commanding Officer. Homicide Squad (gov. set.) 375.167-

010
Commanding Officer, Investigation Division (goy. ser.)

375.167-014
Commanding Officer, Motorized Squad (gOv. ser.)

375.163-010
Correction Officer, Head (goy. ser.) 372.137-010
Deputy. Court (golf. ler.) 377.137-018
Deputy Sheriff, Chief (gov. ser.) 377.167-010
Deputy Sheriff, Commander, Civil Division (gov. ser.)

377.137-010
Deputy Sheriff, Commander, Criminal and Patrol Division

(gov. ser.) 377.137-014
Desk Officer (gov. ter.) 375.137-014
Detective Chief (goy. ser.) 375.167-022
Fire Assistant (goy. ser.) 169.167-022
Fire Captain (goy. ser.) 373.134-030
Fire Chief (soy. ser.) 373.117-010
Harbor Master (goy. sea.) 375.167-026
Jailer, Chief (goy. ser.) 372.167-018
Launch Commander, Harbor Police (goy. ser.) 375.167-

030
Perk Superintendent (goy. ser.) 188.167-062
Police-Academy Instructor (goy. ser.) 375.227-010
Police Captain. Precinct (goy. ser.) 375.167-034
Police Chief (goy. ser. ) 375.117-010

Figure 5.9 continued

Most management or supervisory jobs in this group arc
filled from within the ranks. Promotions are usually based
on written examinations and job performance and are
usually subject to civil service laws.

Whet else sheeld you madder sheet these Jobs?

Most workers in these jobs are on call any time their
services are needed. They may work overtime during
emergencies. Many of these jobs expom workers to great
Physical daaScs.

If you think you would like to do this kind of work.
look at the job titles listed on the following pages. Select
those that interest you and read their definitions in the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

Enforcement

Police Commissioner (gee. set.) I 188.117-118
Police Inspector (gov. ser.) I 375.267-026
Police Lieutenant, Patrol (goy. set.) 375.167.038
Police Sergeant. Precinct (goy. ser.) I 375.133-010
Sheriff, Deputy, Chief (goy. ser. ) 377.117-010
Traffic Lieutenant (gov. ear.) 375.167.046
Traffic Sergeant (goy. set.) 375.137-026

Special Agent-in-Charge (r.r. trans.) 376.167-010

04.01.82 Investigating
Investigator. Private (bus. ser.) 376.267-018

Fire Warden (forestry) 452.167-010

Accident-Prevention-Squad Police Officer (goy ser.)
375.263-010

Customs Patrol Officer (goy. ser.) 168.167-010
DePuty Sheriff, Civil Division (goy. ter.) 377.667-018
Detective (goy. ser.) 375.267-010
Detective, Narcotics and Vice (gov. ser. ) 375.267.014
Fire Marshal (gov. ser.) 373.267.014
Fish and Game Warden (gov. ser.) 379.167-010
Investigator. Narcotics (goy. ser.) 375.267-018
investigstor, Vice (goy. ser.) 375.267-022
Pilot Hillbway Patrol (soy. ler.) 375.163-014
Police Inspector (goy. ser.) 0 375.267-030
Police Officer !goy. ser.) 1 375.263-014
Sheriff, Deputy (goy. ser.) 377.263-010
Special Agent (gov. ser.) 375.167-042
Special Agent, Customs (gov. sei.) 188.167-090
State-Highway Police Officer (goy. ser.) 375.263-018
Wildlife Agent. Regional (goy. ser.) 379.137418

Investigator (light, heat, & power) 376.367-022



Asthma and emphysema (king dis-
ease) patients suffer from breathing
difficulties. Victims of heart failure,
stroke, or near drowning may also have
long-term breathing probtems. Respira-
tory therapy is provided to patients with
breathing problems. Respiratory thera-
pists help pirtients regain breathing func-
tions through therapy, exercise, and
medication.

What They Do

Respiratory therapists In the military
perform some or all of the following
duties:

Assist in reviving patients who are no
longer breathing or whose Marts have
etePPed

Operate and moritor respiratory ther-
apy equipment during treatment

Observe and record patient response
to respiratory levy

Clean, sterilize, and maintain reSpira-
tory theraPY equipment

Instruct patients in breathing exer-
cises to help clear lungs of fluids

Instruct patients on how to operate
home respiratory therapy equipment

Physical Demands

Respliatory therapists may have to lift
and position patients for treatment,

Helpful Attributes

.1-lelpful school subjects include gen-
eral science, chemistry, and biology.
Helpful attributes include:

Ability to deal with stressful situations

Ability to respond quickly to emer-
gencies

Interest in helping others

Work Environment

Respiratory therapists usually wed( in
hospitals or clinics. In combat situa-
tions, they may work in mobile field hos-
pitals.

Military Career Gude

Figure 5.10

'Training Provided

Job training consists of between 32
and 41 weeks of classroom instruction,
including practice in providing respira-
tory therapy. Course content typically
includes:

Procedures for operating respiratory
thetapy equipment

Methods for providing emergency
care

Techniques of respiratory therapy

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian respiratory therapists work in
hospitals and cfinics and for ambulance
services. Their duties are similar to
those of military respiratory therapists.
Civilian respiratory therapists may be
called inhalation therapists or pulmonary
therapists_

Opportunfties

The military has about 310 lespiratory
therapists. On average, the services
need about 30 new therapists each
year. Afftir Job training, therapists pro-
vide treatment under the direction of a
supervisor. With experience, they ad-
vance from caring for patients with minor
respiratory problems to caring for pa-
tients with more serious problems. They
may also supervise and direct die work
of other respiratory therapists.
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STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL

5233 Health Aides, Except Nursing

This sat group includes occupations involving petformir g various duties under the direction of
trained medical practitioners, such as mixing pharmaceutical preparations, issuing medicines, loitering
and storing supplles asaisdng during physicel examination of patients, giving specified office treat-
ments, and keeping patients' record% pre=treatistent room, y of R and instrumentg
PreParia& and sterilizing infant May also assist in physical and other therapy treat-
ment.

Pharmacy helper
Physical therapist assistant..
(..-xurtional therapy assistant.
Laboratory assistant, blood and
Chiropractor assistant.-
Medical assistant-
Podiatris assistant-- ........ ---.......-........---......--.........--.---.573.--079374018

573 074387010
573.....076224010

.... ....-- 00000 573.....076364010
plassna.--.._........._----.------323-573.....078687010

573.....079364010
573.--079367010

Physical therapy side... 573.
AMbillinteidtendant.. . .. 00000000

-.355354010
*.reala*N.4.1.a.apr.....011.. $73....355374010

Occupational therapy arti; 573.....355377010
Morgue atteadsnt..... 573.....355667010
Graves registration specialist 574.....355687014
Pormuis-room worker 313473....320487014
Ambulance driver 573-913683010

Noe See pap 9 ibr wined= of job tide codes.

Figure 5.11
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Major Group 54.FOOD STORES
The Major Group as a Whole

This m4or group includes retail stores primarily engaged in selling food for home prepa-
ration and consumption. Establishments primarily engaged in selling prepared foods and
drinks for consumption on the premises are classified in Major Group 58, and stores primari-
ly engaged in selling packaged beers and liquors are classified in Industry 5921.

Industry
Group Industry

No. No,

541 GROCERY STORES

5411 Grocery Stores

Stores, commonly known as supermarkets, food stores, and grocery stores,
primarily engaged in the retail sale of all sorts of canned foods and dry goods,
such as tea, coffee, spices, sugar, and flour; fresh fruits and vegetables; and
fresh and prepared meats, fish, and poultry.

conississoo food storsoistul Choosy Am% with co whims huh
hod iswiestswissil asealmtall
Panes bad sad teems glans, mot Sagesetarbeta, gmeelytetall

asesttetaa

542 MEAT AND FISH (SEAFOOD) MARKETS, INCLUDING FREEZER
PROVISIONERS

5421 Meat and Fish (Seafood) Markets, Including Freezer Provisioners

Establishments primarily engaged in the retail sale of fresh, frozen, or
cured meats, fish, shellfish, and other seafoods. This industry includes estab-
lishments primarily engaged in the retail sale, on a bulk basis, of meat for
freezer storage and in provkling home freezer plans. Meat markets may butch-
er animals on their own account, or they may buy from others. Food locker
plants primarily engaged in renting locker space for the storap of food prod-
ucts for individual households are classified in Industry 4222. Establishments
primarily engaged in the retail sale of poultry are classified in Industry 5499.

643

Rah istarbeteratall Moat marbateestell
Bealbad

hi= fkidfiN1114g6".11"=eati4tiail
Proses And sad New piss^ oast,

Iota

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE MARKETS

6431 Fruit and Vegetable Markets

Establishments primarily engaged in the retail sale of fresh fruits and vege-
tables. They are frequently found in public or municipal marketa or as road-
side stands. However, establislunents which grow fruits and vegetables and
sell them at roadside stands are classified in Agriculture, Major Group 01.

halt toarkota sad landsrata Vegetable staekete and statalioretail
Pa:duce markets and essadeseteil

Figure 5.12 7.13



INDUSTRY/OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS ROUTE
<Chart 3>

Direct Mcess Selected Search
.Reltakinships

Figure 5.13

Trahing Directory

Industries wfthin an occupation Occupations within an industry

Cluster code Occupational
Employment
Statistics Code

List of industries Which
Employ a Given Occupation

Standard industrial Classification Code

list of Occupations Employed
in a Given industry

'7 .1 *
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Example of Local Information

DANE COUNTY AREA INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT

INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT
ONst MAU, MOM 11110

COM (4..CM)

l*MarTOS14 MOO

ts.rs1

TRACI mom)

Preliminary figures indicate GOVIINMENT (Gov), Dane County's
largest employing sector, increased 400 in October for a total of

60.700. State government increased by 100 tn 41.900, and local
government Increased by 300 for a total of 15.500. Federal
government lost 100 positions for a total of 3.300. There were
1.500 more public sector Jobs this October than last year.

TRADE (Trade) increased by 800 to 52.700 positions in October.
Wholesale trade remained the same at 9.000 .but retail trade
increased by 800, for a total of 43.700. Area retail locations are
adding new positions for the holiday trade. This is the second
month In a row that retail trade has added 800 positions.

SERVICES (Serv) increased by 200 from 49.000 in September to 49.200

in October. 1990. There were 1.000 more jobs in the service sector
this October than last.

MANUFACTURING (Mfg) decreased 300. for a preliminary October total

of 26.300. Durable goods remained the same at 13.800. while
nondurable. fell by 300 to a preliminary 12.400. Therc were 1.300
more manufacturing Jobs this October than in October of last year.

FINANcl. dINSURANCE 4 REAL ESTATE (FIRE) reported in with 19.400
jobs. This was the same as last month. September, However, there

were still 500 more FIRE industry positions this October than last
year.

TRANSPORTATJON. COMMUMUATION A UTILITIES (Trans/Comm) also
remained unchanged at 6,700, but was down 100 from last year.

CONSTRUCTION (Const) was down by 100 from September to October at

8.900. Employment in this sector was up 800 from last year.

Figure 5.15

=111MM
Data produced in cooperation with the Bureau of Labor Stailstics-USDOL.
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OUTLOOK 1990 - 2005

Bureau of Labor Statistics
Office of Employment Projections

The BLS projections program is carried out in the Office of Employment
Projections.

The program began with the development of career guidance information to
assist returning veterans from World War 11.

Projections for a 10- to 15-year period have been developed every other year
since the mid-1960's.

The latest set of projections, which covers the 1990 2005 period, is the
subject of this slide presentation.

7,Th 739
Figure 5.16



Sequence of
to Determine

Component
Four:

Occupational
Projections

Component
Three:

industry
Projections

Projection Procedures
Occupational Demand

pwal
Occupational Projections

Occupations In Demand

1 industry Employment
Selecting workers to produce

Component
Two:

Economic
Outlook

Industrial Activity
Production to meet the demand

Component
One:

Labor Force
Participation

Rates

1Economic Conditions
Demand for goods and services

Labor Force
People willing to work

Population

Figure 5.17



OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

Labor force

Economic outlook

Industry employment

Occupational employment

11110

712
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Labor force grows faster than population

Percent change

Civilian noninstftutional
population 16 years and older

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

715

Labor force

Figure 5.20
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0
Labor force growth by age

Millions

1975-1990

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics Figure 521



Age distribution of labor force Is changing

Percent

100

75

50

25

0

rLl

18

18

12

16

26

29

17

15 55 end over

24 45 to 54

24 35 to 44

21
25 to 34

16 16 to 24

1975 1

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistka

Jected
2005

Figure 522 75()
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Women's share of labor force is growing

Percent

60

40

45

55

1975

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

1

8 Women

47

53

Prolected
2005

Figure 5.23



Labor force participation rate trends
differ for men and women

Percent

20

10

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

--- 10

1975 1980 1985

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor &Malice
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1990 1995 2000 2005
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Total
labor kwce

White

Black

Asian
and other

Hispanic'

Labor force growth by race and Hispanic origin

0 25

Percent change

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

50

1 parsons of Hispanic origin may be of any race

7 5 7

75 100 125

Figure 5.26
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Labor force entrants by race and Hispanic origin,
projected 1990-2005

Millions

White
non-Hispanic

Black

SOURCE: Bureau oi Labor Statistics

Asian
and other

Hispanic

Figure 521



Percent

100

Distribution of the labor force
by race and Hispanic origin

Asian other
Hispanic

80 11 Black

60

40

20

White, 73

non-Hi nic

1990 jected
2005

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics Figure 5.28
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OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

Labor force

Economic outlook

Industry employment

Occupational employment
Figure 5.29



GNP growth and projected alternatives
Annual percent change

4

3

2

1

0,

1

2.3

1.5

2.9

Low
Madera%
Iligh

1975-90

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Shiflett 3

765

Projected 1990-2005

Figure 6.30
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OUTLOOK: 1990-2005

Labor force

Economic outlook

Industry employment

Occupational employment
1*** *

7111.......111MMOM.11116...1.1111.11WIIMIK.411140.0.11.1.011,...IMPOIIMM.
.101.111.110111.0.1.11.

7 7 ti Figure 5.32
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Employment growth by major economic sectors,
1975-2005

Millions

120.
100

so

60

40

20

o

771

Total employment

Service-producing

Goods-producing

140

, 120

1975 1980

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

1990 2005

Figure 5.33



Employment growth, 1975-90 and projected 1990-2005

30

20

10

Percent change

20
-;

,

1975-90 Projected
1990-2005

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics Figure 534



Services

Retail trade

Government

Finance

Wholesale trade

Transportalion
and utilities

Construction

Agriculture

Mining

Manufacturing

410
Job growth In services out

other -Industry divisions, 1

Millions

-0.0

-0.6 1

-2

5.1

11.2

Service-producing

II Goods-producing

0 2 4 6 8

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

10 12 14

Rpm 525
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Services

Retell trade

Employment growth within services and retail
trade will be concentrated,1990.2005

Millions

0 2 4

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

6 8 10 12 14

Figure 5.36
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Industries adding the most Jobs, 1990-2005

Retail trade, except eating and drinking places

Eating and drinking places

Local government education

Offices of health practitioners 11.11111111

1,320

1 ,290

Hospitals, private -11111111
1,058

Wholesale trade
1,005

981-
State and local general government, nec

Nursing and personal care services lin
762

Computer and data processing services
710

Health services, nec _______
565

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Thousands 0

2 148

2,974

NOHealthservices
industries

1,000 2,030 3,000 4,000

Figwre 5A7
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Industries with the fastest Job growth, 1990-2005

Residential care

Computer and data processing services

Health services, nec

Management and public relations

Water and sanitation inci combined services

Libraries, vocational, and other schools

Offices of health practitioners

Passenger trasportation arrangement

Individual and miscellaneous social services

Legal services

Percent
change 0

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

20 40 so so 100

7 S 2

120

Figure 5.38
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Industries with the most rapid job declines, 19902005

Footwear, except rubber and plastic

Ammunition and ordnance, except small arms

Luggage, handbags, and leather products, nec

Tobacco products

Agricultural chemicals

Private households

Stampings, except automotive

Metal cans and shipping containers

Forgings

Petroleum refining

Percent
change - 60

-48

-28 11111111111111.1

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor &Malice

-50 -40 -3o -20 -10

Agure 539 7S4



Industries with the fastest growing output 1990-2005

Computer equipment imailimmummi 7.6

Semiconductors and related devices 11111111111111111111111111
5.6

Residential care 11111111111111111111111 5.0

Health services, nec
4.8

Medical instruments and supplies 4.6

Computer Lnd data processing services

Business services, nec

Miscellaneous publishing

Miscellaneous plastics products, nec

Management and public relations

Annual percent
change

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

7s5

2 4 6 8 1 0

Figure 5.40
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Fastest growing and declining manufacturing Industries, 1990-2005

Miscellaneous publishing

Periodicals

Medical instruments and supplies,
Partitions and fixtures

Printing trade services -..

Footwear except rubber and plastic

Ammunition and ordnance, except small arms

Luggage, handbags, and leather products, nec

Tobacco products

Agricultural chemicals

P4.1 "1

Percent
change -80

_

11111111111111 50

Mak 40

NM 37

IIIIIIII 36

MUM 31

-48 ME=
-44 MOM
-42 MEM

-32MI
-31 ME

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

I

-60 -40 -20

II

o

I 1 I

20 40 60

7 S Figure 5.41
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Employment growth by major occupational group, 1990-2005

Technicians

Professional specialty

Service workers

Managers

Sales workers

Administrative support

Precisk 1 production

Agriculture related

Fabricators and laborers

Percent
change 0

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Figure 5.43
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Fastest growing occupations generally requiring
at least a bachelor's degree, 1990-2005

Computer systems analysts

Physical therapists

Operations research analysts

Medical scientists

Psychologists

Computer programmers

Occupational therapists

Management analysts

Marketing, advertising, and
public relations managers

Podiatrists

Percent
change 0

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 so

Ficore 5.46
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Occupations adding the most jobs, 1990-2005

Retail salespersons

Registered nurses

Cashiers

General office clerks

Truck drivers, light and heavy

General managers and top executives

Janitors and cleaners

Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants

Food counter, fountain and related workers

Waiters and waitresses

Thousands

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

200 400 600 800

887

1,000

Figure 5.50



Employment change in declining occupations, 199012005

Farmers

Bookkeeping, accounting, and auditing clerks

Child care workers, private household

Sewing machine operators, garment

Electrical and electronic assemblers

Typists and word processors

Cleaners and servants, private household

Farm workers.

Electrical and electronic equipment
assemblers, precision

Textile draw-out and winding machine operators

Thousands

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

-224

-133 11111.1111111.111

-1241111.11.111.
-116 111.1111111M

-105MM.
-103

-1011111111111111111

-92MIME
-81

-61 111111111

-250

1 1

-200 -150

1 1

-100 -50
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Figure 5.51
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Annual earnings of workers by highest level
of educational attainments 1987

' .-"cx< 4 I t

Average, all occupations $21,543 $15,249 $18,902 $21,975 $31,029

Managerial 30,264 22,306 23,286 27,255 37,252

Professional speciality 30,116 19,177 23,233 27,458 31,311

Technicians 24,489 16,207 21,358 23,830 28,004

Marketing and sales 22,220 13,746 17,654 22,546 32,747

Administrative support _17,120 15,535 16,554 17,491 20,823

Service 13,443 10,764 13,093 16,937 21,381

Precision production 24,856 20,465 25,140 27,042 30,938

Operators 18,132 15,365 19,303 21,627 22,114

Agriculture-related 11,781 10,571 12,730 16,331 17,130

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

S 1 S 12

Figure 5.53
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Sample of How Labor Market Information Is Used

When elementary school Os we asked to descrbe what they want to do when they grow up, nay frequently
Men* only a few career options, arid even these fit stereotypic pattern& The majority identNy only two
careers, teaching and nursing. Boys, on the other hand, am abkr to identify many more potential
occupation&

Many girls enter college without completing four years of high school mattwmatics. This lack of preparation
in nth serves as a -critical Inter, inhbiting or preventing gift from many science, math, and technologically
related careers.

The prvaration and counseling girls receive in school contributes to the 'economic penalties that they
encounter in the workplace. Although over 90 percent cO the gills In our clasetvonta wN work In the
paid labor force tor all or part o t thek lives, Ow following statistts reveal the cost of the Was thal they
encounter.

More than a third of families headed by women live below the poverty level.

A woman with a college degree wil typically earn approximately the same amount
as a male who is a high school graduate.

The typical woridng woman wiN earn 59 cents for every dollar earned by a male
worker.

Minority women aarn even less, averaging only 50 percent of the wages earned
by white males.

Women are 79 percent of aH clerical workers, but only b percent of all craft workers.

Women must work nine days to earn what men get paid for five days of work.

In contrast to the popular beNef that things ant gettkig better for female workers,
since 1954 the gap between the wages earned by men and women has not gotten
smaller.

A majority of women work not for "extra" cash but because of economic necessity.
Nearly two-thirds of all women in the hibor force are single, widowed, divorced, or
separated, or are married io spouse earning lass than $10,000 a year.

Developed by Myra end David Sacker
Mid-Attantio Center for Sex Equity

Distituted by the Depariment of Public Moncton,
P.O. Sox 7841, Madison, Wisconsin 63707

Batters flitters-Vocational Equity
Merissa Keyes-Sex Equity Figure 5.58
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Table 2. Four-Month Average income, Earnings and Work Activity, and Educational Attainment, by SIM,
Race, soul Ages Spring 1387

Educational attainment
Monthly Income Monthly earrings

Months 1401
soft itslivity

Mem
Blanclard

'nor Main
Stwidard

Wan
Standard

arm
TOTAL. 18 YEARS AND OVER

Both Dins 81.325 $14 $1.075 514 2.58 0.02
Doctorate 4,118 555 3,937 531 3.40 0.14
Professional 4,323 354 4,003 3611 3.44 0.11
Masters. 2.778 81 2.976 73 3.38 0.03
Beene toes 2,109 47 1,829 41 3.18 0.03
Associate 1.830 na 1,452 s. 3.18 OM
Vocational 1,417 91 1,088 118 2.54 0.07
Some Comma, no dowse. 1,283 ba tom 29 2.01 0.03
kbgh afthool graduate only 1,135 14 921 14 2.81 0.02
Mot a high school graduals 7131 13 452 15 1.58 0.04

Male 1,810 24 1040 28 2.98 602
Daman' 4,493 551 3J50 687 3.43 0.15
Professional 4,340 431 4,430 449 3.48 5.11
Mame& 3,327 1 . 6901 110 3.59 605
Bachelor's 2,777 78 3.471 71 3.49 0.04
Associate 2,133 ee 1,077 94 SAO 606
Vocational 1,917 112 1.092 129 3.33 0.11
Some college. no degree . 1,503 Si 1,483 42 LOS 0.04
mgh school 'rad:late on* 1,570 23 1.350 23 3.05 0.03
Not a high tool graduate 1,049 93 709 25 2.09 0.05

Fernate.. 883 12 652 10 2.18 0.02
Doctorate
Professional

te)
2.494 .91 UT?

(3)
348

03J
3.34

01)
0.24

Mame& 2.098 104 1,793 Of 3.12 0.09
Bachelor's 1,388 se 1,135 SO 2.114 0.05
Associate 1,208 64 1,012 80 2.82 0.08
Vaught:nal 1,159 114 779 49 2.58 040
Sams nto. no dogma. 892 13 710 13 2.55 0.04
HO school graduate only 736 14 583 12 2.25 0.09
Nat a high school graduate 489 ft 207 a 1.09 044

Figure 5.60
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Module 6
Developing An Awareness

of Multicultural Issues

W."

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of different cultures to interact effectively with all populations.

Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype
others by gender, race, age, and culture.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Knowledge of differing cultural values and their relationship to work values.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.

Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals
with specific needs.



BECOMING AWARE OF MULTICULTURAL
ISSUES

Outline Topic

Introductory
Scenarios to
illustrate Cultural
Differences

Introduction

Definitions

Why Multicultural
Career Counseling?

Cultural Awareness
Questionnaire

Dynamics in
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Summary
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Case Studies
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DEVELOPING AN AWARENESS OF
MULTICULTURAL ISSUES

INTRODUCTORY
SCENARIOS TO
ILLUSTRATE
CULTURAL
DIFFERENCES

Answers to Cultural
Awareness Exercise

MODULE 6

Situation #1.
You have planned a brainstonning activity to illustrate job clusters
and career classifications. Why would this activity be difficult to
use with some participants?

Situation 12.
You have planned an "ice breaker" activity that requires the
participants to communicate nonverbally. What must be taken
into consideration?

Situation #3.
During a group exercise, two participants begin to argue with one
another quite loudly. What should you dotry to mediate their
dispute, or stay out of it and hope that they can settle it? Why?

Situation #4.
You are introducing yourself to a new class. As you discuss your
background with the students, you notice that some of them are
not looking directly at you. Why not?

Situation #5.
Your students are working in groups to complete a 15 minute team
building activity. They are veiy amthusiastic and involved. When
you tell them that their discussion time is up, some students
appear to be dismayed. Why?

Situation #6.
One of your students has provided you with some valuable
materials for your course. You take some class time to recognize
him/her with a special thanks for histher efforts. The student
appears to ignore your expression of gratitude. Why?

Answers to Cultural Awareness Exercise

1. Group decision making and brainstorming may not work as
well in some cultures. Participants may feel that they will
lose face if others do not agree with them; therefore they
may be less likely to offer their ideas.

2. Contact between unmarried men and women is forbidden in
some cultures. Men and women are not allowed to touch
one another. Therefore, activities should not include any
physical contact between the sexes.

3. Losing an argument is not always acceptable in some
cultures; a win/win conclusion is preferred. Therefm,
mediation is the approach to take in order that both sides
win something in the argument

ICDM 6-1
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INTRODUCTION

To be effective, it is
necessary to adopt
counseling goals and
strategies that are
consistent with the
alien* cultural and
ethnic orientation.

The purpose of this
module is to introduce
multicultural issues in
career development.

DEFINFrIONS

Ethnic Minority

4. In some cultures, it is considered disrespectful to look
someone directly in the eye. The students may be showing
respect by looking away.

5. lime frames are not Ss important in some cultures;
pommel relationships' are paramount. Students may
resent being held to rigid schedules that interrupt
productive discussions with classmates.

6. In some cultures, there is more emphasis on the group.
Some people may feel uncomfortable being singled out for
individual attention.

Introdtustion
What accounts for these varied reactions? These scenarios
illustrate a variety of atural and ethnic backgrounds. This
module will seek to develop an awareness of cultural and ethnic
influences that are central to each individual's development.

Seif-knowledge is essential in forming 011es identity. Part of this
self-knowledge comes from the values and beliefs derived from
one's cultural and ethnic background. These values and beliefs
often form the core of one's identity. blewise, one's cultural and
ethnic background is often the basis for how one evaluates the
relative status and worth among careers and concomitantly how
decisions are made.

To be effective, career development facilitators are encouraged to
adopt counseling goals and strategies that are consistent with the
client's cultural and ethnic orientation. To do that, it is important
to develop an awareness of one's own cultural background and that
of other cultures. The literature is full of popular stereotypes, both
positive and negative, that tend to portray ethnic groups as
homogeneous. In our opinion, this perspective serves to perpetuate
cultural myths and makes it very difficult to become engaged in
client-centered career counseling.

The purpose of this module is to introduce multicultural issues in
career development and to complete activities that will help
develop your awareness of differences between the cultures and
ethnic groups. Specific barriers and solutions to meeting the career
development needs of our multicultural society will then be
examined.

Definitions
rirst, a few key terms and deSnitions will be presented.

Ethnic Minority
A person who identifies with a common and distinctive culture
or language that is not of the majority population in a country.
(Rifenbary, 1991)

ICDIt4 6-2



Ethnocentrism

Multiculturalism

Multicultural Counseling

WHY
MULTICULTURAL
CAREER
COUNSELING?

Over the next decade,
people of color and ethnic
nsinorities will make up a
large share of those
entering the labor force.

Ethnocentrism
A tandem to view cultures other than one's own with disfavor,
which results in a sense a inherent cultural superiority.
(Rifenbary, 1991)

Multiculturalism
Recognizing, understanding and appreciating cultures other
than one's own. It stresses an appreciation of the impact of
differencesrace, class, age, sez, physical attrthutes,
sexual/affectional orientation and religion. A multicultural
philosophy is one that promotes the acknowledgement,
appreciation and usage of cultural difihrences as a critical
factor in the development and implementation of any system,
institution, program or curriculum. (Eifenhary, 1991)

Multicultural Counseling
An intervention process that places equal emphasis on the
ethnic and cultural impreuions of both counselor and client.
The goal in multicultural counseling is to help clients empower
themselves ibr environmental masthry and competence. (Loe,
1991)

Why Multicultural Career Counseling?
According to the 1990 Census, people of color and ethnic minorities
will be a growing share of the work force. Blacks remain the
largest minority but the dramatic increase in Hispanics and Asians
indicate an increasingly diversified racial, ethnic and cultural mix
in this country. In fisct, between 1985 and 2000, people of color
will comprise 29% of the net additions to the work force and will
make up more than 15% of the work force in the year 2000.

NON-WHITES ARE A GROWING SHARE
OF NE WORKFORCE

(numbers ln innone)

ISM 1111 Mt
Woddng Age Populadon 137.1 184.1 213.7
(16+)

Non-White Share 10.9% 13.6% 15.7%

Labor Force 82.8 115.5 140,4

Non-WhIte Share 11.1% 13.1% 15.5%

Labor Force Increase
(Over Previous Pedal) X 32.7 25.0

Non-Whke Share X 18.4% No%

Source: Workforce 2000, 1987

Figure 6.1

ICDM 6-3
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If we are to do our job
effectively, it I. essential
that the educational and
career needs of these
individuals be addressed.

Concenbaticm of nada and Hispanics
by Major Occupational Cewp,19118

TbW 10.1

ll000gors LS 40 N N L

Proloosionol opoolatly 47 40 N N L

Tochildano 4.3 N 14. I.

Sobs worbolo 41 5.3 N Amigo L

Adatabootho *upon 11.3 LE L Low A

Sontoo weldor* 17.1 N I. L

Popoloion proandon 1.5 0.2 I. A itl

Fabrication and laborers 15.0 11.1 L L A

AgrhoAloo Maid Li 13.0 L 1 H

larcer bawd Labs aria=

Figure 6.2

In conjunction with these statistics, the authors of Workforce WOO
(1987) note that:

relative rates of unemployment and earnings among
minorities have not improved during the past decade and
may become worse;
blacks and Hispanics are overrepresented among declining
occupations; and
blacks, Hispanics and other minority groups frequently are
concentrated in a small number central cities beset by
severe economic and social problems.

Traditionalty, our educational efforts have focused on the average
student and have tended to overlook the special needs of students
who ars at a disadvantage in the white, middle class, physically
able society. Also, we have frequently overlooked the needs of
minority populations.

If we are to do our job effectively as career development
facilitators, it is essential that the educational and wreer needs of
these individuals be addressed. Given the state of the labor
market and the declining birth rate, we are witnessing a rare
opportunity to present better job prospects for historically
disadvantaged people, many of whom are cultural and ethnic
minority groups.

Some ethnic and cultural minorities see the counseling process as
contrary to their own life experiences and inappropriate or
insufficient for their Ile In particular, many career
development theories are inherently ineffective because they do not

ICDM 6-4
8.;29



CULTURAL
AWARENESS
QUESTIONNAIRE

Cultural Awarenesta
A Self-Assessment
Questionnaire

account for the effects of racism, sexism and classism on career
development. The traditional theories frequently films on the role
of personality and neglect the influence of sociocultural,
environmental and economic forces on individual choice, assuming
people of all cultures have the same array of choices opee to them.

Cultural Awareness Questionnaire
(To the Trainer: Read the following questicoss to the group. You can
open this up fix discussion or leave the participants with their
personal thoughts and move onto the nod topic)

In order to become aware of your multicultural experiences, take a
few minutes to think about the following questions.

Cultural Awareness: A Self-Arsessment Questionnaire

1. Think back to your childhood days.

Did you have much contact with people of cultures different
from your own? If yes, at what age? If no, when did you
finally experience people of other cultures?

Did you benefit from your contact (i.e., spending time with
families that had r4nfigurations different than your own or
enjoying the experience of a friend's Bar Mitzvah celebration)?
If yes, what were the benefits?

Were there customs or behaviors in the culture that you did not
understand? Where there reaction from your parents or friends
that you did not understand?

Did you react or interact with people from another culture the
way you wanted to at the time, or the way others (peers,
parents) wanted you to act? Why?

What messages did your family and friends give you about
people from other cultures?

2. Think about the present

Do you have much contact with students or peers of cultures
unlike your own?

If yes, have you benefitted in some way from your contact with
them? (i.e., learning about a different perspective on a political
issue or hearing about a country unknown to you.) If no, why
has there been little contact in your life with other cultures?

Do you feel that you interact with people from other cultures
the way you want to, or the way others want you to act? Why?

How does the media affect your views of people from other
cultures?

ICDM 6-5
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DYNAMICS IN
CULTURALLY
RESPONSIVE
COUNSELING

These dynamics are based
on the assumption that
culturally responsive
counselors must work
with an understanding of
culture.

The Client's Level of
Ethnic Identity and
Acculturation:
These stages of personal
development cover a wide
range of identification
with the dominant culture
and the group of origin.

What is different about your attitude and WWII regarding
cultural differences now, that did not exist when you were a
child? Why?

(Adapted from: An Introductitm to Multicultural Issues in Cco ter
Development)

Dynamics in Culturally Responsive Counseling
In the past, cultural differences have largely been ignored in the
career development mocess. As our :toddy becomes more diverse,
the needs of other cultures can no longer be ignored. Lee and
Richards= (1991) have identified dynamics that are especially
important In culturally responsive counseling These dynamics
need to be considered during the helping process. They are built
on the assumption that culturally responsive counselors must base
their work on an understanding cf cultures. The challenge to meet
the diverse needs of clients can be addresud by considering the
following

The Clkent's Level of Ethnic Identity and Acculturation.
These stages of personal development can range from little or
no identification with the dominant culture and complete
identification with the group of origin to complete identification
with the dominant culture and little identification with the
ethnic group of origin. The status of ethnic Jentity and
acculturation may be influenced by a variety c4' factors such as
age, length of residence in the United States, level of education
attained, extent of experience with racism and socioeconomic
status,

Sue (1978) developed a framework for understanding clients
who are culturally different than the counselor. Sue's
framework responds to this challenge to understand the level of
ethnic identity and acculturation that Lee and Richardson
discuss. Sue's model incorporates the concepts of locus of
control and locus of responsibility in a person's ethnic identity.
First, a few definitions:

Internally controlled people are those who believe that
reinforcement is primarily a product of their own
actions.
Externally controlled people are those who believe that
reinforcement is not entirely self-related, but can also
result from luck, chance, fate or others.
Internal locus of responsibility means that a person's
success or failure can be attriluted to personal qualities
or skills.
External locus of responsibility means that a person's
environment is more powerful than personal qualities
or skills.

ICDM 6-6
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Sue's Model is based on
two interacting
continuums locus of
control and locus of
responsibility.

Other factors to be
consider .41 include family
influences, sex-role
socialization, religious
and spiritual, and the
immigrant experience.

Loma of Control

Wing

I IV
Lows IC-IR IC-ER

!roving potion
Responsibility II

EC-IR EC-ER

Extomai

Samar Ws. DM. PIM. Wail ilsor cuums14.
Petww.mi era asItafte amnia et akin

Figure 6.3

External system

As seen in Figure 8.3, these two concepts are put together to
provide flair different ways in which to view how individuals
interact with their environment. Please note that there are
differences within race and 'Milk groups based on factors such
as gander and class. Sue believes that Quadrant I typifies the
American middle class culture. People in this quadrant believe
they are respons8,le for what happens to them and have the
power to change their fide. Sue believes that more minorities
fit into one of the other quadrants. Members of minority
groups fVequently feel as though they have less power to
change themselves or their environment. Counselors need to
understand their own world view, as it exists on these
interacting continuums, but alsc that of their clients. Most
importantly, they need to accept the legitimacy of the other's
point of view.

There are other fintors to be considered by career development
facilitators in multicultural counseling. These facton can either
serve to limit or enhance career development. They are:

Family Influences. Understanding and appreciation of how
the family of origin and current partnes and/or children play a
critical role as one's support system in the career decision
making process.

Sex-Role Socialization. Different perceptions of the roles of
men and women effect carer development and should be
considered in culturally responsive counseling.

Religious and Spiritual Influences. Religious institutions
are important sources of psychological support. Religious
leadership is an important support system during decisim
making and problem resolution.

Inunigration Experience. In addition to cultural beliefs and
practices, immigrants bring with them the trauma and history
of separation from their homelands. Some have been lured by



THE ROLE OF
SCHOOLS

The school can play a
major role in linking the
many cultures within it.

the promise (0 economic opportunity and others have fled
political unrest, wars, starvation, etc. The =dor challenge
often is reconciling their wishes to maintain cultural madams
while adapting to a new culture and new expectations.

The Role of Schools
Schools have often been seen as the support ibr all individuals in
their educational and career pursuits. The school can play a major
role in linking the many cultures within it and outside it. Some
schools do an outstanding job of establishing these liaisons and
celebrating cultural diversity; others do not. According to Azelson
(1085), serious problems will arise in educational and training
systems under the ibllowing conditions (Note: Although the
ibllowing discussion focuses on the school, many of these concepts
can be transhrred to the work place):

When formal segregation, isolation and alienation are
present, this can lead to divisiveness and racial conflicts.
The vicious and ugly race riots over enforced school busing
to achieve a racial balance in Boston's public schools ere an
illustration of the efhcts of school segregation.

When there is informal segregation in schools, i.e.,
castelike social separation, such ao educational tracking
systems that separate students according to past
achievement records, situations that hinder cross cultural
understanding and communication will continue to occur.

When cultural diversity goes unrecognized, and acceptance
I. left to chance, enriched educational climate with
multicultural learning will be wasted. experiences; others
leave recognition and acceptance to chance.

In addition, there will be communication problems for
people when the following conditions exist:

When cultural differences are viewed only as
deficiencies people will not be valued for their
individual differences and their special heritages.
When subcultures are viewed as a group, we
tend to lump all minority groups together and
depict them as having identical attributes and
problems.
When language differences are viewed only as
deficits, bilingualism is no longer seen as an asset.
When presumptions of intellectual inhriority
are based on cultural group identity or
membership, we can fall into the mental trap of
thinking, for example, that an members of a
particular racial group do poorly in particular
disciplines.

ICDM 6-8ftn
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THE ROLE OF
CAREER AND
LABOR MARKET
INFORMATION

Ines individual potential goes undiscovered
and unrecognised, every perons's unique abilities
and personal talents are not awakened and
expanded.
Vim individual personality traits are over
generalised according to oultural group
identity mr membership, we see a person only as
a member of a group rather than as an individual.

(Axelson, 1985)

The Role of Career and Labor Market Inktrmation
Along with stress, language, class bound, and cultural barriers, the
ladi of career and labor market information and the limited
knowledge that many ethnic and cultural =flunkies have about the
world of work presents additional challenges to their career
development. An bidivkluars knowledge of the world of work
partially depends upon past work experiences and the degree of
exposure to people who work in wide range of occupations
(Martin, 1991).

These providing educational and career planning services
also need to:

learn to recognize and appreciate differences between
themselves and the clients they serve;
examine their own ethnocentric values of paternalism and
materialism and the language associated with these
valuing
understand the importance of and need for positive role
models who represent the dunes racial and ethnic
backgrounds;
create a multicultural environment for clients and value
the backgrounds from which they smug
consider issues surrounding racism when they arise by
addressing them directly and talking about them;
read and research infbrmation about the historical, social,
economic and political fnctors affecting the clients;
including statistics related to work fbrce participation rates,
identify and promote full development of a client's
potential;
respect and value ethnic and racial diversity;
recognize when cultural differences are affecting
communication and make appropriste adjustments;
promote responsible, critical thinking in clients to empower
them to be their own advocateg
awaken and expand each clienes desire to strive for his/her
full potential; and
be open and accepting

(Brown and Brooks, 1984).
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ACTIONS TO BE
TAKEN

SUMMARY

Actions to Be Taken
There are specific actions that can be taken by career development
Wilitators to achieve these personal and prabssional goals:

Career development Williston need to recognize and
elhnkate the educational and career voids in
disadvantapd clients.
Career development &alligators sued to get out of their
cakes and become change agents and facilitators who
mod* the afflicts of discohnbatory political, social and
economic fbrces on minority groups.
Career development *What= need to work toward
increashig the participaike rata d ethnic minorities in
nontraditional careers and to develop strategies that
encourage achievement in academic °Dunes that are
prerequisites ibr entering those careers.
Techniques that broaden career options for clients should
be mastered. This awareness of opportunitv Is criticaL
Eitrateffies to strengthen self-concept must be included.

Summary
American society is rapidly changing to a more diverse mix of
cultures. In oder to serve the many cultures in our communities,
career development facilitators need to develop new theories and
strategies for meeting multicultural needs as they assist their
clients in career planning and development.

This module has introduced some of the multicultural issues in
career development. In order to understand more about these
topics, consult the resource list tbund in this module. It I. now
time to complete several activities that will help you to understand
your cultural background better and the differences that exist
between cultures and among individuals who have not been raised
within the same cultural milieu.

In addressing the need to reach out to one another across cultures,
the late Jawaharlal Nehru, the leader of India, advised:

7fwe seek to wulerstand a pew* we have to try to put
ourselves, as far as we can, in that particular historical
background-. If we wiak to convince them, we have w use their
language as thr as we can, not language in Me narrow sense of
the word, but the language of the mind.'
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NON.WHITES ARE A GROWING SHARE
OF ME WORKFORCE

(numbers in millions)

Woriong Age Population
(16+)

Non-White Share

Labor Force

Non-White Share

1912 MI Zni
137.1 184.1 213.7

10.9% 13.6% 15.7%

82.8 115.5 140.4

11.1% 13.1% 15.5%

Labor Force Increase
(Over Previous.Period) X 32.7 25.0

Non-White Share X 18.4% 29.0%

Source: Workforce 2000, 1907 Figure 6.1
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Concentration of Blacks and Hispanics

by Major Occupational Group, 1988

Tote!

Managers

Professional specialty

Technicians

Sales workers

Administrative support

Service workers

Precision production

Fabricators and laborers

Agriculture related

10.1 7.2

5.6 4.0

8.7 4.0

9.4 4.3

8.41 5.3

11.3 6.5

17.8 10.2

7.5 8.2

15.0 11.1

8.6 13.0

H N L

H H L

H High L

H Average L

L Low A

H L L

L A H

L L A

L L H

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Figure 52
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Internal person

Locus of Control

Internal

i

1C-IR

II
EC-IR

Iv
IC-ER

III
EC-ER

External

External system

Source: Sue, D.W. (1978). World view and counseling. Figure 6.3Peisonnel and Guidance Journal. 56, 428-462.
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1111INIMMINIMEMI1 Module 7
Specific Needs

of Adults

'We

A

.4=1fr

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of developmental issues individuals address throughout the

life span.

Knowledge of decision making and transition models.

Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype
others by gender, race, age, and culture.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.
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SPECIFIC NEEDS OF ADULTS

INTRODUCTION

It is predicted that each
adult will have
approximately seven jobs
during their adult lives.
This means that there will
continue to be a large
percentage of adults who
will need current
information to plan these
changes.

There are many issues
that distinguish the needs
of an adult in career
transition faun those of a
younger person.

ASSUMPTIONS
THAT DIRECT
ADULT CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
INTERVENTIONS

MODULE 7

Introduction
It is predicted that each one of us will have approximately seven jobs
during our adult lives. Given that level of change and movement
within the work force, there are, and will continue to be, a large
percentage of adults who will continually need current intbrmation to
plan changes in their work lives. This means we need to think about
not only providing intbrmation and career development services to
school-aged youth who are preparing for their initial entiy into the
world of work, but also to adults, many of whom are changing jobs,
moving into the work force for the font time, or choosing to work well
beyond their 60s and 70s.

The issues that adults face are in many ways similar to those who
enter the work &Tee directly from school. Adults need information
about themselves and the environment, as well as effective decision
making skills. 'There are, however, many issues that distinguieh the
needs of an adult in career transition from those of a younger person.
Of special merit are the adult's past work experiences, leisure time
pursuits, family responsibilities and overall lifestarle. Mother factor
to consider fer adults is the need for reassurance that career planning
and midlife reassessmenta, both voluntary and involuntary, can be
healthy moves for an individual to undertake. According to Zunker
(1990) particular issues of concern for adults in career transition are:

they are generally unaware of potential occupations and lack
direction;
they have not kept pace with changing job technologies,
procedures and practices;
many have a single career orientation and do not understand
the benefits and problems that accompany a career change;
and
they are unfulfilled in their present career and are searching
for challenge and meaning.

This module examines the career and labor market information needs
of adults who are making career changes.

Assumptions That Direct Adult Career Development
Interventions
The following assumptions should direct adult career development
interventions (Mmor, 1985).

Assumption 1.
Career development is a continuous process over the life span.
Assumption 2.
Career development involves both choice and adjustment issues.
Assumption 3.
Both career choice and adjustment involves content and process
variables.

ICDM 7-1
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A THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK

A Theoretical Framework
Based on these assumptions, Minor (1985) developed a theoretical
basis for adult career counseling programs.

Individuals seldom regard their careers in the same way
throughout their lives and they behave differcattly at various
times in their live&
Choices d occupational fields and specific jths at certain
times are influenced by, and can be predicted from, certain
individual characteristics, such as intelligence and
achievement; special skills and talents; the ability to relate to
people; individual needs, values and goals; and personality
Ws-
Choices of occupational fields and specific jobs also ars
influenced by fitctors external to the individual. These
include the reinforeement received from parental and career
related activities, community influences, family requirements
and values, the economic and social conditions of the family
and society, opportunities for 'canting, the availability of
information and historical events.
The process of making choices about occupational fields or
specific jobs follows a general pattern of exploration,
crystallization, choice and clarification.
The prom= of making adjustments to new choices follows a
pattern of induction and integration, or balance, between the
waits of the individual and the needs of those around
him/her, such as the family. For example, s person may
asItire to a career as a concert pianist, but, as a result of
personal abilities and environmental factors, he/she may
become piano teacher.
Adjustment to the consequences of occupational or specific job
choices depends on factors in the work ervironment and on
the characteristics ethe individual. The most difficult
atbustment is related to the magnitude of the discrepancy
between what the individual expects to find, in terms of
requirements and rewards, and what the environment
provides in those area& In abort, people do not always get
what they hoped to get from a particular job. Information
resources and services can be especially important in
addressing these concerns.
Satisfactkon and success depends on how people fit into their
work environment. Individuals must be able to express their
values and interests, play roles, and perform activities that
they feel are appropriate.
Satisfaction in a specific job comes from receiving positive
feedback on a sucatssful performance and/or meeting an
internally defined thallenge and accomplishment
An individual's career is very much a part of one's life
activities. The interaction of occupational and family life
cycles, life style, leisure and other issues cannot be separated.
They must be conbidered together in career planning.
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SUBGROUPS OF
ADULTS WITH
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
NEEDS

Neat Career (Mangers

Mid life career change ean
take many forms. It can
be voluntary or
involuntary. It can result
from external
circumstances, such as a
company mowing from one
part of the country to
another, ore front changes
within an individual.

Displaced Worken

One of the major goals
when working with
displaced workers, is to
help them express their
anger and then re-enter
the career decision
making process to explore
new options and
opportunities.

Individuals can be assisted in making chokes and planning
their careers by:

helping them undurstand their own characteristics,
making them aware of the work envbennumt and other
external Threes;
providing access to infbrmation and gopropriate training;
and
considerbg the impact of occupational and job chokes on
other aspects of their lives.

Subiproups of Adults with Career Development Needs
The fbilowing swam describes selected subgroups of adults and some
of their specific needs. Goodman, Hoppin and Kent (1990), have
identified the following groups:

Wildlife Career Changers. Midlifb career dump is defined as a
"process in which an adult, =Sib' betweam the ages of 35 and
45, enters a new occupation that may require mild, moderate, or
extreme atustment in tnining or experience" (Brown and
Brooks, 1984). Midlifb career change takes various forma It can
be voluntary or involuntary; it may involve moving to a different
work site, or beginning a new job in a &miller work site. Some
changes ere made because of external circumstances, such as a
company moving from one part of the country to another. Others
are due to internal changes in the work place, such as the
incongruence between an individual's values or skills and the
work that heishe is expected to complete.

The following questions should be =laddered when working with
midlife toner changers:

How is midlife career change a part of the larger process
of change and growth during adulthood?
How is career change related to re-establishing self-
definitiors during middle life?
How is career change related to satisiliction, or distress,
in other adult roles?
What is the meaning of work beyond providing a
livelihood?
When does your "career" reflect continued growth and
development, and when might it minimize opportunities
for personal self-actualization?

(Abrege and Brammer, 1985)

Displaced Workers. Employees who have lost their jobs
through the actions of others are likely to en srience anger,
denial and depreision towards the "system." One of the major
goals in working with these individuals is to help them express
their anger and then move beyond it to take action. It is
important to note that many of these adults have not had to look
for work beibre, so learning the process of how to do this is
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critical. In addition, due to their lack or experience ir looking for
work, most displaced workers tend to have a negative and limited
understandin of their skill level and available options.

One of the first decisions a displaced worker needs to make is
whether or not to change his/her field of work. Is it a realistic
option to continue the puieult of a job that might be obsolete? Or
is displacement from this line of work merely temporary? Labor
market information can often provide answers to many of these
questions. Another key component when working with a
displaced worker is Wirral to other support systems, such as job
training programs.

Bradley (1990) believes that a displaced worker goes through a
grieving process somewhat similar to that of terminally ill
patients. She explains the stages in the *Mowing way:

Denial
Responding with shock. "1 can't believe it is true because I
have been a good worker."

"I have been with this company for 27 years. They can't just
get rid of me like that. The company won't be able to get
along without me."

Antler
The individual suddenly realizes that he/she is actually going
to lose their job and becomes angry at this reality. Often this
anger is taken out on family members and other workers.

"Why me? There are other departments not making a profit
and other workers who are less productive than me. I'll show
them.:
Bargaining
The individual realizes the job is lost, but heishe bargains for
more time.

"Just let me work until this project is finished."
"Just give me one more chance to make a profit for this
department."

Depression
The worker realizes the job is lost and accepts the condition.
He/she often does not want to see family or friends anymore.
Sometimes the despair gets so bad, the individual does not
bother to get dressed or go out of the house. He/she finally
acknowledges the pain and sorrow.

Acceptance
The individual realizes the job is over and accepts the
inevitable. Heishe recognizes that losing the job is stressful
and painfial, but it is critical to muster up the courage and
dignity to begin the career decision making process.

1CDM 7-4
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The Underemployed

These workers need to
broaden their options by
gathering infonnation.

Adults Entering the Job
Market for the First Time

Their barriers are both
internal and external.

These adults have
multiple needs regarding
training, awareness of
options, job seeldng and
retention $kills and
emotional support to cope
with stress.

Women Entering or
Reentering the Labor
Market

Older Workers
These workers not only
need to update their
knowledge about the
world of work, but also
need to learn how to
counter age-related
stereotype&

M=M11,
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The Underemployed. This suktroup includes those adults who

work part-time and wish to work fiill-time, or those employed at a

job ibr which they are ovok qualified. Because they are employed

they can involve themselves with a work place based network.
However, they may not have the time, nor understand how to find

a pcnition outside their immediate sphere. It is usually necessary
to help them gather more information in order to broaden their
horizons so that they are aware of all the options outside their
current work environment.

Adults Entering the Job Market for the First Time. These

adults have no work history, so they are often viewed *
employers with sane skepticism. In addition, they often lack
firsthand knowledge of the labor market, have minimal
employability skills and little experience coping with employer

expectations.

Some of the members of this group are the long-term unemployed,
which includes high school dropouts, single parents and recent
immigrants. These individuals are likely to be economically
disadvantaged. Their employment barriers are both internal and
external. An external barrier for this greup is the wide name of
inst utions that provide career guidance. Unsophisticated job
seek..:s often do not know where to turn fbr help. In addition, the

cost of private employment services, infierible hours at public
employment offices, inaccessible offices and lack of comprehensive
services make the job search even more &allaying. Further,
some training programs are unresponsive to the various learning
styles of adults.

Often because of frnstrating early employment experiences, long-

term unemployed persons may have a unique set of career
development needs. They need inhrmation with a particular
emphasis on jobs, camera or educational opportunities. This need
is often compounded by language or literacy problems and a
generally low level of basic skills. These adults usually need
more extensive training programs to learn appropriate skills and

to understand job seeking and retention strategies. They need

help in developing some practical ways to present their lack of

work history to prospective employers. Once hired, they need
emotional support and practical methods to cope with any
criticism they might receive on the job.

Women Entering or Reentering the Labor Market. (See
Module 8 - Specific Needs ofWomen)

Older Workers. Legally, older workers are those over 40. It is
unfortunate, but many employers still maintain prejudices about
older workers, even in light of research that claims that older
workers do not have diminished intellectual capabilities, an
inordinate amount of health problems, nor difficulty relating to
younger coworkers or supervisors. When seeking to make a job

'. S
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Adults with Limited
English Praline, (LEP)
Their primary need is
frequently English as a
second language and
counseling to understand
culturally appropriate
behavior.

Adults with Disabilities

Adults Who Live in Rural
Areas
Inaccessibility and a lack
of support services often
prevent these adults from
fully participating in the
labor market

COMPONENTS OF
A SUCCESSFUL
PROGRAM

1. Identification of Key
Work and Life
Experiences

This type of activity can
identify a partial list of
loaner satisfaction"
variables.

change or entry into the labor force, it is necessary for older
workers to take an active role in countering age-related
stereotypes. Older workers need to learn how to express their
advantages in terms of life experiences and maturity.

Adults with Limited English Proficiency (LEP). Many of
theme adults are immigrants, and, as a result of being newcomers
both to the culture and the world of work, they face many
barriers to employment &spite the fact that they may have
marketable skills. Their primary need frequently is English as a
Second Language instruction and counseling to understand
culturally appropriate behavior.

Adults with Disabilities- (See Module 9 - Specific Needs of
Persons with Disabilities)

Adults Wbo Live in Rural Areas. Inswessibility and a lack of
support services often prevent these adults from &fly
particimting in the labor market. The isolation created by
distances separating adults in rural areas often complicates the
delivery d human services. Nevertheless, many adults in rural
America, almost one-third of them living in firm households, are
quietly living in a state of poverty. The 1980s were a bad time
for many thrmers who went out of business due to low prices and
the high debts that they were unable to pay. Consequently,
almost one million small town residents moved to the big cities;
that trend is expected to continue throughout the 1990s. This
has resulted in a greater number of adults from rural
backgrounds who will be seeking work, both in farm communities
and in the larger cities.

Components of a Bummed Program
There are differences and similarities among these groups of adults.
Their career development needs ars numerous and complex. Career
development facilitators who work with adults can best serve them by

components of successful programs for adults in transition.
Zunker (1990) includes seven components for aduhe in career
transition:

Component It Identification of Key Experiences
Work and life experiences are evaluated to determine how they
can contribute to a career. This can be accomplished through an
interview, autobiography, collection of background information or
a work and leisure analysis. Some skills are easy to identify
through work and life experiences, and others, such as
communication, social, organizational and leadership skills, are
only implied.

The goal of these activities is to identity specific work tasks,
leisure experience:4 family concerns associated with work,
lifestyle needs and potential reasons for change. Using this
information, it is possible to identil Y a partial list of "career
satisfaction" variables.

ICDM
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2. Interest Identification

This will lead to the
building of Interest
clusters" of career options.

3. Skills Identification

SIMI; mastered from
previous work
experiences, hobbies,
leisure interests, social
activities and connmanity
volunteer work need to be
identified and translated
into the language of the
market place.

4. Lifestyle Identification

The goal I. to ident*
lifestyle needs and
understand how these
needs are part of rmeer
decision making.

5. Education and
Training

Once an area of interest is
identified, adults need
resources that explain
related educational and
training programs.

Component 2 Interest Identification
Measured interests often are used to predict job satisfaction.
Interest identification can serve to broaden and stimulate career
options for adults. One way to broaden options is to identify
interading components of uninteresting jobs. This finding should
lead th the building orinterest clusters," or patterns, as well as
specific interest indicators.

Component 33 Skills Identification
The fix= of this program component is on identifying skills
mastered from previous work experiences, hoblies, leisure
interests, social activitioa and community volunteer work. Many
adults not only have trouble recognizing their skil but they do
not know how to relate them to occupational requirements.
Adults often underestimate the value of their life experiences.
They need to learn how to translate terms they use to descrlloe
their transferable skills into the language of the market place(s)
they seek to enter.

Skills identification can be completed by understanding the
adult's fimctional/transferable skills. This can be accomplished
by a self-analysis of marketable skills, estimates ofdeveloped

skills, or by the more traditional method of standardized testing.
The critical factor in identification la to =courage the adult to
consider skills mastered in a variety of experiences. The next
step would be to cluster the identified skills in adaptive,
functional and occupational categories so that a more precise
relationship to occupational requirements is completed at the
same time.

Component 4: LifeetYle Identification
It is important to focus on the adult's total lifestyle, not just their
work. This concentration should include their values and needs
in relation to work, their leisure time, peer relationships, and
family ties. The goal is not only to iden* these values and
needs, but also to communicate that life is indeed multifaceted
and that the process for making a satisfactmy career choice
should not be oversimplified.

Component 5: Education and Training
Once an area of interebt is identified, adults frequently need
assistance to find sources of information that will direct tl,.em to
appropriate educational and training 7esources. They need to
know about the sources and how to best use the information they

contain. These resources might include printed matarials, a
computerized career delivery system that is both interactive and
information oriented, local information resources and/or a
microfiche system. Publications such as The Wall Street Journal
and USA Today routinely present career focused information.
Various sections of local newspapers and files containing the
names of local resources persons can be extremely valuable
resources. Adults neek' to be shown how to systematically make
effective use of this information.

ICDM
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Occupational Planning

The information gathered
should be more than work
tasks. It should be
processed so that lifestyle
needs and values become
integrated with career
and labor market
information.

7. Toward a Life
Learning Plan

SUMMARY

Tasks to complete include:

Mont* sources of inibrmation,
identifif continuing education programs,
usuktrstand admon requfrements,
investigate bow to obtain credit for past work experiences and
completed train*: programs,
evaluate accessibility and feasilulity,
Went* and communicate with support systems such as
financial aid offices, and
relate skills needed and careen; of interest to education
training programs to evaluate the best use of one's time and
money.

Component & Occupational Plannhig
This component also focuses on the need for career and labor
market intbrmation in terms ofaccess and effective integration
into a plan of action. This information can be accessed at the
same time as education and training information. Adults need a
variety of information about job tasks, work availability, the
training needed to enter the field and salary estimates. They
must then reflect upon how their abilities and needs match with
that information. They need the oppirtimity to access and
evaluate all the variables that will affect their lifestyle. This can
be accomplished with published materials, computer-based
systems, microfiche and gathering of information from workers,
organizations and personal contacts. The information gathered
should be more than simply work tasks. It should be processed so
that lifestyle needs and values become integrated with the
occupational infbrmation. Tasks to complete might include:

idoztify sources of occupational information,
access and assess the information,
relate skills, values and goals to specific careers,
evaluate how needs will be met,
relate family needs to career, and
identitt education and training needs for entry and
advancement

Component 7: Toward a Life Learning Plan
Throughout many career moves, it is important to use life
planning and decision making skills. Because of rapid change, we
all need periodic information updates and we must strive to
upgrade our skills, thus minimizing the ea.= ts of becoming
obsolete. We need to remain flexible. For thi reason, life
learning plans are cyclical and can be revised as changes are
needed.

Summary
The averne worker can expect to change jobs approximately seven
times during histher adult life. These movements are sometimes
voluntary, but often they are not. The adults who make these
changes often are in a state of personal crisis or transition.

ICDM
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Many of them, such as the displaced.workers or homemakers, have
specific nesds due to their circumstances or position in life. They
need career counseling services to:

help them reassess their work records and life experiences;
provide inthrmation about the occupations and opportunities
available tcethem; and lastly,
reassure them af their potential not only to cope with change,
but te grow as a result of it.

Career and labor market information can help accomplish these goals.
The process involved can be illustrated through the case studies and
activities listed on the outline ofModule 7.

ICDM
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SPECIFIC NEEDS OF ADULTS
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

MODULE 7

Mode lr of Adult Career Development

When working with adults, it is important to understand their developmental stage so that
appropriate interventions can be used. Schlossberg (19135) has identified four major models of
adult development. Each of these models has a different perspective on devekopmental stages.

Cultural Perspective This theory accepts the basic assumption that given a particular
environment, individual life itories will be predictable and similar. According to this
perspective, it is the structure of the work aystem and the resulting environment that are
largely responsible for the behaviors people engage in, both at the work place and in their
personal lives. According to this theory, for example, most school teachers behave in similar
ways, both in the classrooms and in their homes.

Developmental Perspective From this perspective, adult behavior is explained in terms of
ages and sequential stages of development A list of stages might include:

leaving the family (late adolescence to mid-20s);
moving into the adult world (early to late 20s);
settling down (early 30s to early 40s);
becoming one's own person (ages 35-39);
making a midlife transition (early 400), and
restaidlizing and beginning middle adulthood (middle and late 40s).

Some claim that passage through these stages mirrors one's chronological age, while others
believe that a per--a will pass through developmentally sequenced stages for reasons other
than age. One individual may move through life's stages in a predictable pattern and
schedule, while another mey stop progressing at a particular stage of development.

Transitional Perspective Nearly all cultures celebrate rites of passage marking birth,
puberty, marriage, death and other major lib events. This perspective on adult development
sees these adult experiences as mejor transitions. For example, proponents of this perspective
might believe that a young man should be well into his career development by the time he
marries. This perspective points to cultural norms as the dictators of age and stage
appropriate behavior, rather than emphasizing the biobgical ages and stages of the adult
This is a sociological perspective of transitions, or rites of passage. Supporters of this
perspective also deem it necessary to examine the individual's response to these transitions in
order to understand the individual.

Life Span Perspective Continuity and Change This perspective considers the continuous
aspects of the adult experience including changes over the life span, variations in how groups
experience adulthood, and socioeconomic, racial and ethnic differences among individuals.
From this perspective, the developmental span has no chronological age categories. Most
importantly, the stages are not unidirectional, hierarchical, sequenced in time, cumulative or
irreversible. The life course is fluid and is marked by many role transitions with varying
timetables for entries and exits that are not always age-related or predictable.
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Conclusion

Schlossberg's concha:dm regarding the developmental stages of adults is that there is not one
process of aging but many. There is not one lib course, but multiple courses. The variety is as
rich as the individual and hisolier experiences.

The Imam* of Mransitions

Schlossberg defines "transitions" to include both anticipateci and unanticipated changes.
"Anticipatad transitions" are those that have a likelihood of alcurreace and can be rehearsed, such
as an expected 'remotion or scheduled retirement. *Unanticipated transitions" involve a crisis,
such ae being laid off, becoming disabled or ptting divorced.

It is necessary to look beyond the actual transition and focus on the "impact" of the evtmt.
Schlossberg then identifies flictors that ease the asshnilation of the transition * the individual.

The reader is cautioned against the natural tendency to glorifY or dramatize one stage of adult
development over another. A case in point is the frequent emphasis on the "midlife crisis." Crisis
can occur at any time in one's Ilk and each person responds differently to the same stimulus. The
setting and historical context of the transitions should always he considered, as well as the
particular changes an individual experiences.

Implications for Practitioners

Schlossberg discusses the implications for thaw who work with adults as they cope with
transitions, and in this case, career changes.

These implications are listed below according to the four perspectives previously identifiai.

Cultural Perspective: According to this perspective, one would attempt to change or
modify the "system" and its policies rather than the individual. Examples of system
change might include instituting an employer policy that &von hirinr and promoting older
individuals, rather than hirkg new younger candidates. Another system change might
haus on changing the attitudes of employers so that they appreciate the concept of human
resource development, emphasizing retraining workers, rather than relying on layoffs and
new hires when they retool their work limn. This meals that, instead of counseling
individuals to tuljust to a system that is not workable, time would be better spent on
reorganizing the system and improving its policies.

Developmental Perspective: With this perspective, one would create developmentally
appropriate programs tied directly to the participant's age and stage in 111%). For example,
an adult in his/her early Ws who is leaving the &may fbr the first time has difilwent needs
than the person in middle adulthood who has worked for a number of years and I. looking
for another career due to a layoff or detire for a career dans. His/her needs for
appropriate information to improve their decision making vary dramatically. The younger
adult usually has not had exposure to varied life experiences nor access to a wide variety of
information sources.

A middle-aged adult who has work.111 in several jobs, volunteer or paid, not only has life
experiences to measure personal skills, values and interests, but probably has more access
to information through formal and informal networks. For example, a younger adult might
only be familiar with the occupations of hieher parents, friends and a few close relatives.emmal
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Without additional resources, this person's perceived options would be very limited.
Midiks-apd adults, on the other hand, would be able to actively comdder more career
options because of their increased !mow le* about the careen of parents, friends and
neighbors; and access to newspaper articles, magazines, radio, and other forms of
communication. These resources usually are an integral part of a middle-aged adult life
but not always of the adult who is just entering the work firm.

Transitional Perspective: Transitions seem to fall into three categories: a personal or
professional crisis, a movement from one life stage to another, or a loss. Support can come
in the ftorm of others communicating empathy, and understanding and assisting clients to
help themselves successfully through the transitions.

Adults can cope with transitions by changing the situation, modifying its meaning or
managing stress. Counseling services should be designed to help people learn these three
maior coPing stratiOell.

Movement from one transition stage into another is usually marked by a revised life
organizatimi and a renewed personal identity. While making these changes, people in
transition often look for ways to manage and cope. To help them understand their
situation and =we forward in career planning, cognitive information, such as career and
labor market infonnation, might be helpful.

One survey of adults (Perrone, Wolleat, Lee and Davis, 1977) discovered that the five
highest needs expressed by adults in transition were related to their career concerns. The
participants in the survey reported a need for information about occupations. They were
concerned about how their abilities would match with the demands ci selected jobs. The
researchers concluded that the dissemination of relevant labor market information is a
critical service when working with adults.

In addition, those transitions often pose a sense of immediacy. Not having a job or
knowing where one's career is headed can be cause for undue stress that only can be
relieved when a direction is found. Therefore, the timeliness and the recognition that
adults have finished with their "fooling around" time needs to direct a practitioner's
actions. Such adults need to learn to manage the stress while moving to establish
immediate short term and long term goals, plans and strategies.

Life Span Perspective: This perspective suppolts the notion that individuals deal with
issues, such as concerns about themselves or decision making, differently throughout their
lives. From this perspective, the complex variety of individual neet.a and responses makes
categoriring adults virtually impossible. Supporters of this perspective would conclude that
varied, multi-strategy programs are needed. What works for one person might not work for
another, and what works for an individual at one time in his/her Intp, might not be the
most helpfiil strategy in auother demanding situation. For example, merely providing
information to one ad,* might b.. enough. Another might need strategies for integrating
that information into life plans, while others might need help esta1-!'zliing goals and
implementation strateees for goal attainment.
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The Adult Learning Style

In our work with adults, it is not only important to understand their needs regarding career

planning and development, but if we are to be tru/y effective, it is important also to discuss how

adults learn. Although "adults" are a group with a vast amount of individual differences, the

literature concludes that there are certain general cbaracteristics that define the adult lemming

style. They include:

Adult life cycles influence learning. Thereibre, conxider the developmental needs of

adult learners. Adults in midlife have different needs th.:n y....kger adults.

Adults learn what they nonsider important. When they pensive a need to learn, they

are capable of working very hard. On the other hand, they will drop out when their needs

are not being met.
Adults are time-conscious learners. They have many roles that put a &mend on their

time and energy. This meats they want to meet their goals as directly, quickly and

efficiently as possible.
Adults want to to treated as responsible and inektpendent learners. Learning
situations should be designed to allow adults to retain as much autonomy as pomade.

The literature goes on to talk about an "andragogical" perspective of the adult learner.

According to Morris (1985), the key tenets of this PersPective are:

Adult learners are self-directed. They are more Moly to understand their needs, what

they want to do to meet those needs, and what they want to learn. They want to know

"why" they are learning.
Adult learners woceed from a base of previous experience. Their myriad of

expe. lances serves as a framework into which current learning and future growth are

combined. Past successes and failures color their attitudes towards learning and specific

pedagogical strategies.
Adults have an orientation to learning that is life, or task and problem centered.
Merely acquiring new information is not as important as problem solving. "How" the

information can be applied is really the critical issue.
Adults understand that as they pass through stages, they focus their attention or
the knowledge, skills and attitudes that they need during that particular time.
This is sometimes referred to as a "teachable moment."

Prom these tenets, Morris concludes that any information or activities designed for adults, whether

they are in career counseling or are enrolled in a career awareness course, should include the

following

the learner, rathr than the teacher, should be the key decision maker, or, at the very

least, be involved in joint decision making,
the techniques used to deliver the lesson should include discussions, problem solving cases,

simulations and field experiences; and
programs should either be focused on meeting real life needs or organized by the mastery

of competencies that are sequenced to parallel the learner's readiness to learn.

In terms of career counseling this means that we need to be sure we are;

helping adults broaden the competencies that they need to carry out their changing roles,

designing our questions and answers to assist adults direct their own learning; and

helping adults view career changes as a learning process, rather *an an event.
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Specific Needs of Adults
Module 7
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Module 8
Specific Needs of Women

and Teen Parents

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype
others by gender, race, age, and culture.

Knowledge of changes taking place in the economy, society, and job

market.

Knowledge of education, training, employment trends, labor market, and

career resources.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Knowledge of changing gender roles and how these impact on work, family,

and leisure.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.
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SPECIFIC NEEDS OF WOMEN AND TEEN
PARENTS

MODULE 8

Outline Topic Delivery Methods Trainer's Notes

Introductory
Scenarios

Issues Facing
Women in the
Work Force

Recognizing the
Uniqueness of
Women's Career
Patterns

What is the Status
of Women in the
Work Place?

Women Are In The
Work Force Out of
Necessity, Not For
Pleasure

Education Gives
Women Access to
Better Paying Jobs

Women are Heavily
Concentrated in
Low Paying Jobs
and They Receive
Less Pay than Men
For Equal Work

Lecturette pp. 1-2

Lecturette pp. 2-3

Lecturette pp. 3-4

Lecturette 1,1). 4-6
Figure 8.1
Women's Share of Labor Force is Growing
Figure 82
Labor Force Entrants by Sex

Lecturette p. 6

Lecturette pp. 6-7

Fig' 8"9Educational Attainment and Earnings

Lecturette pp. 7-8
Figure 8.4
Percent Distribution and Median Earnings
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Outline Topic Delivery Methods Trainer's Notes
Occupational
Segregation of
Women Continues
to be a Problem

Family and Career
Can Cause Stress
in Women in the
Work Force

The Lack of Basic
Literacy Skills has
Stifled Women's
Work Force
Participation

The Feminization
of Poverty Is One
Result of These
Barriers

Teen Parents

How Can Access to
Information Lead
to Women's Full
Participation in the
Work Force?

Summary

Activities

Lecturette pp. 8-9
Figure 8.5
Median Earnings of Males and Females by
Occupation

Lecturette pp. 9-10
Figure 8.6
Nrcent of Families with Children at Home in
Which Both Spouses Work Outside the Home

Lecturette p. 10

Lecturette pp. 1041

Lecturette pp. 11-14

Lecturette pp. 14-16

Lecturette p. 16

11, 17, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29
and Case Studies
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SPECIFIC NEEDS OF WOMEN AND TEEN
PARENTS

MODULE 8

(NOTE: This information has been summarized from a number cf documents including Nash, M.
Changing Roles cf Men and Women: Educating for Equity, Vocational &udies Center, 1991. The charts
and figures in this module will be updated as soon as the 1990 Census data beccones available.)

At the heart of the issues discussed in this module is a sex role system: a network of attitudes, feelings
and behaviors that result from sex role stereotyping. Although stereotyping results in barriers to career
development for both men and women, one diftbrence appears to be that the male stereotype is more
frequently cconected to the values rewarded in our society (Hansen, 1978). Stereotyping and sexism
result in male-dominated careers having much higher salaries. Further, the range of occupations
stereotypically male is much larger than the ten or so occupations that are stereotypically female. Men
have more career choices and get paid more. Freeing up both men and women from the sex role
stereotypes that often direct career decisions is a critical role of career development facilitators. While the
focus of this module is on girls and women, the participants need to appreciate the importance of these
issues for all people.

INTRODUCTORY
SCENARIOS

Introductory Scenarios
Select a few of the following scenarios to orient the participants to
the issues.

Scenario #1. A manager is at a meeting. Her boss, emphasizing a
particular point says, "Damn!". Suddenly, he stops
and turns to her and apologizes. The meeting grinds
to a halt as everyone looks at her, the only woman
present

Scenario #2. A woman securities analyst is interviewing for a job
and the senior partner asks her what her husband
does for a living. She tells him. Then he asks her
what he did before that, and before that. She wanted
to say, "Well, what does your little woman do?" But a
ith was at stake. "The senior partner thought the
questions were relevant. He wanted to put me in a
social and economic context," she says, "because I
think somewhere inside him he still defines women by
the men with whom they associate." She suppressed
her anger and got the job.

Scenario #3. At a company in the midst of a corporate takeover, the
new male vice-president took his two male managers
to lunch leaving the woman manager behind to
wonder whether it we lme to circulate her resume.
She decided to ask the vice-president directly about
the reason for her exclusion. He replied, "Oh, it has
nothing to do with you or your performance. I'm just
more comfortable with men."
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ISSUES FACING
WOMEN IN THE
WORK FORCE

Scenario #4. The baby wakes up whimpering. His mother takes his
temperature and finds that it is 102 degrees. The
child obviously is ill and cannot be left at the child
care provider. Mother has an important meeting
sciteduled this morning. She turns to the baby's
father and asks, "Honey, could you please take the
baby into the clinic this morning? Father replies,
"Gosh, sweetheart, I'm really sorry, but I have to
deliver a report by noon that isn't finished yet"

Scenario #5. The newly appointed three-person committee sitt
down fbr its first meeting. "Well, I suppose we'd
better have someone take minutes to make this
official." The two males turn toward the one female.

Scenario #6. It's Friday afternoon and people are leaving the office.
"Hey Frank, do you have any exciting plans for the
weekend? "Yeah, my brother and his family will be
visiting and we hope to get out and play a little golf
cm Saturday." "What about you, Sue, any plans?"
"Sure, I think I'll start with some laundry and try to
take the kids to the pool."

Scenario #7. The Personnel Committee finished screening the
candidates and was preparing to make its final
recommendation for the engineering position. The
chairperson was the first to speak. "I really liked the
first woman that we interviewed. I feel that she's
certainly the best candidate, but we just hired a
woman last month."

Scenario #8. The young woman was delighted to get her first
secretarial position after she graduated from high
school. She was =fused when her boss insisted on
closing the door when he gave her dictation. She did
not know how to respond t3 his lewd stares and sexual
comments about her clothing.

Issues Facing Women in the Work Force
These scenarios are examples cf the personal challenges, social
barriers, job stresses and discriminatory practices that women in the
work force often face. The issue is not so much sex differences and
whether they exist or not It is about what people believe about sex
differences and how those beliefs influence attitudes and behaviors.

We may be unaware of situations which reflect discrimination
because they are often couched in terms and masked in actions that
denote sensitivity to women and deference to their needs. Although
these actions may be well-meaning, they are unconscious displays of
discrimination that are deeply rooted in tradition. Consequently,
both sexes may fail to recognize these subtle signs of sex
discrimination in the work place and the subtle ways in which they
effect career decisions.



Women are full
participants in the work
force. This opens up new
horhams but also presents
new challenges.

Girls and women need to
acquire knowledge about
themselves and the full
range of career
opportunities.

RECOGNIZING
THE
UNIQUENESS OF
WOMEN'S
CAREER
PATTERNS

1. Their career patterns
are often interrupted
because of family
responsibilities.

2. Career development
facilitators need to
become aware of all
the stereotYPes and
mythilhat have
influenced previous
decisions and will
continue to influence
future decisions.

Women have become and will continue to be full participants in the
work force. This participation opens up new horizons for women but
at the same time presents many new challenges. In the past decade
we have seen a greater acceptance of different patterns of family and
career involvement. Legislation and regulations have opened up new
opportunities for wonme that enable them to develop their talents
and abilities in the work fbrce. There are still many barriers in the
work place for women, however. They need to acquire knowledge
about themselves and the range of career opportunities, both
traditional and nontraditimlal, that are available to them. After
enquiring this knowledge, they need to integrate this awareness and
information into their career decisions (Hansen, 1978). We as career
development facilitators can help girls and women overcome some of
these barriers by providing information and strategies that will
promote freedom of choice in both their personal and professional
lives.

In summary, we need to be sure that as girls and women make
decisions about their lives and their families, that they do so with an
understanding of their 11111 range of choices in the work place.

Recognizing the Uniqueness of Women's Career Patterns
Gender is an issue in all types cl counseling and human development.
It plays a particularly significant role in career development and
decision making. Gender membership affects career development and
decision making, life roles, and the ways in which work is integrated
into other roles (Brown and Brooks, 1991). The realities of women's
career development are quite different from those of men. In order to
provide information that will be integrated into career decision
making, we must recognize and understand those differences in life
patterns and decision points if we are to be effective. Critical issues
to consider are:

1. Career development facilitators need to understand the
nature of continuous and discontinuous career patterns. The
pressures to interrupt career involvement due to home and
family responsibilities is greater for women than men. Also,
it might be necessary Ito understand how the choice of their
career is inter4ined with their interest in continuity or
reduced work involvement due to the presence of children.

2. Career development facilitators will need to recognize the
stereotypes and myths that have been taught and then
determine how those myths have influenced previous career
decisions and how they will influence future decisions.
Typically, these myths lead to a lack of recognization of
women's talents and abilities in the world of work and a
limited understanding of the wide variety of career options.
Women need an orientation to the labor force during choice
periods that clarifies all job options.

3. Women's choices are more complex by nature. Women have
been socialized to believe that at some point they either
should be homemakers, work in traditional careers, be..1!
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3, Women's choices are
complicated by others'
expectations.

Some of the barriers and
challenges can be
overcome with
information.

WHAT IS THE
STATUS OF
WOMEN IN THE
WORK FORCE?

1MilleM

pioneers or try to combine all and be superwomen. Typically,
women's decisions are not seen as only their own but actions
that will directly impact on the lives of their children, spouses
or significant others.

Women need inftwmation not only to make career choices but also to
understand the networking, role models and support systems that can
help them function to their fiillest in the work place. Their
consciousness needs to be raised about all alternatives.

The barriers to women are real: the lack of work orientation, lack of
role models, lack of mathematicalscience and athletic training, and
lack of managerial experiences (Hansen, 1978). Another barrier is
that women with these skills and education still are perceived as not
having the skills. But they are also surmountable. During career
decision making a sensitivitr to these barriers, and strategies for
coping with them, are critical parts of career development and
decision making for women.

The next sections tpf this module will describe the status of women in
the work place and how access to information can be used as one
strategy to help women become MI participants in the world of work.

What I. the Status of Women in the W4wk Force?
Women's share of the labor force increased from 40% in 1976 to 45%
in 1988. The increase is projected to continue, reaching 47% in 2000.
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Wonten's participatkin has
increased.

Increased participation
can lead to a wealth of
opportunities, or a
prolonged environment of
stress.
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Participation was highest among women aged 35 to 44 years; 76% of
women in this age group were in the labor force. Not only are more
women working, but they also represent an increasing share of the
labor fbrce. Women will account fbr more than half of all entrants by
the year 2000,

U.S. Labor forgo entrants by sax, 1980-2000

FAWN.

Mom

Figure 8.2

Women of' all colors work for pay. There is nearly equal labor force
participation rates among black women, white women, and women of
Hiepanic origin. In 1989, 58.7% of black women, 57.2% of white
women and 53.5% of Hispanic women were in the labor force. Most
female workers were employed fhll-time. About 26% (14 million) held
part-time jobs.

In addition to their increased participation in the work force, women
are working longer. The average woman will spend half of her
lifetime in the work place. A married woman can expect to spend
approximately 34 years in the labor force. If unmarried, she will
spend approximately 41 years. Should present conditions continue,
this could represent a wealth of challenges and opportunities for
women, or it could result in a prolonged environment of stress,
di;crimination and harassment.

A number of issues effecting women need to be considered during
career planning and decision making, includinr

women are in the work force out of necessity, not for pleasure;
education gives women act.ess to better paying jobs;
women are heavily concentrated in low paying jobs and they
receive less pay than men for equal work;

SI;7
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WOMEN ARE IN
THE WORK
FORCE OUT OF
NECESSITY; NOT
FOR PLEASURE

EDUCATION
GIVES WOMEN

N'Ir
ACCESS TO
BETTER PAYING
JOBS

occupational segregation of women continues to be a problem;
flunily plue a career can cause stress in women in the work
force; and
the lack of basic literacy skills has stifled women's work force
participation.

Women Are in the Wm* Form Out of Necessity, Not for
Pleasure

There is a myth that women are in the work force not out
of necessity but for pleasure. That is not the case. The
majority of womim in the labor force in 1988 were either single
(25%), divorced (12%), wicbwed (4%), separated (4%) or had
husbands whose 1987 earnings were less than $15,000 (13.5%).
The financial problems of single women who maintain families is
a concern.

The myth of working fbr pleasure also is not true for married
womeel who are in the work force. They contribute substantially
to family income. In 1983, in 56% of married couple families the
women were part of the paid labor force, as compared with 40%
in 1972. In 1988, the median income of married couple families
with the wife in the paid labor force was $42,709, compared with
$27,220 for those without a wife in the paid labor force.

Education Gives Women Access to Better Paying Jobs

Educated women experience more success in finding
employnant. The more education, the higher the median
earnings for both men and women, although men consistently
earn more than women at each level of educational Mtainment.
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WOMEN ARE
HEAVILY
CONCENTRATED
IN LOW PAYING
JOBS AND THEY
RECEIVE LESS
PAY THAN MEN
FOR EQUAL
WORK

Women who do not have advanced degrees also are in the work
force but most often in low paying jobs. One in eight women in
the work force has loss than a high school education. When we
look to see who these women are with less than a high school
diploma, we find that one-half of the single mothers are in this
category, as well as over half of the displaced homemakers. This
means that the women who need better paying jobs are not
always qualified nor always prepared to obtain them.

Wonmn Are Heavily Concentrated in Low Paying Jobs and
They Receive Less Pay than Men for EquaA Work

Despite the educational achievements of many women,
women are still heavily concentrated in low paying jobs.
In addition, they receive less pay than men for equal work.

According to the U.S. Senate Budget Committee, 43% of women
workers today are in jobs vitith below poverty level wages,
compared to 27% of men.
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Figure 8.4

When the 1989 median weekly earnings of full-time wage and
salary workers were contrasted it was found that the average
woman earned 70 cents for every dollar earned by the average
man.

Men with less academic preparation than women often earn more
money. The medianincome of female high school graduates with
no college and working year-round, full-time in 1988 was $16,810.
This is somewhat lower than the median income ($17,190) of fully
employed men who had completed less than eight years of
elementary school. In 1988, women with four years of college
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OCCUPATIONAL
SEGREGATION
OF WOMEN
CONTINUES TO
BE A PROBLEM
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education had a median income of $25,187. This figure is below
the median income of men ($25,045) who had only a high school
diploma.

Ono positive result of wage discrimination is that many women
are dioosing to start their own businesses The number of
female-owned businesses in the United States rose from 2.5
million in 1980 to 4.1 million in 1986. Women see busineas
ownership as one way to avoid the inequities they often face as
employees.

Occupational Segregation of Women Continues To Be a
Problem

A critical barrier in the career development of women is
continued occupational segregatioa.
Women continue to constitute large proportions of workers in
traditionally female low-paing occupations. (Traditional fernaI
jobs are defined as those in which 75% or more of those employed
are women. Nontraditional jobs for women are defined as those
in which 75% or more of those employed are men.)

Between 1983 and 1988, the number of women in nontraditional
jobs remained relatively unchanged.

Does this occupational segregation really hurt? In terms of
wages, the answer is an unequivocal yes.
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FAMILY PLUS A
CAREER CAN
CAUSE STRESS
IN WOMEN IN
THE WORK
FORCE

Women in nontraditional occupations earn 20% to 30% more than
women in traditional occupations. This would lead one to believe
that women can increase their earning power by gaining entry to
nontraditional occupations. However, even when women work in
the same occupations as men, they do not always earn equal pay.

Over the past five years, the greatest increase of women entering
nontraditional jobs has been in the professional occupations.
Despite the gains that women have made in business ownership
and in the nontraditional profinsions, there are still relatively few
women in top leadership or management positions. Although
many women have risen to middle levels in the corporate world,
women comprise only 5% of the top executives in U.S.
corporation& Some observers charge that there is a "glass
ceiling" that female executives are not allowed to rise above.

The limited number of female leaders and administrators is also
evident in political and educational arenas. In 1991, women
represetted only 2% of the United States Senate and 6.6% of the
House of Representatives. In education, where females have
dominated the teaching profession, in 1990 less than 2% of school
superintendents, 9% of college presidents, and 10% of full
professors were women.

Family Plus Career Can Cause Stress in Women in the Work
Force

Women in the work farce, especially mothers, experience
many conflicts between their career and family
responsibilities. That means that their stress is not felt only
between nine and five but also goes home with them at the end of
the work day. The percent of families with children at home in
which both spouses work outside the home has continued to
increase from 30% in 1950 to 60% in 1987.

Percent of families in the U.S. with children st home in
which both spouses wort outside the horns

1950 30%

1960 40%

1971 50%

1987 60%

Figure 8.6
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THE LACK OF
BASIC LITERACY
SKILLS HAS
STIFLED
WOMEN'S WORK
FORCE
PARTICIPATION

THE
FEMINIZATION
OF POVERTY IS
ONE RESULT OF
THESE BARRIERS

In 1988, 65% of the women in the work force had children under
the age of 18, and 56% cA" the mothers with preschoolers under
the age of six were labor force participants.

Many women in the work force feel pressured to be "super moms"
in order to meet the demands of their work, husbands, children,
relatives and household chores.

The Lack of Basic LiteracY Skills Ras Stifled Women's Work
Force Participation

Another barrier to full participation in the work place is
the lack of basic literacy skills of both men and women.

An estimated 23 million adults in the U.S. lack basic literacy
skills.
An estimated 23% of all adult females have severely limited
skills, :Impend to 17% of all males.
Of &male heads of household with less than a high school
diploma,75% are living in poverty.
Young woman with below average skills and below poverty
incomes are 5.5 times more likely to become teen parent!
Nearly 40% of female single parents and 35% of displaced
homemakers have an eighth grade education or less.
The greatest predictor of a child's &tun) academic success is
the literacy of the child's mother.
As the number of families headed by low literate women
increase, the cycle of illiteracy is perpetuated.

The picture portrayed by these literacy statistics on the one hand,
and the skill demands needed in the future work force on the
other hand, are further cause for concern over the role of women
in the work force. Low literacy levels are a major barrier to the
full participation of women in the work force. Linking literacy
education to employment and training programs should be a focus
for any program that intends to increase women's employability.

The Feminization of Poverty Is One Result of These Barriers
Although women have made gains in business ownership and in some
professions, the majority ofwomen in the work force remain in low
payiag and low status Mts. In 1988, women represented 62% of all
persons 16 years old and over with poverty level incomes. The
poverty rate of all families maintained by women with no husband
present was 33.5%; foi those families maintained by women with
children under 18, it was 44.7%. This means that in 1988, there
were 3.6 million families maintained by women with no husband
present that had incomes below the poverty level. This state of
poverty endured by many single parents and older women in the
work force has been called the "Feminization of Poverty."

Actions taken by our government, such as legislation to create public
policy, support but do not ensure the entran x of women into
nontraditional employment and traininfi. For example, the Job
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Government actions
support, but do not
ensure, imprevemeut in
the status of women in the
work force.

TEEN PARENTS

One group of women who
need special attention are
tees parents. The poverly
status among sines young
mothers I. staggering.

They face significant
challenges and bonus in
completing kigh school,
pursuing postsecondary
education and entering
the work force.

Training nntuenhip Act of 1982 (JTPA), The Carl D. Perkins
Vocational Education Act of 1984, The Carl D. Perkins Vocational
and Applied Technokly Education Act of 1990, This VII of the Civil
Rights Act at' 1984, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Guidelines of 1980, Title IX of the Educathmal Act Amendment of
1972, Equal Pay Act of 1973 and Executive Order 11248 all protect
the rights of women to work, but they do not guarantee women the
training that they may oftim need. (See Appendix 34 for more
details.)

Teen Parents
(Many ( the comments about the special needs of teen parents were
taken ffrom Lindner, P. Career Survival KU for Teen Sducatka and
ZnpIoyment, 1987).

One group of women who need wiecial attention are teen parents.
Regrettably, the rates of adolescent pregnancy and childbearing are
higher in the United States than in most Western countries. Over
500,000 teenage girls in America have babies each year. Most d
these young women are not married. They often remain single and
become the head of their household. The poverty status among these
young single mother households is staggering.

For many teenage mothers, their bakdes are not their first children,
but their second or third. As a result of premature parenthood, they
face significant challenges in completing high school, pursuing
postsecondary education and entering the work forte. Without the
appropriate interventions, such as career development programs,
their educational and employment opportunities remain very limited.

There are many barriers t!..az can affect the chances of achieving
positive outcomes for teen parents. They include the following

low self concept and self-esteem;
lack Of information about academic planning and occupational
choices;
lack &role models;
lack of educational skMs;
lack of seltawareness;
lack of assertiveness;
low aspirations, motivalion and expectations of themselves;
low level of trust in others;
poor counnuniestion and decision making skills;
unrealistic gods and ambitions;
defensive athitudes;
limited emutional resources for support and maintenance;
immature behavior;
need for immediate gratification; and
low socio-economic status.

ICDM 8-11
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Teen parents need
multiple services to make
the transition from
adolescence to
parenthood.

In addition to these social and economic problems, there are other
factors that compound the above obstacles for teen parents. They
include:

need tbr child care and transportation;
need for housing
need fiw a strong support system;
need to establish paternity thr child support;
need for family planning and pregnancy prevention resources;
poverty level living conditions;
noncompletion of high school and a lack of comprehensive
academic planning;
lack of employability skills and job readiness; and
lack of knowledge about mources and how to gain access to
them.

The special employment needs fol teen parents include:

difficulties with role identityAm I a carefree teenager or a
responsible adult?
feeling a social stigma because of the way they have chosen to
begin a family
the inability to support their family financially
a strain from attempting to balance their dudes as a wage
earner with their educational and/or parental responsibilities
a lack of formal education and job sidlls limitations
being hindered by socialization into traditionally female
occupations
paying child care costv with little or no wages.

Teen parents need multiple services to make the transition from
adolescence to parenthood. Most importantly, the nudority of
pregnant and parenting teams are at risk of not completing high
school. These teens fhce double jeopardy; they have the needs
common to all at-risk students, with the additional burden of being a
parent of a small child. This means that their needs also include
child care, transportation and referral to other community services
that may provide support for the mother and child as they pursue
their educational or training plan. Many of the programs designed to
meet the needs of teen parents should share the same characteristics
as dropout prevention or children at-risk programs.

Programs for teen parents also need to include life skills, such as:

parenting and nutrition;
learning how to give and receive emotional support;
learning how to access available child care, transportation
services and other support services necessary to one's
survival;
self-concept building
learning how to meet the challenge of combining work and
family roles;
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It is imperative that teen
parents consider better
paying occupations
because it is likely that
they will be the sole
provider for their

Career and labor market
information can introduce
teen parents a wide range
of higher wage
occupations.

building swot systems;
networking for work opportunities and connections;
enhancing interpersonal communication and relationships;
and
avoiding the role of a victim.

For teen parents to achieve financial indepoldence and ward off a
lifiatime of poverty, they will need to be exposed to career exploration
activities that focus on expandim career options, planning, and
vocational training that is free of gender bias. Teen parent programs
need to have explicit equity goals. One of the ohjectives of gender
equity is to assist students in exploring and participating in a
broader range of educational programs and activities leading to
higher Paying, and more satisfying, careers.

In addition, teen parents need to boos tm finding j3bs that will
challenge them and provide opportunities for advancement in a
chosen career, rather than temporary or dead-end positions. They
need jobs that offer good benefits, such as health insurance, vacation
and sick leave. Because of their cluld cars responslilities, they
should seek work that allows fbr &tulle schedules and employers
that give consideration lbr child care arrangements and the
unexpected demands of pannting.

It is imperative that teen parents consider better paying occupations
because it is Ificely that they will be the primary, or sole, provider for
their child(ren). Encouraging teen parents to break traditional
occupational patterns is not easy to do, however. Many young people
need assistance in esploring the myths about gender roles. Many
young women, in particular, may be reluctant to visualize themselves
in occupations that have been dominated by men. However, by
increasing their employment options, they may find economic
independence for themselves and their child(ren).

Career and labor market information can help direct teen parents to
higher wage occupation and introduce them to a wide range of
options. Information can show women that jobs traditionally held by
men, such as those in the Wilding trades, offer higher pay. By
comparing and contrasting several occupation, teen parents car see
the advantages and disadvantages of pursuing and planning for a
particular career interest. This information can be used, for example,
to direct young people toward the apprenticeship and training
programs that are available to them in order to develop the skills
they need for better paying jobs.

In summary, the United States has an alarming rate of teenage
pregnancr it is the highest in the Western world. Teen parents need
a great deal of support in order to continue their education and care
for their children. Because they often come from disadvantaged
backgrounds, they face many social and economic barriers to
becoming self-sufficient Teen parents have the additional challenge
of caring for their children. Many schools and community agencies
have set up programs to help teenage parents to develop the
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HOW CAN
ACCESS TO
INFORMATION
LEAD TO
WOMEN'S FULL
PARTICIPATION
IN THE WORK
FORCE?

The first tradition that
limits a woman's ability to
reach their full potential
in the work force is pay
discrepancies between
men and women.

Providing information
about higher wage
occupations is one way to
expand horizons and
challenge stereotypes and
myth&

personal, educational and career skills that are needed in order make
them economically independent. For women, this emancipation may
require that they consider working in a nontraditional occupation in
order to make the higher wages that they need to support their
family.

How Can Access to Career and Labor Market Information
Lead to Women's Full Participation in the Work Force?
Knowing these concerns and barriers, how can we provide solutions
through improved access to career and labor market information?

As noted, there ars two traditions that limit a woman's abiliV to
reach their tall potential in the work fbrce. The first tradition is the
discrepancy in pay between males and females in nearly every
occupational area, even when experience and educational preparation
are held constant This not only contrilutes to the growing
hminization of poverty but it also devalues the contributions of
women.

The national and local data indicate that the problem of pay
discrepancies has overwhelmed many of us. As career development
facilitators, however, we can iielp girls and women make choices that
will lead to careen that not only value their ccmtribution but also
provide them with a wage that is commensurate with their
contAutions.

One way to do that is to provisk information alma higher wage
occupations. This is one way of expanding options for females. In
addition to communicating general information about occupations, we
need to know and communicate wage and benefit information that
can direct a women to careers that will provide the salary and
benefits to support oneself and &roily. This dollar figure, which can
be found in national, state and local career and labor market
information, should play a role in the decision making process if we
want to change the occupational segregation and reduce the number
of poor women in the work force.

The opportunities for increased earnings have not been attracting
women partly because many girls and women do not understand the
implications of their choices during the process of career decision
making. We need to provide the information so that the girls and
women will take the time to explore less traditional higher wage
oftupations that utilize the same skills and abilities as more
traditional low wage jobs. The information that we present must be
used to clarify the myths and realities of the work place. This can be
done by showing the fallacies in sea role myths such as:

women lack the temperb lent to do "men's" work;
women cause additional bxpense to their employers;
women do not have the physical stamina and strength for
"men's work."
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Increasing dissemination
efforts of existing
rewurces is another
tactic.

Examples of higher wage opportunities for women might include:

Professional
Engineering
Law
Medicine
Environmental Science
Accounting

Marketing
Commission Sales
Advertising
Transportation
Shipping

Technical
Airplane Pilot
Air Traffic Controller
Chemical Technician
Computer Programmer
Engineering Technician

Skilled Crafts and Trades
Auto Mechanics
Drywall Vanisher
Painter
Construction
Telephone Repairer

Anotv .1r tactic to ensure that women are aware of all their options is
to focus en expanding our services to women who do not have easy
access to information because they are female. An example is the
void of information directed to women on apprenticeships. Many
women do not have female role models who have been apprentices,
nor are they usually invited to information sharing sessions in
schools, because the apprenticeship option is not a traditional one for
women. As a result, most women have no knowledge about
occupations in the trades nor an idea of how to train for them.
Getting into an apprenticeship involvea a series of planned steps that
women need to know as they consithr higher wage occupations.

The information that we disseminate must be directed to girls and
wwnen so that we can tear down the following barriers:

sexism;
a lack of information Laout the options available to women
and the procedures for seriously exploring these occupational
options; and
the myth that some jobs are unfeminine and masculine and
inappropriate for women.
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The second tradition that
holds women back is
occupational segregation.

Some of this segregation
can be minimized by:

recognizing+
communicating, and
challenging inequities
and stereotypeg

illustrating the
economic realities of
specific career options;

pointing out
stereotypes about
women workeis and
the careers they
choose;

raising expectations;
and

monitoring activities.

SUMMARY

Eliminating Occupational Segregation
The second tradition that holds women back is occupational
segregation. Three out of four employed adult women work full-time.
They participate heavily in occupations that are growing, but
unfortunately these same occupations are also low paying and often
dead-end type jobs in areas such as retail sales, service, clerical and
factory/assembly occupation&

Once again, we can combat some of this segregation by providing
appropriate information during career decision making. Specifically,
this information needs to:

Recognize inequities in the labor force and explain to clients that
past traditions do not need to limit their ortions. In doing so, we
also need to talk about ways to cope with bsdng a "pioneer" in a
nontraditional career.
Provide content that will open up career planning and allow the
girls/women to explore both traditional and nontraditional options
with direct information about the wages and benefits d all types
of careers. The instruction should focus on economic realities of
all career options.
Make a concerted effort to point out stereotypes that exist about
women workers and the careers they choose. Do not leave this to
chance. Be sure that sex role stereotypes have not limited the
options open to girls and women.
Raise a client's/student's expectation about her rights and
responsthilities in choosing a career.
Be sure that all materials and assessment instruments are
gender free and contain role models and examples that are both
male and female.
Monitor the occupational exploration activities that are completed
on a computerized information delivery systems, such as a CIDS,
and be sure to program in a component that directs the user to
higher wage occupations that use the same skills and abilities as
lower wage, traditional occupations.

Summary
There are a number of trends that indicate women have and will
continue to achieve greater equality of opportunity in the work place
and greater freedom of choice. Important strides have been made
through leeslation, affirmative action and an increased consciousness
of the contributions that women can make. Yet, there are still many
barriers to women's full participation in the work place. There is a
continuing need to examine life role choices.

In particular, we must help female clients consider a wide range of
alternatives. We must make sure all those making a career decision
have accurate information about women in the labor force, both
present and projected. Encourage women to explore new and
emerging occupations and expose them not only to information
sources but to the process of gathering and disseminating information
from all women in the work force.
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SPECIFIC NEEDS OF WOMEN AND TEEN
PARENTS

MODULE 8
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Gender Equity

Gender Equity is:

I. Freedom from favoritism based on gender.
2. Equal treatment that frees men and women to expand and develop according to their

needs.
3. A mutual trust as persons of both genders are unrestricted in their roles.

Behaviors that Limit Gender Equity:

I. Gender Discrimination: Any action that intentionally limits or denies a person's or group
of person's opportunities, privileges, roles, or rewards on the basis of gender.

2. Gender Bias: Behaviors resulting from the assumption that one gender is superior to the
other.

3. Gender Role Stereotyping: Attributing behaviors, abilities, interests, values and roles to a
person, or group of persons, on the basis of their gender.

A Sample Model for Sex Equity in Career and Vocational Education: An Overview *raleWisconsin Model

An educational tool to promote gender equity has been developed by the State of Wisconsin. The
goal of this model is to create a school environment that promotes educational equity and supports
expanded choices for all. It addresses staff development as well as six other major strategies, from
affirmative guidance to parent and community involvement. It is unique in that it places attention
on student competencies throughout the entire program. (For more information on the model,
contact Melissa Keyes at the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction.)

There are five distinct phases in the model. They are:

Phase I: Building Commitment and Direction
Phase II: Assessment
Phase III: Planning
Phase IV: Action
Phase V: Evaluation

Gender equity is an important developmental guidance issue. To really understand the impact of
gender equity problems, it is necessary to analyze career exploration as it occurs in the K-I2 and
postsecondary system, course enrollment patterns, recruitment and retention of students,
counseling materials, tests, and other resources. For example, major discrepancies between males
and females are often found in the clasees they choose and the career counseling that they receive.

Following are some conditions which raise concerns aboi the equity issue:

Women work for pay for the same reasons as men i.e., to meet financial responsibilities, to
feel that they are contributing to society, and to achieve a sense of personal fulfillment.
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Opportunities for women to meet financial responsthilities and achieve societal and
personal goals have been limited by the fact that women have been concentrated in a
relatively few, low-paying occupational fields in the labor force. By expanding career
choices and emphasizing the reality ofjob &tures, both males and females can plan work
more realistically.
Nationwide, only 13.1% of female students are enrolled in nontraditional vocational
courses.

Counselors can promote equity in several ways:

Use career information that expands occupational choices, such as materials that promote
gender fairness and use bias free language. Display posters and other educational supplies
that expand career ideas and illustrate both female and minority role models.
Reprogram computer career information /engem to prompt students to explore
nontraditional or higher wage and benefit occupations.
Recognize equity as an important issue that needs to be promoted through a concerted
effort by all educators. ,

Incorporate equitt concepts and action into the K-12 and postsecondary guidanai program.
Provide support materials to staff to promote equitable career plans.
When students are selecting courses and programs in which to enroll, encourage them to
consider their options realistically. Remind them that:

most men and women will hold paying jobs for most of their lives,
most men and women work out of economic need, and
traditionally female jobs pay less than traditionally male jobs.

Encourage students to select challenging course work that promotes their fidure academic
and career development Even though academic choices are available, many students do
not enroll in the more difficult courses, such as math md science, which in turn, limits
their choices in fizture coursework, educational opportunities and employment
Review interest inventories, assessment instruments and interpreteon of results for
gender bias.
Be aware of legislation that promotes career development There am federal t.nd state
laws that provide opportunities to women that might not be available without the

Legislation That Affects The Career Development a Women

The historical sequence of federal laws that have had an impact on the career development of
women follows.

Equal Pay Act of 1963 - This is the first federal legislation that forbids sex discrimination in
employment Essentially, it provides for equal pay for equal work.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 - This section of the Civil Rights Act prohibits
discrimination against students on the grounds of race, sex, color or national origin in
programs receiving federal funds. Any institution or agency receiving federal funds is covered
by Title VI, including most educational agencies.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 - This Act makes it illegal for private employers,
labor unions, employment agencies, state and local governments, and employees of educational
institutions to discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex or national origin including:



recruitment, hiring, firing, layoff, recall
wagm, conditions or privileges of employment
classification, assignment or promotion
use of &alias.
apprenticeship training or retraining
application of rArral procedures
sick leave and pay
overtime work and pay
insurance coverage
retirement privileges
printing, publishing, or circulating any advertisement relating to employment
promotion opportunities

Executive Order 11246 (1958) - This order prohibits employment discrimination based on
sex, as well as on race, color, religion, or national origin by fisderal contractive or
subcontractors. The order covers employers with a federal contract of more than $10,000 and
does not exempt specific kinds of employment or employees. This order also includes
regulations that require hiring women on all construction craft jobs.

Revised Order No. 4 - This order requires contractors with 50 or more employees and a
contract of 250,000 or more to take affirmative action in the employment of minorities in job
categnries where they have been underutilized. The order requires similar goals and
timetables for women as well as minorities.

Titles VII and WU of the Public Health Services Act - These titles forbid schools and
training prwrams in the health professions from discriminating against students on the basis
of sex.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 - As amended by the Equal Employment
Opportunkr Act of 1972, this title prohibits discrimination in the employment of personnel on
the basis of race, color, religion, national origin or sex. All institutions or agencies with 15 or
more employees, including state and local governments and labor organizations, are covered
under the Act.

Equal Pay Act of 1963, Amended by the EducationAmendamits of 1972 - This
amendment prtthibits sex discrimination in salaries and fringe benefits. It covers au employees
of educational institutions, including professional, executive, and administrative positions.

Title IX of the Education Amendments Act - This Mile of the Education Amendments Act
prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in any educational program or activity readying
federal financial assistance. It states that "No person in the United States shall on the basis of
sex be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits or be statiected to discrimination
under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance..."

Women's Educational Equity Act of 1974 - This Act was passed to provide educational
equity for women in the United States. Under this Act, the Commissioner is authorized to give
grants to or to enter into ands-acts with agencies, organizations or indivkluals for activities
designed to carry out the purposes of the law at all levels ofeducation. Activities included are
the development., evaluation, and dissemination of curriculum, textbooks, and other materials
concerning educational equity; preservice and inservice training for personnel with special
emphasis on programs to provide education equity-, research and development activities
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designed to advance educational equity; and guidance and counseling designed to assure
educational equity.

Section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act - Section 504 prohthits discrimination on the
basis of a handicap in employment and prnramming tty all recipients of federal financial
assistance.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1997 - The Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1957 prohibits employmont discrindr idion against persons between the ages of 4(1 and
70. It also prohibits mandatory retirement prior to the age of 70.

Age Discrimination Act of 1975 - This Act prohibits unreasonable discrimination on the
basis of age in programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance.

Title VII (section 799M and Title VIII (Section 845) of the Public Health Service Act
as Amended by the Comprehensive Real* Manpower Training Act and the Nurse
Training Amendment Aet of 1971 - These titles state that institutions receiving illtderai
Amu for their health personnel training programs may not discriminate on the basis of sex in

or students.
admissions or in employment practices related to employees working directly with applicants

Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Ant of 1990 - This Act
and its predecessor, promotes sex equity in vocational education by creating an educational
environment which helps students five themselves from limiting sex role expectation by
insisting that all students can and should participate in all programs regardless of gender.
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20 FACTS ON WOMEN WORKERS

U.S. Department of Libor, Women's Bureau
Fact Sheet No. 90-2, 1990

1. 56 million women 16 years of age and over were working or looking for work in 1989.
Ten years earlier, about 44 million women were in the civilian labor forte. Women
accounted for more than three-fifths (62 percent) of the increase in the civilian
labor fore since 1979-11.8 million women compared with 7.1 million men.

2. In 1989, 69 percent of all women 18 to 64 years of age, or 53.1 million women, were
in the civilian labor force compared with 88 percent of all men in this age group.
Fifty-seven percent of all women 16 years of age and over were labor force
participants. Participation was highest among women 35 to 44 years of age; 76
percent of women in this age group were in the labor force.

3. Most women workers are employed full-time. About 14 million or 26 percent of all
women workers held part-time jobs (less than 35 hours a week) in 1989. Eighty-six
percent of part-time women workers were employed on a voluntary basis. Just over
two-thirds (68 percent) of all part-time workers were women.

4. The average woman worker 16 years of age between 1970-80 could expect to spend 29.3
years of her life in the labor force, compared with 39.1 years for a 16-year-old
man. White and black women could expect to spend 29.6 and 27.8 years, respectively,
of their lives in the labor force.

5. Women accounted for 45 percent of all persons in the civilian labor force in 1989.
Among these, half of all black workers were women; 45 percent of all white workers
were women; and 40 percent of all Hispanic origin workers were women.

6. The influx of women into the labor force during the 1970's and early 1980's has
resulted in nearly equal labor force partkipation rates among black women, white
women, and women of Hispanic origin. In 1989, 58.7 percent of black women (6.8
million), 57.2 percent 01 white women (47.4 minim), awl 53.5 percent of Hispanic
origin women (3.7 million) were in the labor force. In 1986, for the first time, 50
percent of working age Hispanic origin women were in the labor force.

7. Women continue to constitute large proportions of workers in traditionally female
occupations. In 1989 women represented 80 percent of all administrative support
(including clerical) workers, but only about 9 percent of all precision production,
craft, and repair workers. Women were 68 percent of all retail and personal services
sales workers but only 40 percent of all executives, managers, and administrators.
There were 18,983 women working as apprentices at the end of 1989, representing 7.2
percent of all apprentices.

8. The unemployment rate for all women in the labor force was 5.4 percent in 1989; for
women 20 years of' age and over, it was 4.7 percent. Despite reduced population,
teenagers, especially blacks and Hispanics, experienced very high unemployment rates.
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20 FACTS ON WOMEN WORKERS (page two)

1989 Unemployment Rates

Teenagers
( 16-19 years)

Rate Adats (20 years
of age and over)

Rate

Black women 33.0 Black women 9.8

Black men 31.9 Black men 10.0

Hispanic women 18.2 Hispanic women 8.0

Hispanic men 20.2 Hispanic men 6.6

White women 11.5 White women 4.0

White men 13.7 White men 3.9

Source: U.B. Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor oakum, gmidairment and Earnings, January tsoo.

9. Most women work because of economic need. The majority of women in the labor force
(583 percent) in March 1988 were either single (25 percent), divorced (12 percent),
widowed (4 percent), separated (4 percent), or had husbands whose 1987 earnings were

less than $15,000 (13.5 percent).

10. Wives in the labor force contribute substantially to family income. In March 1988,
56 percent of married couple families had wives in the paid labor force as compared
with 40 percent in March 1971 In 1988 the median income of married couple families
with the wife in the paid labor force was $42,709 compared with $27,220 for those
without the wife in the paid labor force. Women who maintain families have the
lowest median family income ($15,346).

11. The more education a woman has, the greater the likelihood she will seek employment.
Among women 25 to 54 years of age with 4 or more years of college in March 1988, 81
percent were in the labor force. Among women of the same age group with less than 4
years of high school, only 51 percent were in the labor force.

12. Median earnings for women who worked year round, full time in 19118 was $17,606. The
comparable figure for men was $26,656. White women earned $17,819, black women
earned $16,538, and women of Hispanic origin earned $14,845.

1988 Median Earnings: Year-Round, Full-Time Workers

All women $17,606 All men S26,656

White women 17,819 White then 27,228

Black women 16,538 Black men 20,371

Hispanic women 14,845 Hispanic men 17,851

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce: Bureau of She Census, sizaninsanuauswiltetaudzionghlulig
boos in the %iced tater apss (Advance data from the March 1989 Current PopulaSion Sam).

13. The median income of female high school graduates (with no college) working year
round, full time in 1988 was somewhat lower than that of fully employed men who had
completed less than 8 years of elementary school-416,810 and $17,190, respectively.
In 1988, women with 4 years of college education had a median income below that of
men who had only a high school diploma--$25,187 and $26,045, respectively.
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20 FACTS ON WOMEN WORKERS (page three)

14. Women are still heavily concentrated in low paying jobs. Thus, the average woman earns
70 cents for every dollar earned by the average man when 1989 median weekly earnings of
full-time wage and salary workers are compared. The five most lucrative occupations
for women are: lawyers; ent,ineerc mathematical and computer scientists; physicians;
and operations and systems researchers and analysts (1).

15. More women are choosing to be entrepreneursstarting their own businesses. The number
of women-owned businesses in the United States rose from 2.5 million in 1980 to 4.1
million in 1986. Women's share of all nonfarm sole proprietorships rose from neely 26
percent in 1980 to 30 percent in 1986.

16. The 33 million women with children under the age of 18 had a labor force participation
rate of 65.0 percent in March 1988. Fifty-six percent or 8.9 million mothers with
preschoolers (children under age 6) were labor force participants in March 1988.

17. Of the 58 million children under age 18 in the United States in March 1988, nearly 33
million (56.2 percent) had working mothers. About 9.5 million children under age 6
(47.5 percent of 19.8 million) had working mothers.

18. In 1988 women represented 62 percent of all persons 16 years old and over with poverty
level incomes. The poverty rate of all families maintained by wtmen with no husband
present was 33.5 percent for those families maintained by women with children under
age 18, the poverty rate was 44.7 percent. There were 3.6 million families maintained
by women (no husband present) that had incomes below the poverty level.

19. Women maintained 53 percent of all poor families in 1988. They maintained 76 percent
of poor black families, about 48 percent of poor Wispank origin families, and 44
percent of poor white families.

20. Women are maintaining an increasing proportion of all families (16.9 percent in 1989).
In black familia, women maintained 45 percent in Hispanic origin families, 23
percent and in white families, 13 percent. Nearly two-fiths (39 percent) of the 14
million increase in family households between 1969 and 1989 was attributabk to
families maintained by women. In contrast, between 1940 and 1960, families maintained
by women accounted for only 8 percent of the increase in the number of families.

Families Maintained by Women, 1989

Number of Percent of MedianWeekly
Families Families Earnings

Total (2) 10,997,000 16;9 $347
White 7,425,000 13.3 363
Black 3,254,000 44.6 303
Hispanic 1,095,000 22.8 337

Source: U.S. Department of Labor Bureau ofLabor Statistics, Employment and Eaminp, January MS.
(1) Excludes any occupation where the roma' base is Wm than 50,000.
(2) Components will not suns to total because data for the 'other rac& group are not pulsated separately and
Hispania am included in both the white and black population mope.
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Educational Attainment and Earnings
Male versus Female

Year round, full time workers, March 1989
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Percent Distribution and Median Earnings
of Males and Females aged 35-54 by Occupation

Year round Full time Workers in the U.S.
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Median Earnings of Niles and Females aged 35-54
by Occupation

Year round Full time Workers in the U.S.
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Percent of families in the U.S. with children at home in
which both spouses work outside the home
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Module 9
Specific Needs of Persons

with Disabilities

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of decision making and transition models.

Skills to assist individuals in setting goals and identifying strategies for
reaching goals.

Knowledge of basic concepts related to career counseling, such as career
development, career progressions, and career patterns.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.

Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals
with specific needs.
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SPECIFIC NEEDS OF PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES

MODULE 9

Outline Topic
IMEMIMIIIMI
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Career Counseling
Persons With
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Special Counseling
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Making the School
to Work Transition

The Impact of
Federal Legislation

The Train-Place-
Train Transition
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The Americans
with Disabilities
Act of 1990

Summary

Activities
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Lecturette pp. 1-2

Lecturette PP. 2-5
Figure 9.1
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SPECIFIC NEEDS OF PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES

MODULE 9

INTRODUCTION

The process of enabling
persons with disabilities to
enter the mainstream of
life raw be long and
arduous, but the rewards
are great.

WHAT IS A
DISABILITY?

When referring to pervms
with disabilities, it is
important to emphasize
their abilities, not
limitations.

lbday, America welcomes into the mainstream o f life people with
L e t the ehamefid wall r** aclusion finally come tumbling

down." President George Bush upon the signing of the Americans
with Disabilities Act, July 25, 1990.

Introduction
Federal legislation enacWd during the past two decades has aimed at
ending discrimination against persons sith disabilities in education,
employment and public services. The proceu of enabling persons
with disabilities to enter the mainstream d life may be a long and
sometimes arduous one, but the rewards to our sociity are enormous.
Consider the contributions of just a few persons with disabilities;
Helen Keller, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Sarah Bernhardt, Thomas
Edison, Harriet Tubman, Vincent Van Gogh, Ludwig von Beethoven
and Abraham Lincoln.

These are some of the people with disabilities whose lives have
enriched our own. They all had different physical or mental
conditions; some of their disabilities were more challenging than
others. Despite limitations, these distinguished people developed
their artistic talents, scientific interests and leadership abilities.
There are people with disabilities today who may share " at
potential; our society cannot afford to shut them out. This module
will discuss the career counseling needs of persons with disabilities,
review some of the federal legislation that supports their career
development, and describe the components of a school-to-work
transition program.

What Is a Disabilite
What is a disability? It is important to remember that the term
"disability" has a broad interpretation. Title I of the Americans with
Disabilities Act defines "disability" as a physical or mental
impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life
activities &an individual, a record of such an impairment, or being
regarded as having such an impairment. Therefore, people with
disabilities cannot be strictly defined or categorized; they are all
individuals.

How should we refer to perms with disabilities? The cardinal rule
is to emphasize their abilities, not limitations. In the past, some
writers have made a distinction between the terms "disabled" and
"handicapped." More recently, there has been less use of the term
"handicapped," because many people feel that it has a negative
connotation, and a wider acceptance of the term "disabled." The
Research and Training Center on Independent Living has published
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CAREER
COUNSELING
PERSONS WITH
DISABILITIES

A "can do" attitude needs
to direct the preparation of
individuals with
disabilities for the world of
work.

Serving students and
clients with disabilities
needs to be a concern of all
career counselors.

a widely endorsed pamphlet titled, Guidelines for Reporting and
Writing About People with Disabilities (1990), that discusses the
appropiate terminology. The highly preferred language is that
which upholds the dignity of the person. For our purposes, we will
use the phrase "persons with disabilities," to describe those
individuals who have physical, mental, emotional, learning, haring
or visual disabilities that limit or interfere with their ability to
achieve in school or work settings.

Career Counseling Pawns with Disabilities
The career counselor can play a key role in helping persons with
disabilities enter the mainstream of life. In order to do so, the
individuaFe disabilitko must be recognized by both parties, counselor
and client. Persons with disabilities prefer that their conditions be
dealt with honestly and directly. Nevertheless, the focus of
counseling should always be on the abilities of the client, not the
disabilities. A positive outlook is paramount; counselor and client
must have a "can do" attitude when bad with the challenge of
prvaring individuals with disabilities for the world of work, placing
them in the appropriate paitions, and documenting their strengths
and 7.vakneues on the job.

Is serving students with disabilities a concern for educators and
career counselors? The answer is a resounding YES. As the legal
interpretations of a "disability" are expanded, more students fall
under that broad umbrella. The extension of federal legislation to
serve persons with disabilities has had a =Or impact on our schools
and the work place. Educational budgets have bad to reflect the
costs of hiring personnel and the establishment of programs to serve
persons with disabilities.

Today, students with disabling conditions comprise approximately
1011) of our school-age population. Ninety percent of these students
are diagnosed as having learning, speech, mental and emotional
disabilities.

ICDM 9-2
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Persons with disabilities
often have been isolated.
Therefore they have a
greats, need for
inhumation to beam=
aware of all options.

Many of these students
move from ugh school
graduation to chronic
unemployment.

U.S. Secondary School Special Education Students, 1987
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Figure 9.1

In addition to the expanded legal interpretations of the definition of
a "disabilitw," the number of students with disabilities has increased;
this is partially due to improved and more efficient educational
screening procedurea According to Pagan and Jenkins (1989), the
total number of students served increased approximately 18% during
the 1980s. This trend will continue as services for persons with
&abilities are offered from infancy to retirement age in the schools,
work place and community.

The increased number of students with disabilities requires that
counselors have skills in using labor market information, such as
occupational projections, to meet their specific needs in career
development Because persons with disabilities often have been
isolated from socieV, they have a great need for career information
and counseling Moreover, it is especially critical that students with
disatilities be well equipped for the world of work in order that they
may live as independently as possible as adults.

Unfortunately, many students with disabilities are not receiving the
preparatice they need. Only 50% of the students with disabilities
graduated fnim high school in 1985 (Fagan and Jenkins, 1989).
Those who do graduate often face personal, physical and academic
barriers to finding work or pursuing postsecondary education or
training. As a result of these obstacles, many students with
disabilities move from school to chronic unemployment. In a 1986
dationwide Harris telephone survey of 1000 persons with disabilities
between the ages of 16 and 64, it was found that 66% were
unemployed.
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There are many barriers to
better paying jobs.

Providing labor market
inkrmation can be part of
the solution.

Individual skills, strengths
and abilities need to be
emphasized. Other factors,
such as the physical
accommodations, can be
worked out with an
employer.

Information about the
local law- market
develops an awareness of
opportunities.

There are many reasons why it is hard fbr persons with disabilities
to find work, especially in better paying klbs. Many do not have PA
employment histoy, nor have thity padicipated in work experience
programs. Thereituw, they leek marketable skills. In many cases,
thw are not aware of the careers that are open to them due to
limited educational and social experiences. Because of this isolation,
they have not been exposed to succesalisl Me models with similar
conditions. Due to a lack of information, many individuals with
disabilities are unaware of the physical modifications that are
available to them that could enhance their performance in the work
place. Many need to develop confidence in themselves; they have
lived In a protected environment wherein decisions have been made
ihr them. As a result, they need to develop independent living skills.
In additim, persons with disabilitin have fkced physical barriers to
employment and discrimination in hiring practices.

The directions for career development facilitators are quite clear.
Students with disabilities need:

an assessment of their abilities and limitations;
an individualized educational program to develop their
strength%
career 'Animation, education and exploration;
supervised work experience programs or on-the-job training,
independent living skills;
a knowledge of the federal and state legislation affecting
them; and
effective school to work transition services.

In planning their careers, persons with disabilities should be
encouraged to seriously consider their aptitudes and skills. Many
students may be unaware of the abilities they possess; these skills
need to be emphasized in counseling. They need to be assured that
their attributes can be assets to them. Educational and training
programs can develop these abilities. Students with disabilities
should be aware that when individuals possess the right
qualifications, other factors, such as the physical accommodations to
do the job, may be worked out. They need to realize that aptitudes,
skills and positive attitudes are the foremost qualifications needed
for any job.

When counseling clients with disabilities, it is important for the
counselor and client to be aware of labor market information,
especially as it pertains to the local job picture. Because they have
often led a more sheltered life, persons with disabilities have not had
opportunities to observe other people in their work roles. Therefore,
a concerted effort must be made by the counselor to communicate
information that may be considered common knowledge. Persons
with disabilities have an even greater need for up-to-date, realistic
and accurate career information, such as that provided by a Career
Information Delivery System (CIDS), in order to make their
occupational plans.

ICD1W
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Relocation I. an important
consideration.

Career counseling needs to
femur on a number of
imues. The National
Career Development
Guidelines can help
structure the services and
support needed.

SPECIAL
COUNSELING
CONSIDERATIONS

Local information I. particularly important because persons with
disabilities relocate less often. For example, in some rnional
industries, the need Gar workers with a particular skill may be
increasing, while other jobs may be dwindling. This information is
critical to the person with disabilities. In choosing a career,
counselors may have to advise their clients with disabilities that
they would have to relocate to find work in a particular occupation.
This is an important consideration; a move I. always difficult, but it
may be even more so for persons who depend on support services,
medical care, accessible housing and transportation.

Adult adjustment must be a primary objective in career planning for
youth with disabilities. In secondary schools, federal law mandates
that transitkm services to work or postsecondary education be a
component of the student's Individualized Education Program CIE12),
in order to develop the skills necessary for participation in the work
place. In developing IEP's for students with disabilities, the
competencies in National Career Development Guidelines should be
used.

At the postsecondary level, some institutions work cooperatively with
the high schools to offer a transitional prwram that provides
individualized physical, academic and counseling services to the
student with disabilities. Wherever the counseling taltes place, its
tbcus should include exploring and making decisions about the
client's:

attitudes toward work;
personal interests;
financial needs: salary, job location, employee benefits, etc.;
abilities, aptitudes and skills;
possible jobs, occupations, related duties and tasks;
career pals and plans;
education/training opportunities available and accessible;
potential joblequipment modifications and adaptations;
ability to use public/private transportation and
communication systems;
job seeking and job keeping skills; and
working with labor unions and professional organizations.

(Dougherty, Novak and Reschke, 1986)

Special Counseling Considerations
When counseling persons with disabilities who are planning, or
making a transition to work or postsecondary education, the
counselor needs to accumulate as much personal information as
posale to assist persons in determining or choosing optimal work
environments. What adaptations must persons with disabilities be
able to make in certain work environments? What adjustments
must be made within the work place to accommodate persons with
disabilities?
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The attitudes clients have
towards their disabilities
also plays role in career
decision maldng.

Family relations and
personal self-image also
play an important role.

Personal problem often
hinder development of post
high school plans.

Coping Allis may mei to
be developed and
rehdbrced.

Independent living skills
need to be part of career
development programs.

lake the rest of the population, some people with disabilities are
more flexthle than others. Many individuals who ere disabled seem
to adapt to their condition, while others may, quite understandably,
have some anger or bitterness. Therefore, the attitudes that people
have toward their disability and the circumstances surrounding it
are of concern to counselors.

Family relations and personal self-image also play an important role
in counseling Some persons with disabilities may be part of closely
knit family structures and receive support from friends and
relatives, while others may lack these underpinnings. Those who
have lived under undesireble environmental conditions may have a
poor self-concept and limited sef-esteem because of their upbringing.
As a result, many persons with disabilities need to work on
developing their social skiPs.

When personal prthlems are coupled with unsupportive educational
programs, students often become discouraged and leave school.
According to Fagan and Jenkins (1M), almost one-half (44,6) of the
students with disabilities dropped out in 1985. This is unfortunate,
because research has shown that students with disabilities who
participated in work experience programs in school were more likely
to stay in school and find employment after graduation (SRI
International, 1987).

Therefore, one of the first tasks of the counselor is to help the person
with disalAlities develop a positive mental attitudes toward
himseliTherseK others, and hislher potential in school and the work
place. The counselor can better serve a client by developing an
understanding of the nature of the disability. For example, if the
client is hearing impaired, the counselor must acknowledge the
disaMlity and its effects, so that both parties can work around it by
planning arbustments to the school or work environment.

In some cases, the abilies of clients may have to be developed or
strongly reinforced. Some persons with disabilities have been
isolated from society; they may have been over-protected by well-
intentioned family members. Until recent legislation, persons with
disabilities have been restricted from traveling and fully
participating in society, due to a lack of public accommodations. As
a result, some individuals with disabilities have had little practice in
&busting to strange locations and unfamniar people or conditions.
Therefore, their education should focus on these areas in order to
develop the necessary coping skills.

Independent living skills need to be part of career development
programs. Individuals with disabilities may require assistance in
learning such tasks as personal care and shopping using public
traraportation systems and effectively communicating their needs.
The development of these skills is critical in providing employment
for persons with disabilities. According to many employers, good
work habits and social skills were very important, but independent
living abilities were also critical in making a successful transition to
the work place.
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Major areas of career
planning include:

Career Informatioq

Learning Strategies

Prevocational Skills

Social Skills

MAKING THE
SCHOOL TO
WORK
TRANSITION

The IDEA defines
transition services.

The transition period
includes high school, post
secondary education or
training, and the first
years of employment.

Career counseling is one of
the ways to bridge the gap
between school and the
work place.

ICDM

Harrington (1982) states that research suggests four major areas
that should be included in the career development plans of persons
with disabilities:

career information, such as an understanding of the roles,
responsibilities and the realities of the work place;
learning strategies to enable individuals to master the
information they need to know;
prevocational skills, such as responsibility, initiative,
punctuality, care of materials and task completion; and
social skills, with an emphasis on job interviewing, accepting
and providing criticism, and relating to authority figures.

Making the School to Work Transition
One of the most important aspects of the career planning process,
the transition from school to work or postsecondary education or
training, has often been ignored. The term "transibon" has been
defined as "...an outcome-oriented process encompusing a broad
array of services and experiences that lead to employment," (Will,
1984). The importance of these services has been underscored by the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1990 (IDFA), which
mandates that transitional planning be done for all students with
disabilities. The IDEA defines transition services as:

"a coordinated set of activities for a student, designed within an
outcome-oriented process, which promotes movement from school
to postschool activities, including postsecondary Education,
vocational training, integrated employment (including supported
employment), continuing and adult education, adult services,
independent living, or community participation. The coordinated
set of activities shall be based upon the individual student's
needs, taking into account the student's preferences and
interests, and shall include instniction, community experiences,
the development of employment and other postschool adult living
objectives, and when appropriate, acquisition of daily living skills
and ianctional vocational evaluation." Sec. 602(eX1.9).

The educational process begins with career awareness at the
elementary level, career exploration in the middle school and career
preparation from grades nine to twelve. The transition period
includes high school, postsecondary education or training, and the
first years of employment. The transition concept involves a
cooperative agreement among the student, the family, the school, the
community and the employer. All of these groups work together to
facilitate the transition from school to the work place or
postsecondary institution.

The need for transition services for students with disabilities has
been illustrated in the unemployment statistics. It is clear that most
students with disabilities have a great deal of difficulty finding work
that can enable them to become independent. Persons with
disabilities who are unemployed have been unable to bridge the gap
between schriol and the work place.

0 . 9
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Ingredients of a successful
school-to-werk transition

career information
an effective school
absrance of tracking
hands on experiences
business and
community
involvement
performance standards.

Competencies of the Life
Centered Career Education
Curriculum should direct
transition pmgrams.
Career and labor market
information is a critical
component of the
curriculum.

ICDM

Career development theilitators are part of the network that assists
students in making the transition. Recent literature to help
counselors with transition planning for students with disabilities has
illustrated the following points to consider:

Due to a ladi of information, persons with disabilities do not
always peregAve the same possthilities or obstacles that
others may see fbr them. Therelbre, their goals may wed to
be established and clarified. Labor market inibrmation will
enhance this process.
Adolescence is a difficult period of lift when children want to
be accepted by their peers. It can be thriller complicated by
a disability that may set them apart from other&
Transition involves preparation thr a change in environment,
from school to work, and a change in roles, from student th
elnitioYett
Transition services must focus on enabling self-
determination, independence, and participation in society.

(flumes, Szymanski & Hohenshil, 1989).

What are the ingredients in a successful school-to-work transition
program? The following components have been suggested:

career information and career guidance programs are
consolidated;
counselors have established systems for career information,
delivery, placement and a method of teacher/business
exchange;
an effective school that has a strong leader, clear goals and a
safe climate for learning is critical;
a vocational and academic secondary to postsecondary
program, with no tracking, that includes science and
technology courses with hands-on experiomces and on-the-job
training must be included;
the school needs to maintain extensive business and
community involvement; and
the school operates with performance gandards.

(Vocational Education Weekly, 1991)

Many schools throughout the United States have adopted the Life
Centered Career Education Curriculum, which was first published
by the Council for Exceptional Children in 1978. This curriculum
prepares students to make the transition from school to the work
place (Brolin and Gysbers, 1989). Its career areas and competencies
are as follows:

Curriculum Aream Occupational Guidance and
Preparation Competencies:

knowing and exploring occupational possibilities,
selecting and planning occupational choices,
exhibiting appropriate work habits and behavior,

9. 3
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seeking, securing, and maintaining employment,
exhiliting sufficient physical-manual skills, and
obtaining a specific occupational skills.

Life-Centered Career Education (LCC) Curriculum
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All of these skills, for both students and counselors, should be
achieved with the use of current and accurate labor market
information. According to Brolin and Gysbers (1989), the
following counselor competencies are necessary to carry out this
curriculum:

Counsel students with disabilities;
counsel with parents regarding the career development of
their children;
conduct or arrange for a career assessment for students
with disabilities;
consult with other educators concerning the development
of self-awareness and decision making competencies in
students with disabilities;
contribute to the development and monitoring of
individual learning programs in cooperation with other
educators and parents;
work with students with disabilities in the selection of
training opportunities and the selection of job
possibilities;
develop Ad use community resources, particularly for
referral purposes; and
become an advocate for students with disabilities.

Obviously, there is a great need for expanded career development
programs and services in the schools. If employment and
independent living are priorities for students graduating from high
schuol, a curriculum must be offered to all students that can enable
them to achieve these goals. Many believe that there should be
fundamental changes in the secondary school programs for students
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The most successful
programs provide sidll
training in an employment
setting.

Job developers should
provide leadership to
enable transitions of
persons with disabilities
into the work place. This
can be completed only with
accurate and current
career and labor market
infbrmation.

The job developer must
also be an advocate,

with disabilities to give them the competencies and skills that they
need to become independe4 (Brolin and Gysbers, 1989). Otherwise,
students will continue to drop out of educational programs that have
little meaning for them.

Many schools have developed programs that offer community based
vocational training to students with disabilitie& In a study of
vocational education programs for students with disabilities
conducted by the Vocational Studies Center of the University of
Wisconsin (Tindall, Gugerty, Heffron anci &der, 1988), it was found
that the most successful plans provided actual skill training in an
employment settingnot just "work experience." For these programs
to be effective, the school and the communitt must be involved in a
cooperative transitional effort. The IEPs reflect this emphasis gn
post school goals and lay out specific plans to reach them.

The leadership, however, must come from the schools or associated
agencies to enable the transition of persons with disalilities to the
work place. One component of many effective programs is a "job
developer," a person who devotes his/her efforts into identifying
potential employment opportunities for persons with disakilities. A
jcb developer must be alert to local labor market information and
trends. He/she should make on-site visits to businesses and
industries in order to determine what jobs might be performed by
persons with disabilities, and to analyze the functions of those jobs.

The job developer must also be an advocate for persons with
disabilities, reassuring employers of their worth as valuable
employees. The job developer may point out that a DuPont Study of
its workers with disabilities found out that 90% of them were rathd
average or above in job performance (WontAmerfea, 1991). Similar
findings were reported in a 1986 Harris Survey that noted the
following:

employees with disabilities were positive assets to employers;
the majority of managers gave them a good to excellent
rating on their overall job performance;
nearly all the employees with disabilities did their jobs as
well, or better, than other employees in similar jobs; and
eighty percent of the department heads and line managers
felt that employees with disabilities were no harder to
supervise than non-disabled.

The job developer 'also may identify sal .emplary employees with
disabilities and/or cite the successful experiences of other firms that
have hired persons with disabilities. According to Levine (1984),
employees with disabilities have some attributes that are very
valuable to employers:

punctuality and dependability in getting to work;
carefully listening to instructions and carrying them out
accurately; and,
displaying pride and enthusiasm in doing their work well.
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THE IMPACT OF
FEDERAL
LEGISLATION

Federal legislation
includes

Rehabilitation Act of 1973

Education for all
Handicapped Children Act
a 1975

Job Training Partnership
Act of 1982

Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act of 1984

Amendments to the
Perkins Act, 1990

Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA)

The Education for All
Handicapped Children Act
of 1975 established special
educational services for
students with disabilities.

The mission is to keep
students with disabilities
in the appropriate
educational or vocational
program until graduation.

The Impact a Federal Legislation
The counseling needs of persons with disabilities have Income more
urgent since recent legislation has enabled them to take their
rightful place in our sthools and the work force. Before these laws,
persons with disabilities were largely excluded, due to discrimination
and a lack of physical accommodations. A ftudy of special education
students in 1922 listed them as comprising only .10% of the pupil
population. In 1948, the number increased to 1%, and in 1988 it
reached 4% (Dunn, 1973). It took federal action to get persons with
disabilities into our schools; it has required more government action,
such as special education programs and physical accommodations in
public buildings, to meet their needs upon arrival.

The initial federal mandate that formally outlined the civil rights of
persons with disabilities was the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which
prohibited discrimination in hiring practices. This law was followed
by the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, which
provided special educational services in the least restrictive
environment. This legislation was supplemented by the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA) of 1982, which promoted school and
business partnerships to better serve disadvantaged youth with
disabilities.

Over time, there have been amendments and court rulings that have
strengthened and extended these Acts. Most notably, the Carl D.
Perkins Vocational Education Act of 1984 targeted persons with
disabilities as one of the groups in our socieV needing increased
vocational education opportunities. Amendments to the Act, The
Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act of
1990, authorize the federal finding of staW and local programs that
teach "skill competencies necessary to work in a technologically
advanced society?' In 1990, there also were amendments made to
the Education for all Handicapped Children Act of 1975 that
changed its title to the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA), which mandates transitional services for all students with
disabilities ages 16-21.

The Education for MI Handicapped Children Act of 1975 established
special educational services for students with disabilities. Since that
time, an Individualized Educational Program (MP) has been the
cornerstone of all the services for persons with disabilities. In public
schools, these services generally are grouped under the heading of
"Special Education." Students in special education programs are
assigned to teachers who have had training and experience in
meeting their specific needs. In cooperation with students, their
parents, other teachers and care providers, these special teachers
develop an individualized educational plan for their students, the
IEP. School counselors are involved in the IEP because the plan
includes career development services.

The educational mission is to keep students with disabilities in the
appropriate educational or vocational program until graduation, help
students make the transition from school to the work place, and to
provide them with the necessary support once they are employed To
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The olkjective is to equip
students with the skills to
live as independently as
possible.

Students need to be
equipped with the skills
they will need to find
work. Local labor market
information can help
direct them.

Rehabilitation counselors
develop an individualized
plan, the 1WRP.

reach this goal, special education teachers must work in cooperation
with other teachers and outside resources, such as rehabilitation
counselors, to design and implement the IEPs of their students.

The oltective of the IEP is to equip students with the skills to live as
independently as possible. The 1RP is an educational/vocational
team effort in mart with students and their &males. The 1RP also
must be designed to prepare students for a transition from school to
a position in the work force or a postsecondary institution. Despite
the pressing need ibr transition services, the majority of studitnts
with disabilities aged seventeen and over did not have transition
plans as part of their IEPs in 1989 (Harris and Associates). This
need was addressed in the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act of 1990 (IDEA which mandates transitional services as part of
the IEPs for students.

Many observers feel that schools need to become more flexible in
meeting the needs of students with disabilities. According to
Harrington (1982), "The major problem seems to lie in the
assumption that it is the responsibilitf of the handicapped (sic)
student to a4just to the traditional structures of the secondary
school. If handicapped (sic) students are to be adequately prepared
for adult fuljustment, there will have to be acbustment on the part of
the institution as well as the student." In short, schools must offer
an array of work-related education programs that are accessible and
useful to students with disabilities. Resources such as the National
Career Development Guidelines can be used in curriculum planning
and implementation.,Career Information Delivery Services, such as
CIDS are also valuable along with local labor market information.

More programs need to be offered to equip students with the skills
they will need to find work. These skills may vary from one region
of the country to another. In some places, computer training is
desirable; in others, some training in factory work may be the wisest
choice. A combination of technical and vocational skills may be the
most marketable. Here it is very important that local labor market
information be used as a basis for determining appropriate
educational or training programs for students with disabilities.

An effective transiUon from school to the work place involves the
cooperation of many individuals and agencies; a rehabilitation
counselor is often part of the transitional team. Rehabilitation
counselors are specialists who are required to have coursework in
the medical and psychological aspects of disabilities. They also are
trained in the job preparation and placement of persons with
disabilities and other related concerns. Rehabilitation counselors,
like special education teachers develop an individualized program for
their clients; it is called the Individualized Written Rehabilitation
Plan (IWRP). In the school setting, the IWRP can be a part of the
student's IEP.
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In most states, students are
not served until they are
10.

The services improve the
transition from school to
work.

The Job Training
Partnership Act of 1982
(JTPM is another valuable
resource.

Disabled youths from 18-21
must be economically
disadvantaged to
participate.

The services of vocational rehakilitation counselors are not always
available to persons with disabilities, even though they have
participated in special educational programs. Vocational
rehabilitation programs are supported by federal legislation and
administered at the state level. Most Vocational Rehabilitation (VR)
agencies will consider serving a student at the age of 18. VR
counselors determine eligThility for services based upon:

the presence of a physical or mental disability;
the oxidant* of a substantial handicap to employment and
reasonable expectation that vocational rehabilitation servios
will enable the individual to become employable.

When an individual qualifies for vocational rehabilitation services,
he/she is better equipped to make the transition from school to work.
In many cases, the rehabilitation counselor works with the school
specialists as the student with disabilities makes the trantition from
school to work. Based on the studenes eligthility and financial
status, the VII counselor can provide the following services:

vocational evaluation, counseling, planning and training;
job placement and job coaching assistance; and
room and board and transportation costs for training or
evaluation.

Mother valuable resource in making the transition for students with
disabilities may be a Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) program.
JTPA is federal legislation that provides funds for employment and
training programs for specially targeted groups of the population
that flee serious barriers to employment persons with disabilities
are included The partnership concept of the act mandates a
cooperative agreemeat between federal government agencies and
private businesses to determine what job training is needed in their
geographic service delivery area. Each JTPA service delivery area
must have a Private Industry Council (PIC) with representatives
from education, business and industry and government

Disabled youths aged 18 to 21 are eligible for JTPA benefits if they
are economically disadvantaged. Some states determine JTPA
eligibility by the "family of' one" rule. This means that only
individual student income is considered, not that of the family, in
determining economic status.

Schools vvishing to use JTPA services must be aware of the
composition of the PIC because thv PICs develop local or regional job
training plans. Do these job training plans offer opportunities for
students with disabilities? If not, why not? When schools work with
the PIC, they can cooperatively develop on-the-job training programs
for students with disabilities.
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The Perkins Acts of 1984
and 1990 established
mandatory career
development services fer
students with disabilities
at the secondary and
postsecondar3r levels.

The Perkins Act resulted
in an expansion of
vocational, educational
and physical services.

Common characteristics in
exemplary programs have
been identified.

The Carl D. Perkins
Vocational and Applied
Technology Education Act
of 1990 was designed to
strengthen the original act.

In order to assist the school to work transition, the Perkins Act of
less established mandatory career development services for students
with disabilities at the secondary and postsecondary levels including:

information to parents and students on vocational education
opportunities; guidance, counseling and career development;
an assessment of each studenes interests, abilities, and
special needs; and
coordinated educational planning and counseling to facilitate
the studimes transition to employment and career
opportunities.

As a result of the Perkins Act of 1984, there has been an expansion
of vocational, educational and physical services to persons with
disabilities. In additice, there is a legislative mandath to facilitate
the transition of students with disabilities from school to the work
place. Consequently,"students with disabilities now receive more
comprehensive counseling services to enable their transition. In
school settings, stuthets with disabilities are served not only by
school and rehabilitslion counselors, but by psychologists, speech
and occupational therapists, social workers, nurses and teachers.
The trend is toward a transdisciplinary approach in providing
services to students with disabilities.

Due to federal legislation and educational programs with a
transdisciplinary approach, opportunities for persons with
disabilities have greatly increaseZ. Many educational programs have
been established to prepare youth with disabilities for employment.
In a recent study (Gugerty, Tindall and Heffron, 1988), it was found
that twelve exemplary school programs shared some common
characteristics:

the staff, administrators, school board and community
supported the program;
specified staff members were assigned to provide educational
services, inside and outside of the school setting;
the results of individualized student assessments were
shared with students and their parents; these results were
used to plan career options and future programming; that
became part d the students' IEPs;
the programs provided skill training in an employment
setting; and
the transition from school to work was an important element
of the educational programming.

The Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education
Act of 1990 was designed to strengthen the original Act and to
provide even greater vocational-technical education opportunities to
disadvantaged people, with an emphasis on program accountability
and technical preparation. In addition to the basic state grants, the
Perkins Act funds the following programs:

Tech Prep: commonly known as 2+2 programs that combine
two years of technology-oriented high school education with

ICDM
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An emphasis is on program
accountability and
technical preparation.

THE TRAIN-
PLACE-TRAIN
TRANSITION
PROCESS

two years of advanced technology studies at a community
college.
Grants for facilities and equipment to improve vocational
education sites in economically depressed areas.
Consumerihomemaking education: to improve instruction in
nutrition, health, consumer and family living education.
Career guidance and counseling: career development
programs to help students make the transition from school to
work.
Community-based organizations: to fluid local non-profit
groups providing vocational education services to
disadvantaged people.
Bilingual vocational education: to fund programs for English
language instruction.
Business/laborieducation partnerships: to team schools, local
agencies or state departments with these group&
State Councils on Vocational Education: to advise and make
recommendatims to state agencies that set vocational
education policy.
Vocational-technical education programs in tribally controlled
postsecondary institutions to be operated by Native American
tribes.

(Wilcox, 1991)

The Train-Place-Train Transition Process
Because transition services are required under the law, career
counselors are directly involved as provider& Many
counselor/educators are unsure of how to effectively provide these
services. The Perkins Act of 1990 authorizes some of the model
programs that will be developed to serve as lighthouses" for other
schools to emulate. To illustrate the transition concept more clearly,
an overview of the Train-Place-Train model is included in this
module. It describes the concerns that must be addressed for
students with disabilities.
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The first day on the job is
always difficult. Having a
disability increases those
initial anxieties.

Support that begins oil' the
job site and continues on
the job site ensures a
smoother transition into
the work environment.

Integrating an employee with a clisablity in the work place:
The Tmin-Plece-Trein Model

1n-school and On-see actions
Outside

Sin** Providers

STEP I. Preparation Phew
A. Providing sceased I Conduct stmlysie Odeon's interesta, abdil

essmantent and seining end special neva* Develop EP.

a Matching tha died%
imamate mid abbess to
potential Job Otos

Provide socalienal treeing in classroom,
vocational lab. end*/ oommuney work
Ms.

Arrange tor notormary modifications and
accommodations tor the *OM

ConOM intormation
about diem% Mot*
and tviseher adult sup-
pen provider.

involve support ion-
des; cue managam
yab avaches. and oder
spedialists as needs.

STEP I. On.tbe-Job Thsining Mem
Providing varse sito orientation
sad omths-job treining

Orisrstessnswentployes
to Me work Ms.

Provide on-theyob train-
ing ottirsoteismoployes

Use sosollass so
stiesfirlsors sr4 Job
toactiss is items

L-
We gamy personnel
Qob coach) to vain Om
mployees !including
disabled individual).

STEP M. Integration Phase:
fading out daily suppott and
providing follow-abrig seven

Emphasize imigration as
dm employes starts to
work indspondondy on
the lob.

CftutkessassitItiM

supers**

Use of awry person-
neiteding out(sirellate*
for consultation only)

MAL
GOAL

ReDIVEMENT WORK
and tiletong toitow-alonci support

Adapied from: Ehreten and %keeling izzo. Journai or Career Deyetpment.
Vol. 15(1) Pali, 1988. Human Sciences Press.

Figure 9.3

Most of us can recall some of our "first days on the job." We were
anxious to please our employers; we wanted to make a good
impression al our cor okers; we were unsure of what was expected
of us; we worried about maldng glaring mistakes. We were
generally nervous and apprehensive. We were glad when we
successfully survived those first days on the job; we appreciated
those coworkers who made us feel welcome and extended their
helping hands.

Imagine how a person with disabilities feels; ha/she has all of those
fears in addition to dealing with their disability in the work place.
The person with disabilities may need more consideration and
support from his/her supervisor and coworkers. Ehrsten and
Vreeburg II= (1988) describe a simple, three phase model for
integrating persons with disabilities into the labor force, the Train-
Place-Train transition process. This model describes a sequence of
training that begins off the job site and continues on the job site in
order to ensure a smooth, orderly and effective transition for the
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Step L The Preparation
Phase

Assessment and evaluation
should continue
throughout the school
years.

Results should lead to
appropriate goals. Labor
market information is
critical in this phase.

The final step in the
Preparation Phase is to
match the student's work
skills with an employer.

Step IL On-the-Job
Training Phase

Sharing information with
coworkers dispels
misconceptions.

Step L The Preparation Phase
The Preparation Phase begins in the school, wherein the student
with disabilities is evaluated and an Individualized Educational
Program (IEP) is planned. At the elementary level, the focus is on

career awareness; at the middle school it is career exploration. The
emphases in grades nine to twelve are on career preparation and the
transition to the work place or postsecondary education. Ideally,

the assessment and evaluation process is a continuing one
throughout the student's school years. By the eighth or ninth grade,

some states require an assessment for future educational planning.

Another comprehensive evaluation of the student's interests, abilities

and special needs is completed during the student's sophomore or
junior year as career preparation becomes more wecified. The

assessment instruments are individualized; the materials chosen are

on the basis of the student's needs and ability level.

Throughout the student's educational career, the results of these
assessments are shared in team meetings involving the student,
his/her parents, special educatim instructors and any other support
personnel. The purpose of these meetings is to outline the
appropriate oducational/vocational options for the student and to
make plans for career development and betels. When the assessment
p:..of ass is compleusl, vocational training is provided in a classroom,
vocational lab andkr community work site. The training that is
given should develop the student's abilities that have the most
potential in the work place. The National Career Development
Guidelines provide direction. This is where it is critical that labor
market information such as CIDS be used by counselor and teachers

to determine the skills that are needed in the local work force. The
desired outcomes of the training are work skills and competencies
that can be transferred to an occupation that is in demand.

The final step in the Preparation Phase is to match the student's
work skills with an employer. During this step, a placement person,
such as a job developer, works closely with any other professionals

who may be involved, such as a rehabilitation counselor. It is
important that the right match be found between the student and
the employer in terms of skills and personality, the geographic
location of the job and the requirements of the job. Again, a
knowledge of local labor market information is necessary to find the
best employment opportunity for the student

Step IL On-the-Job Training Phase
The On-the-Job Training Phase begins when a good match is made
between the employer and student/employee. At this time the other
employees, the student's coworkers, must also be prepared. Some
employees might be apprehensive about having a person with
disabilities in the office. These fears are most often laid to rest by
providing information about the student's disability, particularly as
it affects the performance ofjob-related tasks. Sharing information
dispels rumors and misconceptions that can lead to prejudice, which
prevents the person with disabilities from being accepted on the job.
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Off site training in job
duties should be completed
before the job begins.

The new employee is
oriested to coworkers and
the work site.

Beibre the student begins work, helshe should receive off siW
training in the duties that will be expected on the job. Any physical
adjustments in the work environmert drouldbe ompleted, such as
work space modifications, ramps, or bathroom facilities. The new
employee should outline his/her personal needs that must be met in
order to do the job. If the student has a rehabilitation counselor or
other servia provider, these individuals can be very helpful.

Tbe next step in this phase to provide a complete orientation to the
new employee and all other parties at the work site, including
coworkers, supervisors and managers. It is important that the
employees understand that the company is committed to hiring
workers with disabilities and integrating them into the work ibrce.
Each employee should be aware of hia/her relationship with the new
employee. The orientation should provide inibrmation to the
following employees.

The new employee: whom to ask for help, the location of the
bathroom and break area, the formal and informal employee
rules, the job benefits, pay schedules, ete.
The coworkers: how they can assist the new employee, what
accommodations are necessary and job safety commas.
Supervisors and job coaches: become familiar with the new
employee's functIoning level; be prepared to guide him/her
toward the desired work skills and behaviors

(Ehrsten and Vreeburg kW, 1988)

Step III. Integration Phase

The job coach instructs the
employee how to complete
the work.

The role of the job coach
401 be gradually phased
out and taken over by
coworkers and/or
supervisors.

Final Phase The employee
is integrated into the
organization.

ICDM

Step Di Integration Phase
When the employees have shared the above information, the
Integration Phase, or the last step of the train (off site), place (on the
job) train (on the job) model begins. The new employee may be
trained by a job coach, who has expertise in this field. If a job coach
is not available or necessary, coworkers may assume this role.
During training, the instruction is highly individualized; the job is
usually broken down into parts for the new employee and each step
is taught as a separate unit Once each step is learned, a sequence
is developed and a job pattern results. The length of the training will
vary, depending on the job and the ability level of tee new employee.
The role of the job coach will be gradually phased out as the new
employee becomes an independent worker. Once this level is
achieved, any ongoing assistance should be taken over by coworkers
and/or supervisors.

Anal Phase
The last and most rewarding phase of this process is when the new
employee becomes integrated into the organization. This means that
the student is accepted and supported by his/her coworkers. The
coworkers have become advocates for the person with disabilities.
rho person with disabilities has been welcomed integrated into "the
mainstream of life."
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gh THE AMERICANS
w wrni

DISABILITIES ACT
of 1990

Clients with disabilities
should be informed of their
rights wider the law.

Employment

Transportation

Public Accommodations

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
The outlook for persons with disabilities in the work place has been
greatly enhanced by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
(ADA). The ADA is a piece of landmark legislation that is aimed at
ending discrimination against persons with disabilities in
employment, public transportation and accommodations, and
telecommunications. The ADA mandates specific public services for
persons with disabilities and requires employers to make
accommodatilms for them in the work place. The ADA also gives a
broad definition of disability. litle I of the ADA defines *disability"
to mean a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits
one or more of the mgjor life activities of an individual, a record of
such an impairment, ar, being regarded as having such an
impairment.

It is important that caner counselors be familiar with the terms of
the ADA. Counselors should inform clients with disabilities and
their families of their rights under the law. Information regarding
the ADA should be included in the instructional program of special
education students. By familiarizing themselves with the ADA,
counselors can become a valuable resource, not only to their clients,
but to other teachers and the community. Some of the key
provisions in the ADA are as follows:

Employment

By 1994, employers with 15 or more employees may not
refuse to hire or promote qualified persons with
disabilities.
By 1992, employers with 25 employees or more must
make reasonable accommodations for persons with
disabilities to perform the functions of the job.
Employers must modify the job requirements to enable
persons with disabilities to do the work, unless the
changes impose undue hardships upon the employers.

Transportation

All new vehicles for public transportation must be made
accessible for persons with disabilities.
Paratransit services for persons with disabilities who
cannot use the mainline system must be provided, unless
this service is an undue financial burden.
All new buses ordered by private carriers, such as
Greyhound, must be accessible after 1990.

Public Accommodations

New buildings must be accessible; barriers must be
removed in older facilities if economically possible.
Auxiliary aids and services, such as large print materials
and tape recordings, are to be provided to enable persons
with disabilities to enjoy the goods and services offered to
the general public.
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Telecommunications

Firms that hire persons
with disabilities must
expect to make
accommodations for them.

Hotels that offer transportation generally must also
provide services to persons with disabilities.

Telecommunications

Telephone companies must offer telephone relay services
to individuals who use telecommunications devices for
the deaf (TThs) at regular rates.

In short, the ADA will make the work place, public accommodations
and services more accessible to persons with disabilities. In terms of
career counseling, this means that many of the barriers th the
employment of persims with dianbilities will come down, such as the
lack ofjob opportunities, discrimination in hiring practices, the
physical demands of the work place and limited public
transportation services.

According to the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), firms that
hire persons with disabilities must expect to make accommodations
for them. According to the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) in 1991, recent estimates for the cost of making
*reasonable accommodations" range from $100 to $380 for each
worker with a disability. In some cases, tax credits may be available
to small businesses for expenses incurred in complying with the
ADA. The Internal Revalue Service (IRS) should be contacted for
heormation regarding tax credits. Some of the more common
adaptations that have been made are as follows (Gugerty, Phelps
and Tindall, 1991):

Accommodations for Persons with Learning Disability

Make fewer demands for paperwork
Allow for flexible scheduling and additional time to
accomplish tasks
Provide supervision designed to reduce stress
Have staff and coworkers help employees in scheduling
their time
Have staff and coworkers provide guidance and
instruction; repeated directions for retention
Supervisors spent more time explaining rules and
procedures

Accommodations for Persons with Mental Disabilities

Provide closer supervision during initial training period
Provide employee with drawings of correct techniques
and examples of finished products
Have supervisors demonstrate procedures instead of
giving verbal instructions
Provide minimal constant supervision to avoid quality
and quantity problems
Use photographs to show correct items to process, e.g.,
shelving
Use jigs to facilitate production and maintain quality
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Accommodations for Persons with Emotional Disabilities

Provide postemployment follow-up * job placement
personnel
Monitor work more closely
Provide pastemployment support by an individual or a
group of coworkers
Sup* written work schedules of tasks to be
accomplished
Have super:Won provide support to overcome or control
job stress

Accommodations fur Persons with Visual Disabilities

Use taxis or a driver to help employees attend meetings
Provide speech synthesizer, Braille, tape recorders etc.
Have the job placement agency provide postemployinent
counselti ig as needed
Modifii work schedules to accommodate public
transportation schedules, e.g., reduced sthedules at night
and on weekonds
Assign employees to physical facilities that
accommodated communication devices and Braille storage
Restructure the job to have coworkers do proofreading,
typing of forms, etc.

Accommodations for Persons with Hearing Disabilities

Aitust work tasks to decrease employees need to
communicate by hearing
Use interpreters for meetings, for communication with
supervisors, coworkers or the general public
Add volume controls to telephones
Install communicadon devices where needed
Have employees carry notebooks and pencils
Assign employees to work with a coworker who knew
sign language

Accommodations for Persons with Physical Disabilities

Raise employees' desks to accommodate wheelchairs
Make facilities accessible; this included:

office facilities
bathrooms
meeting and eating area
entrance ramps
parking areas
electric door openers

Provide assiotance in moving supplies and equipment
Modify building evacuation procedures
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SUMM tiRY

Provide accessible transportation, e.g., vans, cars,
chairlifts, etc.
Provide accessible equipment., e.g., computers,
calculators, and telephones

In short, there are many physical changes that can be made in the
work place to accommodate persons with disabilities in order to
provide them with jobs that can help them achieve independence.

Summary
Recent legislation removes many physical barriers to employment
and prohibits discrimination against persons with disabilities.
Uader the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), both the public
and the private sector will make adjustments to accommodate
persons with disabilities. Our educational system has been given
the responsibility of remc-fing other barriers to employment by
offering academic and vocational preparation to students with
disabilities at the secondary and postsecondary levels.

The career counselor is instrumental in the process of fulfilling the
vocational needs of individuals with disabilities. To do so, the
counselor must first get to know the person who is disabled and
his/her background and family situation. Second, the counselor
should assist in career vocational planning, along with teachers and
representatives from other private and puLlic agencies that serve
persons with disabilities. In some eases, the person with disabilities
may have a rehabilitation counselora public agency employee who
is charged with serving the needs of those determined to be eligible
for rehabilitation services.

In addition, the counselor will need to work closely with local
businesses to promote the employment of persons with disabilities.
More persons with disabilities will find employment due to recent
legislation to protect th, 'r ^ivil rights. In providing job placement
services, the counselor becomes an advocate for individuals with
disabilities and has responsibilities beyond the school setting. Job
placement may involve working with local employers to help arrange
training or physical accommodations for persons with disabilities for
jobs in their businesses or industries. It could require assisting
persons in finding the best postsecondary education or job
placements and/or independent living situations. In all cases, the
career counselor must be aware of the legal rights of persons with
disabilities. In addition, the counselor needs to be in contact with
federal, state and local resources to provide the best opportunities for
vocational education, fiarther training and employment.

The supportive role of the career counselor continues beyond school
boundaries to work placement sites, where persons with disabilities
often require more assistance, evaluation and reinforcement. The
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relationship between the counselor and his/her clients does not end
with a job placement; it should ccatinue until new methods of
support are developed within the work settings. The Train-Place-
Train model of the transition process has been successfial in many
Calle&

The process of bringing persons with disabilities to the work place
may sometimes be long, tedious and challenging, but the rewards are
unending, in both human and economic terms. According to
predictions made by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) in 1991, the benefits should outweigh the costs
by a factor of ten to one. The total cost to business of mak:ng
accommodations for employees with disabilities is estimatec at $16
million. At the same time business productivity gains are cnimated
at more than $164 million. The benefits to the government in terms
of decreased support payments for persons with disabilities and
increased tax revenues from their earnings are likely to be $222
million, according to the EEOC. Persons with disabilities who are
unable to work are dependent on government programs, such as
Supplemental Social Security Income (SSI), health care, housing and
food stamps. In 1988, America spent ten dollars on these welfare
programs for every dollar spent on programs to help persons with
disabilities to become independent, such as special education,
vocational education and rehabilitation (Ehrsten and Vreeburg Izzo,
1988). It would seem that the wiser investment for our society is in
the human potential of persons with disabilities, which is unlimited.
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Competency:

Life-Centered Career Education (LCCE) Curriculum

Subcompetency: The student will be able to:

Curriculum
Ares:

OCCupational
addax*
and

Preparation

Knowing & Exploring
Occupational Possibilities

Selecting & Planning
Occupations! Choices

identify wagalsalary
aspects of wadi

Locate sources of oc-
cupational & tabling
infonnation

Identify pentane' wa-
ves mei evough voodt

Identify societal
values met through
work

Classify jobs into
occupational cat-
GOWN;

investigale localoccu-
pational & tabling
opportunities

Make nxestic occu-
pational choices

identify requirements
Wapping:date& awe-
able jobs

identify occupation
aptitudes

Merle/major am-
paSonal intim:Ms

Identify/major occu-
pational needs

Exhibleng Appropriate Work
Habits & Behavior

Seeking, Securing &
Maintaining Employment

ok

Follow directions &
observe regulations

Recognize impor-
tance of attendance
& punctuaRy

Respectirrportenceof
supervision

Demonstrate
knooledge of occu-
pation& safely

Search for a job AP* tor a Job interview tor a job Maireain postschool
cocupationsiadjust-
MOM

Work otth others

Demonstrate
knowtldge of com-
petitive sundards

Meet demands tor
quality watt

Work at
satisfactory
roe

Know how to adjust to
changes in employ-
Mani

Erffiaiting Sufficient Physic:81-
,4mm! Skills

Demonstrate stamina
& endurance

Obtaining Spathe
Occupational Side

Demonstrate satis-
factory balance & co-
ordination

Demonstrate manual
dexterity

Demonstrate sen-
say discnation

There are no specific subcornpetencies as they depend on skill being taught

Source: Brolin, Donn. (1 978,1983,1989). Reston, VA: The Council for Exceptonal Chikten.
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integrating an employee with a disablity in the work place:
The TrainPlace-Train Model

In-school and CM-site actions
Outside

Service Providers

SIEP L Preparation Phase:
A. Providing school-based

aisessment and training

B. Matching the client's
interests and abilities to
potential job sites

Conduct analysis of client's interests, abili-
ties, and special needs; Develop lEP.

Provide vocational trainng in dassroom,
vocational lab, andlor community work
site.

Arrange for necessary modifications and
accommodgions for the client

r
anCollect information
about client's disability

d his/her adult sup-
port providers.

Involve support agen-
cies; case managers,
job coaches, and other
specialists as needed.

STEP IL On-the-Job Training Phase:
Providing work site orientation
and on-the-job training

Orientthe new employee
to the work site.

Provide on-the-job train-
ing of the of IN empbyee

Orient and training
regular staff.

Use coworkers as
supervisors and job
ix:aches as neces-
sary

Use agency personnel
Gob coach) to train the
employees (including
disabled individual).

STEP Ill. integration Phase:
Fading out daily support and
providing follow-along services

Emphasize integration as
the employee starts kc
work independently on
the job.

"Coworkers

assist and
supervise

Uss of agency person-
nel fading out (available
for consultation only)

FINAL
GOAL

INDEPENDENT WORK
and lifelong follow-along support

Adapted from: Ehrsten and Vreebung izzo. Journai of Career Devebpment
Vol. 15(1) Fall, 1988. Human Sciences Press.
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Module 10
Specific Needs of
Children At-Risk

National Career Development Guidelines-Counselor Competencies

Skills to assist individuls in setting goals and identifying strategies for
reaching goals.

Knowledge of education, mining, employment trends, labor market and
career resources.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals
with specific nftds.
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SPECIFIC NEEDS OF CHILDREN AT-RISK

INTRODUCTION

School success is an
effective deterrent to a
life of poverty.

Despite the importance of
education, many students
fail to complete high
school. Schools are
responding to their unmet
needs.

There is a =ideal
relationship between
income and education.

MODULE 10

Intavduction
"Only the educated are free." (Epictetus, Discourses m

Keeping children in school through high school graduation is an
effective deterrevt to a life of poverty. Research affirms that school
success is the single most important credential in assuring future
career opportunities, economic independence and personal well-being

(Rodenstein, 1990).

Despite the importance of education, many students fail to complete
high school. In an attempt to forestall our nation's alarming dropout
rate, many schools have tried to identi4? those students who are most

at-risk of leaving school prematurely. The schools have then
developed special educational programs to better meet the needs of
these "children at-risk."

Evidence continues to show that an education can make a difference
in one's quality of life. The critical relationship between income and
education is evident in the following statements:

Only one in six jobs is suitable for e high school dropout.
The military no longer accepts individuals without high school
diplomas because of increased training costs and the
complexity of its equipment.
Dropouts are more laxly to be unemployed than their peers
who have graduated.
Earnings are related to educational level.

(Rodenstein, 1990)

00 -

Labor force status of 1997-191$ high school
(frowns and graduates: October 1980
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Figure 10. 1
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Figure 10.2

Dropouts will confront Barriers to employment for high school dropouts include:

many barriers in the work
world. poor job qualifications;

socianterpersonal conflicts;
legal and financial problems;
emotional problems; and
limited access to a variety o: opportunities and role models.

Some writers have described and analyzed the needs of at-risk
students as having much in common with the disadvantaged in urban
and rural populations. For example, those at-risk who live in urban
areas are severely restricted because they are primarily exposed to
substandard jobs with limited advancement or tenure. Poor children
living in large cities do not have as many opportunities to interact
with workers who are successful in their jobs. In addition, their
reading skills are often limited, so they are unable to take advantage
of the abundance of available printed materials that descrbe jobs and
opportunities. rmally, the norms and values of the urban poor
sometimes tend to inhlit academic achievement The belie* values
and attitudes that develop from these conditions are often
counterproductive to career development

Children at-risk living in rural areas are additionally challenged by
limited access to social and recreational activities. They receive a
minimum of health services, participate in fewer educational
experiences and have limited exposure to career role models. Poor
Appalachian populations are one example of this at-risk group. In
this part of the country, the families are often mobile, marriage and
parenthood may occur at an early age, and there is little emphasis on
education.

ICDM 9 2
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The factors that place a
student at risk of not
conlIgeting WO school
are broad and complex.
They can be manawd if
we approach the
challenges with
confidence in what we
already know *ha
teaching and learning.

MEETING THE
NEEDS OF
CHILDREN AT-
RISK

The literature points to
components of effective
at-risk programs.

Ila

The concept of being "at-risk" is broad and complex. Many fluttors
can place a student atlisk. They may be environmental, emotional,
social, psychological, physical and/or academic in nature.

To respond effectively to the needs of these students, our initiatives
must be directed by the following assumptions:

all children can learn;
we know how to teach children at-risk;
what we teach must be challenging; and
we must produce, outcomes count.

(CMSSO, 1988)

Meeting the Needs of Children At-Risk
The literature (Nash, 1990; NSBA, 1989; Rodenstein, 1990) suggests
that successfill strategies for working with at-risk youth include the
following components:

base children aterisk policies and programs on the premise
that all children can succeed;
provide a safe and orderly environment by setting high
standards for discipline and attendance; enforce them hilly,
consistently and firmly;
ensure that educational reforms positively affect children at-
risk;
provide a challenging academic curriculum to all students,
including children at-risk;
use instructional strategies that meet the educationel needs of
children at-risk;
address children's needs at an early age to increase thMr
chances for success;

a carefully plan parent involvement so that it meets the needs
of the family, students and school personnel;
provide a multifaceted program that contains a plan of
coordinated services and mobilizes all existing community
resources;
include a supervised work experier.ce compel, ont that clearly
demonstrates the relationship between school and work;
have a staff development plan that leads to increased
understanding, sensitivity and effectiveness in educating
children at-risk;
Include a component that helps enhance students' perceptions
of their own self-worth;
Coordinate standards for effective and appropriate education
of children at-risk at the state level; endorse and implement
them at the local level to meet community needs; and
Include policies, guidelines and programs on drug and alcohol
abuse in a comprehensive children at-risk program.

atodenstein, 1990)

A variety of approaches are used to integrate these components into
schools. The goal is to allow the students to experience success, and
in so doirig, improve their self-esteem and feelings of empowerment.

4111111111M,
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A variety of approaches
an used to integrate these
components into school
programs. The goal is to
improve self-esteem and
feelings of empowerment.

A STRATEGY
THAT WORKS:
CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS

Career development
programs can help at-risk
students overcome their
sense of isolation.

In particular, career
infbrmation can help
strengthen links between
school and work and
ensure effective career
development and decision
maldng.

There are four critical
components of career
education programs for
at-risk students.

Cash

Example of approaches include:

remedial and basic skills classes;
readiqg programs;
tutoring programs,
motivational development activities;
school supervised work experience;
on-the-job training;
counselling services;
parent involvement;
self-awareness classes;
programs for school age parents;
career eduation programs; and
vocational/occupational educatiunal activities and classes.

A Strategy That Works: Career Development Programs
Career development i3 an underlying theme in many of these
responses. An effective career development program can help at-risk
students overcome their sense of isolation from school and enhance
an understanding of how their school work is connected to future
employment.. This is one way to develop stronger links. Students
unmotivated to succeed in school have shown improvement in
attendance and retention after participating in career development
programs. In addition, it has been shown that vocational students
who have participated in career development programs are more
likely to complete the vocational program they have selected (Miller
and Imel, 1987). In another study, it was found that all else being
equal, the more vocational classes studeets took, the less blely they
were to drop out of school (Mertens, Salts and Cox, 1982).

One component of a comprehensive career development program that
appears to be successful with at-risk high school students is the use
of career information to improve the school to work transition.

Career information will not only keep students in school by
illustrating the links between school and the world of work, but also
ensure effective career development and decision making. Many
students can make this link independent of a structured, directed
program. Children at-risk frequently need more attention in this
area. To illustrate implementation of this concept, the use of a
Career Information Delivery System (CIDS) to strengthen the link
between school and work will be examined.

According to Bloch (1988), career informatien can be used effectively
to build a connection between the students, their schools and the
world of work. Many students leave school because they see little
relevance in their studies. They cannot imagine transferring what
they have learned in school to life outside of the classroom. Bloch
believes there are four critical components of career education
programs for at-risk students known as the four Cs:

Cash
"Cash" refers to the need of students to see,the link between making
money and the subjects they are studying in school. They need to

ICDM 10-4
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Care

Coalition

Computers

Teachers believe a CMS is
motivational, provides
useful information and is
user-friendly.

CIDS is a motivator.

understand how their assignment in English class fits into their
career aspirations. In turn, student work programs need to be
related to their classroom assignments. Basic skills training should
be combined with work-related prOects as students establish and
progress toward their career goals.

Care
"Care" means that students must get the respect they need from
teachers and other adults. This means that a philoscphy of success
fbr every student should be adopted. There also needs to be
personalized, individualized attention to student needs. Schools
should strive to provide immediate feedback and rewards for
achievement.

Coalition
Coalitions of schools, businesses and local education foundations are
needed in an effective career development program for those students
who have difficult/ understanding the linkage between the classroom
and the world of work. Successfill coalitions involve careful planning
with commur:ty resources such as government, higher education,
business and ir-lustry, and civic groups.

Computers
The final "C" is for computers. One of the more powerful career
planning tools is a computer based Career Information Delivery
System (CIDS), which is both individualized and interactive. By
using a computer to retrieve personally relevant t. xupational and
educational information, students can rebte school and learning to
the world of work. CIDS helps students feel more in charge of their
own lives and gives them a sense of control. Immediate feedback is
also built into the system. CIDS has proven to be a motivational tool
that helps students touch the reality of the work world. According to
one educator, "It helps students dream realiptic dreams."

Bloch (1988) conducted a survey to determine how teachers perceive
CIDS as an instrugtional tool for tit-risk youth. Many teachers
appreciated motivational aspects of CIDS. Others said it was the
realistic and factual Information that they liked, while others
replied that it was um:L.-friendly approach that helped the
students customize information to meet their individual needs.

The following comments from those who teach at-Ask students
illustrate their evaluation of using career information delivemd
through a computer based CIDS to encourage ,k-risk students to stay
in school. (Those children at-risk programs that do not have access to
a computerized system atill cart benefit from using career information
delivered through video, printed materials, film and contact with the
local community.)

CIDSA Motivator

Students take an interest in their future; it is a starting point
for career exploration.
Students become involved in the determination of their likes

ICDM
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and dislike% this helps them set goals for the future.
They see the need for educatim; at-risk students need this
encouragement.
By using CIDS, students begin to plan programs around their
career interests.
It gives hope to those who are bored and have lost enthusiasm
for life and school.
CIDS shows the importance ofeducation to earnings and the
means of advancement.
They begin to see that one's job doesn't just happen. They
can exert some influence over what happens to them. They
don't have to just take what comes.
More students are becoming goal-directed; they begin to see a
relationship between what they are doing in school and their
hopes for a &tare job OT career.
It keys to their interests, rather than being forced upon them
by teachers.
It gives them a goal to strive for in the future. Goals are the
key to motivation. Many of the at-risk students suffer from
misdirected goals. They have difficulty understanding that
math, English, and other suidects are important to their
&tun,.
Students begin to see education as necessary for improving
their lifestyle in the future.
Most at-risk students are not academically oriented; this
helps them see what qualifications are required for specific
jobs and what the pay is for each job. It is very easy to show
them that most jobs with high salaries require some
education. This has convinced a few students to stay in
school and get the required classes and even plan for a year of
post high school study.
Most of the at-risk students do not realize how many different
jobs are available; it seems to broaden their views of possible
vocations.
There is pride in the student who feels that he or she is in
control of finding useful and helpful materials.

CIDS for information. CIDSFor Information

It gives students a more realistic view of the world of work.
CIDS opens their eyes to careers that they had not
considered, or were not aware at students have been amazed
at the opportunities available to them.
They find out where the training they want is offered and
make decisions on what fields of work they would like to go
into.
It is a starting point for career exploration not previously
available to clients.
Just sitting down and looking at state based data seems to
make career information much more relevant to students; the
state information makes more sense than general information.
It is a confrontation of expectations with reality; CIDS helps
students narrow the gap between fantasy and reality.

ICDM
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CMS is a good resource
gathering information

about the work place.

CMS is user-friendly.

SUMMARY

ICDM

The information dresses continued education or training to
obtain better paying and more attractive jobs.
It provides accurate labor market information on specific jobs;
this type of inibrmation is generally not available to most
youth in their day-to-day living.
CIDS helps students make more realistic decisions concerning
farther schooling and employment it corroborates information
provided by the instructors.
CIDS provides easy-to-read, up-to-date, factual and concrete
job information, along with training program information.
It shows them new options available to them, as well as the
preparation and training that are needed.
CMS gives students practical, current information to assist in
their decision making it encourages discussion.
It shows how specific educational or training demands can
limit their job potential.
It helps youth to see how they close off their career options if
they drop out.
It gives them a realistic list of occupations that meets their
needs.
We are a small rural school and have lim 1 ability to
provide opportunities for our students to explore careers.
CIDS helps us.

CiDS--User-Friendly

It is self-paced.
It is a hands-on, independent, one-on-one activity with
immediate lbedback.
CIDS is quick, simple, easy, enjoyable and reliable; students
trust the computer.
It gives individual attention, focus and direction; it is non-
judgmental and interactive.
Students are delighted to get a printout of their own to take
home to show their parents.

Summary
Career development programs are a powerful tool that can motivate
students to discover their likes, dislikes and career interests.
Delivery of career information through a CIDS results in a wealth of
easy-to-read, up-to-date and individualized information for career
decision making. It helps students create a fixture for themselves.
Information gleaned from CIDs may encourage at-risk students to
stay in school because they can plainly see what their future options
may be with or without eduoation and training. Lastly, students
enjoy working with CIDs because they can guide and control the
computerized and personalized delivery of career information.

Many students begin their school years with social and economic
disadvantages that place them at-risk of not receiving the full
benefits of their education. This is tragic and unfortunate, because
education is one of their most viable escape routes from a figure of
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The most successful
programs maintain a
strong connection
between what students
are learning in school and
their future career.
Career information can
establish those links.

limited opportunities and a life of poverty. Sadly, many at-risk
students do not complete high school, which severely limits their
occupational choices and earning power. The most successful
programs that meet the special needs of these students maintain a
strong connection between what they are learning in school and their
future career. When connections have been estaNished between
studenth and the world of work, students are much more likely to
complete their education.

Specific Needs of Children At Risk
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List of Activites

Module Where Activity Can Be Used
to Apply Concepts Presented in Lecturette

. Signature

. Career Keno

3. Dyadic Encourger

. Icebreaker Interviews

5. WI Continuum

6. Future Metaphors S
7. Career Planning MetaPhors

II WI Visualization

9. Earning Power

10. Lost Job

11. Carousel of Careers S S 5
12. Advertising LMI Resources

13. WI Scavenger Hunt

14. Classification Systems and Resources

15. Implications Wheel

935
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16. State and Local Resources

17. Hetpkg Anna Find Work

18. Around tto House

19. Public and Private Self

20. Label Awaremess

21. Decision Making

22. Past Chalktnges

23. Career Lifeline

/KM",

I

a
24. Sex Role Commandments

25. Sentence Completions
AV

26. What Do You Know About Working Women?

27. Gender Equity

28. Walk in My Shoes

29. Most I Could Handle

30. Case Study - Cad Young

31. Case Study - Made Alvarez

32. Case Study - Joseph Deer

33. Case SIM - Jane Williamson

34. Case Study - Bernie Maas

35. Case Study - Thomas Lee

The case studies can be used to pull together

information from a number of modules.
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Applications and
Activities

=11=
National Career Development Guide Saes-Counselor Competencies

Knowledge of counseling and career development theories and techniques.

Skills to use appropriate individual and group counseling techniques to
assist individuals with career decision and career development
concerns.

Skills to assist individuals in identifying influencing factors in
career decision making, such as family, friends, educational
opportunities, and finances.

Skills to assist individuals in changing biased attitudes that stereotype
others by gender, race, age, and culture.

Knowledge of changing gender roles and how these impact on work, family,
and leisure.

Knowledge of employment information and career planning materials.

Skills to use career development resources and techniques designed for
specific groups.

Knowledge of unique career planning needs of minorities, women, persons
with disabilities, and older persons.

Knowledge of alternative approaches to career planning needs for individuals
with specific needs.
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Activity #1

Signature Activity

Type of Activity: Icebreaker

Teaching Objectives):

Ts help participants become better acquainted by illustrating the diversity of
attributes, experiences and work roles among them.

Behavioral Objectives):

Each participant will try to fmd persons in the group who fit given descriptions on the
"Signature Activity" worksheet by conversationally asking other people direct or
indirect questions.

Estimated Time to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to acquaint you with one another by exploring
some of your diverse attributes, experiences and work roles.

2. Please find the "Signature Activity. The directions at the top will instruct you
to find other people in the group who fit the descriptions that are given.
Please note the two columns. One is for female signatures; the other for
males.

3. Please use the next 20 minutes to find as many men and women who will
agree to the descriptions by signing the appropriate places on your "Signature
Activity" work sheet. You may have only one signature from each participant
on your work sheet.

4. You may ask others these questions either directly or indirectly as you walk
around the room and engage your fellow participants in conversations.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need the "Signature Activity" worksheet.

Applications-1



Activity:

The participants Will have a worksheet "Signature Activity," that lists approximately
20 descriptive statements about a person, such as, "Someone who is athletic." The
participants will engage one another in conversation to find out if any of the
descriptions match the person to whom they are speaking. if the person does match
any of the descriptions on the "Signature Activity" sheet, the person should sign
hildher name next th it. Women should sign the sheet on the left hand side; men on
le right.

Adaptations:

The descriptions on the "Signature Activity" sheet could be changed to fit the audience.

A prize could be awarded to the person who collects the most signatures or
"Autographs of Distinguished People."

Questions Pr Discussion:

1. As you asked questions of your fellow participants, were you aware of any of
your own sex role stereotypes? Why/why not?

2. Did you sense that others had preconceived ideas about members of the other
sex? Why/why not?

3. How might some stereotypical ideas about sex roles interfere with a career
development facilitator's effectiveness?

4. What can career development facilitators do to overcome their sex role
stereotypes?

Trainer's Notes:

941
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Signature Activity
The purpose of this activity is for you to explore the diverse attitudes and work roles
that exist in our society. You will use the time allotted te you by your trainer to find
as many women and men as you can who will agree to a description of themselves on
the lines below. You can do this by asking people directly or indirectly about
themselves in a conversatimal style.

Women Men

A person who strives to outdo
others, never admitting defeat

A person who thinks men should
not show affection fcs other men

Someone who is a gourmet cook

Someone who is athletic

Someone who likes to take
bubble baths

Someone who has chopped wood
for a fire

Someone who shows emotions
freely

Someone who is not ashamed to
cry in front of others

Someone who feels men and
women are equal in all respects

Someone who feels men and
women have different roles in life

Someone who likes to garden

Someone who feels their own
behavior is appropriate for
their gender

Someone who feels the other
sex has it made

Someone who found their career
by chance

Someone who has used a Career
Information Delivery System

9 2
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Women Men

11.+11=IWm.

.1. .11.10

Someone who would him to
change their career

Someone who follows the stock
market

Someone who has held or holds a
nontraditional work position

Someone who feels that women
should be proteeted by men

Someone who feels that you are
is &Hare if you do not marry

Someone who likes to clean
house

Somevne who thinks the
nurturing instinct belongs only
to women

Someone who would like to be
the other gender

SOTtlease who is a single parent

Someone who supervisors others
in the work place

Someone who works or has
worked in a service industry

Someone who works or has
worked in a highly technical area

Someone who has been
unemployed in the past two years

Someone who has changed their
career within the past five years

Someone who is politiellly active
within the community

Someone who started a business

Someone who is mechanical

Someone who can create a
computer program

94 3
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Career Keno

Type of Activitydeebreaker

Activity #2

Teaching Objectives):

The purpose of this activity is to introduce participants to one another and to identify
those who have special fields of interest or expertise. It will also help the participants
begin to think about the types and uses of labor market information that are covered
during this training.

Behavioral Objectives):

The participants will look for persons in the room who fill the career-related
description on thedr list and ask them to sign the appropriate squares. The objective
is to meet the other participants and get to know something about their backgrounds
by getting as many squares signed as possible during the time period allotted.

Estimated Time to Comp:etc 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

This is a get acquainted activity called "Career Keno" that can be
found on pageof your Participant's Guide. The purpose of this
activity is to acquaint you with others and find out more about their
interests and experiences.

2. The object of this activity is to find people who match the 25
descriptions given in the squares on your Keno sheet For example,
when you have found a person who regularly uses the DOT, please
have him/her sign that square. Only one signature is needed in such
square, do not get more than one. (If there are at least 30 participants,
there should be 30 different signatures on each sheet If there are less
than 30, each person can sign two squares.) Trainers may participate,
if they wish.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Each participant needs a "Career Keno" sheet from the Participant's
Guide on page.

2. Participants need pencils and adequate space to move around the
room.

9 14
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3. A board or flip chart on which to list certain interest groups, if desired.

Activity:

Participants will have a worksheet of 25 squares, each with a description on it that is
related to careers. The participants will look for persons in the room who fit the
descriptions on their sheet and ask them to sign the appropriate squares. The
participants should not sign more than one square n anyone's list The objective is
to get as many squares signed as possible during the time period allotted (15 minutes).

Adaptations:

1. Items listed in the squares may be changed to fit the
backgrounds/work settings of the participants.

2. A prize may be offered, such as play money, for the first participant to
fill all 20 squares.

3. A completed "Career Keno" sheet could be posted in the room for future
reference during the workshop, or, copies could be made for all the
participants.

Questions for Disc:188km

1. What were some of the interesting things that you found out about
your fellow participants?

2. Did you meet anyone who holds a position similar to yours?

3. Who has experience or information that you would like to hear more
about? Why?

Trainer's Notes:
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Career Keno

Your Nam:

Below are 25 squares, each v ith a description. At the signaj to begin, please move around the
room, find individuals who meet each of the descriptions, and ask them to sign their names in the
appropriate squares. You should have 25 different signatures on your sheet.

Someone who:

does piacement works with youth
under age 21

regularly uses labor
market information

uses creative career
counseling
techniques

has mated a
Career Center

regularly reads local
business news

has collected
onemPloyment

benefits

assists special has mrked in a
needs dents non-tradkional

occupation

has worked bath
at-risk youth

helps clients acquire
career development

competencies

has held a full-time has provided school
job in the private to work transition

sector services to clients

has been a member
of a labor union

regularly uses the
Dictionaty of

Occupational Thies

uses a
computerized career
information system

follows local eco-
nomic development

activkies

has participated in a
job orientation

program ,r) industry

hopes to have new
occupation MOM
the next two years

does career
counseling from a

theoretical
framework

has developed
partnerships with

local businesses or
industries

uses a classification works with retired
system to *Mize adults

labor market
irdonnatior

has had more than is a baby boomer
3 occupations in the

last 5 years
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Dyadic Encounter

Type of Activity: Icebreaker

Activity #3

Teaching Objectives):

To have participants &el more at ease in the training session by giving them the
opportunity to interact in an informal discussion of their own careers.

To illustrate how our personal characteristics may be related to job satisfaction.

To illustrate the differences between a job and a career.

To help participants begin thinking about goal setting and a fmal action plan.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will discuss their personality traits and their jobs with one another; they
will share their job related frustrations, concerns and goals.

Estimated Time to Complete 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to get to know another person by
discussing your career.

2. You will be assigned a partner and given a list of questions to ask one
another. Follow the numbered list of questions, with first one person
responding to a question and then the other.

3. Do not write your responses.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Be prepared to assign or randomly select pairs of participants.

2. Direct participants to the list of questions titled Dyadic Encounter in
their Guide.

Activity:

Participants will discuss a list of 20 career-related questions in pairs.

9 4 7
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Adaptations:

Some of the discussion questions could be changed to focus on specific career issues cr
groups of people.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What are we best at on the job?

2. What do we dislike the most in our work?

3. What are some of the characteristics of the best supervisors?

4. What are some of the things that we hope to accomplish in our jobs?

5. What barriers do we anticipate?

6. Who/what can help us to overcome these barriers?

7. As you answered these questions, what did you note about the
differences between a job and a career?

Trainer's Notes:

f% 4 S0 -
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Dyadic Encounter

Complete the following sentences with your partner.

L My name is

2. Basically, my job is

3. The reason I am here is to

4. Usually I am the kind of a person who

5. rm happiest when

6. The thing I dislike the most is

7. On the job, I'm best at

8. My greatest limitation on the job is

9. Characteristics of the best supervisor I ever had:

10. Characteristics of the worst supervisor I ever had:

11. I like people who

12. I began working at this job because

13. The next thing I am going to try to accomplish in my career is

14. The barriers I anticipate are

15. I would look to for some support.

16. When I am chalenged to overcome barriers what has worked best for me in the
past is

17. The kinds of clients who are the most difficult for me to work with are

18. The kinds of coworkers who are the most difficult for me to work with are

19. To work better with them, I have tried to

20. The thing that worries me about my job is

21. The thing that worries me about my career is

22. Briefly discuss your reactions to this conversation Time permitting, you may
wish to discuss other topics of your own choosing. Several possibilities are:
projects at work, leadership practices, employee needs and the &tura.

Source: Based on the work of John E. Jones and Johanna J. Jones.

949
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Activity #4

Icebreaker Interviews

Type of Activity: Icebreaker

Teaching Objectives):

The participants will get to know one another and feel more comfortable as they begin
the inservice program.

The participants will verbalize their expectations of the inservice program to the
persons who interview 4lein. In so doing, they will clarify their goals and provide the
instructor with an overview of the participants' needs.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will get to know one another by meeting in pain to interview one another
about their jobs and peak career experiences for five minutes in order to introduce one
another to the clan.

The participants will tell one another what they expect ftom the class.

Estimated Time to Complete: 25-45 minutes, depending on class size.

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. One of the most pleasurable aspects of taking a class such as this is
meeting other professionals who share some of your challenges and
concerns on the job.

2. For the next 10 minutes you will be divided into pairs. One person
will interview the other for five minutes about his/her job, a peak
experience in his/her career and what might be different or interesting
about his/her expectations of the inservice program. After five
minutes, please change roles.

3. Encourage participants to be clever and creative in the interviews.
Their goal is to come up with a fresh and lively introduction of their
partner to the other members of the class.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Be prepared to divide participants in pairs; avoid placing people
twether who already know each other.

2. Model the activity by introducing yourself to the class in a
creativelhumorous way, and discussing a ;sak lxperience in your

Applications-11
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career and your expectations ofthe inservice, or, have a member of the
class do the honors and introduce you according to your planned script.

3. Names of the particiwts, their jobs, and their class expectations as
they are introduced to the class should be written on a flip chart and
kept in a visible location during the workshop.

Activity:

Each participant will be interviewed by a classmate who, in turn, will interview
him/her. Each participant will then creatively introduce his/her partner te the class
by telling what work the person does, a peak experience in his/her career, and what
he/she expects from the inservice program.

Adaptations:

1. Other items could be included in the introduction, such as bow the
participants made their career choices, what influenced them to make
their choices, what obstacles did they have to overcome, etc.

2. For interviews of greater depth, allow longer time periods.

Questions Ibr Discussion:

Ars there similar training needs that were expressed by the class?

2. Is there a common thread or theme to these needs? Why? Why not?

3. Have you met any potential networking resources as a %stilt of the
introductions?

Train*. a Notes:

5 1
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Activity 05

Career and IM Continwun

Type of Acth:ity: Large group

Teaching ObJective(s):

To display some of the career and LMI resources available to the participants and
their comfort/discomfort level with using them.

To plan fisture training activities based on the participants' use of careei and LMI
resourceL

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will place themselves at strategic points around the room to indicate their
levels of comfort or discomfort in using resources such as the DOT, SOC, SIC, etc.

The participants will become more aware of the career and LMI resources available
to them.

Estimated lime to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Some commonly used sources of career and LMI (name them) are displayed
around the room. The purpose of this activity is to express your feelings about
using the resources that are displayed. You will note that there are signs
placed near the resources reading: EASY TO USE, SOME PARTS OK and
HARD TO USE.

2. Your trainer will ask you some common questions that career counselors need
to answer. After each question, please walk to the resource that you would
choose to help you answer the question. If you am unsure, take an educated
guess and walk to that resource.

3. Men you rearh the resource that you think would best aiswer the question
that is asked, place yourself near the sign that best describes your comfort
level in using the resource; EASY, SOME PARTS OK or HARD TO USE.

4. Repeat this procedure with each question that is asked.

Materials and Pniparation:

1. Select five or six sources of career and LMI such as: the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT), the Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE), the
Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC), the Occupational Outlook
Handbook (00H), and state information from the State Employment Security
Agency (SEM). Set these volumes on tables around the room. Place signs

Applications-13
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next to each resource reading: EASY TO USE, SOME PARTS OK and HARD
TO USE.

2. Have a set of questions ready to read, for example:

a. rye never really given much thought to what I want to do when I finish
high school. What choices do I have?

b. My mom works for Sarah Lee and she's always liked it therewhat jobs
might I find in a big company like Sarah Lee?

c. I really like living in Vermont and I don't want to leave. What jobs are
available in this area?

d. I've always been fascinated by electronics, but rm not sure exactly what
I'd like to doany ideas?

e. I've always wanted to be a carpenter, but rm worried about being able to
make enough moneydo you think I can?

f. I've worked as a tool and die maker for 15 years and liked my job very
much. I was recently in a car accident and rve lost the use of my left arm.
I need a good paying job. What can I do?

I work with black male teenagers in a group home who have had little
exposure to positive career role models in the community. How can I help
them?

g.

Activity:

Participants will listen to several questions relating to common career counseling
concerns. Upon hearing the questions read by the instructor, the participants will
choose a resource that is displayed in the room to answer the question. They will walk
over to the resource and position themselves according to their comfort/discomfort level
using the resource.

Adaptations:

The continuum could be constructed to reveal the participants' attitudes, values or
feelings on any issue.

Additional questions could be developed, depending upon the resources available.

Questions for Diseussiom

1. What kinds of career and LMI do you most frequent--; need in your work? Is
it readily available? Why/why not?

2. What specific difficulties do you have locating or using career and T.MI?

Trainer's Notes:

Application s- 14
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Activity #6

Future Metaphors

Type of Activity: Large Group

Teaching Oltjective(s):

To illustrate how a person's view of the future may affoct the4r decision making and
the career counseling process.

Behavioral Objective(s):

After hearing the trainer read a description of four metaphors to describe the future,
each participant will choose t.ne that best describes his/her own view. The metaphors
of the future' will be discussed in a large group. In conclusion, the participants will
verbalize their ova metaphors of the future.

Estimated Time to Complete 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. While there is no "right way" to do career counseling, there are a number of
strategies and techniques that can help clients personalize and internalize
labor market information. Using metaphors, developing images of the future,
examining thinking and information processing styles, and checking out client
belief systems are all examples of techniques effective career counselors should

develop.

2. The purpose of this exercise is to examine our images of the future. Think
about how you see the future. What best describes your vision or image of the
future? I am going to ask you to listen to four metaphors of the future. A
metaphor is a figure of speech in which a word or phrase that denotes one
object or idea is used in place of another to suggest a hiceness between them.
As you listen to the metaphors that I read, pick the one that best describes
your view of the future. Consider this a forced choice. There are no right or
wrong answers. A particular metaphor may not be the best one for you, but
pick the one that comes the closest. You will have the opportunity to develop
your own metaphor later on.

3. Read "Pour Metaphors for the Future."

Materials and Preparation:

1. Description of "Four Metaphors for the Future."

2. A board or flip chart on which to list the four metaphors, participant comments
and the concluding metaphors developed by the participants.

Applications-15
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Activity:

The trainer will read "Four Metaphors for the Future." Each participant will choose
one metaphor that best describes hisfher view of the future. The choices of the
participants will be discussed in a 'arge group. In conclusion, the participants will
offer their own metaphors of the future.

Adaptations:

Other metaphors to describ.. the future could be written by the trainer.

The metaphors created by the participants could be written individually or in pairs.
This could be a five minute contest to write the best metaphor as judged b1 all the
participants.

Questions for Discussion:

1. Why are ^. person's beliefs ahout the future important considerations in career
counseling? What part do these beliefs have in determining a client's future?

2. Why might a person who has a "Roller Coaster" view of life be a challenging
client?

3. Is it important for a client to examine his/her views of the future? Why/why
not? Should a counselor be awere of a client's views? Why/why not?

4. What role, if any, does culture play in a person's views of the future? Should
counselors be aware of cultural differences? Why/why not?

5. Is it possible that career development facilitators have stereotypes about what
kind of counseling certain client populations "need?" Why/why not?

Can a person's view of the future change? How? Should career development
facilitators attempt to change a client's view of the future? Why/why not?

Trainer's Notes:

Source: ICDM Training Materials developed by the Washington SOICC

955
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Four Metaphors for the Future

Roller Coaster

The future is a great roller coaster on a moonless night It exists, twisting ahead of
us in the dark, although we can only see each part as we come to it. We can make
estimates about where we are headed, and sometimes see around a bend to another
section of track, but it doesn't do us any real good because the future is fixed and
determined. We are locked in our seats and nothing we may know or do will change
the course that is laid out for us.

Mighty River

The fidure is a mighty river. The great force ofhistory flows inexorably along, carrying
us with it Most of our attempts to change its course are mere pebbles thrown into the
river; they cause a momentary splash and a few ripples, but they make no difference.
The river's course CAN be changed, but only by natural disasters like earthquakes or
landslides, or by massive concerted human efforts on a similar scale. On the other
hand, we ars free as individuals to adapt to the course of history, either well or poorly.
By looking ahead, we can avoid sandbars and whirlpools and pick the best path
through any rapids.

Great Ocean

The future is a gr6at ocean. There are many possible destinations, and many diff , rent
paths to each destination. Good navigators take advantage of the main currents of
change, adapt their courses to the capricious winds of chance, keeps a sharp lookout
posted, and move caretlitiy in fog or uncharted waters. If they do these things, they
will get safely to the destination (barring a typhoon orother natural disaster that they
can neither predict nor avoid).

Colossal Dice Game

The future is entirely random, a colossal dice game. Every second, millions of things
happen that could have happened another way and produced a different figure. A
bullet is deflected by a twig and kills one person instead of another. A scientist checks
a spoiled culture and throws it away, or looks more closely at it and discovers
penicillin. A spy at Watergate removes a piece of tape from a door and gets away
safely, or he forgets to remove the tape and changes American political history. Since
everything is chance, all we can do is play the game, pray to the gods of fortune and
enjoy what good luck comes our way.

Source: ICDM Training Materials developed by the Washington SOICC

r
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Activity #7

Career Planning Metaphors

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Ohjective(s):

To illustrate the various steps in the career planning process by comparing it to other
accomplishments in our lives. This exercise follows the Future Metaphors activity.
Both activities also can be used with clients.

Behavioral Objeetive(s):

Participants will mentally clarify the career planning process by writing five
metaphors comparing the process to another experience, accomplishment or skill that
they have developed. By becoming familiar with this technique, counselors can use it
to encourage their clients to discuss career planning.

Estimated rinse to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Research has shown that we are more likely to internalize, learn and
remember something if it can be linked to our direet experiences. The purpose
of this exercise is to show how career planning and decision making are much
like many other activities in our lives.

2. Recall the Ikture Metzphors activity when we compared our vision of the
future with other images, such as a mighty river, etc.

3. Think of an accomplishment, hobby or interest in your life. It could be playing
a musical instrument; or a sport, such as golf, or an interest, such as stamp
collecting; or a work place activity, such as a leadership role. Visualize all the
steps, elements, practice, or compiments surrounding the topic you have
chosen. Using your topic, create a metaphor fir career planning. For example,
a soccer player might choose the following metaphors:

Career planning is like soccer because you must be alert and stay in shape.

Career planning is like soccer because you must understand the rules.

Career planning is like soccer because you are competing with others.

4. Using the "Career Planning Metaphors" worksheet, write down the topic you
have selected and create five metaphors to describe it within the next ten
minutes. Be prepared to present your metaphors in a large group discussion
to follow.

957
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Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need the "Career Planning Metaphors" worksheet

2. A board or flip chart on which to list some of the most expressive metaphors.

Activity:

After the metaphor concept is reviewed by the trainer, the participants will think of
a personal accomplishment, interest, hobby, or work place activity in their own lives.
When the participants have chosen a topic, e.g., playing golf, they will compare it to
career planning and write five metaphors describing it, which will be discussed in a
largo group.

Adaptations:

Other subjects could be selected for metaphorical comparisons, e.g., decision making,
changing careers, finding a nontraditional job, etc.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What similarities did you find between your topic and planning a career?
What contrasts?

2. How did you feel asyou wrote your metaphors? Did the experience make you
feel more or less confident of planning your career? Why/why not?

3. How could you use this exercise with clients? How might it help them? What
groups, if any, would find this exercis.) especially valuable and why?

Trainer's Notes:

Source: ICDM Training Materials developed by the Washington SOICC
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Career Planning Metaphors

Directions: Think of something that is important me meaningfW to you that you would
be willing to discuss in a large group. It can be a hobby, pastime, a work place
activity, a skill, a relatimship, a major accomplishment, or anything else of
significance in your life. Visualize all the elements, steps, or components surrounding
this topic. How is the topic that you have chosen like planning a career? List five
metaphors to describe comparisons that can be made.

Example: Playing golf is like planning a career because you must keep your eyes
on the ball and keep moving ahead toward your goals.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.11,

Source: ICDM Training Materials developed by the Washington SOICC

9 5 9
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Career and LMI Visualization

Activity #8

Type of Activity: Small or large group

Teaching Ohjective(s):

To make the participants more aware of the sources of career and LMI that are part
of their daily lives.

To illustrate how participants can use this exercise with their clients.

Behavioral Objectiveak

By taking an imaginary walk through one of their typical days, the participants will
become more aware of the various sources of career and LI11 that are readily available
to them and their clients.

Estimated Time to Complete 15 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity;

Close your eyes, get comfbrtable and walk with me through your day. Imagine your
typical routine. Think of awakening and looking arourd the room, getting up and
dressing for the day. Be aware of all of the products surrounding you or that you are
using. What information do these items give you about the labor market? Now
imagine yourself having breakfast or doing whatever you do before you leave home.
When you leave, where do you go and how do you get there? As you travel to your
destination, what do you see? What information does that give you about the labor
market in your community? Nationally?

Now you are at your destination. If you are at your work place, what kind of work do
you do and what do you use to get it done? If you are somewhere else, what kinds of
work are people doing and what are you doing there? If you are at work, what are
others doing and how are they accomplishing their jobs? Think for a moment about
all the information you are gathering about the work place.

les lunchtime and you meet a friend at a local restaurant. What can you notice about
the labor market while you ars having lunch? The afternoon goes on, and soon it's
time to go home. On the way you might stop to get gas or groceries, or at your health
club. You might go shopping at a local mall, or be a chauffeur to some youngsters.
Eventually you reach home, read the newspaper before dinner and perhaps watch
some TV afterwards, or read the most recent news magazine. Maybe it's play time and
you go out to a movie or nightclub. Do you pick up any other information about your
labor market?

What have you learned about the marketplace, the world of work, your labor market?
Think about the economy, job descriptions, industries, people eating out, the problems
you see while working or going to work, shopping, your own purchases, your salary,
etc. This is all useful ilformation about the labor market.

tr.) f;
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Now, imagine yourself in your client's shoes and walk through a day in his/her role.

Imagine getting up, leaving the house, comit.i. to see you (how do you get there?). How

might the information your client sees be different from your own? What kinds of

labor market information might your client collect that is different from your own?

How can you and your client use that information in career counseling?

Materials and Preparation:

1. Trainer should be prepared to read the above statement to the participants.

Activity:

While hearing the trainees intzoduction, the participants will imagine that they are

walking through their typical day and will recall the sources of career and LMI that

they encounter. Secondly, they will imagine that they are walking through a day in

a client's shoes and compare the career and labor market information collected by

themselves and their clients.

Adaptations:

Have the participants go through the visualization exercise as members of special
populations. For example, "You are a minority male looldng for work." "You are a

person with a disability trying to choose a career." "You are a displaced homemaker

seeking to reenter the labor market after a 20 year absence."

Questions for Discussion:

1. As you walked through your day, what sources of career and LMI did you find?

2. As you imagined yourself in the shcss of one of your clients, what sources of

career and LMI were available to you? What sources were not available to

you? Why not?

3. How was the information to which you were exposed different from that to

which your client might be exposed?

4. Might these informational differences affect your counseling and your client's

decision making process? If so, how? If not, why?

5. What might be the cacti; of your exposure to labor market information that
is different from your client's?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #9
Earning Power

Type of Activity: Small Group

Teaching Objectives):

To show participants how to find the average earnings of specific occupational groups
by using the Occupational Outlook Handbook (00H).

Behavioral Objective(s):

Working in pairs, the participants will research information in the 00H.

Estimated Time to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Clients are often concerned about how much money they might earn in a
particular occupation.

2. One of the best sources for this information is the 00H. This exercise helps
to familiarize us with the 00H.

For each of the groups listed, see if you can "guess' which occupations have the
highest earnings. When you have finished, use the 00H to check your
answers. Please keep in mind that the earnings depend on a number of
factors; they are not absolute. Look upon the earnings as a clue to the
attractiveness of certain occupations and their potential for long-term
monetary rewards.

Materials and Prepara&m:

1. Occupational Outlook Handbook for each small group.

2. "Who Earns the Most?" work sheet.

(Answers: 1-b, 2-c, 3-a, 4-c, 5-b, 6-a, 7-c, 8-a.)

Activity:

Using the "Who Earns the Most7 work sheet, the participants will: 1) make guesses
from the list of occupational groups and 2) check their answers in the 0011.

Adaptations:

More occupations could be added to the list to make the activity longer; occupations
can be deleted to make the activity shorter.

Addition^l information from the 00H could be researched.

(3 6 2
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Different resources, such as CIDs, and state and local wage information could be used.
A comparison could be made of the resources.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What factors influence the amount of salary that is paid for a given occupation?

2. Do you think some occupations are overpaid or underpaid? Why?

3. Is salary the most important consideration when choosing a career? Wh:.'why not?

4. What are the most important considerations in making a career choice?

5. Where are the high-paying jobs of the future?

6. How can career development facitilities use this information to help their clients?

Trainer's Notes:
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Who Earns the Most?

For each of the groups listed below, see if you can "guess" which occupations have the
highest earnings.

1. A file clerk, fire fighter or licensed practical nurse.

2. An aircraft pilot, TV announcer or veterinarian.

3. An urban planner, architect or lawyer.

4. A bartender, mail canier or secondary school teacher.

5. A physical therapist, physician's assistant or dental hygienist..

6. A statistician, forester or meteorologist.

7. A building inspector, middle school principal or hospital administrator.

8. A hotel manager, insurance underwriter or retail buyer.

t(1.I f ; '1 Applications-25
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Lost Job

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Objective(s):

Activity #10

By simulating the career decision making process, the participants will become more
aware of how personal interests, values and the availability of information influence
the process.

The participants will gain some practice in using both formal and informal sources of
career and LMI in their decision making process.

nelsavioral Objective(s):

Imagining that they have lost their jobs, the participants will be given the names of
three available jobs by the trainer. The participants will research the jobs, gathering
as much information as possible about each one. They will then choose one of the
three jobs, based on their interests and values. They will be prepared to share their
decisions and the rationale behind them with the large group.

Estimated Time to Complete: 40 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Imagine you have lost your job and that you are now a part of the nation's
unemployment statistics. You see an employment counselor at Job Service
who gives you titles of three positions that are presently available in your
community. They are: TRAINING REPRESENTATIVE, VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION COUNSELOR and PERSONNEL REL.RUITER.

2. Gather as much information as possible about these three positions within the
next 20 minutes, using any and all resources available to you in this room.
Don't forget to include the other participants in the room as resources.

3. Be pepared to communicate your career choice to the class, explaining the
rationale behind your decision; include considerations such as personal
interests, values and family considerations.

4. After 20 minutes, we will meet in a large group to discuss your career choices
and the role "information" played in making them.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Have federal sources of career and LMI available in the classroom, such as the
Dictionary of Occupational Min (DOT), the Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) Manual, the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) Manual, a
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CIDS, occupational projectices, wage surveys, and state and local information.
Be sure to have enough resources for all the participants to research the jobs.
Some informal sources of information would also be highly desirable, such as
professional journals, newspapers and current periodicals related to the
occupational areas.

2. Be,prepared to list the career choices on a board for discussion purposes.

3. Make sure participants have comfortable work areas for research purposes.

Activity:

Participants will imagine that they have lost their jobs and research three possible a
career choice with the resource materials in the room fbr 20 minutes. Participants will
make a career choice based on their interests, values, and the information available.
They will be prepared to discuss their choices and the rationale behind them in a large
group discussion for approximately 15 minutes.

Adaptations:

Different or additional careers could be selected for research, depending on the
audience, the time allowed and the resources available.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What were the most important factors in making your career choice? What
were the least important?

2. Why is this particular career (whatever career is named) a popular choice?
Why is this career (whatever career) the least popular choice?

3. Was information easy to find on these careers? Why/why not? Was the
information understandable once you found it? Why/why not? Do you believe
it is reliable?

4. Would your diode be able to locate and understand the information you have
used today? Why/why not? What could you do to help make this information
more accessible to your clients?

5. What have you learned from this activity that you could use in your work with
clients?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #11

Carousel of Careers

Type ofAcezity: Small group/Roundtables

Teaching Objective(s):

Participants will be able to select certain topics of interest and participate in small
group discussions led by resource persons who can address their specific concerns.

Behavioral Objective's):

Participants will develop skills to describe and locate a variety of labor market
information.

Estimated Time to Complete: One and a half hours (three 20 minute sessions with
a five minute break between discussions and a wrap-up). Sample schedule:

2:00 - 2:20 p.m. Session One
2:20 - 2:25 p.m. Rotate
2:25 - 2:45 p.m. Session Two
2:45 - 2:50 p.m. Break
2:50 - 3:10 p.m. Session Three
3:10 - 3:20 p.m. Wrap-up

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. This activity will allow you to select three career and LMI topics of interest
from the six tables that are located around the room. You will have 20
minutes at each table with a resource person. After 20 minutes, please move
to the second table. Please repeat the procedure for a third 20 minute session.

2. Men we conclude the carousel, you will have the opportunity to ask any final
questions you may have.

3. Trainers: Give a lively and informative introduction of the resource persons
to stimulate participant interest

Materials and Preparatiom

1. Six tables that are clearly marked by Career and LMI tapirs and chairs for all
participants.

2. Six articulate and well prepared resource persons to lead discussions at each
table.

3. Ask resource persons if any materials are necessary for their presentations.
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4. A listing of all the topics and resource persons on a board or flip chart to
introduce Ahe activity.

5. An introduction of all the resource persons, with a background sketch of their
qualifications.

Activity:

The participants will move three times from one 20 minute discussion to another,
allowing them to select specific topics of interest. There will be six discussion tables
headed by resource persons on topics such as:

What Can CIDs Do for Us? What Are the National Career Development
Guidelines? How Can a SOICC Help Career Counselors? What Is Gender Equity?
How Can We Help Students with Disabilities? What Are Some Commonly Used
LMI Resources? Where Are the SUS of the Future? How Do We Meet the Needs
of Adults in Transition? Multicultural CounselingWhat Does It Mean? What
Careers Does the Military Offer? What Opportunities Are Available in this
Community?

The activity concludes with a large group wrap-up session to address any final
concerns.

Adaptations:

The Career Carousel could be made larger, with more topics and tables to choose from,
and more time allowed.

Have one product available at each table. Instead of discussing an issue, demonstrate
how to use a product such as the CIDS, 0011, OIS, SOC, DOT, GOE, occupational
projections, wage surveys, or Unemployment Compensation aim data.

Questions for Discussion:

I. Are there any final questions or comments that you would like to address to
our resource persons?

2. Is there any informatior. that you found to be particularly valuable? What
specific information will you use in your work place?

3. Are there any other topics that you would like to see covered in a carousel
format such as this?

lirainer's Notes:

Adapted from Oklahoma ICDM Workshops

Dfici
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Activity 112

Advertising Career and LMI Resources

Type of Activity: Small groups

'leaching Objectives):

To familiarize the participants with federal and state government sources of
information: t.40 know where to find them, what is in them and how they can be used
in career counseling.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will work in small groups to develop a creative advertisement to be
presented to the class for some of the more widely used sources of information, such
as: the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT), the Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) Manual, the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual and
the Guide for Occupational Exploration (GOE).

Participants will be more familiar with the use and content of the information
resources that are advertised to the class.

Estimated Time to Complete: 45-60 minutes (depending on the number of small
ffrouPs)

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. This is an exercise to test your advertising creativity. Imagine that you have
to sell one of our source books. How can you excite others about the wealth of
information in your publication? Most importantly, how can you entice them
to buy it?

2. You will have the opportunity to try your hand at advertising an information
resource today. You will work with a small group to develop an ad to sell the
resource that you are given, such as the DOT or SIC. You will present your
ad to the class. It can be the form d a poster, a newspaper ad, a television
or radio commercial, a poem, a 3ong, or even a door-to-door sales pitch. Be
clever and creative!

3. In your ad, please tsy to be 9.0 informative as possible; your objective is to sell
your classmates on the vabe of your LMI resource.

Material* and Preparation:

1. An information resource for each small group, such as the DOT, SIC, SOC,
CIDS, etc.

2. Materials to create ads, such as paper, markers, tape recorders, etc.
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Acfivity:

Participants will work in small groups to create an ad for an information resource.

Adaptafions:

With video taping equipment, each group could make a 30 second commercial for their
resource.

An "Addy Award" (a humorous certificate, small statue, bag of jelly beans, etc.) could
be given for the best advertisement by having participants vote for their choices.

Questions for Discussiom

1. What information did your team try to project about your resource?

2. If you had more time and materials, what additional information would you
present to the class about your resource?

3. What questions do you have about any of these resources?

4. Which of these resources have you used? Does the resource provide you with
the information that you need? Why? Why not?

5. What resources Lave you not used? Why not?

6. Have you been enticed to use any new products as a resuk of the ads you have
seen today? How will you use them?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #13

Career and LMI Scavenger Hunt
Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Oltfective(s):

To demonstrate that we are surrounded by career and labor market information in our
everyday lives.

To evaluate the validity or reliability of certain kinds of career and labor market
information.

To illust7ate the various categories of career and LMI.

Behavioral Objective(s):

During their lunch break, participants will gather one piece of career and labor market
information from the tmvironment that they can share with the group.

The wirticipants will cite the sources af their information when it is presented.

The participants will evaluate the information that is presented to the group.

The participants will categorize the kinds of information they have reported.

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

L. As we move through a typical day, we unconsciously absorb a great deal of
career and labor market information in various forms from different sources.

2. When you return from lunch, we will ask each of you to share with th4. class
one piece of information that you picked up during your break, along with the
scarce of your information.

3. You cannot use any of the materials in thii room as a source.

4. You may write your information and source on a piece of paper, if you wish.

5. Give an example of career and LMI that might be found, such as the HELP
WANTED sign in the restaurant window. What kind of help is needed? What
are the wages, hours and conditions of employment? Are benefits offered? Any
special training needed?
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Materials and Preparation:

1. A board to summarize the career and LMI that is found, and a rating scale for
the information, such as QUESTIONABLE, PROBABLY RELIABLE, WELL
DOCUMENTED.

2. (Optional) A list of categories that could be discussed as outlined below in
Adaptations.

Activity:

The participants will find one piece of career and labor market information during
their lunch break to bring back to class. The information will be summarized on a
board and evaluated for its reliability.

Adaptations:

The infornlation could be broken into categories, such as occupational, demographic
and labor force information. The information could be divided into federal, state and
local information.

The participants could work in teams in a contest to see which team could collect the
most information over the lunch hour.

Working in competitive teams in the classroom for a period of 20 minutes, participants
could be given copies of the daily newspaper to scan and hunt for career and LMI to
report back to the large group.

Questions for Discussion:

1. Wfr:-.1 you surprised by the amount and availability of the information?

2. What forms of career and LMI did you findany labor force information?
Demographic? Occupational? Federal? State? Local?

3. How would you rate the reliability of each of these pieces of information?

4. What conclusion can we come to about career and LMI in general?

5. How can you use this in career counseling?

6. How might your clients use this information?

7. What career and LMI did you look for, but could not fmd?

Trainer's Notes:

Adapted from Florida ICDM Workshops
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Activity #14

Classification Systems and Resources

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching ObjecsiveN:

To show participants how career and labor market information is classified to make
it manageable, accessible and useable.

Behavioral Objectives):

Working in small groups, the participants will look at copies of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles (DOT) on their tables. They will list all of the occupations that
made it possible for the DOT to be here at the training session.

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Career and labor market informatkm comes in an assortment of configurations
and formats. Before it can be used effectively by either counselors or clients,
it must be organized or claiiiirled in some way, so it becomes manageable. The
purpose of this activity is to illustrate how classification systems work.

2. In small groups of five or six, look at a Dktionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)
which is placed on the tables around the room. Working as a group, as quickly
as possible, write down all the occupations you can think of that made it
possible for the DOTs to be here at the training session today.

3. After you have completed your list of occupations, divide your list into at least
three, but no more than five, categories of occupations.

4. You will have approximately 20 minutes to develop your list and occupational
categories. Be prepared to share your work with the large group when you are
asked to do so.

Materials and Preparation

1. A DOT for each small group, a comfortable seating arrangement for group
work, paper and pencils.

2. A board or flip chart on which to list the categories reported by each group.

3. Be prepared to discuss other UM classification systems, such as the SIC, SOC,
GOE, etc.
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Activity:

Working in small groups and using the DOT as their resource, the participants will
list all the occupatiol.; that made it possible fbr the DOT to be used in the training
session. After listing the occupations, the participants will classify them into
categories of not less than three and not more than five.

Adaptations:

Other books could be used as resources, such as telephone books or a city directory, a
university timetable, encyclopedias, etc.

Have each small group use a diffirent resource such as the SOC, SIC, GOE, etc., and
share the results of their researeh with others. Why are the classification systems
different? How can we relate the various systems to one another?

Questions for Discussion:

L How many occupations did your group have on the first list?

2. How many categories did your group develop?

3. What similarities are found between the categories listed by each group?

4. How are occupations classified in other LMI sources, such as the SIC, SOC,
GOE, etc.?

5. How can an understanding of classification systems help you in your work?
How can it help your clients?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #15

Implications Wheel

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching Ohjective(s):

To illustrate ways in which the change from a manufacturing economy to a service

economy has had a ripple effect on the U.S. labor market.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Participants will have a greater awareness of the declining work opportunities in
manufacturing industries and the growing number of positions in the service
industries. They will incorporate this knowledge into their career counseling.

Estimated Time to Complete: 45 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

L Change does not occur in a vacuum; each cause has an effect that produces a
chain reaction.

2. The change from a manufuturing to a service economy has many effects, or
implications, especially for career counselors.

3. Let's begin with the premise that most new jobs will be in the services; make
this statement in the large center circle, or hub, of your wheel.

4. There are many implications, or effects, of this economic trend; write them in
the medium-sized circles that are attached to the center.

5. Add new circles to the diagram as you consider the implications (for counselors
and their clients) to each circle that you add; the objective is to widen the
circle by generating as many ideas as possible.

6. Be specific when you list your implicatices. For example, "more computers"
is not as helpful as "computem will play a greater role in the work place and
in the career counseling process."

Materials and Preparation:

1. Illustration of large wheel on blackboard or flip chart to introduce wheel
concept

2. Large sheets of paper and markers for each group to construct their own
wheels.

3. Board or flip chart to summi rize the outcomes of the activity.
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Activity:

The participants will brainstorm to consider the many implications of the economic
forecast that most new jobs will be in the service industries.

The participants will breakup into small groups of three or four to discuss and design
Implication Wheels" that will portray the many effects of this economic change from
a mandlicturing to a service economy.

Adaptations:

The implications wheels can be constructed around any change in the labor market,such as: agars women in the work face, more technical skills needed, more minority
participation, an older work face, a plant closing, a large business relocation, etc.

This can also be done as an individual or large group activity.

Questions for Dieentsion:

1. What are some of the most important implications on your wheel?

2. At what points on your wheel might career development facilitators or their
clients exert some influence or control?

What implications on your wheel are controlled by outside influences? What
are they? Why?

4. What are some of the more desirable implications on your wheel? What can
be done to implement them?

5. What are some of the undesirable implications? What can be done to diminish
them?

6. How could you use this activity with your clients?

Trainer's Notes:

Adapted from the ICDM Materials developed by the Washington 80ICC
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Activity #16

State and Local Resources

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Objectives):

To demonstrate the importance of state and local career and labor market information

for clients who plan to remain and find work in their home towns.

To point out some of the sources of state, county and local career and labor market
information.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will imagine that they are taking a walk around the communities in
which they are presently living. As they do so, they will make a list of: the
occupations they encounter; what career and labor market information was necessary
for people to work in those occupations; and where one might find that information.

Estimated Time to Complete 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Many of your clients plan to find work and remain in the areas in which they
have grown up. You may find that career and labor market information
describing the national scene is of limited use to them. They need information
about the local labor markets.

2. The purpose of this activity is to stimulate your thinking about some of the
occupations in your communities and the sources of labor market information
about these occupation& (Give an example of an occupation from your
community and describe how people would find information about work within
it.)

3. Please find the "State and Local Resources" work sheet and complete it
according to the directions. You will have 20 minutes. Be prepared to discuss
your responses in a large group.

Materials and Prepaivstion:

1. "State and Local Resources" work sheet.

2. Examples of state and local sources of LMI.

3. A board or flip chart on which to list state and local resources.

4. A state/local resource person to answer any questions.
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Activity:

After a brief introduction with some examples from the trainer, participants will
complete the worksheet, "State and Local Resources."

Adaptations:

Participants could work in pairs.

If the participants come from a large and diverse work place, this activity could be
applied to that environment.

QU88110118 Ow Disc:maim

1. What were some of the occupations you listed from your community?

2. How might people find work in these occupations?

3. What specific LW is needed for these occupations? Where can it be fouLd?

4. Is state and local information accessible to you and your clients? Is it readily
available? Is it easy to use? Why/why not?

5. How can you use state and local resources in your work? How can your chants
use state and local resources? What could be done to make these resources
more availabte or useable in your community?

Trainer*. Notes:
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State and Local Resources

Think about the community in which you presently live. As you imagine yourself
walking around town, pick an interesting block. As you walk that block, make a list
of all the occupations that are represented within its boundaries.

Now, imagine the block in which you live. Walk that block. What kind ofjobs do the
people on your block have? Where do they work?

What do they do?

1=14, ..MIIM=11111...111

What kinds of career and labor market information do you suppose they needed to get
their jobs?

,Amina

If you were to enter any of the occupations in which these people are working, what
would you need to know and where would you find it?

If someone in your block were unemployed, what must they do to find work? What
resources are available to them?
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Activity 017

Helping Anna Find Work

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching Objectives):

To simulate the ways in which career developmentfacilitators can use career and labor
market information to help their clients.

Behavioral Objectives):

The participants will work in small groups of three or four on an exercise that requires
them to use several sources of labor market information in a simulated job search for
a client.

Estimated Time to Complete: 45 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. This activity, "Helping Anna Find Work," is completed by answering questions
1-13 on the worksheet. You will work in pairs to research the questions for
approximately 30 minutes. You will need to refer to several LMI resources
that are here in the room. If you are unable to locate a particular resource,
someone else may be using it, so please go on the next question. When you are
finished using materials, please replace them promptly for others who may
need them.

Materials and Preparation:

1. The following LMI resources:

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT),
Standard Occupatimal Classification Manual (SOC),
Career Information Delivery System (CIDS),
Occupational Prcijections,
Occupational Employment Statistics (OES)
Occupational Outlook Handbook (OOH),
Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC),
State/National Projections,
State Empkyment Review,
State Employment Picture,
State Covered Employment by Industry and County,
Classified Directory of State Manufacturers,
State Service Directory,
State/local area wage surveys, economic indicators, etc.,
Local resources such as telephone books, etc.
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Activity:

Using the LMI resources that are provided, the participants will work in small groups
to assist Anna, a woman who has lost her job. This activity simulates many of the
steps career development facilitators need to take in using LW resources with their
clients.

Adaptations:

The person seeking work could have special needs, such as a person with a disability,
a teen parent, a displaced homemaker, a retiree or an adult with limited English
proficiency.

The beginning job description could be changed from a salesperson to a computer
programmer, an auto mechanic, etc.

Questions fbr Discussion:

1. What resources were the most valuable in helping Anna find work? Why?

2. Did you have difficulty using any of the resources? Whirl ones? Why?

3. Were you surprised by the amount of information you were able to find within
the time period? Do you think it was time well spent? Why? Why not?

4. What resources would you be most likely to use in counseling your clients?
Why? What additional resources do you recommend? Why?

Trainer's Notes:
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Occupation Questions

1. Anna sells electronic equipment and
related supplies at Radio Shack. She
has an associate degree in market-
ing.

Select an occupational title for Anna
from this following LM1 publications
and list its numerical code.

2. Anna has been laid off and is looking
for other work. What are some occu-
pations that are related to Anna's?

Helping Anna Find Work

Sources

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)

Standard Occupational Classification
Manual (SOC)

Guide for Occupational Exploration
(GOE)

State Career Information Delivery
System (CIDS)

Occupational Employment Statistics
(OES): See State Occupational Projec-
tions for list of occupations

SOC

C1DS

GOE

Participanrs Guide

Answers

DOT Title:

DOT Code:

SOC Title:

SOC Code:

GOE Title:

GOE Code:

CIDS Title:

CIDS Code:

OES Title:

List related occupations:
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Occupation Questions

3. What occupational descriptions can
you find of Anna's work? Please
include the major tasks and skills
required

Sources

00H

DOT

C1DS

Brief description, include major tasks and
skills:

List the occupational characteristics Selected Characteristics of Occupations Physical demands:
of Anna's job, the physical demands defined in the DOT Environmental conditions:
and environmental conditions.

Industry Questions

4. Determine the industries that employ
Anna's occupation. (These are
places where she may find work)

5. Identify the specific industry title(s)
and numerical codes.

954

SIC
DOT
00H
CIDS

Local and state resources

Use your own knowledge (be expansive
and t;reative, take a clue from some of
the variant occupational titles)

SIC - use alphabetical index to get into
the classification scheme

Look at definition and example

Look at the hierarchy of the classification
manual

List employing industries (kinds of
businesses):

Major industry title and SIC code:
2 digit title and code:

3 digit title and code:

4 digit title and code: 955



Ompation (Motions

6. What are the projections for thrise
industries?

Geography and Industry

State and National Occupational
Projedions, 1988-2000: (Prepublication
1:69914

CIDS

Local information resoutres

7. Review the industrial base in the local Employment Re flew
labor market to assess job opportuni-
ties for Anna. State Employment Picture

How many businesses are in the
industry?

Are they large or small?

8. List specific companies or businesses
in your area.

State Covered Employment

Use your own knowledge.

Classified Directory of State
Manufacturers

State Service Directory

Local telephone books

Projections:

Give industry employment:

Number of businesses:

Large or small?

List two or three business
establishments:
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More about the Occupation Sources

9. Examine projections to &dermine State and National Occupational
employment opportunities for Anna. Projections

10.11 you identified related occupations, 00H
list the occupational preparation and
training requirements for Anna, deter- ClDS
mine whether Anna will need to
supplement her current education DOT
and training.

11. Look for wage rates.

S S

Answers

List levels of education needed or spe-
cific training programs:

What is the specific vocational prepara-
tion (SVP):

Selected Characteristics Occupations What are requirements in Math (M) and
Defined in the DOT

C1DS

State Wage Sunray

Language (L):

Occupational wage rate:
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12.Examine advancement opportunities 0011
(or ladc thereof) and career ladders
available to Anna CDS

List any information found:

What are the implications for Anna's Local Resources Implications:
career development?

13. Examine jab openings in the occupa- State and National Occupational Average annual openings:
lions you identified. Projections

990
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Activity #18

Around the House

ripe of Activity: Small group

Teaching Objective(s):

To demaistrate the use of the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manual and
state and national occupational projectices.

To broaden the participants' awareness and understanding of the concept of an
"industry."

To discuss industrial projections old the growth or decline of occupations commonly
found within them by referencing state and national projections andtor the
Occupational Outlook Handbook (00H).

Behavioral 011jective(s):

Working in small groups, the participants will brainstorm to develop a list of
industries involved in the production of several common household items. After a list
of industries has been developed, the participants will make some projections
concerning their future growth patterns. The participants will select one industry and
describe it in detail to the large group from information taken from the SIC, state and
national olzupational projections, the 0011 and other related sources.

Estimated Time to Complete: 45 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

i. The production of even the most common items around our homes is often a
complex process that requires the work of many people in diverse occupations
in far-reaching places. Working in a small group, you will be given a household
item as a topic for brainstorming about the many industries involved in its
production and the future growth patterns in these industries.

2. Your group will choose one of the industries to investigate in greater detail,
using the SIC and state and national occupational projections as your
resources. You will discuss the projections for the industry and the
occupations commonly found within it. A spokesperson should be prepared to
report your findings in a large kroup discussion.

3. Assign one of the following items to each group:

Your favorite pair of shoes or slippers
A piece of cookware from your kitchen
A towel from the bathroom
Notepaper from your desk
A plastic food container from your refrigerator
The laundry soap you use
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Materials and Preparation:

1. Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Manuals or reprints of the
classification index for each small group.

2. State and national octrapational projections, industry projections and/or the
Occupational Outlook Handbook (0011).

3. Participant worksheets "Around the House."

4. A board, overhead or flip chart for group reprting.

Activity:

Working in small groups, the participants will brainstorm about the industries
involved in the production and distribution of a common household item. Using state
and national occupatimal projections as resources, they will make some group
projections concerning future growth and occupational needs in the industries they

have listed. ranally, they will select one of the industries to report on to the large
group using SIC data, offering their own comments about the industry, its economic
future and its occupational projections.

Adaptations:

The list of household items could be changed.

Questions for Discussion:

1. What relationships among industries can be seen in the SIC Manual?

2. How could you use the SIC with your clients? What information does it
provide that you could not find in the DOT? 0011? SOC? GOE?, etc.?

3. Why would an understanding 'of an industrial classification system increase
employment opportunities for clients?

4. Why are national and state projections an important component of career
planning?

Trainer's Notes:
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Around the House

Directions: Your group will be assigned a common household item to research the
industries involved in its production and distribution. You also will make some
industrial growth and occupational projections. The sources ofinformation are the SIC

and State and National Projection&

Take five minutes to brainstorm about the various industries that were involved in the

production of your item. Last them in the blanks below.

.=1..

Choose one of the industries front the above list to research in greater depth in the

Standard Industrial Classificatkm (SIC) Manual. Give the name of the industry as it

appears in the SIC:

What is its Major Group number? (e.g., Agricultural Services is 07)

How is the Major Group as a whole deicribed in the SIC (be brief)?

List the industries that ars grouped with the one you have chosen and give their SIC

classification numbers. In your small group, discuss the industries and occupations
that you would expect to grow or decline and the reasons for your projections. Place
a plus (+), minus (-) or an equal (a) next to the industries and occupations that you
have listed to indicate the pattern of growth or decline. As resources, use state and
national projections, common sense, etc.

number number
number number
number number
number number
number number

List ten occupations found in these industries:

IMIwmllPmlMM....lr

Choose a spokesperson to report your findings to the large group.
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Activity *19

Public and Private Self

Type of Activity: Large group

Teaching Oldectives):

To illustrate cultural differences by demonstrating that what is considered to be a
public topic in one culture may be a private topic in another.

To make participants more aware of and sensitive to cultural differences.

Behavioral Objectives):

Given questionnaires that list a variety of topics, participants will check responses to
indicate their public or private views on the subjects listed.

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. We often assume that topics we consider to be public information will also be
considered public by others; therefore, we may unintentionally violate the
privacy of othera

2. On the "Public/Private Questionnaire," check the topics that you consider to be
public and those that you consider to be private. For example, the first
question on the questionnaire asks you about your views on religion. If you
feel your views are private, meaning that you can only discuss this topic with
those close to you, mark the Private Column. If you would feel comfortable if
your views on religion were made public, check the Public Column.

3. We will discuss our differences when you have completed the questionnaire.

Materials and Preparation:

1. The "Public/Private Questionnaire" from the Participant's Guide for each
participant.

2. The definition of public and private written on board or flip chart.
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Activity:

Participants will individually complete the Public/Private Questionnaires and discuss
the results in a large group.

Adaptations:

Additional topics related to career development could be added to the questionnaire.

Questions for Discussion:

1. How many people checked public items it: the six categories?

2. What categories had the fewest number of public checks? Why?

3. Were differences found between the participants' responses, or were the
responses fairly uniform? Why? Why not?

4. In what situations might we find a greater variance in responses? Why?

5. What are the implications for career counseling?

6. What is the effect of learning about individual and cultural differences and
respecting the privacy of others?

Trainees Notes:

Adapted from Pedersen, P. (1988). A Handlvok For Developing Muitkultrual
Awareness. Alexandria, VA, American Association for Counseling and Development.
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Private/Public Questionnaire
Please mark each of the following topics as:

Private: if it is comfortable to discuss only with intimates, such as close friends
or members of your immediate family.

Public: if it is comfortable to discuss with casual friends, acquaintances or
strangers

Public Private

1. What I think and feel about my religion.

2. My views on Communism.

3. My views on racial integration.

4. My views on sexual morality.

5. The things I regard as desirable for a
person to be.

My favorite foods.

2. My lilces and dislikes in music.

3. My favorite reading matter.

4. The kinds of movies and tv programs I
like best.

5. The kind of party or social gathering I
like best.

1. What I feel are my shortcomings that
prevent me from getting ahead.

2. What I feel are my special strong points
for work.

3. My goals and ambitions.

How I feel about my career.

5. How I really feel about the people I work
for or with.
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Public Private Money ,

1. How much money I make at work.

2. Whether or not I owe money.

3. My total financial worth.,

4. My most pressing need for money right
now.

5. How I budget my money.

1. Aspects of my personality I dislike.

2. Fee'.'ngs I have trouble expressing or
control:!ng.

3. Facts of my present sex life.

4. Things I feel ashamed or guilty about.

5. Things that make me feel proud.

. .. .

1. My feelings about my face.

2. How I wish I looked.

3. My feelings about parts of my body.

4. My past illnesses and treatment

5. Feelings about my sexual inadequacies.

Source: Pedersen, P. (1988). A Handbook For Developing Multieultrual Awareness.
Alexandria, VA, American Association for Counseling and Development.
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Activity #20
Label Awareness

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching Oldective(s):

To demonstrate how each of us may wear a culturally assigned label on our forehead.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Participants will be more aware of how culturally assigned labels influence the ways
in which others perceive and interact with us.

Estimated 2'ime to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to illustrate how others perceive us according
to our cultural background or group identification.

2. Discuss the examples of labeling that you have seen in your own life or in the
media.

3. Each participant will have a label placed on his/her forehead or back with a
one word adjective or noun to describe him/her. Helshe will not know what the
label says.

4. Break into small groups of four to six and discuss an assigned topic, e.g., the
impact of more women in the work force, for 10-15 minutes.

5. Interact with each participant in your group as if the label assigned to him/her
were true, e.g., INTELLIGENT, HOMEMAKER, TRANSIENT, etc.

6. At the end of the activity, participants will try to guess what their labels might
be.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Labels for participants to be placed on their foreheads or pinned on their
backs, such as: bright, stupid, homeless, wealthy, uneducated, teacher,
sneaky, at-risk, agreeable, philosophical, bus driver, school principal.

2. Select an interesting topic that will generate group discussion.

Activity:

Participants will break up into small groups and discuss an interesting topic for 15-20
minutes. Each participant will wear a label on his/her forehead; the others will treat
him/her as if that label were true. The participant will not know what hisiber label
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says. When the discussion period ends, each participant will try to guess what his/her
label says. Group members will then reveal their labels to one another and discuss
their feelings during this exercise.

Adaptations:

Could be done for a longer period of time.

Could repeat activity twice with a different label for each p..rticipant.

Questions for Discussion:

1. When did you first feel that you had a special label?

2. What happened to make you feel that you had a positive or negative label?

3. Did you try to do anything to overcome your label? If so, what? Did it help?

4. What were your feelings as the discussion progressed?

5. How might this be compared to real life?

6. How might you use this activity in your work?

7. What does this say about how we stereotype individuals to fit our
expectations?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #21

Decision Making

Type of Activity: Large group

Teaching OWeetioe(s):

To illustrate individual differences by showing that what seems logical to one person
may not seem logical to another person.

Behaviorul Objective(s):

Participants will gain an understanding of individual differences in how decisions are
made.

Participants will identify the decision outcomes and be aware of the rationale
surrounding it.

Participants will have a better understanding of the decision making process from
another cultural perspective, instead of from their own point of view.

Estimated Time to Complete: 45 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. What seems logical to one person may not seem logical to another.

2. Our resource person for this activity is (introduce speaker). Our resource
person will describe a difficult decision in his/her life wherein personal values
were an important factor. Our speaker will describe the background and
circumstances leading up to hia/her final decision.

3. After he/she has completed telling you about hisither decision making
experience, you will have the opportunity to ask him/her any questions you
may have.

4. Our resource person will not tell what his/her final decision was. We will ask
each participant to: 1) predict the resource person's final decision, and, 2)
provide the rationale that guided the decision. (The predictions of the
participants can be written anonymously on a piece of paper or be given orally
in a large group.

5. Our resource person will then disclose histher decision and the rationale
behind it.

1 0 1
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Materials and Preparation:

L A resource person who is willing to share an important decision making
experience in his/her life wherein values were an important factor.

2. If participants' responses are written, paper and pencils will be needed. If
responses are given orally, a board or flip chart to record them.

Activity:

A resource person who is culturally different from the majority of the participants will
discuss an important decision that halshe has made .wherein personal values were an
important factor. The resource person will discuss the background and circumstances
leading up to the decision. The final decision that the resource person made will not
be revealed. The participants can ask the resource person questions to provide them
with more background, but they may not ask questions related to the final decision.
The participants will guess what the final decision of the resource person was and the
rationale behind it. The resource person will then share histher decision and the
reasons behind it with the participants.

Adaptations:

More than one resource person could address the group.

Questions for Discussion:

1. Why did you guess that the resource person came to a particular decision?

2. How does the resource person's background relate to your guess?

3. Has your background been a factor in your decision making? To what extent?

4. Are there universally "right" or "wrong" patterns of logic leading to decision
making? What evidence can you offer?

5. How can individual differences in logical decision making affect career
counseling?

6. How might you use this exercise in your work?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity 122

Past Challenges

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Objective's):

To illustrate the steps in one's decision making process.

Behavioral Objective(s):

The participants will reflect upon difficult or important decisions that have resulted
in mtkior changes in their lives. By recalling the steps in their decision maldng
processes and the outcomes of their detisions, the participants will be better able to
help their clients make career-related decisions based on their own past experiences.

Estimated Time to Complete: 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. At one time or 'another, most of us have been faced with making a difficult or
important decision that had a major impact on our lives. During this activity
we will review one of those decisions and the process we went through in
making it We will look for any similarities between that decision and the
decisions you are currently considering about career changes.

2. Find the worksheet "Past Challenges." Please answer the 12 questions and we
will discuss them when you are finished.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need the "Past Challenge" worksheet

2. A board or flip chart on which to list common decision making steps and
outcomes.

Activity.:

The participants will answer 12 questions from the "Past Challenges" Worksheet about
difficult or important decisions they have made that resulted in major changes in their
lives. The participants will share their experiences in a large group discussion.

Adaptations:

Participants could discuss the questions in pairs.
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Questions for Discussion:

1. From your own experience, what steps in the decision making process did you
find to be the most difficult?

2. What helped you to reach your decision? What assistance is generally
available to people who are struggling to make decisions?

3. What specific roles can career development facilitators play to assist their
clients in the decision making process?

4. Does culture play a role in the decision making process? How?

5. What differences and similarities in decision making have you found in your
work?

6. Is there anything that career development facilitators should avoid doing in
their efforts to help their clients?

Trainer's Notes:
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Past Challenges

Directions:

Take a few minutes to think about a situation in which you were faced with a difficult
or important decision that involved a major change in the direction of your life. After
ycou have identified the issue, proceed with the fellowing 12 questions.

1. What was the decision?

2. What major change did the decision involve?

3. Did the decision represent a loss or gain for you? For another individual?
Why? How?

4. What were your feelings at the time you were initially aware of your need to
make the decision?

5. Did your feelings remain the same or did they change during the decision
process?

6. How did you proceed in making the decision?

7. Did anyone help you in the decision making process? Who? How?

8. What was the outcome of the decision?

9. How did you feel about yourself after you made the decision? Why?

10. If you had an opportunity to remake the decision, would you make any
changes? What changes, if any?

11. Do you see any similarities between the way you handled the past decision and
the way you are handling your current decision about a career change?

12. What did you learn from the past decision making process that could be
applied to your present aituation?

Adapted from Loretta Bradley, Counseling Mkllife Career Changers, NCDA, 1990.
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Activity 623
Career Lifeline

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Oldective(s):

To help participants ident* their past, present and &tuna career paths. To illustrate
how this exercise can be rased with clients in career counseling.

Behavioral Objective(s):

Participants will be more aware of the directions their careers have taken in the past
and the risks that were involved in making certain choices. As a result of reviewing
their career lifelines, participants will be better able to make fixture career decisions.

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to help you identify your past, present and
fizture career paths.

2. Illustrate how to draw approximate time lines of a person's paid work life on
the board with a horizontal line, using 10 year intervals up to eighty years.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

The trainer should use hisiher own career experience as an example.

3. At the approximate point on the line, label the time whin your career bigan
with a CB. At the time when you anticipate your full-time career to end, mark
a CE. Place an X co the nntinuum to indicate where you are now.

4. Use felt tip markers to identify and illustrate the following:

a. Your best career decision in green
b. Your worst career decision in red
c. Greatest career risk ever taken in yellow
d. Obstacle(s) that prevented you from making a career move you wanted

in red
e. Career obstacles that you overcame in green
f. A lucky break in green
g. A person who helped you in green
h. Your figure career goals in green
i. A critical decision in the future in yellow
j. Something holding you back at the present time in red.

5. All green entries should be made above the line; all red entries below the line,
and all yellow entries on the line.
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Materials and Preparation:

1. Large pieces of paper to make horizontal time lines.

2. Be prepared or have a horizontal time line drawn on the board as an
illustration.

3. A red, green and yellow felt tip marker for each participant

Activity:

Participants will draw career lifelines showing their past lives and future career plans,
indicating both positive and negative directions that have been taken.

Participants will then break into pairs and discuss their career lines.

Adaptations:

Participants could include more or less on their career lines, such as highest salary
earned, greatest responsibilities, etc.

Questions fbr Discussion:

1. Did you have any difficulty in deciding what items should be placed above the
line in green? Below the line in red? Why?

2. Were the risks that you took in the past worthwhiledid they pay off in some
way?

3. Would you consider taking risks again? Why? Why not?

t Can you clearly see where you are headed?

5. Could you change directions if necessary? Why? Why not?

6. Does your career lifeline point out anything to you?

7. What differences do you see among yourselves in the ways in which you look
at the risks you've taken and the impact of those risks on your careers?

8. How would an adult career development theorist such as Donald Super look
at the career lifeline?

9. How might you use this activity with your clients?

Trainers Notes:
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Sex Role Commandments

Activity #24

Type of ActicitY: individual

Teaching Objective(s):

To illustrate hoW people learn their sex roles ftom their parents as they are growiy g

Behavioral Objective(s):

Participants will list ten comniandments that their mothers, older sisters,
grandmothers or significant female role models gave them about being boys/girls.
They wifl list ten commandments that their fathers, older brothers, grandfathers or
significant male role models gave them about being boyalgirls.

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activitr

1. Parents typically give a variety of commandments that influence the behavior
of their children. Sharing these commandments with others can increase our
understanding of ourselves, others and cultural norms.

2. Please find the "Sex Role Commandments" work sheet. You will have ten
minutes to complete your list of commandments. We will discuss our
responses in a large group to compare similarities and differences in sex role
commandments.

Jateriall and Preparation:

1. "Our Aothers' and Fathers' Sex Role Commandments" work sheet.

Activity:

After a brief introduction by the trainer, the participants will have ten minutes to
complete "Sex Role Commandments" work sheet The commandments listed by the
participants will then be discussed by the lane group.

Adaptalions:

The list could also include commandments learned in school, from peer groups or
religious groups.

Questions for Discussion:

I. Was it easy or difficult for you to remember the commandments that you have
listed? Why? Why not?
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2. Were You surprised by these commandments in say way? In your opinion,
were there too many or too few commandments? Why? Why not?

3. What commandments have you (or have you not) handed down to your
children or other young people that you might influence? Why? Why not?

4. Do you feel that your life was enriched or restricted by any of the sex role
commandments that you have listed? Why? Why not?

5. What commanchnents continue to influence your life?

6. Have you adopted any new commandments? What are they?

7. How can career development facilitaton help their clients recognize sex role
stereotypes and overcome the barriers they may impose in career development?

B. How are these commandments evident in the work place today?

Trainer's Notes:
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Sex Role Commandments

The objective of this exercise is to help you understand how ytxt learned sex roles as
part of growing up.

Directions: List ten cotnmandments that your mother, older sisters, grandmothers or
significant female role models gave you about being a boy/girl.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

List ten commandments that your father, older brothers, grandfathers or significant
male role models gave you about being a boy/girl.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

From Beyond Sex Roles, Sargttnt, 1985. 4_
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Activity #25

Sentence Completions

!'Spe of Activity: Large Group

Teaching Objective(s):

To illustrate the sex role expectations that many of us maintain.

Behavioral Objectives):

Participants will become more aware of their sex role stereotypes and seek to eliminate
them in their career counseling.

Botimated Time to Complete 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. Frequently people organize their behaviors around "shoulds" fbr themselves
and their expectations of others. Sometimes we are not conscious of the
"shoulds" we carry with us that can lock us into certain ways of thinking and
behaving.

2. One way to bring out some of these expectations and feelings about others is
to do imme rapid verbal free associations by completing sentences that are
started for us. We will do some of these free associations in the large group
for approximately five minutes. We will discuss our resprnses after that time.

3. We will begin 15 sentences with a word or two and ask you to quickly shout
out a few words to complete the verbal associations. For example, when you
hear a noun such as "teachers," please complete the sentence with the first
thoughts that come to your mind about teachers.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Ask for a volunteer that can write very quickly to record the verbal responses,
or free associations, of the participants.

2. Ask the participants to free associate words in each of the following categories:

a. Single mothers f. Businesswomen
b. Male nurses g. Bachelors
c. Divorced women h. Old women
d. Secretaries i. House husbands
e. Truck drivers j. Blondes

l ji

k. Male bosses
L Married women
m. Female basketball coaches
n. Male basketball coaches
o. Businessmen
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Activity:

Participants will be asked to complete sentences by free associating verbal responses to the
sentence subjects that are called out by the trainer. After the sentences have had several
completions offered by the participants, the large group will discuss the free associations that
were called out by the participants, with attention given to the presence or lack of sex role
expectations and stereotyping.

Adaptations:

Participants could write their sentence completions and discuss them afterward.

Questions fiw Discussion:

1. Were you surprised by some of the associations that you made? Why/why not?

2. Where do these "shoulds" and expectations of other come from?

3. Do these stereotypes of others increase or decrease with age or experience?

4. Why is it important for career counselors to be aware of stereotyping?

5. What skills must counselors develop to move beyond tereotyping when working with
their clients?

6. How can a client's potential be affected by stereotyping?

Trainer's Notes:
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Activiti 026

What Do You Know About Women in the Work Force?

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching 011ieetive(s):

To make participants more aware of the working conditions of women.

Behavioral OlVective(s):

Participants will take a quiz, "What Do You Know About Women in the Work Forcer

Estimated Time to Complete: 30 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

L Many people are unaware of the role women play in today's work place. To
test your knowledge, please take the quiz, "What Do You Know About Women
in the Work Forcer. This is a self-test; your score need not be reported. We
will use the quiz for discussion purposes when you have completed it.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need pencils and "What Do You Know About Women in the
Work Force?"

2. A board or flip chart on which to write the answers to the quiz.

3. Answers to quiz:

1. (d) 69%,
2. (a) 35-44 years,
& (b) 68%,
4. (c) 29.3 years,
5. (d) 50%,
6. (c) 45%,
7. (a) $27,228,

8. (b) $14,4661
9. (a) $17,819,
10. (d) $25,187,
11. (a) $26,046,
12. (d) $.70,
13. (c) 30%,
14. (c) 58%,

15. (c) 62%,
16. (a) 44.7%,
17. (d) 64%,
18. (d) 9%,
19. (b) 53%,
20. (d) 33%

(Source: U.S. Department of Labor Women's Bureau, No. 90-2, September, 1990)

Activity:

Participants will take a self-quiz, "What Do You Know About Women in the Work
Forcer from the Participant's Guide. The answers to the quiz will be given and
discussed in a large group.
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Adaptationa

Questions could be added to the quiz to reflect new informatice or local conditions.

Questions fbr Discussion:

1. What facts surprised you the most from the quiz? What surprised you the
least? Why? Why not?

What facts best describe situations that you have encounteredl

3. What figures indicate the "Feminization of Poverty?"

4. What figures indicate the conditions of minority working women?

5. What statistics illustrate occupational segregation?

6. What actions could be taken to improve conditions for working women? Will
these actions be taken? By whom? How? When?

7. What future do you envision for working women in the year 2000?

8. How can you use this information with your clients?

Trainer's Notes:
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What Do You Know About Women in the Work Force?

Is your awareness of women in the work force increasing? Here are some questions
to test your knowledge. Circle the answer that you think is correct

1. In 1989, the percentage of all women, ages 18 to 64, who were in the labor force.

a. 50% b. 60% C. 45% d. 69%

2. In this age group, 76% of the women are working.

a. 35-44 b. 45-54 c. 25-34 d. 16-24

3. Although most women workers are employed flail-time, what percentage of all part-
time workers are women?

a. 45% b. 68% c. 75% d. 50%

4. The average woman worker of 16 years of age between 1970-80 could expect to
spend how many years of her life in the work force?

a. 20.2 b. 24.5 c. 29.3 d. 32.5

5. Among black workers, what percentage are women?

a. 35% b. 429b c. 30% d. 50%

6. Among white workers, what percentage are women?

a. 37% b. 55% c. 45% d. 40%

7. In 1988, the median income for white men working year-round and full-time was:

a. $27,228 b. $22,429 c. $19,405 d. $29,998

8. In 1988, the median income for Hispanic women working year-round and full-time
wag:

a. $16,424 b. $14,485 C. $18,093 d. $12,029

9. In 1988, the median income for white women working year-round and full-time
was:

a. $17,819 b. $20,413 c. $15,423 d. $21,567

10. In 1988, the median income for women who had completed four years of college
was:

a. $21,899 b. $19,038 c. $29,765 d. $25,187
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11. In 1988, the median income for men who had a high school diploma was:

a. 03,045 b. $9,413 c. $23,788 d. $31,129

12. When 1989 median weekly earnings of full-time wage and salary workers were
compared, the average woman earned how many cents compared to every dollar
earned by the average man?

a. $.65 b. $.60 c. $.75 d. $.70

13. More women are choosing to start their own businesses. Women's share of all non-
farm sole proprietorships rose to what percesit in 1986?

a. 15% b. 22% c. 30% d. 39%

14. What percentage of mothers with preschoolers (children under 6 years) was in the
labor force in 1988?

a. 20% b. 45% c. 56% d. 38%

15. Of all persons over 16 years of age with poverty level incomes in 1988, what
percentage were women?

a. 34% b. 41% c. 62% 71%

16. In 1988, the poverty rate for all families maintained by women with children
under the age of 18 was:

a. 44.7% b. 362% c. 50.3% d. 26.3%

17. In 1989, women represented what percentage of administrative support (clerical)
workers?

a. 56.1% b. 68.9% C. 76.8% d. 80.0%

18. In 1989, women represented what percentage of precision production, craft and
repair workers?

a. 16.4% b. 21.2% c. 3.2% d. 9.0%

19. In 1988, the percentage of all poor families that were maintained by women:

a. 35% b. 53% c. 47% d. 61%

20. The 1989 unemployment rate for black female teenagers, from 16-19 years, was:

a. 20.7% b. 18.5% c. 26.4% d. 33.0%

Source: U.S. Department of Labor Women's Bureau, No. 90-2, Sept., 1990.
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Activity #27

Gender Equity

Type of Activitx Individual

Teaching Obiective(s):

To identifY some of the trends in busii.ess, industry and society that support the need
to achieve gender equity.

Behavioral Objective's):

Participants will list at least five trends in business, industry and society that support
the need to achieve gender equity.

Participants will become more aware of gender equity issues as they affect their
clients.

Estimated Time to Compkta 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The unequal treatment of women in the work place has become costly to
business, industry and ow socieW as a whole. Discriminatory conditions can
no longer be ignored; there are many trends in business and industry today
that support the need to achieve gender equity.

2. Think about the social, political and economic changes that have taken place
in the last few decades; think of the changes that are ahead. What trends in
business and industry support increased opportunities for vPrzen? How do
these trends support gender equity in the work place?

3. Please list at least five of these trends on a piece of paper. You have ten
minutes to compile your list.

4. We will list the trends on the board and discuss them as a large group.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Have a board or flip chart on which to list the trends.

2. Be prepared with your own list of trends to incorporate into the discussion in
the event that they are not listed by the participants, such as: more women
in the work force, more service jobs, a need for educated/skilled/trained
workers, a decline in the number of workers entering the work force, the aging
of the work force, more female consumers, women more politically conscious,
more businesses catering to female clients, legislation to promote gender
equity, more women moving into management positians, gender equity
education, wider acceptance of women in the work place, women better
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educated and trained, more occupations now open to women, more women
supporting families, etc

3. Be sure to bring out the changes necessary to accommodate the needs of
working women, such as: work site day care for dependents, flexible
scheduling, policies guaranteeing parental leave, protection from sexual
harassment, equiV in pay and promotional practices, and a better
understanding of the different communication/management styles of men and
women.

Activity:

After a brief introduction from the trainer, the participants will list the trends in
business, industiy and society that support the need to achieve gender equity. These
trends will be summarized, written on the board and discussed in a large group.

Adaptations:

This exercise could be done by listing trends in business, indusby and society that
supprt the need for: technical education, multicultural counseling, increased
opportunities for special populations such as: minorities, children at-risk, older adults,
persons with disabilities, etc.

Questions Pr Discussion:

1. What trends in business, industry and society support the need to achieve
gender equity?

2. What changes in the work place do you foresee as a result of greater gender
equity?

3. What could career development facilitators do to promote gender equity?

4. What obligations do career development facilitators have to promote gender
(quite

Trainer's Notes:
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Activity #28

Walk in My Shoes

Type of Activity: Small group

Teaching Objective(s):

To make the participants more sensitive to and aware of the challenges persons with
disabilities must meet in the work place.

To create an awareness of the adaptationo that can be made in the work place to
accommodate the needs ofpersons with disabilities.

Behavioral Objective(s):

The participants will place themselves in the roles of persons with different
disabilities. They will list the ways in which their work places could be altered to
accommodate their needs.

Estimated Time to Complete 45 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. During this activity you will place yourself in the role of a person with a
specific disability. You must imagine thatyour life has been suddenly changed
by an automobile accident or a medical diagnosis. What effect would your
disability have on your present career? What adaptations would be necessary
for you to continue in your present work role? Each small group will discuss
the implications of the disability that they are assigned and create a list of
adaptations that would be necessary ibr them to do their jobs. After 20
minutes, we will discuss your findings in a large pour.

2. In your discussion, please recall the mandates of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990.

Materials and Preparation:

1. Participants will need to be assigned a scenario from "Walk in My Shoes,"
worksheet

Activity:

Working in pairs or small groups, the participants will take on the roles of persons
with disabilities. They will make a list of the adaptations that would be needed in
their work places to enable them to continue in their present roles.
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Adaptations:

Short scenarios could be written describing different disabilities.

Participants could work individually.

Using the scenarios of disabilities, the participants could research alternative career
ehoices using labor marke4 information.

After the list of adaptations are made, the participants could role play their requests
to their employers regarding the adaptations needed.

Questions fin. Discussion:

1. How did you feel as you took on the role of a person with disabilities? Would
somWany/all of the disabilities affect your level of self-confidence? In what
ways? Why? Why not?

2. How would the disabilities affect your social life? Would your friends remain
the same or would they change?

a. What work place adhptations would be necessary? Would you anticipate any
problems, such as %Wing or supervisory rapport? Why? Why not?

4. What work tasks, if sny, do you Awl that you would be unable to complete,
despite the available modifications? How might this affect your job?

5. How has the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 opened doors flir persons
wfth disabilities?

6. How can you incorporate the I DA into your career counseling of persons with
disabilities?

Trainer's Notes:
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Walk in My Shoes

Directions: Bach small group should work with a difibrent scenario. Placing
themselves in the roles of the persons with disabilities, the group should make a list
of the ways their present career would be effected and the ways in which their work
places would need to be adapted in order to accommodate their needs.

1. As a result of an automobile accident, you have lost the use of both legs and are
now confined to a wheelchair.

2. AB a result of a head trauma suffered in a bicycle fall, you are now subject to
convulsive epileptic seizures.

3. Your vision has been severely impaired as a result of cataracts.

4. You have developed an asthmatic =salon. You need to carry an inhaler,
medication, and be alert for allergic reactions at all times.

5. Your cancerous larynx has been surgically removed. You must speak through an
artificial voice box.

6. Your hearing is impaired due to a severe respiratory infection.

7. After suffering a stroke, you have poor handwriting and written work is difficult
for you.

8. You have a chronic disease that makes it painful and difficult foryou to move your
body.

Questions Ibr Discussion:

1. How did you feel as you took on the roles of a persons with disabilities? Would
somalany/all of the disabilities affect your level of self-confidence? In what
ways? Why/why not?

2. How would the disabilities affect your social life? Would your friends remain
the same or would they change?

3. In what ways might you experience growth as a person with a disability?

4. What work place adaptations would be necessary? Would you anticipate any
problems, such as fianding, supervisory support, etc.? Why? Why not?

5. What work tasks, if any, do you feel that you would be unable to complete,
despite the available modifications? How might this sact your Job?

6. How has the Americans with Disabilities Aet of 1990 opened doors for persons
with disabilities?

7. How can you incorporate the ADA into your career counseling of persons with
disabilities?
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Activiv 4t29

The Moat That I Think I Could Handle

Type of Activity: Individual

Teaching Ohjective(s):

To demonstrate an activity that can be used to assess and build the self-confidence of

children at-risk.

Behavioral Ohjectioe(s):

Given the worksheet, "The Most That I Think I Could Handle," the participants will
take on' the roles of at-risk students and answer questions that are related to their
personally perceived capabilities in school, social situations and figure job searches.
The participants will assess levels of self-confidence of at-risk students in the
situations that are described.

Estimated Time to Complete 20 minutes

Points to Introduce Activity:

1. The purpose of this activity is to help us understand how children at-risk
would assess their capabilities in certain school, social and job search
situations by answering the questions, "The Mod That I Think I Could
Handle."

2. You will have five to ten minutes to answer the questions on the work sheet.
We will discuss your answers in a large group after that time.

Materials and Preparation:

L Participants will need "The MostThat I 'Think I Could Handle."

2. A board or fiip chart on which to list strategies fbr building self confidence in
specific areas of concern, such as speaking in front of an audience.

Activity:

Taking on the roles of children at-risk, the participants will answer the questions from
Me Most That I Think I Could Hsadle", a brief self-assessment of their self-
confidence in school, social and job search situations. After the questions have been
answered, the participants will discuss them in a large group and identifY some
strategies for building self-esteem.

Adaptations:

Questions could be designed for any special needs group, persons with disabilities,
older adults, displaced homemakers, teen parents, etc.
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Questions for Discussion:

1. How did you feel about yourself after answering the questions? Why?

2. In what areas do you have the most self-confidence? Why? In what areas do
you have the least? Why?

3. is having self-confidence an important personal quality? Why? Why not?
what qualities do you think are necessaty to succeed in school? In social
sitatations? In searching for a job?

4. What can we do to improve the self-confidence of ow at-risk students in
school? In social situations? In searching for a job?

5. Who are some of the people who could help at-risk students? What public and
private facilities or institutions might help at-risk students develop their
confidence? How?

6. If you could do one thing to boost the self-confidence of at-risk students, whatwould it be? Can you do it? Why? Why not?

Trainer's Notes:
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The Most That I Think I Could Handle

Read each phrase and fill in the blank following it to describe how much of each
activity you feel is the most you can handle.

Hours of homework in a day

Parties or dates during a weekend: parties dates

Phone calls in a day

Boyfriends or girlfriends at one time

Chores at home in a day: How many? How much time?

People living in my house at once

Slices of pizza to eat at one sitting

Pounds I could lift

Tests to take in one day

Number of people in an audience to whom I could speak

How long I would wait patiently for anything without complaining

The number cl business establishments that I could waik into on a given day to ask
about employment opportunities

The number of people I could telephone in one day to inquire about employment
opportunities

The number of job applications I could fill out during a job search

The amount of time I would set aside to read the Help Wanted ads in the Sunday
paper

How many adults I would ask to be a reference for prospective employers

How many hours I could work during the week and still complete all my school work

How many reprimands could I take from my employer within a four hour period

Adapted from Personal Growth and Development Workbook, Winneconne High School,
Winneconne, Wisconsin.
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Cass Study - Carl Young
(Developed by the New Mexico SOICC)

You are trying to fiCarl Young is a high school dropout. nd him a job in one of the large local motel
or hotels but It appears to be a stagnant industry, employment-wise. Is this true? Is there any hiring.
at all? What are the long-term prospects? .Name some jobs found in the industry. Does he meet
the educational qualifications? Who are the largest local employers?

Major Labor Market Information Topics by Reports
Economic

Outlook Requirements Job Muffing Trends Wagon

Ocapationai Outbok Harxbook 1 X X

State Occupatbnal Outkpok to 1995

State Supply/Demand

State Job moors Guide

Prospects

Large EmPloyera

lrKlustries-Cormanies-OccupatIons

4.111

Employers with most hWes

Employers by Occupation

Jobs for Graduates

State Labor Maiket Review

ReOonal Wage Surveys

Other:

X X X

.
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Activity #31

Case Study - Marie Alvarez
(Developed by the New Mexico SOICC)

Marie Alvarez is a recent high school graduide considering possible employment fields and wants your advice on the
Automotive Mechanic field. What she knows aboul the job Interests her. Previous testing indicates stk) has an aptftude
for mechanical work. She would Ike a job offering favorable emPlerlumf 0Werfunlflee nationally, but would Prefer
staying kt a metropolitan area mtd worldng for a local comany. She wants to know if formal training or on-the-job
training is preferable. Any additional school would need to be available locally. Salary levels, both beginning and
experienced, are also a consideration. What can you tell her about job opportunities, employers, training and pay?

Mafor Labor Market Information Topics by Reports

Economic
Outlook Requirements Job Hunting Trends Wages

Iii III
Occupational Outlook Handbodc x I x x

State Occupational Outlook to 1995

State Supply/DemarKI

State Job Hunter's Guide

Large EmPloYere

Industries-Companies-Occupations

Employers with most hires

Employers by Occupation

Jobs for Graduates

State Labor Market Review

Regional Wage Surveys

X X

Other:
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Activity 032

Can Study - Joseph Deer
(Developed by the New Nock* SOICC)

Joseph Deer, who has lust grackrated, did well in several work-experience courses in high school. He does not plan
to continue his education and is considering looking for work as either a typist or entry level bookkeeper in

or
(insert metropolitan area) (insert name of another area in your state)

What can you tell him about job prospects, envloyers and wages?

Major Labor Market Information Topics by Reports
Economic

Outlook iromonts Job Hunting Trends Wegu

Ocapatbnal °Wool( Hanaook

State Ocoupatteld Outlook to 1995

State SipplyiDsmand

State JOb Hunter's Guide

Prospects

Larite EmPloYels

industries-Companles-Ompations

Employers with met hires

Ernployers by Occupation

Jobs for Graduates

State Labor Market Review

Regional Wage Surveys

X X X

Other:
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Activity #33

Case Study Activity - Jane Williamson
(Developed by the Montana SOICC)

Includes:

1. The Problem and the Plan

2. Jane's high school transcript and ASVAB test scores

3. CIDS questions and answers

4. Thoughts on ASVAB interpretations

3. Occupational Profile

6. Occupational Information Resource Matrices - National and State

1028
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1. The Problem and the Plan

The Problem

You have a client that desperately needs your help. Her name is Jane Williamson.
She arrived at your office this morning with a set If ASVAB scores, a C1DS
questionnaire, her high school transcript, and a list of questions. She desperately
wants to know what kind of careers to look into.

You were unable to see her when she was in your office. She left the information and
made an appointment to see you tomorroy morning. You can only spend a few
minutes getting to know her in the morning. You plan to spend tomorrow afternoon
researching available resources. You also made another appointment with Jane later
in the week to go over your recommendations with her.

After reviewing her questions, you decide you could use some help. You arrange for
several "experts" to be available to answer your questions. You also contact several
colleagues who agree to work with you.

Most importantly, you have developed a plan.

The Plan

L Review Information Jane left at the Office.

Review the ASVAB test scores, CIDS answers and Jane's high school transcript.

Even though you have not met Jane, describe her strengths and weaknesses.

U. Interview Jane. (A volunteer from the group or the trainer) All small groups will
interview Jane at the same time.

As a group, decide what you want to find out from Jane.

Select a spokesperson in your group to interview Jane.

Try to find out more about Jane than I. shown by the documents. Are there any
conflicts between her expectations and the res.alts of her test scores, CIDS
answers and her high school record?

All the groups will interview Jane at the same time. Jane can stay only for about
20 minutes.

M. Run a CIDEI Program to Get a Liat of Occupation&

Contact the CIDS representative and make arrangements to run Jane's CIDS
answers through the occupational search program. This will Ove you a list of
occupations with which you can begin working. Remember that Jane is a
teenager.
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W. Choose Possible Occupations.

As a group, use all the information you now have to choose three occupations to
research fiirther. You have decided to limit your research to three occupations for
time's sake. You can always recommend others she should research. The
possibilities should be based upon the ASVAB, CIDS results, high school record,
and your interview with Jane. You realize that Jane should be doing some of this
work with you, but because of time limitations, complete the tasks without her.

You also realize there are many other testing and evaluation instruments that
could be helpful. However, you do not have time to give any other tests. So, you
decide to use the ASVAB and CIDS in this case. If you feel other tests would be
usefia, you can tell Jane when you present your findings.

When choosing the occupations, try not to consider anything but Jane's skills,
abilities, aptitudes and inthrests. You will be looking at many other factors as
your research progresses.

V. Research the Occupations

Now divide your group into pain of "researchers.* Each pair will take one of the
occupatiens chosen and complete the occupational profile for that occupation.

You can complete the parts of the profile in any order. We suggest that you do
Part I, Section A first. This will give you the basic codes to access the other data.

VL Prepare & Present Recommendations to Jane.

You need to prepare a presentation of your findings for Jane. Prepare the
presentation as a group. You may do the presentation however your group
chooses.

Jane will be in your office at 8:00 tomorrow morning. Your group will only have
about 5 minutes to talk to her because she has several other groups working on
her problem and must see them also.
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12 JANE'S HIGH SCHOOL TRANSCRIPT AND WOUI Tursamms

PERMANENT RECORD

BETA HIGH SCHOOL

Anytown, IL

Student Name: Public, Jane Q. MA) Father's Name (Guardian) John Z. Publiv

Address: 1234 Maple Avenue Mother's Name (Guardian) Mary L. Public

Telephone: 123-4567 Parents' Address (if different)

Grade 9: 1981-82 Grade 10: 1982-83

English I C 1 English I C- 1 English II D+ 1 English II 1

Soc. Stu. C- 1 Soc. Stud. 104- 1 Wld Hist C-1 Wld History C- 1

P. E. A 1/2 P.E. "A 1/2 Softball A 1/2 Basketball A 1/2
Alg. I B+ 1 Alg. I A- 1 Geometry B+ 1 Geometry A- 1

Gen. Sci. A- 1 Gen. Sci. B 1 Biology B-1 Biology 1

Typing I C 1 Typing I C+ 1 Computer Sk. A- 1 Dr. Ed. B- 1

TOTAL CR: 2 TOTAL CR: TOTAL CR: TOTAL CR:

Grade 11: 1983-84 Grade 12:

Comp. III B-1 Am. Lit
U.S. Hist. C-1 U.S. Hist.
Alg. II B+ 1 Alg. II
Woodwork I A 1 Drafting
Speech 1 Drama
Chemistry 1 Chemistry

TOTAL CR: 6

Activities: (* = letter)
Basketball 10,11
Track 10*, 11
Drama Club 11
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BETGH SCHOOL TERM REPORT CARD

Zane 421_,ublig
SI-Ai-dent Name)-

1234 Ma le Avenue
(A dress

it

Comp III
U.S. Hist.
Alq. TT
Woodwork I
Speech
Chemistry

11
(grade)

1

D+
A-
A
B-
C

2

A

B+

Sem.
B-
C-
H+
A

B-

ASVAB ALPHA ROSTER REPORT
STANDARD SCORES
PUBLIC JANE Q
GS 57 CS 48
AR 60 AS 66
WK 43 MK 57
PC 40 MC 53
NO 49 EI 54
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Am. Lit.
U.S. Hist. C
Alg. II A
Drafting A-
Drama
Chemistry B

Sem.
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CIDS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(From the Wisconsin Career Information System)

Categories
of Occupational Characteristics

I SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Check C6 1 to 3 School Subjects that you like.

201.
202.
203.

C=0204.
C=205.

206.
4'.= 207.
C= 208.
C=D 209.

7/4211.

C:=212.

4= 213.
C= 214.

215.

C=D 216.
C=D 217.
C=218.

Language Arta literature, composition, grammar, speech, foreign language
Mathematics: general math, geometry, algebra, trigonometry, calculus
Chemistry
Physics
Biology
Social Studien history, geography, government, sociology, psychology
Economics
MusidArt/Drama: drawing, painting, sculpture, textile art, music
Physical EduAlation/Health Fitness:
Industry/Technology: drafting, graphic arts, metalworking, mechanics,
woodwaidng, electronics, construction, manufacturing, transportation
Family/Consumer Science foods and nutrition, clothing, houuing,
parenting and child development, community service, consumer education,
independent living
Agriculture: agricultural production, services, mechanics
Marketing: merchandising, marketing, services, entrepreneurship
Business/Accounting: accounting, bookkeeping, business math,
management and finance
Office/Clerical: typing, shorthand, wordprocessing,
Health/Medical
Computersapplications computer programming, systems design and
analysis, electronic spreadsheets, data bases, etc.

Check (16 1 to 3 Educational Programs you would like to pursue.

C=) 221.
C=D 222.
C=D 223.
C=D 224.

225.
226.
227.
228.

230.
C.= 231.
0232.
CM 233.
0234.

Agriculture/Natural Resources
Business
Computers/Applications
Education
Engineering/Architecture
Family, Food, and Consumer Sciences
Fine Arts
Health Sciences
Industry/Technology
Language/Communication Arts/Interdisciplinary Studies
Mathematics
Personal and Protective Services
Sciences
Social Sciences/Services

1 :? 5
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INDUSTRIES

Check C6 1 to 3 Industries where you want to work.

C=71691. Agriculture Production and Services
CM 692. Forestry, Fishing, Hunting, and Trapping
C=4693. Mining
CZD 694. Construction
CM 695. Masud It:Oaring
CM 696. Transportation
C=4697. Communications
C=4698. Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services

699. Wholesale Trade
700. Retail Trade
701. Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate
702. Lodging and Personal Services
703. Business Services
704. Automotive and Other Repairs and Services

C::::4705. Motion Picture, Amusement, and Recreation Services
C= 706. Health and Legal Services
4:= 707. Education, Social, and Membership Services
CZD 708. Professional Services
CM 709. Public Administration

Check Ce5 1 to 3 Min(s) that you want to use at work.

141. Verbal: speak well and write clearly
142. Numerical: work quickly and accurately with numbers
143. Visual: ow shades of colors, important details, and relationships among

shapes and objects
147. Coordination: quickly and accurately control movements with your body
152. Clerical Perceptions understand details in spoken and written corn-

municatimis, proofread words and numbers, understand basic math

Check Ci6 1 to 3 of the &flowing that most interest you.

131. Data: makingjudgmente and decisions based on facts or figures
182. Peoples directing, helping, or influencin people
133. Objects: operating machines, using equipmeat to perform tasks
134. Ideas: using information or concepts to solve problems and make decithona

C:=D 135. Living Things: working with plants, animals, and living organisms
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Check (36 1 to 3 levels of Education that you are considering.

C=1) 401.
4gD 402.
C=D 406.

407.
(= 408.
0 409.
C=D 411.

No High School Diploma
High School Diploma or G.E.D.
Associate degree (2-year program)
Vocational or Technical Training
Bachelor's degree (4-year program)
Master's degree
Doctoral degree (Ph.D., M.D., etc.)
Four years or more of college

Check C25 1 or 2 Work Methods that you think match your work style.

C=D 121. Structured: Work activities are dearly defined. Specific ixocedures or
instructions must be followed. Coudstancy and precision may be required.
You may do similar tasks each day.

C=D 122. Creative: Work activities involve developing new solutions to produce
products or thinking up new theznas or ideas. Each work day may be
different, but you may work on one project for several months.X 123. Problem-Solvinp Work activities require thinking about problems and
choosing solutions that may affect many people. Quick decisions may be
required, so you must feel comfortable making decisions with incomplete
information.

Check (75 1 or 2 styles of Travel that you would like.

CK361. Ak at the same place every day
C=D 352. Travel to different places during the day, but come home each ever-lug
=353. Travel regularly, stay overnight often

Check ('.6 one Job Location you prefer.

061551. Urban: big cities and suburbs
C=D 552. Rural: small towns and country areas

womEavo commom
Check (36 the Working Conditions you prefer.

CD 361. Mostly outside
362. Mostly inside

94k-qo363. Both inside and outside

=
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I PHYSICAL ETFORT

Check G6 1 to 3 amounts of Physical Effort you prefer.

301. Lift up to 10 lbs.
C=4302. Lift up to 25 lbs. or more; carry up to 10 lbs.
0 303. Much lifting or physical exertion
CI) 304. Lift up to 50 lbs. or more; carry up to 25 lbs.
C=D 305. Lift up to 100 lbs. or more; carry up to 50 lbs.

E SAIARY

.4)

Check (23 1 to 3 levels of starting Salary you would like.
(If you pick higher salaries, you might not have as many occupations to choose from.)

CD 521.
1:=D 522.
CD 523.
C=D 524.
CZ:) 525.
C= 526.
11EPID 527.
Plagot528.
C:D 529.
t=...) 530.
CD 531,
C7.7". 532.
C=0533.

Up to $8,000 per year (to $4.00 per hour)
100,000 per year ($5.00 per hour)
$12,000 per year ($6.00 per hour)
1114,000 per yenr ($7.00 per hour)
$10,000 per yeur ($8.00 per hour)
$18,000 per year ($9.00 per hour)
$20,000 per year ($10.00 per hour)
$24,000 per year ($12.00 per ar)
$28,000 per year ($14.00 per hour)
$82,000 per year ($16.00 per hour)
$36,300 per year ($18.00 per hour)
$40,000 per yam; ($20.00 per hour)
Above $40,000 per year (over $20.00 per hour)

[ WORK FIELDS

Check CE5 1 to 3 Work Field(s) that you might like.

C= 661.
O 662.
C=s 663.

C= 664.
,A665.

666.
667

668.
669.

CD 670.

CZD 671.

CD 672.

Artistic Literary and visual arta, drama, music, dance, and crafts
Scientific: Physical and life sciences, medicine, and laboratory technology
Plants and Animals: Animal care and training, plant care, and related
areas
Protective: Safety and law enforcement and security services
Mechanical: Engineering, quality control, transportation, and relatedwork
Industriah Production work, production technology, and elemental work
Business Detail: Administration, math and finance related work, clerical
work, etc.
Selling: General sales and related work
Accommodatinv Hospitality services, personal care services, and passenger
and customer services
Humanitarian: Social services, nursing, therapy, specialized teaching
services, etc.
Leading-Influencing: Education, law, management and administration,
communications, etc.
Physical Performing: Sports and related areas
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READING, wRrrm, AND SPEAKEN.G

Check (36 1 or 2 Reading levels that you want on the job.

CD 161. Reading level 1 - Little or no reading required. Read simple words ot
compare names and numbers.

eA162. Reading level 2 - Read simply written material, such as recipes, invoices,
charts, labels, or rules.

CD 163. Reading level 3 - Read specialized terms and understand concepts, such as
methods of mechanical drawing, or medical terms.

1:= 164. Reading level 4 - Read service manuals, legal documents, blueprints,
instructions on care of equipment, or methods of preparing solutions.

CD 165. Reading level 5 - Read scientific or technical material related to specialized
fields, such as medicine, chemistry, or law.

Check (25 1 or 2 Writing levels that you want on the job.

CD 171. Writing level 1 - Little or no writing required. Print simple words and series
of names, numbers, and addresses.

g4172. Writing level 2 - Write some sentences using proper style and punctuation.
73. Writing level 3 - Write short reports and keep records using forms.

C=174. Writing level 4 - Write reports or letters using a specific format. Prepare
business letters, summaries, and reports.

CD 175. Writing level 5 - Write speeches and technical material. This level involves
the ability to be able to write precisely, creatively, and clearly so that others
can understand the material.

Check CE5

§<181.

182.

CD 183.

CD 184.

CD 185.

1 or 2 Speaking levels that you want on the job.

Speaking Level 1 - Speak simple sentences. Includes following simple oral
instructions, and asking co-workers and supervisors simple questions.
Speaking Level 2 - Speak clearly using correct English, such as conversing
with customers at a restaurant, answering customer questions, and discussing
work to be done with a supervisor.
Speaking Level 3 Speak confidently to a small group, such as greeting
customers and answering questions, calling on new customers, talking to
patients, giving orders to other workers, and plesenting snorts to supervisors.
Speaking Level 4 - Discuss a variety of subjects in a group, such as
consulting with a number of people working on different parts of a project,

, and participating in debates and distussions at business meetings.
Speaking Level 5 Talk effectively to a group using persuasive techniques
and a well-trained voice, such as discussing technical material with =praiser
and workers, speaking to community organizations, speaking before television
audiences, or teaching students to speak effectively.

1 3
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#4

THOUGHTS ON ASVAB MRIERPRETAT/ONS

bY
Gene M. Harris

ASVAB Test Specialist
Butte Military Entrance Processing Center

It is useful in a school ASVAB testing situation if the counselor is able

to schedule a group presentation to cover basic definitions and concerns general to

the particular class. Then, a short individual session bo review specific soores

or developments can be scheduled with students wishing specific counseling. Group

work is appropriate for explaining standard scores, percentile scores, confidence

intervals, the Vbuth Population norming group and sub-groups, the Grade/Sex

Peroentile, the Grade/Opposite Sex Percentile, and the Grade Percentile. Interpretive

materials that can be explained in group format include the Military Career GUide,

the ASVAB Student Uhrkbook, Department of Labor publications, and career information

in computer format.

Group session could cover the following:
Standard Scores:

The ten subtests of the ASVAB are reported on the counselor's alpha-

betical roster in standard score format. The tests are: General

Science (GS) tcbrd Knowledge OM PankgraPh CanPrehension (PC)
Arithmetic Reasoning (AR), NUmerical Operations (90), Math Knowledge
(MK), Auto and Shop infcrnetion (AS), Mactanicel Oomprehension 010,
Electronics information (EI), and (oding Speed (CS). These tests are

combined in various ways to achieve the corpomite scares on the student

results sheet. Nhile the composite mores have reliability coefficients
ranging from .90 to .96, utilization of individual subbmrtswculd not
ale to fewer items resulting in lower reliability. Coummalors must
keep inlaind this fact when showing students etibtest scores and realize

potential variation from these subtest scores can occur. Also, the

standard scores (7-Scores) do not measure the same as percentile
scores. They must be converted with use of a normal curve format to

arrive at approximate percentile equivalents. Rough approximations are:

T Score: 30 40 50 60 70

%ile: 2.5 15 50 85 97.5

Students should be encouraged to see the counselor since the only source
of specific sub-test scores rests there and care must be used bo not

over interpret a sub-test score.

Percentile Scores:
Apercentile score tells not how a student scored on a test, but rather
how many people in a particular group, out of one hundred, the student's
score has beaten. Thus, a YOuth Population percentile score cl 72
indicates that 72 out of 100 people aged 18-23 ware beaten by the
individual student's score. The Grade/Sex, Grade/Opposite Sex, and
Grade Percentile soores usually differ due bo the fact that different
groups of people are used as a comperison cr standard for the student's
score. As a group, the sophomore norm grow will not do as well on
the ASVAB as the junior norm group, therefore, the same score will beat
more shphomores than juniors.
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It should be noted that percentile scores Should be used to indicate
probable levels of competitiveness in the measured areas rather than
trying to judge whether a students will be successful in a program.
The various percentile scores are listed on the COunselor's Portion
of the Student Results Sheet. ln parentheses, the abbreviations for
the sub-tests included in the composites scores are listed. Please
note the parentheses within parentheses as these scores are added
together and divided by 2 to weigh verbal tests accurately.

Academic AbiYity
Verbal
Math

Mechanical-Ctafts
Business-clerical
Electronics-Electrical
Health, Social, &Technology

( (WK + PC) + AR)
(GS + WK + PC)
(AR + MK)

(AR + AS +
((wK + PC)

(GS + AR +

( (WK + PC)

MC + EI)
+ MK + (S)
MK + EI)
+ AR + MC)

Use of sub-test scores with composite scores will show students which
Skills wine measured for each composite, and they might indicate what
skills were tested higher or lower within a composite. Chre must be
used here, however, az the reliability of a subtest is less than a
composite. QUestions night be raised, but other information Should
be used to verify potential answers.

It is sometimes informative for students to see haw the academic
tests are used within the Cccupatianal COmposites. Thus, they can
see the importance of academics and realize that high school courses
offer advantages For later employment in chosen fields.

Youth Population Nbrmt Group:
This group is aged 18-23 and represents the beginning work Farce in
America. It is a compilation of people from a Department of Labor
study which set out to define parameters of America's entering Labor
force. The Department of Defense sampled the group with the ASVAB
and developed the ASVAB-14 norms. Students can see how they compare
with these people early and plan accordingly.

Grade/Sex Percentile and Grade/Opposite Sex Percentiles:
These percentile scores are used to dhow students how they compete with
people of their grade and sex or opposite sex. As students choose
possible careers or training programs, they should be aware that many
are still dominated by one sex or the other. While this is in flux,
the dominance still remains, and students might want to see how they
compare in areas with either the same sex if entering traditional
employment or opposite sex if entering a non-traditional career. These
spores are not to be construed as limiting options. They are used to
help indicate truer comparisons of scores with people actually in the
work fields.

Individual sessims could cover the Fallowing:
Students who might wonder how individual test scores might reflect
their abilities should receive additional counseling. Other sources
of information available to counselors such as school grades could
be consulted to see if sub-test soores senm to reflect actual performance.
With verification from other information, oounselors might be able to
suggest specifio rmrses that will help the student achieve akills and
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abilities most beneficial to the future.

At either a general or individual session students Should be acquainted with

the Military Career Wide, at least briefly. The chart of scores for the enlisted

programs helps give guidance to how scores relate to training programs in the

military. Of course, like everything else, this must be taken with a grain of

salt. The Military Chreer Wide is three years oldl now, and that is quite old

for career information. The newest edition will contain updated information on

enlisted programs along with a section of several officer programs. Instead of

a chart indicating probability of being accepted into a training program, the

officer section will list ccalegiate coursework appropriate fnr the particular

program in question.

The charts for the enlisted programs help counselors who are uncomfortable

with predicting success in non-academic training programs. Since counseling is

an academic area, couneelorsoften are more comfortable discussing this type of

preparation. Thus, the charts for enlisted training is a start to approximate
difficulty of various programs students mdght consider. Of course, other material

regarding each program should serve as a beginning to help narrow the esardh for

additicnal material regarding specific civilian or military careers and programs.

Of course, =chyme than academic or skill ability should be considered in

a career choice. At this point, the ASVAB Student itarkixx* could be used to let

students explore their values, interests and skills, "must avoid" areas, and education

level after high school. These topics have been related to over one hundred careers

in the civilian job market by Educational Testing Service through their SIGI Plus

AII\ program. Students are encouraged to pick three values, three interests and skills,

Wand a level of education that they aspire to. They are not encouraged to take

any of the "must avoid" areas, however, in extreme cases, they should pick one to

avoid careers that contain public speaking, sitting still, or heavy labor if these

are impossible or dreadful for them. The major adVantage of the workbook is that

all of this information is presented in one place so the student can do some

comparison shopping in his/her own time and pace. Decisions made with this

information can later be disoussed with counselors, parents, or teachers if

desired. This material will also help limit the huge variety of careers so the

students car better pinpoint the careers apparently best suited for them.

After use of the ASVAB materials, students can go to the counselor to use

Department of Labor information, computer based information, or other sources

the school has available. The materials are intended to help students find a

list of suitable careers and learn the proper process of gathering information

for informed choice making. Puture classes in school and future programs that

are available after high school can then be studied in a context of informed

choice.
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Occupational Ptoffle
Outline of Contents

(Developed by the Montana SOICC. Substitute local information where appropriate.)

PART I - OCCUPATIONAL DESCRIPTION

A. Occupation name and related occupations.
B. Duties of the occupation.
C. APtitades and skills needed for the occupation.
D. Earnings in the occupation.
E. Health hazards related to the occupation.
F. Employee organizations for workers in the oqcupation.

PART II - EDUCATION AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

A. Recommended high school or postsecondary preparatory courses.
B. Educational and experience requirements
C. Schools that dfer training for this occupation.
D. Schools outside the state that offer training fir this occupation.

PART III - INDUSTRIES AND BUSINESSES THAT EMPLOY THIS OCCUPATION

A. Industry employment and trends.
B. Projected employment in this occupation.
C. Current events affecting the outlook for this occupation.
D. Supply of workers for this occupation.

lr 1 3
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OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE

GROUP DATE

PARTICIPANT NAMES

Complete the blanks or check either Yes or No. Use additional pages if necessary.

SUGGESTED RESOURCES are listed at the end of each question. A space is also
provided for additional resources that contain the information. Some other resources
can be found by using the Occupation Information Resource Matrix. Sources of
information fbr a local area or town could be the local Job Service office, the local
Chamber of Commerce, the local neirspaper, and others suggested by your trainers.

EMML-AK AIGIZa10_42=INIMMK

IA. OCCUPATION NAME AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS:

Occupation Name:

Code Numbers: DOT OES
SOC Other

Related Occupations and/or specialties (for further study if desired):

Name Number
Name Number.
Name Number
Name Number

Sourcels used to answer section IA.:

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK MOM
STANDARD OCCUPATIONAL CLASSINCATION MANUAL (SOC)
DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATRIVAL TIMES awn
INDUSTRY/OCCUPATIONS PROJECTIONS
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

1.B. DUTIES OF THE OCCUPATION:

Duties of the job (list minimum of five duties):

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1044
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Source/9 used to answer section LB.:

DICTIONARY OF accupAncarm, TIMES (DOT)
STANDARD OCCUPATYONAL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL (SOC)
OCCUPATIONAL OLTILOOK HANDBOOK (OOH)
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

LC. APrITUDES AND SKILLS NEEDED FOR THE OCCUPATION:

List at least six.

1.

3.
4.
5.
O.

7.
8.
9.

10.

Source/s used to answer section LC.:

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (0010
STATE CAREER INFORMATION sYsTEN (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

I.D. EARNINGS AND HOURS WORKED BY THIS OCCUPATION:

Earnings:

National Wages
State Wages

(indicate per hour, week, or year)

Other benefits:

1.
2.
3.

Hours of Work:

On the average, how many hours would one work at this job?

1. Hours Worked Daily
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2. Hours Worked Weekly
Are there seasonal layoffs? Yes No

Source/9 used to answer section LD.:

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (0011)
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK QUARTERLY (OM
CAR= INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (OIS)
STATE SUPPLY DEMAND REPORT
STATE FRINGE BENEFIT AND WAGE INFORMATION
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN STATE
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER EADURCES:

I.E. HEALTH HAZARDS RELATED TO THE OCCUPATION:

Are there health hazards involved? Yes No
If so, what kinds?

Source/9 used to answer section LE.:

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DOT
CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

I.F. EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS IN THE OCCUPATION:

Employee organizations for full-timd workers:

Would you be expected to join a union or other employee organizations?
Yes No

Source/s used to answer section I.F.!

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (0OH)
OTIMR CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
UNION REPRESENTATIVES
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:
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PART II - RDUCATIQN AND TIIAINING INFORMATION

ILA RECOMMENDED HIGH SCHOOL AND POSTSECONDARY PREP
COURSES:

What general high school or post secondary courses would help to prepare the
client for this job?

Sourieds used to answer section II.A.:

GUIDE FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION (00E)
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (00H)
CAREER INIVRMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

If this client has dificiencies in basic courses needed for this occupation, what
courses would you recommend to overcome those deficiencies?

II.B. EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:

Number of years of education required
Type (high school, college, VO-Tech, etc)

Is this occupation apprenticeable? Yes No
Length of apprenticeship
Name of address of organization to contact to find out more about apprenticeships:

Sourced!) used to answer :intim MIL:

GUIDE FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION (GOE)
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (0011)
STATE APPRENTICEABLE OCCUPATIONS
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (0I8)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:
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ILC. STATE SCHOO1S THAT OFFER TRAINING FOR THIS OCCUPATION:

What schools in the state offer training for this job?

1.
2.
3

Source/2 used to answer section II.C.:

STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

ILD. OUT OF STATE KHOOLS THAT OFFER TRAINING FOR THIS
OCCUPATION:

What schools outside your state offer training for this job?

1.
2.
3.

Source le used to answer section II.D.:

STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OTHER CARVER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

pmjII - Wp IJITRIEl.kAimmag_THAT EMPLOY THIS OCCUPATION

111.A. INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT AND TRENDS:

1. List FOUR industries that would probably employ this occupation. Use
the two digit SIC level.

In thustry Name SIC code

1048
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2. Using THE INDUSTRY/EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK 1984/1990 complete
the table below fin the FOUR industries identified in 1 above.

Sources used to answer section LILA.:

STATE INDUSTIMOCCUPATION EMPLOYMENT OUTLOOK
OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (OM)
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CL4SSINC427ON MANUAL (SIC)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

III.B. INDUSTRIES WITH BEST OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYMENT IN
THIS OCCUPATION:

Using the information from the tables above, list the two or three industries that
you feel would offer the best opportunities for employment in this occupation.

III.C. LOCAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE INDUSTRIES:

For the county where the inservice is being held, list the Annual Average
employment for each industry you listed in Part IILB.

INDUSTRY COUNTY AVG IMP

Sources used to answer section IILA & B.:

STATE EMPLOYMENT WAGES AND CONTRIBUTIONS
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION MANUAL (SIC)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:
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111.13. BUSINESSES TO CONTACT:

For each industry in Part IILC. that shows employment, list a business that could
be contacted to find out more evut this occupation. If none of the industries show
employment in this area, skip . 'art IILD.1. and complete Part IILD.2.

1. INDUSTRY NAME:
BUSINESS:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:

BUSINESS:
NAME:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:

Source/8 used to answer section MA & B.:

TELEPHONE BOOK
LOCAL JOB SERVICE
CITY DIRECTORY
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

2. If there are no businesses employing the occupation in the area what would
you advise the client?

=Lim ;._Q=pjsmL..__sg.._.m_rHLScum

W.A. CURRENT EMPLOYMENT IN THIS CCCUPATION:

What is the recent state employment in this occupation?

Date of data Employment
(Use most recent data you can find.)

What is the recent U.S. employment in this occupation?

Date of data Employment
(Use most recent data you can find.)

Sources used to answer section IVA.:

STATE INDUSTRY/OCCUPATION OUTLOOK
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OCCUPATIOMZ OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (00H)
OTHER CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)

1050
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FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

IV.B. PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT

What is the projected state employment for this occupation to 2000?

2000 Employment

What is the projected number of average annual openings in the state for this job
to 2000?

Average Anival Openings

Source/s used to answer section TV.B.:

STATE INDUSTRY/OCCUPATION OUTLOOK
STATE CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (CIS)
OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK (00H)
OTIMR CARRIE INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

IV.C. CURRENT EVENTS AFFECTING THE OUTLOOK FOR THIS OCCUPATION:

What current factors are affecting the outlook for this occupation in the state? in
the nation?

Source/a used to answer section IV.C.:

NEWSPAPERS
OTHER MKDIA
JOB SEW= OFFICES
LOCAL CAREER PROFESSIONALS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:

IV.D. SUPPLY OF WORKERS FOR THIS MCUPATION:

Occupational supply is information on workers who have completed training lr are
jai ready in this occupation.

Occupations are grouped into "clusters" based on their relationships to each other.
For example: File clerk and typist would be in the "clerical office practice" duster,
number 0F2.

Write the name of the occupation you are researching:
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o

What is the supply for this occupation?

What source(s) provided training for this occupation?

What is the name and number of the cluster that includes this occupation?

NAME NUMBER

What is the cluster total or all related supply total for the cluster including this
occupation?

During the past year how many people have applied for work in this occupation
through the Job Service?

Sources used to answer section IV.D.:

SOICC
STATE SUPPLY DEMAND REPORT
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM (0 IS)
FILL IN OTHER SOURCES:
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Occupational Information Resource Matrix
Gatorades of Information

- _
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County Business Patterns x x

State Employment and Labor Force x x

Statistics in Brief

Int:hairy/Occupation Projections x x

Career Information System x x x x x x x x

State Apprenticeable Occupations x x x x x x

Occup. Employment Statistics Publications x x x

State Occup. Information System (OIS) x x x x

State Supply/Demand Report x x x x

State Fringe Benefit & Wage Information x

Economic Conditions in the State x x

Resource People: (enter names of presenters here)

e 1053
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Occupational Information Resource Matrix
Categories of Information

fintional Ii lot illalion Sourcos

E 0 EI 1if' i 1.3 i
8 s go

z 0 111

ite People

Mctiorwiy of Oct:walking/ Tides (DOT)

Stotdard inthildrkl Classificatim (SIC)

Standad Occupgional Classification (SOC)

Occupational Ottlook Hancbook (00H)

Occupational Mtlook Quarterly (000)

Guide for Occupational Exploration (GCE)

Exploring Careers

U.S. Industrial Outlook

Occupational Projections and Training Data

Selected Characteristics of Occupations-DOT

Career Information System

Resource People: (enter names of presenters here)
1.

2. 1055
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Activity *34
Case Study - Bernie Maas
(Developed by the Maine SOICC)

My name is Bernie Maas. Since leaving the military a year ago, I have been living in
. I married my high school sweetheart, and now we have two little girls.

I never was afraid of anything when I was in the Army, but I am now. rm afraid that
I won't bz able to make enough money to provide for my family.

I never liked school much. Oh, I loved playing sports. I was the second best swimmer
on the school team. I even taught a swim class for young kids in the summer. I really
liked Automotive Shop, too. I spent a lot of time tinkering with cars. But I just
couldn't seem to pass English. I dropped out of school in December of my senior year
and joined the Army. After insic training I was assigned to the motor pool. I learned
to drive and fix just about everything the Army had on wheels or tracks. Eventually,
I became the personal driver for the CO (Commanding Officer), because he knew I
could fix the jeep if it broke down out in the boonies.

When I got out of the Service, I got a truck driving job for a construction company. I
ran the dozer sometimes, too. The company helped me convert my military operator
licenses to civilian licenses. But work got real slack so they had to lay me off. I've
tried working with other construction companies, and I have worked on specific jobs,
but they haven't paid enough for a family to live on.

I've thought about getting a different job, or moving th an area that might have more
jobs. But everywhere I look either the employer wants a high school graduate or the
job doesn't pay enough. I just don't know what to do.

Reprinted with permission from:

Kenneth Bridges, Senior Economic Analyst
Division of Economic Analysis and Research
Bureau of Employment Security

and

Maine SOICC
State House Station 71
Augusta, ME 04333
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1. Where would you begin with Bernie? List the first three steps you would take:

a.
b.
C.

2. What are three job titles that match Bernie's skills or interests?

a.
b.
C.

3. What is the outlook for these occupations in your state?

a.
b.
C.

4. How much can Bernie earn in each of these occupations?

a.
b.
c.

5. How many people are employed in each of these occupations in one of your local
counties?

a.
b.
C.

6. In what counties are the highest numbers employed for each of these occupations?

a.
b.
C.

7. What are the overall economic conditions like in the county you selected compared
to the state in terms of employment, and the unemployment rate?

8. Who can Bernie contact for more labor market information about the local and
statewide labor market area?
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Trainer's Answer Sheet - Bernie Maas

(Answers are given for the state of Maine. Determine answers for your particular
state and enter the data on your answer sheet. Provide state, local and national
resources that contain answers to these questions.)

L Where would you begin with Bernie?

Review interests, work history
Get GED or Equivalency Diploma
Explore options

2. What are three job titles that match Bernie's skills or interests?

a. Automative Mechanic
b. Delivery/Route Worker
c. Tractor-Trailer-Truck Driver

Heavy Equipment Operator

3. What is the outlook for these occupations in your state?
(Resources used - Occupational Outlook to 1995, Occupational Matrices)

a. Faster than average, annual openings 292, Growth 24.5%
b. About as fast, annual openings 130, Growth 15.1%
c. About as fast, annual openings 294, Growth 16.2%
d. About as fast, annual openings 103, Growth 18.4%

4. How much can Bernie earn in each of these occupations? (Reported as hourly
wag*)

Occ. Matrices Mani*. Wage Surv. Nmfg. Wage Surv.
a. $8.47 $8.57 $8.46-8.97-9.97
b. 7.47 6.58
c. 8.94 6.90-8.40 7.17-8.54

7.66 7.66

5. How many people are employed in each of these occupations in one of your local
counties?

County I County 2 County 3
a. 131 131 51008
b. 94 94 55A87
c. 65 65 All Truck 271 54003 54000
d. 80 54B52

6. In what counties are the highest numbers employed for each of these occupations?

a. Cumb. 1352 Pen. 848 Ken. 622
b. Cumb. 1687 Pen. 672 Ken. 533
c. Cumb. 661 Pen. 430 Amos. 238
d. Cumb. 551 Pen. 246 York 190
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What are overall economic conditions like in the county you selected compared to the
state in terms of employment, unemployment, and the unemployment rate?

Resource - Labor Market Digest and local information resources

Who can Bernie contact for more labor market informatior about the local and
statewide Labor Market Area?

LMI Director'', CIDS and local information resources
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Case Study Activity-Thomas Lee

Activity #35

Your client, 'Thomas Lee, has been referred to you by a social service agency. Tom is a minority male,

age 25, who is out of work. Tom dropped out of school in the tenth grade; he claims that he could not

read well and no one seemed to care about kids inn him. Tom has done odd jobs since that time. AB

you question Tom about his work hitdory, the infbrmation that you get is sketchy and he appears

reluctant to offer detEdls. He tells you that he has worked in novice stations, restaurants and work

for a landscaping service. The job he liked the Imt was laying sod, because he likes doing physical

work out-of-doors. Despite his many jobs, he, can provide only one employment reference from three

years ap, when he worked in a fast-fbod restaurant. Upon questioning, Tom admits to personality

conflicts with supervisors 4m several jobs. Tom claims that the conflicts were lamely due to his drug

and alcohol abuse on those occasions. Tom has been in troubie with the law and has recently

completed a court ordered drug and alcohol rehakdlitation program. His social worker is encouragini

Tom to enroll in a community sponsored reading program. As you try to get to know Toni, he appef.rs

to be withdrawn and angry. When you question him shoat his apparent hostility toward you, he says

that he does not trust persons from your culture.

Tom has multiple barriers to employment and he is working with personnel from several agencies to

help him address his problems. Your responsibility as a career development facilitator is to help Torn

explore his career options.

1. As a career development facilitator, where would you begin with Toni?

2. With what other individuals or agencies would you need to work to help Tom become ready

for employment?

3. Using the following resources: CIDS, 0011, SOC, DOT, and GOE, see if you can identify three

job titles that might be of interest to Tom.

a.
b.
C.

4. How much can Tom earn in each of these occupations?

a.
b.

5. Will these earnings be sufficient to cover his basic needs and allow,him to live independently?

6. How many people are employed in each of these occupations in your county?

l
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7. In what counties are the highest numbers employed in each of these occupations?

8. What are the overall economic conditions Inge in your county compared to the rest of the state
in terms of employment and the unemployment rate?

9. Who can Tom contact for morp labor market information about the local and statewide Labor
Market Area?
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Activity Evaluation
(Developed by the Montana SOICC)

Name of Activity:

We would appreciate your thoughts on the activity you have just complete& Please
answer the questions below. More importantly, use the rest of the sheet for your
comments, positive and negative. We are constantly searching for ways W improve.
Tell us what you think

Although optional, your name and phone number would be appreciated. Then we can
contact you if we need clarification on your ideas. We promise not to send anyone with
a violin case te see you.

NAME PHONE

1. Which part of the activity did you like the bebt?

2. Whazh part did you like the least?

3. Did you have enough time to complete the activity?

4. Were the instructions clear?

5. Were the trainers available when you needed them?

6. Did you have sufficient resource materials? If no, please explain.

7. Can you use this activity in your work?

8. On a scale of one to ten, how would you rate this activity? (Ten is the highest
rating.)

9. Comments and suggestions for improvement:
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Appendices are the same as in the
participant's manual (page 116 of this
document)
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